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Abstract 

This thesis presents the technical challenges associated with creating an autonomous system for 

drilling in heterogeneous rock formations. And therein after describes the methods and solutions of 

which the UIS team used to design and build a prototype for this problem. This thesis is a result of an 

attempt to compete in the international Drillbotics competition. 
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Nomenclature 

CSS Confined compressive strength 

dbit Bit diameter 

di Internal diameter 

do Outside diameter 

Q Flow rate 

ρ Fluid density 

vflow Flow velocity 

Re Reynolds number 

µ Fluid viscosity 

MSE Mechanical Specific Energy 

∆𝑝 Pressure loss 

L Length 

fD Darcy’s friction factor 

𝜀 Roughness coefficient 
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ADC Analog-to-digital converter  

BHA Bottom Hole Assembly 

CCS Confined Compressive Strength 

DFSA Deterministic Finite State Automaton 

Due Arduino Due 

FSM Finite State Automaton 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

HP Horse Power 

I2C Inter-Integrated Circuit 

ID Inside Diameter 

IRIS International Research Institute of Stavanger 

Mega Arduino Mega 

MSE Mechanical Specific Energy 

OD Outside Diameter 

OPC OLE for Process Control 

PDC Polycrystalline Diamond Compact 

PLC Programmable Logic Controller 

ROP Rate of Penetration 

RPM Rounds per minute 

RPS Rounds per second 

RTC Real Time Controller 

SDC Strategic Decision Controller 

SPI Serial Peripheral Interface 

SSR Solid State Relay 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol 

TFA Total Flow Area 

TTL Transistor-transistor logic 

UCS Uniaxial Compressive Strength 

UDP User Datagram Protocol or Universal Datagram Protocol 

UIA University of Agder 

WOB Weight on Bit   
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Introduction 
This thesis is a result of the international competition DrillBotics2016 where the goal is to create a 

small scale autonomous drilling rig which can drill through a cubic rock of the size 76x76x76cm1.  

“Drillbotics is a competition that combines surface and down hole measurements with process control 

algorithms to automatically control oil well drilling machines to enable safer and more efficient 

drilling.“[1] 

The competition focuses on combining multiple disciplines and requires competing teams to have at 

least one petroleum’s engineer, besides that the teams are free to bring in which ever disciplines they 

deem necessary to get the task in question done without exceeding the five person limit.  

The ideal team setup would be as listed below: 

Discipline Number of students 

Petroleum 1 

Computer Science 1 

Cybernetics 1 

Mechanical 1 

Physics 1 
TABLE 1 - IDEAL TEAM SETUP 

This setup gives the team the best chance of success to overcome the various challenges which follows 

the task at hand. 

In the case of our team, the “advertisement” for students to join the team came out late 

September/early December in a period where most students already had selected their thesis subject. 

Which lead to a team consisting of two petroleum’s engineers and one software engineer. 

As the team didn’t manage to gather one student from each of the ideal disciplines, the remaining 

work was distributed amongst the team members based on their qualifications, and the work that 

should have been done by a cybernetics student fell to, me, the software engineer. 

The first step in the competition was to create an initial design report (See Appendix A) which had its 

deadline the 31.December 2015. With the assistance of the scientists at IRIS the team managed to 

create the initial design report of the system and submit it before the announced deadline. 

Unfortunately our team was not selected to participate further in the competition, but managed to setup 

an unofficial competition with the UIA, where both teams agreed to follow the rules of Drillbotics. 

With the team not competing in the main competition, it was decided to reanalyse the initial design 

and attempt to make it more cost efficient by opting out of industrial standard equipment and focusing 

on the use of cheap open-source hardware. 

  

                                                      
1 The competition rules have been unclear as to how large the rock would be. Initially the rock block was 

supposed to be of the size 30x30x30 cm. But analysing the block which was used in 2015 it is more likely that 

the rock in question was more along the lines of 30x30x30 in. So if we’re assuming that the rock will be close to 

the one used during the competition in 2015, it is more likely that size will be around 76x76x76cm. The rules 

also specified that the block size could be increase by up to 20% which would mean that the block at it 

maximum size would be 91.2x91.2x91.2cm. 
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1.1 Problem description 

The problem the team tried to solve was, how to create a real-time system for automatic drilling in 

heterogeneous rock formations which is self-supervising. The system should detect and react to 

deteriorating drilling conditions while recalibrating itself to achieve optimal drilling conditions in 

terms of ROP, RPM, WOB and also to shut down if the system deemed it necessary to avoid 

damaging any hardware incorporated in it.   

1.2 Related work 

In recent years as the cost of drilling has increased and the industry has been looking into automating 

larger portions of the drilling process, both to reduce the long term cost and to increase the reliability 

and security. 

Previous and current work on this subject is hard to get hold of because most companies are 

developing in house solutions and still consider their research trade secrets. 

Drillbotics releases videos and a short presentation of the designs previously submitted, but these only 

contain superficial overviews of the designs. This is to make sure that teams presently competing can’t 

copy the designs completely. 

1.3 Organization of the Thesis 

The thesis is organized in the following manner: 

 Chapter 2 presents basic background and theory which the project is based on. 

 Chapter 3 presents the control hierarchy of the system. 

 Chapter 4 details the variables in the system which needs to be monitored and calculated for 

the system to operate in a safe state. 

 Chapter 5 describes the cybernetic implementation which had to be done. 

 Chapter 6 describes the state diagrams used in the microcontrollers. 

 Chapter 7 details the calibration procedures.  

 Chapter 8 discusses the dynamic conditions and failure states which the system strives to 

avoid. 

 Chapter 9 describes how the graphical user interface. 

 Chapter 10 presents the competition results. 

 Chapter 11 presents the conclusion and budget. 
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2. Analysis of the problem 
This section covers some of the more problematic aspects of the task and proposes solutions for the 

different aspects related to the problem in question. 

The first subsection covers the background theory of the project, with the next section describing the 

different communication protocols which were considered and finally the last sections describe the key 

features which the system should contain. 

2.1 Background 

2.1.1 Definition of real time 

In general when referring to real time, one refers to the current time at this given point in time. One 

could say that real time is now. In a computing real time can be viewed in many different ways, the 

most general way of looking at it is the data that is generated at this point in time. As an example we 

can look at airline traffic, flights continuously send data to flight control relaying their position and 

altitude. This data is transmitted in real time so flight control can always view their current position.  

In a real system there is no generalized answer for what can be defined as real time. The definition of 

real time in a given real time system will vary based on its needs and requirements. 

The system in question, contains four subsystems; Hoisting, Power Transmission (Top Drive), fluid 

system and directional. Three of these systems have a set of required response times associated with 

them and the required response time for these three systems will be described briefly, the directional 

control will be described in a later chapter. 

The main system constraint for this system is the aluminium drill pipe which is used in drilling. The 

wall thickness of this pipe which is only 0.016-in (0.4064 mm). 

 

FIGURE 1 - ALUMINIUM PIPE 
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This makes the pipe very fragile and easy to both buckle and limits the amount of torque which the 

system can apply to it without twisting the pipe clean off. 

Through calculations and the simulation software made available by IRIS, the petroleum engineers 

found that the maximum twist angle which the aluminium pipe can endure is 0.3°, this leads to the 

following limitation on the top drive.  

The step motor used at the top drive has 10 000 steps, this results in an angular resolution of 0.036 

degrees. If the bit gets stuck, the motor can perform approximately 8 steps before the pipe reaches its 

maximum twist angle. If the system ran at its maximum capacity of 180 RPM, it is shown that 

between each step there is an interval of 33 microseconds. 

Assuming a maximum RPM of 180:  

10000

360°
= 0.036° →  

0.3°

0.036°
≈ 8 → 𝑀𝑎𝑥 180𝑟𝑝𝑚 →

180

60
= 3𝑅𝑃𝑆 → 

1000000

30000
≈ 33𝜇𝑠 

 
EQUATION 1 - POWER TRANSMISSION LOOP TIME 

With this in mind, using the calculation below the maximum allowable loop time for the top drive can 

be derived as follows: 

33 ∗ 8 ≈ 264𝜇𝑠 =  𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝐿𝑜𝑜𝑝 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

EQUATION 2 -  HOISTING SYSTEM LOOP TIME 

 

FIGURE 2 - HOISTING SUBSYSTEM 
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For the hoisting system, the loop time was found using the following simple arguments. 

The pitch of the lead screw is 2mm. With microstepping there is 2000 steps per rotation. The highest 

speed movement is probably 10 mm/s, therefore the loop duration should be lower than 100 μs. 

The final subsystem which is part of the rig is the fluid system. To find the required responds time, the 

following though process was applied. 

The compressibility of water is: 0.19e10Pa and the pump will provide about 10l/min. The volume of 

water in the fluid system at any given time is approximately: 0.5 to 1l. For an instantaneous 

obstruction, the reaction time for a maximum pressure increase of 0.5bar gives that the max loop 

duration should be. 

(
0.5𝑒5

0.19𝑒10
) ∗ (

0.5𝑒−3

10𝑒−3
60⁄
) = 78𝜇𝑠 

EQUATION 3 - FLUID SYSTEM LOOP TIME 

The microcontrollers that monitor each of these subsystems must react if any of these three parameters 

exceed their critical values. 
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2.1.2 Arduino 

Originally the lower level components of the system were to be controlled by an Omron CP1L-

EM60DT-D PLC, but as further analysis were made into the required response time of the system it 

was found that the PLC wouldn’t be able to meet the system’s needs. This is described in more detail 

in Chapter 5, Section 5.1.  

 

FIGURE 3 - ARDUINO MEGA 

The original PLC was instead replaced by 5 Arduinos. Arduino is an open-source hardware/software 

solution which was created to give end users, novices and professionals, easy access to readymade 

microcontrollers which can be used to interact with the environment through sensors and actuators. 

Arduino uses a programming language called Processing which is based upon java. Processing has 

some overhead associated with it, but if this overhead becomes an issue one can also use native C to 

eliminate some of the overhead and create more optimized code.   
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2.1.3 The line between deterministic and nondeterministic 

The system to be build is complex and must be able to react immediately if any of the critical 

parameters are exceeded. It is therefore important that the system is divided into layers which operate 

within segments where the algorithms applied are utilized at their maximum potential.  

In computer science deterministic and non-deterministic is commonly applied to algorithms, both on 

their timing and output conditions. 

The two categories can be defined as follows: 

A section of the system is said to be deterministic if and only if the section completes it task in a fixed 

amount of time and always completes it in the same fixed amount of time. 

A section of the system is said to be non-deterministic if and only if the section completes it task in a 

variable amount of time and delivers no guarantees as to how much time is spent completing its tasks.  

With the calculated loop time limitations it is clear that the microcontrollers and data collections from 

the various sensors in the system need to work under a deterministic time regiment, while any 

computations which fall into the category of non-deterministic should be handled by an external PC. 

The command structure for the system is further explained in Chapter 3.  

2.1.4 Interpolation[15] 

As established in chapter three, the system has to be divided in too three layers where one works 

within a non-deterministic time region and the other two, the microcontroller layers, works within a 

deterministic time region.  

By calculation look up tables and pre calculating formulas which apply for the different sub systems in 

the system, the microcontrollers can take advantage of interpolation to find values which are not given 

through the supplied data.  

The bigger the datasets passed from the backend layer to the lowest microcontroller layer the better 

accuracy the system will receive by using interpolation, but this comes with a tradeoff. The 

microcontrollers have limited storage space and network datagrams also have a limited size. 

Ideally the system wants to be able to transmit all the necessary data through one UDP datagram 

which is 655kBytes. 

The system in its current state only applies interpolation in the first dimension also referred to as linear 

interpolation and does this through this formula. 

𝑦 =  𝑦0 + (𝑦1 − 𝑦0) ∗
𝑥 − 𝑥0
𝑥1 − 𝑥0

 

EQUATION 4 - LINEAR INTERPOLATION 

To apply linear interpolation, the system needs two reference points and one value to calculate a new 

value. In the formula above, that would be (x0, y0) and (x1, y1) as reference points and a value x which 

is used to find the value of y. 

One of the subsystems which uses this type of linear interpolation is the fluid system described further 

in Chapter 4, Section 4.1. 
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2.2 Communication protocols 

This sub section briefly describes the communication protocols that were considered for the system 

with some of their pros and cons. 

2.2.1 TCP 

The Transmission Control Protocol or TCP for short is a communication protocol which is connection-

orientated and reliable.  

TCP works by establishing a direct connection between sender and receiver; this is done through the 

use of handshakes, acknowledgements and sequence numbering. No data is passed between the two 

entities before the handshaking procedure is completed, and if it fails the process has to start over 

again. 

Below is a joke to illustrate how TCP works. 

“Hi, I’d like to hear a TCP joke.” 

“Hello, would you like to hear a TCP joke?” 

“Yes, I’d like to hear a TCP joke.” 

“Ok, I will hear a TCP joke.” 

“Are you ready to hear a TCP joke?” 

“Yes, I am ready to hear a TCP joke.” 

“Ok, I am about to send the TCP joke. It will last for 10 seconds, it has two characters, it does not 

have a setting, it ends with a punchline.” 

“Ok, I am ready to get your TCP joke that will last for 10 seconds, has two characters, does not have 

an explicit setting, and ends with a punchline.” 

“I’m sorry, your connection has timed out... Hello, would you like to hear a TCP joke?” 

-, Unknown Author 

TCP is a great protocol for applications which need reliable communication, but due to the overhead 

associated with TCP it was necessary to consider other options. 

2.2.2 UDP 

UDP (User Datagram Protocol) is the opposite of TCP. They are both communication protocols but 

this is pretty much where their similarity ends. UDP operates on a fire and forget premise. 

UDP is a connectionless protocol which doesn’t establish a direct link between sender and receiver. 

Instead it simply broadcasts the data packet out on to the network and assumes that the data packet 

arrived at its destination. 

Applying this method versus the communication method of TCP makes UDP a much faster protocol. 

Without providing any guarantees as to its reliability it leaves this responsibility to the application 

programmers and thus the programmer decides how much overhead to generate through messages.  

UDP was chosen as the communication protocol to use between the backend layer and the lower layer 

sub systems, because the system wouldn’t be affected by the overhead related to TCP.  
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2.2.3 SPI[2,3,4] 

Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) is a synchronous serial data protocol which is used by 

microcontrollers to communicate with peripheral devices through high speed transmission. SPI is 

limited by its short range, but for the use in this system where all components are with a maximum 

two meter distance, the range limitation doesn’t apply. 

 

FIGURE 4- SIMPLE SPI SETUP, ONE MASTER, ONE SLAVE[14] 

SPI uses four physical connections between the devices, three which are common to all devices: 

 Master In Slave Out (MISO) – The slave line for sending data to master. 

 Master Out Slave In (MOSI) – The master line for sending data to the peripherals. 

 Serial Clock (SCK) – The clock pulse which synchronize data transmission generated by the 

master 

And one which specifics which device to talk to: 

 Slave Select (SS) – pin on each device that the master can toggle to enable and disabled the 

specific device. 

By setting the state of the SS pin on the microcontroller to low, it enables the device to communicate 

with the master device. When setting the SS state to high, it ignores any messages from the master and 

thus allows the system to have multiple SPI devices connected to the master. On the Arduino it is 

possible to connect as many SPI devices as there are free digital outputs, this being the only limiting 

factor in terms of connectable devices. 

 

FIGURE 5 - ONE MASTER, MULTIPLE SLAVES[14] 

The figure above illustrates how the process of interfacing multiple slave devices with a master device 

is done. 
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Due to the rapid transmission speed delivered by SPI, it was the first choice for intercommunication 

between the microcontrollers and peripheral devices. But due to instability’s and a lack of 

compatibility with the Ethernet Shield2 used on a few of the microcontrollers, it was decided that 

another communication protocol should be chosen for the communication between microcontrollers. 

2.2.4 I2C[5] 

I square C or I two C (I2C or I2C) is a protocol originally developed in 1982 by Philips for use in their 

chips. In contrast to SPI, I2C uses a two wire setup where the wire are as follows: 

 Serial Data Line (SDA) – Which the data being transmitted travels through. 

 Serial Clock Line (SCL) – Clock line which syncs the read/write operation 

I2C works by giving an address to each device connected on the I2C bus. I2C offers an address space 

of 10 bits, which in turn means that the system could theoretically support 1024 devices3. There are of 

course physical restrictions such as bus space and like SPI, I2C is designed to work within short 

distances so this could become an issue if one were to try and connect two devices which aren’t close 

together. 

 

FIGURE 6 - I2C SETUP, ONE MASTER, MULTIPLE SLAVES 

The figure above illustrates how an I2C setup using one master would look.  

Because of the compatibility issues encountered when using SPI, I2C was tested and proved to show 

no such compatibility issues. A combination of SPI and I2C was there for selected for the 

communication in the two microcontroller layers (see chapter three). Where SPI is used to interact 

with certain peripheral devices and I2C is used for intercommunication between the microcontrollers. 

  

                                                      
2 The Arduino Ethernet shield uses SPI to transfer data collected from Ethernet to the Arduino 
3 In reality one wouldn’t be able to connect 1024 devices, because a certain number of addresses are reserved for 

special purposes. This however wasn’t a problem for the system in question as it would never get close to the 

maximum address limit.  

SDA 

SCL 
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2.2 Control technique[6] 

The control technique selected to handle the microcontrollers in the system was a finite state machine. 

This is a fairly common control technique when dealing with microcontrollers and is a proven method 

which yield high success for most situations and problems.  

A finite state automata is a mathematical model of a system with discrete inputs and outputs. The 

system can be in one of a finite number of states at any time. The past inputs given to the system 

determines the behavior of the system on the next subsequent input. 

The chosen implementation of this system is a deterministic finite state automata (DFSA), the fact that 

it is deterministic refers to the uniqueness of the computations. When applying this method to 

formulate a model of the system and defining the different states which are available, a number of 

tools become available such as state diagrams and state transition tables. 

 

FIGURE 7 - DFA WITH 3 STATES 

The figure above illustrates a simple DFA. State One is both the start state and the accept state for the 

input in this case. 

 Input 

States 0 1 

S1 S1 S2 

S2 S3 S1 

S3 S2 S3 
TABLE 2 - STATE TRANSITION TABLE FOR FIGURE 7 

Through the use of this type of state machine, the system will be able to model each subsystem and 

their corresponding states with inputs and outputs leading the desired states which will be illustrated 

later on in the thesis. 

2.3 Safety envelopes 

For the system to operate under “normal” drilling conditions, the system needs to define a state which 

is considered normal. Such a state should contain boundary conditions for each subsystem where 

sensor data is collected and these boundary conditions usually take the form of a minimum and 

maximum value. 

Each of the systems subsystems are charged with monitoring their specific part of the system and for 

each of these subsystems the system needs to set in place safety envelops related to their task in the 

system. 

By calculating the breaking points of the physical components in the system and then applying a 10-

25% adjustment to these limits, the systems safety envelops were derived. As long as the sensor data 

falls within the established safety envelopes the system can proceed in its normal operating state.  

Start 
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2.4 Safety triggers 

As described in the previous section, the system needs to take action if it senses that the system is 

about to break any of the established thresholds in the system. Hence the system needs safety triggers 

which start a series of events to bring the system back to safe operating conditions. 

These triggers should fire if the data collected from the systems sensors indicate that the current 

system settings are eventually going to break any of the safety thresholds currently in place in the 

system. 

An example of such a safety trigger would be in the case of a stick slip situation, see chapter 8.1, 

where the drill bit gets stuck in the rock and as the motor applies more torque and energy builds up in 

the drill string, the bit will eventually skip as the energy level hits a peak and then repeat. If such a 

situation arises a safety trigger should fire and start an event where the system stops rotating the drill 

string and tells the hoisting system to lift off from the bottom of the borehole. Thereby releasing the 

built up energy in the system and resetting the drill parameters to a defined state of unknown rock 

formation. 

This state assumes a worst case scenario and will restart the drilling and attempt to find new optimal 

drilling parameters. 

This is one example of the safety trigger that should be implemented into the system. 

2.5 Calibration 

With the system built and in its pre calibrated state, it won’t be very efficient at its task. The system 

needs to be calibrated manually to a state where the system can be initialized and calibrate itself 

automatically. 

During this initial state, the system should run a number of calibrating procedures for the system to 

collect baseline values for each sub system, as described further in Chapter 7. 

With these calibration procedures completed, the system is ready to move in to the drilling state. 

2.6 Diagnostic 

For the autonomous system to be in a state of completion it must be able to diagnose itself if it 

encounters errors and act accordingly. As the system is operating in normal state and monitoring the 

sensor data collect it should be able to make decisions which is in its best interest. These diagnostics 

are assisted by the safety triggers which will attempt to bring the system from a brink state and back to 

a stable state. 

The system has limited possibilities when it comes to correcting errors detected, and if the established 

safety mechanisms fail, the system should shut itself down to prevent damage to equipment attached to 

it. 

Through the diagnostic system it should be able to pinpoint the area which is in an erroneous state and 

communicate this to the backend software, in such a manner that the affected area can easily be found 

and the appropriate maintenance carried out. 

The highest safety priority of the system should be that it should shut down to prevent equipment 

damage. 
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2.7 Optimization 

For the system to operate at its peak performance level, the system should be able to optimize the 

drilling parameters to achieve the highest possible ROP while maintaining the verticality of the 

borehole. 

For this to be achievable the system needs to analyse the data collected from the various sensors in the 

system and attempt to make an educated guess as to the strength of the current rock formation. The 

idea behind the optimization scheme in place is that when the system starts to drill the initial 

parameter settings are set to a worst case scenario which corresponds to the hardest formation rock 

placed inside the rock sample to be drilled. 

As the system attempts to drill, and more sensor data becomes available the system should adjust the 

WOB and RPM to find a sweet spot where speed is maximized and all systems fall within safe 

thresholds. At this stage the system should claim the rock formation as known and store the drilling 

parameters along with its corresponding mechanical specific energy (MSE) value. 

 

FIGURE 8 - OPTIMIZATION BY RECOGNISING MSE 

The figure above illustrates the optimization method planned for the system. As seen in the figure the 

system starts by assuming an unknown rock formation strength and starts experimenting with the 

drilling parameters until it obtains a maximum stable ROP value. Once this maximum is found the 

system moves into a known MSE state sticks to these settings until the sensor data changes indicating 

a change in rock formation. The system then stores these drill parameters along with its MSE and 

moves back into the unknown MSE state and repeats the procedure.  
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3. Software architecture for real-time management of a complex system 
The software architecture for the system is based on the hierarchical control scheme, which is a 

common engineering technique for decomposing complex systems.   

Each element in a hierarchical control system can be viewed as a linked node in a tree structure, where 

commands and task flow down from superior nodes down to subordinate nodes. Results and sensor 

readings flow upwards from the bottom nodes to their superior nodes. The two distinguishing features 

of this type of systems are: 

 Each higher layer of the tree operates with a longer planning and execution interval then its 

immediate lower layer. 

 The lower layers have local tasks and their activities are planned and coordinated by the 

higher layers. 

The final system was decomposed and configured hierarchically, below is a figure showing an 

overview of the complete system. 

 

FIGURE 9 - HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM 

The highest layer contains a computer which handles the visualization of data transmitted from the 

lowest level nodes in the system. It processes this data through algorithms, which aren’t deterministic 

and it therefore has no guarantee on the finishing time associated with it. An example of these 

algorithms would be the generation of lookup tables for the system torque which is then passed 

downwards in the system to the correct node. 

The middle layer consists of a Real Time Coordinator (RTC) and a directional coordinator, which 

handles the communication between the lowest layer controllers and SDC. These coordinator can be 

viewed as information hubs, their only task is to forward information between the upper and lower 

layers of the system. 

Finally the bottom layer in the system consists of the controllers which collect data from the various 

sensors in the system, the data is then transmitted through high speed connections between the 

microcontrollers, and controllers the actuators in the system. 

Strategic 
Decision 

Controller

Real Time 
Coordinator

Power 
Transmission 

Controller

Hoisting 
Controller

Pump 
Controller

Directional 
Coordinator

Directional 
Controller
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As will be described in Chapter 5, the two lower layers are divided in too two physical domains as 

indicated in the systems hierarchical structure. By further decomposing each branch in the system 

shown in figure 9, the branches can be formulated in to the two control hierarchies show below. 

 

FIGURE 10 - HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE WITHIN CONTROL BOX ONE(MCB) 

The figure above illustrates the setup for the upper rig controller and gives an indication as to which 

type of data is being transmitted between the different layers and between the different nodes in the 

system. Similarly a figure for the directional subsystem is shown below. 

 

FIGURE 11 - HIERARCHICAL CONTROL STRUCTURE WITHIN CONTROL BOX TWO(DCB) 
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4. Safety Envelops  
With the limited amount of time available to create an initial design for the system, the team didn’t 

have time to refine the calculation presented and therefor one of the first tasks at hand was to analyse 

and verify that the rough estimates were indeed correct. This chapter gives a brief introduction to the 

reanalysis work which was done. It also covers the software implementation which was done to speed 

up the work of verifying the pump calculations.  

4.1 Circulation system 

The main by-product from drilling is rock fragments created as the system grinds out the borehole. 

These fragments are referred to as cuttings and need to be cleared out of the borehole to prevent the 

drill getting stuck. To handle this the system was designed with a fluid system which handles the 

previously mentioned issue as well as cooling down the PDC bit during drilling. 

This subsystem consists of six components; 

 Pump 

 Hose 

 Swivel 

 Aluminium drill-pipe 

 Bottom Half Assembly (BHA) 

 PDC Bit 

The figure below shows an overview of how the components are connected in the physical prototype. 

Besides the components listed above there are two additional factors which affect the system, namely 

hydrostatic pressure and the annulus created through drilling. Common to all the components is that 

they generated pressure loss in the system, the next section describes how these pressure losses are 

calculated and what requirements the selected pump had to satisfy.  

 

FIGURE 12 - FLUID SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
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4.1.1 Pressure loss formulas[7] 

The simulation software applies the Darcy-Weisbach equation with the application of Darcy’s friction 

factor to determine the pressure loss associated most of the components in the system. The formula for 

this equation is given below. 

∆𝑝

𝐿
= 𝑓𝐷 ∗

𝜌

2
∗
𝑣𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤

2

𝑑𝑖
 →  ∆𝑝 =  

𝑓𝐷 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝐿 ∗ 𝑣𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
2

2 ∗ 𝑑𝑖
 

EQUATION 5 - THE DARCY-WEISBACH EQUATION 

Where ∆p is the pressure loss as a function of: 

 The fluid density ρ (kg/m3) 

 The length of the component L (m) 

 The hydraulic diameter4 di of the component 

 Flow velocity vflow, measured as the volumetric flow rate Q per unit cross-sectional wetted area 

(m/s) 

 Darcy’s friction factor, fD 

The software uses this formula to describe the pressure loss in all components in the system with the 

exception of the swivel, bit and hydrostatic pressure loss. Which have their own pressure loss 

formulas, described later in this chapter.  

Darcy friction factor & Reynolds number[8] 

The Darcy-Weisbach equation makes use of the Darcy friction factor which is a friction factor that 

depends on various characteristics, such as the inner diameter of the pipe, characteristics of the fluid in 

the system and the velocity of that fluid. Calculating the Reynolds number[6] with this information the 

friction factor can easily be deduced. 

The Darcy friction factor is defined as follows: 

𝑓𝐷 = 
64

𝑅𝑒
,𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑠 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠 => 𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌 ∗ 𝑣𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 ∗ 𝑑𝑖

𝜇
 

 

EQUATION 6 - DARCY FRICTION FACTOR, REYNOLDS NUMBER EQUATION 

The Reynolds number can fall into three different categories of flow, and these categories are as 

follows; Laminar, Critical and Turbulent. These categories are defined as; 

 

FIGURE 13 - LIMITS BETWEEN LAMINAR, CRITICAL AND TURBULENT FLOW 

                                                      
4 The hydraulic diameter is defined by DH=4A/P where A is the cross sectional area and P is the wetted perimeter 

of the cross-section. In our case when dealing with a circular pipe/tube the hydraulic diameter is equal to the 

inner diameter.  
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The calculation of the Darcy’s friction factor depends on which segment the Reynolds number falls. 

If the Reynolds number falls within the laminar segment the friction factor is calculated by; 

𝑓𝐷 =
64

𝑅𝑒
 

EQUATION 7 - LAMINAR FLOW EQUATION 

If the calculated Reynolds number falls in to the turbulent segment, the friction factor is obtained 

through the use of the Colebrook-White equation [9]. This equation can be used to iteratively find the 

solution for the Darcy’s friction factor in turbulent flow. The equation is expressed as: 

1

√𝑓𝐷
= −2𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (

𝜀

3.7𝐷𝑖
+

2.51

𝑅𝑒√𝑓𝐷
)   

EQUATION 8 - ITERATIV SOLUTION, TURBULENT FLOW 

Where:  

 fD is the Darcy friction factor 

 𝜀 is the roughness coefficient 

 𝐷𝑖 is the inner diameter 

 𝑅𝑒 is the Reynolds number 

The simulation software applies the first equation using the inner diameter. 

And finally if the Reynolds number falls within the critical segment, the friction factor is found by first 

calculating the laminar friction factor and then calculating the turbulent equivalent. With these two 

values established, one interpolates between the two to achieve the correct value. 

Swivel[10] 

The pressure loss equation for the swivel is modelled by the equation: 

∆𝑝 = (
𝑄

𝐶𝑣
)
2

 

EQUATION 9 - PRESSURE LOSS EQUATION SWIVEL 

This was obtained through the datasheets swivel [10], where: 

 Q is the flow rate in gallons per minute of water 

 𝐶𝑣 is the flow factor in gallons of water per minute with a 1 psi pressure drop. In the case of 

the systems ½” swivel 𝐶𝑣 ≈ 5.25 

 ∆𝑝 is the pressure drop in PSI 

Hydrostatic 

The pressure loss equation for the hydrostatic head loss is given as; 

∆𝑝 = 𝜌 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ ℎ 

EQUATION 10 - HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE LOSS EQUATION 

Where g is the gravitational acceleration and h is the height at which the system is positioned. 
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When the system is at its highest peak the hydrostatic pressure loss will also be at its highest, and as 

the rig descends and drills deeper into the rock the hydrostatic pressure loss will reduce proportionally 

to the increase in pressure loss in the annulus. 

Bit 

The pressure loss equation for the loss through the bit is given as: 

∆𝑝 =  
𝜌𝑄2

1.975 ∗ 𝐶2 ∗ 𝑛 ∗ (
𝜋 ∗ 𝑑𝑖

2

4 )

2 

EQUATION 11 - PRESSURE LOSS EQUATION BIT 

This formula was obtained by the chief scientist at IRIS through this datasheet [11]. 

 ρ, The fluid density (kg/m3) 

 Q, the flow rate in gallons per minute 

 1.975, a silly constant 

 C, the characteristics of the nozzle on the PDC bit 

 n, number of nozzles on the bit 

 di, The inner diameter of the bit nozzle 

4.1.2 Component characteristics 

The table below list the initial assumptions about the component characteristics. 

 Annulus Alum. Pipe BHA Bit Hose 

Inner dia(mm) 22 8.7 8.7 5** 12.7 

Outer dia(mm) 27.5  22 27.5  

Length(mm) 0* 914 450  2500 

Roughness(mm) 0.15 0.03 0.15  0.03 
TABLE 3 - COMPONENT CHARACTERISTICS 

*) Annulus length changes based on borehole depth 

**) The bit uses nozzle diameter instead of inner diameter 

As can be seen from the table above, not all the fields in the table are filled. This is because they’re of 

no interest for the calculations.  

 Annulus Alum. 

Pipe 

BHA Bit Hose Hydrostatic Swivel TOTAL 

Pressure 

Loss(Bar) 

>0.05* 0.1 0.11 0.7 0.04 0.2 0.12 1.27 

TABLE 4 - INITIAL PRESSURE LOSS CALCULATIONS 

The table represents pressure loss calculated in the initial design proposal (See appendix A). 
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4.1.3 Calculation results based on software 

With the necessary formulas and characteristics established, everything was implemented into the 

systems simulation software to verify the earlier findings. 

For the full software implementation take a look into Appendix B.  

All tables below shows that the pressure loss in the annulus is 0 bar. This is because the simulation 

assumes that the rig is at its peak position of two meter above ground. As the rig descends and starts 

drilling the hydrostatic pressure will decrease and the pressure in the annulus will increase 

proportionally.  

 Annulus Alum. 

Pipe 

BHA Bit Hose Hydrostatic Swivel TOTAL Flowrate 

in the 

system 

Flow 

Velocity 

in the 

annulus 

Pressure 

Loss(Bar) 

0 0.122 0.431 0.497 0.05 0.196 0.022 1.516 9.389 0.47 m/s 

TABLE 5 - PRESSURE LOSS CALCULATION THOUGH SIM. SOFTWARE 

The table above shows the calculations extracted from the simulation software which indicate that a 

number of the initial calculations were incorrect. 

  

FIGURE 14 - WATER/DIESEL PUMP 12 V (BILTEMA 25987) 

The original pump selected for the system was a water/diesel pump from Biltema, which should be 

able to provide about 9 l/min at the initial calculated pressure. This pump however turned out to be too 

weak as errors were made in the initial calculations show in table 4 above and the correct values are 

displayed in table 5. With these findings, it became clear that the pump selected for the system 

wouldn’t be able to deliver the necessary flow rate to transport cuttings out of the annulus while 

drilling5.  

  

                                                      
5 The necessary flow rate to transport cuttings out of the annulus has to be approximately 0.6m/s. This number 

was calculated by the scientists at IRIS and by using this formula the system was able to check the flow velocity 

in the annulus; 𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑄

60000
∗  

1

𝑂𝐷𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 −𝑂𝐷𝐵𝐻𝐴

2 . 
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This meant that a new pump had to be selected, but in the interest of cost a solution involving the 

connection of two pumps in series was proposed. With the simulation software already implemented, 

making the minor changes necessary to reflect this setup was fairly straightforward. This solution 

yielded the following results: 

 Annulus Alum. 

Pipe 

BHA Bit Hose Hydrostatic Swivel TOTAL Flowrate 

in the 

system 

Flow 

Velocity 

in the 

annulus 

Pressure 

Loss(Bar) 

0 0.081 0.28 0.321 0.034 0.196 0.014 0,926 10.759 0.53 m/s 

TABLE 6 - PRESSURE LOSS CALCULATION THROUGH SIM. SOFTWARE FOR TWO IDENTICAL PUMPS IN SERIES 

Unfortunately this solution did not yield the desired effect and it was instead decided to replace the 

water/diesel pump with a more powerful pump. 

 

FIGURE 15 - ITT FLOJET DIAPHRAGM ELECTRIC POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT PUMP, 19L/MIN, 3.1 BAR, 12 V DC 

The team choose to search online for a pump which would satisfy the necessary requirements. The 

pump shown in the figure above was finally selected. This pump delivers 19l/min. 

 Annulus Alum. 

Pipe 

BHA Bit Hose Hydrostatic Swivel TOTAL Flowrate 

in the 

system 

Flow 

Velocity 

in the 

annulus 

Pressure 

Loss(Bar) 

0 0.216 0.782 0.906 0.088 0.196 0.039 2,031 12.948 0.65 m/s 

TABLE 7 - PRESSURE LOSS CALCULATION SIM. SOFTWARE SELECTED PUMP 

The table above shows that the pump delivers just over the requirements specified by the system, and 

through calibration it was found that these values were very accurate. 
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4.1.4 Stochastic simulation 

Due to uncertainties in the characteristics of the physical components in the system, the software was 

extended to perform stochastic simulation, varying the different attributes of the components to get a 

better indication of what the actual pressure in the system would be. 

The tables below show the stochastic results for each of the proposed pump solutions for the system. 

 

FIGURE 16 - STOCHASTIC RESULT OF THE BILTEMA PUMP 

 

FIGURE 17 - STOCHASTIC RESULT OF TWO IDENTICAL PUMPS IN SERIES(BILTEMA PUMP USED) 

 

FIGURE 18 - STOCHASTIC RESULT, SELECTED ITT PUMP 
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4.2 Power Transmission – Rotary control 

The system contains a power transmission subsystem which controls the rotation of the drill string and 

the RPM of the bit. The system should be able to adjust and respond to changes in torque while 

operating in the drilling state. 

The drill string is made up of several components connected together to form the complete drill string 

attached to the top drive step motor. 

 

FIGURE 19 - PHYSICAL DRILL STRING 

As mentioned in chapter 2.1, the primary limitation of the power transmission system is the aluminium 

drill pipe. This transient model should translate the torque readings from the sensors and predict the 

angle of twist of the components in the drill string. These predictions should be made available to the 

control unit of the top drive inform of a lookup table which it can be used to check the sensor readings. 

The table below indicates what the lookup table should look like. 

 𝜏0 𝜏1 𝜏𝑛 

𝜃0 Value Value Value 

𝜃1 Value Value Value 

𝜃𝑛 Value Value Value 
TABLE 8 - LOOKUP TABLE TORQUE 

The top row of the table denotes torque values which the system should use to check readings against 

and find the closes possible value. 

The first column indicates the component in the drill string. The cells contain the predicted twist angle 

of the component.  

When the system reads torque values from the sensor, it will attempt to find the closest possible index 

which corresponds to the observed value in the system. If there are no matching indexes it should pick 

the two indexes which the observed value falls within and interpolate between them. 
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When the system finds a value which matches the observed reading, it should proceed to the check 

primarily the twist angle of the drill string. If the value falls within the safety threshold, the system can 

continue to drill. If it’s predicted to breach the threshold the system should engage one of the safety 

mechanisms to avoid damaging the mechanical components in the system.   

To establish the transient model required by the system the procedure detailed in Appendix C.  

5. Cybernetic work that had to be done 
In the team there should have been a cybernetics student, but the group was established without this 

technical competence. This meant that another student in the team had to do the work which should 

have been assigned to this person. 

The only member in the team with some experience creating circuitry boards and planning electrical 

setups was me. Therefor in addition to developing the software system I also had to do the electrical 

engineering work required by the system. 

This work consisted of; 

 Planning the electrical setup 

 Signal analyses  

 Physical implementation of the system 

 Component calibration 

Unfortunately this work was very time consuming and the software development was delayed.  

 

FIGURE 20 - COMPONENTS FOR THE ELECTRICAL SETUP 
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5.1 Initial versus finalized design 

The electrical setup is the system which has undergone the largest amount of change from start to the 

end product. Starting out the system consisted of only one PLC controlling all aspects of the system. 

Further analysis of the problem discovered that the PLC’s loop time was far too slow to be able to 

react to changes in the system. 

The fastest loop time the PLC could realistically achieve was in the range of 5-10ms. As a PLC’s loop 

time is dependent on the amount of code in the PLC show in the able below, using this approach the 

code written would have to be highly optimized for the system to achieve a respectable reaction time. 

The table below shows the correlation between number of instructions versus the loop time. 

 

FIGURE 21 - TABLE AND GRAPH DISPLAYING LOOP DURATION VS INSRUCTIONS 

In chapter 2.1 the necessary responds time were calculated. It was found that the necessary loop times 

for the subsystems were; 264, 100, 78 microseconds for the hoisting, power transmission and pump 

subsystems respectably. Seeing as the team didn’t get to compete in the official Drillbotics 

competition, the team moved away from the industrial PLC and looked at cheap open-source solutions 

which could provide the necessary loop times.  

This lead to a setup using multiple Arduino Mega’s which has a processor clock speed of 16MHz. By 

dividing the number of instructions which would have resided within a single PLC into five different 

Arduinos, the number of instructions available increased dramatically. 

However after experimenting with the readymade amplifier circuits bought with the load cells used in 

the system it became evident that the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) of these board could not 

support the sampling speed required by the hoisting and power transmission systems. Considering 

building custom amplifiers (Which will be covered later in this chapter), it was found that the even 

with these the ADC of the Mega wouldn’t be able to deliver the speed necessary for the system to 

operate under the required system specifications. 

Thus the Arduino Due was procured which has an 84 MHz processor and has an ADC which can 

perform its task in 1-2μs. This combined with its processing power meant that even more instructions 

could be fitted within the microcontroller. The only drawback with the Due, is that it works on a 

different transistor-transistor-logic (TTL) then the Mega, namely 3.3V versus 5V. 
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The original idea was to use the Mega’s in combination with the Due’s, where the Mega’s would act 

as coordinators and the Due’s would act as the controllers. But because of the problem that the 

different TTL logic created, it was decided to uses the Mega’s in one control box and the Due’s in the 

other. This circumvented the TTL problem as the boards had no direct communication. 

By using the slow Mega boards in the directional control box and the Dues in the main control box the 

interaction would only be through the SDC if necessary. And thus the following system setup was 

created. 

5.2 Overview 

 

FIGURE 22 - ELECTRICAL SETUP OVERVIEW 

The above illustrates the basics electrical setup of the system. The system consists of: 

 4x Arduino Due 

 2x Arduino Mega 

 14x Load cells 

 6x Reed Switches 

 2x Accelerometers 

 1x Encoder 

The Arduino’s control the motors and pull sensor readings from the various sensors in the system list 

above. 

These sensors are placed in the rig to measure the different aspects such as torque, hook load, vibration 

and to simply stop the actuators from going out of bounds.  

The hardware is split into two control boxes which, is described in the next two sections of the thesis. 
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5.3 Main Control box(MCB) 

The MCB contains the most essential subsystems of the prototype. These subsystems are the power 

transmission system, the hoisting system and the fluid system. 

Without these the rig would not be able to perform its primary task which is drilling through the rock. 

The MCB contains the following components: 

Component # 

Arduino Due 3 

Arduino Ethernet Shield 1 

Solid state relay 2 

24V Power supply 1 

12V Power supply 1 

+/- 12V Power supply 1 

Heat sink 1 

12V Fan 1 

XLR4 Connector 7 

XLR3 Connector 4 

XLR5 Connector 3 

OptoCoupler 4 

RJ45 Connector 1 

USB Connector 1 

5V LED (Power on/Off) 1 

G250x Digital driver 1 
TABLE 9 - COMPONENT LIST MCB 

Because of the amount of components within the MCB, it was constructed with two floors. The floors 

were cut from plexiglas, where the ground floor was mounted directly to the box and contains the 

various power supplies, heat sink, cooling fan and outwards connectors. The second floor of Plexiglas 

was then mounted on top of the power supplies creating an elevated platform where the 

microcontrollers and prototype circuitry boards were mounted. 

 

FIGURE 23 - MCB BEING CONSTRUCTED 
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Due to the 3.3V TTL logic of the Due it was necessary to insert optocouplers6 between the controller 

and the components which operated on voltages above 3.3V. This applied to the solid state relays for 

the hoisting break, the pump and the Omron drive commands.  

 

FIGURE 24 - MCB FINISHED 

The coordinator communicates with the SDC through an Ethernet connection supplied by the Arduino 

Ethernet shield mounted on top of the controller. When receiving new data from the SDC, the data is 

forwarded to the correct controller using I2C. The controllers pull sensory data from the system and 

passes it back to the coordinator through the same communication path. Finally the coordinator 

forwards this data to the SDC through UDP datagrams.  

For a complete description see Appendix D. 

  

                                                      
6 An optocoupler is a component which transfers electrical signals between two isolated circuits though the 

application of light. This prevents low voltage systems being affected by high voltage systems, but enables the 

low voltage to impact and control the high voltage system. 
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5.4 Directional control box(DCB) 

The DCB contains the directional control subsystem. The main purpose of this subsystem is to control 

the vertical position of the borehole. It is the least essential control system as it doesn’t directly affect 

the rigs potential to drill and was the system with the lowest priority. 

The DCB contains the following components: 

Component # 

Arduino Mega 2 

Arduino Ethernet Shield 1 

24V Power Supply 1 

12V Power Supply 1 

XLR5 Connector 10 

XLR4 Connector 2 

Jack Connector 5 

RJ45 Connector 1 

USB Connector 1 
TABLE 10 - COMPONENT LIST DCB 

Like the MCB, the DCB contains a coordinator handling the communication with the SDC through an 

Ethernet shield and communicates with the directional controller through I2C. A difference in this 

setup though is that the coordinator is also in charge of pulling sensory data and issuing commands to 

the directional controller. The directional controller is connected two both the X and Y actuators and 

controls the amount of side force applied to the drill string. 

For a complete description see Appendix E. 

 

FIGURE 25 - DCB FINISHED 
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5.5 Amplifier circuits 

The load cells in the system are connected to amplifier circuits to boost the signal. While ordering the 

hardware, pre made amplifiers were added for the load cells. These amplifiers can deliver 80 samples 

per second, this turns out to be: 

1000000

80
= 12500𝜇𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 

EQUATION 12 - SPARKFUN AMP SAMPLING RATE 

With the loop times established in chapter 2.1.1 this sampling rate is unacceptable. The system should 

be able to collect 20 samples within the loop time and have enough time left to analyse and make a 

sensible decision. Due to the fact that the premade amplifiers converted the analog readings into 

digital signals the sample rate is limited by the ADC on those amplifiers. 

By constructing custom analog amplifiers, the sampling rate was limited only by the speed of the ADC 

on the Arduino’s. Using the ADC on the Due which can deliver a sampling rate of one sample per 2µs, 

the system now had a setup which fulfilled the requirements of the system.  

For a complete description see Appendix F. 

 

FIGURE 26 - CUSTOM AMP(LEFT), SPARKFUN AMP(RIGHT) 
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6. Implementation 
This chapter covers the software implementation of the system in two stages. The first section 

describes the finite state machine model for each of the sub systems and the last section describes state 

machine approach used in the SDC. A short description of the software architecture is given in 

Chapter 3. 

It is worth noting that the state machines presented in this chapter have not been implemented and 

tested in the prototype, the consequence of this being that some state machines presented might not be 

able to fulfil the intended task to an adequate level. These potential shortcomings should have been 

found and corrected during implementation and testing of the state machines.  

6.1 Microcontrollers 

Each microcontroller available in the system operates under the principles of a finite state machine. 

This section describes the different states of each controller and how they are triggered.           

6.1.1 Fluid System 

The fluid controller states are:  

 Initialized 

 Pressurize 

 Pressurization Error 

 Monitor 

 Leak 

 Obstruction 

Due to the fact that this subsystem can’t control any aspects related to its operation besides turning 

itself on or off, this subsystem doesn’t have a calibration state. The calibration had to be done 

manually to obtain sensible limits for the system, so it could recognize leakage and obstructions. How 

this calibration was performed is covered in chapter x. 

 

FIGURE 27 - FLUID SYSTEM STATE DIAGRAM 
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Initialized 

The subsystem enters this state on start-up and waits in this state until and acknowledgement (ACK) 

message is requested by the main system, at this point it should acknowledge that it is on and wait for 

an ON command. 

Pressurize 

The system enters this state on receiving an ON command, and starts the pump while waiting a period 

of ten (10) seconds while the system pressurizes. After this delay, it checks the readings from the 

pressure sensor in the system to verify that the system is pressurized within the established pressure 

limits.  

If the pressure falls outside these limits the controller responds with a pressurization error and halts 

operations, requiring a reset instigated by the SDC. 

If the pressure falls within these limits the controller moves into the monitor state. 

Monitor 

The monitor state is the main state for the controller. While in this state, sensory data is collected from 

the pressure sensor and compared with the established thresholds as well as passed to the SDC through 

the coordinator controller. 

If the pressure readings drop below the lowest pressure threshold, the controller moves into the leak 

state. 

If the pressure readings pass above the highest pressure threshold, the controller moves into the 

obstruction state. 

Leak 

During this state the controller passes a leak error to the SDC, indicating that there is a possible leak in 

the system which prevents further drilling operations. This state can leave this state if the controller 

receives a repressurize command, moving the controller back into the pressurize state.  

Obstruction 

During this state the controller passes an obstruction error to the SDC, indicating that the amount of 

cuttings in the hole is causing an increase in pressure falling outside the approved thresholds. This 

state can be exited if the controller receives a repressurize command, moving the controller back into 

the pressurize state. 
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6.1.2 Hoisting System 

The hosting system consists of the following states; 

 Uncalibrated 

 Calibration error 

 Calibrated 

 Hold Position 

 Speed Control 

 WOB Control 

 WOB Error 

 

FIGURE 28 - HOISTING SYSTEM STATE DIAGRAM 

Uncalibrated 

When the subsystem is turned ON, the system enters this state and waits for the SDC to request an 

ACK message that the subsystem is online. After having passed this ACK message, the controller 

begins its calibration procedure.  

This calibration procedure is described in Chapter 7. 

If the calibration fails, the controller moves into the Calibration error state. If the calibration is 

successful, the controller moves into the calibrated state. 

Calibration Error 

The controller notifies the SDC that the calibration failed, and provides an error message stating which 

aspect of the calibration failed. This error message can then be analysed by the operator, to speed up 

the process of locating the affected area. 

Calibrated 

While in the calibrated state, the controller notifies the SDC that it’s calibrated and then waits for 

further instruction. From this state the controller can be moved in to one of two states. The “Hold 

Position” state or the “Speed Control” state. 
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Hold Position 

The hoisting system holds its position and waits for further instruction. The system can move into 

either the “Speed Control” state or the “WOB Control” state depending on commands issued from the 

SDC. 

Speed Control 

In the “Speed Control” state, the system can control the speed at which the system elevates and 

descends. Collecting sensor data and validating it towards the boundaries established, if the values 

collected break these boundaries the controller moves into the WOB error state. 

WOB Control 

While in the “WOB Control” state, the system can specify a certain WOB and the subsystem will 

attempt to maintain the WOB value specified.  

WOB Error 

Entering this state the controller passes a WOB error message to the SDC. This error can indicate one 

of two scenarios. Either the drill string is buckling (Described in Chapter 8.3), or that the drill string 

has splintered. 

The latter scenarios should be detected by the power transmission system before it happens. 
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6.1.3 Power Transmission system 

The power transmission system consists of the following states; 

 Uncalibrated 

 Calibration error 

 Calibrated 

 Hold RPM 

 Over Torque 

 RPM Control 

 

FIGURE 29 - POWER TRANSMISSION STATE DIAGRAM 

Uncalibrated 

When the subsystem is turned ON, the system enters this state and waits for the SDC to request an 

ACK message that the subsystem is online. After having passed this ACK message, the controller 

begins its calibration procedure.  

This calibration procedure is described in Chapter 7. 

If the calibration fails, the controller moves into the Calibration error state. If the calibration is 

successful, the controller moves into the calibrated state. 

Calibration Error 

The controller notifies the SDC that calibration has failed, and provides an error message stating 

which aspect of the calibration failed. This error message can then be analyzed by the operator, to 

speed up the process of locating the affected area. 

Calibrated 

While in the calibrated state, the controller notifies the SDC that it’s calibrated and then waits for 

further instruction. From this state the controller can be moved in to one of two states. The “Hold 

RPM” state or the “RPM Control” State. 
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Hold RPM 

During this state the controller maintains the last RPM commanded and monitors the torque readings. 

If the system detects over torque, it moves the controller into the “Over Torque” state.  

If the system needs to change the RPM, it issues a command to move the controller into the “RPM 

Control” state. 

RPM Control 

In this state the system can change to a RPM as it sees fit. When the controller reaches the issued 

RPM, it moves into the “Hold RPM” state. While changing the RPM, the controller monitors the 

torque readings and if over torque is detected it moves the controller into the “Over Torque” state. 

Over Torque 

This is an end state for the controller and it will require a reset by the SDC to start up again. Entering 

this state the controller passes and over torque message to the system indicating that a twist off 

situation might have occurred. 

6.1.4 Directional system[Appendix G] 

This section was written by Chief. Scientist Eric Cayeux, IRIS. 

To correct any deviations from vertical, the directional controller applies a side force on the stabilizer 

in the opposite direction to the current borehole deviation. This will be referred as “riser steering 

mode”. However, if the borehole does not deviate from vertical, no side force is applied. Similarly, 

when the drill-string is not drilling, the side force on the stabilizer is removed to facilitate the axial and 

rotational movement of the BHA. Removing the side force on the stabilizer will be referred as “riser 

neutralization mode”. In order to place the riser in neutral position, it is necessary to calibrate the 

position of the riser. This activity will be called “riser calibration mode”. 

The system has therefore the following main states: 

 Riser position uncalibrated 

 Riser position calibrated 

 On bottom 

 Off bottom 

 Directional control 

 Neutral mode 
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A more detailed deterministic finite automaton is given below. There are three possible fatal exits: 

 Error while calibrating 

 Error while neutralizing 

 Error while steering 

Otherwise, the finite automaton always starts by calibrating and then continues to the “off bottom” 

state which enforces a neutralization of the riser. Thereafter, the system can flip between the “on 

bottom” and “off bottom” states. Each time, it goes to the “off bottom”, it performs a neutralization. 

So if the drilling controller lift the bit off bottom, the directional controller will automatically 

neutralize the riser position. When the state changes to “on bottom”, the system check the verticality. 

If it is vertical, then it neutralizes the riser and returns to the “on bottom” state, to be ready for a new 

evaluation. If it is not vertical, it applies a steer command and return to the “on bottom” state to start a 

new evaluation. 

 

FIGURE 30 - DIRECTIONAL CONTROL STATE DIAGRAM 
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7. Calibration procedures 
As stated earlier it is important for the system to be properly calibrated to perform at its highest level. 

This chapter describes in detail how the physical calibration of the system can be performed. It also 

gives a detailed description of the various calibration procedures. 

7.1 Physical Calibration 

Three of the subsystems needed to be physically calibrated before the system starts to prevent damage 

to the microcontroller and establish the pressure limits for the fluid system. 

The custom amplifiers used in the hoisting and power transmission subsystems run on +/- 12V, the 

amplifiers must be calibrated to output voltage signals that the Arduino’s can handle namely 3.3V. 

7.1.1 Fluid Calibration 

Due to the poor datasheet following the selected pump, it was necessary to perform experiments to 

establish an accurate pump characteristics. 

Using a simple setup of two buckets, filling one of the buckets with 10 litres of water. The fluid 

system was initiated and the time it took the system to pump the water from one bucket to the other 

was recorded. This experiment was preformed several times and the data collected was then analysed 

by the petroleum’s engineers to derive the correct pump equation. 

The next calibration step of the fluid system was to determine the pressure thresholds which would 

indicate either a leak or an obstruction in the system. 

When building the fluid system, two ball valves where added to the plumbing. Using ball valves one 

could limit the flow of water through the valve depending on a specific section of the plumbing to 

simulate either a leak or obstruction scenario. 

 

FIGURE 31 - BALL VALVE 

Using these valves, the petroleum engineers performed experiments by varying angle of valve handle 

to measure the pressure in the system. This method was applied to both scenarios. 
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FIGURE 32 - OBSTRUCTION VALVE(LEFT), LEAK VALVE(RIGHT) 

7.1.2 Power transmission Calibration 

The custom amplifiers for the torque readings, had to be calibrated to avoid frying the Arduino’s with 

too high voltage. 

 

FIGURE 33 - PHYSICAL SETUP(LEFT), OVERVIEW(RIGHT) 

The first step in the calibration procedure involved removing any weight applied to the load cells to 

calibrate it to a neutral zero value. This was achieved by adjusting the potentiometer controlling the 

offset of the amplifier. 

With the first step done, the gain was calibrated by connecting a pulley to the framework and then 

fastening a string to the load cell in question. Attaching a 5kg weight on the end of that string, the 

weight was then left to hang freely while the team used a volt meter to check the output voltage of the 

amplifier. 

Using the potentiometers controlling the gain, this was adjusted so that if the load cell experienced a 

weight of 5kg being applied, it would output the maximum established voltage of 3.3V. 

The petroleum engineers estimated that the system would never exceed a torque equivalent to 10kg, 

and therefore this was used as a maximum value for the amplifier. 
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7.1.2 Hoisting Calibration 

Like the power transmission subsystem, the hoisting subsystem also uses the custom amplifiers and 

these also had to be calibrated to avoid damage to the Arduino’s. 

 

FIGURE 34 - HOISTING LOAD CELLS 

The hoisting system uses four load cells for the WOB measurement and holds the weight of the power 

transmission system. The neutral calibration for these load cells therefor had to be zero valued at the 

weight of this system. 

The power transmission system weighs in on 7.2kg, and the offset was therefor set to give WOB 

readings of zero with this weight. 

It is important to note, that the WOB applied pushes the entire hoisting system up as indicated by the 

black arrows in the figure below. 

 

FIGURE 35 - HOISTING SETUP 

The gain was then calibrated by attaching a pulley much like the power transmission system lifting the 

power transmission section of the top drive segment upwards with a 10kg weight. This simulates the 

application of 10kg WOB and the gain for this was then set to 3.3V.  
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7.2 Software Calibration procedures  

 

 

FIGURE 36- HOISTING OVERVIEW 

The hoisting system should establish the maximum and minimum elevation of the system. The 

maximum is found by elevating the rig until it hits the proximity sensor at the highest elevation, then 

by moving slowly towards the rock it should tag the bottom hole, the top of the rock, which will give a 

WOB increase to indicate that the bit is now on top of the rock. With these two parameters the 

positional control of the hoisting system is calibrated. 

Rock

Hosting 
accutator

Prox. Min

Prox. Max

Drill string
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FIGURE 37 - DIRECTIONAL CONTROL OVERVIEW 

The hoisting system should then be instructed to tag the bottom hole again and lift off about 1-2cm, 

such that the BHA is placed within the riser. The system should then procced to calibrate the 

directional control by measuring the side forces exerted on to the drill string and position the linear 

actuators of the directional control such that no side forces is applied. When this is achieved the 

directional control subsystem is calibrated. 

With two of the four subsystems calibrated the hoisting system should now hoist the rig out of the riser 

to a point where the drill string is hanging in a neutral free position mid-air and the top drive can start 

its calibration procedure. 

At this point the top drive can begin an RPM test, by spinning the drill string from a minimum RPM 

and increasing this RPM incrementally up to the maximum set point limit of 180. During this the 

system should collect data from the torque sensors to establish minimum torque readings for each 

given RPM. With these values established the system can move on to calibrate the fluid system. 

Before the system initiates the fluid system, all other subsystems should be put in to an idle state, not 

to interfere with the baseline readings from the pressure sensor. The main calibration of the fluid 

system had to be done manually as there is no method of controlling this subsystem with the exception 

of turning it on or off. The goal of this calibration is to read the sensor data forwarded from the 

pressure sensor to get a base value for what the pressure in the system is like without interference and 

to check for any potential leaks or obstructions in the system. 

Finally when this process is completed, the top drive should run a second RPM test to measure the 

effect of the fluid system on the torque in the system if any. 

 

  

X linear actuator 

Y linear actuator 

Riser 

Stabilizer 

Pipe 

X prox left 

X prox right 

Y prox left 

Y prox right 
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8. Dynamic conditions 
When operating in the drilling state, the conditions are dynamic and can within seconds. This makes it 

almost impossible to predict settings that will allow optimal drilling efficiency.     

8.1 Stick-slip 

The stick-slip phenomenon occurs when the bit gets stuck and as the drill string is rotating it will build 

up energy, just as a spring if one end was fixed and the other end twisted. When the energy reaches a 

certain level it will overcome the friction which is holding the bit back and release the energy in one 

quick jerk or it will break. 

Our method for handling this situation is to monitor the amount of torque being registered. If this 

exceeds a certain value, the system will assume that a stick-slip situation has occurred and then 

proceed to elevate the drill string of the bottom of the hole to release the tension. 

At this point we could proceed drilling with the same settings as we had initially or assume that the 

situation will most likely occur again. Therefor the system will go back to its initial worst case 

conditions setting and attempt to recalibrate WOB, RPM etc. To find the optimal settings yet again. 

8.2 Whirl 

There are two categories of this phenomenon, forward whirl and backwards whirl. Of the two 

categories forward whirl is the best case condition as it won’t damage the drill bit straight away. 

Backwards whirl if left untreated for a minimal amount of time can destroy the drill bit. 

Detecting whirl is done by analysing the sensor data retrieved from the load cells in the riser and the 

acceleration data from the accelerometers in BHA (drill collar). If the load cells record sporadic forces 

being applied as well as high frequency readings from the accelerometer then the system can assume 

that there is some form of whirl in the system.  

By stopping the rotation in the system and lifting off the bottom letting the drill string settle back in to 

a free state we can eliminate the whirl and restart drilling operations 

8.3 Buckling 

Buckling occurs if too much WOB is applied on the drill string. This causes stress on the aluminium 

pipe which if the WOB isn’t decreased will strain the pipe until it breaks.  

8.4 Twist off 

Twist off is the technical term for when over torque causes the drill string to break in two. 

8.5 Overpull 

Overpull occurs when the bit gets stuck in the borehole and the rig attempts to pull the drill string out. 

This cause the drill string to stretch and will eventually break the pipe it is not detected and dealt with.  

8.6 Pack-Off[12] 

Pack-off can happen for a variety of reasons, the most common being that the drilling fluid is not 

transporting cuttings properly.  

8.7 Washout[13] 

Washout indicates an enlargement in the borehole. This occurs most commonly when drilling in soft 

formations and is caused by excessive bit jet velocity. 
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9. Graphical user interface and logging 
The GUI was created through the use of the .NET framework, and due to the late finish of the 

electrical setup, the scientist assisting the team helped construct and design the GUI to ensure that 

some early testing would be feasible. This chapter describes the GUI and the different situations which 

should be displayed. All information during a session is displayed and also logged into a separate text 

file in the backend for debugging purposes. 

The figure below is highlighted into different sections which are then described one section at a time. 

 

FIGURE 38 - IRIS GUI 

1 

Contains the START button to initiate the system and some manual controls for debugging and testing 

purposes. 

Pump Start Starts the pump 

TD- / TD+ Changes the RPM of the power transmission 

system. 

Lower / Raise Changes the elevation of the hoisting system. 
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2 

Indicates the main activities that the system will do. 

Initialize As described earlier sets up the system and 

calibrates it before commencing normal drilling 

operations. 

Drill Drilling state. 

Manage Incident If a safety trigger is triggered the system will 

indicate that it is now attempting to correct an 

issue. 

Terminate Indicates that the system has terminated 

operations. This is either because the system 

finished its task or a critical error has occurred 

forcing the system to terminate. 

Emergency Stop Indicates that the emergency stop has been 

triggered by the supervising operator. 

3 

Indicate which sub activity the system is currently engaged in. 

Neutralize RSS Directional control calibration, neutralizing the 

riser so no side forces are applied to the BHA. 

Calibrate Elevation Calibrating the hoisting system 

Flow Check Checking the flow rate of the system, based on 

pressure readings. 

Calibrate Torque Calibrating torque for the power transmission 

system. 

Tag Bottom Hole Indicates that the emergency stop has been 

triggered by the supervising operator. 

Drill Unknown Formation Indicates that the MSE is currently unknown. 

Drill Soft Formation Indicates that the MSE is known and it is 

recognized as soft formation. 

Drill Hard Formation Indicating that the MSE is known and that it is 

recognized as hard formation 

Pull Back into Riser Indicates that the system is pulling the BHA 

back into the riser. 

Pull out of Hole Indicates that the system is lifting the bit and 

BHA out of the hole, possible obstruction in the 

fluid system or a stick slip situation. 

Pump Starting Indicates that the pump has been started. 

Pump Running Indicates that the pump is running normally. 

4 

Lights up to indicate dangerous conditions occurring during drilling. 

High Torque The torque data collected indicates that it is 

close to breaking the safety envelope.  

Pack-off Indicates an obstruction in the borehole which 

decreases the system’s ability to transport 

cuttings. 

Vibration Indicates vibration in the drill string, possible 

back or forwards whirl. 

Cuttings Transport Indicates that the flow velocity in the annulus is 

lower than the established limit for transporting 

cuttings out of the borehole. 
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5 

This tab lights up if one of the catastrophic events listed below occur. Either of these events causes the 

system to terminate operations. 

Twist-off Described in Chapter 8.4 

Washout Described in Chapter 8.7 

Pipe Failure Indicates that the pipe has broken. 

Overpull Described in Chapter 8.5 

6 

This section of the GUI displays real time information gathered from the system and is divided into 

three categories. 

Red Label Displays the minimum and maximum thresholds 

currently in use by the system. 

Blue Label Changes the RPM of the power transmission 

system. 

Black Label Displays values currently being feed to the 

system from the various subsystems. 

 

7 

Section seven displays the last thirty seconds of data collected from the system. 

8 

This section displays the historical data from start to finish. 
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10. Competition results 
Because neither UIS nor UIA was selected to participate in Drillbotics phase two, an internal 

competition between the two universities was arranged as stated in the introduction. The competition 

day for UIS was the 27.May 2016. 

The day started off by the UIS team presenting their work and answering any questions the jury had 

about the design and implementation. 

The jury was informed that due to the time consuming work finishing the mechanical and electrical 

setup that the prototype was only finished the day before and because of this the software currently 

implemented at that stage was highly experimental. 

The UIS team decided not to attempt drilling because of health and safety reasons associated with the 

open electrical boxes and makeshift power supply, which marked the end of the juries visit. 

After having reached a decision the final results for UIS is displayed below. 

 

FIGURE 39 - COMPETITION RESULT UIS 

 

FIGURE 40 - COMPETITION SUMMARY 
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11. Conclusion 
In this thesis, an autonomous system for drilling in heterogeneous rock formations was designed and 

implemented to a certain degree, due to lack of manpower and time the system was not completed 

before this thesis was concluded. 

The thesis was driven by the international DrillBotics competition and the desire to automate the 

drilling industry to increase both safety and cut costs. The competition aims at building small scale 

prototypes which act as a proof of concept. Working on such a small scale prototypes, the problems 

associated with automation becomes much more apparent and time available to handle these issues 

goes down from minutes to microseconds. 

There are a number of conclusions to note for this thesis, one being that a project of this scale requires 

a lot more planning ahead of project start. The process of gathering students for the team needs to start 

earlier than it did for this year. And it is imperative that all the necessary disciplines which are needed 

to finish the project is represented within the team. This year’s lack of an electrical engineer had 

detrimental consequences for the project as none of the students in the team was fully prepared to 

handle this aspect of the prototype. It also became apparent that the students selected for this year’s 

project lacked substantial knowledge necessary to complete such a project. It is in my opinion 

important that the University setups up some form of an introductory course for the next year’s team, 

to make sure that all students have some basic knowledge about the challenges they might meet.  

Another aspect which was found peculiar is the lack of information to be gathered on this type of 

project. The industry doesn’t prioritize the sharing of information which is essential when one wants to 

further the technological development within a field. Without this information this year’s team had to 

rely heavily on the expertise and experience of the scientists at IRIS. 

It is also worth mentioning that the Drillbotics competition conducted their business in quite an 

unprofessional manner in this year’s competition. Not meeting the deadlines they themselves 

established, poor formulation and unclear rules which were later changed at their discretion. The most 

notable rule change that was introduced in late April, was that subsequent change in the aluminium 

pipe’s dimensions. Originally working with a wall thickness of 0.016-in (0.4064 mm), this was 

changed to a pipe with a wall thickness of 0.035-in (8.89 mm). 

After having done an analysis of what this pipe could handle, it became clear that close to none of the 

dynamic conditions which the team had based their work around, could simply not occur. The old pipe 

could withstand a maximum twist angle of 0.3 degrees and a maximum WOB of a proximately 2-3kg, 

while the new pipe could handle a maximum twist angle of 36 degrees and a maximum WOB larger 

than 20kg! 

In addition the lack of dynamic conditions that could occur, this change would also drastically change 

the necessary responds time available to the system. If this change had been announced earlier in the 

design process and not during the actually building of the prototype the team could have made a 

substantially simpler system and possible managed to finish the system before the conclusion of this 

thesis. 

In summary, a project of this scale needs more planning especially when the team lacks manpower and 

the correct disciplines within the team. It is vital that more information be shared publicly in this field 

to further development and hopefully this thesis can contribute to this in a small way. The university 

should thoroughly consider if it wants to participate in the next year’s competition of Drillbotics or 

possibly keep this project on for master students and formulate the problem themselves. When 
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working with a real time system, the components need to be analysed thoroughly to establish the 

correct responds time available at an early stage to avoid having to redesign the system several times 

over.  

Appendix H contains pictures taken during the project and of the full rig.  

Budget 

The budget displayed below reflects the total cost of components used in the system. 

Section: Cost: 

Small Hardware 7287,00 

Mostly frame and aluminium pipe 26964,56 

Mostly electrical 32316,60 

Mostly electrical and plumbing 15906,43 

  

Total: 88970,94 
TABLE 11 – BUDGET 

Unfortunately over budget and they could not show the machine in operation. 

-,Competition jury 

The above citation was mentioned by the jury in their final report, it is important to note that the 

budget above only represents the cost of components in the system. Outside these cost, there was a 

cost related to the man hours put in by the IRIS workshop which came out to about 50 000 NOK, and 

with this caused the team to exceed the budget. 
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Appendix A  
See attachment, separate document. Drillbotics-2016-PhaseOne-Final.pdf 
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Appendix B 

Components 

Fluidcomponent.cs 

 

AlumPipe.cs 

Annulus.cs 

 

  

public class Component 

{ 

    public string name { get; set; }        // Name of the component 

    public double roughness { get; set; }    // Fluid roughness (mm) 

    public double innerDim { get; set; }     // Inner dimension (mm) 

    public double outerDim { get; set; }     // Outer dimension (mm) 

    public double length { get; set; }       // Total lenght (m) 

    public double re { get; set; }           // Reynolds number 

    public double fricFrac { get; set; }     // Darcy Friction Factor 

    public double currPloss { get; set; }   // Current pressure loss for 

the component 

} 

 

 

public class AlumPipe : Component 

{ 

    public AlumPipe(string n, double rough, double innDim, double len) 

    { 

        name = n; 

        roughness = rough; 

        innerDim = innDim; 

        length = len; 

    } 

} 

 

public class Annulus : Component 

{ 

    public double innerDimHole { get; set; } // InnerHole Dimension 

    public double outerDimBHA { get; set; } // Outer Dim of the BHA 

 

    public Annulus(string n, double idh, double odb, double len, double 

rough) 

    { 

        name = n; 

        innerDim = idh-odb; 

        this.innerDimHole = idh; 

        this.outerDimBHA = odb; 

        length = len; 

        roughness = rough; 

    } 

} 
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BHA.cs 

 

Bit.cs 

 

Hose.cs 

Swivel.cs 

 

  

public class BottomHalfAssembly : Component 

{ 

    public BottomHalfAssembly(string n, double rough, double innDim, double 

len) 

    { 

        name = n; 

        roughness = rough; 

        innerDim = innDim; 

        length = len; 

    } 

} 

 

 

public class Drillbit : Component 

{ 

    public int nozzles { get; set; } 

    public double nozzleDim { get; set; } 

 

    public Drillbit(string n, double dia, double nozDia, int nozz) 

    { 

        name = n; 

        outerDim = dia; 

        this.nozzles = nozz; 

        this.nozzleDim = nozDia; 

    } 

} 

 

 

public class Hose : Component 

{ 

    public Hose(string n, double rough, double inDim, double len) 

    { 

        name = n; 

        roughness = rough; 

        innerDim = inDim; 

        length = len; 

    } 

} 
 

public class Swivel : Component 

{ 

    public Swivel(string name) 

    { 

        this.name = name; 

    } 

} 
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System modelSystemmodel.cs

 

public class SystemModel 

{ 

    public ICollection<Component> _theSystem; 

 

    //Components 

    public Drillbit bit; 

    public Hose hose; 

    public AlumPipe pipe; 

    public BottomHalfAssembly bha; 

    public Annulus ann; 

    public Swivel swivel; 

 

    public double systemElevation = 2.0; 

    public double hydrostaticLoss = 0; 

 

    public double rockSize = 0.4; 

    public double maxElevation = 2.0; // Given by SysElev  

    public double minElevation = 1.6; // Given by SysElev - rockSize; 

 

    public SystemModel() 

    { 

        //bit = new Drillbit("bit", 0.0275, 0.005 , 1); // China 

        bit = new Drillbit("bit", 0.028575, 0.003175, 2); // Baker 

        hose = new Hose("Hose", 0.00003, 0.0127, 2.5); 

        pipe = new AlumPipe("Pipe", 0.00003, 0.0087, 0.914); 

        bha = new BottomHalfAssembly("BHA", 0.00015, 0.0065, 0.45); 

        //ann = new Annulus("Annulus", 0.0275, 0.022,0,0.00015); // China 

        ann = new Annulus("Annulus", 0.028575, 0.022, 0, 0.00015); // Baker 

        swivel = new Swivel("Swivel"); 

 

        _theSystem = new List<Component>(); 

     

        _theSystem.Add(bit); 

        _theSystem.Add(hose); 

        _theSystem.Add(pipe); 

        _theSystem.Add(bha); 

        _theSystem.Add(ann); 

        _theSystem.Add(swivel); 

    } 

 

    public void incSysElev(double val) 

    { 

        if (Math.Ceiling(systemElevation) > minElevation && systemElevation < 

maxElevation) 

        { 

            systemElevation += val; 

            ann.length -= val; 

        } 

    } 

 

    public void decSysElev(double val) 

    { 

        if (systemElevation >= minElevation && systemElevation <= maxElevation) 

        { 

            systemElevation -= val; 

            ann.length += val; 

        } 

    } 

 

} 
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    public double SystemElevation 

    { 

        get { return systemElevation; } 

        set { systemElevation = value; } 

    } 

 

    public double hydroStaticLoss 

    { 

        get { return hydrostaticLoss; } 

        set { hydrostaticLoss = value; } 

    } 

} 
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Formulas 

FluidMathematics.cs 

 

  

static class PressureLossFormula 

{ 

    private static double PI = Math.PI; 

    private static double PIsqrt = PI*PI; 

    private static double bc = 0.95*0.95; 

    private static double constNozzle = 1.03; // Characteristic of the nozzle 

    private static double cv = 5.25; 

    private static double pas2Bar = Math.Pow(10, -5); 

    private static double lpm2m3s = 60000; 

 

    // Gravity 

    private static double grav = 9.81; 

    // Swivel constants 

    private static double swivConstOne = 6894; 

    private static double swivConstTwo = 0.264; 

    private static double swivConstV = 5.25; 

 

    public static double lossHosePipeBHA(double ro, double q, double f, double 

l, double d) 

    { 

        double fV = flowVelocity(q, d); 

 

        double loss = (f * ro * fV * fV *l )/ (2 * d); 

 

        return loss*pas2Bar; 

    } 

    public static double lossBit(double ro, double q, double n, double d) 

    { 

        q = q / lpm2m3s; 

        double a = (PI * d * d) / 4; 

 

        double res = (ro * q * q) / (1.975 * constNozzle * constNozzle 

*((n*a)*(n*a))); 

 

        res = res * pas2Bar; 

 

        return res; 

    } 
public static double lossAnnulus(double ro, double f, double q, double l, 

double d) 

    { 

        double fV = flowVelocity(q,d); 

 

        double res = (f * ro * fV * fV * l) / (2 * d); 

 

        return res*pas2Bar; 

    } 

    public static double lossSwivel(double q) 

    { 

        double res = swivConstOne * ((((q * swivConstTwo) / 2) * ((q * 

swivConstTwo) / 2))/swivConstV); 

        return res*pas2Bar; 

    } 
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Pressure calculator 

PressureCalculator.cs 

 

public static double hydrostaticPressure(double ro, double h) 

    { 

        double res = ro * h * grav; 

        return res*pas2Bar; 

    } 

 

    public static double flowVelocity(double q, double innerDim) 

    { 

        return (q / lpm2m3s) * (1 / ((PI * innerDim * innerDim) / 4)); 

    } 

 

} 
 

public class Pressure 

{ 

    public double q = 13; // Flow rate  

 

    // Constants 

    public double ro = 998.2; // Liquid Density (kg/m^3) 

    public double u = 0.001002; // Viscosity (Pa.s) 

 

    public int darcy = 64; // Constant used in darcys friction formula 

 

    // Friction factor limits 

    public int laminar = 2300; // Re <= 2300 

    public int turbulent = 4000; // Re => 4000 

 

    // Something... 

    public SystemModel model; 

    public double currentPressureLoss; 

 

    // Iterating to correct value 

    public double pDelta = 0; 

    public double pBar = 0; 

    public double pumpBar =0; 

 

    // Pump Characteristics (Combined) 

    private double a = -3.2669; 

    private double b = 16.372; 

 

    public double estPressureSystem; 

 

    public Pressure() 

    { 

        model = new SystemModel(); 

    } 

 

    public Pressure(SystemModel mod) 

    { 

        model = mod; 

    } 
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public void estimatedPressure() 

    { 

        q = 17; 

 

        pBar = 100; 

        while (Math.Abs(pBar - pumpBar) > 0.1) 

        { 

            pumpBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2.8, q, 17, 11.9); 

            //pumpBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2, q, 14, 7);  

            calcReyAndFricFrac(); 

 

            currentPressureLoss = calcLoss(); 

 

            //pDelta = 14 - (3.5 * currentPressureLoss); 

            pDelta = 17 - (1.82 * currentPressureLoss); 

            pBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2.8, pDelta, 17, 11.9); 

            //pBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2, pDelta, 14, 7);  

             

            if(q == 14 || q != 14) 

            { 

                q-=0.1; 

            } 

            if(q < 7) 

            { 

                break; 

            } 

        } 

        q = pDelta; 

        estPressureSystem = pBar; 

 

        var velo = (q / 60000) * (1 / ((model.ann.innerDimHole * 

model.ann.innerDimHole) - (model.ann.outerDimBHA * 

model.ann.outerDimBHA))); 

     

    } 
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public void estimatedPressureTwoIdenticalPumps() 

    { 

        q = 14; 

        double watchlist; // Debug assist 

        pBar = 100; 

        while (Math.Abs(pBar - pumpBar) > 0.1) 

        { 

            pumpBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2, q, 14, 7);  // This might 

not be correct 

            calcReyAndFricFrac(); 

 

            currentPressureLoss = calcLoss(); 

 

            pDelta = 14 - (3.5 * currentPressureLoss); 

            pBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2, pDelta, 14, 7); 

            watchlist = pBar; 

            pBar += pBar; 

 

            if (q == 14 || q != 14) 

            { 

                q -= 0.1; 

            } 

            if (q < 7) 

            { 

                break; 

            } 

        } 

        q = pDelta; 

        estPressureSystem = pBar; 

 

        var velo = (q / 60000) * (1 / ((model.ann.innerDimHole * 

model.ann.innerDimHole) - (model.ann.outerDimBHA * 

model.ann.outerDimBHA))); 

    } 
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public void estimatedPressureTwoDifferentPumps() 

    { 

        q = 14; 

 

        pBar = 100; 

        pumpBar = 0; 

        while (Math.Abs(pBar - pumpBar) > 0.1) 

        { 

            pumpBar = linearInterpolation(0.726071, 2.868775, q, 14, 7); 

            calcReyAndFricFrac(); 

 

            currentPressureLoss = calcLoss(); 

 

            pDelta = (a * currentPressureLoss) + b; 

            pBar = linearInterpolation(0.726071, 2.868775, pDelta, 14, 

7); 

 

            if (q == 14 || q != 14) 

            { 

                q -= 0.1; 

            } 

            if (q < 7) 

            { 

                break; 

            } 

        } 

        q = pDelta; 

        estPressureSystem = pBar; 

    } 
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public double calcLoss() 

    { 

        double loss; 

        foreach (Component c in model._theSystem) 

        { 

            if (c.name.ToLower().Equals("hose") || 

c.name.ToLower().Equals("pipe") || c.name.ToLower().Equals("bha")) 

                c.currPloss = PressureLossFormula.lossHosePipeBHA(ro, q, 

c.fricFrac, c.length, c.innerDim); 

 

            if(c.name.ToLower().Equals("annulus")) 

            { 

                c.currPloss = PressureLossFormula.lossAnnulus(ro, 

c.fricFrac, q, c.length, c.innerDim); 

            } 

 

            if (c.name.ToLower().Equals("swivel")) 

            { 

                c.currPloss = PressureLossFormula.lossSwivel(q); 

            } 

 

            if (c.name.ToLower().Equals("bit")) 

            { 

                c.currPloss = PressureLossFormula.lossBit(ro, q, 

((Drillbit)c).nozzles, ((Drillbit)c).nozzleDim); 

            } 

        } 

 

        loss = model.hydrostaticLoss = 

PressureLossFormula.hydrostaticPressure(ro, model.systemElevation); 

 

        foreach (Component c in model._theSystem) 

        { 

            loss += c.currPloss; 

        } 

         

        return loss; 

    } 

 
public void calcReyAndFricFrac() 

    { 

        foreach (Component c in model._theSystem) 

        { 

            if (c.roughness != 0) 

            { 

                c.re = ReynoldsNumb(PressureLossFormula.flowVelocity(q, 

c.innerDim) ,c.innerDim); 

                c.fricFrac = frictionFactor(c.re, c.innerDim, 

c.roughness); 

            } 

        } 

    } 
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public double ReynoldsNumb(double fV, double d) 

    { 

        return ((ro*fV*d)/(u)); 

    } 

 

    public double frictionFactor(double rE, double d, double rough) 

    { 

        double f, f1, f2 = 0; 

 

        if(rE <= laminar){ 

            f = laminarFunc(rE); 

        } 

        else if (rE > laminar && rE < turbulent) 

        { 

            f1 = laminarFunc(rE); 

            f2 = coleBrokFunc(rE, rough, d); 

 

            f = interpolate(rE, laminar, turbulent, f1, f2); 

            linearInterpolation(rE, laminar, turbulent, f1, f2); 

        } 

        else 

        { 

            f = coleBrokFunc(rE, rough, d); 

        } 

 

        return f; 

    } 

 

    public double laminarFunc(double re) 

    { 

        return ((double)(darcy / re)); 

    } 
public double coleBrokFunc(double re, double rrough, double d) 

    { 

        double tpfc = .00000001; 

        double c = tpfc; 

        double tpfc2 = 0; 

        do 

        { 

            tpfc2 = tpfc; 

 

            tpfc = 1/(Math.Pow(-2*Math.Log10((rrough/(3.7*d) +  

                     (2.51/(re*Math.Sqrt(tpfc2+c))))),2)); 

        } 

        while(Math.Abs(tpfc-tpfc2) > .000001); 

 

        return tpfc; 

    } 
 

public double linearInterpolation(double x0, double x1, double y, double 

y0, double y1) 

    { 

        return x0 + (x1 - x0) * ((y - y0) / (y1 - y0)); 

    } 

 

} 
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StochasticSim.cs

public class StochasticSim 

{ 

    public SystemModel _system; 

    public SystemModel _initialValues; 

    public Pressure pressure; 

    public Random rand; 

 

    // Constants 

    private double id_dev_pipe = 0.001; 

    private double id_dev_hose = 0.001; 

    private double id_dev_bha = 0.001; 

    private double rough_dev_hose = 0.00001; 

    private double rough_dev_pipe = 0.00001; 

    private double rough_dev_bha = 0.0001; 

    private double id_nozz_dev = 0.0001; 

 

    public StochasticSim() 

    { 

        _system = new SystemModel(); 

        _initialValues = new SystemModel(); 

        rand = new Random(); 

 

        pressure = new Pressure(_system); 

 

    } 

 

    public SortedList<double, double> runSimulation(int simulations) 

    { 

        var res = stochSim(simulations); 

 

        var finalList = groupUp(res); 

 

        return finalList; 

    } 

 

    private double RandomNumberBetween(double minValue, double maxValue) 

    { 

        var next = rand.NextDouble(); 

 

        return minValue + (next * (maxValue - minValue)); 

    } 
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public List<double> stochSim(int sim) 

    { 

        List<double> results = new List<double>(); 

        for (int i = 0; i < sim; i++) 

        { 

            resetSystem(); 

            foreach(Component c in _system._theSystem) 

            { 

                if (c.name.Equals("Pipe")) 

                { 

                    c.innerDim += RandomNumberBetween(-id_dev_pipe, 

id_dev_pipe); 

                    c.roughness += RandomNumberBetween(-rough_dev_pipe, 

rough_dev_pipe); 

                } 

                if (c.name.Equals("Hose")) 

                { 

                    c.innerDim += RandomNumberBetween(-id_dev_hose, 

id_dev_hose); 

                    c.roughness += RandomNumberBetween(-rough_dev_hose, 

rough_dev_hose); 

                } 

                if (c.name.Equals("BHA")) 

                { 

                    c.innerDim += RandomNumberBetween(-id_dev_bha, 

id_dev_bha); 

                    c.roughness += RandomNumberBetween(-rough_dev_bha, 

rough_dev_bha); 

                } 

                if (c.name.Equals("Bit")) 

                    ((Drillbit)c).nozzleDim += RandomNumberBetween(-

id_nozz_dev, id_nozz_dev); 

            } 

            pressure.estimatedPressure(); 

            //pressure.estimatedPressureTwoDifferentPumps(); 

            //pressure.estimatedPressureTwoIdenticalPumps(); 

            results.Add(pressure.estPressureSystem); 

        } 

 

        return results; 

    } 
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private SortedList<double,double> groupUp(List<double> list) 

    { 

        double min, max; 

        min = 100; 

        max = 0; 

 

        foreach (double d in list) 

        { 

            if (d < min) 

                min = d; 

            if (d > max) 

                max = d; 

        } 

 

        double sample = max - min; 

        sample = sample / 20; 

 

        SortedList<double, double> finalList = new SortedList<double, 

double>(); 

 

        for (int i = 0; i < 20; i++) 

        { 

            double count = 0; 

 

            foreach (double d in list) 

            { 

                if (d >= min + (sample * (i)) && d <= min + (sample * (i 

+ 1))) 

                { 

                    count++; 

                } 

            } 

 

            finalList.Add(min + sample*i, count/list.Count); 

        } 

 

 

        return finalList; 

    } 
public void adjustPipeRoughness(double val) 

    { 

        if (val > 0) 

            _system.pipe.roughness += _system.pipe.roughness * (1 - val); 

        else 

            _system.pipe.roughness -= _system.pipe.roughness * (1 + val); 

    } 

 

    public void adjustPipeInnerDim(double val) 

    { 

        if (val > 0) 

            _system.pipe.innerDim += _system.pipe.innerDim * (1 - val); 

        else 

            _system.pipe.innerDim -= _system.pipe.innerDim * (1 + val); 

    } 
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public void adjustPipeLength(double val) 

    { 

        if (val > 0) 

            _system.pipe.length += _system.pipe.length * (1 - val); 

        else 

            _system.pipe.length -= _system.pipe.length * (1 + val); 

    } 

 

    public void adjustHoseRoughness(double val) 

    { 

        if (val > 0) 

            _system.hose.roughness += _system.hose.roughness * (1 - val); 

        else 

            _system.hose.roughness -= _system.hose.roughness * (1 + val); 

    } 

 

    public void adjustHoseInnerDim(double val) 

    { 

        if (val > 0) 

            _system.hose.innerDim += _system.hose.innerDim * (1 - val); 

        else 

            _system.hose.innerDim -= _system.hose.innerDim * (1 + val); 

    } 

 

    public void adjustHoseLength(double val) 

    { 

        if (val > 0) 

            _system.hose.length += _system.hose.length * (1 - val); 

        else 

            _system.hose.length -= _system.hose.length * (1 + val); 

    } 

 

    public void adjustBHARoughness(double val) 

    { 

        if (val > 0) 

            _system.bha.roughness += _system.bha.roughness * (1 - val); 

        else 

            _system.bha.roughness -= _system.bha.roughness * (1 + val); 

 

        _system.ann.roughness = _system.bha.roughness; 

    } 
    public void adjustBHAInnerDim(double val) 

    { 

        if (val > 0) 

            _system.bha.innerDim += _system.bha.innerDim * (1 - val); 

        else 

            _system.bha.innerDim -= _system.bha.innerDim * (1 + val); 

    } 
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public void adjustBHALength(double val) 

    { 

        if (val > 0) 

            _system.bha.length += _system.bha.length * (1 - val); 

        else 

            _system.bha.length -= _system.bha.length * (1 + val); 

    } 

 

    public void adjustBitInnerDIm(double val) 

    { 

        if (val > 0) 

            _system.bit.nozzleDim += _system.bit.nozzleDim * (1 - val); 

        else 

            _system.bit.nozzleDim -= _system.bit.nozzleDim * (1 + val); 

    } 

 

    public void adjustBitNozzles(int val) 

    { 

        _system.bit.nozzles = val; 

    } 

 

    public void resetSystemPipeValue() 

    { 

        _system.pipe.length = _initialValues.pipe.length; 

        _system.pipe.innerDim = _initialValues.pipe.innerDim; 

        _system.pipe.roughness = _initialValues.pipe.roughness; 

    } 

 

    public void resetSystemHoseValue() 

    { 

        _system.hose.length = _initialValues.hose.length; 

        _system.hose.innerDim = _initialValues.hose.innerDim; 

        _system.hose.roughness = _initialValues.hose.roughness; 

    } 
public void resetSystemBHAValues() 

    { 

        _system.bha.length = _initialValues.bha.length; 

        _system.bha.innerDim = _initialValues.bha.innerDim; 

        _system.bha.roughness = _initialValues.bha.roughness; 

    } 

 

    public void resetSystemBitValues() 

    { 

        _system.bit.nozzles = _initialValues.bit.nozzles; 

        _system.bit.nozzleDim = _initialValues.bit.nozzleDim; 

    } 

 

    public void resetIntervallValues() 

    { 

        id_dev_pipe = 0.001; 

        id_dev_hose = 0.001; 

        id_dev_bha = 0.001; 

        rough_dev_hose = 0.00001; 

        rough_dev_pipe = 0.00001; 

        rough_dev_bha = 0.0001; 

        id_nozz_dev = 0.0001; 

    } 
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public void resetSystem() 

    { 

        resetSystemBHAValues(); 

        resetSystemBitValues(); 

        resetSystemHoseValue(); 

        resetSystemPipeValue(); 

        resetIntervallValues(); 

    } 

 

    /// <summary> 

    /// Get Set methods 

    /// </summary> 

 

    public double Id_dev_hose 

    { 

        get { return id_dev_hose; } 

        set {id_dev_hose = value;} 

    } 

 

    public double Id_dev_pipe 

    { 

        get { return id_dev_pipe; } 

        set { id_dev_pipe = value; } 

    } 

 

    public double Id_nozz_dev 

    { 

        get { return id_nozz_dev; } 

        set { id_nozz_dev = value; } 

    } 

 

    public double Id_dev_bha 

    { 

        get { return id_dev_bha; } 

        set { id_dev_bha = value; } 

    } 

 

    public double Rough_dev_hose 

    { 

        get { return rough_dev_hose; } 

        set { rough_dev_hose = value; } 

    } 

 

    public double Rough_dev_pipe 

    { 

        get { return rough_dev_pipe; } 

        set { rough_dev_pipe = value; } 

    } 

 

    public double Rough_dev_bha 

    { 

        get { return rough_dev_bha; } 

        set { rough_dev_bha = value; } 

    } 

} 
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KeyPair.cs

 

The code for the GUI is attached. See attachment. 

  

class KeyPair 

{ 

    public double q {get; set;} 

    public double p {get; set;} 

 

    public KeyPair(double q, double p) 

    { 

        this.q = q; 

        this.p = p; 

    } 

} 
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Appendix C 
Chief Scientist Eric Cayeux, IRIS, Unpublished 2016 

General equation: 

The angular movement of an elastic system is described by the following general partial 

differential equation (Newton’s second law for moments): 

𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝐺𝐽(𝑥)

𝜕𝜃(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑥
) + 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐼(𝑥)

𝜕2𝜃(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡2
 

with 𝐼(𝑥) = 𝜌(𝑥)𝐽(𝑥),  𝜌 is the mass density, 𝐽 is the second moment of area, 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑡) the 

external torques, and 𝐺 is the shear modulus. 

Decomposition of the system: 

The power transmission chain is composed of different elements. Each element is 

characterized by: 

 geometrical dimensions (length 𝑙𝑖, OD 𝑑𝑜𝑖, ID 𝑑𝑖𝑖 which corresponds to a second 

moment of area 𝐽𝑖 =
𝜋

32
(𝑑𝑜

4
𝑖
− 𝑑𝑖

4
𝑖
)), 

 material properties (mass density 𝜌𝑖, shear modulus 𝐺𝑖, shear yield point 𝜎𝑠𝑦𝑝𝑖 and 

ultimate shear strength 𝜎𝑠𝑢𝑖),  

 an angular position 𝜃𝑖,  

 a contact friction (static friction 𝜇𝑠𝑖, kinetic friction 𝜇𝑘𝑖, Stribeck coefficient 𝑐𝑣𝑖 and 

viscous friction coefficient 𝜂𝑖 such that the friction torque is 𝜏𝑓𝑖
=

−(𝜇𝑘𝑖𝐹𝑛𝑖
𝑑𝑜𝑖

2
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(�̇�𝑖) + (𝜇𝑠𝑖𝐹𝑛𝑖

𝑑𝑜𝑖

2
− 𝜇𝑘𝑖𝐹𝑛𝑖

𝑑𝑜𝑖

2
) 𝑒𝑐𝑣𝑖|�̇�𝑖|) 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(�̇�𝑖) − 𝜂𝑖�̇�𝑖 

 a torque 𝜏𝑖 

For instance the UiS DrillBotics 2016 rotating system can be decomposed in: 

 bit 

 collar 

 stabilizer 

 aluminum drill-pipe 

 lower shaft 

 rotary union 

 upper shaft 

 motor rotor with bearings 

There are friction contacts at the bit, stabilizer, rotary union and the bearings supporting the 

motor rotor. 
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Simplification: 

A simplification consists in lumping each element in an equivalent disk having the same mass 

and the same second moment of area than the element itself and to connect each of the 

lumped disk to each other with a massless spring wire with a zero second moment of area but 

having a spring torsional constant 𝑘𝑖 =
𝐺𝑖𝐽𝑖

𝑙𝑖
. 

 

Equilibrium of one element 

Considering a friction torque 𝜏𝑓𝑖
, between element 𝑖 and element 𝑖 + 1, i.e. any elements that is 

neither the bit nor the rotor, the equilibrium is described by: 

−𝜂𝑖
𝜕𝜃𝑖
𝜕𝑡

+ 𝜏𝑓
𝑖
−
𝐺𝑖−1𝐽𝑖−1
𝑙𝑖−1

(𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃𝑖−1) +
𝐺𝑖𝐽𝑖
𝑙𝑖
(𝜃𝑖+1 − 𝜃𝑖) = 𝐼𝑖𝑙𝑖

𝜕2𝜃𝑖
𝜕𝑡2

 

We will now linearize in time, by considering discrete time instants (indexed j) separated by a short 

time interval ∆𝑡. The Taylor expansion of the second derivative of the angle 𝜃𝑖 is: 

𝜕2𝜃𝑖
𝜕𝑡2

≈
𝜃𝑖,𝑗+1 − 2𝜃𝑖,𝑗 + 𝜃𝑖,𝑗−1

(∆𝑡)2
 

And the Taylor expansion of the first derivative is: 

𝜕𝜃𝑖
𝜕𝑡

≈
𝜃𝑖,𝑗+1 − 𝜃𝑖,𝑗

∆𝑡
 

It is then possible to rewrite the equilibrium of each elements as a linear function of the 𝜃𝑖,𝑗+1, 𝜃𝑖,𝑗 and 

𝜃𝑖,𝑗−1. At a given time step all the  𝜃𝑖,𝑗 and 𝜃𝑖,𝑗−1 are known (they are in the past) and therefore we can 

𝜃0 

𝜃𝑖 𝜏𝑖 

𝜏0 

𝑙𝑖 𝐽𝑖 𝜌𝑖 

Rotary swivel 

Rotor 

Bit 

Formation 

Collar 

Stabilizer 

DP 

Shaft low 

Shaft High 

Stator 

Motor bearings 

𝜃𝑖+1 𝜏𝑖+1 

𝜇0 

𝜇𝑖 

𝜇𝑖+1 
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easily calculate all the 𝜃𝑖,𝑗+1. However, this explicit method tends to require very small time steps and 

can easily diverge due to numerical accuracy. It is much more stable to use a semi-implicit formulation 

as the one of Crank-Nicolson where the average of the sum of the moments between the current time 

step and the previous one is used as the second member: 

𝐼𝑖𝑙𝑖
𝜃𝑖,𝑗+1 − 2𝜃𝑖,𝑗 + 𝜃𝑖,𝑗−1

(∆𝑡)2

=
1

2
(−𝜂𝑖

𝜃𝑖,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑖,𝑗−1

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏𝑖,𝑗 +

𝐺𝑖𝐽𝑖
𝑙𝑖
(𝜃𝑖+1,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑖,𝑗) −

𝐺𝑖−1𝐽𝑖−1
𝑙𝑖−1

(𝜃𝑖,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑖−1,𝑗)

− 𝜂𝑖
𝜃𝑖,𝑗+1 − 𝜃𝑖,𝑗

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏𝑖,𝑗+1 +

𝐺𝑖𝐽𝑖
𝑙𝑖
(𝜃𝑖+1,𝑗+1 − 𝜃𝑖,𝑗+1) −

𝐺𝑖−1𝐽𝑖−1
𝑙𝑖−1

(𝜃𝑖,𝑗+1 − 𝜃𝑖−1,𝑗+1)) 

Which gives after regrouping: 

−(
𝐺𝑖−1𝐽𝑖−1
2𝑙𝑖−1

)𝜃𝑖−1,𝑗+1 + (
𝐼𝑖𝑙𝑖
(∆𝑡)2

+
𝐺𝑖𝐽𝑖
2𝑙𝑖

+
𝐺𝑖−1𝐽𝑖−1
2𝑙𝑖−1

+
𝜂𝑖
2∆𝑡

) 𝜃𝑖,𝑗+1 − (
𝐺𝑖𝐽𝑖
2𝑙𝑖

)𝜃𝑖+1,𝑗+1

=
1

2
(𝜂𝑖

𝜃𝑖,𝑗−1

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏𝑖,𝑗 + 𝜏𝑖,𝑗+1 +

𝐺𝑖𝐽𝑖
𝑙𝑖
(𝜃𝑖+1,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑖,𝑗) −

𝐺𝑖−1𝐽𝑖−1
𝑙𝑖−1

(𝜃𝑖,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑖−1,𝑗))

−
𝐼𝑖𝑙𝑖
(∆𝑡)2

(−2𝜃𝑖,𝑗 + 𝜃𝑖,𝑗−1) 

For the bit, the equilibrium is defined by: 

𝐼0𝑙0
𝜃0,𝑗+1 − 2𝜃0,𝑗 + 𝜃0,𝑗−1

(∆𝑡)2

=
1

2
(−𝜂0

𝜃0,𝑗 − 𝜃0,𝑗−1

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏0,𝑗 +

𝐺0𝐽0
𝑙0

(𝜃1,𝑗 − 𝜃0,𝑗) − 𝜂0
𝜃0,𝑗+1 − 𝜃0,𝑗

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏0,𝑗+1

+
𝐺0𝐽0
𝑙0

(𝜃1,𝑗+1 − 𝜃0,𝑗+1)) 

where 𝜏0,𝑗 is the torque on bit. If the boundary condition is the torque at the bit, then this equation can 

be rearranged as a function of 𝜃0,𝑗+1 and 𝜃1,𝑗+1: 

(
𝐼0𝑙0
(∆𝑡)2

+
𝐺0𝐽0
2𝑙0

+
𝜂0
2∆𝑡

) 𝜃0,𝑗+1 − (
𝐺0𝐽0
2𝑙0

)𝜃1,𝑗+1

=
1

2
(𝜂0

𝜃0,𝑗−1

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏0,𝑗 + 𝜏0,𝑗+1 +

𝐺0𝐽0
𝑙0

(𝜃1,𝑗 − 𝜃0,𝑗)) −
𝐼0𝑙0
(∆𝑡)2

(−2𝜃0,𝑗 + 𝜃0,𝑗−1) 

However, if the boundary condition is the bit angle, then this equation can be rearranged as a function 

of 𝜏0,𝑗+1 and 𝜃1,𝑗+1: 

−
1

2
𝜏0,𝑗+1 −

1

2

𝐺0𝐽0
𝑙0

𝜃1,𝑗+1

=
1

2
(−

𝜂0
∆𝑡
(𝜃0,𝑗+1 − 𝜃0,𝑗−1) + 𝜏0,𝑗 +

𝐺0𝐽0
𝑙0

(𝜃1,𝑗 − 𝜃0,𝑗 − 𝜃0,𝑗+1))

− 𝐼0𝑙0
𝜃0,𝑗+1 − 2𝜃0,𝑗 + 𝜃0,𝑗−1

(∆𝑡)2
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The equilibrium of the next element is defined by: 

𝐼1𝑙1
𝜃1,𝑗+1 − 2𝜃1,𝑗 + 𝜃1,𝑗−1

(∆𝑡)2

=
1

2
(−𝜂1

𝜃1,𝑗 − 𝜃1,𝑗−1

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏1,𝑗 −

𝐺0𝐽0
𝑙0

(𝜃1,𝑗 − 𝜃0,𝑗) +
𝐺1𝐽1
𝑙1

(𝜃2,𝑗 − 𝜃1,𝑗)

− 𝜂1
𝜃1,𝑗+1 − 𝜃1,𝑗

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏1,𝑗+1 −

𝐺0𝐽0
𝑙0

(𝜃1,𝑗+1 − 𝜃0,𝑗+1) +
𝐺1𝐽1
𝑙1

(𝜃2,𝑗+1 − 𝜃1,𝑗+1)) 

Which can be rearranged as: 

(
𝐼1𝑙1
(∆𝑡)2

+
𝜂1
2∆𝑡

+
𝐺0𝐽0
2𝑙0

+
𝐺1𝐽1
2𝑙1

)𝜃1,𝑗+1 −
𝐺1𝐽1
2𝑙1

𝜃2,𝑗+1

=
1

2
(
𝜂1
∆𝑡
𝜃1,𝑗−1 + 𝜏1,𝑗 + 𝜏1,𝑗+1 −

𝐺0𝐽0
𝑙0

(𝜃1,𝑗 − 𝜃0,𝑗 − 𝜃0,𝑗+1) +
𝐺1𝐽1
𝑙1

(𝜃2,𝑗 − 𝜃1,𝑗))

−
𝐼1𝑙1
(∆𝑡)2

(−2𝜃1,𝑗 + 𝜃1,𝑗−1) 

The equilibrium of the bottom part of the element just below the rotor is: 

𝐼𝑛𝑙𝑛
𝜃𝑛,𝑗+1 − 2𝜃𝑛,𝑗 + 𝜃𝑛,𝑗−1

(∆𝑡)2

=
1

2
(𝜂𝑛

𝜃𝑛,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑛,𝑗−1

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏𝑛,𝑗 +

𝐺𝑛𝐽𝑛
𝑙𝑛

(𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑛,𝑗) −
𝐺𝑛−1𝐽𝑛−1
𝑙𝑛−1

(𝜃𝑛,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑛−1,𝑗)

+ 𝜂𝑛
𝜃𝑛,𝑗+1 − 𝜃𝑛,𝑗

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏𝑛,𝑗+1 +

𝐺𝑛𝐽𝑛
𝑙𝑛

(𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗+1 − 𝜃𝑛,𝑗+1)

−
𝐺𝑛−1𝐽𝑛−1
𝑙𝑛−1

(𝜃𝑛,𝑗+1 − 𝜃𝑛−1,𝑗+1)) 

But 𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗+1 is known as it is imposed by the motor speed controller. The last equation can therefore 

be rewritten: 

−(
𝐺𝑛−1𝐽𝑛−1
2𝑙𝑛−1

)𝜃𝑛−1,𝑗+1 + (
𝐼𝑛𝑙𝑛
(∆𝑡)2

+
𝐺𝑛𝐽𝑛
2𝑙𝑛

+
𝐺𝑛−1𝐽𝑛−1
2𝑙𝑛−1

−
𝜂𝑛
2∆𝑡

) 𝜃𝑛,𝑗+1

=
1

2
(−𝜂𝑛

𝜃𝑛−1,𝑗−1

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏𝑛,𝑗 + 𝜏𝑛,𝑗+1 +

𝐺𝑛𝐽𝑛
𝑙𝑛

(𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑛,𝑗)

−
𝐺𝑛−1𝐽𝑛−1
𝑙𝑛−1

(𝜃𝑛,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑛−1,𝑗) +
𝐺𝑛𝐽𝑛
𝑙𝑛

𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗+1) −
𝐼𝑛𝑙𝑛
(∆𝑡)2

(−2𝜃𝑛,𝑗 + 𝜃𝑛,𝑗−1) 

The equilibrium of the top of the last element below the rotor can be written as: 

𝐼𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗+1 − 2𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗 + 𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗−1

(∆𝑡)2

=
1

2
(−𝜂𝑛+1

𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗−1

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏𝑛+1,𝑗 −

𝐺𝑛𝐽𝑛
𝑙𝑛

(𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑛,𝑗)

− 𝜂𝑛+1
𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗+1 − 𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏𝑛+1,𝑗+1 −

𝐺𝑛𝐽𝑛
𝑙𝑛

(𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗+1 − 𝜃𝑛,𝑗+1)) 
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For this equation, we know the 𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗  and 𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗+1 as they are defined by the motor controller, and 

the unknown are the angle 𝜃𝑛,𝑗+1 and the motor torque 𝜏𝑛+1,𝑗+1. The last equation can be rearranged 

as:  

−
1

2

𝐺𝑛𝐽𝑛
𝑙𝑛

𝜃𝑛,𝑗+1−
1

2
𝜏𝑛,𝑗+1

=
1

2
(−𝜂𝑛+1

𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗+1 − 𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗−1

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏𝑛,𝑗 −

𝐺𝑛𝐽𝑛
𝑙𝑛

(𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑛,𝑗 + 𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗+1))

− 𝐼𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗+1 − 2𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗 + 𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗−1

(∆𝑡)2
 

To determine all the 𝜃𝑖,𝑗+1, ∀𝑖 < 𝑛, and 𝜏𝑛,𝑗+1 we can solve the following system of equations: 

(

 
 
 
 

𝑎0,0 𝑎0,1 0 0 0 0

𝑎1,0 𝑎1,1 𝑎1,2 0 0 0

0 𝑎2,1 𝑎2,2 𝑎2,3 0 0

0 0 𝑎3,2 𝑎3,3 𝑎3,4 0

0 0 0 𝑎4,3 𝑎4,4 0

0 0 0 0 𝑎5,4 𝑎5,5)

 
 
 
 

(

 
 
 
 

𝜃0,𝑗+1
𝜃1,𝑗+1
𝜃2,𝑗+1
𝜃3,𝑗+1
𝜃4,𝑗+1
𝜏𝑛,𝑗+1)

 
 
 
 

=

(

  
 

𝑐0
𝑐1
𝑐2
𝑐3
𝑐4
𝑐5)

  
 

 

Where 𝑎0,0 = (
𝐼0𝑙0
(∆𝑡)2

+
𝐺0𝐽0

2𝑙0
+
𝜂0

2
), 𝑎0,1 = −(

𝐺0𝐽0

2𝑙0
), ∀0 < 𝑖 < 𝑛, 𝑎𝑖,𝑖−1 = −

𝐺𝑖−1𝐽𝑖−1

2𝑙𝑖−1
, 𝑎𝑖,𝑖 =

(
𝐼𝑖𝑙𝑖
(∆𝑡)2

+
𝐺𝑖𝐽𝑖

2𝑙𝑖
+
𝐺𝑖−1𝐽𝑖−1

2𝑙𝑖−1
+

𝜂𝑖

2∆𝑡
) , 𝑎𝑖,𝑖+1 = −

𝐺𝑖𝐽𝑖

2𝑙𝑖
, 𝑎𝑛,𝑛−1 = −

𝐺𝑛−1𝐽𝑛−1

2𝑙𝑛−1
 , 𝑎𝑛,𝑛 =

𝐼𝑛𝑙𝑛
(∆𝑡)2

+
𝐺𝑛𝐽𝑛

2𝑙𝑛
+
𝐺𝑛−1𝐽𝑛−1

2𝑙𝑛−1
+

𝜂𝑛

2∆𝑡
 , 𝑎𝑛+1,𝑛 = −

1

2

𝐺𝑛𝐽𝑛

𝑙𝑛
,  𝑎𝑛+1,𝑛+1 = −

1

2
,  𝑐0 =

1

2
(𝜂0

𝜃0,𝑗−1

∆𝑡∆𝑡
+ 𝜏0,𝑗 + 𝜏0,𝑗+1 +

𝐺0𝐽0

𝑙0
(𝜃1,𝑗 − 𝜃0,𝑗)) −

𝐼0𝑙0
(∆𝑡)2

(−2𝜃0,𝑗 + 𝜃0,𝑗−1), ∀0 < 𝑖 < 𝑛 − 1, 𝑐𝑖 =
1

2
(𝜂𝑖

𝜃𝑖,𝑗−1

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏𝑖,𝑗 + 𝜏𝑖,𝑗+1 +

𝐺𝑖𝐽𝑖

𝑙𝑖
(𝜃𝑖+1,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑖,𝑗) −

𝐺𝑖−1𝐽𝑖−1

𝑙𝑖−1
(𝜃𝑖,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑖−1,𝑗)) −

𝐼𝑖𝑙𝑖
(∆𝑡)2

(−2𝜃𝑖,𝑗 + 𝜃𝑖,𝑗−1) and 𝑐𝑛 =
1

2
(𝜂𝑛

𝜃𝑛−1,𝑗−1

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏𝑛,𝑗 + 𝜏𝑛,𝑗+1 +

𝐺𝑛𝐽𝑛

𝑙𝑛
(𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑛,𝑗) −

𝐺𝑛−1𝐽𝑛−1

𝑙𝑛−1
(𝜃𝑛,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑛−1,𝑗) +

𝐺𝑛𝐽𝑛

𝑙𝑛
𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗+1) −

𝐼𝑛𝑙𝑛
(∆𝑡)2

(−2𝜃𝑛,𝑗 + 𝜃𝑛,𝑗−1) and 𝑐𝑛+1 =

1

2
(−𝜂𝑛+1

𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗+1−𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗−1

∆𝑡
+ 𝜏𝑛,𝑗 −

𝐺𝑛𝐽𝑛

𝑙𝑛
(𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗 − 𝜃𝑛,𝑗 + 𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗+1)) − 𝐼𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟

𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗+1−2𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗+𝜃𝑛+1,𝑗−1

(∆𝑡)2
 

This is a tridiagonal linear system which can efficiently be solved numerically. 

If the bottom boundary condition is the bit angle, then the unknown variables are 𝜏0,𝑗+1, 0 < 𝑖 < 𝑛 

𝜃𝑖,𝑗+1 and 𝜏𝑛,𝑗+1: 

(

 
 
 
 

𝑎0,0 𝑎0,1 0 0 0 0

0 𝑎1,1 𝑎1,2 0 0 0

0 𝑎2,1 𝑎2,2 𝑎2,3 0 0

0 0 𝑎3,2 𝑎3,3 𝑎3,4 0

0 0 0 𝑎4,3 𝑎4,4 0

0 0 0 0 𝑎5,4 𝑎5,5)

 
 
 
 

(

 
 
 
 

𝜏0,𝑗+1
𝜃1,𝑗+1
𝜃2,𝑗+1
𝜃3,𝑗+1
𝜃4,𝑗+1
𝜏𝑛,𝑗+1)

 
 
 
 

=

(

  
 

𝑐0
𝑐1
𝑐2
𝑐3
𝑐4
𝑐5)
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where 𝑎0,0 = −
1

2
, 𝑎0,1 = −

1

2

𝐺0𝐽0

𝑙0
 and 𝑐0 =

1

2
(−

𝜂0

∆𝑡
(𝜃0,𝑗+1 − 𝜃0,𝑗−1) + 𝜏0,𝑗 +

𝐺0𝐽0

𝑙0
(𝜃1,𝑗 − 𝜃0,𝑗 −

𝜃0,𝑗+1)) − 𝐼0𝑙0
𝜃0,𝑗+1−2𝜃0,𝑗+𝜃0,𝑗−1

(∆𝑡)2
, 𝑎1,1 =

𝐼1𝑙1
(∆𝑡)2

+
𝜂1

2∆𝑡
+
𝐺0𝐽0

2𝑙0
+
𝐺1𝐽1

2𝑙1
, 𝑎1,2 = −

𝐺1𝐽1

2𝑙1
 and 𝑐1 =

1

2
(
𝜂1

∆𝑡
𝜃1,𝑗−1 + 𝜏1,𝑗 + 𝜏1,𝑗+1 −

𝐺0𝐽0

𝑙0
(𝜃1,𝑗 − 𝜃0,𝑗 − 𝜃0,𝑗+1) +

𝐺1𝐽1

𝑙1
(𝜃2,𝑗 − 𝜃1,𝑗)) −

𝐼1𝑙1
(∆𝑡)2

(−2𝜃1,𝑗 +

𝜃1,𝑗−1) the other coefficients being identical to the formulation based on boundary condition using the 

bit torque. 
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Appendix E 
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Appendix F 
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Appendix G 

Design of the Directional Controller 

Chief Scientist Eric Cayeux, IRIS, Unpublished 2016 

The directional controller steers two linear actuators in a X-Y configuration, i.e. perpendicular to each 

other, which are used to displace horizontally a riser (see Error! Reference source not found.). 

 

X-Y LINEAR ACTUATORS AND ASSOCIATED RISER. 

By the displacement of the riser, it is possible to exert a side force on a stabilizer at the top of the BHA 

and therefore actively control the drilling direction (see Error! Reference source not found.). By all 

ractical means, this is the principle of a push the bit rotary steerable system, except that this is not the 

stabilizer that pushes on the borehole, but that the riser that pushes on the stabilizer. 

X linear actuator 

Y linear actuator 

Riser 

Stabilizer 

Pipe 

X prox left 

X prox right 

Y prox left 

Y prox right 
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AN INVERTED RSS WHERE THE RISER APPLIES A FORCE ON THE STABILIZER 

The riser is equipped with 8 load cells that read the current force applied on the stabilizer. These load 

cells are denoted as (see Error! Reference source not found.): 

 X-left-high 

 X-left-low 

 X-right-high 

 X-right-low 

 Y-left-high 

 Y-left-low 

 Y-right-high 

 Y-right-low 

Stabilizer 

Riser 

BHA 

Pipe 

Top-drive 

Rock 

Force applied on stabilizer to correct direction 

Deviation from vertical 
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POSITION OF THE LOAD-CELLS INSIDE THE BEARING STRUCTURE OF THE RISER 

The BHA is equipped with 3D accelerometers placed at mid distance along the BHA on each side of 

the drill-collar. These accelerometers are used to measure the inclination and the level of vibration. 

 

In order to obtain an orientation, i.e. a toolface, of the accelerometer while the drill-string rotates, there 

is a proximity sensor that detects each complete rotation. In addition, the drilling controller send the 

current top-drive rotation angle at regular interval as a discrete value (10000 samples per revolution). 

 

Main functions of the controller 

X-left X-Right 

Y-Left 

Y-Right 

Left-High 

Left-Low 

Right-High 

Right-Low 

Riser 

Riser 
Top riser arrester 

Bottom riser arrester 

Riser bearing 

structure 

x y 

z 
z 

Stabilizer 

Drill-collar 

Bit-sub 

Bit 

Accelerometer 
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The directional controller has two functions. 

 Information source 

 Directional control 

Information source 

One of the function of the controller is to provide information to the rest of the system. This 

information is: 

 The current inclination of the BHA 

 The current azimuth of the BHA 

 The current RMS (root mean square) value of vibrations (combined torsional and lateral) 

 The side force applied on the stabilizer 

 The direction of the side force applied on the stabilizer 

Directional control 

To correct any deviations from vertical, the directional controller applies a side force on the stabilizer 

in the opposite direction to the current borehole deviation. This will be referred as “riser steering 

mode”. However, if the borehole does not deviate from vertical, no side force is applied. Similarly, 

when the drill-string is not drilling, the side force on the stabilizer is removed to facilitate the axial and 

rotational movement of the BHA. Removing the side force on the stabilizer will be referred as “riser 

neutralization mode”. In order to place the riser in neutral position, it is necessary to calibrate the 

position of the riser. This activity will be called “riser calibration mode”. 

The system has therefore the following main states: 

 Riser position uncalibrated 

 Riser position calibrated 

 On bottom 

 Off bottom 

 Directional control 

 Neutral mode 

A more detailed deterministic finite automaton is given below. There are three possible fatal exits: 

 Error while calibrating 

 Error while neutralizing 

 Error while steering 

Otherwise, the finite automaton always starts by calibrating and then continues to the “off bottom” 

state which enforces a neutralization of the riser. Thereafter, the system can flip between the “on 

bottom” and “off bottom” states. Each time, it goes to the “off bottom”, it performs a neutralization. 

So if the drilling controller lift the bit off bottom, the directional controller will automatically 

neutralize the riser position. When the state changes to “on bottom”, the system check the verticality. 

If it is vertical, then it neutralizes the riser and returns to the “on bottom” state, to be ready for a new 

evaluation. If it is not vertical, it applies a steer command and return to the “on bottom” state to start a 

new evaluation. 
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Detailed description of each functions 

Processing of Accelerometer Measurements 

The acceleration observed by the sensor has the following origins: 

 Gravitational field of the earth 

 Axial vibrations like the one due to bit bouncing. It is a purely translational acceleration. 

 Rotation of the pipe around its axis. It is a purely rotational acceleration which has two 

components: a centrifugal acceleration and a Euler acceleration. The Coriolis acceleration is 

necessarily zero as the distance of the sensor to the center of rotation cannot change. 

 Lateral movement of the pipe in the overgage hole. It is a combination of a translational and 

rotational acceleration. The rotational acceleration has potentially the all three sources, i.e. 

centrifugal, Coriolis and Euler. 

In the absence of vibrations and with a uniform pipe rotation, the components of the acceleration 

observed by the sensor are: 

Uncalibrated Calibrated 

Start 

1 

Calibration 

error 

End 

On bottom Off bottom 

0 

Neutralized 

Off bottom 

Vertical 

Neutralized

error 

End 

1 

0 

Neutralized 

On bottom 

1 

1 

Steering 

0 

Steering 

error 

1 

End 
0 

1 1 

0 

0 
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{
𝛾𝑥 = 𝑔 sin𝛽 sin𝜑 − 𝑟

"�̇�"
2

𝛾𝑦 = 𝑔 sin𝛽 cos𝜑

𝛾𝑧 = 𝑔 cos𝛽

 

where 𝑔 is the earth gravitational acceleration, 𝛽 is the inclination, 𝜑 is the toolface angle, 𝑟" is the 

distance of the sensor to the pipe center, �̇�" is the angular velocity of the pipe rotation. 

If furthermore, the inclination is zero, then 𝛾𝑥 = −𝑟
"�̇�"

2
 reads only the centrifugal acceleration, 𝛾𝑦 is 

zero and 𝛾𝑧 is the gravitational field 𝑔.  

However, when there is an inclination larger than zero, then 𝛾𝑥 and 𝛾𝑦 oscillates with a period 
2𝜋

�̇�"
 (see 

Error! Reference source not found.). For a small inclination, cos𝛽 can be approximated to 1 −
𝛽2

2!
 

nd since 𝛽 is small,  𝛽2 is even smaller, so it will be hardly possible to measure the inclination using 

𝛾𝑧. On the other hand, sin𝛽 can be approximated to 𝛽 for values close to 0. So both 𝛾𝑥 and 𝛾𝑦 can 

provide an estimation of the inclination by estimating the amplitude of the oscillations, except that 

with 𝛾𝑥, we shall also remove the effect of the centrifugal acceleration. 

 

ACCELEROMETER READINGS WHEN ROTATING UNIFORMLY AT 180RPM WITH AN INCLINATION OF 5°. 

As we use a stepper motor to drive the drill-string, there are large angular rotational accelerations for 

each new step of the motor. This translates as follow on the equations: 

{
𝛾𝑥 = 𝑔 sin𝛽 sin𝜑 − 𝑟

"�̇�"
2

𝛾𝑦 = 𝑔 sin𝛽 cos𝜑 + 𝑟
"�̈�"

𝛾𝑧 = 𝑔 cos𝛽
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The 𝛾𝑦 acceleration gets a Euler acceleration term in addition to the component due to the gravitational 

field. �̈�" is alternating from positive to negative as the stepper motor accelerates and decelerate for 

each motor step. The frequency of that signal is equal to the motor rotational speed multiplied by the 

number of steps per revolution, i.e. at 180 rpm (3Hz) the Euler acceleration due to a stepper motor 

with 10000 steps per revolution has a frequency of 30kHz (see Error! Reference source not found.). 

 

ACCELERATIONS MEASURED WHEN ROTATING A DRILL-STRING AT 180RPM WITH A STEPPER MOTOR (10000 

STEPS PER REVOLUTION) WITH AN INCLINATION OF 5°. 

Finally, if there are lateral and axial vibrations, the accelerations observed by the sensor are: 

{
 

 𝛾𝑥 = 𝑔 sin𝛽 sin𝜑 − 𝑟
"�̇�"

2
+ (�̈�′ − 𝑟′�̇�′

2
) cos 𝜃" + (𝑟′�̈�′ + 2�̇�′�̇�′) sin𝜃"

𝛾𝑦 = 𝑔 sin𝛽 cos𝜑 + 𝑟
"�̈�′ − (�̈�′ − 𝑟′�̇�′

2
) sin 𝜃" + (𝑟′�̈�′ + 2�̇�′�̇�′) cos𝜃"

𝛾𝑧 = 𝑔 cos𝛽 + 𝛾𝑎

 

With forward whirl, the rotation of the pipe inside the borehole is dominated by friction against the 

wall and therefore the accelerations are relatively small (see Error! Reference source not found.). 
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FORWARD WHIRL (60RPM WITH A 2MM OVERGAGE) WHILE ROTATING THE PIPE AT 180RPM WITH AN 

INCLINATION OF 5° 

However, backward whirl is predominantly a shock phenomenon and the resulting accelerations are 

far greater (see Error! Reference source not found.). 
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BACKWARD WHIRL (60 RPM, 16 SHOCKS PER REVOLUTION IN A 2 MM OVERGAGED HOLE) WHILE ROTATING THE 

PIPE AT 180RPM IN HOLE INCLINED AT 5° 

In view of this analysis, the following strategy is used to extract the inclination and the vibration level. 

We record the x and y accelerations in a buffer. Then we apply a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to 

convert to the frequency domain. In the frequency domain, we cancel all the frequencies lower and 

higher than the current rotational speed and we transform back to the time domain using the inverse 

FFT. Finally, we calculate the root mean square (RMS) of the resulting signal which gives the 

amplitude of the sine function as 𝑀𝑆 =
𝑔 sin𝛽

√2
⇔ sin𝛽 =

𝑅𝑀𝑆

𝑔
√2 . To estimate the vibration level, we 

remove the frequencies around the rotational speed of the drill-string instead. Then, the RMS value of 

the resulting signal after applying the inverse Fourier transform gives an estimation of the vibration 

level. 

One Arduino (AT Mega 2560) is dedicated to do this processing. The accelerometer is connected to 

the board using an SPI link where the accelerometer is a slave. As there is only one master and 

multiple slaves in a SPI setup, and as the “coordinating” Arduino has to be the master since it is 

hooked up to an Ethernet shield (which is a slave) and the other Arduinos through SPI, the 

accelerometer has to be connected to the “coordinating” Arduino.  

The range of the accelerometer is ±16g and the digital precision is 13 bits (i.e. resolution 4mg, 

0.03924m/s2). This Arduino needs the current rotational speed of the drill-string. This is provided by 

the UDP datagram sent by the “coordinating” Arduino of the drilling controller. It fills in return an 

estimation of the inclination and the RMS amplitude of the lateral and axial vibration levels into a 

UDP datagram. 

There are basically two main conditions: either the drill-string does not rotate or the drill-string rotates. 
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If the drill-string does not rotate, then we read 𝛾𝑥 and 𝛾𝑦 and extract the inclination using 𝛽 =

sin−1
√𝛾𝑥

2+𝛾𝑦
2

𝑔
. To remove possible sensor noise, we return the average over the last measurements 

(for instance 10 values). The lateral and axial vibrations are not estimated at all as they are unlikely to 

be of any significant magnitude (if any, they would correspond to the noise generated by hoisting 

system) and would be irrelevant as this quantity is used to determine when to stop the top-drive 

rotation and the top-drive is not rotating anyway. 

If the drill-string rotates, then we do a Fourier transform analysis. As the Arduino has only 8kB of 

memory, we need to be cautious about memory consumption. The minimum rotational speed that 

would probably be considered is around 30rpm (0.5Hz, period of 2s). In order to extract the lowest 

frequencies, the time window size should be at least two time the longest period, i.e. 4s. The maximum 

rotational speed will probably not exceed 180rpm (3Hz, period of 0.33s). So with a 4s window size, 

we can hold about 12 periods when rotating at 180rpm. We expect the 𝛾𝑦 acceleration to contain a lot 

of high frequency noise due to the stepper motor. The minimum frequency of that noise is 

0.5*10000=5kHz and the maximum is 3.0*10000=15kHz. As the maximum bandwidth of the sensor is 

3.2 kHz, we will not be able to capture that information anyway (the Nyquist-Shannon theorem states 

that the sampling rate should be at least twice of the maximum frequency). Therefore, we will not use 

the 𝛾𝑦 information but instead we will focus on the 𝛾𝑥 readings. We need 3 arrays: 1 with the original 

measurements, 1 with the filtered measurements and 1 with the noise measurements. The acceleration 

values have a 13-bit precision and therefore can be stored on signed shorts (2 bytes). If we split the 

available memory in 4 (3/4 for the signal treatment and ¼ for other information), one array is limited 

to 2kB, i.e. 1024 values. With a window size of 4s, the window time step is 3.90625ms and therefore 

the highest frequency manipulated by the FTT is 344Hz. 

Calibration 

The calibration consists in a series of movement of the riser to determine the central axis and the riser 

overage compared to the stabilizer diameter. During the movements, if any of the proximity sensors 

(X-left, X-right, Y-left, Y-right) triggers then the calibration fails. 

There are two possibilities at the start of the calibration: 

 Either there is already a force on the riser 

 Or there are no forces on the riser 

If there is a force on the riser, then we move in the opposite direction to the force until the force drops 

below a minimum level. If the force does not decrease, then the calibration fails.  

If there are no forces on the riser, then we move in any direction (for instance increasing x) until a 

force is detected. 

When we have registered a force, then we move in the opposite direction to the force until we detect a 

new force. When starting, the force should decrease monotically to value below a minimum threshold. 

If that is not the case, then the calibration fails. The distance between those two positions is twice the 

riser overgage. Displacing the riser to half this distance make sure that the riser is in neutral position. 
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Appendix H 
Unedited jury report 

General comments: 

UIA 
Very professional and solid, well-built industrial prototype that actually worked. 

HSE well covered  

Well thought out in terms of construction/design, good electrical setup, and it worked, though 

indication of poor control during the short drilling test. 

Good thinking with automatic optimization of ROP based on varying WOP and RPM 

Large vibrations were indicated and the control of this seemed very coarse, and we were not sure if the 

rack and pinion setup also influenced the vibrations seen. 

Novel to see the use of 3D printing to fast track components was good. 

The use of the system for future use adding more sensors etc. had been thought through. 

Data management seemed poor the impression was that data was not collected and stored in a data 

base for retrieval and learning/optimization. 

The fluid rates seem very low..not sure how that was optimized. 

HMI looked good 

Kept within Budget 

Had thought about mobility, and the rig showed good promise 

Disappointed that they did not look at down-hole sensors, though this was seen as phase two. 

UIS 
UIS had a smaller team which we think limited their progress, presentation was rather hurried and one 

appeared made at the last minute, with lots of abbreviations which were not fully defined. Much more 

focus on the math and physics, and the use of the data to optimize. 

Construction looked a lot less study and it would be interesting how it handles drilling vibration. 

In terms of HSE there were too many open electrical boxes and loose wiring, and apparently no end 

stops, just an emergency shutdown. 

Good use of heavy BHA to help avoid buckling. 

Novel handling of the combination of gravity + centrifugal + Coriolis + Euler forces from downhole 

sensors including noise filtering. 

Had good flow regimes, and seemed to have precise control 

Had good alarm setups in software, though GUI /HMI is much more focused at engineers. 

Well thought out time response strategy for shutdown of top drive. 

Apparently had a self-calibrating system 

Excellent that they have been looking at the use of downhole sensors, which allowed some form of 

directional control 

Unfortunately over budget and they could not show the machine in operation. 

It was apparent that the late change in the drill-pipe size effected UiS more because of processor 

choice. 

In Summary 
In summary we have to award it to UiA as they demonstrated the machine, as requested, though they 

did have some limitations and described above. UiS had good focus on the control and data 

management and less on the design aspects, though what they have achieved is more than good 

enough for the task. UiS more clearly Petroleum focused, whilst the UiA ended up with the best rig 

which was clearly very movable. 

As we did not see the the UiS rig in operation ,we would  still like to see it in motion at a future date! 

One main thing is that this is an excellent initiative and should continue, as Norway should continue to 

have a leading  position in Automation and Autonomy in Drilling, and we need the ideas and support 

from Academia. 
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SUMMARY  



An autonomous drilling rig is designed based on the constraints defined by the DrillBotics 2016 



competition: drill through a rock block as fast and as vertically as possible with a 1 1/8-in PDC 



bit, using a 0.91m long aluminum drill-pipe with an OD of 3/8-in and a wall thickness of 0.016 in 



utilizing a maximum power consumption of 2.5 HP. 



 



The sizing of the rig starts from the weakest element of the system, i.e. the aluminum drill-pipe. 



Maximum drilling parameters (WOB, RPM and ROP) are derived from the capability of the 



aluminum drill-pipe to cope with quick drilling condition fluctuations like when drilling from a 



soft to a hard formation or when stick-slip occurs.  These drilling variations define also some 



requirements on the maximum acceptable response time of the drilling control system. It results 



from this analysis that a BHA will be used to provide WOB and to create a pendulum assembly 



that would naturally drop if, for any reason, the bit started to tilt away from vertical.  



 



The hole cleaning is kept as simple as possible as only a short distance will be drilled. For that 



reason, the flow-rate will not be actively controlled but will be large enough to ensure a proper 



transport of cuttings.  



 



On the other hand, the speed control of the top-drive and hoisting system is designed to be as 



accurate as possible, as this will determine the capability of the system to cope with fast changing 



drilling conditions. All in all, the proposed design should not use more than 700W. 



 



Because of the small scale of the setup, very fast reaction times are extremely important to address 



the problems that may occur while drilling. During the preparation of the system, the latency of 



the various controllers will be carefully calibrated to increase the chances to drill successfully 



through unknown formation rocks and bedding. 



 



Beside the standard management of drilling through rocks of different strengths, the system will 



also perform automatically measurements of the possible deterioration of the drilling conditions 



by looking at the linearity of the ROP response to small variations of WOB and RPM. In the 



eventuality of suboptimal performance, the drilling parameters will be automatically adjusted. 



Possibly, the bit will be taken off bottom for a short while to let the drilling conditions improve 



even faster if necessary. 



 



The system has also an automatic detection of catastrophic failures, e.g. twist-off, pack-off, and in 



such circumstances will perform an immediate shutdown of the drilling machines. 



 



To balance the necessity for extremely fast response time and complex analysis and decision 



making, the drilling control system is organized around a hierarchical control with three-tiers. The 



first two levels of the control architecture runs on deterministic machines. There tasks are kept as 



simple as possible to minimize the loop duration. The highest level of the hierarchy runs 



asynchronously but performs the most computer intensive tasks. The results from those 



computations are look-up tables that are used by the synchronous process of the middle tier to 



interpolate, in real-time, the values that are necessary to control the drilling process. 



 



The total cost of the equipment is estimated to be 5000$ and will be supported by the project P1.3 



“Drilling Process Optimization” of the DrillWell center for innovation. 
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NOMENCLATURE  



𝐶𝐶𝑆 Confined compressive strength 



𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡 Bit diameter 



𝑑𝑖 Internal diameter 



𝑑𝑜 Outside diameter 



𝐸𝑌 Young’s modulus 



𝐹 Force 



𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 Lateral force to destabilize the structure 



𝐹𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 Maximum allowable axial force on drill-pipe 



𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡 Force between the bit and the formation 



𝐺 Shear modulus 



𝑔 Gravitational acceleration 



𝐽𝑧 Second moment of area 



𝑘 Buckling effective length factor 



𝑙 Length of drill-pipe 



𝑀𝑆𝐸 Mechanical Specific Energy 



𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 Mass of bearings 



𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑙𝑙−𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 Mass of drill-string 



𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟1 Mass of power transmission motor 



𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟2 Mass of hoisting system’s motor 



𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑦𝑠 Mass of timing pulleys 



𝑚𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 Mass of structure 



𝑚𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙 Mass of swivel 



𝑚𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 Mass of threaded shaft 



𝑃𝑐 Buckling critical load 



𝑟𝑐𝑔 Distance from the center of rotation to the center of gravity 



𝑟𝑙 Distance from the center of rotation to the point of application of the lateral force 



𝑈𝐶𝑆 Uniaxial compressive strength 



𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 rate of penetration 



𝑊𝑂𝐵 Weight on bit 
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Greek letters: 



𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 Ultimate strength 



𝜎𝑠𝑢 Ultimate shear strength 



𝜎𝑠𝑦𝑝 Shear yield point 



𝜎𝑦𝑝 Tensile yield strength 



𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 Max torque 



𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 Tolerable torque as a function of the response to avoid exceeding the yield torque 



𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 Yield torque 



𝜃 Angle 



𝜃𝑐𝑔 Angle of the vector defined by the center of rotation and the center of gravity 



𝜃𝑙 Angle of the vector defined by the center of rotation and the point of application of the 



lateral force 



𝜇  Bit/rock coefficient of friction 
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�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡 Bit angular velocity 
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ABBREVIATIONS  



𝐵𝐻𝐴 Bottom Hole Assembly 



𝐶𝐶𝑆 Confined Compressive Strength 



𝐻𝑃 Horse Power 



GUI Graphical User Interface 



𝐼𝐷 Inside Diameter 



𝑀𝑆𝐸 Mechanical Specific Energy 



𝑂𝐷 Outside Diameter 



OPC OLE for Process Control 



𝑃𝐷𝐶 Polycrystalline Diamond Compact 



𝑃𝐿𝐶 Programmable Logic Controller 



𝑇𝐹𝐴 Total Flow Area 



𝑈𝐶𝑆 Uniaxial Compressive Strength 
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1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 



A cubic rock block of size of 15x15x15 cm1 shall be drilled as vertically as possible utilizing a 



PDC bit of diameter 1.125-in (28.575mm). The bit length is approximatively 120 mm, and it is 



equipped with two nozzles of 2.35mm, i.e. a total flow area (TFA) 8.67mm2. The drill-string shall 



use one length (36-in or 914 mm) of aluminum drill-pipe with an OD of 3/8-in, (9.525 mm) and a 



wall thickness of 0.016-in (0.4064 mm), i.e. an ID of 8.7122 mm.  



 



The weight on bit (WOB) shall not exceed 20 lbs. (9.07 kg) and the maximum power consumption 



is limited to 2.5 HP, i.e. 1865 W. 



 



The block of rock is a sandwich of different materials with a bedding which is not necessarily 



horizontal. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



                                                 
1 It is indicated that for the last competition, the block had a size of 30x30x30 cm. However, the pictures taken during 



the competition show a much larger block. It is believed that the size was 30x30x30 in3. If that it is the case, then the 



size of the block for the 2016 competition can be expected to be (381x381x381 mm3). As it is also indicated that the 



block could be up to 20 % larger than specified, the maximum footprint could be 457x457x457 mm3. If the dimensions 



were really in centimeters then the footprint would simply be smaller. 
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2 OVERALL ARCHITECTURE 
In order to drill through the rock, it is necessary to rotate the bit at a certain rotational velocity, 



therefore the rig shall have a power transmission system. While drilling, the position of the bit 



will change and for that reason it is necessary to have a control of the bit elevation and speed: that 



will be performed by a hoisting system. As drilled cuttings are produced by the bit, they need to 



be evacuated from the borehole. This will be done by circulating a fluid at a necessary flow-rate 



using a circulation system. Those three systems have in common to control speed, while the 



hoisting system has in addition to control position. 



 



The overall system has to adapt to different drilling conditions and therefore there is a need to 



change the set-points for speeds and positions of the three above mentioned hydro-mechanical 



systems. The required accelerations/decelerations while changing the set-point values have also to 



be controlled. As the detection of those necessary set-point modifications may have to be done 



quickly and with a deterministic latency, this task will be performed by a real-time controller that 



is running slightly slower than the speed and position controllers of the hydro-mechanical systems 



but still quite fast.  



 



The interpretation of the current drilling context can be rather complicated. That includes to 



analyze the drillability of the formation rocks and to evaluate if there are deteriorations of the 



drilling conditions (e.g., vibrations, abnormal frictions).  Counter measures may have to be started 



to improve the drilling conditions as picking off bottom and circulate clean. It may also be useful 



to perform certain procedures to acquire more information to take better strategic decisions, as for 



instance a drill-off test. These complex functions are however less time critical than the one 



performed by the real-time controller: they can be slow and have a variable latency. A strategic 



decision controller will take care of these tasks. 



 



The overall architecture is organized as a hierarchical control with the fastest and simplest control 



elements at the bottom (power transmission system, hoisting system and circulation system), an 



intermediate level of control with time determinism constraints (real-time controller) and a top-



level control loop working with variable time latencies (strategic decision controller) (see Figure 



1). 



 



 
Figure 1: Overall architecture: hierarchical control  
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3 RIG DESIGN 
The dimensioning of the rig is constrained by the limits defined by the problem description. We 



will start from the weakest point of the system, which is obviously the aluminum drill-pipe and 



we will design the rig based on this starting point. 



3.1 DETERMINATION OF THE MAXIMUM TORQUE 
 



The ultimate strength (𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥) of aluminum is about: 40 MPa. It is usual to take the ultimate shear 



strength of aluminum as 𝜎𝑠𝑢 = 0.65𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 24𝑀𝑃𝑎. Therefore the maximum torque that the drill-



pipe can take before breaking is: 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝜎𝑠𝑢



𝑟



𝜋



32
(𝑑𝑜
4 − 𝑑𝑖



4) = 1.28 𝑚𝑁.  



 



The tensile yield strength of aluminum is: 𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = 0.4 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 16 𝑀𝑃𝑎. The shear yield point for 



aluminum is usually defined as 𝜎𝑠𝑦𝑝 = 0.55𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 =  8.8𝑀𝑃𝑎. For that reason, the 3/8-in drill-



pipe shall not be torqued more than: 𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 =
𝜎𝑠𝑦𝑝



𝑟



𝜋



32
(𝑑𝑜
4 − 𝑑𝑖



4) = 0.47 𝑚𝑁.  



 



Therefore the top-drive of the rig shall provide at a minimum 0.47 m.N to work at the maximum 



operating limit, but does not need to deliver more than 1.28 m.N as it would break the drill-pipe 



anyway. 



 



If there is a sudden stop of the rotation of the bit while the drill-string rotates, e.g. stick-slip 



conditions, it will take a short time before the controller of the top-drive motor will stop the 



rotation. During that time interval, the drill-pipe will be twisted and the additional torque may 



damage the drill-string. The time necessary to stop the rotation depends on the loop duration of 



the PLC (Programmable Logic Controller). 



 



Considering that the shear modulus of aluminum is 𝐺 = 24 𝐺𝑃𝑎, the torque generated by the 



torsion of the drill-pipe is: 𝜏𝑡𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑡 =
𝐽𝑧



𝑙
𝐺𝜃, where 𝐽𝑧 =



𝜋



64
(𝑑𝑜
4 − 𝑑𝑖



4)is the second moment of area, 



𝜃 is the twisting angle and 𝑙 is the length of the drill-pipe.  



 



Figure 2 shows the resulting twist torque as a function of the initial rotational speed and for 



different PLC control loop duration. Using 𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 as a limit, the maximum rotational velocity is: 



 40 rpm with a loop duration of 100 ms, i.e. 10 Hz 



 90 rpm with a loop duration of 40 ms, i.e. 25 Hz 



 



As we also need some bit torque in order to drill, it is necessary to have a PLC control loop that 



runs faster than 10 Hz. On Figure 3, one can find the maximum allowable bit torque, accounting 



for the reaction time to a stick situation, as a function of the rotational speed and for a PLC control 



loop time of 10, 20, 30 and 40 ms. As the rotational speed gets limited to 110 rpm with a response 



time of 40 ms, we will from now on only consider PLC control loop running at 33Hz (i.e. 30 ms) 



or faster. 
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Figure 2: Twist torque as a function of initial rotational speed for different PLC control loop time 



 



 
Figure 3: Maximum available bit torque as a function of the rotational speed for two different PLC control loop time (10ms, 



20ms, 30ms and 40ms) 



3.2 DETERMINATION OF THE MAXIMUM WOB 



The maximum axial force that the aluminum drill-pipe can tolerate is: 𝐹𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 =
𝜋



4
(𝑑𝑜
2 −



𝑑𝑖
2)𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = 186𝑁. As the maximum allowable WOB is 9.04kg, the BHA (Bottom Hole 



Assembly) weight can at most be that high and therefore the tensile strength of the pipe can lift 



twice as much as the maximum allowable BHA weight. 
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 (Pessier & Fear, 1992) relates the bit torque to the WOB (Weight on Bit) utilizing a coefficient 



of friction 𝜇 as: 𝜏 =  𝜇. 𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡.𝑊𝑂𝐵. 𝑔 where 𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡 is the bit diameter and 𝑔 is the gravitational 



acceleration.  



 



(Caceido & Calhoun, 2005) give an empirical estimation of the coefficient of friction as a function 



of the confined compressive strength (CCS) of the rock to be drilled: 𝜇 = 0.9402𝑒−1.16𝑒−9 𝐶𝐶𝑆. As 



the drilling will be done at atmospheric pressure, we can assimilate the CCS with the uniaxial 



compressive strength (UCS) of the material. For weak material, i.e. UCS=1 MPa, the estimated 



friction is 𝜇 =0.94, while for harder materials (UCS=100MPa), 𝜇 =0.84. 



 



 
Figure 4: maximum WOB as a function of the rotational speed for three different control loop durations (20, 30 and 40ms) 



and two formation hardness (1MPa and 100 MPa). 



Figure 4 shows the maximum WOB that can be used as a function of the rotational speed for 



different control loop durations and formation UCS. 



 



The mechanical specific energy (MSE) is defined as: MSE =  
4𝜏𝑏𝑖𝑡�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 +



4𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2, where 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡 is 



force on the bit, �̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡 is the bit angular velocity and 𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 is the rate of penetration. As the MSE is 



directly related to the formation strength, we can anticipate possible ROP for different formation 



strengths using the limits of bit torque and WOB described above. 



 



Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the estimated max ROP as a function of the rotational speed for two 



formation strengths: 1 MPa and 100 MPa (see APPENDIX A: MAXIMUM ROP TO AVOID 



TWIST OFF IN CASE OF BIT STICK for a derivation). 
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Figure 5: Estimated max ROP as a function of the rotational speed for a formation strength of 1MPa 



 
Figure 6: Estimated max ROP as a function of the rotational speed for a formation strength of 100MPa 



As it can be seen from those two figures, the ROP will dropped drastically when changing from a 



soft formation to a harder one. This may lead to some problems.  



 



The buckling critical force for the aluminum drill-pipe is defined by the Euler criteria: 𝑃𝑐 =
𝜋2𝐸𝑦𝐽𝑧



(𝑘𝑙)2
 



where 𝑘 is the buckling effective length factor.  𝑘 varies from 0.7, in the case of a pinned/pinned 



configuration, to 2.2 where one of the end of beam can sway. Therefore 𝑃𝑐 can be as high as 201N 



for the smallest value of 𝑘  and as low as 20N if one end can move sideways. In our case, the top 



of the drill-pipe is pinned in the top-drive shaft and it is also pinned to the top of the BHA. But it 



is possible that the top of the BHA may move laterally especially at the start of the drilling as the 



bit will not have penetrated deeply into the rock.  To accommodate with the worst case scenario, 
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we intend to not use the aluminum drill-pipe in compression and we will use the weight of the 



BHA to generate the WOB.  



 



The more WOB we apply, the larger is the portion of the BHA that is in compression. The position 



where there is neither compression nor tension is the neutral point. As long as it is inside the BHA, 



we can get an increase of WOB and the drill-pipes are in tension. But if the neutral point moves 



outside the BHA, the drill-pipes are in compression (see Figure 7). 



 



 
Figure 7: A) In the off bottom situation, the neutral point is at the bit. B) The bit is on bottom and the lower part of the 



BHA is in compression therefore providing a WOB. C) The whole weight of the BHA is used to provide the WOB and 



therefore the drill-pipes are not in tension anymore. 



When the bit is off bottom, the whole weight of the drill-string is totally supported by the hoisting 



system. Due to elasticity, the drill-pipes are elongated by: ∆𝑙 =
4𝐹𝑙



𝐸𝑌𝜋(𝑑𝑜
2−𝑑𝑖



2)
, where 𝐹 is the top of 



string force and 𝐸𝑌 = 69 𝐺𝑃𝑎 is the Young’s modulus of aluminum (see Figure 8A). When the 



WOB is at its maximum, i.e. the weight of the whole drill-string, the force at the top of the drill-



string is 0 and therefore there is no elastic elongation of the drill-pipes. Thus the WOB is directly 



related to the elongation of the drill-pipes. In practice to control the WOB, we need to steer the 



elongation of the drill-pipes. As the bit penetrates the rock at a velocity 𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡, if the velocity of the 



top of the string is slightly larger (𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑠), then the elongation decreases and the WOB increases. If 



𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑠 < 𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡, the elongation increases and the WOB decreases (see Figure 8B). So the control of 



the WOB passes by controlling the top of string speed compared to the bit velocity. 
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Figure 8: A) The WOB is related to the elongation of the drill-pipe. B) To increase the WOB, the top of string velocity shall 



be larger than the bit velocity. C) If the bit velocity stops quickly and the top of string velocity remains the same then the 



WOB increase rapidly to its maximum and the drill-pipe can be in compression. 



Depending on the control loop duration, the reaction time to adjust the hoisting system velocity 



may move the neutral point above the BHA, i.e. inside the drill-pipe, and therefore results in a 



drill-string damage (see Figure 8C). When using the highest permissible ROP calculated above, 



Figure 9 shows that the increase of WOB resulting from the reaction time due to a transition from 



drilling in a soft formation into a harder one, is much larger than the available weight of the BHA, 



therefore indicating that in all circumstances the neutral will move into the drill-pipe and cause 



drill-string damage if we use so high ROPs. 



 



 
Figure 9: WOB increase when changing from a soft formation to hard one when drilling at the fastest possible ROP 



It is therefore necessary to limit the ROP when drilling in soft formations to avoid such a situation. 



Figure 10 shows the maximum allowable ROP to ensure the possibility to handle a quick change 



of formation strength (from soft to hard) considering a total BHA weight of 2kg (see APPENDIX 



B: MAXIMUM WOB TO AVOID MOVING THE NEUTRAL POINT IN THE DP for a derivation). 
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Figure 10: Maximum ROP to allow the management of a brutal change of formation hardness when using a BHA 



weighing 2kg. The results are shown for a response time of 30, 20 and 10ms. 



3.3  DIMENSIONING OF THE BHA LENGTH 
Since the aluminium drill-pipes are very light, the weight on bit has to be provided by a BHA. 



Assuming a BHA made of a steel tube (𝜌 = 7800𝑘𝑔/𝑚3), Figure 11 shows the linear weight of 



the BHA as a function of the pipe OD and for 3 different IDs (4, 8 and 12 mm).  



 
Figure 11: linear weight of a BHA as a function of the pipe OD, for three different ID. 



An OD of 24mm will only give a clearance with the borehole (28 mm) of 2 mm on each side. This 



is probably too small to let the cuttings pass through. The next standard pipe size is 20 mm which 



gives a clearance of 4 mm on each side. With a 20 mm OD, the linear weight with an ID of 8 mm 



is 2 kg/m. According to our previous calculations, a 2kg BHA should give reasonable results for 



ROP. In that case the BHA length would be 1 m. Combined with the 36” (0.914 m) aluminum 



drill-pipe, we do obtain a total length of about 2m, which is close to the indicative dimensions 



suggested by the SPE-DSATS DrillBotics guidelines. 
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3.4 CIRCULATION SYSTEM 
As the height of the rock block is about 0.4 m, with a BHA length of 1 m, the circulation annulus 



is only defined by the BHA OD and not the drill-pipe OD (see Figure 12). 



 
Figure 12: While drilling the block, the annulus dimensions will always be defined by the BHA OD. 



It is usually recommended to maintain a fluid velocity larger than 0.7 m/s in the annulus to clean 



the hole. As the hole size if 28.6mm and with a BHA OD of 20 mm, the minimum flow-rate is: 



𝑄 = 𝜋
𝑣



4
(𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 − 𝑑𝑜



2) = 8.4 𝑙/𝑚𝑖𝑛. 



 



Let us calculated the required pump pressure. We will use tap water to circulate the cuttings out of 



the borehole. The density of water at 20 °C is 998.2 kg/m3 and the viscosity is 1.002e-3 Pa.s. 



Figure 13 shows a schematic of the hydraulic loop. 



 



 
Figure 13: Schematic of the hydraulic loop 
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As the height of the rig will be at most 2.5m, the hydrostatic pressure at the pump will be approx. 
0.25 bar.  
 
We will assume that the hose connecting the pump to the swivel of the top-drive is 2.5m, has an 
ID of ½-in (12.7 mm) and made of plastic (roughness 0.03mm). At 8.7 l/min, the pressure loss will 
be: 0.04 bar (Reynolds number 14488, turbulent flow). 
 



The pressure loss in the top-drive swivel is defined by: ∆𝑝 = (
𝑄



𝐶𝑣
)
2
where 𝐶𝑣 ≈ 5.25 for ½-in swivel 



using Q in gpm and obtaining ∆𝑝 in psi. Therefore the pressure loss through the swivel can be 



estimated to be: ∆𝑝 ≈ 6894 × (
8.4×0.264



5.25
)
2
= 0.12𝑏𝑎𝑟 



 
The pressure loss through the aluminum drill-pipe is characterized by a length of 0.914 m, and ID 
of 8.7 mm and a roughness for aluminum of 0.03 mm, which gives a pressure loss of: 0.1 bar 
(Reynolds number 21149, turbulent flow). 
 
The pressure loss inside the BHA is defined by its length (1m) and its ID 8 mm and a surface 
roughness for steel of 0.15 mm, which results in a pressure loss of: 0.25 bar (Reynolds number 
22999, turbulent flow). 
 
The pressure loss through the bit nozzles can be estimated from the bit nozzle diameter: ∆𝑝 =



𝜌𝑄2



1.975𝐶2×𝑛×
𝜋𝑑2



4



≈ 0.7𝑏𝑎𝑟 



 
The pressure loss though the annulus is probably quite small as it is shorter than 0.4 m. 
 
As a consequence the pump pressure while pumping at 8.7 l/min will be approx.: 0.25 + 0.04 +
0.12 + 0.1 + 0.25 + 0.7 = 1.46 𝑏𝑎𝑟 



 
Figure 14: Water/Diesel pump 12 V (Biltema 25987) 



The pump characteristics of the water/diesel pump (Biltema 25987, see Figure 14) is shown in 



Figure 15. It should be able to provide about 9 l/min at 1.5 bar. The power consumption of the 



pump is 𝑃 = 𝑈𝐼 = 12 × 9 ≈ 110 𝑊, the weight of the pump is 1.5 kg and it uses ½ -in hose 
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connectors.



 
Figure 15: Pump characteristics of a 12 V water pump (Biltema 25987). 



The pump needs a 12V power supply. At 2 bar, the electrical current reaches 11A and therefore 



the maximum power consumption of the pump is 132W. We will use a 156W switching power 



supply (HRPG-150-12) to drive the pump (cost 655 NOK).  



 



There is no need to actively control the flow-rate in this hydraulic loop. However, it is important 



to stop the pumping if there is an obstruction or a leakage. A pressure sensor will be installed just 



after the pump (a 0 to 2.5 bar sensor from GEMS 3300B02B5G05E000 delivering a 4-20mA 



signal, cost 971 NOK). The pressure measurement will be acquired by the Real-time Controller, 



which will control an electronic relay to turn on and off the pump (25A WGA5-6D25Z, cost 166 



NOK). Figure 16 summarizes the electrical circuit of the circulation system. 



 



 
Figure 16: Electrical circuit of the Circulation System (I stands for input, O for output) 



 



3.5 POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
A rotary union will be used to connect the water hose to the rotating driving shaft. A model from 



Duff-Norton (750112C) uses ½-in hose connectors. It can pressurized up to 51 bar and rotated up 



to 1000 RPM. Its weight is 1.2 kg and cost approx. 230 $ (2000 NOK). 
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Figure 17: Rotary Union Duff-Norton 750112C ½-in 



Because the rotary union cannot be driven directly by a motor, it will be necessary to drive a shaft 



connected to the rotary union (see Figure 20). The shaft OD shall be larger than the bottom 



connector of the rotary union (1/2-in). For instance it can be a ¾-in OD. This driving shaft will be 



supported by two bearings (bearing #1 and #2) like the UCF 204 ¾ -in which can support loads up 



to 6.5kN. The weight of such a bearing is 0.61 kg and one bearing cost approx. 215 NOK. 



 
Figure 18: Omron servo motor G5 series 



 



 



A timing belt and pulley system will connect the motor to the shaft. We need an accurate speed 



control of the top-drive motor if we want to react very quickly to over torque or stick-slip 



situations. The Omron servo motors in the G5 series (see Figure 18) are step motors that allow the 



exact control of the angle of rotation by 1/10000 increment up to a rotational speed of 3000 RPM. 



As we only need at most 200 RPM, we can use a gear reduction between the motor and the driving 



shaft. A possible timing belt and pulley configuration could be based on a belt of width 1 ½ -in 



(e.g., 210H150G, (H) 1/2 pitch, length 533mm, weight 0.08 kg, cost 225 NOK , pulleys of inside 



diameter ¾-in, a pulley with 14 teeth on the motor side (e.g. Power Drive 14H150-6FS8, OD 



2.228-in [5.66cm], weight 0.84 kg cost 500 NOK) and 28 teeth on the driving shaft side (e.g. Power 



Drive 28H150-6FS8, OD 4.4020-in [11.18cm], weight 4.1 kg, cost 1140 NOK) therefore providing 



a gear ratio 1:2. Since the maximum driving shaft torque should be around 0.5 m.N, with this gear 



reduction factor we would only need a motor torque of 0.25 m.N. The Omron step motor G20030 



can provide continuously a torque of 0.64 m.N from 0 to 3000 RPM. Its power consumption is 200 



W, its mass is 0.8 kg and it has a list price of 6700 NOK2. 



                                                 
2 The University of Stavanger and IRIS have a 50% discount for products from Omron. 
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Figure 19: Torque capability of the 200W Omron servo motor in the G5 series 



 



 



Figure 20: Schematic of the power transmission system 



An Omron servo drive SmartStep 2 R88D-BP02H (200W, mass 0.42kg) will control the step motor 



(list price 6842 NOK). There is also a need for a filter R88A-FIK102-RE (list price 580 NOK) to 



eliminate electromagnetic noise generated by the step motor and its servo drive. 



 



As we need an accurate measurement of the torque, the servo motor will be mounted on a gimbal 



supported by two bearings (bearing #3 and #4 can be for instance UCF 201 ½-in, mass 0.63kg, 



cost 140 NOK). An arm connected to the free rotating motor support will press on two load cells 
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(one on each side). The force measured by the load cell will therefore relates directly to the motor 



counter torque. The load cells will be salvage from a packet weighting machine (Clas Ohlson EKS 



8006 GR ST, cost 499 NOK) which is equipped with 4 such load cells. Each of those load cell has 



a measuring range of 100N. The load cell will be connected to an instrument amplifier based on 



the integrated circuit INA 125 (approx. cost 150 NOK per mounted circuit). 



 



Figure 21 shows the electrical circuit of the power transmission system. 



 
Figure 21: Electrical circuit for the power transmission system (I stands for input, O for output) 



 



3.6 HOISTING SYSTEM 
The hoisting system does need to be fast as there is no need to trip in or out of the borehole. 



However, it should be precise. To obtain a high position accuracy, we propose to use a leadscrew 



to transform the rotational movement of a motor into a linear motion.  



 



A moving table, bearing the power transmission assembly, is mounted on four cylinders that acts 



as pillars for the structure. A motor drives a threaded shaft maintained in position at the top by a 



bearing #5 and at the bottom by a threaded bolt secured to a fix table. A timing belt and pulley 



system ensures the transmission of the motor rotation to the threaded shaft. As axial speed is not 



important, a gear reduction can be considered (see Figure 22). 



 



To obtain a total axial movement of 1m, it is considered to use four SMC cylinders (CP96SDB32-



1000 with an M10 rod, cost 961 NOK). As the threaded shaft has to support the total weight of the 



structure, we will use a large diameter rod that will not risk to buckle under the weight, as for 



instance a M20 threaded shaft (pitch 2.5 mm) (weight 2kg, cost 399 NOK). The bearing # 5 will 



be of the same type as the bearing # 1 and #2. 



 



The estimated weight of the moving platform is: 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟1 +𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟2 +𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑦𝑠 +𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 +



𝑚𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙 +𝑚𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 ++𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑙𝑙−𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 +𝑚𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 0.8 + 0.8 + 4.1 + 4.1 + 0.8 +



0.8 + 5 × 0.6 + 1.2 + 2 + 2 +𝑚𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 > 19.6 𝑘𝑔. We will assume that including the 



construction material, the total weight will be approx. 25kg. 
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In a worst case scenario the threaded shaft is not lubricated. In that case the friction between two 



dry steel surfaces is about 0.25. Using an M20 threaded rod with a pitch of 2.5 mm, the necessary 



torque to lift the moving platform is 0.73 m.N and to lower it is 0.53 m.N. 



 



A leadscrew is self-locking if its efficiency is less than 0.5. The worst case scenario for this 



calculation is when the friction between the threaded shaft and the bolt in the fixed table is at its 



lowest. With machine oil lubrication, it is expected that steel/steel friction can be as low as 0.11. 



With such a friction the efficiency of the leadscrew is 0.23 and therefore it is self-locking and 



therefore there is no need to use brakes. 



 



 



 
Figure 22: Schematic of the hoisting system together with the power transmission system 



With a gear ratio of 1:2, the maximum necessary torque at the motor is 0.37 m.N. A similar step 



motor (Omron G5 200W) as the one used for the power transmission system can be utilized for 



the hoisting system. With a maximum rotational velocity of 3000 RPM, a gear reduction ratio of 



1:2  and a threaded shaft with a pitch of 2.5 mm, the maximum axial velocity that can be obtained 
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is 6.25 cm/s. As the control of the motor is made 1/10000 increment, the maximum precision of 



the axial displacement is 
2.5



20000
= 0.000125𝑚𝑚. The travelling equipment position is simply 



calculated by integrating the angular position of the motor over time. However, it is necessary to 



define an initial position at startup. 



 



The power transmission platform is supported by four load cells (same type as the one used to 



measure the torque). As each of the load cell can be loaded up to 100N, the maximum weight that 



can be supported by the load cells is approx. 40kg. The weight of the moving platform is estimated 



to 25 kg and therefore there is 15 kg left for the drill-string, which should be more than enough as 



we expect that it will not be larger than 2 kg.  



 



 
Figure 23: Schematic showing the displacement of the center of gravity from the geometrical center in order to get the best 



load placement for the threaded shaft. 



As the geometrical center is occupied by the drill-string, the threaded shaft used for hoisting has 



to be decentered. However, if the center of gravity was still coinciding with the geometrical center, 



there would be a moment applied to the threaded shaft. To avoid that problem, the center of gravity 



should be moved on top of the threaded shaft. This is achieved by decentering the power 



transmission motor and the hoisting system motor (see Figure 23). 



 



Figure 24 shows the electrical circuit of the hoisting system. 
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Figure 24: Schematic of the electrical circuit for the hoisting system (I stands for input, O for output) 



3.7 REMAINING ELECTRICAL SETUP 
The Real-Time controller will be based on an Omron PLC (CP1L-EM60DT-D) configured to steer 



a four axes system (list price 7693 NOK) and fitted with an IO extension for 4 additional analog 



signals (CP1W-AD041, list price 4210 NOK). The PLC also needs a power supply (S8VK-



G06024, list price 500 NOK). 



 



An industrial PC (Siemens Simatic IPC 427D, installable on DIN rail, reused from another project) 



will host the strategic decision controller. It needs a 24V power supply (installable on DIN rail, 



Puls, CS5.241-C1, cost 1180 NOK). A 24-in screen supported by an extensible arm will present 



the results (reuse from other projects). 



 



The total power consumption is estimated to: 𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 + 𝑃𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒1 + 𝑃𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒2 + 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐶 + 𝑃𝑃𝐶 +



𝑃𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 = 110 + 200 + 200 + 60 + 96 + 36 = 702𝑊, which is less than the maximum allowed 



by the DrillBotics competition (1850W). 



 



There will be an emergency button to cut the main power in case of complete failure of the system 



(Eaton, T0-1-8200/I1/SVB, 6.5kW, cost 303 NOK). 



 



The overall electrical installation is illustrated on Figure 25. 
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Figure 25: Illustration of the overall electrical installation 



 



3.8 BHA STABILIZATION 
The block that will be drilled is composed of interbedded rock types with a dip that is not 



necessarily horizontal. The bit will probably follow the path of least resistance when reaching the 



interface of two layers of formation rock with different hardness and may therefore deviate from 



vertical. To ensure that the bit will return back to vertical, we will use a pendulum assembly. For 



that reason we need to put a stabilizer at some distance from the bit such that the BHA will naturally 



have dropping tendencies. However this principle will only work if the stabilizer is laterally 



supported. For that reason the BHA will be run through a tube having a similar diameter as the bit. 



This tube will be a sort of riser. The riser will be pinned in position by a supporting frame attached 



to the bearing structure (see Figure 26). 



 



As we expect that the return flow will exit immediately above the top of the borehole, the riser 



will be perforated to let the water and the cuttings pass through. 



 



With a 1 m long BHA, we expect to put the stabilizer at about 0.6 to 0.7 m from the bit. Since the 



block to be drilled is at most 0.4 m in height, the stabilizer will stay above the perforations of the 



riser even when reaching the bottom of the block. For that reason, water does not need to flow 



around the stabilizer and therefore it can be made of a short but plain steel cylinder. 
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Figure 26: Use of a riser and a stabilizer in the BHA to create a pendulum assembly. 



3.9 BEARING STRUCTURE 
The bearing structure does not need to be very strong as it will support a weight of no more than 



30 kg. However, it needs to have an open footprint of at least 45x45 cm2. We propose to use the 



Elfa drawer system to build the bearing structure (see Figure 27). 



 



 
Figure 27: A stack of Elfa drawer frames. 



If the rock block is 45 cm in height, using a BHA of 100 cm and an aluminum drill-pipe of 91 cm, 



the elevation of the bottom of the driving shaft shall be at least 236 cm before starting drilling. It 
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will be 191 cm after drilling. The length of the cylinders used in the hoisting system can vary 



between 100 and 200 cm. If we support the hoisting system with a 7 runner Elfa drawer (width 55 



cm, depth 53 cm, height 74 cm), then the moving table can be elevated from 174cm to 274cm, 



which should be sufficient.  



 



 
Figure 28: Analysis of the stability of the structure 



Because most of the weight (25 kg) will be at the top of the structure (highest elevation 2.75 m), 



we should consider whether the structure can be easily tilted. The whole structure will pivot around 



the bottom side if the moment generated by a lateral force at the top of the structure on the opposite 



side equals the moment resulting from the own weight of the structure (see Figure 28): 



𝑟𝑙cos 𝜃𝑙 𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 = 𝑟𝑐𝑔𝑚𝑔 sin 𝜃𝑐𝑔, where 𝑟𝑙 is the distance from the center of rotation to the point 



of application of the lateral force, 𝜃𝑙 is the angle of that vector with the vertical, 𝑟𝑐𝑔 is the distance 



from the center of rotation to the center of gravity, 𝜃𝑐𝑔 is the angle of that vector with the vertical. 



 



With the standard base, the necessary lateral force is: 𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 =
√2.752+0.2752𝑚𝑔sin



0.275



2.75



√2.752+0.552 cos
0.55



2.75



= 24.6𝑁, 



which is almost nothing and therefore the setup is quite unstable. 



 



We therefore need to increase the base size to increase the stability. We will put four drawer frames 



around the central one. In that case the lateral force can be increased to: 𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 =
√2.752+0.8252𝑚𝑔sin



0.825



2.75



√2.752+1.12 cos
0.11



2.75



= 76𝑁, which is better but not yet quite safe. 



 



To improve even further the stability of the structure, we will lower the center of gravity by placing 



weights on the side drawer frames (4x10 kg). The center of gravity will be 𝑙𝑐𝑔 =
2.75×25



65
= 1.06 m 



and the lateral force is: 𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 =
√1.062+0.82552𝑚𝑔sin



0.825



1.06



√2.752+1.12 cos
1.1



2.75



= 220𝑁, which can probably be 



considered as stable enough. 
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We therefore need 5 Elfa drawer (cost 534 NOK per frame) and 4 weights of 10 kg (X-Erfit 10 kg, 



25 mm, cost 200 NOK). 



 
Figure 29: lowering of the center of gravity by placing weights in the base elements. 



Because it is possible that drill-pipe will break during drilling, there is a risk of water projection. 



As there are several electrical appliances in the vicinity, it is necessary to ensure a protection 



against spray of water. The interior of the “derrick” will be considered as a wet zone and covered 



with transparent Plexiglas sheets (Biltema 1200x800x4 mm, cost 349 NOK). 



 
Figure 30: Isolation of the potential wet zone with transparent Plexiglas sheets 
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To avoid spill of water everywhere, the block will be put in a water tight container (see Figure 



30). This container will act as a water tank for the circulation system. 
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4 SYSTEM CALIBRATION 
As discussed in sections 3.1 and 3.2, it is important to know accurately the response time of the 



system in order to not drill faster than the capability of the system to respond to quick changes in 



drilling conditions. The response time of the system depends on the loop duration of the controller 



but it also depends on its mechanical inertia and friction. It is therefore important to calibrate 



precisely, the actual response of the system to different conditions. 



4.1 CALIBRATION IN STEADY STATE CONDITIONS 
The first level of calibration concerns steady state conditions. We need to have trustworthy values 



for pump pressure, torque and hook-load. 



4.1.1 PUMP PRESSURE 
As the only purpose of the hydraulic circulation is to remove the cuttings from the borehole, we 



have not planned to control the pump motor speed. However with no control, the pump speed 



varies as a function of the pump pressure (see Figure 14). So if there are any changes in the 



circulation conditions, the pump pressure will change and so will do the motor speed until reaching 



a new steady state situation.  



 



There are two possible reasons for the changes in circulation conditions. The first one is a change 



of the hydrostatic pressure at the pump outlet. The highest elevation point of the hose connected 



to the swivel changes as the top-drive is raised or lowered. The second factor influencing the 



pressure loss is the transport of cuttings out of the borehole. 



 



We do not really need to know the exact pump pressure as long as the conditions are normal. But 



we do need to know when the pump pressure starts to get abnormal, like if there is a pack-off 



(overpressure) or if the drill-pipes are broken (under-pressure). For that reason, we plan to calibrate 



the expected range of normal pressures. The procedure will consist in putting a cylinder inside the 



water container and record the pump pressure at different bit depths. Then we will fill the cylinder 



with sand and we will repeat the procedure at different speeds and record the corresponding 



pressure variations (see Figure 31). After several experiments, we should have normal pump 



pressure variations as a function of the top-drive elevation which can then be used to automatically 



detect obstructions or drill-pipe washouts. 



 



 



Figure 31: Determination of possible pump pressures as a function of cuttings load by penetrating a tube filled with sand 



at different axial velocity. 



4.1.2 STEADY STATE TORQUE 
As explained in section 3.5, the top-drive motor is mounted into a free rotating gimbal which has 



an arm that presses against two load cells placed on each of its sides. In that way we can measure 
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the counter torque on the top-drive motor and assess the drill-string torque. However friction in 



the different bearings of the power transmission system will influence the torque measurements. 



There are indeed two bearings to support the transmission shaft, two other bearings to support the 



gimbal and two bearings inside the motor. In addition, the deformation of the transmission belt 



under rotation may also give some variations in the torque transmission. 



 



In order to calibrate the torque measurement, the bottom of the BHA will be attached to a stepper 



motor. A stepper motor can be controlled to rotate by a certain angle or it can also be controlled to 



resist to rotation by a certain torque (see Figure 32). For this particular calibration, the stepper 



motor will be used in torque control. We will program the stepper motor controller to maintain 



different torques and we will rotate the power transmission system at different speed. In that way 



we will obtain a conversion table of the measured torque as a function of the power transmission 



speed. 



 



 
Figure 32: A stepper motor, controlled in torque, is connected to the bottom of the BHA in order to calibrate the 



measured torque. 



4.1.3 STEADY STATE HOOK-LOAD 
The hook load is measured by the four supporting load-cells below the power transmission unit. 



The calibration of the hook load measurement is rather straight forward: known weights will be 



attached to the power transmission shaft (see Figure 33). 



 



 
Figure 33: Calibration of the hook-load by using known loads on the power transmission shaft. 
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4.2 CALIBRATION IN TRANSIENT CONDITIONS 
But as pointed out earlier, it is important to know the dynamic response of the system at various 



rotational and axial speeds. To obtain necessary information, a series of step response tests will be 



conducted. 



4.2.1 TRANSIENT ROTATIONAL RESPONSE 
On the one side of the thin aluminum drill-pipe, we have the power transmission system with its 



shaft, timing pulleys and servo motor. On the other side of the DP, we have the BHA. Both the 



BHA and the power transmission system have some non-negligible moment of inertia and 



therefore the whole setup is similar to a torsional pendulum. So for any change of rotational speed, 



we can expect that there will be oscillations. 



 



To calibrate the dynamic response of the system, we will perform a series of tests using the counter 



torque stepper motor. The step response to change in RPM will be recorded for different counter 



torques and axial loads. Oscillation amplitude and frequency responses will be constructed for the 



applicable range of RPM (see Figure 34).  



 



 



Figure 34: Step response testing of power transmissions system. 



4.2.2 TRANSIENT AXIAL VELOCITY RESPONSE 
We have seen in section 3.2 that it is important to react quickly to the transition between two 



formations with very different strengths. The response time of the system depends on the inertia 



of the servo motor of the hoisting system and the friction in the leadscrew that is supporting the 



whole platform. We have also seen in the same section, that the actual critical buckling force may 



depend on whether the BHA may move sideways. To calibrate the system for its actual response 



time in case of full penetration stop and to determine the actual buckling critical loads, a series of 



experiment will be done. 
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The BHA will push on the top of a short cylinder. The cylinder will be filled with hydraulic oil. 



When a test starts, a WOB will be applied on top of the cylinder and the hydraulic oil will flow 



through a choke therefore creating a resistance to axial displacement. At a certain distance from 



the bottom, the cylinder movement will be stopped therefore simulating a brutal change of 



formation hardness. The reaction time of the system will be measured as well as the hook-load and 



any indications of buckling will be noted. This type of experiment will be repeated at different 



choke opening and various WOB, in order to map the reaction time of the system and the buckling 



limits (see Figure 35). 



 



Figure 35: A cylinder will be used to simulate the response of the system to large changes in penetration rate as a function 



of various WOB. 
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5 DETECTION OF DETERIORATION OF DRILLING CONDITIONS 
In ideal conditions, the ROP varies linearly with WOB and RPM. However, if the maximum depth 



of cut is reached, the ROP will not increase when adding more weight: there is not anymore a 



linear response. Similarly, if there are fine particles accumulating around the cutters, the bit will 



not work ideally and the response to changes in RPM or WOB will not be linear. Finally, if there 



are vibrations at the bit, the energy provided to the bit will not be solely used to drill the borehole 



and therefore the linearity dependence of the ROP to WOB and RPM will not be respected. The 



point by which the linearity is lost, is often called the founder point. 



So the non-linearity of the ROP as a function of the variations of WOB and RPM can be a good 



indication that the drilling conditions are not optimal. For that reason, automatic sweeps of WOB 



and automatic sweeps of RPM will be performed when the ROP seem to be stable (if it is not 



stable, then it is hard to conclude anything). In case of non-linear behavior, the drilling parameters 



will be changed to ensure that the bit works in good conditions. 



 



 



Figure 36: Automatic tests to detect the deterioration of drilling conditions 
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6 CONTROL STRATEGIES 
The automatic drilling of a block means that the control system has to manage automatically a 



certain number of drilling states. Some of those drilling state are normal, some others correspond 



to deteriorated conditions and the remaining ones correspond to catastrophic failures. 



6.1 NORMAL DRILLING STATE 



6.1.1 BOTTOM HOLE TAGGING 
In an initial unspecified state, the system does not know whether it is on bottom or not and it does 



not know where is the top of the block. For that reason, it starts to raise the block for a minimum 



distance and until the hook load has stabilized in order to ensure that it is off bottom. Then it moves 



downward until the hook load starts to decrease: this elevation is recorded as the top of the block. 



During this operation, the pump and the top-drive are off. 



6.1.2 OFF BOTTOM CALIBRATION 
This procedure is used when the system is uncalibrated but after tagging the bottom hole. With 



rotation and pumping off, the control system raises the drill-string for a minimum distance to 



ensure that the bit is off bottom. Then it starts the pumping and wait until the pressure has 



stabilized: this will be the reference pressure. Afterward, it starts the rotation by incremental steps. 



For each step, the system waits for a stable torque and records the period and amplitude of the 



oscillations generated by the rotational speed step changes in order to gather information about the 



natural resonance frequencies of the drill-string. The off bottom top of string force is also recorded 



as a reference value. 



6.1.3 RESUME DRILLING 
When the top of the rock is known and the system has been calibrated, drilling can start. If the bit 



is on bottom, the drill-string is raised for a short distance. If there is no circulation, then the pump 



is started. If the rotation is off, the top-drive is ramped up to a middle range speed that does not 



correspond to a natural resonance frequency of the drill-string. Then the drill-string is lowered to 



the last known top hole at a speed that is compatible with the reaction time of the control system 



for handling large variation of formation strength (see 3.2).  



6.1.4 MANAGEMENT OF ROP IN UNKNOWN FORMATION 
When starting drilling in an unknown formation, the WOB is increased as linearly as possible 



while the ROP is recorded. However, the WOB shall never exceed the maximum allowable WOB 



to handle rapid change of formation strength. The linearity of the ROP vs WOB curve is analysed 



to determine the formation strength. Then the RPM is changed to a value that increases ROP, yet 



is safe for handling sudden stick-slip conditions. 



6.1.5 MANAGEMENT OF ROP IN KNOWN FORMATION 
When the formation strength has been estimated, the WOB is linearly increased and then decreased 



with a relatively small variation to verify that the ROP still vary linearly with the WOB. If the 



linearity factor has changed, then it is a new formation (see 6.1.4). If the variation is not linear, 



then the bit does not work in good conditions (see 6.2.1). Alternatively, the RPM is linearly 



increased and then decreased with a relatively small variation to verify that the ROP still vary 



linearly with the RPM. If the variation is not linear, then the bit does not work in good conditions 



(see 6.2.1). 
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6.1.6 MANAGEMENT OF DRILLING PARAMETERS BETWEEN SOFT AND HARD 



FORMATIONS 
If the ROP reduces drastically, we are drilling from a soft to a hard formation and there is a risk 



for drill-string vibrations. The WOB and the RPM are changed to minimize the risk of drill-string 



vibrations. When the ROP has stabilized, we have passed the transition zone and a new formation 



can be investigated as explained in 6.1.4. 



6.1.7 MANAGEMENT OF DRILLING PARAMETERS BETWEEN HARD AND SOFT 



FORMATIONS 
If the ROP increases, we are drilling from a hard to soft formation and there is a risk for drill-string 



vibrations. The WOB and the RPM are changed to minimize the risk of drill-string vibrations. 



When the ROP has stabilized, we have passed the transition zone and a new formation can be 



investigated as explained in 6.1.4. 



6.1.8 END OF DRILLING 
If the evaluated formation strength is 0, we have probably passed the bottom of the block. The 



axial movement is stopped as well as the rotation and the pumping. 



6.2 DETERIORATED DRILLING STATE 



6.2.1 MANAGEMENT OF POOR ROP PERFORMANCE 
If the variation of ROP as a function of WOB or RPM is not linear then the bit is not working in 



optimal conditions. That can be due to bottom hole balling, bit dulling or vibrations (Dupriest & 



Koederitz, 2005). If it was the WOB that caused the non-linearity, then the WOB is decreased 



linearly until the linearity condition is reached. If it was the RPM, then top-drive speed is decreased 



linearly until the linearity condition is satisfied. 



6.2.2 MANAGEMENT OF DRILL-STRING VIBRATION 
If the torque starts to fluctuate above reasonable margins, the drill-string is picked off bottom. If 



the oscillations do not stop after a short moment, the top-drive rotation is ramped down to 0. The 



combination of WOB and RPM that caused the vibration is recorded for the current formation rock 



and will not be used anymore until a new formation rock is drilled. A new combination of 



WOB/RPM is chosen amongst those that are possible and drilling is resumed (see 6.1.3). 



6.3 CATASTROPHIC DRILLING STATE 



6.3.1 PACK-OFF MANAGEMENT 
If the pump pressure increases above a given threshold, then there is an obstruction in the 



circulation loop. The drill-string is raised off bottom. If the pressure gets larger than an even higher 



pressure level, then the pump is stopped immediately. If the pressure returns to normal values after 



picking off bottom, then drilling can resume (see 6.1.3) otherwise the drill-sting is raised above 



the top of block. 



6.3.2 DRILL-PIPE WASH-OUT MANAGEMENT 
If the pump pressure drops below a given threshold, then there is a leak in the hydraulic system. 



The pump is stopped as well as the rotation. The bit is raised above the top of the block. 
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6.3.3 TWIST-OFF MANAGEMENT 
When off bottom, if the hook-load drops below the normal weight of the drill-string, then the drill-



pipes have failed. When on bottom, if the torque drops to 0 and the hook-load drops below the 



normal weight of the drill-string, then the drill-pipes have failed. In this case, the rotation is stopped 



as well as the pumping.  
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7 DATA HANDLING AND DISPLAY 
As seen in sections 3.1 and 3.2, the control loop duration shall be as short as possible in order to 



have the best possible chances to control in time quick transitions, like when the bit stops rotating 



in a stick-slip situation or when reaching a hard formation after drilling in a soft one. The Omron 



PLC has a common processing time of 0.4 ms and, in the worst case, instruction execution time is 



0.41 μs. Table 1 shows the number of PLC instructions that can be used for different PLC loop 



durations. 



Table 1: Number of instructions for different PLC loop duration 



Loop duration # instructions 



(ms)   



5 1122 



10 2341 



15 3561 



20 4780 



25 6000 



30 7220 



 



As the loop duration should be kept below 20 ms, and if possible closer to 10 ms, the PLC program 



should not exceed 3000 to 4000 instructions. Yet there is a need to perform relatively heavy 



computations like drill-string vibration calculations. So the most complex calculations shall be 



performed on the PC side. But the PC is not a deterministic machine and response time cannot be 



guaranteed. To deal with the variable latency problem of the communication between the PC and 



the PLC, it is proposed to precompute, on the PC side, loop-up tables that are valid for a wide 



range of parameters and let the PLC interpolate within these look-up tables of the values that are 



needed to control the drilling process. In that way, we can keep the program execution on the PC 



to be non-deterministic, while the PLC program can be kept as short as possible to minimize the 



loop duration. A similar method has been described in (Cayeux, 2012). 



 



Figure 37: Block diagram of the drilling control structure. 
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The models used to generate the look-up tables have to be calibrated with the actual recorded 



values. For that reason a calibration process monitors the sensor values and extract calibration 



parameters that are used while computing the look-up tables. 



 



The sensor values acquired by the PLC are pushed to the PC side where a data acquisition service 



collects the data using for instance OPC (OLE for Process Control). On the PC side, the sensor 



values are propagated to the graphical user interface (GUI), the process generating the look-up 



tables and a process which takes care of the calibrations. The calibration results are feed back into 



the look-up table generation process. Figure 37 shows a block diagram of the main components 



and the data flow between each of the processes. All the results generated by the processes running 



on the PC side are logged into ASCII files. 



 



The GUI has five functions: 



 Configure the system 



 Setup of the initial state 



 Calibrate the rig performance 



 Control the execution 



 Display information during a drilling sequence 



 



The configuration shall cover the following subjects: 



 Description of the physical properties (density, Young and shear moduli, ultimate strength) 



and geometrical dimensions of the drill-string (OD, ID, length, nozzle diameters, pressure 



loss coefficient of swivel, etc.). 



 Description of the fluid properties (density, viscosity). 



 Description of the limits of the rig components, e.g. max motor speed, gear ratio, max 



torque, threaded shaft pitch and diameter, max hoisting distance. 



 



The initial state setup is basically reduced to entering the current elevation of the moving table. 



 



The calibration of the rig performance shall address the following topics: 



 Off bottom torque as a function of rotational velocity 



 Timing for fast stop of the drill-string rotation as a function of rotational velocity including 



the effects of the PLC loop time and inertia of the system 



 Off bottom hook load 



 Timing for fast stop of the hoisting system as a function of lowering and raising speed 



including the effects of the PLC loop time and inertia of the system 



 Off bottom pump pressure and expected standard variations 



 



The control of the execution has only two buttons: Start and Stop. The system shall stop by itself 



when the drilling of the block is finished, nevertheless there is a stop button on the GUI that can 



be used in case of malfunctioning. In addition, in case of emergency, there is a physical button that 



cut the electrical power on the whole rig (see section 3.7). 



 



The following information will be displayed on the screen: 



 Time-based 



o Bit-depth and bottom hole depth 
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o Moving table speed and maximum allowable ROP 



o WOB and maximum allowable WOB 



o Top-drive speed and maximum allowable speed 



o Top-drive torque and maximum allowable torque 



o Pump pressure and minimum/maximum tolerances 



o Estimated formation UCS and uncertainty 



o Estimated linearity of WOB/ROP and RPM/ROP relationships 



o Estimated stick-slip level and maximum allowable value 



 Depth-based 



o Formation UCS and uncertainty 



o Allowable ROP, WOB, top-drive speed and torque 



o Estimated and observed combination of WOB/RPM that cause stick-slip 



 State-based 



o Current mode: bottom hole tagging, normal drilling, hardness transition, WOB 



linearity testing, RPM linearity testing, etc. 



o Alarms: pack-off, twist-off, pipe washout 



o Detailed information on current WOB linearity test 



o Detailed information on current RPM linearity test 



 



Automatic snapshots of the screen will be taken at regular intervals in order to document what 



happened during the experiment. 
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8 ESTIMATED COSTS 
Table 2 shows an estimate of the costs of the equipment necessary to build the proposed rig. The 



total amount is about 45 kNOK (5 k$) which is less than the maximum allowable budget specified 



by the DrillBotics 2016 competition rules. However, it should be noted that there are some costs 



that have not been accounted for like aluminum frame bars, steel rods, screws, etc. So the final 



cost may be slightly larger than this first estimate. 



 



The cost of the rig equipment will be covered by the project P1.3 “Drilling Process Optimization” 



of the DrillWell center hosted by IRIS and cooperation with the University of Stavanger, SINTEF 



and NTNU. 



 



The workshops at the University of Stavanger and at IRIS will be used for the construction of the 



rig. 



 



The rig will be placed in the e-force laboratory at IRIS just beside the offices occupied by the UiS 



student team. 



 
Table 2: Estimated cost 



Hydraulic system   USD 339,3957 Sum (NOK) 2939 



Pump Biltema 25987 1 1147 1147 



12V 156W power 
supply 



 Elfa 
Elektronikk HRPG-150-12 1 655 655 



Pressure sensor 
0..2.5bar GEMS 3300B02B5G05E000 1 971 971 



Solid state relay 25A 
 Elfa 
Elektronikk WGA5-6D25Z 1 166 166 



Power Transmission 
System   USD 1469,483 Sum (NOK) 12725 



Rotary Union Duff-Norton 750112C 1 2000 2000 



Bearing UCF 204 3/4-in   2 215 430 



Bearing UCF 201 1/2-in   2 140 280 



Timing Pulley 14 teeth Power Drive 14H150-6FS8 1 500 500 



Timing Pulley 28 teeth Power Drive 28H150-6FS8 1 1140 1140 



Timing belt Power Drive 210H150G 1 225 225 



Stepper motor Omron G20030 1 3350 3350 



Servo drive Omron R88D-BP02H  1 3421 3421 



Filter Omron R88A-FIK102-RE 1 580 580 



Load cells Clas Ohlson EKS 8006 GR ST 1 499 499 



Instrument amplifier Elfa based on INA125 2 150 300 



Hoisting System   USD 1705,986 Sum (NOK) 14773 



Cylinder SMC CP96SDB32-1000 4 961 3844 



Load cells Clas Ohlson EKS 8006 GR ST 1 499 499 



Instrument amplifier Elfa based on INA125 4 150 600 



Bearing UCF 204 3/4-in   1 215 215 
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Timing Pulley 14 teeth Power Drive 14H150-6FS8 1 500 500 



Timing Pulley 28 teeth Power Drive 28H150-6FS8 1 1140 1140 



Timing belt Power Drive 210H150G 1 225 225 



Stepper motor Omron G20030 1 3350 3350 



Servo drive Omron R88D-BP02H  1 3421 3421 



Filter Omron R88A-FIK102-RE 1 580 580 



Threaded shaft M20 Biltema 19438 1 399 399 



Rig structure   USD 636,7567 Sum (NOK) 5514 



Elfa Gavel 74 cm 5 335 1675 



Elfa Gavel 55 cm 5 189 945 



Weight X-erfit 10kg 25 mm 4 200 800 



Plexiglas sheet Biltema 1200x800x4 mm 6 349 2094 



Remaining Electrical 
System   USD 887,4061 Sum (NOK) 7684,5 



PLC Omron CP1L-EM60DT-D 1 3846,5 3846,5 



Extension 4xAD Omron CP1W-AD041 1 2105 2105 



Power supply Omron S8VK-G06024 1 250 250 



PC Siemens Simatic IPC427C 1 0 0 



Power supply 24V 4 A Puls CS5.241-C1 1 1180 1180 



Screen 24-in HP LA2405 1 0 0 



Emergency Stop button Eaton T0-1-8200/I1/SVB 1 303 303 



Total   USD 5039,028 Sum (NOK) 43635,5 
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APPENDIX A: MAXIMUM ROP TO AVOID TWIST OFF IN CASE OF BIT STICK 



If the reaction time of the system is ∆𝑡, the maximum tolerable torque to avoid exceeding the 



yield torque is: 𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 = 𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 −
𝐽𝑧



𝑙
𝐺�̇�∆𝑡. A usual relationship of the MSE and the UCS is 



𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
𝑈𝐶𝑆



0.35
. We have: MSE =



𝑈𝐶𝑆



0.35
= 



4𝜏𝑏𝑖𝑡�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 +



4𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 ⟺ 𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 =



1



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 (



4𝜏𝑏𝑖𝑡�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡
𝑈𝐶𝑆



0.35
−−



4𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2



) =



1



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2(



4(𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑−
𝐽𝑧
𝑙
𝐺�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡∆𝑡)�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝑈𝐶𝑆



0.35
−−



4𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2



). Injecting the relationship between the torque on the bit and the 



WOB: 𝜏𝑏𝑖𝑡 =  𝜇. 𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡. 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡 ⟺ 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡 =
𝜏𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜇.𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
 , we obtain the limit of the ROP as a function of the 



RPM to avoid twisting the drill-pipe: 𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 =
1



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2



(



  
 4(𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑−



𝐽𝑧
𝑙
𝐺�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡∆𝑡)�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝑈𝐶𝑆



0.35
−−



4𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑−
𝐽𝑧
𝑙
𝐺�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡∆𝑡



𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡0.9402𝑒
−1.16𝑒−9 𝑈𝐶𝑆



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 )
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APPENDIX B: MAXIMUM WOB TO AVOID MOVING THE NEUTRAL POINT IN THE DP 



During an immediate stop of the penetration, if the system reaction time is ∆𝑡, the WOB 



increases by 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
∆𝑙



4𝑙
𝐸𝑌𝜋(𝑑𝑜



2 − 𝑑𝑖
2) =



∆𝑡



4𝑙
𝐸𝑌𝜋(𝑑𝑜



2 − 𝑑𝑖
2)𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡. Let us call 



∆𝑡



4𝑙
𝐸𝑌𝜋(𝑑𝑜



2 − 𝑑𝑖
2) = 𝐴. 



 



The initial WOB was related to the ROP and the UCS by: 
𝑈𝐶𝑆



0.35
= 



4𝜏𝑏𝑖𝑡�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 +



4𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 =



4×0.9402𝑒−1.16𝑒−9 𝑈𝐶𝑆𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡.𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡.�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 +



4𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 ⟺ 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡 =



𝑈𝐶𝑆𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2



0.35×4
(



1



1+
�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡0.9402𝑒



−1.16𝑒−9 𝑈𝐶𝑆𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡



). Let us 



set 𝐵 =
𝑈𝐶𝑆𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡



2



0.35×4
, 𝐶 = �̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡0.9402𝑒



−1.16𝑒−9 𝑈𝐶𝑆𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡 



 



The criteria to avoid that the neutral point will move outside the BHA is: 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡 + 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 ≤



𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔. At the extreme limit we have the relationship: 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡 + 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔 ⟺ 𝐴𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 +



𝐵 (
𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡+𝐶
) = 𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔 ⟺ 𝐴𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡



2 + (𝐴𝐶 + 𝐵 −𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔)𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 − 𝐶𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔 = 0 



 



This 2nd degree equation has two roots which largest is: 𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 =
−(𝐴𝐶+𝐵−𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔)+√(𝐴𝐶+𝐵−𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔)2+4𝐴𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔



2𝐴
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Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/bin/Debug/PressureTest.dll





Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/bin/Debug/PressureTest.pdb





Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/KeyPair.cs

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest
{
    class KeyPair
    {
        public double q {get; set;}
        public double p {get; set;}

        public KeyPair(double q, double p)
        {
            this.q = q;
            this.p = p;
        }
    }
}







Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/MathAssist.cs

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest
{
    class MathAssist
    {
        public MathAssist()
        {
        }

        public static double QuadraticSolver(double a, double b, double c)
        {
            double sqrtPart = b * b - 4 * a * c;
            double x1, x2;

            x1 = (-b + Math.Sqrt(sqrtPart)) / (2 * a);
            x2 = (-b - Math.Sqrt(sqrtPart)) / (2 * a);

            if (x1 >= 0 && x2 <= 0)
            {
                return x1;
            }
            else if (x1 <= 0 && x2 >= 0)
            {
                return x2;
            }
            else
            {
                // Failure
                return -100000;
            }
        }

        public static double FlowRateEstimateNewPump(double ploss, double a, double b, double c)
        {
            return a * (ploss * ploss) + b * ploss + c;
        }
    }
}







Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/obj/x86/Debug/DesignTimeResolveAssemblyReferencesInput.cache





Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/obj/x86/Debug/PressureTest.csproj.FileListAbsolute.txt

F:\Master THesis Code\PressureTest\PressureTest\bin\Debug\PressureTest.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\PressureTest\PressureTest\bin\Debug\PressureTest.pdb
F:\Master THesis Code\PressureTest\PressureTest\obj\x86\Debug\PressureTest.csprojResolveAssemblyReference.cache
F:\Master THesis Code\PressureTest\PressureTest\obj\x86\Debug\PressureTest.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\PressureTest\PressureTest\obj\x86\Debug\PressureTest.pdb







Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/obj/x86/Debug/PressureTest.csprojResolveAssemblyReference.cache





Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/obj/x86/Debug/PressureTest.dll





Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/obj/x86/Debug/PressureTest.pdb





Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/Pressure.cs

using System;
using System.Diagnostics;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;
using PressureTest.System;

namespace PressureTest
{
    public class Pressure
    {
        public double q = 13; // Flow rate 

        // Constants
        public double ro = 998.2; // Liquid Density (kg/m^3)
        public double u = 0.001002; // Viscosity (Pa.s)

        public int darcy = 64; // Constant used in darcys friction formula

        // Friction factor limits
        public int laminar = 2300; // Re <= 2300
        public int turbulent = 4000; // Re => 4000

        // Something...
        public SystemModel model;
        public double currentPressureLoss;

        // Iterating to correct value
        public double pDelta = 0;
        public double pBar = 0;
        public double pumpBar =0;

        // Pump Characteristics (Combined)
        private double a = -3.2669;
        private double b = 16.372;

        public double estPressureSystem;

        public Pressure()
        {
            model = new SystemModel();
        }

        public Pressure(SystemModel mod)
        {
            model = mod;
        }

        public void estimatedPressure()
        {
            q = 17;

            pBar = 100;
            while (Math.Abs(pBar - pumpBar) > 0.1)
            {
                pumpBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2.8, q, 17, 11.9);
                //pumpBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2, q, 14, 7); 
                calcReyAndFricFrac();

                currentPressureLoss = calcLoss();

                //pDelta = 14 - (3.5 * currentPressureLoss);
                pDelta = 17 - (1.82 * currentPressureLoss);
                pBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2.8, pDelta, 17, 11.9);
                //pBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2, pDelta, 14, 7); 
                
                if(q == 14 || q != 14)
                {
                    q-=0.1;
                }
                if(q < 7)
                {
                    break;
                }
            }
            q = pDelta;
            estPressureSystem = pBar;

            var velo = (q / 60000) * (1 / ((model.ann.innerDimHole * model.ann.innerDimHole) - (model.ann.outerDimBHA * model.ann.outerDimBHA)));
        
        }

        public void estimatedPressureTwoIdenticalPumps()
        {
            q = 14;
            double watchlist; // Debug assist
            pBar = 100;
            while (Math.Abs(pBar - pumpBar) > 0.1)
            {
                pumpBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2, q, 14, 7);  // This might not be correct
                calcReyAndFricFrac();

                currentPressureLoss = calcLoss();

                pDelta = 14 - (3.5 * currentPressureLoss);
                pBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2, pDelta, 14, 7);
                watchlist = pBar;
                pBar += pBar;

                if (q == 14 || q != 14)
                {
                    q -= 0.1;
                }
                if (q < 7)
                {
                    break;
                }
            }
            q = pDelta;
            estPressureSystem = pBar;

            var velo = (q / 60000) * (1 / ((model.ann.innerDimHole * model.ann.innerDimHole) - (model.ann.outerDimBHA * model.ann.outerDimBHA)));
        }

        public void estimatedPressureTwoDifferentPumps()
        {
            q = 14;

            pBar = 100;
            pumpBar = 0;
            while (Math.Abs(pBar - pumpBar) > 0.1)
            {
                pumpBar = linearInterpolation(0.726071, 2.868775, q, 14, 7);
                calcReyAndFricFrac();

                currentPressureLoss = calcLoss();

                pDelta = (a * currentPressureLoss) + b;
                pBar = linearInterpolation(0.726071, 2.868775, pDelta, 14, 7);

                if (q == 14 || q != 14)
                {
                    q -= 0.1;
                }
                if (q < 7)
                {
                    break;
                }
            }
            q = pDelta;
            estPressureSystem = pBar;
        }

        public double calcLoss()
        {
            double loss;
            foreach (Component c in model._theSystem)
            {
                if (c.name.ToLower().Equals("hose") || c.name.ToLower().Equals("pipe") || c.name.ToLower().Equals("bha"))
                    c.currPloss = PressureLossFormula.lossHosePipeBHA(ro, q, c.fricFrac, c.length, c.innerDim);
 
                if(c.name.ToLower().Equals("annulus"))
                {
                    c.currPloss = PressureLossFormula.lossAnnulus(ro, c.fricFrac, q, c.length, c.innerDim);
                }

                if (c.name.ToLower().Equals("swivel"))
                {
                    c.currPloss = PressureLossFormula.lossSwivel(q);
                }

                if (c.name.ToLower().Equals("bit"))
                {
                    c.currPloss = PressureLossFormula.lossBit(ro, q, ((Drillbit)c).nozzles, ((Drillbit)c).nozzleDim);
                }
            }

            loss = model.hydrostaticLoss = PressureLossFormula.hydrostaticPressure(ro, model.systemElevation);

            foreach (Component c in model._theSystem)
            {
                loss += c.currPloss;
            }
            
            return loss;
        }

        public void calcReyAndFricFrac()
        {
            foreach (Component c in model._theSystem)
            {
                if (c.roughness != 0)
                {
                    c.re = ReynoldsNumb(PressureLossFormula.flowVelocity(q, c.innerDim) ,c.innerDim);
                    c.fricFrac = frictionFactor(c.re, c.innerDim, c.roughness);
                }
            }
        }

        /* Reynolds Number
         * 
         * Inputs:
         * float fV - Flow Velocity
         * float d - Current Diamater 
         *
         */
        public double ReynoldsNumb(double fV, double d)
        {
            return ((ro*fV*d)/(u));
        }

        /* Darcys friction formula
         * 
         */
        public double frictionFactor(double rE, double d, double rough)
        {
            double f, f1, f2 = 0;

            if(rE <= laminar){
                f = laminarFunc(rE);
            }
            else if (rE > laminar && rE < turbulent)
            {
                f1 = laminarFunc(rE);
                f2 = coleBrokFunc(rE, rough, d);

                f = interpolate(rE, laminar, turbulent, f1, f2);
                linearInterpolation(rE, laminar, turbulent, f1, f2);
            }
            else
            {
                f = coleBrokFunc(rE, rough, d);
            }

            return f;
        }

        public double laminarFunc(double re)
        {
            return ((double)(darcy / re));
        }

        public double coleBrokFunc(double re, double rrough, double d)
        {
            double tpfc = .00000001;
            double c = tpfc;
            double tpfc2 = 0;
            do
            {
                tpfc2 = tpfc;

                tpfc = 1/(Math.Pow(-2*Math.Log10((rrough/(3.7*d) + 
                         (2.51/(re*Math.Sqrt(tpfc2+c))))),2));
            }
            while(Math.Abs(tpfc-tpfc2) > .000001);

            return tpfc;
        }

        public double interpolate(double re1, double re2, double re3, double f1, double f2)
        {
            double c = ((re1 - re2) / (re3 - re2));

            return ((c * f1) + ((1 - c) * f2));
        }

        public double linearInterpolation(double x0, double x1, double y, double y0, double y1)
        {
            return x0 + (x1 - x0) * ((y - y0) / (y1 - y0));
        }

    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest
{
    static class PressureLossFormula
    {

        private static double PI = Math.PI;
        private static double PIsqrt = PI*PI;
        private static double bc = 0.95*0.95;
        private static double constNozzle = 1.03; // Characteristic of the nozzle
        private static double cv = 5.25;
        private static double pas2Bar = Math.Pow(10, -5);
        private static double lpm2m3s = 60000;

        // Gravity
        private static double grav = 9.81;

        // Swivel constants
        private static double swivConstOne = 6894;
        private static double swivConstTwo = 0.264;
        private static double swivConstV = 5.25;

        /* FIXED : WORKS AS INTENDED
         * Pressure loss formula for Hose, Pipe, BHA
         * 
         * 
         */
        public static double lossHosePipeBHA(double ro, double q, double f, double l, double d)
        {
            double fV = flowVelocity(q, d);

            double loss = (f * ro * fV * fV *l )/ (2 * d);

            return loss*pas2Bar;
        }

        /*FIXED: WORKS AS INTENDED
         * Pressure loss formula for bit
         * 
         * Returns bar
         * 
         * 
         */
        public static double lossBit(double ro, double q, double n, double d)
        {
            q = q / lpm2m3s;
            double a = (PI * d * d) / 4;

            double res = (ro * q * q) / (1.975 * constNozzle * constNozzle *((n*a)*(n*a)));

            res = res * pas2Bar;

            return res;
        }

        /* FIXED : WORKS AS INTENDED
         * 
         */
        public static double lossAnnulus(double ro, double f, double q, double l, double d)
        {
            double fV = flowVelocity(q,d);

            double res = (f * ro * fV * fV * l) / (2 * d);

            return res*pas2Bar;
        }

        /* FIXED : WORKS AS INTENDED
         * Pressure loss formula swivel
         * 
         * Returns bar
         */
        public static double lossSwivel(double q)
        {
            double res = swivConstOne * ((((q * swivConstTwo) / 2) * ((q * swivConstTwo) / 2))/swivConstV);
            return res*pas2Bar;
        }

        /* FIXED : WORKS AS INTENDED
         * Pressure loss from the hydrostatic pressure
         */
        public static double hydrostaticPressure(double ro, double h)
        {
            double res = ro * h * grav;
            return res*pas2Bar;
        }

        /*
        public static double hydrostaticHead(double ro, double cc, double cd, double dia)
        {               
            return 0.0981*(ro*(1-cc)+cc*cd)*dia;
        }

        public static double cuttingConcentration(double rop, double dia, double q, double phi)
        {
            dia = Math.Pow(dia, 2);
            double cc = (rop * ((PI / 4) * dia) * (1 - phi)) / ((q + rop) * ((PI / 4) * dia) * (1 - phi));
            return cc;
        }
        */

        public static double flowVelocity(double q, double innerDim)
        {
            return (q / lpm2m3s) * (1 / ((PI * innerDim * innerDim) / 4));
        }

    }
}
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""
{
"FILE_VERSION" = "9237"
"ENLISTMENT_CHOICE" = "NEVER"
"PROJECT_FILE_RELATIVE_PATH" = ""
"NUMBER_OF_EXCLUDED_FILES" = "0"
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"SOURCE_CONTROL_SETTINGS_PROVIDER" = "PROVIDER"
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using System.Reflection;
using System.Runtime.CompilerServices;
using System.Runtime.InteropServices;

// General Information about an assembly is controlled through the following 
// set of attributes. Change these attribute values to modify the information
// associated with an assembly.
[assembly: AssemblyTitle("PressureTest")]
[assembly: AssemblyDescription("")]
[assembly: AssemblyConfiguration("")]
[assembly: AssemblyCompany("")]
[assembly: AssemblyProduct("PressureTest")]
[assembly: AssemblyCopyright("Copyright ©  2016")]
[assembly: AssemblyTrademark("")]
[assembly: AssemblyCulture("")]

// Setting ComVisible to false makes the types in this assembly not visible 
// to COM components.  If you need to access a type in this assembly from 
// COM, set the ComVisible attribute to true on that type.
[assembly: ComVisible(false)]

// The following GUID is for the ID of the typelib if this project is exposed to COM
[assembly: Guid("bf0c24f8-b8cb-4c33-821c-3a13b63abb00")]

// Version information for an assembly consists of the following four values:
//
//      Major Version
//      Minor Version 
//      Build Number
//      Revision
//
// You can specify all the values or you can default the Build and Revision Numbers 
// by using the '*' as shown below:
// [assembly: AssemblyVersion("1.0.*")]
[assembly: AssemblyVersion("1.0.0.0")]
[assembly: AssemblyFileVersion("1.0.0.0")]
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;
using PressureTest.System;
using System.Diagnostics;

namespace PressureTest.Simulator
{
    public class StochasticSim
    {

        public SystemModel _system;
        public SystemModel _initialValues;
        public Pressure pressure;
        public Random rand;

        // Constants
        private double id_dev_pipe = 0.001;
        private double id_dev_hose = 0.001;
        private double id_dev_bha = 0.001;
        private double rough_dev_hose = 0.00001;
        private double rough_dev_pipe = 0.00001;
        private double rough_dev_bha = 0.0001;
        private double id_nozz_dev = 0.0001;

        public StochasticSim()
        {
            _system = new SystemModel();
            _initialValues = new SystemModel();
            rand = new Random();

            pressure = new Pressure(_system);

        }

        public SortedList<double, double> runSimulation(int simulations)
        {
            var res = stochSim(simulations);

            var finalList = groupUp(res);

            return finalList;
        }

        public List<double> stochSim(int sim)
        {
            List<double> results = new List<double>();
            for (int i = 0; i < sim; i++)
            {
                resetSystem();
                foreach(Component c in _system._theSystem)
                {
                    if (c.name.Equals("Pipe"))
                    {
                        c.innerDim += RandomNumberBetween(-id_dev_pipe, id_dev_pipe);
                        c.roughness += RandomNumberBetween(-rough_dev_pipe, rough_dev_pipe);
                    }
                    if (c.name.Equals("Hose"))
                    {
                        c.innerDim += RandomNumberBetween(-id_dev_hose, id_dev_hose);
                        c.roughness += RandomNumberBetween(-rough_dev_hose, rough_dev_hose);
                    }
                    if (c.name.Equals("BHA"))
                    {
                        c.innerDim += RandomNumberBetween(-id_dev_bha, id_dev_bha);
                        c.roughness += RandomNumberBetween(-rough_dev_bha, rough_dev_bha);
                    }
                    if (c.name.Equals("Bit"))
                        ((Drillbit)c).nozzleDim += RandomNumberBetween(-id_nozz_dev, id_nozz_dev);
                }
                pressure.estimatedPressure();
                //pressure.estimatedPressureTwoDifferentPumps();
                //pressure.estimatedPressureTwoIdenticalPumps();
                results.Add(pressure.estPressureSystem);
            }

            return results;
        }

        private double RandomNumberBetween(double minValue, double maxValue)
        {
            var next = rand.NextDouble();

            return minValue + (next * (maxValue - minValue));
        }

        private SortedList<double,double> groupUp(List<double> list)
        {
            double min, max;
            min = 100;
            max = 0;

            foreach (double d in list)
            {
                if (d < min)
                    min = d;
                if (d > max)
                    max = d;
            }

            double sample = max - min;
            sample = sample / 20;

            SortedList<double, double> finalList = new SortedList<double, double>();

            for (int i = 0; i < 20; i++)
            {
                double count = 0;

                foreach (double d in list)
                {
                    if (d >= min + (sample * (i)) && d <= min + (sample * (i + 1)))
                    {
                        count++;
                    }
                }

                finalList.Add(min + sample*i, count/list.Count);
            }


            return finalList;
        }

        public void adjustPipeRoughness(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.pipe.roughness += _system.pipe.roughness * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.pipe.roughness -= _system.pipe.roughness * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustPipeInnerDim(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.pipe.innerDim += _system.pipe.innerDim * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.pipe.innerDim -= _system.pipe.innerDim * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustPipeLength(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.pipe.length += _system.pipe.length * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.pipe.length -= _system.pipe.length * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustHoseRoughness(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.hose.roughness += _system.hose.roughness * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.hose.roughness -= _system.hose.roughness * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustHoseInnerDim(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.hose.innerDim += _system.hose.innerDim * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.hose.innerDim -= _system.hose.innerDim * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustHoseLength(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.hose.length += _system.hose.length * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.hose.length -= _system.hose.length * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustBHARoughness(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.bha.roughness += _system.bha.roughness * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.bha.roughness -= _system.bha.roughness * (1 + val);

            _system.ann.roughness = _system.bha.roughness;
        }

        public void adjustBHAInnerDim(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.bha.innerDim += _system.bha.innerDim * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.bha.innerDim -= _system.bha.innerDim * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustBHALength(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.bha.length += _system.bha.length * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.bha.length -= _system.bha.length * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustBitInnerDIm(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.bit.nozzleDim += _system.bit.nozzleDim * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.bit.nozzleDim -= _system.bit.nozzleDim * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustBitNozzles(int val)
        {
            _system.bit.nozzles = val;
        }

        public void resetSystemPipeValue()
        {
            _system.pipe.length = _initialValues.pipe.length;
            _system.pipe.innerDim = _initialValues.pipe.innerDim;
            _system.pipe.roughness = _initialValues.pipe.roughness;
        }

        public void resetSystemHoseValue()
        {
            _system.hose.length = _initialValues.hose.length;
            _system.hose.innerDim = _initialValues.hose.innerDim;
            _system.hose.roughness = _initialValues.hose.roughness;
        }

        public void resetSystemBHAValues()
        {
            _system.bha.length = _initialValues.bha.length;
            _system.bha.innerDim = _initialValues.bha.innerDim;
            _system.bha.roughness = _initialValues.bha.roughness;
        }

        public void resetSystemBitValues()
        {
            _system.bit.nozzles = _initialValues.bit.nozzles;
            _system.bit.nozzleDim = _initialValues.bit.nozzleDim;
        }

        public void resetIntervallValues()
        {
            id_dev_pipe = 0.001;
            id_dev_hose = 0.001;
            id_dev_bha = 0.001;
            rough_dev_hose = 0.00001;
            rough_dev_pipe = 0.00001;
            rough_dev_bha = 0.0001;
            id_nozz_dev = 0.0001;
        }

        public void resetSystem()
        {
            resetSystemBHAValues();
            resetSystemBitValues();
            resetSystemHoseValue();
            resetSystemPipeValue();
            resetIntervallValues();
        }

        /// <summary>
        /// Get Set methods
        /// </summary>

        public double Id_dev_hose
        {
            get { return id_dev_hose; }
            set {id_dev_hose = value;}
        }

        public double Id_dev_pipe
        {
            get { return id_dev_pipe; }
            set { id_dev_pipe = value; }
        }

        public double Id_nozz_dev
        {
            get { return id_nozz_dev; }
            set { id_nozz_dev = value; }
        }

        public double Id_dev_bha
        {
            get { return id_dev_bha; }
            set { id_dev_bha = value; }
        }

        public double Rough_dev_hose
        {
            get { return rough_dev_hose; }
            set { rough_dev_hose = value; }
        }

        public double Rough_dev_pipe
        {
            get { return rough_dev_pipe; }
            set { rough_dev_pipe = value; }
        }

        public double Rough_dev_bha
        {
            get { return rough_dev_bha; }
            set { rough_dev_bha = value; }
        }
    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest.System
{
    public class AlumPipe : Component
    {

        public AlumPipe(string n, double rough, double innDim, double len)
        {
            name = n;
            roughness = rough;
            innerDim = innDim;
            length = len;
        }
    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest.System
{
    public class Annulus : Component
    {

        public double innerDimHole { get; set; } // InnerHole Dimension
        public double outerDimBHA { get; set; } // Outer Dim of the BHA

        public Annulus(string n, double idh, double odb, double len, double rough)
        {
            name = n;
            innerDim = idh-odb;
            this.innerDimHole = idh;
            this.outerDimBHA = odb;
            length = len;
            roughness = rough;
        }
    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest.System
{
    public class BottomHalfAssembly : Component
    {

        public BottomHalfAssembly(string n, double rough, double innDim, double len)
        {
            name = n;
            roughness = rough;
            innerDim = innDim;
            length = len;
        }
    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest
{
    public class Component
    {
        public string name { get; set; }        // Name of the component
        public double roughness { get; set; }    // Fluid roughness (mm)
        public double innerDim { get; set; }     // Inner dimension (mm)
        public double outerDim { get; set; }     // Outer dimension (mm)
        public double length { get; set; }       // Total lenght (m)
        public double re { get; set; }           // Reynolds number
        public double fricFrac { get; set; }     // Darcy Friction Factor
        public double currPloss { get; set; }   // Current pressure loss for the component
    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest.System
{
    public class Drillbit : Component
    {

        public int nozzles { get; set; }
        public double nozzleDim { get; set; }

        public Drillbit(string n, double dia, double nozDia, int nozz)
        {
            name = n;
            outerDim = dia;
            this.nozzles = nozz;
            this.nozzleDim = nozDia;
        }
    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest.System
{
    public class Hose : Component
    {

        public Hose(string n, double rough, double inDim, double len)
        {
            name = n;
            roughness = rough;
            innerDim = inDim;
            length = len;
        }
    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest.System
{
    public class Swivel : Component
    {
        public Swivel(string name)
        {
            this.name = name;
        }
    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest.System
{
    public class SystemModel
    {

        public ICollection<Component> _theSystem;

        //Components
        public Drillbit bit;
        public Hose hose;
        public AlumPipe pipe;
        public BottomHalfAssembly bha;
        public Annulus ann;
        public Swivel swivel;

        public double systemElevation = 2.0;
        public double hydrostaticLoss = 0;

        public double rockSize = 0.4;
        public double maxElevation = 2.0; // Given by SysElev 
        public double minElevation = 1.6; // Given by SysElev - rockSize;

        public SystemModel()
        {
            //bit = new Drillbit("bit", 0.0275, 0.005 , 1); // China
            bit = new Drillbit("bit", 0.028575, 0.003175, 2); // Baker
            hose = new Hose("Hose", 0.00003, 0.0127, 2.5);
            pipe = new AlumPipe("Pipe", 0.00003, 0.0087, 0.914);
            bha = new BottomHalfAssembly("BHA", 0.00015, 0.0065, 0.45);
            //ann = new Annulus("Annulus", 0.0275, 0.022,0,0.00015); // China
            ann = new Annulus("Annulus", 0.028575, 0.022, 0, 0.00015); // Baker
            swivel = new Swivel("Swivel");

            _theSystem = new List<Component>();

            _theSystem.Add(bit);
            _theSystem.Add(hose);
            _theSystem.Add(pipe);
            _theSystem.Add(bha);
            _theSystem.Add(ann);
            _theSystem.Add(swivel);
        }

        public void incSysElev(double val)
        {
            if (Math.Ceiling(systemElevation) > minElevation && systemElevation < maxElevation)
            {
                systemElevation += val;
                ann.length -= val;
            }
        }

        public void decSysElev(double val)
        {
            if (systemElevation >= minElevation && systemElevation <= maxElevation)
            {
                systemElevation -= val;
                ann.length += val;
            }
        }

        public double SystemElevation
        {
            get { return systemElevation; }
            set { systemElevation = value; }
        }

        public double hydroStaticLoss
        {
            get { return hydrostaticLoss; }
            set { hydrostaticLoss = value; }
        }
    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest
{
    class ThresTest
    {

        public double t_yield = 0.47; // Maximum yield streanth of the aluminium drill string (mN)
        public double t_ultimate = 1.28; // Ultimate yield strength of the aluminium drill string (mN)

        /*
	        Determine maximum acceleration/deceleration going from one angular velocity to another without exceeding a given
	        motor torque value.
	
	        ** Input **
	        float w_curr - Current motor angular velocity
	        float w_targ - Target motor angular velocity
	        float t_mThres - Motor torque threshold
	
        	** Output ** 
	        float acc - max acceleration
        */
        public double maxTorqueBasedOnAngularVelocity(double w_curr, double w_targ, double t_thres)
        {
            

            return 0;
        }

        /*
	        Determines the min and max deceleration available for a given angular velocity limited by motor torque and the
	        drill-pipe ultimate strength
	
	        ** Input ** 
	        float t_mthres - Motor torque threshold given
	        float w_curr_bit - Bit current angular velocity
	        float w_targ_bit - Bit target angular velocity
	
	        ** Output ** 
	        float[] dec - Min and Max deceleration (2 Values)

        */
        public double[] minMaxDecelerationBasedOnMotorTorqueAndDPultimate(double w_curr, double w_targ, double t_mthres)
        {
            double[] minMax = new double[2];
            
            
            return minMax;
        }

        public double maxBitTorqueSuddenBitBlockage(double time_det, double somethign)
        {
            return 0;
        }


    }
}
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            This is the standard interface that ZedGraph uses to access the data.  Although
            you must pass a   here, your internal data storage format
            can be anything.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
            data point to be accessed.
             A   object instance.
        
         
             
            Gets the number of points available in the list.
            
        
         
             
            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from two arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The PointPairList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             
            Returns   for any value of  
            that is outside of its corresponding array bounds.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Returns the number of points available in the arrays.  Count will be the greater
            of the lengths of the X and Y arrays.
            
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            that define the set of curves to be displayed on the graph.
            
            
              John Champion
            modified by Jerry Vos
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            A collection base class containing basic extra functionality to be inherited
            by  ,  ,
             .
            
             The methods in this collection operate on basic
              types.  Therefore, in order to make sure that
            the derived classes remain strongly-typed, there are no Add() or
            Insert() methods here, and no methods that return an object.
            Only Remove(), Move(), IndexOf(), etc. methods are included.
            
              John Champion
              $Revision: 3.8 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the specified object
            in the collection.
            
             A reference to the object that is to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified object, or -1 if the
            object is not in the list
             
        
         
             
            Remove an object from the collection at the specified ordinal location.
            
             
            An ordinal position in the list at which the object to be removed 
            is located.
            
             
        
         
             
            Remove an object from the collection based on an object reference.
            
             A reference to the object that is to be
            removed.
             
        
         
             
            Move the position of the object at the specified index
            to the new relative position in the list.
             For Graphic type objects, this method controls the
            Z-Order of the items.  Objects at the beginning of the list
            appear in front of objects at the end of the list.
             The zero-based index of the object
            to be moved.
             The relative number of positions to move
            the object.  A value of -1 will move the
            object one position earlier in the list, a value
            of 1 will move it one position later.  To move an item to the
            beginning of the list, use a large negative value (such as -999).
            To move it to the end of the list, use a large positive value.
            
             The new position for the object, or -1 if the object
            was not found.
        
         
             
            Determine if there is any data in any of the  
            objects for this graph.  This method does not verify valid data, it
            only checks to see if   > 0.
            
             true if there is any data, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The XAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Insert a   object into the collection at the specified
            zero-based index location.
            
             The zero-based index location for insertion.
             A reference to the   object that is to be
            inserted.
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
        
         
             
            Sorts the list according to the point values at the specified index and
            for the specified axis.
            
        
         
             
            Go through each   object in the collection,
            calling the   member to 
            determine the minimum and maximum values in the
              list of data value pairs.  If the curves include 
            a stack bar, handle within the current GetRange method. In the event that no
            data are available, a default range of min=0.0 and max=1.0 are returned.
            If the Y axis has a valid data range and the Y2 axis not, then the Y2
            range will be a duplicate of the Y range.  Vice-versa for the Y2 axis
            having valid data when the Y axis does not.
            If any   in the list has a missing
             , a new empty one will be generated.
            
             ignoreInitial is a boolean value that
            affects the data range that is considered for the automatic scale
            ranging (see  ).  If true, then initial
            data points where the Y value is zero are not included when
            automatically determining the scale  ,
             , and   size.  All data after
            the first non-zero Y value are included.
            
             
            Determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will subset the
            data points based on any manually set scale range values.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the range for stacked bars and lines.
            
             This method is required for the stacked
            types because (for bars), the negative values are a separate stack than the positive
            values.  If you just sum up the bars, you will get the sum of the positive plus negative,
            which is less than the maximum positive value and greater than the maximum negative value.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   for which to calculate the range
             The minimum X value so far
             The minimum Y value so far
             The maximum X value so far
             The maximum Y value so far
             
        
         
             
            Render all the   objects in the list to the
            specified  
            device by calling the   member function of
            each   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Find the ordinal position of the specified   within
            the  .  This position only counts  
            types, ignoring all other types.
            
             The   of interest
             The   for which to search.
             The ordinal position of the specified bar, or -1 if the bar
            was not found.
        
         
             
            Read only value for the maximum number of points in any of the curves
            in the list.
            
        
         
             
            Read only property that returns the number of curves in the list that are of
            type  .
            
        
         
             
            Read only property that returns the number of pie slices in the list (class type is
              ).
            
        
         
             
            Read only property that determines if all items in the   are
            Pies.
            
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string label of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            
            
             
             
            
             John Champion
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            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the DataSourcePointList from an
            existing  
            
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Extract a double value from the specified table row or data object with the
            specified column name.
            
             The data object from which to extract the value
             The property name or column name of the value
            to be extracted
        
         
             
            Extract an object from the specified table row or data object with the
            specified column name.
            
             The data object from which to extract the object
             The property name or column name of the object
            to be extracted
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            gets the number of points available in the list
            
        
         
             
            The table or list object from which to extract the data values.
            
             
            This object type must implement the   interface.
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            X data values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the X data values set to  
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            Y data values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the Y data values set to  
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            Z data values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the Z data values set to  
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            tag values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the tag values set to null.  If this references string
            data, then the tags may be used as tooltips using the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            An example of an   implementation that stores large datasets, and
            selectively filters the output data depending on the displayed range.
            
             
            This class will refilter the data points each time   is called.  The
            data are filtered down to   points, within the data bounds of
            a minimum and maximum data range.  The data are filtered by simply skipping
            points to achieve the desired total number of points.  Input arrays are assumed to be
            monotonically increasing in X, and evenly spaced in X.
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            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            This is the maximum number of points that you want to see in the filtered dataset
            
        
         
             
            The index of the xMinBound above
            
        
         
             
            The index of the xMaxBound above
            
        
         
             
            Switch used to indicate if the next filtered point should be the high point or the
            low point within the current range.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if the high/low logic will be used.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from two arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The FilteredPointList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Deep-copy clone routine
            
             A new, independent copy of the FilteredPointList
        
         
             
            Set the data bounds to the specified minimum, maximum, and point count.  Use values of
            min=double.MinValue and max=double.MaxValue to get the full range of data.  Use maxPts=-1
            to not limit the number of points.  Call this method anytime the zoom range is changed.
            
             The lower bound for the X data of interest
             The upper bound for the X data of interest
             The maximum number of points allowed to be
            output by the filter
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             
            Returns   for any value of  
            that is outside of its corresponding array bounds.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Returns the number of points according to the current state of the filter.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the desired number of filtered points to output.  You can set this value by
            calling  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the High-Low filtering logic will be
            applied.
            
             
            The high-low filtering logic alternately takes the highest or lowest Y value
            within the subrange of points to be skipped.  Set this value to true to apply
            this logic, or false to just use whatever value lies in the middle of the skipped
            range.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            to be displayed on the graph.
            
            
              John Champion 
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            Default constructor for the   collection class
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the  
            collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Insert a   object into the collection
            at the specified zero-based index location.
            
             The zero-based index location for insertion.
             The   object that is to be
            inserted.
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
        
         
             
            Render text to the specified   device
            by calling the Draw method of each   object in
            the collection.
            
             This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             A   enumeration that controls
            the placement of this   relative to other
            graphic objects.  The order of  's with the
            same   value is control by their order in
            this  .
        
         
             
            Determine if a mouse point is within any  , and if so, 
            return the index number of the the  .
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The index number of the  
             that is under the mouse point.  The   object is
            accessible via the   indexer property.
            
             true if the mouse point is within a   bounding
            box, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by its ordinal
            position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by its  .
            Note that the   must be a   type for this method
            to work.
            
             The   type tag to search for.
             A   object reference.
             
        
         
             
            A simple storage struct to maintain an individual sampling of data.  This only
            contains two data values in order to reduce to memory load for large datasets.
            (e.g., no Tag or Z property)
            
        
         
             
            The X value for the point, stored as a double type.
            
        
         
             
            The Y value for the point, stored as a double type.
            
        
         
             
            A collection class to maintain a set of samples.
            
             This type, intended for very
            large datasets, will reduce the number of points displayed by eliminating
            individual points that overlay (at the same pixel location) on the graph.
            Note that this type probably does not make sense for line plots, but is intended
            primarily for scatter plots.
            
            
              John Champion 
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            An interface to a collection class containing data
            that define the set of points to be displayed on the curve.
            
             
            This interface is designed to allow customized data abstraction.  The default data
            collection class is  , however, you can define your own
            data collection class using the   interface.  This
              interface adds the ability to remove and add points
            to the list, and so is used by the   class for the
             ,  , and
              methods.
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            Appends a point to the end of the list.  The data are passed in as a  
            object.
            
             The   object containing the data to be added.
        
         
             
            Appends a point to the end of the list.  The data are passed in as two  
            types.
            
             The   value containing the X data to be added.
             The   value containing the Y data to be added.
             The ordinal position (zero-based), at which the new point was added.
        
         
             
            Removes a single data point from the list at the specified ordinal location
            (zero based).
            
        
         
             
            Clears all data points from the list.  After calling this method,
              will be zero.
            
        
         
             
            Indexer to access a data point by its ordinal position in the collection.
            
             
            This is the standard interface that ZedGraph uses to access the data.  Although
            you must pass a   here, your internal data storage format
            can be anything.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
            data point to be accessed.
             A   object instance.
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores a value indicating whether or not the data have been filtered.
            If the data have not been filtered, then   will be equal to
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the number of data points after filtering (e.g.,
              has been called).  The   property
            returns the total count for an unfiltered dataset, or  
            for a dataset that has been filtered.
            
        
         
             
            Protected array of indices for all the points that are currently visible.  This only
            applies if   is true.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores a value that determines how close a point must be to a prior
            neighbor in order to be filtered out.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Append a data point to the collection
            
             The   value to append
        
         
             
            Append a point to the collection
            
             The x value of the point to append
             The y value of the point to append
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A   struct to be added
             
        
         
             
            typesafe clone method
            
             A new cloned NoDupePointList.  This returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
        
         
             
            default constructor
            
        
         
             
            copy constructor -- this returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
             The NoDupePointList to be copied
        
         
             
            Protected method to access the internal DataPoint collection, without any
            translation to a PointPair.
            
             The ordinal position of the DataPoint of interest
        
         
             
            Clears any filtering previously done by a call to  .
            After calling this method, all data points will be visible, and
              will be equal to  .
            
        
         
             
            Go through the collection, and hide (filter out) any points that fall on the
            same pixel location as a previously included point.
            
             
            This method does not delete any points, it just temporarily hides them until
            the next call to   or  .
            You should call   once your collection of points has
            been constructed.  You may need to call   again if
            you add points, or if the chart rect changes size (by resizing, printing,
            image save, etc.), or if the scale range changes.
            You must call   before calling
            this method so that the  GraphPane.Chart.Rect
            and the scale ranges are valid.  This method is not valid for
            ordinal axes (but ordinal axes don't make sense for very large datasets
            anyway).
            
             The   into which the data
            will be plotted. 
             The   class to be used in the Y direction
            for plotting these data.  This can be a   or a 
             , and can be a primary or secondary axis (if multiple Y or Y2
            axes are being used).
            
             The   class to be used in the X direction
            for plotting these data.  This can be an   or a 
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines how close a point must be to a prior
            neighbor in order to be filtered out.
            
             
            A value of 0 indicates that subsequent
            points must coincide exactly at the same pixel location.  A value of 1 or more
            indicates that number of pixels distance from a prior point that will cause
            a new point to be filtered out.  For example, a value of 2 means that, once
            a particular pixel location is taken, any subsequent point that lies within 2
            pixels of that location will be filtered out.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a value indicating whether or not the data have been filtered.  If the data
            have not been filtered, then   will be equal to
             .
            
        
         
             
            Indexer: get the DataPoint instance at the specified ordinal position in the list
            
             
            This method will throw an exception if the index is out of range.  This can happen
            if the index is less than the number of filtered values, or if data points are
            removed from a filtered dataset with updating the filter (by calling
             ).
            
             The ordinal position in the list of points
             Returns a   instance.  The  
            and   properties will be defaulted to
              and null, respectively.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the number of active samples in the collection.  This is the number of
            samples that are non-duplicates.  See the   property
            to get the total number of samples in the list.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the total number of samples in the collection.  See the  
            property to get the number of active (non-duplicate) samples in the list.
            
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The comparison of titles is not case sensitive, but it must include
            all characters including punctuation, spaces, etc.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   was not found in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   string is not in the list
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            that define the set of points to be displayed on the curve.
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             Private field to maintain the sort status of this
             .  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from two arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from an IPointList
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from three arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The PointPairList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             The   object to
            be added
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             The zero-based ordinal index where the last point was added in the list,
            or -1 if no points were added.
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the PointPairList from two arrays of type double.
            If either array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  .
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
             The zero-based ordinal index where the last point was added in the list,
            or -1 if no points were added.
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the   from three arrays of type double.
            If the X or Y array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  .  If the  
            is null, then it is set to zero.
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
             A double[] array of Z or lower-dependent axis values
             The zero-based ordinal index where the last point was added in the list,
            or -1 if no points were added.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z or lower dependent axis value
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added
            in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z or lower dependent axis value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added
            in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the specified,
            zero-based, index location.
            
             
            The zero-based ordinal index where the point is to be added in the list.
            
             
            The   object to be added.
            
        
         
             
            Add a single point (from values of type double ) to the   at the specified,
            zero-based, index location.
            
             
            The zero-based ordinal index where the point is to be added in the list.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
        
         
             
            Add a single point (from values of type double ) to the   at the specified,
            zero-based, index location.
            
             
            The zero-based ordinal index where the point is to be added in the list.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z or lower dependent axis value
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified label  .
            
             The   object must be of type  
            for this method to find it.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
        
         
             
            Compare two   objects to see if they are equal.
            
             Equality is based on equal count of   items, and
            each individual   must be equal (as per the
              method.
             The   to be compared with for equality.
             true if the   objects are equal, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Return the HashCode from the base class.
            
             
        
         
             
            Sorts the list according to the point x values. Will not sort the 
            list if the list is already sorted.
            
             If the list was sorted before sort was called
        
         
              
             Sorts the list according to the point values . Will not sort the 
             list if the list is already sorted.
             
                The  
            used to determine whether the X or Y values will be used to sort
            the list
              If the list was sorted before sort was called
        
         
             
            Set the X values for this   from the specified
            array of double values.
            
             
            If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, then the corresponding   values
            will not be changed.  That is, if the   has 20 values
            and   has 15 values, then the first 15 values of the
              will be changed, and the last 5 values will not be
            changed.
            
             An array of double values that will replace the existing X
            values in the  .
        
         
             
            Set the Y values for this   from the specified
            array of double values.
            
             
            If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, then the corresponding   values
            will not be changed.  That is, if the   has 20 values
            and   has 15 values, then the first 15 values of the
              will be changed, and the last 5 values will not be
            changed.
            
             An array of double values that will replace the existing Y
            values in the  .
        
         
             
            Set the Z values for this   from the specified
            array of double values.
            
             
            If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, then the corresponding   values
            will not be changed.  That is, if the   has 20 values
            and   has 15 values, then the first 15 values of the
              will be changed, and the last 5 values will not be
            changed.
            
             An array of double values that will replace the existing Z
            values in the  .
        
         
             
            Add the Y values from the specified   object to this
             .  If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, the missing values are assumed to be zero.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be summed into the this  .
        
         
             
            Add the X values from the specified   object to this
             .  If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, the missing values are assumed to be zero.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be summed into the this  .
        
         
             
            Linearly interpolate the data to find an arbitraty Y value that corresponds to the specified X value.
            
             
            This method uses linear interpolation with a binary search algorithm.  It therefore
            requires that the x data be monotonically increasing.  Missing values are not allowed.  This
            method will extrapolate outside the range of the PointPairList if necessary.
            
             The target X value on which to interpolate
             The Y value that corresponds to the   value.
        
         
             
            Use Cardinal Splines to Interpolate the data to find an arbitraty Y value that corresponds to
            the specified X value.
            
             
            This method uses cardinal spline interpolation with a binary search algorithm.  It therefore
            requires that the x data be monotonically increasing.  Missing values are not allowed.  This
            method will not extrapolate outside the range of the PointPairList (it returns
              if extrapolation would be required).  WARNING: Cardinal
            spline interpolation can generate curves with non-unique X values for higher tension
            settings.  That is, there may be multiple X values for the same Y value.  This routine
            follows the path of the spline curve until it reaches the FIRST OCCURRENCE of the
            target X value.  It does not check to see if other solutions are possible.
            
             The target X value on which to interpolate
             The tension setting that controls the curvature of the spline fit.
            Typical values are between 0 and 1, where 0 is a linear fit, and 1 is lots of "roundness".
            Values greater than 1 may give odd results.
            
             The Y value that corresponds to the   value.
        
         
             
            Linearly interpolate the data to find an arbitraty X value that corresponds to the specified Y value.
            
             
            This method uses linear interpolation with a binary search algorithm.  It therefore
            requires that the Y data be monotonically increasing.  Missing values are not allowed.  This
            method will extrapolate outside the range of the PointPairList if necessary.
            
             The target Y value on which to interpolate
             The X value that corresponds to the   value.
        
         
             
            Use linear regression to form a least squares fit of an existing
              instance.
            
             The output   will cover the
            same X range of data as the original dataset.
            
             An   instance containing
            the data to be regressed.
             The number of desired points to be included
            in the resultant  .
            
             A new   containing the resultant
            data fit.
            
        
         
             
            Use linear regression to form a least squares fit of an existing
              instance.
            
             An   instance containing
            the data to be regressed.
             The number of desired points to be included
            in the resultant  .
            
             The minimum X value of the resultant
             .
             The maximum X value of the resultant
             .
             A new   containing the resultant
            data fit.
            
              Brian Chappell - lazarusds
                     modified by John Champion
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            true if the list is currently sorted.
            
             
        
         
             
            A class containing a set of data values to be plotted as a RadarPlot.
            This class will effectively convert the data into   objects
            by converting the polar coordinates to rectangular coordinates
            
             
             
             
            
             Jerry Vos and John Champion
              $Revision: 3.4 $ $Date: 2006/08/25 05:19:09 $ 
        
         
             
            Default to clockwise rotation as this is the standard for radar charts
            
        
         
             
            Default to 90 degree rotation so main axis is in the 12 o'clock position,
            which is the standard for radar charts.
            
        
         
             
            Get the raw data
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add the specified PointPair to the collection.
            
             The PointPair to be added
             The ordinal position in the list where the point was added
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from a value of type double.
            
             The radial coordinate value
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
             
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from two values of type double.
            
             The radial coordinate value
             The 'Z' coordinate value, which is not normally used for plotting,
            but can be used for   type fills
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.  This method does the calculations
            to convert the data from polar to rectangular coordinates.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indicates if points should be added in clockwise or counter-clockwise order
            
        
         
             
            Sets the angular rotation (starting angle) for the initial axis
            
        
         
             
            gets the number of points available in the list
            
        
         
             
            A class that provides a rolling list of   objects.
            This is essentially a 
            first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue with a fixed capacity which allows 'rolling' 
            (or oscilloscope like) graphs to be be animated without having the overhead of an
            ever-growing ArrayList.
            
            The queue is constructed with a fixed capacity and new points can be enqueued. When the 
            capacity is reached the oldest (first in) PointPair is overwritten. However, when 
            accessing via  , the   objects are
            seen in the order in which they were enqeued.
            
            RollingPointPairList supports data editing through the  
            interface.
            
             Colin Green with mods by John Champion
              $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            An array of PointPair objects that acts as the underlying buffer.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the previously enqueued item. -1 if buffer is empty.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the next item to be dequeued. -1 if buffer is empty.
            
        
         
             
            Constructs an empty buffer with the specified capacity.
            
             
        
         
             
            Constructs a buffer with a copy of the items within the provided
             .
            The   is set to the length of the provided list.
            
             The   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Clear the buffer of all   objects.
            Note that the   remains unchanged.
            
        
         
             
            Add a   onto the head of the queue,
            overwriting old values if the buffer is full.
            
             The   to be added.
        
         
             
            Remove an old item from the tail of the queue.
            
             The removed item. Throws an  
            if the buffer was empty. 
            Check the buffer's length ( ) or the  
            property to avoid exceptions.
        
         
             
            Remove the   at the specified index
            
             
            All items in the queue that lie after   will
            be shifted back by one, and the queue will be one item shorter.
            
             The ordinal position of the item to be removed.
            Throws an   if index is less than
            zero or greater than or equal to  
            
        
         
             
            Pop an item off the head of the queue.
            
             The popped item. Throws an exception if the buffer was empty.
        
         
             
            Peek at the   item at the head of the queue.
            
             The   item at the head of the queue.
            Throws an   if the buffer was empty.
            
        
         
             
            Add an   object to the head of the queue.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
        
         
             
            Add a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
        
         
             
            Add a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
        
         
             
            Enqueue a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z value
        
         
             
            Add a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the  
            from two arrays of type double.
            If either array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  ).
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the   from
            three arrays of type double.
            If the X or Y array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  .
            If the   value
            is null, then it is set to zero.
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
             A double[] array of Z values
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets the capacity of the rolling buffer.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the count of items within the rolling buffer. Note that this may be less than
            the capacity.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a bolean that indicates if the buffer is empty.
            Alternatively you can test Count==0.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   at the specified index in the buffer.
            
             
            Index must be within the current size of the buffer, e.g., the set
            method will not expand the buffer even if   is available
            
        
         
             
            A collection class that maintains a list of  
            objects, corresponding to the list of   objects
            from   or  .
            
        
         
             
            Construct a new   automatically from an
            existing  .
            
             The   (a list of Y axes),
            from which to retrieve the state and create the  
            objects.
        
         
             
            Construct a new   automatically from an
            existing  .
            
             The   (a list of Y axes),
            from which to retrieve the state and create the  
            objects.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Iterate through the list of   objects, comparing them
            to the state of the specified    
            objects.
            
             A   object specifying a list of
              objects to be compared with this  .
            
             true if a difference is found, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Iterate through the list of   objects, comparing them
            to the state of the specified    
            objects.
            
             A   object specifying a list of
              objects to be compared with this  .
            
             true if a difference is found, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            
            
             
        
         
             
            
            
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
            
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.3 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             The   object to be added
             
        
         
             
            Insert a   object into the collection at the specified
            zero-based index location.
            
             The zero-based index location for insertion.
             The   object that is to be
            inserted.
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object instance
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            that define the set of points to be displayed on the curve.
            
            
              John Champion based on code by Jerry Vos
              $Revision: 3.1 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:44 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The StockPointList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             The   object to
            be added
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list using
            the specified values.  The unspecified values (low, open, close) are all set to
             .
            
             An   value
             The high value for the day
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             An   value
             The high value for the day
             The low value for the day
             The opening value for the day
             The closing value for the day
             The trading volume for the day
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Access the   at the specified ordinal index.
            
             
            To be compatible with the   interface, the
              must implement an index that returns a
              rather than a  .  This method
            will return the actual   at the specified position.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) in the list
             The specified  .
            
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
            
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.3 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The comparison of titles is not case sensitive, but it must include
            all characters including punctuation, spaces, etc.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   was not found in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   string is not in the list
             
        
         
             
            Create a new   and add it to this list.
            
             The title string for the new axis
             An integer representing the ordinal position of the new   in
            this  .  This is the value that you would set the
              property of a given   to 
            assign it to this new  .  Note that, for a  ,
            you would also need to set the   property to true.
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             An   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
            
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.3 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The comparison of titles is not case sensitive, but it must include
            all characters including punctuation, spaces, etc.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   was not found in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
            
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   string is not in the list
        
         
             
            Create a new   and add it to this list.
            
             The title string for the new axis
             An integer representing the ordinal position of the new   in
            this  .  This is the value that you would set the
              property of a given   to 
            assign it to this new  .
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             An   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            The ZedGraphControl class provides a UserControl interface to the
              class library.  This allows ZedGraph to be installed
            as a control in the Visual Studio toolbox.  You can use the control by simply
            dragging it onto a form in the Visual Studio form editor.  All graph
            attributes are accessible via the  
            property.
            
              John Champion revised by Jerry Vos 
              $Revision: 3.80 $ $Date: 2007/02/18 05:51:54 $ 
        
         
              
            Required method for Designer support - do not modify 
            the contents of this method with the code editor.
            
        
         
             
            This private field contains the instance for the MasterPane object of this control.
            You can access the MasterPane object through the public property
             . This is nulled when this Control is
            disposed.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if anti-aliased drawing will be forced on.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            when the mouse hovers over data values.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            showing the scale values while the mouse is located within the ChartRect.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines the format for displaying tooltip values.
            This format is passed to  .
            Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not the context menu will be available.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not a message box will be shown in response to
            a context menu "Copy" command.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
             
            Note that, if this value is set to false, the user will receive no indicative feedback
            in response to a Copy action.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether the settings of
              and  
            will be overridden to true during printing operations.
            
             
            Printing involves pixel maps that are typically of a dramatically different dimension
            than on-screen pixel maps.  Therefore, it becomes more important to scale the fonts and
            lines to give a printed image that looks like what is shown on-screen.  The default
            setting for   is true, but the default
            setting for   is false.
            
             
            A value of true will cause both   and
              to be temporarily set to true during
            printing operations.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not the visible aspect ratio of the
                will be preserved
            when printing this  .
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fill the
            available space when printing this  .
            
             
            If   is also true, then the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fit as large
            a space as possible while still honoring the visible aspect ratio.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines the format for displaying tooltip date values.
            This format is passed to  .
            Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not zooming is enabled for the control in the
            vertical direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not zooming is enabled for the control in the
            horizontal direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not point editing is enabled in the
            vertical direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not point editing is enabled in the
            horizontal direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in the
            horizontal direction.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in the
            vertical direction.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates if the control can manage selections. 
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores a   instance, which maintains
            a persistent selection of printer options.
            
             
            This is needed so that a "Print" action utilizes the settings from a prior
            "Page Setup" action.
        
         
             
            This private field contains a list of selected CurveItems.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to click on
            linkable objects
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to click
            on linkable objects
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used to select
             's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to select
             's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to perform
            zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to perform
            zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used as a
            secondary option to perform zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a
            secondary option to perform zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to perform
            panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to perform
            panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used as a
            secondary option to perform panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a
            secondary option to perform panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates the control is currently being zoomed. 
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates the control is currently being panned.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates a point value is currently being edited.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates the control is currently using selection. 
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that stores the   reference for the Pane that is
            currently being zoomed or panned.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that stores a rectangle which is either the zoom rectangle, or the incremental
            pan amount since the last mousemove event.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the state of the scale ranges prior to starting a panning action.
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Clean up any resources being used.
            
             true if the components should be
            disposed, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets the graph pane's current image.
             
            
             
            When the control has been disposed before this call.
            
        
         
             
            Called by the system to update the control on-screen
            
             
            A PaintEventArgs object containing the Graphics specifications
            for this Paint event.
            
        
         
             
            Called when the control has been resized.
            
             
            A reference to the control that has been resized.
            
             
            An EventArgs object.
            
        
         
             This performs an axis change command on the graphPane.
            
             
            This is the same as
             ZedGraphControl.GraphPane.AxisChange( ZedGraphControl.CreateGraphics() ), however,
            this method also calls   if  
            is true.
            
        
         
             
            Handle a MouseDown event in the  
            
             A reference to the  
             A   instance
        
         
             
            Set the cursor according to the current mouse location.
            
        
         
             
            Set the cursor according to the current mouse location.
            
        
         
             
            Handle a KeyUp event
            
             The   in which the KeyUp occurred.
             A   instance.
        
         
             
            Handle the Key Events so ZedGraph can Escape out of a panning or zooming operation.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handle a MouseUp event in the  
            
             A reference to the  
             A   instance
        
         
             
            Make a string label that corresponds to a user scale value.
            
             The axis from which to obtain the scale value.  This determines
            if it's a date value, linear, log, etc.
             The value to be made into a label
             The ordinal position of the value
             true to override the ordinal settings of the axis,
            and prefer the actual value instead.
             The string label.
        
         
             
            protected method for handling MouseMove events to display tooltips over
            individual datapoints.
            
             
            A reference to the control that has the MouseMove event.
            
             
            A MouseEventArgs object.
            
        
         
             
            Handle a MouseWheel event in the  
            
             A reference to the  
             A   instance
        
         
             
            Zoom a specified pane in or out according to the specified zoom fraction.
            
             
            The zoom will occur on the  ,  , and
              only if the corresponding flag,   or
             , is true.  Note that if there are multiple Y or Y2 axes, all of
            them will be zoomed.
            
             The   instance to be zoomed.
             The fraction by which to zoom, less than 1 to zoom in, greater than
            1 to zoom out.  For example, 0.9 will zoom in such that the scale is 90% of what it was
            originally.
             The screen position about which the zoom will be centered.  This
            value is only used if   is true.
            
             true to cause the zoom to be centered on the point
             , false to center on the  .
            
             true to force a refresh of the control, false to leave it unrefreshed
        
         
             
            Zoom a specified pane in or out according to the specified zoom fraction.
            
             
            The zoom will occur on the  ,  , and
              only if the corresponding flag,   or
             , is true.  Note that if there are multiple Y or Y2 axes, all of
            them will be zoomed.
            
             The   instance to be zoomed.
             The fraction by which to zoom, less than 1 to zoom in, greater than
            1 to zoom out.  For example, 0.9 will zoom in such that the scale is 90% of what it was
            originally.
             The screen position about which the zoom will be centered.  This
            value is only used if   is true.
            
             true to cause the zoom to be centered on the point
             , false to center on the  .
            
        
         
             
            Zoom the specified axis by the specified amount, with the center of the zoom at the
            (optionally) specified point.
            
             
            This method is used for MouseWheel zoom operations
             The   to be zoomed.
             The zoom fraction, less than 1.0 to zoom in, greater than 1.0 to
            zoom out.  That is, a value of 0.9 will zoom in such that the scale length is 90% of what
            it previously was.
             The location for the center of the zoom.  This is only used if
              is true.
             true if the zoom is to be centered at the
              screen position, false for the zoom to be centered within
            the  .
            
        
         
             
            Handle a panning operation for the specified  .
            
             The   to be panned
             The value where the pan started.  The scale range
            will be shifted by the difference between   and
             .
            
             The value where the pan ended.  The scale range
            will be shifted by the difference between   and
             .
            
        
         
             
            Perform selection on curves within the drag pane, or under the mouse click.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Sets the value of the scroll range properties (see  ,
             ,  , and 
              based on the actual range of the data for
            each corresponding  .
            
             
            This method is called automatically by   if
             
            is true.  Note that this will not be called if you call AxisChange directly from the
             .  For example, zedGraphControl1.AxisChange() works properly, but
            zedGraphControl1.GraphPane.AxisChange() does not.
        
         
             
            Find the object currently under the mouse cursor, and return its state.
            
        
         
             
            protected method to handle the popup context menu in the  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Copy" context menu item.  Copies the current image to a bitmap on the
            clipboard.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Copy" context menu item.  Copies the current image to a bitmap on the
            clipboard.
            
             boolean value that determines whether or not a prompt will be
            displayed.  true to show a message of "Image Copied to ClipBoard".
        
         
             
            A threaded version of the copy method to avoid crash with MTA
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            file.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            file in either the Emf (vector), or a variety of Bitmap formats.
            
             
            Note that   and   methods are provided
            which allow for Bitmap-only or Emf-only handling of the "Save As" context menu item.
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            Bitmap file.
            
             
            Note that this handler saves as a bitmap only.  The default handler is
             , which allows for Bitmap or EMF formats
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            Emf format file.
            
             
            Note that this handler saves as an Emf format only.  The default handler is
             , which allows for Bitmap or EMF formats.
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Show Values" context menu item.  Toggles the  
            property, which activates the point value tooltips.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Set Scale to Default" context menu item.  Sets the scale ranging to
            full auto mode for all axes.
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to full auto mode.  The   method sets the scales to their initial
            setting prior to any user actions (which may or may not be full auto mode).
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Set Scale to Default" context menu item.  Sets the scale ranging to
            full auto mode for all axes.
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to full auto mode.  The   method sets the scales to their initial
            setting prior to any user actions (which may or may not be full auto mode).
            
             The   object which is to have the
            scale restored
        
         
             
            Handler for the "UnZoom/UnPan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before the last zoom or pan operation.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "UnZoom/UnPan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before the last zoom, pan, or scroll operation.
            
             
            Triggers a   for any type of undo (including pan, scroll, zoom, and
            wheelzoom).  This method will affect all the
              objects in the   if
              or   is true.
            
             The primary   object which is to be
            zoomed out
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Undo All Zoom/Pan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before all zoom and pan operations
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to their initial setting prior to any user actions.  The   method
            sets the scales to full auto mode (regardless of what the initial setting may have been).
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Undo All Zoom/Pan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before all zoom and pan operations
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to their initial setting prior to any user actions.  The   method
            sets the scales to full auto mode (regardless of what the initial setting may have been).
            
             The   object which is to be zoomed out
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Page Setup..." context menu item.   Displays a
             .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Print..." context menu item.   Displays a
             .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Rendering method used by the print context menu items
            
             The applicable  .
             A   instance providing
            page bounds, margins, and a Graphics instance for this printed output.
            
        
         
             
            Display a   to the user, allowing them to modify
            the print settings for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Display a   to the user, allowing them to select a
            printer and print the   contained in this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Display a  , allowing the user to preview and
            subsequently print the   contained in this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Save the current states of the GraphPanes to a separate collection.  Save a single
            ( ) GraphPane if the panes are not synchronized
            (see   and  ),
            or save a list of states for all GraphPanes if the panes are synchronized.
            
             The primary GraphPane on which zoom/pan/scroll operations
            are taking place
             The   that describes the
            current operation
             The   that corresponds to the
             .
            
        
         
             
            Restore the states of the GraphPanes to a previously saved condition (via
             .  This is essentially an "undo" for live
            pan and scroll actions.  Restores a single
            ( ) GraphPane if the panes are not synchronized
            (see   and  ),
            or save a list of states for all GraphPanes if the panes are synchronized.
            
             The primary GraphPane on which zoom/pan/scroll operations
            are taking place
        
         
             
            Place the previously saved states of the GraphPanes on the individual GraphPane
              collections.  This provides for an
            option to undo the state change at a later time.  Save a single
            ( ) GraphPane if the panes are not synchronized
            (see   and  ),
            or save a list of states for all GraphPanes if the panes are synchronized.
            
             The primary GraphPane on which zoom/pan/scroll operations
            are taking place
             The   that corresponds to the
             .
            
        
         
             
            Clear the collection of saved states.
            
        
         
             
            Clear all states from the undo stack for each GraphPane.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            A secondary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as the secondary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            The primary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            A secondary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a secondary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            A primary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            A secondary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as the secondary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            The primary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            A secondary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a secondary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            A primary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to 
            select  's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Modifier keys will be used to 
            select  's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Modifier keys will be used to 
            append a   to the selection list.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to click
            on linkable objects
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to click
            on linkable objects
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be able to modify the ZedGraph context menu.
            
             
            The context menu is built on the fly after a right mouse click.  You can add menu items
            to this menu by simply modifying the   parameter.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be notified when the   is zoomed or panned by the user,
            either via a mouse drag operation or by the context menu commands.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be notified when the   is scrolled by the user
            using the scrollbars.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to receive notifcation and/or respond after a data
            point has been edited via   and  .
            
             
             To subscribe to this event, use the following in your Form_Load method:
             zedGraphControl1.PointEditEvent +=
            new ZedGraphControl.PointEditHandler( MyPointEditHandler );
             Add this method to your Form1.cs:
             
               private string MyPointEditHandler( object sender, GraphPane pane, CurveItem curve, int iPt )
               {
                   PointPair pt = curve[iPt];
                   return "This value is " + pt.Y.ToString("f2") + " gallons";
               }
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide custom formatting for the tooltips
            
             
             To subscribe to this event, use the following in your FormLoad method:
             zedGraphControl1.PointValueEvent +=
            new ZedGraphControl.PointValueHandler( MyPointValueHandler );
             Add this method to your Form1.cs:
             
               private string MyPointValueHandler( object sender, GraphPane pane, CurveItem curve, int iPt )
               {
               #region
                   PointPair pt = curve[iPt];
                   return "This value is " + pt.Y.ToString("f2") + " gallons";
               #endregion
               }
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of MouseDown clicks on graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is clicked on an object
            within any   of the   associated
            with this  .  This event will use the
              method to determine which object
            was clicked.  The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            MouseDown event (see  ).  Return true if you have
            handled the MouseDown event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action (e.g., starting
            a zoom operation).  Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            MouseDown event.
            
        
         
             
            Hide the standard control MouseDown event so that the ZedGraphControl.MouseDownEvent
            can be used.  This is so that the user must return true/false in order to indicate
            whether or not we should respond to the event.
            
        
         
             
            Hide the standard control MouseUp event so that the ZedGraphControl.MouseUpEvent
            can be used.  This is so that the user must return true/false in order to indicate
            whether or not we should respond to the event.
            
        
         
             
            Hide the standard control MouseMove event so that the ZedGraphControl.MouseMoveEvent
            can be used.  This is so that the user must return true/false in order to indicate
            whether or not we should respond to the event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of MouseUp clicks on graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is clicked on an object
            within any   of the   associated
            with this  .  This event will use the
              method to determine which object
            was clicked.  The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            MouseUp event (see  ).  Return true if you have
            handled the MouseUp event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action (e.g., starting
            a zoom operation).  Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            MouseUp event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of MouseMove events over graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is moving over on the control.
            The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            MouseMove event (see  ).  Return true if you
            have handled the MouseMove event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action.
            Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the MouseMove event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of Double Clicks on graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is double-clicked on an object
            within any   of the   associated
            with this  .  This event will use the
              method to determine which object
            was clicked.  The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            DoubleClick event (see  ).  Return true if you have
            handled the DoubleClick event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action. 
            Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            DoubleClick event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be able to respond to mouse clicks within linked
            objects.
            
             
            Linked objects are typically either   type objects or
              type objects.  These object types can include
            hyperlink information allowing for "drill-down" type operation.  
            
             
             
             CurveItem.Link
             GraphObj.Link
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   property for the control
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   property for the control
            
             
              actually uses a   object
            to hold a list of   objects.  This property really only
            accesses the first   in the list.  If there is more
            than one  , use the  
            indexer property to access any of the   objects.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if all drawing operations for this control
            will be forced to operate in Anti-alias mode.  Note that if this value is set to
            "true", it overrides the setting for sub-objects.  Otherwise, the sub-object settings
            (such as  )
            will be honored.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            when the mouse hovers over data values.
            
             The displayed values are taken from  
            if it is a   type, or  
            otherwise (using the   as a format string).
            Additionally, the user can custom format the values using the
              event.  Note that  
            may be overridden by  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            showing the current scale values when the mouse is within the
             .
            
             The displayed values are taken from the current mouse position, and formatted
            according to   and/or  .  If this
            value is set to true, it overrides the   setting.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not editing of point data is allowed in
            the horizontal direction.
            
             
            Editing is done by holding down the Alt key, and left-clicking on an individual point of
            a given   to drag it to a new location.  The Mouse and Key
            combination for this mode are modifiable using   and
             .
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not editing of point data is allowed in
            the vertical direction.
            
             
            Editing is done by holding down the Alt key, and left-clicking on an individual point of
            a given   to drag it to a new location.  The Mouse and Key
            combination for this mode are modifiable using   and
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not zooming is allowed for the control.
            
             
            Zooming is done by left-clicking inside the   to drag
            out a rectangle, indicating the new scale ranges that will be part of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not zooming is allowed for the control in
            the horizontal direction.
            
             
            Zooming is done by left-clicking inside the   to drag
            out a rectangle, indicating the new scale ranges that will be part of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not zooming is allowed for the control in
            the vertical direction.
            
             
            Zooming is done by left-clicking inside the   to drag
            out a rectangle, indicating the new scale ranges that will be part of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in
            the horizontal direction.
            
             
            Panning is done by clicking the middle mouse button (or holding down the shift key
            while clicking the left mouse button) inside the   and
            dragging the mouse around to shift the scale ranges as desired.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in
            the vertical direction.
            
             
            Panning is done by clicking the middle mouse button (or holding down the shift key
            while clicking the left mouse button) inside the   and
            dragging the mouse around to shift the scale ranges as desired.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the context menu will be available.
            
             The context menu is a menu that appears when you right-click on the
             .  It provides options for Zoom, Pan, AutoScale, Clipboard
            Copy, and toggle  .
            
             true to allow the context menu, false to disable it
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not a message box will be shown
            in response to a context menu "Copy" command.
            
             
            Note that, if this property is set to false, the user will receive no
            indicative feedback in response to a Copy action.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   instance that will be used
            by the "Save As..." context menu item.
            
             
            This provides the opportunity to modify the dialog, such as setting the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the visible aspect ratio of the
                will be preserved
            when printing this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fill the
            available space when printing this  .
            
             
            If   is also true, then the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fit as large
            a space as possible while still honoring the visible aspect ratio.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether the settings of
              and  
            will be overridden to true during printing operations.
            
             
            Printing involves pixel maps that are typically of a dramatically different dimension
            than on-screen pixel maps.  Therefore, it becomes more important to scale the fonts and
            lines to give a printed image that looks like what is shown on-screen.  The default
            setting for   is true, but the default
            setting for   is false.
            
             
            A value of true will cause both   and
              to be temporarily set to true during
            printing operations.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that controls whether or not the axis value range for the scroll
            bars will be set automatically.
            
             
            If this value is set to true, then the range of the scroll bars will be set automatically
            to the actual range of the data as returned by   at the
            time that   was last called.  Note that a value of true
            can override any setting of  ,  ,
             ,  , 
             , and  .  Note also that you must
            call   from the   for this to
            work properly (e.g., don't call it directly from the  .
            Alternatively, you can call   at anytime to set
            the scroll bar range. 
             In most cases, you will probably want to disable
              before activating this option.
            
        
         
             
            Set a "grace" value that leaves a buffer area around the data when
              is true.
            
             
            This value represents a fraction of the total range around each axis.  For example, if the
            axis ranges from 0 to 100, then a 0.05 value for ScrollGrace would set the scroll range
            to -5 to 105.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the horizontal scroll bar will be visible.
            
             This scroll bar allows the display to be scrolled in the horizontal direction.
            Another option is display panning, in which the user can move the display around by
            clicking directly on it and dragging (see   and  ).
            You can control the available range of scrolling with the   and
              properties.  Note that the scroll range can be set automatically by
             . 
             In most cases, you will probably want to disable
              before activating this option.
            
             A boolean value.  true to display a horizontal scrollbar, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the vertical scroll bar will be visible.
            
             This scroll bar allows the display to be scrolled in the vertical direction.
            Another option is display panning, in which the user can move the display around by
            clicking directly on it and dragging (see   and  ).
            You can control the available range of scrolling with the   and
              properties.
            Note that the vertical scroll bar only affects the  ; it has no impact on
            the  .  The panning options affect both the   and
             .  Note also that the scroll range can be set automatically by
             . 
             In most cases, you will probably want to disable
              before activating this option.
            
             A boolean value.  true to display a vertical scrollbar, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the    
            ranges for all   objects in the   will
            be forced to match.
            
             
            If set to true (default is false), then all of the   objects
            in the   associated with this  
            will be forced to have matching scale ranges for the x axis.  That is, zoom, pan,
            and scroll operations will result in zoom/pan/scroll for all graphpanes simultaneously.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the    
            ranges for all   objects in the   will
            be forced to match.
            
             
            If set to true (default is false), then all of the   objects
            in the   associated with this  
            will be forced to have matching scale ranges for the y axis.  That is, zoom, pan,
            and scroll operations will result in zoom/pan/scroll for all graphpanes simultaneously.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the vertical scroll bar will affect the Y2 axis.
            
             
            The vertical scroll bar is automatically associated with the Y axis.  With this value, you
            can choose to include or exclude the Y2 axis with the scrolling.  Note that the Y2 axis
            scrolling is handled as a secondary.  The vertical scroll bar position always reflects
            the status of the Y axis.  This can cause the Y2 axis to "jump" when first scrolled if
            the   and   values are not set to the
            same proportions as   and   with respect
            to the actual   and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Access the   for the Y axes.
            
             
            This list maintains the user scale ranges for the scroll bars for each axis
            in the  .  Each ordinal location in
              corresponds to an equivalent ordinal location
            in  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Access the   for the Y2 axes.
            
             
            This list maintains the user scale ranges for the scroll bars for each axis
            in the  .  Each ordinal location in
              corresponds to an equivalent ordinal location
            in  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The minimum value for the X axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the minimum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .
            
             A double value indicating the minimum axis value
        
         
             
            The maximum value for the X axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the maximum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .
            
             A double value indicating the maximum axis value
        
         
             
            The minimum value for the Y axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the minimum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the minimum axis value
             
        
         
             
            The maximum value for the Y axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the maximum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the maximum axis value
             
        
         
             
            The minimum value for the Y2 axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the minimum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the minimum axis value
             
        
         
             
            The maximum value for the Y2 axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the maximum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the maximum axis value
             
        
         
             
            Returns true if the user is currently scrolling via the scrollbar, or
            false if no scrolling is taking place.
            
             
            This method just tests ScrollBar.Capture to see if the
            mouse has been captured by the scroll bar.  If so, scrolling is active.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the format for displaying tooltip values.
            This format is passed to  .
            
             
            Use the   type
            to determine the format strings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the format for displaying tooltip values.
            This format is passed to  .
            
             
            Use the   type
            to determine the format strings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the step size fraction for zooming with the mouse wheel.
            A value of 0.1 will result in a 10% zoom step for each mouse wheel movement.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines if zooming with the wheel mouse
            is centered on the mouse location, or centered on the existing graph.
            
        
         
             
            This checks if the control has been disposed.  This is synonymous with
            the graph pane having been nulled or disposed.  Therefore this is the
            same as  ZedGraphControl.GraphPane == null.
            
        
         
             
            Readonly property that gets the list of selected CurveItems
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not selection is allowed for the control.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   instance
            that is used for all of the context menu printing functions.
            
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows subscribing methods to append or modify the context menu.
            
             The source   object
             A reference to the   object
            that contains the context menu.
            
             The point at which the mouse was clicked
             The current context menu state
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of zoom and pan events.
            
             The source   object
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              before the zoom or pan event.
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              after the zoom or pan event
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of scroll events.
            
             The source   object
             The source   object
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              before the scroll event.
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              after the scroll event
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of scroll events.
            
             The source   object
             The source   object
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              before the scroll event.
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              after the scroll event
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that receives notification after a point-edit operation is completed.
            
             The source   object
             The   object that contains the
            point that has been edited
             The   object that contains the point
            that has been edited
             The integer index of the edited   within the
              of the selected  
            
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows custom formatting of the point value tooltips
            
             The source   object
             The   object that contains the point value of interest
             The   object that contains the point value of interest
             The integer index of the selected   within the
              of the selected  
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of mouse events on Graph objects.
            
             The source   object
             A   corresponding to this event
             
             
            Return true if you have handled the mouse event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action (e.g., starting
            a zoom operation).  Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            mouse event.
            
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of clicks on ZedGraph objects that have
            active links enabled
            
             The source   object
             The source   in which the click
            occurred.
            
             The source object which was clicked.  This is typically
            a type of   if a curve point was clicked, or
            a type of   if a graph object was clicked.
            
             The   object, belonging to
             , that contains the link information
            
             An index value, typically used if a  
            was clicked, indicating the ordinal value of the actual point that was clicked.
            
             
            Return true if you have handled the LinkEvent entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action.
            Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the LinkEvent.
            
        
         
             
            Public enumeration that specifies the type of 
            object present at the Context Menu's mouse location
            
        
         
             
            The object is an Inactive Curve Item at the Context Menu's mouse position
            
        
         
             
            The object is an active Curve Item at the Context Menu's mouse position
            
        
         
             
            There is no selectable object present at the Context Menu's mouse position
            
        
         
             
            A LIFO stack of prior   objects, used to allow zooming out to prior
            states (of scale range settings).
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            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a new   object to the  .
            
             The   object to be added.
        
         
             
            Add the scale range information from the specified   object as a
            new   entry on the stack.
            
             The   object from which the scale range
            information should be copied.
             A   enumeration that indicates whether this
            state is the result of a zoom or pan operation.
             The resultant   object that was pushed on the stack.
        
         
             
            Add the scale range information from the specified   object as a
            new   entry on the stack.
            
             The   object to be placed on the stack.
             The   object (same as the  
            parameter).
        
         
             
            Pop a   entry from the top of the stack, and apply the properties
            to the specified   object.
            
             The   object to which the scale range
            information should be copied.
             The   object that was "popped" from the stack and applied
            to the specified  .  null if no   was
            available (the stack was empty).
        
         
             
            Pop the   entry from the bottom of the stack, and apply the properties
            to the specified   object.  Clear the stack completely.
            
             The   object to which the scale range
            information should be copied.
             The   object at the bottom of the stack that was applied
            to the specified  .  null if no   was
            available (the stack was empty).
        
         
             
            Public readonly property that indicates if the stack is empty
            
             true for an empty stack, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Public read-only indexer property for the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   object at the top of the stack,
            without actually removing it from the stack.
            
             A   object reference, or null if the stack is empty.
        
         
             
            A class that represents a graphic arrow or line object on the graph.  A list of
            ArrowObj objects is maintained by the   collection class.
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            A class that represents a line segment object on the graph.  A list of
            GraphObj objects is maintained by the   collection class.
            
             
            This should not be confused with the   class, which represents
            a set of points plotted together as a "curve".  The   class is
            a single line segment, drawn as a "decoration" on the chart.
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            An abstract base class that represents a text object on the graph.  A list of
              objects is maintained by the
              collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
             
            schema changed to 2 when isClippedToChartRect was added.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the location of this  .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that determines whether or not this  
            is visible in the graph.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that determines whether or not the rendering of this  
            will be clipped to the ChartRect.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that determines the z-order "depth" of this
            item relative to other graphic objects.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the hyperlink information for this object.
            
        
         
             
            Constructors for the   class.
            
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            coordinates and all other properties to defaults as specified
            in the   class..
            
             
            The four coordinates define the starting point and ending point for
             's, or the topleft and bottomright points for
             's.  For  's that only require
            one point, the   and   values
            will be ignored.  The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.
             The y position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            position and  .  Other properties are set to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             
            The two coordinates define the location point for the object.
            The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.  The item will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the item.  The item will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            position,  ,  , and  .
            Other properties are set to default values as defined in the   class.
            
             
            The two coordinates define the location point for the object.
            The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.  The item will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            position,  ,  , and  .
            Other properties are set to default values as defined in the   class.
            
             
            The four coordinates define the starting point and ending point for
             's, or the topleft and bottomright points for
             's.  For  's that only require
            one point, the   and   values
            will be ignored.  The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.
             The y position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this   object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            The   struct that describes the location
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines the z-order "depth" of this
            item relative to other graphic objects.
            
             Note that this controls the z-order with respect to
            other elements such as  's,  
            objects, etc.  The order of   objects having
            the same   value is controlled by their order in
            the  .  The first  
            in the list is drawn in front of other  
            objects having the same   value.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if this   will be
            visible in the graph.  true displays the item, false hides it.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the rendering of this  
            will be clipped to the  .
            
             true to clip the   to the   bounds,
            false to leave it unclipped.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the hyperlink information for this  .
            
        
         
             
            true if the   of this object is set to put it in front
            of the   data points.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the vertical  
            text alignment (  property).
            This is specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the horizontal  
            text alignment (  property).
            This is specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            The default coordinate system to be used for defining the
              location coordinates
            (  property).
            
              The coordinate system is defined with the  
            enum
        
         
             
            The default value for  .
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            protected field that maintains the attributes of the line using an
            instance of the   class.
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, color, and size of the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the arrow
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows only the position of the
            line to be pre-specified.  All other properties are set to
            default values
            
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            Default constructor -- places the   at location
            (0,0) to (1,1).  All other values are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The bounding box is calculated assuming a distance
            of   pixels around the arrow segment.
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            A   class that contains the attributes for drawing this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the arrowhead size, measured in points.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private boolean field that stores the arrowhead state.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
              true if an arrowhead is to be drawn, false otherwise 
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, color, and size of the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the arrow
             The size of the arrowhead, measured in points.
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows only the position of the
            arrow to be pre-specified.  All other properties are set to
            default values
            
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            Default constructor -- places the   at location
            (0,0) to (1,1).  All other values are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            The size of the arrowhead.
            
             The display of the arrowhead can be
            enabled or disabled with the   property.
            
              The size is defined in points (1/72 inch) 
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether or not to draw an arrowhead
            
              true to show the arrowhead, false to show the line segment
            only
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the   item arrowhead
            (  property).  Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   item arrowhead
            (  property).  true to show the
            arrowhead, false to hide it.
            
        
         
             
            The Axis class is an abstract base class that encompasses all properties
            and methods required to define a graph Axis.
            
             This class is inherited by the
             ,  , and   classes
            to define specific characteristics for those types.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the   class, which implements all the
            calculations and methods associated with the numeric scale for this
             .  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the minor tic information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the major tic information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the major grid information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the minor grid information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale rendering properties.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private field for the   automatic cross position mode.
            Use the public property   for access to this value.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties  ,  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties  ,  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private field for the   title string.
            Use the public property   for access to this value.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
              Private field for the   drawing dimensions.
            Use the public property  
            for access to these values. 
        
         
             
            Private field for the   minimum allowable space allocation.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             
        
         
              Private fields for the   colors.
            Use the public property   for access to this values.
            
        
         
             
            Temporary values for axis space calculations (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for   that sets all axis properties
            to default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for   that sets all axis properties
            to default values as defined in the   class,
            except for the  .
            
             A string containing the axis title
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor.
            
             The Axis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Restore the scale ranging to automatic mode, and recalculate the
              scale ranges
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.
            
             
            This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The number of pixels to shift to account for non-primary axis position (e.g.,
            the second, third, fourth, etc.   or  .
            
        
         
             
            This method will set the   property for this  
            using the currently required space multiplied by a fraction ( bufferFraction).
            
             
            The currently required space is calculated using  , and is
            based on current data ranges, font sizes, etc.  The "space" is actually the amount of space
            required to fit the tic marks, scale labels, and axis title.
            
             A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             The amount of space to allocate for the axis, expressed
            as a fraction of the currently required space.  For example, a value of 1.2 would
            allow for 20% extra above the currently required space.
             If true, then this method will only modify the  
            property if the calculated result is more than the current value.
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            Returns the linearized actual cross position for this axis, reflecting the settings of
             ,  , and  .
            
             
            If the value of   lies outside the axis range, it is
            limited to the axis range.
            
        
         
             
            Returns true if the axis is shifted at all due to the setting of
             .  This function will always return false if
              is true.
            
        
         
             
            Calculates the proportional fraction of the total cross axis width at which
            this axis is located.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the space required (pixels) for this   object.
            
             
            This is the total space (vertical space for the X axis, horizontal space for
            the Y axes) required to contain the axis.  If   is zero, then
            this space will be the space required between the   and
            the  .  This method sets the internal values of
              for use by the  
            method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The amount of space (pixels) at the edge of the ChartRect
            that is always required for this axis, even if the axis is shifted by the
              value.
             Returns the space, in pixels, required for this axis (between the
            rect and ChartRect)
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary   (for the  ,
            this is always true), false otherwise
        
         
             
            Draw the minor tic marks as required for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scale value for the first major tic position.  This is the reference point
            for all other tic marks.
            
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The pixel location of the far side of the ChartRect from this axis.
            This value is the ChartRect.Height for the XAxis, or the ChartRect.Width
            for the YAxis and Y2Axis.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the title for this  .
            
             On entry, it is assumed that the
            graphics transform has been configured so that the origin is at the left side
            of this axis, and the axis is aligned along the X coordinate direction.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Make a value label for the axis at the specified ordinal position.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,
             ,
            and other axis format settings.  It also implements the ScaleFormatEvent such that
            custom labels can be created.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log
            ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to handle custom formatting of the scale labels.
            
        
         
             
            Allow customization of the title when the scale is very large
            Subscribe to this event to handle custom formatting of the scale axis label.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance associated with this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale value at which this axis should cross the "other" axis.
            
             This property allows the axis to be shifted away from its default location.
            For example, for a graph with an X range from -100 to +100, the Y Axis can be located
            at the X=0 value rather than the left edge of the ChartRect.  This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.  The "other" axis is the axis the handles the second dimension
            for the graph.  For the XAxis, the "other" axis is the YAxis.  For the YAxis or
            Y2Axis, the "other" axis is the XAxis.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the   value
            is set automatically.
            
             Set to true to have ZedGraph put the axis in the default location, or false
            to specify the axis location manually with a   value.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum axis space allocation.
            
             
            This term, expressed in
            points (1/72 inch) and scaled according to  
            for the  , determines the minimum amount of space
            an axis must have between the  Chart.Rect and the
             GraphPane.Rect.  This minimum space
            applies whether   is true or false.
            
        
         
             
            The color to use for drawing this  .
            
             
            This affects only the axis segment (see  ),
            since the  ,
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  
            all have their own color specification.
            
              The color is defined using the
              class
             .
             
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class instance
            for this  .  This class stores all the major tic settings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class instance
            for this  .  This class stores all the minor tic settings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class that contains the properties
            of the major grid.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class that contains the properties
            of the minor grid.
            
        
         
             
            This property determines whether or not the   is shown.
            
             
            Note that even if
            the axis is not visible, it can still be actively used to draw curves on a
            graph, it will just be invisible to the user
            
             true to show the axis, false to disable all drawing of this axis
             .
             .
             .
             .
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the axis segment (the line that
            represents the axis itself) is drawn.
            
             
            Under normal circumstances, this value won't affect the appearance of the display because
            the Axis segment is overlain by the Axis border (see  ).
            However, when the border is not visible, or when   is set to
            false, this value will make a difference.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   for this  .
            
             
            The type can be either  ,
             ,  ,
            or  .
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class that contains the title of this
             .
            
             The title normally shows the basis and dimensions of
            the scale range, such as "Time (Years)".  The title is only shown if the
              property is set to true.  If the Title text is empty,
            then no title is shown, and no space is "reserved" for the title on the graph.
            
             the title is a string value
             
        
         
             
            The size of the gap between multiple axes (see   and
             ).
            
             
            This size will be scaled
            according to the   for the
             
            
             The axis gap is measured in points (1/72 inch)
             .
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows full custom formatting of the Axis labels
            
             The   for which the label is to be
            formatted
             The   of interest.
             The value to be formatted
             The zero-based index of the label to be formatted
             
            A string value representing the label, or null if the ZedGraph should go ahead
            and generate the label according to the current settings
             
        
         
             
            Allow customization of title based on user preferences.
            
             The   of interest.
             
            A string value representing the label, or null if the ZedGraph should go ahead
            and generate the label according to the current settings.  To make the title
            blank, return "".
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the gap between multiple axes
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the gap between the scale labels and the axis title.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the   text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the   text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for filling in the   text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   itself
            (  property).  This color only affects the
            the axis border.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , which determines
            whether or not the scale segment itself is visible
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   scale axis type
            (  property).  This value is set as per
            the   enumeration
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the axis segment.
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the axis space allocation.  This term, expressed in
            points (1/72 inch) and scaled according to   for the
             , determines the minimum amount of space an axis must
            have between the   and the
             .  This minimum space
            applies whether   is true or false.
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the data associated with text title and its associated font
            properties.  Inherits from  , and adds  
            and   properties, which are specifically associated with
            the    .
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            Class that handles the data associated with a text title and its associated font
            properties.  Inherits from  , and adds the  
            property for use by the   and   objects.
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            Class that handles the data associated with text title and its associated font
            properties
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the   text for this label
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the   font properties for this label
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if this label will be displayed.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build an   from the text and the
            associated font properties.
            
             The   representing the text to be
            displayed
             The   font family name
             The size of the font in points and scaled according
            to the   logic.
             The   instance representing the color
            of the font
             true for a bold font face
             true for an italic font face
             true for an underline font face
        
         
             
            Constructor that builds a   from a text  
            and a   instance.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            The   text to be displayed
            
        
         
             
            A   instance representing the font properties
            for the displayed text.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines whether or not this label will be displayed.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build a   from the text and the
            associated font properties.
            
             The   representing the text to be
            displayed
             The   font family name
             The size of the font in points and scaled according
            to the   logic.
             The   instance representing the color
            of the font
             true for a bold font face
             true for an italic font face
             true for an underline font face
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Calculate the size of the   based on the  
            height, in pixel units and scaled according to  .
            
             The scaling factor to be applied
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the gap factor between this label and the opposing  
            or  .
            
             
            This value is expressed as a fraction of the character height for the  .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default   setting.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build an   from the text and the
            associated font properties.
            
             The   representing the text to be
            displayed
             The   font family name
             The size of the font in points and scaled according
            to the   logic.
             The   instance representing the color
            of the font
             true for a bold font face
             true for an italic font face
             true for an underline font face
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the property that controls whether or not the magnitude factor (power of 10) for
            this scale will be included in the label.
            
             
            For large scale values, a "magnitude" value (power of 10) is automatically
            used for scaling the graph.  This magnitude value is automatically appended
            to the end of the Axis   (e.g., "(10^4)") to indicate
            that a magnitude is in use.  This property controls whether or not the
            magnitude is included in the title.  Note that it only affects the axis
            title; a magnitude value may still be used even if it is not shown in the title.
            
             true to show the magnitude value, false to hide it
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether the Axis title is located at the
             
            value or at the normal position (outside the  ).
            
             
            This value only applies if   is false.
            
        
         
             
            A class representing all the characteristics of the bar
            segments that make up a curve on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class that defines the
            properties of the border around this  . Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the 
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            The specified color is only applied to the
             , and the  
            will be defaulted.
            
             A   value indicating
            the  
            of the Bar.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Bar object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single bar.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The x position of the left side of the bar in
            pixel units
             The x position of the right side of the bar in
            pixel units
             The y position of the top of the bar in
            pixel units
             The y position of the bottom of the bar in
            pixel units
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             true to draw the bottom portion of the border around the
            bar (this is for legend entries) 
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single bar.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The rectangle (pixels) to contain the bar
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             true to draw the bottom portion of the border around the
            bar (this is for legend entries) 
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the this   to the specified  
            device as a bar at each defined point. This method
            is normally only called by the   method of the
              object
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the specified single bar (an individual "point") of this series to the specified
              device.  This method is not as efficient as
             , which draws the bars for all points.  It is intended to be used
            only for  , which requires special handling of each bar.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             
            The zero-based index number for the single bar to be drawn.
            
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Protected internal routine that draws the specified single bar (an individual "point")
            of this series to the specified   device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             
            The zero-based index number for the single bar to be drawn.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            The   object used to draw the border around the  .
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing the border around the bars
            (  property).  Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for bars (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for bars (  property).
            true to display frames around bars, false otherwise
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing frames around bars
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the bars
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the bars
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a bar type that displays vertical or horizontal bars
            
             
            The orientation of the bars depends on the state of
             , and the bars can be stacked or
            clustered, depending on the state of  
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            This class contains the data and methods for an individual curve within
            a graph pane.  It carries the settings for the curve including the
            key and item names, colors, symbols and sizes, linetypes, etc.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores a   instance for this
             , which is used for the  
            label.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is on the bottom X axis or the top X axis (X2).
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is on the left Y axis or the right Y axis (Y2).
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the index number of the Y Axis to which this
              belongs.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is visible on the graph.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            Note that this value turns the curve display on or off, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry.  To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is selected on the graph.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            Note that this value changes the curve display color, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry.  To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              can be selected in the graph.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores a boolean value which allows you to override the normal
            ordinal axis behavior.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The   of value sets that
            represent this  .
            The size of this list determines the number of points that are
            plotted.  Note that values defined as
            System.Double.MaxValue are considered "missing" values
            (see  ),
            and are not plotted.  The curve will have a break at these points
            to indicate the values are missing.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the hyperlink information for this object.
            
        
         
             
              constructor the pre-specifies the curve label, the
            x and y data values as a  , the curve
            type (Bar or Line/Symbol), the  , and the
             . Other properties of the curve are
            defaulted to the values in the   class.
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
        
         
             
              constructor the pre-specifies the curve label, the
            x and y data values as a  , the curve
            type (Bar or Line/Symbol), the  , and the
             . Other properties of the curve are
            defaulted to the values in the   class.
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
        
         
             
            Internal initialization routine thats sets some initial values to defaults.
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
        
         
             
              constructor that specifies the label of the CurveItem.
            This is the same as  CurveItem(label, null, null).
             
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
        
         
             
            
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The CurveItem object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location.
            This abstract base method passes through to   or
              to do the rendering.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Add a single x,y coordinate point to the end of the points collection for this curve.
            
             The X coordinate value
             The Y coordinate value
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the end of the points collection for this curve.
            
             
            This method will only work if the   instance reference
            at   supports the   interface.
            Otherwise, it does nothing.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
        
         
             
            Clears the points from this  .  This is the same
            as  CurveItem.Points.Clear().
            
             
            This method will only work if the   instance reference
            at   supports the   interface.
            Otherwise, it does nothing.
            
        
         
             
            Removes a single point from this  .
            
             
            This method will only work if the   instance reference
            at   supports the   interface.
            Otherwise, it does nothing.
            
             The ordinal position of the point to be removed.
        
         
             
            Get the X Axis instance (either   or  ) to
            which this   belongs.
            
             The   object to which this curve belongs.
             Either a   or   to which this
              belongs.
            
        
         
             
            Get the Y Axis instance (either   or  ) to
            which this   belongs.
            
             
            This method safely retrieves a Y Axis instance from either the  
            or the   using the values of   and
             .  If the value of   is out of bounds, the
            default   or   is used.
            
             The   object to which this curve belongs.
             Either a   or   to which this
              belongs.
            
        
         
             
            Get the index of the Y Axis in the   or   list to
            which this   belongs.
            
             
            This method safely retrieves a Y Axis index into either the  
            or the   using the values of   and
             .  If the value of   is out of bounds, the
            default   or   is used, which is index zero.
            
             The   object to which this curve belongs.
             An integer value indicating which index position in the list applies to this
             
            
        
         
             
            Loads some pseudo unique colors/symbols into this CurveItem.  This
            is the same as  MakeUnique(ColorSymbolRotator.StaticInstance).
             
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Loads some pseudo unique colors/symbols into this CurveItem.  This
            is mainly useful for differentiating a set of new CurveItems without
            having to pick your own colors/symbols.
             
            
             
            The   that is used to pick the color
             and symbol for this method call.
            
        
         
             
            Go through the list of   data values for this  
            and determine the minimum and maximum values in the data.
            
             The minimum X value in the range of data
             The maximum X value in the range of data
             The minimum Y value in the range of data
             The maximum Y value in the range of data
             ignoreInitial is a boolean value that
            affects the data range that is considered for the automatic scale
            ranging (see  ).  If true, then initial
            data points where the Y value is zero are not included when
            automatically determining the scale  ,
             , and   size.  All data after
            the first non-zero Y value are included.
            
             
            Determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will subset the
            data points based on any manually set scale range values.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
        
         
             Returns a reference to the   object that is the "base"
            (independent axis) from which the values are drawn. 
             
            This property is determined by the value of   for
             ,  , and  
            types.  It is always the X axis for regular   types.
            Note that the   setting can override the
              and   settings for bar types
            (this is because all the bars that are clustered together must share the
            same base axis).
            
             
             
        
         
             Returns a reference to the   object that is the "value"
            (dependent axis) from which the points are drawn. 
             
            This property is determined by the value of   for
             ,  , and  
            types.  It is always the Y axis for regular   types.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the width of each bar, depending on the actual bar type
            
             The width for an individual bar, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            A   instance that represents the  
            entry for the this   object
            
        
         
             
            The  / /  
            color (FillColor for the Bar).  This is a common access to
             Line.Color,
             Border.Color, and
             Fill.Color properties for this curve.
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is visible on the graph.
            Note that this value turns the curve display on or off, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry.  To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is selected on the graph.
            Note that this value changes the curve displayed color, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry. To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   can be selected in the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value which allows you to override the normal
            ordinal axis behavior.
            
             
            Normally for an ordinal axis type, the actual data values corresponding to the ordinal
            axis will be ignored (essentially they are replaced by ordinal values, e.g., 1, 2, 3, etc).
            If IsOverrideOrdinal is true, then the user data values will be used (even if they don't
            make sense).  Fractional values are allowed, such that a value of 1.5 is between the first and
            second ordinal position, etc.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which X axis this  
            is assigned to.
            
             
            The
              is on the bottom side of the graph and the
              is on the top side.  Assignment to an axis
            determines the scale that is used to draw the curve on the graph.
            
             true to assign the curve to the  ,
            false to assign the curve to the  
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Y axis this  
            is assigned to.
            
             
            The
              is on the left side of the graph and the
              is on the right side.  Assignment to an axis
            determines the scale that is used to draw the curve on the graph.  Note that
            this value is used in combination with the   to determine
            which of the Y Axes (if there are multiples) this curve belongs to.
            
             true to assign the curve to the  ,
            false to assign the curve to the  
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the index number of the Y Axis to which this
              belongs.
            
             
            This value is essentially an index number into the  
            or  , depending on the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this  
            is a  .  This does not include  's
            or  's.
            
             true for a bar chart, or false for a line or pie graph
        
         
             
            Determines whether this  
            is a  .
            
             true for a pie chart, or false for a line or bar graph
        
         
             
            Determines whether this  
            is a  .
            
             true for a line chart, or false for a bar type
        
         
             
            Readonly property that gives the number of points that define this
              object, which is the number of points in the
              data collection.
            
        
         
             
            The   of X,Y point sets that represent this
             .
            
        
         
             
            An accessor for the   datum for this  .
            Index is the ordinal reference (zero based) of the point.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the hyperlink information for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Compares  's based on the point value at the specified
            index and for the specified axis.
             
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for Comparer.
            
             The axis type on which to sort.
             The index number of the point on which to sort
        
         
             
            Compares two  s using the previously specified index value
            and axis.  Sorts in descending order.
            
             Curve to the left.
             Curve to the right.
             -1, 0, or 1 depending on l.X's relation to r.X
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label for the bar.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Create a   for each bar in the  .
            
             
            This method will go through the bars, create a label that corresponds to the bar value,
            and place it on the graph depending on user preferences.  This works for horizontal or
            vertical bars in clusters or stacks, but only for   types.  This method
            does not apply to   or   objects.
            Call this method only after calling  .
            
             The GraphPane in which to place the text labels.
             true to center the labels inside the bars, false to
            place the labels just above the top of the bar.
             The double.ToString string format to use for creating
            the labels.
            
        
         
             
            Create a   for each bar in the  .
            
             
            This method will go through the bars, create a label that corresponds to the bar value,
            and place it on the graph depending on user preferences.  This works for horizontal or
            vertical bars in clusters or stacks, but only for   types.  This method
            does not apply to   or   objects.
            Call this method only after calling  .
            
             The GraphPane in which to place the text labels.
             true to center the labels inside the bars, false to
            place the labels just above the top of the bar.
             The double.ToString string format to use for creating
            the labels.
            
             The color in which to draw the labels
             The string name of the font family to use for the labels
             The floating point size of the font, in scaled points
             true for a bold font type, false otherwise
             true for an italic font type, false otherwise
             true for an underline font type, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the global settings for bar charts
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             Private field that determines the size of the gap between bar clusters
            for bar charts.  This gap is expressed as a fraction of the bar size (1.0 means
            leave a 1-barwidth gap between clusters).
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
        
         
             Private field that determines the size of the gap between individual bars
            within a bar cluster for bar charts.  This gap is expressed as a fraction of the
            bar size (1.0 means leave a 1-barwidth gap between each bar).
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
        
         
             Private field that determines the base axis from which  
            graphs will be displayed.  The base axis is the axis from which the bars grow with
            increasing value. The value is of the enumeration type  .
            To access this value, use the public property  .
            
             
        
         
             Private field that determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            To access this value, use the public property  .
            
             
        
         
             Private field that determines the width of a bar cluster (for bar charts)
            in user scale units.  Normally, this value is 1.0 because bar charts are typically
              or  , and the bars are
            defined at ordinal values (1.0 scale units apart).  For  
            or other scale types, you can use this value to scale the bars to an arbitrary
            user scale. Use the public property   to access this
            value. 
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   will be
            calculated automatically.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the owner GraphPane that contains this BarSettings instance.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build a   instance from the defaults.
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
             The   that will be the
            parent of this new BarSettings object.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             
            You MUST set the _ownerPane property after deserializing a BarSettings object.
            
             A   instance that defines the
            serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains
            the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Calculate the width of an individual bar cluster on a   graph.
            This value only applies to bar graphs plotted on non-ordinal X axis
            types (  is false).
            
             
            This value can be calculated automatically if  
            is set to true.  In this case, ClusterScaleWidth will be calculated if
              refers to an   of a non-ordinal type
            (  is false).  The ClusterScaleWidth is calculated
            from the minimum difference found between any two points on the  
              for any   in the
             .  The ClusterScaleWidth is set automatically
            each time   is called.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determine the minimum increment between individual points to be used for
            calculating a bar size that fits without overlapping
            
             The   list of points for the bar
            of interest
             The base axis for the bar
             The minimum increment between bars along the base axis
        
         
             
            Determine the width, in screen pixel units, of each bar cluster including
            the cluster gaps and bar gaps.
            
             This method calls the  
            method for the base   for   graphs
            (the base   is assigned by the  
            property).
            
             
             
             
             
             The width of each bar cluster, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Determine the   from which the   charts are based.
            
             
             
             
             
             The   class for the axis from which the bars are based
        
         
             
            The minimum space between   clusters, expressed as a
            fraction of the bar size.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The minimum space between individual  Bars
            within a cluster, expressed as a
            fraction of the bar size.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             Determines the base axis from which  
            graphs will be displayed.
            
             The base axis is the axis from which the bars grow with
            increasing value. The value is of the enumeration type  .
            
             
        
         
             Determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            
             
        
         
             
            The width of an individual bar cluster on a   graph.
            This value only applies to bar graphs plotted on non-ordinal X axis
            types ( ,  , and
             .
            
             
            This value can be calculated automatically if  
            is set to true.  In this case, ClusterScaleWidth will be calculated if
              refers to an   of a non-ordinal type
            (  is false).  The ClusterScaleWidth is calculated
            from the minimum difference found between any two points on the  
              for any   in the
             .  The ClusterScaleWidth is set automatically
            each time   is called.  Calculations are
            done by the   method.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if the   will be
            calculated automatically.
            
             true for the   to be calculated
            automatically based on the available data, false otherwise.  This value will
            be set to false automatically if the   value
            is changed by the user.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default dimension gap between clusters of bars on a
              graph.
            This dimension is expressed in terms of the normal bar width.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The default dimension gap between each individual bar within a bar cluster
            on a   graph.
            This dimension is expressed in terms of the normal bar width.
            
             
             
        
         
             The default value for the  , which determines the base
              from which the   graphs will be displayed.
            
             
        
         
             The default value for the   property, which
            determines if the bars are drawn overlapping eachother in a "stacked" format,
            or side-by-side in a "cluster" format.  See the  
            for more information.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default width of a bar cluster 
            on a   graph.  This value only applies to
              graphs, and only when the
              is  ,
              or  .
            This dimension is expressed in terms of X scale user units.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The default value for  .
            
        
         
             
            A class that encapsulates Border (frame) properties for an object.  The   class
            is used in a variety of ZedGraph objects to handle the drawing of the Border around the object.
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            A class that handles the basic attributes of a line segment.
            
             
            This is the base class for   and   classes.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the pen width for this line.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   for this
            line.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the "Dash On" length for drawing the line.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the "Dash Off" length for drawing the line.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of this line.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if the line is drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the color of this line.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the line will not be shown (but the   may
            still be shown).
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores a custom   class.  This
            fill is used strictly for  ,
             ,  ,
            and   calculations to determine
            the color of the line.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets the color property to the specified value, and sets
            the remaining   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The color to assign to this new Line object
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The LineBase object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the
            serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains
            the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize
            the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the
            serialized data
             A   instance that contains the
            serialized data
        
         
             
            Create a   object based on the properties of this
             .
            
             The owner   of this
             .
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             A   object with the properties of this  
            
        
         
             
            Create a   object based on the properties of this
             .
            
             The owner   of this
             .
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable if  GradientFill.Type
            is one of  ,
             ,  ,
            or  .
            
             A   object with the properties of this  
            
        
         
             
            The color of the  .  Note that this color value can be
            overridden if the  GradientFill.Type is one of the
             ,
             ,  ,
            and   types.
            
             
        
         
             
            The style of the  , defined as a   enum.
            This allows the line to be solid, dashed, or dotted.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The "Dash On" mode for drawing the line.
            
             
            This is the distance, in points (1/72 inch), of the dash segments that make up
            the dashed grid lines.  This setting is only valid if 
              is set to  .
            
             The dash on length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The "Dash Off" mode for drawing the line.
            
             
            This is the distance, in points (1/72 inch), of the spaces between the dash
            segments that make up the dashed grid lines.  This setting is only valid if 
              is set to  .
            
             The dash off length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The pen width used to draw the  , in points (1/72 inch)
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the  .
            
             true to show the line, false to hide it
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the lines are drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            
             
            If this value is set to true, then the  
            property will be set to   only while
            this   is drawn.  A value of false will leave the value of
              unchanged.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a custom   class.
            
             This fill is used strictly for  ,
             ,  ,
            and   calculations to determine
            the color of the line.  It overrides the   property if
            one of the above   values are selected.
            
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default mode for displaying line segments ( 
            property).  True to show the line segments, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default width for line segments (  property).
            Units are points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default drawing style for line segments (  property).
            This is defined with the   enumeration.
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash on" size for drawing the line
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash off" size for drawing the the line
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the line.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the amount of inflation to be done on the rectangle
            before rendering.  This allows the border to be inset or outset relative to
            the actual rectangle area.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The default constructor.  Initialized to default values.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies the visibility, color and penWidth of the Border.
            
             Determines whether or not the Border will be drawn.
             The color of the Border
             The width, in points (1/72 inch), for the Border.
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies the color and penWidth of the Border.
            
             The color of the Border
             The width, in points (1/72 inch), for the Border.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Border object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the specified Border ( ) using the properties of
            this   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             A   struct to be drawn.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the amount of inflation to be done on the rectangle
            before rendering.
            
             This allows the border to be inset or outset relative to
            the actual rectangle area.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , in units of points (1/72 inch).
            
             
        
         
             
            A class that represents a bordered and/or filled box (rectangle) object on
            the graph.  A list of
            BoxObj objects is maintained by the   collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the properties of the border around this
             
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and solid fill color
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box fill (will be a solid color fill)
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position
            of the   to be pre-specified.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A default constructor that creates a   using a location of (0,0),
            and a width,height of (1,1).  Other properties are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and two-color
            gradient fill colors
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the start of the box gradient fill
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the end of the box gradient fill
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   object, which
            determines the properties of the border around this
             
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width used for the   border
            (  property).  Units are points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color used for the   border
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color used for the   fill
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the properties of the charting area (where the curves are
            actually drawn), which is bounded by the  ,  ,
            and  .
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            The rectangle that contains the area bounded by the axes, in pixel units
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field that determines if the   will be
            sized automatically.  Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
             
            Default constructor.
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             The source   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the rectangle that contains the area bounded by the axes
            ( ,  , and  ).
            If you set this value manually, then the  
            value will automatically be set to false.
            
             The rectangle units are in screen pixels
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class for drawing the border
            border around the  
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines whether or not the 
              will be calculated automatically (almost always true).
            
             
            If you have a need to set the ChartRect manually, such as you have multiple graphs
            on a page and you want to line up the edges perfectly, you can set this value
            to false.  If you set this value to false, you must also manually set
            the   property.
            You can easily determine the ChartRect that ZedGraph would have
            calculated by calling the   method, which returns
            a chart rect sized for the current data range, scale sizes, etc.
            
             true to have ZedGraph calculate the ChartRect, false to do it yourself
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   border.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   background.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default brush for the   background.
            (  property of  ). 
            
        
         
             
            The default   for the   background.
            (  property of  ). 
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the 
              border
            (  property).
            Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   border
            (  property). true
            to show the border border, false to omit the border
            
        
         
             
            Class used to get the next color/symbol for GraphPane.AddCurve methods.
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            The  s   
            rotates through.
            
        
         
             
            The  s   
            rotates through.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the next color to be used. Note: may be 
            > COLORS.Length, it is reset to 0 on the next call if it is.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the next symbol to be used. Note: may be 
            > SYMBOLS.Length, it is reset to 0 on the next call if it is.
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next color in the rotation  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the color index.
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the index of the next color to be used.  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the color index.
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next color in the rotation.  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the symbol index.
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the index of the next symbol to be used.  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the symbol index.
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the   instance used by the
            static methods.
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next color from this class's static 
              instance
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next symbol type from this class's static 
              instance
             
             
            
        
         
             
            The DateAsOrdinalScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             DateAsOrdinalScale is an ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with dates from the
            actual data values of the first   in the  .
            Although the tics are labeled with real data values, the actual points will be
            evenly-spaced in spite of the data values.  For example, if the X values of the first curve
            are 1, 5, and 100, then the tic labels will show 1, 5, and 100, but they will be equal
            distance from each other.
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            The Scale class is an abstract base class that encompasses the properties
            and methods associated with a scale of data.
            
             This class is inherited by the
             ,  ,  ,
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  
            classes to define specific characteristics for those types.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   "grace" settings.
            These values determine how much extra space is left before the first data value
            and after the last data value.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   "grace" settings.
            These values determine how much extra space is left before the first data value
            and after the last data value.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private field for the   scale value display.
            Use the public property   for access to this value.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private   field for the   array of text labels.
            This property is only used if   is set to
              
        
         
              Private field for the format of the   tic labels.
            Use the public property   for access to this value. 
             
        
         
             
            Private fields for Unit types to be used for the major and minor tics.
            See   and   for the corresponding
            public properties.
            These types only apply for date-time scales ( ).
            
             The value of these types is of enumeration type  
            
        
         
             
            Private fields for Unit types to be used for the major and minor tics.
            See   and   for the corresponding
            public properties.
            These types only apply for date-time scales ( ).
            
             The value of these types is of enumeration type  
            
        
         
              Private field for the alignment of the   tic labels.
            This fields controls whether the inside, center, or outside edges of the text labels are aligned.
            Use the public property  
            for access to this value. 
             
        
         
              Private field for the alignment of the   tic labels.
            This fields controls whether the left, center, or right edges of the text labels are aligned.
            Use the public property  
            for access to this value. 
             
        
         
              Private fields for the   font specificatios.
            Use the public properties   and
              for access to these values. 
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the amount of space between the scale labels and the
            major tics.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Pixel positions at the minimum and maximum value for this scale.
            These are temporary values used/valid only during the Draw process.
            
        
         
             
            Pixel positions at the minimum and maximum value for this scale.
            These are temporary values used/valid only during the Draw process.
            
        
         
             
            Scale values for calculating transforms.  These are temporary values
            used ONLY during the Draw process.
            
             
            These values are just   and  
            for normal linear scales, but for log or exponent scales they will be a
            linear representation.  For  , it is the
              of the value, and for  ,
            it is the  
            of the value.
            
        
         
             
            Scale values for calculating transforms.  These are temporary values
            used ONLY during the Draw process.
            
             
            These values are just   and  
            for normal linear scales, but for log or exponent scales they will be a
            linear representation.  For  , it is the
              of the value, and for  ,
            it is the  
            of the value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the owner Axis that contains this Scale instance.
            
        
         
             
            Basic constructor -- requires that the   object be intialized with
            a pre-existing owner  .
            
             The   object that is the owner of this
              instance.
        
         
             
            Copy Constructor.  Create a new   object based on the specified
            existing one.
            
             The   object to be copied.
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            A construction method that creates a new   object using the
            properties of an existing   object, but specifying a new
             .
            
             
            This constructor is used to change the type of an existing  .
            By specifying the old   object, you are giving a set of properties
            (which encompasses all fields associated with the scale, since the derived types
            have no fields) to be used in creating a new   object, only this
            time having the newly specified object type.
             The existing   object from which to
            copy the field data.
             An   representing the type of derived type
            of new   object to create.
             The new   object.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to
            serialize the target object
            
             
            You MUST set the _ownerAxis property after deserializing a BarSettings object.
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup some temporary transform values in preparation for rendering the
             .
            
             
            This method is typically called by the parent  
            object as part of the   method.  It is also
            called by   and
             
            methods to setup for coordinate transformations.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The parent   for this  
            
        
         
             
            Convert a value to its linear equivalent for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the log or power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Convert a value from its linear equivalent to its actual scale value
            for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the anti-log or inverse-power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Make a value label for the axis at the specified ordinal position.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Get the maximum width of the scale value text that is required to label this
             .
            The results of this method are used to determine how much space is required for
            the axis labels.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            true to get the bounding box of the text using the  ,
            false to just get the bounding box without rotation
            
             the maximum width of the text in pixel units
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Draw the value labels, tic marks, and grid lines as
            required for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The first major tic value for the axis
            
             
            The total number of major tics for the axis
            
             
            The pixel location of the far side of the ChartRect from this axis.
            This value is the ChartRect.Height for the XAxis, or the ChartRect.Width
            for the YAxis and Y2Axis.
            
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the scale, including the tic marks, value labels, and grid lines as
            required for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The number of pixels to shift to account for non-primary axis position (e.g.,
            the second, third, fourth, etc.   or  .
            
        
         
             
            Determine the width, in pixel units, of each bar cluster including
            the cluster gaps and bar gaps.
            
             
            This method uses the   for
            non-ordinal axes, or a cluster width of 1.0 for ordinal axes.
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             The width of each bar cluster, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Calculates the cluster width, in pixels, by transforming the specified
            clusterScaleWidth.
            
             The width in user scale units of each
            bar cluster
             The equivalent pixel size of the bar cluster
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).  This
            routine honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings as well as the  
            setting.  In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic defaults for
            scale selection are defined using  ,
             , and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the maximum number of labels that will fit on this axis.
            
             
            This method works for
            both X and Y direction axes, and it works for angled text (assuming that a bounding box
            is an appropriate measure).  Technically, labels at 45 degree angles could fit better than
            the return value of this method since the bounding boxes can overlap without the labels actually
            overlapping.
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size based on a data range.
            
             
            This utility method
            will try to honor the   and
              number of
            steps while using a rational increment (1, 2, or 5 -- which are
            even divisors of 10).  This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in user scale units.  This can
            be a full range of the data for the major step size, or just the
            value of the major step size to calculate the minor step size
             The desired "typical" number of steps
            to divide the range into
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size based on a data range, limited to a maximum number of steps.
            
             
            This utility method
            will calculate a step size, of no more than maxSteps,
            using a rational increment (1, 2, or 5 -- which are
            even divisors of 10).  This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in user scale units.  This can
            be a full range of the data for the major step size, or just the
            value of the major step size to calculate the minor step size
             The maximum allowable number of steps
            to divide the range into
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the modulus (remainder) in a safe manner so that divide
            by zero errors are avoided
            
             The divisor
             The dividend
             the value of the modulus, or zero for the divide-by-zero
            case
        
         
             
            Define suitable default ranges for an axis in the event that
            no data were available
            
             The   of interest
             The   for which to set the range
        
         
             
            Transform the coordinate value from user coordinates (scale value)
            to graphics device coordinates (pixels).
            
             This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).
            Note that the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method (this is called everytime
            the graph is drawn (i.e.,   is called).
            
             The coordinate value, in user scale units, to
            be transformed
             the coordinate value transformed to screen coordinates
            for use in calling the   draw routines
        
         
             
            Transform the coordinate value from user coordinates (scale value)
            to graphics device coordinates (pixels).
            
             
            This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).
            Note that the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method (this is called everytime
            the graph is drawn (i.e.,   is called).
            
             true to force the axis to honor the data
            value, rather than replacing it with the ordinal value
             The ordinal value of this point, just in case
            this is an   axis
             The coordinate value, in user scale units, to
            be transformed
             the coordinate value transformed to screen coordinates
            for use in calling the   draw routines
        
         
             
            Reverse transform the user coordinates (scale value)
            given a graphics device coordinate (pixels).
            
             
            This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).
            Note that the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method (this is called everytime
            the graph is drawn (i.e.,   is called).
            
             The screen pixel value, in graphics device coordinates to
            be transformed
             The user scale value that corresponds to the screen pixel location
        
         
             
            Transform the coordinate value from user coordinates (scale value)
            to graphics device coordinates (pixels).
            
             Assumes that the origin
            has been set to the "left" of this axis, facing from the label side.
            Note that the left side corresponds to the scale minimum for the X and
            Y2 axes, but it is the scale maximum for the Y axis.
            This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).  Note that
            the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method.
            
             The coordinate value, in linearized user scale units, to
            be transformed
             the coordinate value transformed to screen coordinates
            for use in calling the   method
        
         
             
            Calculate a base 10 logarithm in a safe manner to avoid math exceptions
            
             The value for which the logarithm is to be calculated
             The value of the logarithm, or 0 if the  
            argument was negative or zero
        
         
             
            Calculate an exponential in a safe manner to avoid math exceptions
             
              The value for which the exponential is to be calculated
              The exponent value to use for calculating the exponential.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the linearized version of the   scale range.
            
             
            This value is valid at any time, whereas   is an optimization
            pre-set that is only valid during draw operations.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the linearized version of the   scale range.
            
             
            This value is valid at any time, whereas   is an optimization
            pre-set that is only valid during draw operations.
            
        
         
             
            Get an   enumeration that indicates the type of this scale.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
             
            Note that this is only true for an actual   class.
            This property will be false for other ordinal types such as
             ,  ,
            or  .  Use the  
            as a "catchall" for all ordinal type axes.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a value that indicates if this   is of any of the
            ordinal types in the   enumeration.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum scale value for this  .
            
             This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units for  
            and   axes. For  
            and   axes,
            this value is an ordinal starting with 1.0.  For  
            axes, this value is in XL Date format (see  , which is the
            number of days since the reference date of January 1, 1900.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum scale value for this  .
            
             
            This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units for  
            and   axes. For  
            and   axes,
            this value is an ordinal starting with 1.0.  For  
            axes, this value is in XL Date format (see  , which is the
            number of days since the reference date of January 1, 1900.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale step size for this   (the increment between
            labeled axis values).
            
             
            This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.  This value is ignored for  
            axes.  For   axes, this
            value is defined in units of  .
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale minor step size for this   (the spacing between
            minor tics).
            
             This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.  This value is ignored for   and
              axes.  For   axes, this
            value is defined in units of  .
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale exponent value.  This only applies to  . 
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale value at which the first major tic label will appear.
            
             This property allows the scale labels to start at an irregular value.
            For example, on a scale range with   = 0,   = 1000,
            and   = 200, a   value of 50 would cause
            the scale labels to appear at values 50, 250, 450, 650, and 850.  Note that the
            default value for this property is  , which means the
            value is not used.  Setting this property to any value other than
              will activate the effect.  The value specified must
            coincide with the first major tic.  That is, if   were set to
            650 in the example above, then the major tics would only occur at 650 and 850.  This
            setting may affect the minor tics, since the minor tics are always referenced to the
             .  That is, in the example above, if the  
            were set to 30 (making it a non-multiple of the major step), then the minor tics would
            occur at 20, 50 (so it lines up with the BaseTic), 80, 110, 140, etc.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the type of units used for the major step size ( ).
            
             
            This unit type only applies to Date-Time axes (  = true).
            The axis is set to date type with the   property.
            The unit types are defined as  .
            
              The value is a   enum type 
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the type of units used for the minor step size ( ).
            
             
            This unit type only applies to Date-Time axes (  = true).
            The axis is set to date type with the   property.
            The unit types are defined as  .
            
              The value is a   enum type 
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets the major unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The major unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the minor unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The minor unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the minimum scale value  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the maximum scale value  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the scale step size  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the minor scale step size  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether or not the scale label format  
            is determined automatically based on the range of data values.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true if   will be set automatically, false
            if it is to be set manually by the user
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The format of the   tic labels.
            
             
            This property may be a date format or a numeric format, depending on the setting of
             Scale.Type.
            This property may be set automatically by ZedGraph, depending on the state of
             .
            
             The format string conforms to the
              for date formats, and
              for numeric formats.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The magnitude multiplier for scale values.
            
             
            This is used to limit
            the size of the displayed value labels.  For example, if the value
            is really 2000000, then the graph will display 2000 with a 10^3
            magnitude multiplier.  This value can be determined automatically
            depending on the state of  .
            If this value is set manually by the user,
            then   will also be set to false.
            
             The magnitude multiplier (power of 10) for the scale
            value labels
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether the   value will be set
            automatically based on the data, or manually by the user.
            
             
            If the user manually sets the   value, then this
            flag will be set to false.
            
             true to have   set automatically,
            false otherwise
             
             
             
        
         
              Gets or sets the "grace" value applied to the minimum data range.
            
             
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MinGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be subtracted from the minimum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 2.8 to 16.0.
            
             
             
             
        
         
              Gets or sets the "grace" value applied to the maximum data range.
            
             
            This values determines how much extra space is left after the last data value.
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MaxGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be added to the maximum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 4.0 to 17.2.
            
             
             
             
        
         
              Controls the alignment of the   tic labels.
            
             
            This property controls whether the inside, center, or outside edges of the
            text labels are aligned.
            
        
         
              Controls the alignment of the   tic labels.
            
             
            This property controls whether the left, center, or right edges of the
            text labels are aligned.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class used to render
            the scale values
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The gap between the scale labels and the tics.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the axis scale labels and title to appear on the
            opposite side of the axis.
            
             
            For example, setting this flag to true for the   will shift the
            axis labels and title to the right side of the   instead of the
            normal left-side location.  Set this property to true for the  ,
            and set the   property for the   to an arbitrarily
            large value (assuming   is false for the  ) in
            order to have the   appear at the top of the  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the first scale label for this   to be
            hidden.
            
             
            Often, for axis that have an active   setting (e.g.,  
            is false), the first and/or last scale label are overlapped by opposing axes.  Use this
            property to hide the first scale label to avoid the overlap.  Note that setting this value
            to true will hide any scale label that appears within   of the
            beginning of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the last scale label for this   to be
            hidden.
            
             
            Often, for axis that have an active   setting (e.g.,  
            is false), the first and/or last scale label are overlapped by opposing axes.  Use this
            property to hide the last scale label to avoid the overlap.  Note that setting this value
            to true will hide any scale label that appears within   of the
            end of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the scale label that is located at the  
            value for this   to be hidden.
            
             
            For axes that have an active   setting (e.g.,  
            is false), the scale label at the   value is overlapped by opposing axes.
            Use this property to hide the scale label to avoid the overlap.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if the scale values are reversed for this  
            
             true for the X values to decrease to the right or the Y values to
            decrease upwards, false otherwise
             .
        
         
             
            Determines if powers-of-ten notation will be used for the numeric value labels.
            
             
            The powers-of-ten notation is just the text "10" followed by a superscripted value
            indicating the magnitude.  This mode is only valid for log scales (see
              and  ).
            
              boolean value; true to show the title as a power of ten, false to
            show a regular numeric value (e.g., "0.01", "10", "1000")
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a   value that determines if ZedGraph will check to
            see if the   scale labels are close enough to overlap.  If so,
            ZedGraph will adjust the step size to prevent overlap.
            
             
            The process of checking for overlap is done during the  
            method call, and affects the selection of the major step size ( ).
            
              boolean value; true to check for overlap, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the scale values will be shown.
            
             true to show the scale values, false otherwise
             .
        
         
             
            The text labels for this  .
            
             
            This property is only
            applicable if   is set to  .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default "zero lever" for automatically selecting the axis
            scale range (see  ). This number is
            used to determine when an axis scale range should be extended to
            include the zero value.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
              The default "grace" value applied to the minimum data range.
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MinGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be subtracted from the minimum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 2.8 to 16.0.
            
             
        
         
              The default "grace" value applied to the maximum data range.
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MaxGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be added to the maximum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 4.0 to 17.2.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The maximum number of text labels (major tics) that will be allowed on the plot by
            the automatic scaling logic.  This value applies only to  
            axes.  If there are more than MaxTextLabels on the plot, then
              will be increased to reduce the number of labels.  That is,
            the step size might be increased to 2.0 to show only every other label.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of steps for automatically selecting the X axis
            scale step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of major steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of steps for automatically selecting the Y or Y2 axis
            scale step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of major steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of minor steps for automatically selecting the X axis
            scale minor step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of minor steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of minor steps for automatically selecting the Y or Y2 axis
            scale minor step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of minor steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default reverse mode for the   scale
            (  property). true for a reversed scale
            (X decreasing to the left, Y/Y2 decreasing upwards), false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   scale format string
            (  property).  For numeric values, this value is
            setting according to the   format strings.  For date
            type values, this value is set as per the   function.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 1825 days (5 years).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 365 days (1 year).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 90 days (3 months).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 10 days.
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 3 days.
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 0.4167 days (10 hours).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 0.125 days (3 hours).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 6.94e-3 days (10 minutes).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 2.083e-3 days (3 minutes).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 3.472e-5 days (3 seconds).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
              The default alignment of the   tic labels.
            This value controls whether the inside, center, or outside edges of the text labels are aligned.
            
             
        
         
              The default alignment of the   tic labels.
            This value controls whether the left, center, or right edges of the text labels are aligned.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default font family for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , which determines
            whether or not the scale values are displayed.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , which determines
            whether or not the scale labels and title for the   will appear
            on the opposite side of the   that it normally appears.
            
        
         
             
            Determines the size of the band at the beginning and end of the axis that will have labels
            omitted if the axis is shifted due to a non-default location using the  
            property.
            
             
            This parameter applies only when   is false.  It is scaled according
            to the size of the graph based on  .  When a non-default
            axis location is selected, the first and last labels on that axis will overlap the opposing
            axis frame.  This parameter allows those labels to be omitted to avoid the overlap.  Set this
            parameter to zero to turn off the effect.
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the gap between the outside tics (or the axis edge
            if there are no outside tics) and the scale labels, expressed as a fraction of
            the major tic size.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable ordinal axis scale given a range of data values, with the expectation that
            dates will be displayed.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  For this type,
            the first curve is the "master", which contains the dates to be applied.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log
            ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            The DateScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            DateScale is a cartesian axis with calendar dates or times.  The actual data values should
            be created with the   type, which is directly translatable to a
              type for storage in the point value arrays.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable date-time axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).
            Note that the   property setting can have multiple unit
            types (  and  ),
            but the   and
              units are always days ( ).  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic default for
            scale selection is defined with
              and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size for a   scale.
            This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in units of days
             The desired "typical" number of steps
            to divide the range into
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.  Also
            calculates and sets the values for  ,
             ,  , and
             
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size for a   scale.
            This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in units of days
             The desired "typical" number of steps
            to divide the range into
             
            The   object on which to calculate the Date step size.
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.  Also
            calculates and sets the values for  ,
             ,  , and
             
        
         
             
            Calculate a date that is close to the specified date and an
            even multiple of the selected
              for a   scale.
            This method is used by  .
            
             The date which the calculation should be close to
             The desired direction for the date to take.
            1 indicates the result date should be greater than the specified
            date parameter.  -1 indicates the other direction.
             The calculated date
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Internal routine to calculate a multiplier to the selected unit back to days.
            
             The unit type for which the multiplier is to be
            calculated
             
            This is ratio of days/selected unit
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the major unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The major unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the minor unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The minor unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            A class that represents a bordered and/or filled ellipse object on
            the graph.  A list of EllipseObj objects is maintained by the
              collection class.  The ellipse is defined
            as the ellipse that would be contained by the rectangular box as
            defined by the   property.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position and size
            of the   to be pre-specified.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A default constructor that places the   at location (0,0),
            with width/height of (1,1).  Other properties are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and solid fill color
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the ellipse border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the ellipse fill (will be a solid color fill)
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and two-color
            gradient fill colors
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the ellipse border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the start of the ellipse gradient fill
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the end of the ellipse gradient fill
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from
            which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
            The Error Bars are the vertical lines with a symbol at each end.
            
             To draw "I-Beam" bars, the symbol type defaults to
             , which is just a horizontal line.
            If   is Y-oriented, then the symbol type should be
            set to   to get the same effect.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the symbols will not be shown.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the error bar color.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the pen width for this error bar.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that contains the symbol element that will be drawn
            at the top and bottom of the error bar.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             A   value indicating
            the color of the symbol
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified  
            device at the specified location.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             boolean value that indicates if the "base" axis for this
              is the X axis.  True for an   base,
            false for a   or   base.
             The independent axis position of the center of the error bar in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the top of the error bar in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the bottom of the error bar in
            pixel units
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
             A pen with attributes of   and
              for this  
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Draw all the  's to the specified  
            device as a an error bar at each defined point.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the  .
            
             true to show the error bar, false to hide it
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
             This property only controls the color of
            the vertical line.  The symbol color is controlled separately in
            the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The pen width to be used for drawing error bars
            Units are points.
            
             This property only controls the pen width for the
            vertical line.  The pen width for the symbol outline is
            controlled separately by the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Contains the symbol element that will be drawn
            at the top and bottom of the error bar.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for curve symbols
            (  property),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing error bars
            (  property).  Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for symbols (  property).
            true to display symbols, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing error bars (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default symbol for drawing at the top and bottom of the
            error bar (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates an "Error Bar" curve type that displays a vertical or horizontal
            line with a symbol at each end.
            
             The   type is intended for displaying
            confidence intervals, candlesticks, stock High-Low charts, etc.  It is
            technically not a bar, since it is drawn as a vertical or horizontal line.
            The default symbol at each end of the "bar" is  ,
            which creates an "I-Beam".  For horizontal bars
            (  or
             ), you will need to change the symbol to
              to get horizontal "I-Beams".
            Since the horizontal segments are actually symbols, their widths are
            controlled by the symbol size in  ,
            specified in points (1/72nd inch).  The position of each "I-Beam" is set
            according to the   values.  The independent axis
            is assigned with  , and is a
              enum type.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the X axis values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the Y axis values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the lower dependent values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision values that define
            the X, Y and lower dependent values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   properties.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            The ExponentScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            ExponentScale is a non-linear axis in which the values are scaled using an exponential function
            with the   property.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Setup some temporary transform values in preparation for rendering the  .
            
             
            This method is typically called by the parent  
            object as part of the   method.  It is also
            called by   and
             
            methods to setup for coordinate transformations.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The parent   for this  
            
        
         
             
            Convert a value to its linear equivalent for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the log or power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Convert a value from its linear equivalent to its actual scale value
            for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the anti-log or inverse-power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable exponential axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The exponential scale
            relies on the   property to set the scaling exponent.  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  For log axes, the MinorStep
            value is not used.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            A class that encapsulates color-fill properties for an object.  The   class
            is used in  ,  ,  ,
             , and   objects.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the fill color.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  This property is
            only applicable if the   is not  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the secondary color for gradientByValue fills.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  This property is
            only applicable if the   is  ,
             , or  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the custom fill brush.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  This property is
            only applicable if the 
              property is set to  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the type of color fill.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  The fill color
            is determined by the property   or
             .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the brush will be scaled to the bounding box
            of the filled object.  If this value is false, then the brush will only be aligned
            with the filled object based on the   and  
            properties.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the horizontal direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            properties.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the vertical direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            properties.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the image passed to the constructor.
            This is used strictly for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the image wrapmode passed to the constructor.
            This is used strictly for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the list of colors used to create the
              in the constructor.  This is used strictly
            for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the list of positions used to create the
              in the constructor.  This is used strictly
            for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field the saves the angle of the fill.  This is used strictly for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Generic initializer to default values
            
        
         
             
            The default constructor.  Initialized to no fill.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies the color, brush, and type for this fill.
            
             The color of the fill for solid fills
             A custom brush for fills.  Can be a  ,
             , or  .
             The   for this fill.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a solid color-fill, setting   to
             , and setting   to the
            specified color value.
            
             The color of the solid fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors and angle.
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of three colors.
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
             The third color for the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of three colors
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
             The third color for the gradient fill
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on a   object.  The gradient
            angle is defaulted to zero.
            
             The   object that defines the colors
            and positions along the gradient.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on a   object, drawn at the
            specified angle (degrees).
            
             The   object that defines the colors
            and positions along the gradient.
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at an
            angle of zero (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at the
            specified angle (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at the
            an angle of zero (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
             The array of floating point values that defines the color
            positions along the gradient.  Values should range from 0 to 1.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at the
            specified angle (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
             The array of floating point values that defines the color
            positions along the gradient.  Values should range from 0 to 1.
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a texture fill, setting   to
              and using the specified image.
            
             The   to use for filling
             The   class that controls the image wrapping properties
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   fill, using a user-supplied, custom
             .  The brush will be scaled to fit the destination screen object
            unless you manually change   to false;
            
             The   to use for fancy fills.  Typically, this would
            be a   or a   class
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   fill, using a user-supplied, custom
             .  The brush will be scaled to fit the destination screen object
            according to the   parameter.
            
             The   to use for fancy fills.  Typically, this would
            be a   or a   class
             Determines if the brush will be scaled to fit the bounding box
            of the destination object.  true to scale it, false to leave it unscaled
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   fill, using a user-supplied, custom
             .  This constructor will make the brush unscaled (see  ),
            but it provides   and   parameters to control
            alignment of the brush with respect to the filled object.
            
             The   to use for fancy fills.  Typically, this would
            be a   or a   class
             Controls the horizontal alignment of the brush within the filled object
            (see  
             Controls the vertical alignment of the brush within the filled object
            (see  
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Fill object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Create a fill brush using current properties.  This method will construct a brush based on the
            settings of  ,  
            and  .  If
              is set to   and
             
            is null, then a   will be created between the colors of
              and  .
            
             A rectangle that bounds the object to be filled.  This determines
            the start and end of the gradient fill.
             A   class representing the fill brush
        
         
             
            Create a fill brush using current properties.  This method will construct a brush based on the
            settings of  ,  
            and  .  If
              is set to   and
             
            is null, then a   will be created between the colors of
              and  .
            
             A rectangle that bounds the object to be filled.  This determines
            the start and end of the gradient fill.
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             A   class representing the fill brush
        
         
             
            Fill the background of the   area, using the
            fill type from this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The   struct specifying the area
            to be filled
        
         
             
            Fill the background of the   area, using the
            fill type from this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The   struct specifying the area
            to be filled
             The data value to be used in case it's a
             ,  , or
               .
        
         
             
            The fill color.  This property is used as a single color to make a solid fill
            (  is  ), or it can be used in 
            combination with   to make a
             
            when   is   and  
            is null.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the secondary color for gradientByValue fills.
            
             
            This property is only applicable if the   is
             ,
             , or
             .  Once the gradient-by-value logic picks
            a color, a new gradient will be created using the SecondaryValueGradientColor, the
            resulting gradient-by-value color, and the angle setting for this
             . Use a value of  Color.Empty to have
            a solid-color   resulting from a gradient-by-value
             .
            
        
         
             
            The custom fill brush.  This can be a  , a
             , or a  .  This property is
            only applicable if the   property is set
            to  .
            
        
         
             
            Determines the type of fill, which can be either solid
            color ( ) or a custom brush
            ( ).  See   for
            more information.
            
             
        
         
             
            This property determines the type of color fill. 
            Returns true if the   property is either
              or
             .  If set to true, this property
            will automatically set the   to
             .  If set to false, this property
            will automatically set the   to
             .  In order to get a regular
            solid-color fill, you have to manually set  
            to  .
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determines if the brush will be scaled to the bounding box
            of the filled object.  If this value is false, then the brush will only be aligned
            with the filled object based on the   and  
            properties.
            
        
         
             
            Determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the horizontal direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            
             
        
         
             
            Determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the vertical direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            
             
        
         
             
            Returns a boolean value indicating whether or not this fill is a "Gradient-By-Value"
            type.  This is true for  ,  ,
            or  .
            
             
            The gradient by value fill method allows the fill color for each point or bar to
            be based on a value for that point (either X, Y, or Z in the  .
            For example, assume a   class is defined with a linear gradient ranging from
              to   and the  
            is set to  .  If   is set to 
            100.0 and   is set to 200.0, then a point that has a Y value of
            100 or less will be colored blue, a point with a Y value of 200 or more will be
            colored red, and a point between 100 and 200 will have a color based on a linear scale
            between blue and red.  Note that the fill color is always solid for any given point.
            You can use the Z value from   along with
              to color individual points according to some
            property that is independent of the X,Y point pair.
            
             true if this is a Gradient-by-value type, false otherwise
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The minimum user-scale value for the gradient-by-value determination.  This defines
            the user-scale value for the start of the gradient.
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             A double value, in user scale unit
        
         
             
            The maximum user-scale value for the gradient-by-value determination.  This defines
            the user-scale value for the end of the gradient.
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             A double value, in user scale unit
        
         
             
            The default user-scale value for the gradient-by-value determination.  This defines the
            value that will be used when there is no point value available, or the actual point value
            is invalid.
            
             
            Note that this value, when defined, will determine the color that is used in the legend.
            If this value is set to double.MaxValue, then it remains "undefined."  In this case, the
            legend symbols will actually be filled with a color gradient representing the range of
            colors.
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             A double value, in user scale unit
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default scaling mode for   fills.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default horizontal alignment for   fills.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default vertical alignment for   fills.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The   class is a generic font class that maintains the font family,
            attributes, colors, border and fill modes, font size, and angle information.
            This class can render text with a variety of alignment options using the
              and   parameters in the
              method.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the color of the font characters for this
             .  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
             A system   reference.
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the font family name for this  .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A text string with the font family name, e.g., "Arial"
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether this   is
            drawn with bold typeface.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A boolean value, true for bold, false for normal
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether this   is
            drawn with italic typeface.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A boolean value, true for italic, false for normal
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether this   is
            drawn with underlined typeface.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A boolean value, true for underline, false for normal
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the properties of the border around the text.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the angle at which this
              object is drawn.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             The angle of the font, measured in anti-clockwise degrees from
            horizontal.  Negative values are permitted.
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the alignment with which this
              object is drawn.  This alignment really only
            affects multi-line strings.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             A   enumeration.
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the size of the font for this
              object.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             The size of the font, measured in points (1/72 inch).
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            object for this  .  This font object will be at
            the actual drawn size   according to the current
            size of the  .  Use the public method
              to access this font object.
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   will be
            displayed using anti-aliasing logic.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   will be
            displayed with a drop shadow.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the color of the dropshadow for this
             .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the offset angle of the dropshadow for this
             .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the offset distance of the dropshadow for this
             .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            object that will be used for superscripts.  This font object will be a
            fraction of the    ,
            based on the value of  .  This
            property is internal, and has no public access.
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Private field that temporarily stores the scaled size of the font for this
              object.  This represents the actual on-screen
            size, rather than the   that represents the reference
            size for a "full-sized"  .
            
             The size of the font, measured in points (1/72 inch).
        
         
             
            Construct a   object with default properties.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object with the given properties.  All other properties
            are defaulted according to the values specified in the  
            default class.
            
             A text string representing the font family
            (default is "Arial")
             A size of the font in points.  This size will be scaled
            based on the ratio of the   dimension to the
              of the   object. 
             The color with which to render the font
             true for a bold typeface, false otherwise
             true for an italic typeface, false otherwise
             true for an underlined font, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Construct a   object with the given properties.  All other properties
            are defaulted according to the values specified in the  
            default class.
            
             A text string representing the font family
            (default is "Arial")
             A size of the font in points.  This size will be scaled
            based on the ratio of the   dimension to the
              of the   object. 
             The color with which to render the font
             true for a bold typeface, false otherwise
             true for an italic typeface, false otherwise
             true for an underlined font, false otherwise
             The   to use for filling in the text background
             The   to use for filling in the text background
             The   to use for the
            text background
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The FontSpec object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Recreate the font based on a new scaled size.  The font
            will only be recreated if the scaled size has changed by
            at least 0.1 points.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The unscaled size of the font, in points
             The scaled size of the font, in points
             A reference to the   object
        
         
             
            Get the   class for the current scaled font.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             Returns a reference to a   object
            with a size of  , and font  .
            
        
         
             
            Render the specified   to the specifed
              device.  The text, border, and fill options
            will be rendered as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Render the specified   to the specifed
              device.  The text, border, and fill options
            will be rendered as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
        
         
             
            Render the specified   to the specifed
              device.  The text, border, and fill options
            will be rendered as required.  This special case method will show the
            specified text as a power of 10, using the  
            and  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Get the height of the scaled font
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled font height, in pixels
        
         
             
            Get the average character width of the scaled font.  The average width is
            based on the character 'x'
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled font width, in pixels
        
         
             
            Get the total width of the specified text string
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text width, in pixels
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the specified text string, based on the scaled font size
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the specified text string, based on the scaled font size, and using
            the specified   as an outer limit.
            
             
            This method will allow the text to wrap as necessary to fit the 
             .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the bounding box for the specified text string, based on the scaled font size.
            
             
            This routine differs from   in that it takes into
            account the rotation angle of the font, and gives the dimensions of the
            bounding box that encloses the text at the specified angle.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the bounding box for the specified text string, based on the scaled font size.
            
             
            This routine differs from   in that it takes into
            account the rotation angle of the font, and gives the dimensions of the
            bounding box that encloses the text at the specified angle.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the bounding box for the specified text string, based on the scaled font size.
            
             
            This special case method will show the specified string as a power of 10,
            superscripted and downsized according to the
              and  .
            This routine differs from   in that it takes into
            account the rotation angle of the font, and gives the dimensions of the
            bounding box that encloses the text at the specified angle.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Determines if the specified screen point lies within the bounding box of
            the text, taking into account alignment and rotation parameters.
            
             The screen point, in pixel units
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies within the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines if the specified screen point lies within the bounding box of
            the text, taking into account alignment and rotation parameters.
            
             The screen point, in pixel units
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             true if the point lies within the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Returns a polygon that defines the bounding box of
            the text, taking into account alignment and rotation parameters.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             A polygon of 4 points defining the area of this text
        
         
             
            The color of the font characters for this  .
            Note that the border and background
            colors are set using the   and
              properties, respectively.
            
             A system   reference.
        
         
             
            The font family name for this  .
            
             A text string with the font family name, e.g., "Arial"
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is
            drawn with bold typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for bold, false for normal
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is
            drawn with italic typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for italic, false for normal
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is
            drawn with underlined typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for underline, false for normal
        
         
             
            The angle at which this   object is drawn.
            
             The angle of the font, measured in anti-clockwise degrees from
            horizontal.  Negative values are permitted.
        
         
             
            Determines the alignment with which this
              object is drawn.  This alignment really only
            affects multi-line strings.
            
             A   enumeration.
        
         
             
            The size of the font for this   object.
            
             The size of the font, measured in points (1/72 inch).
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class used to draw the border border
            around this text.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             , which controls how the background
            behind the text is filled.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the   will be
            drawn using anti-aliasing logic within GDI+.
            
             
            If this property is set to true, it will override the current setting of
              by setting the value temporarily to
             .  If this property is set to false,
            the the current setting of   will be
            left as-is.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the   will be
            displayed with a drop shadow.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the color of the drop shadow for this  .
            
             
            This value only applies if   is true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the offset angle of the drop shadow for this  .
            
             
            This value only applies if   is true.
            
             The angle, measured in anti-clockwise degrees from
            horizontal.  Negative values are permitted.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the offset distance of the drop shadow for this  .
            
             
            This value only applies if   is true.
            
             The offset distance, measured as a fraction of the scaled font height.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size fraction of the superscript font, expressed as a fraction
            of the size of the main font.
            
        
         
             
            The default shift fraction of the superscript, expressed as a
            fraction of the superscripted character height.  This is the height
            above the main font (a zero shift means the main font and the superscript
            font have the tops aligned).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the background of the text block
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the alignment with which this
              object is drawn.  This alignment really only
            affects multi-line strings.
            
             A   enumeration.
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            if the drop shadow is displayed for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            if anti-aliasing logic is used for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            the color of the drop shadow for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            the offset angle of the drop shadow for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            the offset distance of the drop shadow for this  .
            
        
         
             
            A class representing a needle on the GasGuage chart
             s.
            
              Jay Mistry 
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Value of this needle
            
        
         
             
            Width of the line being drawn
            
        
         
             
            Color of the needle line
            
        
         
             
            Internally calculated angle that places this needle relative to the MinValue and
            MaxValue of 180 degree GasGuage
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             . Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            A   which will customize the label display of this
             
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class that defines the
            properties of the border around this  . Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The bounding rectangle for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field to hold the GraphicsPath of this   to be
            used for 'hit testing'.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new  
            
             The value associated with this  
            instance.
             The display color for this  
            instance.
             The value of this  .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   item to the specified
              device. This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Not used for rendering GasGaugeNeedle
             Not used for rendering GasGaugeNeedle
        
         
             
            Render the label for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             Bounding rectangle for this  .
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
             
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the values needed to properly display this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the   that will be used to define the bounding rectangle of
            the GasGaugeNeedle.
            
             This rectangle always lies inside of the  , and it is
            normally a square so that the pie itself is not oval-shaped.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
             
             The   (normally the  )
            that bounds this pie.
             
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the NeedleWidth of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the Border of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the SlicePath of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the LableDetail of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the NeedelColor of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the Fill of this  
            
        
         
             
            Private property that Gets or Sets the SweepAngle of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the NeedleValue of this  
            
        
         
             
            Specify the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default width of the gas gauge needle.  Units are points, scaled according
            to  
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing the border around the GasGaugeNeedle
            (  property). Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for GasGaugeNeedle ( 
            property).
            true to display frame around GasGaugeNeedle, false otherwise
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing frames around GasGaugeNeedle
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill type for filling the GasGaugeNeedle.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the GasGaugeNeedle
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the GasGaugeNeedle.
            (  property).
            
        
         
              
            Default value for controlling   display.
             
        
         
             
            The default font size for   entries
            (  property). Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            A class representing a region on the GasGuage chart
             s.
            
              Jay Mistry 
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Defines the minimum value of this  
            
        
         
             
            Defines the maximum value of this  
            
        
         
             
            Defines the Color of this  
            
        
         
             
            Internally calculated; Start angle of this pie that defines this  
            
        
         
             
            Internally calculated; Sweep angle of this pie that defines this  
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  data for this
             .	 Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            A   which will customize the label display of this
             
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  class that defines	the
            properties of the	border around	this  . Use the public
            property	  to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The bounding rectangle for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field to hold the GraphicsPath of this   to be
            used for 'hit testing'.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Create a new  
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The display color for this   instance.
             The minimum value of this  .
             The maximum value of this  .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   item to the specified
              device. This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Not used for rendering GasGaugeNeedle
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            	
        
         
             
            Render the label for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             Bounding rectangle for this  .
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            		
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the values needed to properly display this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the   that will be used to define the bounding rectangle of
            the GasGaugeNeedle.
            
             This rectangle always lies inside of the  , and it is
            normally a square so that the pie itself is not oval-shaped.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
             The   (normally the  )
            that bounds this pie.
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the SlicePath of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the LabelDetail of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the Border of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the RegionColor of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the Fill of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the SweepAngle of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the StartAngle of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the MinValue of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the MaxValue of this  
            
        
         
             
            Specify the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default border pen width for the  
            
        
         
             
            The default fill type for the  
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the visibility of the   border.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the color of the   border
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the color of the   fill
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the fill brush of the  
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the visibility of the   fill.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the font size of the   labels.
            
        
         
             
            Class   encapsulates the graph pane, which is all display elements
            associated with an individual graph.
            
             This class is the outside "wrapper"
            for the ZedGraph classes, and provides the interface to access the attributes
            of the graph.  You can have multiple graphs in the same document or form,
            just instantiate multiple GraphPane's.
            
            
              John Champion modified by Jerry Vos 
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            An abstract base class that defines basic functionality for handling a pane.  This class is the
            parent class for   and  .
            
            
             John Champion
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            The rectangle that defines the full area into which the pane is rendered.  Units are pixels.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field that holds the main title of the pane.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the user-defined tag for this  .  This tag
            can be any user-defined value.  If it is a   type, it can be used as
            a parameter to the   method.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field to store the margin values for this  . Use the
            public property   to access this property.
            
        
         
             Private field that determines whether or not the fonts, tics, gaps, etc.
            will be scaled according to the actual graph size.  true for font and feature scaling
            with graph size, false for fixed font sizes (scaleFactor = 1.0 constant).
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that controls whether or not pen widths are scaled according to the
            size of the graph.  This value is only applicable if  
            is true.  If   is false, then no scaling will be done,
            regardless of the value of  .
            
             true to scale the pen widths according to the size of the graph,
            false otherwise.
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for the
              background.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for the
              border.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field that determines the base size of the pane, in inches.
            Fonts, tics, gaps, etc. are scaled according to this base size.
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
             
             
        
         
             
            private field that stores the gap between the bottom of the pane title and the
            client area of the pane.  This is expressed as a fraction of the title character height.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the   class.  Leaves the   empty.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the   class.  Specifies the   of
            the  , and the size of the  .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Create a shallow, memberwise copy of this class.
            
             
            Note that this method uses MemberWiseClone, which will copy all
            members (shallow) including those of classes derived from this class.
             a new copy of the class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This abstract method is implemented by the child
            classes.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the client area rectangle based on the  .
            
             The client rectangle is the actual area available for  
            or   items after taking out space for the margins and the title.
            This method does not take out the area required for the  .
            To do so, you must separately call  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The calculated chart rect, in pixel coordinates.
        
         
             
            Draw the border _border around the   area.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            		
        
         
             
            Draw the   on the graph, centered at the top of the pane.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            		
        
         
             
            Change the size of the  .  Override this method to handle resizing the contents
            as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The new size for the  .
        
         
             
            Calculate the scaling factor based on the ratio of the current   dimensions and
            the  .
            
             This scaling factor is used to proportionally scale the
            features of the   so that small graphs don't have huge fonts, and vice versa.
            The scale factor represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, tic sizes,
            gap sizes, pen widths, etc.  The units of the scale factor are "World Pixels" per "Standard Point".
            If any object size, in points, is multiplied by this scale factor, the result is the size, in pixels,
            that the object should be drawn using the standard GDI+ drawing instructions.  A "Standard Point"
            is a dimension based on points (1/72nd inch) assuming that the   size
            matches the  .
            Note that "World Pixels" will still be transformed by the GDI+ transform matrices to result
            in "Output Device Pixels", but "World Pixels" are the reference basis for the drawing commands.
            
             
            A   value representing the scaling factor to use for the rendering calculations.
            
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the scaled pen width, taking into account the scaleFactor and the
            setting of the   property of the pane.
            
             The pen width, in points (1/72 inch)
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The scaled pen width, in world pixels
        
         
             
            Build a   object containing the graphical rendering of
            all the   objects in this list.
            
             A   object rendered with the current graph.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets an image for the current GraphPane, scaled to the specified size and resolution.
            
             The scaled width of the bitmap in pixels
             The scaled height of the bitmap in pixels
             The resolution of the bitmap, in dots per inch
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets an enhanced metafile image for the current GraphPane, scaled to the specified size.
            
             
            By definition, a Metafile is a vector drawing, and therefore scaling should not matter.
            However, this method is provided because certain options in Zedgraph, such as
              are affected by the size of the expected image.
            
             The "effective" scaled width of the bitmap in pixels
             The "effective" scaled height of the bitmap in pixels
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets an enhanced metafile image for the current GraphPane.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The rectangle that defines the full area into which all graphics
            will be rendered.
            
             Note that this rectangle has x, y, width, and height.  Most of the
            GDI+ graphic primitive actually draw one pixel beyond those dimensions.  For
            example, for a rectangle of ( X=0, Y=0, Width=100, Height=100 ), GDI+ would
            draw into pixels 0 through 100, which is actually 101 pixels.  For the
            ZedGraph Rect, a Width of 100 pixels means that pixels 0 through 99 are used
             Units are pixels.
             
        
         
             
            Accesses the   for this  
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance that contains the text and attributes of the title.
            This text can be multiple lines separated by newline characters ('\n').
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the user-defined tag for this  .  This tag
            can be any user-defined value.  If it is a   type, it can be used as
            a parameter to the   method.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class for drawing the border
            border around the  
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for the
            filling the background of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the list of   items for this  
            
             A reference to a   collection object
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   instance that controls the space between
            the edge of the   and the rendered content of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            BaseDimension is a double precision value that sets "normal" pane size on
            which all the settings are based.  The BaseDimension is in inches.  For
            example, if the BaseDimension is 8.0 inches and the
              size is 14 points.  Then the pane title font
            will be 14 points high when the   is approximately 8.0
            inches wide.  If the Rect is 4.0 inches wide, the pane title font will be
            7 points high.  Most features of the graph are scaled in this manner.
            
             The base dimension reference for the  , in inches
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the gap between the bottom of the pane title and the
            client area of the pane.  This is expressed as a fraction of the scaled
              character height.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if the font sizes, tic sizes, gap sizes, etc. will be scaled according to
            the size of the   and the  .  If this
            value is set to false, then the font sizes and tic sizes will always be exactly as
            specified, without any scaling.
            
             True to have the fonts and tics scaled, false to have them constant
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the property that controls whether or not pen widths are scaled for this
             .
            
             This value is only applicable if  
            is true.  If   is false, then no scaling will be done,
            regardless of the value of  .  Note that scaling the pen
            widths can cause "artifacts" to appear at typical screen resolutions.  This occurs
            because of roundoff differences; in some cases the pen width may round to 1 pixel wide
            and in another it may round to 2 pixels wide.  The result is typically undesirable.
            Therefore, this option defaults to false.  This option is primarily useful for high
            resolution output, such as printer output or high resolution bitmaps (from
             ) where it is desirable to have the pen width
            be consistent with the screen image.
            
             true to scale the pen widths according to the size of the graph,
            false otherwise.
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the title at the top of the pane
            (    property).  true to
            display a title, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the title
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size (points) for the
              (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the
             
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the
             
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the
             
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the
             
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for the  .
            (  property). true
            to draw a border around the  ,
            false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   border.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   background.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for the   border.
            (  property).  Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default dimension of the  , which
            defines a normal sized plot.  This dimension is used to scale the
            fonts, symbols, etc. according to the actual size of the
             .
            
             
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   option.
            true to have all pen widths scaled according to  ,
            false otherwise.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   option.
            true to have all fonts scaled according to  ,
            false otherwise.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, expressed as
            a fraction of the scaled   character height.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             
            private value that contains a  , which stores prior
              objects containing scale range information.  This enables
            zooming and panning functionality for the  .
            
        
         
             Private field that determines whether or not initial zero values will
            be included or excluded when determining the Y or Y2 axis scale range.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
             Private field that determines whether or not initial
              values will cause the line segments of
            a curve to be discontinuous.  If this field is true, then the curves
            will be plotted as continuous lines as if the Missing values did not
            exist.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
              private field that determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will subset the
            data points based on any manually set scale range values.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
             The bounds provide a means to subset the data.  For example, if all the axes are set to
            autoscale, then the full range of data are used.  But, if the XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max values
            are manually set, then the Y data range will reflect the Y values within the bounds of
            XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max.
        
         
             
            private field that determines if ZedGraph should modify the scale ranges for the Y and Y2
            axes such that the number of steps, and therefore the grid lines, line up.  Use the
            public property   to acccess this value.
            
        
         
             Private field that determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            To access this value, use the public property  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Default Constructor.  Sets the   to (0, 0, 500, 375), and
            sets the   and   values to empty
            strings.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   object.  This routine will
            initialize all member variables and classes, setting appropriate default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
              A rectangular screen area where the graph is to be displayed.
            This area can be any size, and can be resize at any time using the
              property.
            
             The   for this  
             The   for the  
             The   for the  
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The GraphPane object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            AxisChange causes the axes scale ranges to be recalculated based on the current data range.
            
             
            There is no obligation to call AxisChange() for manually scaled axes.  AxisChange() is only
            intended to handle auto scaling operations.  Call this function anytime you change, add, or
            remove curve data to insure that the scale range of the axes are appropriate for the data range.
            This method calculates
            a scale minimum, maximum, and step size for each axis based on the current curve data.
            Only the axis attributes (min, max, step) that are set to auto-range
            ( ,  ,  )
            will be modified.  You must call   after calling
            AxisChange to make sure the display gets updated. 
            This overload of AxisChange just uses the default Graphics instance for the screen.
            If you have a Graphics instance available from your Windows Form, you should use
            the   overload instead.
            
        
         
             
            AxisChange causes the axes scale ranges to be recalculated based on the current data range.
            
             
            There is no obligation to call AxisChange() for manually scaled axes.  AxisChange() is only
            intended to handle auto scaling operations.  Call this function anytime you change, add, or
            remove curve data to insure that the scale range of the axes are appropriate for the data range.
            This method calculates
            a scale minimum, maximum, and step size for each axis based on the current curve data.
            Only the axis attributes (min, max, step) that are set to auto-range
            ( ,  ,  )
            will be modified.  You must call
              after calling AxisChange to make sure the display gets updated.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Draw all elements in the   to the specified graphics device.
            
             This method
            should be part of the Paint() update process.  Calling this routine will redraw all
            features of the graph.  No preparation is required other than an instantiated
              object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the   based on the  .
            
             The ChartRect
            is the plot area bounded by the axes, and the rect is the total area as
            specified by the client application.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The calculated chart rect, in pixel coordinates.
        
         
             
            Calculate the   based on the  .
            
             The ChartRect
            is the plot area bounded by the axes, and the rect is the total area as
            specified by the client application.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The calculated chart rect, in pixel coordinates.
        
         
             
            This method will set the   property for all three axes;
             ,  , and  .
            
             The  
            is calculated using the currently required space multiplied by a fraction
            ( bufferFraction).
            The currently required space is calculated using  , and is
            based on current data ranges, font sizes, etc.  The "space" is actually the amount of space
            required to fit the tic marks, scale labels, and axis title.
            The calculation is done by calling the   method for
            each  .
            
             A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
             The amount of space to allocate for the axis, expressed
            as a fraction of the currently required space.  For example, a value of 1.2 would
            allow for 20% extra above the currently required space.
             If true, then this method will only modify the  
            property if the calculated result is more than the current value.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A symbol type ( )
            that will be used for this curve.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A symbol type ( )
            that will be used for this curve.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a stick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a stick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a candlestick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            
             
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            Note that the  
            should contain   objects instead of  
            objects in order to contain all the data values required for this curve type.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a japanesecandlestick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            
             
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            Note that the  
            should contain   objects instead of  
            objects in order to contain all the data values required for this curve type.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add an error bar set (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision values that define the
            base value (the bottom) of the bars for this curve.
            
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             An   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add an error bar set (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             An   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used to fill the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a "High-Low" bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision values that define the
            base value (the bottom) of the bars for this curve.
            
             The color to used for the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a hi-low bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value Trio's that define
            the X, Y, and lower dependent values for this curve
             The color to used to fill the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a   to the display.
            
             The value associated with this  item.
             The display color for this  item.
             The amount this  item will be 
            displaced from the center of the  .
             Text label for this  
             a reference to the   constructed
        
         
             
            Add a   to the display, providing a gradient fill for the pie color.
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The starting display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The ending display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The angle for the gradient  .
             The amount this    instance will be 
            displaced from the center point.
             Text label for this   instance.
        
         
              
            Creates all the  s for a single Pie Chart. 
             
              double array containing all  s
             for a single PieChart.
             
               string array containing all  s
             for a single PieChart.
             
              an array containing references to all  s comprising
             the Pie Chart.
        
         
             
            Transform a data point from the specified coordinate type
            ( ) to screen coordinates (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the point in user
            coordinates.
             A   type that defines the
            coordinate system in which the X,Y pair is defined.
             A point in screen coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Transform a data point from the specified coordinate type
            ( ) to screen coordinates (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
            Note that this method is more accurate than the  
            overload, since it uses double types.  This would typically only be significant for
              coordinates.
            
             The x coordinate that defines the location in user space
             The y coordinate that defines the location in user space
             A   type that defines the
            coordinate system in which the X,Y pair is defined.
             A point in screen coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels).  This overload assumes the default
              and  .
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             true to return data that corresponds to an
             , false for an  .
             true to return data that corresponds to a
             , false for a  .
             The ordinal index of the Y or Y2 axis from which
            to return data (see  ,  )
            
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels) for all y axes.
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             An array of resultant values in user coordinates from the
            list of   instances.  This method allocates the
            array for you, according to the number of   objects
            in the list.
             An array of resultant values in user coordinates from the
            list of   instances.  This method allocates the
            array for you, according to the number of   objects
            in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a secondary   (left side) to the list of axes
            in the Graph.
            
             
            Note that the primary   is always included by default.
            This method turns off the   and  
              and  
            properties by default.
            
             The title for the  .
             the ordinal position (index) in the  .
        
         
             
            Add a secondary   (right side) to the list of axes
            in the Graph.
            
             
            Note that the primary   is always included by default.
            This method turns off the   and  
              and  
            properties by default.
            
             The title for the  .
             the ordinal position (index) in the  .
        
         
             
            Find the object that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen) point.
            
             
            This method will search through all of the graph objects, such as
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  .
            If the mouse point is within the bounding box of the items (or in the case
            of   and  , within
              pixels), then the object will be returned.
            You must check the type of the object to determine what object was
            selected (for example, "if ( object is Legend ) ...").  The
              parameter returns the index number of the item
            within the selected object (such as the point number within a
              object.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A reference to the nearest object to the
            specified screen point.  This can be any of  ,
             ,  ,
             ,  , or  .
            Note: If the pane title is selected, then the   object
            will be returned.
            
             The index number of the item within the selected object
            (where applicable).  For example, for a   object,
              will be the index number of the nearest data point,
            accessible via  CurveItem.Points[index].
            index will be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if an object was found, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Find the data point that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen)
            point for the specified curve.
            
             
            This method will search only through the points for the specified
            curve to determine which point is
            nearest the mouse point.  It will only consider points that are within
              pixels of the screen point.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             A reference to the  
            instance that contains the closest point.  nearestCurve will be null if
            no data points are available.
             A   object containing
            the data points to be searched.
             The index number of the closest point.  The
            actual data vpoint will then be  CurveItem.Points[iNearest]
            .  iNearest will
            be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a point was found and that point lies within
              pixels
            of the screen point, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Find the data point that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen)
            point.
            
             
            This method will search through all curves in
              to find which point is
            nearest.  It will only consider points that are within
              pixels of the screen point.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             A reference to the  
            instance that contains the closest point.  nearestCurve will be null if
            no data points are available.
             The index number of the closest point.  The
            actual data vpoint will then be  CurveItem.Points[iNearest]
            .  iNearest will
            be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a point was found and that point lies within
              pixels
            of the screen point, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Find the data point that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen)
            point.
            
             
            This method will search through the specified list of curves to find which point is
            nearest.  It will only consider points that are within
              pixels of the screen point, and it will
            only consider  's that are in 
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             A   object containing
            a subset of  's to be searched.
             A reference to the  
            instance that contains the closest point.  nearestCurve will be null if
            no data points are available.
             The index number of the closest point.  The
            actual data vpoint will then be  CurveItem.Points[iNearest]
            .  iNearest will
            be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a point was found and that point lies within
              pixels
            of the screen point, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Search through the   and   for
            items that contain active   objects.
            
             The mouse location where the click occurred
             An appropriate   instance
             The current scaling factor for drawing operations.
             The clickable object that was found.  Typically a type of
              or a type of  .
             The   instance that is contained within
            the   object.
             An index value, indicating which point was clicked for
              type objects.
             returns true if a clickable link was found under the
             , or false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            Find any objects that exist within the specified (screen) rectangle.
            This method will search through all of the graph objects, such as
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  .
            and see if the objects' bounding boxes are within the specified (screen) rectangle
            This method returns true if any are found.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be notified when   is called.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the list of   items for this  
            
             A reference to a   collection object
        
         
             
            Accesses the   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Accesses the   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Accesses the primary   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
             
             
        
         
             
            Accesses the primary   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets the collection of Y axes that belong to this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the collection of Y2 axes that belong to this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance for this  ,
            which stores the global properties for bar type charts.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that affects the data range that is considered
            for the automatic scale ranging.
            
             If true, then initial data points where the Y value
            is zero are not included when automatically determining the scale  ,
             , and   size.
            All data after the first non-zero Y value are included.
            
             
        
         
              Gets or sets a boolean value that determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will
            subset the data points based on any manually set scale range values.
             The bounds provide a means to subset the data.  For example, if all the axes are set to
            autoscale, then the full range of data are used.  But, if the XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max values
            are manually set, then the Y data range will reflect the Y values within the bounds of
            XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max.  Set to true to subset the data, or false to always include
            all data points when calculating scale ranges.
        
         
             Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not initial
              values will cause the line segments of
            a curve to be discontinuous.
            
             If this field is true, then the curves
            will be plotted as continuous lines as if the Missing values did not exist.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if ZedGraph should modify the scale ranges
            for the Y and Y2 axes such that the number of major steps, and therefore the
            major grid lines, line up.
            
             
            This property affects the way that   selects the scale
            ranges for the Y and Y2 axes.  It applies to the scale ranges of all Y and Y2 axes,
            but only if the   is set to true. 
            
        
         
             Determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets a value that indicates whether or not the   for
            this   is empty.  Note that this value is only used for
            the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   for this  .
            
        
         
             
            A delegate to provide notification through the  
            when   is called.
            
             The   for which AxisChange() has
            been called.
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default settings for the   scale ignore initial
            zero values option (  property).
            true to have the auto-scale-range code ignore the initial data points
            until the first non-zero Y value, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default settings for the   scale bounded ranges option
            (  property).
            true to have the auto-scale-range code subset the data according to any
            manually set scale values, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             The default value for the   property, which
            determines if the lines are drawn in normal or "stacked" mode.  See the
              for more information.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default width of a bar cluster 
            on a   graph.  This value only applies to
              graphs, and only when the
              is  ,
              or  .
            This dimension is expressed in terms of X scale user units.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The tolerance that is applied to the
              routine.
            If a given curve point is within this many pixels of the mousePt, the curve
            point is considered to be close enough for selection as a nearest point
            candidate.
            
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
            The Hi-Low Bars are the "floating" bars that have a lower and upper value and
            appear at each defined point.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the size (width) of this
              in points (1/72 inch).  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether the bar width will be based on
            the   value, or it will be based on available
            space similar to   objects.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The result of the autosize calculation, which is the size of the bars in
            user scale units.  This is converted to pixels at draw time.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the 
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            The specified color is only applied to the
             , and the  
            will be defaulted.
            
             A   value indicating
            the  
            of the Bar.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the 
              and   as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            The specified color is only applied to the
             , and the  
            will be defaulted.
            
             A   value indicating
            the  
            of the Bar.
            
             The size (width) of the  's, in points
            (1/72nd inch)
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Protected internal routine that draws the specified single bar (an individual "point")
            of this series to the specified   device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             
            The zero-based index number for the single bar to be drawn.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Returns the width of the bar, in pixels, based on the settings for
              and  .
            
             The parent   object.
             The   object that
            represents the bar base (independent axis).
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The width of each bar, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the size of the  
            
             The size of the bars can be set by this value, which
            is then scaled according to the scaleFactor (see
             ).  Alternatively,
            if   is true, the bar width will
            be set according to the maximum available cluster width less
            the cluster gap (see  
            and  ).  That is, if
              is true, then the value of
              will be ignored.  If you modify the value of Size,
            then   will be automatically set to false.
            
             Size in points (1/72 inch)
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether the bar width will be based on
            the   value, or it will be based on available
            space similar to   objects.
            
             If true, then the value of   is ignored. 
            If this value is true, then   will be used to
            determine the total space between each bar.  If the base axis is non-ordinal, then
              will be active.  In this case, you may
            want to make sure that   is true.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size (width) for the bars (  property),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates an "High-Low" Bar curve type that displays a bar in which both
            the bottom and the top of the bar are set by data valuesfrom the
              struct.
            
             The   type is intended for displaying
            bars that cover a band of data, such as a confidence interval, "waterfall"
            chart, etc.  The width of the bar can be set in two ways.  First,
              can be used to set a width in points (1/72nd inch),
            that is scaled using the regular scalefactor method (see
             ).  In this manner, the bar widths
            are set similar to symbol sizes.  The other method is to set
              to true, which will cause the bars
            to be scaled just like a   in which only one
            bar series is present.  That is, the bars width will be the width of
            a cluster less the clustergap (see  
            and  ). The position of each bar is set
            according to the   values.  The independent axis
            is assigned with  , and is a
              enum type.  If  
            is set to   or  , then
            the bars will actually be horizontal, since the X axis becomes the
            value axis and the Y or Y2 axis becomes the independent axis.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define the
            base value (the bottom) of the bars for this curve.
            
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value trio's that define
            the X, Y, and lower dependent values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Hue-Saturation-Brightness Color class to store a color value, and to manage conversions
            to and from RGB colors in the   struct.
            
             
            This class is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            This struct stores the hue, saturation, brightness, and alpha values internally as
              values from 0 to 255.  The hue represents a fraction of the 360 degrees
            of color space available. The saturation is the color intensity, where 0 represents gray scale
            and 255 is the most colored.  For the brightness, 0 represents black and 255
            represents white.
            
        
         
             
            The color hue value, ranging from 0 to 255.
            
             
            This property is actually a rescaling of the 360 degrees on the color wheel to 255
            possible values.  Therefore, every 42.5 units is a new sector, with the following
            convention:  red=0, yellow=42.5, green=85, cyan=127.5, blue=170, magenta=212.5
            
        
         
             
            The color saturation (intensity) value, ranging from 0 (gray scale) to 255 (most colored).
            
        
         
             
            The brightness value, ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white).
            
        
         
             
            The alpha value (opacity), ranging from 0 (transparent) to 255 (opaque).
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to load an   struct from hue, saturation and
            brightness values
            
             The color hue value, ranging from 0 to 255
             The color saturation (intensity) value, ranging from 0 (gray scale)
            to 255 (most colored)
             The brightness value, ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white)
        
         
             
            Constructor to load an   struct from hue, saturation,
            brightness, and alpha values
            
             The color hue value, ranging from 0 to 255
             The color saturation (intensity) value, ranging from 0 (gray scale)
            to 255 (most colored)
             The brightness value, ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white)
             The alpha value (opacity), ranging from 0 (transparent) to
            255 (opaque)
        
         
             
            Constructor to load an   struct from a system
              struct.
            
             An rgb   struct containing the equivalent
            color you want to generate
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion operator to convert directly from an   to
            a   struct.
            
             The   struct to be converted
             An equivalent   struct that can be used in the GDI+
            graphics library
        
         
             
            Convert an   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             The   struct to be converted
             An equivalent   struct, compatible with the GDI+ library
        
         
             
            Convert this   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             An equivalent   struct, compatible with the GDI+ library
        
         
             
            Convert a   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             An equivalent   struct
        
         
             
            Convert a   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             The   struct to be converted
             An equivalent   struct
        
         
             
            A class that represents an image object on the graph.  A list of
              objects is maintained by the  
            collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the image.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the image will be scaled to the output rectangle.
            
             true to scale the image, false to draw the image unscaled, but clipped
            to the destination rectangle
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A default constructor that places a null   at a
            default   of (0,0,1,1)
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the   and
              location for the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             A   class that defines
            the image
             A   struct that defines the
            image location, specifed in units based on the
              property.
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the   and
              location for the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             A   class that defines
            the image
             A   struct that defines the
            image location, specifed in units based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the   and
            individual   coordinate locations for the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             A   class that defines
            the image
             The position of the left side of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The position of the top side of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The width of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The height of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .  The bounding box is calculated assuming a distance
            of   pixels around the arrow segment.
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            The   object.
            
              A   class reference. 
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if the image will be scaled to the
            output rectangle (see  ).
            
             true to scale the image, false to draw the image unscaled, but clipped
            to the destination rectangle
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the  
              property.
            
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
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            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of the   open and
            close line segments ("wings").  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the wings will not be shown.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the total width for the Opening/Closing line
            segments.  Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   property will be
            calculated automatically based on the minimum axis scale step size between
            bars.  Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The result of the autosize calculation, which is the size of the bars in
            user scale units.  This is converted to pixels at draw time.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             A   value indicating
            the color of the symbol
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified  
            device at the specified location.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             boolean value that indicates if the "base" axis for this
              is the X axis.  True for an   base,
            false for a   or   base.
             The independent axis position of the center of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the top of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the bottom of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the opening value of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the closing value of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             
            The scaled width of the candlesticks, pixels
             A pen with attributes of   and
              for this  
        
         
             
            Draw all the  's to the specified  
            device as a candlestick at each defined point.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Returns the width of the candleStick, in pixels, based on the settings for
              and  .
            
             The parent   object.
             The   object that
            represents the bar base (independent axis).
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The width of each bar, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the   open/close "wings".
            
             true to show the CandleStick wings, false to hide them
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the total width to be used for drawing the opening/closing line
            segments ("wings") of the   items. Units are points.
            
             The size of the candlesticks can be set by this value, which
            is then scaled according to the scaleFactor (see
             ).  Alternatively,
            if   is true, the bar width will
            be set according to the maximum available cluster width less
            the cluster gap (see  
            and  ).  That is, if
              is true, then the value of
              will be ignored.  If you modify the value of Size,
            then   will be automatically set to false.
            
             Size in points (1/72 inch)
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the   property will be
            calculated automatically based on the minimum axis scale step size between
            bars.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default width for the candlesticks (see  ),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for symbols (  property).
            true to display symbols, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for filling the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is greater than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for filling the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is less than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for drawing the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is greater than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for drawing the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is less than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the CandleStick color when the   
            value is less than the   value.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified  
            device at the specified location.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             boolean value that indicates if the "base" axis for this
              is the X axis.  True for an   base,
            false for a   or   base.
             The independent axis position of the center of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The high value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The low value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The opening value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The closing value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The scaled width of one-half of a bar, in pixels
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
             A pen with the   attribute for this
             
             
            The   instance to be used for filling this
             
            
             The   instance to be used for drawing the
            border around the   filled box
             The   to be used for determining the
             , just in case it's a  ,
             , or
               
        
         
             
            Draw all the  's to the specified  
            device as a candlestick at each defined point.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class that is used to fill the candlestick
            "bars" when the   value is greater than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class that is used to fill the candlestick
            "bars" when the   value is less than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            The   instance to be used for drawing the border frame of
            the candlestick "bars" when the   value is greater than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            The   instance to be used for drawing the border frame of
            the candlestick "bars" when the   value is less than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
              when the value of the candlestick is
            falling.
            
             This property only controls the color of
            the vertical line when the value is falling.  The rising color is controlled
            by the   property.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default fillcolor for drawing the rising case CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fillcolor for drawing the falling case CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the border of the rising CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the border of the falling CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a Japanese CandleStick curve type that displays a vertical (or horizontal)
            line displaying the range of data values at each sample point, plus a filled bar
            signifying the opening and closing value for the sample.
            
             For this type to work properly, your   must contain
              objects, rather than ordinary   types.
            This is because the   type actually displays 5 data values
            but the   only stores 3 data values.  The  
            stores  ,  ,
             ,  , and
              members.
            For a JapaneseCandleStick chart, the range between opening and closing values
            is drawn as a filled bar, with the filled color different
            ( ) for the case of
             
            higher than  , and
             
            for the reverse.  The width of the bar is controlled
            by the   property, which is specified in
            points (1/72nd inch), and scaled according to  .
            The candlesticks are drawn horizontally or vertically depending on the
            value of  , which is a
              enum type.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             
            IsZIncluded is true for   objects, since the Y and Z
            values are defined as the High and Low values for the day.
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An   of double precision values that define
            the Date, Close, Open, High, and Low values for the curve.  Note that this
              should contain   items rather
            than   items.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            This class encapsulates the chart   that is displayed
            in the  
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private field to hold the bounding rectangle around the legend.
            This bounding rectangle varies with the number of legend entries, font sizes,
            etc., and is re-calculated by   at each redraw.
            Use the public readonly property   to access this
            rectangle.
            
        
         
             Private field to hold the legend location setting.  This field
            contains the   enum type to specify the area of
            the graph where the legend will be positioned.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             
        
         
             
            Private field to enable/disable horizontal stacking of the legend entries.
            If this value is false, then the legend entries will always be a single column.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             
        
         
             
            Private field to enable/disable drawing of the entire legend.
            If this value is false, then the legend will not be drawn.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to maintain the   class that
            maintains font attributes for the entries in this legend.  Use
            the   property to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to maintain the   location.  This object
            is only applicable if the   property is set to
             .
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the number of columns (horizontal stacking) to be used
            for drawing the  .  This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the width of each column in the
             .  This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the height of each row in the
             .  This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the gap between the legend and the chart rectangle.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to select output order of legend entries.
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the characteristic "gap" for the legend.
            This is normal the height of the largest font in the legend.
            This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The XAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render the   to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if a mouse point is within the legend, and if so, which legend
            entry ( ) is nearest.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The index number of the   legend
            entry that is under the mouse point.  The   object is
            accessible via  CurveList[index].
            
             true if the mouse point is within the   bounding
            box, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the   rectangle ( ),
            taking into account the number of required legend
            entries, and the legend drawing preferences.
            
             Adjust the size of the
              for the parent   to accomodate the
            space required by the legend.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The rectangle that contains the area bounded by the axes, in pixel units.
             
            
        
         
             
            Get the bounding rectangle for the   in screen coordinates
            
             A screen rectangle in pixel units
        
         
             
            Access to the   class used to render
            the   entries
            
             A reference to a   object
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the   entirely
            
              true to show the  , false to hide it 
             
        
         
             
            The   class used to draw the border border around this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
              background.
            
        
         
             
            Sets or gets a property that allows the   items to
            stack horizontally in addition to the vertical stacking
            
             true to allow horizontal stacking, false otherwise
            
             
        
         
             
            Sets or gets the location of the   on the
              using the   enum type
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for the  .
            This property is only applicable if   is set
            to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the gap size between the legend and the  .
            
             
            This is expressed as a fraction of the largest scaled character height for any
            of the fonts used in the legend.  Each   in the legend can
            optionally have its own   specification.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the legend entries are displayed in normal order
            (matching the order in the  , or in reverse order.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for the   border border.
            (  property).  Units are in pixels.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   border border.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   background.
            (  property).  Use of this
            color depends on the status of the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in this  .
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the   background.
            
        
         
             
            The default location for the   on the graph
            (  property).  This property is
            defined as a   enumeration.
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for the  .
            (  property). true
            to draw a border around the  ,
            false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  .
            (  property). true
            to show the legend,
            false to hide it.
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the   background
            (  property).
            true to fill-in the background with color,
            false to leave the background transparent.
            
        
         
             
            The default horizontal stacking mode for the  
            (  property).
            true to allow horizontal legend item stacking, false to allow
            only vertical legend orientation.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the   entries
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the   entries
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the   entries
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the   entries
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the   entries
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the   entries
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default gap size between the legend and the  .
            This is the default value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            A class representing all the characteristics of the Line
            segments that make up a curve on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the smoothing flag for this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the smoothing tension
            for this  .  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             A floating point value indicating the level of smoothing.
            0.0F for no smoothing, 1.0F for lots of smoothing, >1.0 for odd
            smoothing.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   for this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets the color property to the specified value, and sets
            the remaining   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The color to assign to this new Line object
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Line object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
        
         
             
            Render a single   segment to the specified
              device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
        
         
             
            Render the  's as vertical sticks (from a  ) to
            the specified   device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the this   to the specified  
            device using the specified smoothing property ( ).
            The routine draws the line segments and the area fill (if any, see  ;
            the symbols are drawn by the   method.  This method
            is normally only called by the Draw method of the
              object.  Note that the   property
            is ignored for smooth lines (e.g., when   is true).
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
        
         
             
            Draw the this   to the specified  
            device.  The format (stair-step or line) of the curve is
            defined by the   property.  The routine
            only draws the line segments; the symbols are drawn by the
              method.  This method
            is normally only called by the Draw method of the
              object
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
        
         
             
            This method just handles the case where one or more of the coordinates are outrageous,
            or GDI+ threw an exception.  This method attempts to correct the outrageous coordinates by
            interpolating them to a point (along the original line) that lies at the edge of the ChartRect
            so that GDI+ will handle it properly.  GDI+ will throw an exception, or just plot the data
            incorrectly if the coordinates are too large (empirically, this appears to be when the
            coordinate value is greater than 5,000,000 or less than -5,000,000).  Although you typically
            would not see coordinates like this, if you repeatedly zoom in on a ZedGraphControl, eventually
            all your points will be way outside the bounds of the plot.
            
        
         
             
            Build an array of   values (pixel coordinates) that represents
            the current curve.  Note that this drawing routine ignores  
            values, but it does not "break" the line to indicate values are missing.
            
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             A   representing this
            curve.
             An array of   values in pixel
            coordinates representing the current curve.
             The number of points contained in the "arrPoints"
            parameter.
             true for a successful points array build, false for data problems
        
         
             
            Build an array of   values (pixel coordinates) that represents
            the low values for the current curve.
            
             Note that this drawing routine ignores  
            values, but it does not "break" the line to indicate values are missing.
            
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             A   representing this
            curve.
             An array of   values in pixel
            coordinates representing the current curve.
             The number of points contained in the "arrPoints"
            parameter.
             true for a successful points array build, false for data problems
        
         
             
            Close off a   that defines a curve
            
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             A   representing this
            curve.
             An array of   values in screen pixel
            coordinates representing the current curve.
             The number of points contained in the "arrPoints"
            parameter.
             The Y axis value location where the X axis crosses.
             The   class that represents the curve.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if this  
            will be drawn smooth.  The "smoothness" is controlled by
            the   property.
            
             true to smooth the line, false to just connect the dots
            with linear segments
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines the smoothing tension
            for this  .  This property is only used if
              is true.  A tension value 0.0 will just
            draw ordinary line segments like an unsmoothed line.  A tension
            value of 1.0 will be smooth.  Values greater than 1.0 will generally
            give odd results.
            
             A floating point value indicating the level of smoothing.
            0.0F for no smoothing, 1.0F for lots of smoothing, >1.0 for odd
            smoothing.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determines if the   will be drawn by directly connecting the
            points from the   data collection,
            or if the curve will be a "stair-step" in which the points are
            connected by a series of horizontal and vertical lines that
            represent discrete, constant values.  Note that the values can
            be forward oriented  ForwardStep ( ) or
            rearward oriented  RearwardStep.
            That is, the points are defined at the beginning or end
            of the constant value for which they apply, respectively.
            The   property is ignored for lines
            that have   set to true.
            
               enum value
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for curves (line segments connecting the points).
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the area under the curve
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the area under the curve
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the curve (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the curve type property
            ( ).  This determines if the curve
            will be drawn by directly connecting the points from the
              data collection,
            or if the curve will be a "stair-step" in which the points are
            connected by a series of horizontal and vertical lines that
            represent discrete, staticant values.  Note that the values can
            be forward oriented  ForwardStep ( ) or
            rearward oriented  RearwardStep.
            That is, the points are defined at the beginning or end
            of the staticant value for which they apply, respectively.
            
               enum value
        
         
             
            The LinearAsOrdinalScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            LinearAsOrdinal is an ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with values from the actual data
            values of the first   in the  .
            Although the tics are labeled with real data values, the actual points will be
            evenly-spaced in spite of the data values.  For example, if the X values of the first curve
            are 1, 5, and 100, then the tic labels will show 1, 5, and 100, but they will be equal
            distance from each other.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable ordinal axis scale given a range of data values, with the expectation that
            linear values will be displayed.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  For this type,
            the first curve is the "master", which contains the dates to be applied.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            The LinearScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            LinearScale is the normal, default cartesian axis.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable linear axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic defaults for
            scale selection are defined using  ,
             , and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a curve type that is displayed as a line and/or a set of
            symbols at each point.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend  .
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Loads some pseudo unique colors/symbols into this LineItem.  This
            is mainly useful for differentiating a set of new LineItems without
            having to pick your own colors/symbols.
             
            
             
            The   that is used to pick the color
             and symbol for this method call.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class instance defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class instance defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            A class that maintains hyperlink information for a clickable object on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
             
            schema started with 10 for ZedGraph version 5
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the title string for this link.  
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the url string for this link
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the target string for this link
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that determines if this link is "live".
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor.  Set all properties to string.Empty, or null.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a Link instance from a specified title, url, and target.
            
             The title for the link (which shows up in the tooltip).
             The URL destination for the link.
             The target for the link (typically "_blank" or "_self").
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Create a URL for a   that includes the index of the
            point that was selected.
            
             
            An "index" parameter is added to the   property for this
            link to indicate which point was selected.  Further, if the 
            X or Y axes that correspond to this   are of
             , then an
            additional parameter will be added containing the text value that
            corresponds to the   of the selected point.
            The   text parameter will be labeled "xtext", and
            the   text parameter will be labeled "ytext".
            
             The zero-based index of the selected point
             The   of interest
             The   for which to
            make the url string.
             A string containing the url with an index parameter added.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the title string for this link.
            
             
            For web controls, this title will be shown as a tooltip when the mouse
            hovers over the area of the object that owns this link.  Set the value to
              to have no title.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the url string for this link.
            
             
            Set this value to   if you don't want to have
            a hyperlink associated with the object to which this link belongs.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the target string for this link.
            
             
            This value should be set to a valid target associated with the "Target"
            property of an html hyperlink.  Typically, this would be "_blank" to open
            a new browser window, or "_self" to open in the current browser.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if this link is active.  True to have
            a clickable link, false to ignore the link.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a value that indicates if this   is enabled
            (see  ), and that either the
              or the   is non-null.
            
        
         
             
            A class than contains information about the position of an object on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private field to store the vertical alignment property for
            this object.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.  The value of this field is a   enum.
            
        
         
              Private field to store the horizontal alignment property for
            this object.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.  The value of this field is a   enum.
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the coordinate system to be used for defining the
            object position.  Use the public property
              to access this value. The coordinate system
            is defined with the   enum.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   class that specifies the
            x, y position and the  .
            
             
            The (x,y) position corresponds to the top-left corner;
            
             The x position, specified in units of  .
            
             The y position, specified in units of  .
            
             The   enum that specifies the
            units for   and  
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   class that specifies the
            x, y position and the  .
            
             
            The (x,y) position corresponds to the top-left corner;
            
             The x position, specified in units of  .
            
             The y position, specified in units of  .
            
             The   enum that specifies the
            units for   and  
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   class that specifies the
            (x, y), (width, height), and the  .
            
             
            The (x,y) position
            corresponds to the starting position, the (x2, y2) coorresponds to the ending position
            (typically used for  's).
            
             The x position, specified in units of  .
            
             The y position, specified in units of  .
            
             The width, specified in units of  .
            
             The height, specified in units of  .
            
             The   enum that specifies the
            units for   and  
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Transform this   object to display device
            coordinates using the properties of the specified  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that contains
            the   classes which will be used for the transform.
            
             A point in display device coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Transform a data point from the specified coordinate type
            ( ) to display device coordinates (pixels).
            
             
            If   is not of type  , then
            only the   transformation is available.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that contains
            the   classes which will be used for the transform.
            
             The x coordinate that defines the point in user
            space.
             The y coordinate that defines the point in user
            space.
             A   type that defines the
            coordinate system in which the X,Y pair is defined.
             A point in display device coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Transform this   from the coordinate system
            as specified by   to the device coordinates
            of the specified   object.
            
             
            The returned
              struct represents the top-left corner of the
            object that honors the   properties.
            The   and   properties are honored in 
            this transformation.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that contains
            the   classes which will be used for the transform.
            
             The width of the object in device pixels
             The height of the object in device pixels
             The top-left corner of the object
        
         
             
            The   for this object as defined by the
              and  
            properties.
            
             
            This method transforms the location to output device pixel units.
            The   and   properties are ignored for
            this transformation (see  ).
            
             A   in pixel units.
        
         
             
            The   for this object as defined by the
              and   properties.
            
             
            This method transforms the location to output device pixel units.
            The   and   properties are ignored for
            this transformation (see  ).
            
             A   in pixel units.
        
         
             
            Transform the   for this object as defined by the
             ,  ,  , and
              properties.
            
             
            This method transforms the location to output device pixel units.
            The   and   properties are honored in 
            this transformation.
            
             A   in pixel units.
        
         
             
            A horizontal alignment parameter for this object specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            A vertical alignment parameter for this object specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            The coordinate system to be used for defining the object position
            
              The coordinate system is defined with the  
            enum
        
         
             
            The x position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The y position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The x1 position of the object (an alias for the x position).
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The y1 position of the object (an alias for the y position).
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The width of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The height of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The x2 position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.  This position is only used for
            objects such as  , where it makes sense
            to have a second coordinate.  Note that the X2 position is stored
            internally as a   offset from  .
            
        
         
             
            The y2 position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.  This position is only used for
            objects such as  , where it makes sense
            to have a second coordinate.  Note that the Y2 position is stored
            internally as a   offset from  .
            
        
         
             
            The   for this object as defined by the
             ,  ,  , and
              properties.
            
             
            Note that this method reduces the precision of the location coordinates from double
            precision to single precision.  In some cases, such as  , it
            may affect the resolution of the point location.
            
             A   in  
            units.
        
         
             
            The top-left   for this  .
            
             
            Note that this method reduces the precision of the location coordinates from double
            precision to single precision.  In some cases, such as  , it
            may affect the resolution of the point location.
            
             A   in   units.
        
         
             
            The bottom-right   for this  .
            
             
            Note that this method reduces the precision of the location coordinates from double
            precision to single precision.  In some cases, such as  , it
            may affect the resolution of the point location.
            
             A   in   units.
        
         
             
            The LogScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            LogScale is a non-linear axis in which the values are scaled using the base 10
             
            function.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Setup some temporary transform values in preparation for rendering the  .
            
             
            This method is typically called by the parent  
            object as part of the   method.  It is also
            called by   and
             
            methods to setup for coordinate transformations.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The parent   for this  
            
        
         
             
            Convert a value to its linear equivalent for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the log or power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Convert a value from its linear equivalent to its actual scale value
            for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the anti-log or inverse-power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable base 10 logarithmic axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based always on powers of 10 (full log cycles).  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  For log axes, the MinorStep
            value is not used.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the setting to values greater than zero.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the setting to values greater than zero.
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the data associated with the major grid lines on the chart.
            Inherits from  .
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            Class that holds the specific properties for the minor grid.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             The source   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the major   gridlines
            (at each labeled value) will be visible
            
             true to show the gridlines, false otherwise
             Default.IsShowGrid.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The "Dash On" mode for drawing the grid.
            
             
            This is the distance,
            in points (1/72 inch), of the dash segments that make up the dashed grid lines.
            
             The dash on length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The "Dash Off" mode for drawing the grid.
            
             
            This is the distance,
            in points (1/72 inch), of the spaces between the dash segments that make up
            the dashed grid lines.
            
             The dash off length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The pen width used for drawing the grid lines.
            
             The grid pen width is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             .
             
        
         
             
            The color to use for drawing this   grid.
            
              The color is defined using the
              class
             .
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash on" size for drawing the   minor grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash off" size for drawing the   minor grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   minor grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   minor grid lines
            (  property).  This color only affects the
            minor grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   minor grid lines
            (  property). true
            to show the minor grid lines, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             The source   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines if a line will be drawn at the
            zero value for the axis.
            
             
            The zero line is a line that divides the negative values from the positive values.
            The default is set according to
             ,  ,
             ,
            
             true to show the zero line, false otherwise
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash on" size for drawing the   grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash off" size for drawing the   grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   grid lines
            (  property).  This color only affects the
            grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   grid lines
            (  property). true
            to show the grid lines, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default boolean value that determines if a line will be drawn at the
            zero value for the axis.
            
             
            The zero line is a line that divides the negative values from the positive values.
            The default is set according to
             ,  ,
             ,
            
             true to show the zero line, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Class that holds the specific properties for the major tics.  Inherits from
             .
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            Class that holds the specific properties for the minor tics.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor.
            
             The   that is to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Calculate the scaled tic size for this  
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled tic size, in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw a tic mark at the specified single position.  This includes the inner, outer,
            cross and opposite tic marks as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Graphic   with which to draw the tic mark.
             The pixel location of the tic mark on this
             
             The pixel value of the top of the axis border
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             The scaled size of a minor tic, in pixel units
        
         
             
            The color to use for drawing the tics of this class instance
            
              The color is defined using the
              class
             .
             
             
        
         
             
            The length of the major tic marks.
            
             
            This length will be scaled
            according to the   for the
             
            
             The tic size is measured in points (1/72 inch)
             .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            This is convenience property sets the status of all the different
            tic properties in this instance to the same value.  true to activate all tics,
            false to clear all tics.
            
             
            This setting does not persist.  That is, you can clear all the tics with
              = false, then activate them individually (example:
              = true).
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the minor outside tic marks
            are shown.
            
             
            These are the tic marks on the outside of the   border.
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor outside tic marks, false otherwise
             .
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the major inside tic marks
            are shown.
            
             
            These are the tic marks on the inside of the   border.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major inside tic marks, false otherwise
             .
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the major opposite tic marks
            are shown.
            
             
            These are the tic marks on the inside of the   border on
            the opposite side from the axis.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major opposite tic marks, false otherwise
             .
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the display mode for the   major outside 
            "cross" tic marks.
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the display mode for the   major inside 
            "cross" tic marks.
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the pen width to be used when drawing the tic marks for
            this  
            
             The pen width is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             .
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the   minor tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   minor outside tic marks
            (  property).
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor tic marks (outside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   minor inside tic marks
            (  property).
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor tic marks (inside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   minor opposite tic marks
            (  property).
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor tic marks
            (inside the axis on the opposite side),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   minor outside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   minor inside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default color for minor tics (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for  .
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor.
            
             The   that is to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the major tics will be drawn
            inbetween the labels, rather than right at the labels.
            
             
            Note that this setting is only
            applicable if   =  .
            
             true to place the text between the labels for text axes, false otherwise
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the   tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   major outside tic marks
            (  property).
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major tic marks (outside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   major inside tic marks
            (  property).
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major tic marks (inside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   major opposite tic marks
            (  property).
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major tic marks
            (inside the axis on the opposite side),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   major outside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   major inside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default color for major tics (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles that stores the margin properties for the GraphPane
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Constructor to build a   from the default values.
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the left edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the right edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the top edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the bottom edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Concurrently sets all outer margin values to a single value.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the left side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the right side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the top side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the bottom side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            organized together in some form.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that holds a collection of   objects for inclusion
            in this  .  Use the public property  
            to access this collection.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that sets the amount of space between the GraphPanes.  Use the public property
              to access this value;
            
        
         
              
            Private field that stores a boolean value which signifies whether all 
             s in the chart use the same entries in their 
               If set to true, only one set of entries will be displayed in 
            this   instance.  If set to false, this instance will display all 
            entries from all  s.
             
        
         
             
            private field that determines if the
             
            function will automatically set
            the   of each   in the
              such that the scale factors have the same value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that saves the paneLayout format specified when
              was called. This value will
            default to   if
              (or an overload) was never called.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the boolean value that determines whether
              is specifying rows or columns.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column item count that was specified to the
              method.  This values will be
            null if   was never called.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column size proportional values as specified
            to the   method.  This
            value will be null if  
            was never called.  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the class.  Sets the   to (0, 0, 500, 375).
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the class.  Specifies the   of
            the  , and the size of the  .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor - Make a deep-copy clone of this class instance.
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of   to make a deep copy.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Respond to the callback when the MasterPane objects are fully initialized.
            
             
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the   collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Call   for all   objects in the
              list.
            
             
            This overload of AxisChange just uses the default Graphics instance for the screen.
            If you have a Graphics instance available from your Windows Form, you should use
            the   overload instead.
            
        
         
             
            Call   for all   objects in the
              list.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Redo the layout using the current size of the  ,
            and also handle resizing the
            contents by calling  .
            
             This method will use the pane layout that was specified by a call to
             .  If
              has not previously been called,
            it will default to  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Change the size of the  , and also handle resizing the
            contents by calling  .
            
             This method will use the pane layout that was specified by a call to
             .  If
              has not previously been called,
            it will default to  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Method that forces the scale factor calculations
            (via  ),
            to give a common scale factor for all   objects in the
             .
            
             
            This will make it such that a given font size will result in the same output font
            size for all  's.  Note that this does not make the scale
            factor for the  's the same as that of the
             .
            
             
        
         
             
            Render all the   objects in the   to the
            specified graphics device.
            
             This method should be part of the Paint() update process.  Calling this routine
            will redraw all
            features of all the   items.  No preparation is required other than
            instantiated   objects that have been added to the list with the
              method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Find the pane and the object within that pane that lies closest to the specified
            mouse (screen) point.
            
             
            This method first finds the   within the list that contains
            the specified mouse point.  It then calls the  
            method to determine which object, if any, was clicked.  With the exception of the
             , all the parameters in this method are identical to those
            in the   method.
            If the mouse point lies within the   of any 
              item, then that pane will be returned (otherwise it will be
            null).  Further, within the selected pane, if the mouse point is within the
            bounding box of any of the items (or in the case
            of   and  , within
              pixels), then the object will be returned.
            You must check the type of the object to determine what object was
            selected (for example, "if ( object is Legend ) ...").  The
              parameter returns the index number of the item
            within the selected object (such as the point number within a
              object.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A reference to the   object that was clicked.
             A reference to the nearest object to the
            specified screen point.  This can be any of  ,
             ,  ,
             ,  , or  .
            Note: If the pane title is selected, then the   object
            will be returned.
            
             The index number of the item within the selected object
            (where applicable).  For example, for a   object,
              will be the index number of the nearest data point,
            accessible via  CurveItem.Points[index].
            index will be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a   was found, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Find the   within the   that contains the
              within its  .
            
             The mouse point location where you want to search
             A   object that contains the mouse point, or
            null if no   was found.
        
         
             
            Find the   within the   that contains the
              within its  .
            
             The mouse point location where you want to search
             A   object that contains the mouse point, or
            null if no   was found.
        
         
             The SetLayout() methods setup the desired layout of the
              objects within a  .  These functions
            do not make any changes, they merely set the parameters so that future calls
            to   or  
            will use the desired layout.  
            The layout options include a set of "canned" layouts provided by the
              enumeration, options to just set a specific
            number of rows and columns of panes (and all pane sizes are the same), and more
            customized options of specifying the number or rows in each column or the number of
            columns in each row, along with proportional values that determine the size of each
            individual column or row.
            
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a pre-defined layout configuration from a  
            enumeration.
            
             This method uses a   enumeration to describe the type of layout
            to be used.  Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             A   enumeration that describes how
            the panes should be laid out within the  .
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a reasonable configuration.
            
             This method explicitly specifies the number of rows and columns to use
            in the layout, and all   objects will have the same size.
            Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             The number of rows of   objects
            to include in the layout
             The number of columns of   objects
            to include in the layout
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Overloads are available that
            provide other layout options.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of panes in each row or column, allowing for
            irregular layouts.
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Additionally, a
              parameter is provided that allows varying column or
            row sizes.  Overloads for SetLayout() are available that provide other layout options.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             An array of float values specifying proportional sizes for each
            row or column.  Note that these proportions apply to the non-specified dimension -- that is,
            if   is true, then these proportions apply to the row
            heights, and if   is false, then these proportions apply
            to the column widths.  The values in this array are arbitrary floats -- the dimension of
            any given row or column is that particular proportional value divided by the sum of all
            the values.  For example, let   be true, and
              is an array with values of { 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 }.  The sum of
            those values is 6.0.  Therefore, the first row is 1/6th of the available height, the
            second row is 2/6th's of the available height, and the third row is 3/6th's of the
            available height.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Modify the     sizes of each
              such that they fit within the  
            in a pre-configured layout.
            
             The   method (and overloads) is
            used for setting the layout configuration.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a specific
            row and column count.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a rows per column or
            columns per row configuration.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   collection instance that holds the list of
              objects that are included in this  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the size of the margin between adjacent  
            objects.
            
             This property is scaled according to  ,
            based on  .  The default value comes from
             .
            
             The value is in points (1/72nd inch).
        
         
             
            Gets or set the value of the	  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the
              method will automatically set the
             
            of each   in the   such that the
            scale factors have the same value.
            
             
            The scale factors, calculated by  , determine
            scaled font sizes, tic lengths, etc.  This function will insure that for
            multiple graphpanes, a certain specified font size will be the same for
            all the panes.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object from  
            by its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object from  
            by its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pane layout for
             
            method calls.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            This is the size of the margin between adjacent  
            objects, in units of points (1/72 inch).
            
             
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property for
            the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a CandleStick curve type that displays a vertical (or horizontal)
            line displaying the range of data values at each sample point, plus an starting
            mark and an ending mark signifying the opening and closing value for the sample.
            
             For this type to work properly, your   must contain
              objects, rather than ordinary   types.
            This is because the   type actually displays 5 data values
            but the   only stores 3 data values.  The  
            stores  ,  ,
             ,  , and
              members.
            For a vertical CandleStick chart, the opening value is drawn as a horizontal line
            segment to the left of the vertical range bar, and the closing value is a horizontal
            line segment to the right.  The total length of these two line segments is controlled
            by the   property, which is specified in
            points (1/72nd inch), and scaled according to  .
            The candlesticks are drawn horizontally or vertically depending on the
            value of  , which is a
              enum type.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             
            IsZIncluded is true for   objects, since the Y and Z
            values are defined as the High and Low values for the day.
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             An   of double precision values that define
            the Date, Close, Open, High, and Low values for the curve.  Note that this
              should contain   items rather
            than   items.
            
             
            The   to use for drawing the candlesticks.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            The OrdinalScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            OrdinalScale is an ordinal axis with tic labels generated at integral values.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable ordinal axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).
            Being an ordinal axis type, the   value will always be integral.  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic defaults for
            scale selection are defined using  ,
             , and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            internal class to store pane layout details for the  
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private field that saves the paneLayout format specified when
              was called. This value will
            default to   if
              (or an overload) was never called.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the boolean value that determines whether
              is specifying rows or columns.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column item count that was specified to the
              method.  This values will be
            null if   was never called.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column size proportional values as specified
            to the   method.  This
            value will be null if  
            was never called.  
            
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             The SetLayout() methods setup the desired layout of the
              objects within a  .  These functions
            do not make any changes, they merely set the parameters so that future calls
            to   or  
            will use the desired layout.  
            The layout options include a set of "canned" layouts provided by the
              enumeration, options to just set a specific
            number of rows and columns of panes (and all pane sizes are the same), and more
            customized options of specifying the number or rows in each column or the number of
            columns in each row, along with proportional values that determine the size of each
            individual column or row.
            
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a pre-defined layout configuration from a  
            enumeration.
            
             This method uses a   enumeration to describe the type of layout
            to be used.  Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             A   enumeration that describes how
            the panes should be laid out within the  .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a reasonable configuration.
            
             This method explicitly specifies the number of rows and columns to use
            in the layout, and all   objects will have the same size.
            Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             The number of rows of   objects
            to include in the layout
             The number of columns of   objects
            to include in the layout
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Overloads are available that
            provide other layout options.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of panes in each row or column, allowing for
            irregular layouts.
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Additionally, a
              parameter is provided that allows varying column or
            row sizes.  Overloads for SetLayout() are available that provide other layout options.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             An array of float values specifying proportional sizes for each
            row or column.  Note that these proportions apply to the non-specified dimension -- that is,
            if   is true, then these proportions apply to the row
            heights, and if   is false, then these proportions apply
            to the column widths.  The values in this array are arbitrary floats -- the dimension of
            any given row or column is that particular proportional value divided by the sum of all
            the values.  For example, let   be true, and
              is an array with values of { 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 }.  The sum of
            those values is 6.0.  Therefore, the first row is 1/6th of the available height, the
            second row is 2/6th's of the available height, and the third row is 3/6th's of the
            available height.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Modify the     sizes of each
              such that they fit within the  
            in a pre-configured layout.
            
             The   method (and overloads) is
            used for setting the layout configuration.
             A   instance to be used for font sizing,
            etc. in determining the layout configuration.
             The   instance which is to
            be resized.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a specific
            row and column count.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a rows per column or
            columns per row configuration.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            A class representing a pie chart object comprised of one or more
             s.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Percentage (expressed as #.##) of  	radius  to
            which this   is to be displaced from the center.
              Displacement is done outward  along the radius
            bisecting the chord of this  .  Maximum allowable value
            is 0.5.
            
        
         
             
            A   which will customize the label display of this
             
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  data for this
             .	 Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  class that defines	the
            properties of the	border around	this  . Use the public
            property	  to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the absolute value of this   instance.
            Value will be set to zero if submitted value is less than zero. 
            
        
         
             
            An enum that specifies how each   for this   object 
            will be displayed.  Use the public property   to access this data.  
            Use enum  .
            
        
         
             
            The point on the arc of this   representing the intersection of
            the arc and the explosion radius.
            
        
         
             
            The bounding rectangle for this  .
            
        
         
             
            The formatted string for this  's label.  Formatting is
            done based on  the  .
            
        
         
             
            The point at which the line between this   and its
            label bends to the horizontal.
            
        
         
             
            The point at the end of the line between	this   and 
            it's label (i.e. the beginning of the label display)
            
        
         
             
            Private field to hold the GraphicsPath of this   to be
            used for 'hit testing'.
            
        
         
             
            Private field which holds the angle (in degrees) at which the display of this  
            object will begin.
            
        
         
              
            Private field which holds the length (in degrees) of the arc representing this   
            object.
             
        
         
              
            Private field which represents the angle (in degrees) of the radius along which this  
            object will be displaced, if desired.
             
        
         
              
            Private field which determines the number of decimal digits displayed to 
            in a   label containing a value. 
             
        
         
              
            Private field which determines the number of decimal digits displayed 
            in a   label containing a percent. 
             
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , providing a gradient fill for the pie color.
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The starting display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The ending display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The angle for the gradient  .
             The amount this    instance will be 
            displaced from the center point.
             Text label for this   instance.
        
         
             
            Create a new  .
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The display color for this   instance.
             The amount this    instance will be 
            displaced from the center point.
             Text label for this   instance.
        
         
             
            Create a  new  .
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             Text label for this   instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   item to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Not used for rendering Piesparam>
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
        
         
             
            Calculate the   that will be used to define the bounding rectangle of
            the Pie.
            
             This rectangle always lies inside of the  , and it is
            normally a square so that the pie itself is not oval-shaped.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
             The   (normally the  )
            that bounds this pie.
             
        
         
             
            Recalculate the bounding rectangle when a piee slice is displaced.
            
             rectangle to be used for drawing exploded pie
        
         
             
            Calculate the values needed to properly display this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             maximum slice displacement
        
         
             
            Render the label for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             Bounding rectangle for this  .
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
        
         
             
            This method collects all the data relative to rendering this  's label.
            
             
             A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The rectangle used for rendering this  
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Build the string that will be displayed as the slice label as determined by 
             .
            
             reference to the  
        
         
             
            A method which calculates a new size for the bounding rectangle for the non-displaced 
             's in the pie chart.  This method is called after it is found
            that at least one slice is displaced.
            
             The biggest displacement among the  s
            making up the pie chart.
             The current bounding rectangle
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the a value which determines the amount, if any, of this    
            displacement.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a path representing this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   to be used
            for displaying this  's label.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   object so as to be able to modify
            its properties.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   object which is used to fill the
            pie slice with color.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the arc length (in degrees) of this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the starting angle (in degrees) of this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the angle (in degrees) of the radius along which 
            this   will be displaced.
            
        
         
             
             Gets or sets the value of this  .  
             Minimum value is 0. 
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   to be used in displaying 
              labels.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the number of decimal digits to be displayed in a   
            value label.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the number of decimal digits to be displayed in a   
            percent label.
            
        
         
             
            Specify the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
              
            Default   displacement.
             
        
         
             
            The default pen width	to be used for drawing the	border around	the PieItem
            (  property). Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for this PieItem (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for PieItem (  property).
            true to	display frame around PieItem, false otherwise
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing	frames around	PieItem
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in	the PieItem
            ( 	property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the PieItem.
            (  property).
            
        
         
              
            Default value for controlling   display.
             
        
         
             
            Default value for  .
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for    entries
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the number of decimal digits  
            to be displayed when    contains a value.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the number of decimal digits  
            to be displayed where   contains a percent.
            
        
         
             
            Simple struct that stores X and Y coordinates as doubles.
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            The X coordinate
            
        
         
             
            The Y coordinate
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object from two double values.
            
             The X coordinate
             The Y coordinate
        
         
             
            A simple point represented by an (X,Y,Z) group of double values.
            
            
              Jerry Vos modified by John Champion 
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            This is a base class that provides base-level functionality for a data point consisting
            of an (X,Y) pair of double values.
            
             
            This class is typically a base class for actual   type implementations.
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            Missing values are represented internally using  .
            
        
         
             
            The default format to be used for displaying point values via the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair's X coordinate
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair's Y coordinate
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X and Y.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair from the specified   struct.
            
             The   struct from which to get the
            new   values.
        
         
             
            The PointPairBase copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            static method to determine if the specified point value is invalid.
            
             The value is considered invalid if it is  ,
             ,  
            or  .
             The value to be checked for validity.
             true if the value is invalid, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from PointPair to PointF.  Note that this conversion
            can result in data loss, since the data are being cast from a type
            double (64 bit) to a float (32 bit).
            
             The PointPair struct on which to operate
             A PointF struct equivalent to the PointPair
        
         
             
            Compare two   objects for equality.  To be equal, X and Y
            must be exactly the same between the two objects.
            
             The   object to be compared with.
             true if the   objects are equal, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Return the HashCode from the base class.
            
             
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using different general format strings for the X and Y values.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            The Z value is not displayed (see  ).
            
             A format string that will be used to format the X
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Y
            double type value (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X or the Y
            coordinate in this PointPair is a missing value.
            
             true if either value is missing
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X or the Y
            coordinate in this PointPair is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if either value is invalid
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair's Z coordinate.  Also used for the lower value (dependent axis)
            for   and   charts.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph never
            modifies this value, but if it is a   type, it
            may be displayed in a  
            within the   object.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X and Y.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, and
            label ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's string label ( )
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, and base value.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, base value, and
            string label ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
             This pair's string label ( )
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, base value, and
            ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
             This pair's   property
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair from the specified   struct.
            
             The   struct from which to get the
            new   values.
        
         
             
            The PointPair copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Compare two   objects for equality.  To be equal, X, Y, and Z
            must be exactly the same between the two objects.
            
             The   object to be compared with.
             true if the   objects are equal, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Return the HashCode from the base class.
            
             
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             true to show the third "Z" or low dependent value coordinate
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            If  
            is true, then the third "Z" coordinate is also shown.
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
             true to show the third "Z" or low dependent value coordinate
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using different general format strings for the X, Y, and Z values.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            
             A format string that will be used to format the X
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Y
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Z
            double type value (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X, Y, or Z
            coordinate in this PointPair is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if any value is invalid
        
         
             
            The "low" value for this point (lower dependent-axis value).
            This is really just an alias for  .
            
             The lower dependent value for this  .
        
         
             
            The ColorValue property is just an alias for the  
            property.
            
             
            For other types, such as the  , the  
            can be mapped to a unique value.  This is used with the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            Compares points based on their y values.  Is setup to be used in an
            ascending order sort.
             
            
        
         
             
            Compares two  s.
            
             Point to the left.
             Point to the right.
             -1, 0, or 1 depending on l.Y's relation to r.Y
        
         
             
            Compares points based on their x values.  Is setup to be used in an
            ascending order sort.
             
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for PointPairComparer.
            
             The axis type on which to sort.
        
         
             
            Compares two  s.
            
             Point to the left.
             Point to the right.
             -1, 0, or 1 depending on l.X's relation to r.X
        
         
             
            The basic   class holds three data values (X, Y, Z).  This
            class extends the basic PointPair to contain four data values (X, Y, Z, T).
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair4's T coordinate.
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, Z, and T value.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z coordinate.
             This pair's t coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, base value, and
            label ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z coordinate.
             This pair's t coordinate.
             This pair's string label ( )
        
         
             
            The PointPair4 copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair4 value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             true to show the third "Z" and fourth "T" value coordinates
             A string representation of the PointPair4
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            If  
            is true, then the third "Z" coordinate is also shown.
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
             true to show the third "Z" or low dependent value coordinate
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using different general format strings for the X, Y, and Z values.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            
             A format string that will be used to format the X
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Y
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Z
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the T
            double type value (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X, Y, Z, or T
            coordinate in this PointPair4 is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if any value is invalid
        
         
             
            A simple instance that stores a data point (X, Y, Z).  This differs from a regular
              in that it maps the   property
            to an independent value.  That is,   and
              are not related (as they are in the
             ).
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This is a user value that can be anything.  It is used to provide special 
            property-based coloration to the graph elements.
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, and base value.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            The ColorValue property.  This is used with the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            A class that represents a bordered and/or filled polygon object on
            the graph.  A list of   objects is maintained by
            the   collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines if the polygon will be automatically closed.
            true to close the figure, false to leave it "open."  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and solid fill color
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box fill (will be a solid color fill)
             The   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position
            of the   to be pre-specified.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
             The   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            A default constructor that creates a   from an empty
              array.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and two-color
            gradient fill colors
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the start of the box gradient fill
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the end of the box gradient fill
             The   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the polygon will be automatically closed.
            true to close the figure, false to leave it "open."
            
             
            This boolean determines whether or not the CloseFigure() method will be called
            to fully close the path of the polygon.  This value defaults to true, and for any
            closed figure it should fine.  If you want to draw a line that does not close into
            a shape, then you should set this value to false.  For a figure that is naturally
            closed (e.g., the first point of the polygon is the same as the last point),
            leaving this value set to false may result in minor pixel artifacts due to
            rounding.
            
        
         
             
            An enum used to specify the X or Y data type of interest -- see
              and  .
            
        
         
             
            The time (seconds) at which these data are measured
            
        
         
             
            The distance traveled, meters
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous velocity, meters per second
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous acceleration, meters per second squared
            
        
         
             
            Sample data structure containing a variety of data values, in this case the values
            are related in that they correspond to the same time value.
            
        
         
             
            The time (seconds) at which these data are measured
            
        
         
             
            The distance traveled, meters
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous velocity, meters per second
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous acceleration, meters per second squared
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies each data value in the PerformanceData struct
            
             The time (seconds) at which these data are measured
             The distance traveled, meters
             The instantaneous velocity, meters per second
             The instantaneous acceleration, meters per second squared
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the data value as specified by the   enum
            
             The required data value type
        
         
             
            A sample class that holds an internal collection, and implements the
              interface so that it can be used by ZedGraph as curve data.
            
             
            This particular class efficiently implements the data storage so that the class
            can be cloned without duplicating the data points.  For example, you can create
            a  , populate it with values, and set
              =   and
              =  .
            You can then clone this   to a new one, and set
              =  .
            Each of these  's can then be used as an
              argument,
            thereby plotting a distance vs time curve and a velocity vs time curve.  There
            will still be only one copy of the data in memory.
            
        
         
             
            This is where the data are stored.  Duplicating the  
            copies the reference to this  , but does not actually duplicate
            the data.
            
        
         
             
            Determines what X data will be returned by the indexer of this list.
            
        
         
             
            Determines what Y data will be returned by the indexer of this list.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor.  This method does NOT duplicate the data, it merely makes
            another "Window" into the same collection.  You can make multiple copies and
            set the   and/or   properties to different
            values to plot different data, while maintaining only one copy of the original values.
            
             The   from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Adds the specified   struct to the end of the collection.
            
             A   struct to be added
             The ordinal position in the collection where the values were added
        
         
             
            Remove the   struct from the list at the specified
            ordinal location.
            
             The ordinal location of the  
            struct to be removed
        
         
             
            Insert the specified   struct into the list at
            the specified ordinal location.
            
             The ordinal location at which to insert
             The   struct to be inserted
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the data.  This gets the appropriate data and converts to
            the   struct that is compatible with ZedGraph.  The
            actual data returned depends on the values of   and
             .
            
             The ordinal position of the desired point in the list
             A   corresponding to the specified ordinal data position
        
         
             
            Gets the number of data points in the collection
            
        
         
             
            enumeration used to indicate which type of data will be plotted.
            
        
         
             
            Designates the "Time" property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the "Position" property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the Instantaneous Velocity property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the "Time since start" property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the Average Velocity property will be used
            
        
         
             
            A simple storage class to maintain an individual sampling of data
            
        
         
             
            The time of the sample
            
        
         
             
            The position at sample time
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous velocity at sample time
            
        
         
             
            A collection class to maintain a set of samples
            
        
         
             
            Determines what data type gets plotted for the X values
            
        
         
             
            Determines what data type gets plotted for the Y values
            
        
         
             
            Get the specified data type from the specified sample
            
             The sample instance of interest
             The data type to be extracted from the sample
             A double value representing the requested data
        
         
             
            Append a sample to the collection
            
             The sample to append
             The ordinal position at which the sample was added
        
         
             
            typesafe clone method
            
             A new cloned SamplePointList.  This returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
        
         
             
            default constructor
            
        
         
             
            copy constructor -- this returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
             The SamplePointList to be copied
        
         
             
            Indexer: get the Sample instance at the specified ordinal position in the list
            
             The ordinal position in the list of samples
             Returns a   instance containing the
            data specified by   and  
            
        
         
             
            Gets the number of samples in the collection
            
        
         
             
            A class that captures an   scale range.
            
             This structure is used by the   class to store
              scale range settings in a collection for later retrieval.
            The class stores the  ,  ,
             , and   properties, along with
            the corresponding auto-scale settings:  ,
             ,  ,
            and  .
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            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of   and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of   and  
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   from the specified  
            
             The   from which to collect the scale
            range settings.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Copy the properties from this   out to the specified  .
            
             The   reference to which the properties should be
            copied
        
         
             
            Determine if the state contained in this   object is different from
            the state of the specified  .
            
             The   object with which to compare states.
             true if the states are different, false otherwise
        
         
             
            A simple struct to store minimum and maximum   type
            values for the scroll range
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object given the specified data values.
            
             The minimum axis value limit for the scroll bar
             The maximum axis value limit for the scroll bar
             true to make this item scrollable, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Sets the scroll range to default values of zero, and sets the  
            property as specified.
            
             true to make this item scrollable, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if the   corresponding to
            this   object can be scrolled.
            
        
         
             
            The minimum axis value limit for the scroll bar.
            
        
         
             
            The maximum axis value limit for the scroll bar.
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            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
             ,  ,  ,
             , and   item types.
            
        
         
             
            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
             ,  ,  ,
            and   item types.
            
        
         
             
            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
              and   types
            
        
         
             
            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
              and   types.
            
        
         
             
            Place a   in the selection list, removing all other
            items.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The   to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Place a list of  's in the selection list, removing all other
            items.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The list of   to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Add a   to the selection list.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The   to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Add a list of  's to the selection list.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The list of  's to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Remove the specified   from the selection list.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The   to be removed from the list.
        
         
             
            Clear the selection list and trigger a  .
            
             The   that "owns" the selection list.
        
         
             
            Clear the selection list and optionally trigger a  .
            
             The   that "owns" the selection list.
             true to trigger a  ,
            false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Mark the  's that are included in the selection list
            by setting the   property to true.
            
             The   that "owns" the selection list.
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to receive notice 
            that the list of selected CurveItems has changed
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a curve type that is displayed as a series of vertical "sticks",
            one at each defined point.
            
             
            The sticks run from the zero value of the Y axis, to the Y point defined in each
              of the   (see  ).
            The properties of the sticks are defined in the   property.
            Normally, the   is not visible.  However, if you manually enable the
              using the   property, the
            symbols will be drawn at the "Z" value from each   (see
             ).
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend  .
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            The basic   class holds three data values (X, Y, Z).  This
            class extends the basic PointPair to contain five data values (X, Y, Z, Open, Close).
            
             
            The values are remapped to  ,  ,
             ,  , and  .
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This opening value
            
        
         
             
            This closing value
            
        
         
             
            This daily trading volume
            
        
         
             
            This is a user value that can be anything.  It is used to provide special 
            property-based coloration to the graph elements.
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Construct a new StockPt from the specified data values
            
             The trading date ( )
             The opening stock price
             The closing stock price
             The daily high stock price
             The daily low stock price
             The daily trading volume
        
         
             
            Construct a new StockPt from the specified data values including a Tag property
            
             The trading date ( )
             The opening stock price
             The closing stock price
             The daily high stock price
             The daily low stock price
             The daily trading volume
             The user-defined   property.
        
         
             
            The StockPt copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            The StockPt copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Format this StockPt value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             true to show all the value coordinates
             A string representation of the  .
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            If  
            is true, then the third all coordinates are shown.
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
             true to show all the value coordinates
        
         
             
            Map the Date property to the X value
            
        
         
             
            Map the high property to the Y value
            
        
         
             
            Map the low property to the Z value
            
        
         
             
            The ColorValue property.  This is used with the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the Date, Close, Open, High, or Low
            coordinate in this StockPt is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if any value is invalid
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
            The symbols are the small shapes that appear over each defined point
            along the curve.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the size of this
              in points (1/72 inch).  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   for this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if the symbols are drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the symbols will not be shown (but the   may
            still be shown).
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the   and
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             A   enum value
            indicating the shape of the symbol
             A   value indicating
            the color of the symbol
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Symbol object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single symbol.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The x position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             The y position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             A   previously constructed by
              for this symbol
             A   class representing the standard pen for this symbol
             A   class representing a default solid brush for this symbol
            If this symbol uses a  , it will be created on the fly for
            each point, since it has to be scaled to the individual point coordinates.
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single symbol.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The x position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             The y position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Create a   struct for the current symbol based on the
            specified scaleFactor and assuming the symbol will be centered at position 0,0.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
             Returns the   for the current symbol
        
         
             
            Draw this   to the specified  
            device as a symbol at each defined point.  The routine
            only draws the symbols; the lines are draw by the
              method.  This method
            is normally only called by the Draw method of the
              object
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the size of the  
            
             Size in points (1/72 inch)
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the type (shape) of the  
            
             A   enum value indicating the shape
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the symbols are drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            
             
            If this value is set to true, then the  
            property will be set to   only while
            this   is drawn.  A value of false will leave the value of
              unchanged.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the  .
            
             true to show the symbol, false to hide it
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             , which controls the border outline of the symbol.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for curve symbols (  property),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing curve symbols
            (  property).  Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the curve (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default symbol type for curves (  property).
            This is defined as a   enumeration.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for symbols (  property).
            true to display symbols, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default for drawing frames around symbols (  property).
            true to display symbol frames, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing symbols (  property).
            
        
         
             
            A class that represents a text object on the graph.  A list of
              objects is maintained by the
              collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private field to store the actual text string for this
             .  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class used to render
            this  .  Use the public property  
            to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field holding the SizeF into which this  
            should be rendered. Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The text to be displayed.
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The text to be displayed.
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The text to be displayed.
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            Parameterless constructor that initializes a new  .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this   object to the specified   device
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .  This method takes into account rotation and alignment
            parameters of the text, as specified in the  .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            
            
        
         
             
            The   to be displayed.  This text can be multi-line by
            including newline ('\n') characters between the lines.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class used to render
            this  
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the   text
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the   text
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the   text
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the   text
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the   text
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the   text
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The TextScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            TextScale is an ordinal axis with user-defined text labels.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable text axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  This is an ordinal
            type, such that the labeled values start at 1.0 and increment by 1.0 for
            each successive label.  The maximum number of labels on the graph is
            determined by  .  If necessary, this method will
            set the   value to greater than 1.0 in order to keep the total
            labels displayed below  .  For example, a
              size of 2.0 would only display every other label on the
            axis.  The   value calculated by this routine is always
            an integral value.  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various axis types that are available
            
             
        
         
              An ordinary, cartesian axis 
        
         
              A base 10 log axis 
        
         
              A cartesian axis with calendar dates or times 
        
         
              An ordinal axis with user-defined text labels.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored.
             
             
             
        
         
              An ordinal axis with regular numeric labels.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored. 
             
             
        
         
              An ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with ordinal values corresponding
            to the number of values in each  .
            
             
            The   data points will be evenly-spaced at ordinal locations, and the
            actual data values are ignored. 
             
             
        
         
              An ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with values from the actual data
            values of the first   in the  .
            
             
            Although the tics are labeled with real data values, the actual points will be
            evenly-spaced in spite of the data values.  For example, if the X values of the first curve
            are 1, 5, and 100, then the tic labels will show 1, 5, and 100, but they will be equal
            distance from each other. 
             
             
        
         
              An exponential axis 
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various types of fills that can be used with  
            charts.
            
        
         
              No fill 
        
         
              A solid fill using   
        
         
              A custom fill using either   or
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the X value of the data.
             The X value is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the Z value of the data.
             The Z value is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the Z value of the data.
             The Z value is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the "ColorValue" property of the data.
             The "ColorValue" property is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various axis date and time unit types that are available
            
        
         
              Yearly units   and  
            
        
         
              Monthly units   and  
            
        
         
              Daily units   and  
            
        
         
              Hourly units   and  
            
        
         
              Minute units   and  
            
        
         
              Second units   and  
            
        
         
              Millisecond units   and  
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various symbol shapes that are available
            
             
        
         
              Square-shaped   
        
         
              Rhombus-shaped   
        
         
              Equilateral triangle   
        
         
              Uniform circle   
        
         
              "X" shaped  .  This symbol cannot
            be filled since it has no outline. 
        
         
              "+" shaped  .  This symbol cannot
            be filled since it has no outline. 
        
         
              Asterisk-shaped  .  This symbol
            cannot be filled since it has no outline. 
        
         
              Unilateral triangle  , pointing
            down. 
        
         
             
            Horizontal dash  .  This symbol cannot be
            filled since it has no outline.
            
        
         
             
            Vertical dash  .  This symbol cannot be
            filled since it has no outline.
            
        
         
              A Default symbol type (the symbol type will be obtained
            from  . 
        
         
              No symbol is shown (this is equivalent to using
              = false.
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the possible legend locations
            
             
        
         
             
            Locate the   above the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   on the left side of the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   on the right side of the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   below the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            top-left corner.  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            top-right corner. 
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            bottom-left corner.
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            bottom-right corner. 
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   as a floating object above the graph at the
            location specified by  .
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   centered above the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   centered below the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   above the  , but flush
            against the left margin of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   below the  , but flush
            against the left margin of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the different horizontal text alignment options
            
             
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its left edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its center is aligned (horizontally) with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its right edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the different proximal alignment options
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its "inside" edge (the edge that is
            nearest to the alignment reference point or object) is aligned.
            Used by the   method to align text
            to the axis.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its center is aligned with the
            reference object or point.
            Used by the   method to align text
            to the axis.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its right edge (the edge that is
            farthest from the alignment reference point or object) is aligned.
            Used by the   method to align text
            to the axis.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the different vertical text alignment options
            
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its top edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its center is aligned (vertically) with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its bottom edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the user-defined coordinate types available.
            These coordinate types are used the   objects
            and   objects only.
            
             
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified as a fraction of the
             .  That is, for the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is the top and 1.0 is the bottom.
            
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified as a fraction of the
             .  That is, for the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the Rect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the Rect. A value less
            than zero is left of the Rect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the Rect.  For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is the top and 1.0 is the bottom.  Note that
            any value less than zero or greater than 1.0 will be outside
            the Rect, and therefore clipped.
            
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified according to the user axis scales
            for the   and  .
            
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified according to the user axis scales
            for the   and  .
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  ,
            and the Y coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  .
            
             
            For the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, a value of zero is at
            the left side of the pane, and a value of 1.0 is at the right side of the pane.
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  ,
            and the Y coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  .
            
             
            For the X coordinate, a value of zero is at
            the left side of the pane, and a value of 1.0 is at the right side of the pane.
            For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is at the top edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the bottom edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is above the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is below the ChartRect.
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as an X Scale value, and the Y coordinate
            is specified as a fraction of the  .
            
             
            For the X coordinate, the value just corresponds to the values of the X scale.
            Values outside the scale range will be
            outside the  .  For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is at the top edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the bottom edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is above the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is below the ChartRect.
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the
              and the Y coordinate is specified as
            a Y scale value.
            
             
            For the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, the value just
            corresponds to the values of the Y scale.  Values outside the scale range will be
            outside the  .
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the
              and the Y coordinate is specified as
            a Y2 scale value.
            
             
            For the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, the value just
            corresponds to the values of the Y2 scale.  Values outside the scale range will be
            outside the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines how a curve is drawn.  Curves can be drawn
            as ordinary lines by connecting the points directly, or in a stair-step
            fashion as a series of discrete, constant values.  In a stair step plot,
            all lines segments are either horizontal or vertical.  In a non-step (line)
            plot, the lines can be any angle.
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw the   as a stair-step in which each
            point defines the
            beginning (left side) of a new stair.  This implies the points are
            defined at the beginning of an "event."
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   as a stair-step in which each
            point defines the end (right side) of a new stair.  This implies
            the points are defined at the end of an "event."
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   as an ordinary line, in which the
            points are connected directly by line segments.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the base axis from which   graphs
            are displayed. The bars can be drawn on any of the four axes ( ,
             ,  , and  ).
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the available types of   graphs.
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw the lines as normal.  Any fill area goes from each line down to the X Axis.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the lines stacked on top of each other, accumulating values to a total value.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the available types of   graphs.
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw each   side by side in clusters.
            
        
         
             
            Draw each   side by side in clusters, also use the "Z" value from the
              to define the bottom of each bar.  This is very similar to
            a  , except that multiple bars will be automatically clustered, and
            the bar width is defined according to available space rather than as a fixed width setting.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   bars one on top of the other.  The bars will
            be drawn such that the last bar in the   will be behind
            all other bars.  Note that the bar values are not summed up for the overlay
            mode.  The data values must be summed before being passed
            to  .
            For example, if the first bar of
            the first   has a value of 100, and the first bar of
            the second   has a value of 120, then that bar will
            appear to be 20 units on top of the first bar.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   bars one on top of the other.  The bars will
            be drawn such that the bars are sorted according to the maximum value, with
            the tallest bar at each point at the back and the shortest bar at the front.
            This is similar to the   mode, but the bars are sorted at
            each base value.
            The data values must be summed before being passed
            to  .  For example, if the first bar of
            the first   has a value of 100, and the first bar of
            the second   has a value of 120, then that bar will
            appear to be 20 units on top of the first bar.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   bars in an additive format so that they stack on
            top of one another.  The value of the last bar drawn will be the sum of the values
            of all prior bars.
            
        
         
              
             Draw the   bars in a format whereby the height of each
             represents the percentage of the total each one represents.  Negative values
            are displayed below the zero line as percentages of the absolute total of all values. 
             
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines which set of data points - X or Y - is used  
              to perform the sort.
            
        
         
             
            Use the Y values to sort the list.
            
        
         
             
            Use the X values to sort the list.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration that specifies a Z-Order position for  
            objects.
            
             This enumeration allows you to set the layering of various graph
            features.  Except for the   objects, other feature types
            all have a fixed depth as follows (front to back):
             
              objects
            The border around  
              objects
            The   features
            The background fill of the  
            The pane  
            The background fill of the  
            
            You cannot place anything behind the  
            background fill, but   allows you to
            explicitly control the depth of   objects
            between all other object types.  For items of equal  ,
            such as multiple  's or  's
            having the same   value, the relative depth is
            controlled by the ordinal position in the list (either
              or  ).
              objects
            can be placed in the   of either a
              or a  .  For a
             -based  , all  
            values are applicable.  For a  -based
             , any   value can be used, but there
            are really only three depths:
               will place the item behind the pane title,
              will place on top of all other graph features,
            any other value places the object above the pane title, but behind the  's.
            
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind all other
            objects (including the    ).
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              background  
            (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              objects.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              objects.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              border.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              object.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be in front of
            all other objects, except for the other  
            objects that have the same   and are before
            this object in the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration that determines the type of label that is displayed for each pie slice
            (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Displays   and   for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   and   (as % of total) for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays a   containing the   both  
            as an absolute number and as percentage of the total.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   (as % of total) for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   for a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
              
            No label displayed. 
             
        
         
             
            Define the auto layout options for the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's so they are in a square grid (always 2x2, 3x3, 4x4),
            leaving blank spaces as required.
            
             For example, a single pane would generate a 1x1 grid, between 2 and 4 panes would generate
            a 2x2 grid, 5 to 9 panes would generate a 3x3 grid.
        
         
             
            Layout the  's so they are in a general square (2x2, 3x3, etc.), but use extra
            columns when necessary (row x column = 1x2, 2x3, 3x4, etc.) depending on the total number
            of panes required.
            
             For example, a 2x2 grid has four panes and a 3x3 grid has 9 panes.  If there are
            6 panes required, then this option will eliminate a row (column preferred) to make a
            2 row x 3 column grid.  With 7 panes, it will make a 3x3 grid with 2 empty spaces.
        
         
             
            Layout the  's so they are in a general square (2x2, 3x3, etc.), but use extra
            rows when necessary (2x1, 3x2, 4x3, etc.) depending on the total number of panes required.
            
             For example, a 2x2 grid has four panes and a 3x3 grid has 9 panes.  If there are
            6 panes required, then this option will eliminate a column (row preferred) to make a
            3 row x 2 column grid.  With 7 panes, it will make a 3x3 grid with 2 empty spaces.
        
         
             
            Layout the  's in a single row
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's in a single column
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            1 column and the second row has 2 columns for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            2 columns and the second row has 1 column for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            2 columns and the second row has 3 columns for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            3 columns and the second row has 2 columns for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            1 row and the second column has 2 rows for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            2 rows and the second column has 1 row for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            2 rows and the second column has 3 rows for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            3 rows and the second column has 2 rows for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Enum for specifying the type of data to be returned by the ZedGraphWeb Render() method.
            
        
         
             
            Renders as an IMG tag referencing a local generated image. ContentType stays text.
            
        
         
             
            Renders the binary image. ContentType is changed accordingly.
            
        
         
             
            A class designed to simplify the process of getting the actual value for
            the various stacked and regular curve types
            
            
              John Champion
              $Revision: 3.19 $ $Date: 2007/04/16 00:03:02 $ 
        
         
             
            Basic constructor that saves a reference to the parent
              object.
            
             The parent   object.
             A   flag to indicate whether or
            not the drawing variables should be initialized.  Initialization is not
            required if this is part of a ZedGraph internal draw operation (i.e., its in
            the middle of a call to  ).  Otherwise, you should
            initialize to make sure the drawing variables are configured.  true to do
            an initialization, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Get the user scale values associate with a particular point of a
            particular curve.
             The main purpose of this method is to handle
            stacked bars, in which case the stacked values are returned rather
            than the individual data values.
            
             A   object of interest.
             The zero-based point index for the point of interest.
             A   value representing the value
            for the independent axis.
             A   value representing the lower
            value for the dependent axis.
             A   value representing the upper
            value for the dependent axis.
             true if the data point is value, false for
             , invalid, etc. data.
        
         
             
            Get the user scale values associate with a particular point of a
            particular curve.
             The main purpose of this method is to handle
            stacked bars and lines, in which case the stacked values are returned rather
            than the individual data values.  However, this method works generically for any
            curve type.
            
             The parent   object.
             A   object of interest.
             The zero-based point index for the point of interest.
             A   value representing the value
            for the independent axis.
             A   value representing the lower
            value for the dependent axis.
             A   value representing the upper
            value for the dependent axis.
             true if the data point is value, false for
             , invalid, etc. data.
        
         
             
            Calculate the user scale position of the center of the specified bar, using the
              as specified by  .  This method is
            used primarily by the
              method in order to
            determine the bar "location," which is defined as the center of the top of the individual bar.
            
             The   representing the
            bar of interest.
             The width of each individual bar. This can be calculated using
            the   method.
             The cluster number for the bar of interest.  This is the ordinal
            position of the current point.  That is, if a particular   has
            10 points, then a value of 3 would indicate the 4th point in the data array.
             The actual independent axis value for the bar of interest.
             The ordinal position of the   of interest.
            That is, the first bar series is 0, the second is 1, etc.  Note that this applies only
            to the bars.  If a graph includes both bars and lines, then count only the bars.
             A user scale value position of the center of the bar of interest.
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a horizontal axis, specifically located at
            the top of the   of the  
            object
            
            
              John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.1 $ $Date: 2007/04/16 00:03:07 $ 
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The X2Axis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always),
            the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary   (for the  ,
            this is always true), false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a horizontal axis, specifically located at
            the bottom of the   of the  
            object
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The XAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary   (for the  ,
            this is always true), false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
            This struct encapsulates a date and time value, and handles associated
            calculations and conversions between various formats.
            
             
            This format stored as a double value representing days since a reference date
            (XL date 0.0 is December 30, 1899 at 00:00 hrs).
            Negative values are permissible, and the
            range of valid dates is from noon on January 1st, 4713 B.C. forward.  Internally, the
            date calculations are done using Astronomical Julian Day numbers.  The Astronomical Julian
            Day number is defined as the number of days since noon on January 1st, 4713 B.C.
            (also referred to as 12:00 on January 1, -4712).
            NOTE: MS Excel actually has an error in the Serial Date calculations because it
            errantly assumes 1900 is a leap year.  The XDate calculations do not have this same
            error.  Therefore, XDate and Excel Date Serial values are 1 day different up until
            the date value of 60 (in Excel, this is February 29th, 1900, and in XDate, this is
            February 28th, 1900).  At a value of 61 (March 1st, 1900) or greater, they agree with
            eachother.
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            The Astronomical Julian Day number that corresponds to XL Date 0.0
            
        
         
             
            The minimum valid Julian Day, which corresponds to January 1st, 4713 B.C.
            
        
         
             
            The maximum valid Julian Day, which corresponds to December 31st, 9999 A.D.
            
        
         
             
            The minimum valid Excel Day, which corresponds to January 1st, 4713 B.C.
            
        
         
             
            The maximum valid Excel Day, which corresponds to December 31st, 9999 A.D.
            
        
         
             
            The number of months in a year
            
        
         
             
            The number of hours in a day
            
        
         
             
            The number of minutes in an hour
            
        
         
             
            The number of seconds in a minute
            
        
         
             
            The number of minutes in a day
            
        
         
             
            The number of seconds in a day
            
        
         
             
            The number of milliseconds in a second
            
        
         
             
            The number of milliseconds in a day
            
        
         
             
            The default format string to be used in   when
            no format is provided
            
        
         
             
            The actual date value in MS Excel format.  This is the only data field in
            the   struct.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from an XL date value.
            
             
            An XL Date value in floating point double format
            
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a   struct.
            
             
            A   struct containing the initial date information.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date (year, month, day).  Assumes the time
            of day is 00:00 hrs
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date and time (year, month, day, hour, minute,
            second). 
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-23 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next day.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next hour.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
            It is permissible to have second values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next minute.
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date and time (year, month, day, hour, minute,
            second), where seconds is a   value (allowing fractional seconds). 
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-23 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next day.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next hour.
             A double value for the second, e.g. 35.75.
            It is permissible to have second values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next minute.
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date and time (year, month, day, hour, minute,
            second, millisecond). 
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-23 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next day.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next hour.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
            It is permissible to have second values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next minute.
             An integer value for the millisecond, e.g. 632.
            It is permissible to have millisecond values outside the 0-999 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next second.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The GraphPane object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Returns true if the specified date value is in the valid range
            
             The XL date value to be verified for validity
             true for a valid date, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Take the specified date, and bound it to the valid date range for the XDate struct.
            
             The date to be bounded
             An XLDate value that lies between the minimum and maximum valid date ranges
            (see   and  )
        
         
             
            Get the calendar date (year, month, day) corresponding to this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
        
         
             
            Set the calendar date (year, month, day) of this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
        
         
             
            Get the calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding
            to this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
        
         
             
            Set the calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) of this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
        
         
             
            Get the day of year value (241.345 means the 241st day of the year)
            corresponding to this instance.
            
             The day of the year in floating point double format.
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second),
            first normalizing all input data values.
            
             
            The Calendar date is always based on the Gregorian Calendar.  Note that the Gregorian calendar is really
            only valid from October 15, 1582 forward.  The countries that adopted the Gregorian calendar
            first did so on October 4, 1582, so that the next day was October 15, 1582.  Prior to that time
            the Julian Calendar was used.  However, Prior to March 1, 4 AD the treatment of leap years was
            inconsistent, and prior to 45 BC the Julian Calendar did not exist.  The  
            struct projects only Gregorian dates backwards and does not deal with Julian calendar dates at all.  The
              method will just append a "(BC)" notation to the end of any dates
            prior to 1 AD, since the   struct throws an exception when formatting earlier dates.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The integer millisecond value (e.g., 374 for 374 milliseconds past the second).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second),
            first normalizing all input data values.
            
             
            The Calendar date is always based on the Gregorian Calendar.  Note that the Gregorian calendar is really
            only valid from October 15, 1582 forward.  The countries that adopted the Gregorian calendar
            first did so on October 4, 1582, so that the next day was October 15, 1582.  Prior to that time
            the Julian Calendar was used.  However, Prior to March 1, 4 AD the treatment of leap years was
            inconsistent, and prior to 45 BC the Julian Calendar did not exist.  The  
            struct projects only Gregorian dates backwards and does not deal with Julian calendar dates at all.  The
              method will just append a "(BC)" notation to the end of any dates
            prior to 1 AD, since the   struct throws an exception when formatting earlier dates.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second),
            first normalizing all input data values.  The seconds value is a double type, allowing fractional
            seconds.
            
             
            The Calendar date is always based on the Gregorian Calendar.  Note that the Gregorian calendar is really
            only valid from October 15, 1582 forward.  The countries that adopted the Gregorian calendar
            first did so on October 4, 1582, so that the next day was October 15, 1582.  Prior to that time
            the Julian Calendar was used.  However, Prior to March 1, 4 AD the treatment of leap years was
            inconsistent, and prior to 45 BC the Julian Calendar did not exist.  The  
            struct projects only Gregorian dates backwards and does not deal with Julian calendar dates at all.  The
              method will just append a "(BC)" notation to the end of any dates
            prior to 1 AD, since the   struct throws an exception when formatting earlier dates.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The double second value (e.g., 42.3 for 42.3 seconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day number from the specified Calendar date
            (year, month, day, hour, minute, second), first normalizing all input data values
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day number from the specified Calendar date
            (year, month, day, hour, minute, second), first normalizing all input data values
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 325 for 325 milliseconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Normalize a set of Calendar date values (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) to make sure
            that month is between 1 and 12, hour is between 0 and 23, etc.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The double millisecond value (e.g., 325.3 for 325.3 milliseconds past the second).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second).
            This is the internal trusted version, where all values are assumed to be legitimate
            ( month is between 1 and 12, minute is between 0 and 59, etc. )
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The double millisecond value (e.g., 325.3 for 325.3 milliseconds past the second).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day Number from the specified Calendar date
            (year, month, day, hour, minute, second).
            This is the internal trusted version, where all values are assumed to be legitimate
            ( month is between 1 and 12, minute is between 0 and 59, etc. )
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The double millisecond value (e.g., 325.3 for 325.3 milliseconds past the second).
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The integer millisecond value (e.g., 325 for 325 milliseconds past the second).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The double second value (e.g., 42.3 for 42.3 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number to be converted
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number to be converted
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The double second value (e.g., 42.3 for 42.3 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number to be converted
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The   millisecond value (e.g., 342.5 for 342.5 milliseconds past
            the second).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day number corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date corresponding to the specified Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a decimal year value (e.g., 1994.6523) corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding decimal year value, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a decimal year value (e.g., 1994.6523) corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The decimal year value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a day-of-year value (e.g., 241.543 corresponds to the 241st day of the year)
            corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding day-of-year (DoY) value, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a day-of-week value (e.g., Sun=0, Mon=1, Tue=2, etc.)
            corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding day-of-week (DoW) value, expressed in integer format
        
         
             
            Convert an XL date format to a .Net DateTime struct
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
             The corresponding date in the form of a .Net DateTime struct
        
         
             
            Convert a .Net DateTime struct to an XL Format date
            
             
            The date value in the form of a .Net DateTime struct
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of milliseconds (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of milliseconds (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of seconds (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of seconds (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of minutes (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of minutes (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of hours (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of hours (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of days (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of days (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of Months (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of months (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of years (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of years (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            '-' operator overload.  When two XDates are subtracted, the number of days between dates
            is returned.
            
             The left-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The right-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The days between dates, expressed as a floating point double
        
         
             
            '-' operator overload.  When a double value is subtracted from an XDate, the result is a
            new XDate with the number of days subtracted.
            
             The left-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The right-hand-side of the '-' operator (a double value)
             An XDate with the rhs number of days subtracted
        
         
             
            '+' operator overload.  When a double value is added to an XDate, the result is a
            new XDate with the number of days added.
            
             The left-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The right-hand-side of the '+' operator (a double value)
             An XDate with the rhs number of days added
        
         
             
            '++' operator overload.  Increment the date by one day.
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             An XDate one day later than the specified date
        
         
             
            '--' operator overload.  Decrement the date by one day.
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             An XDate one day prior to the specified date
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from XDate to double (an XL Date).
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             A double floating point value representing the XL Date
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from XDate to float (an XL Date).
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             A double floating point value representing the XL Date
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from double (an XL Date) to XDate.
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             An XDate struct representing the specified xlDate value.
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from XDate to  .
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             A   struct representing the specified xDate value.
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from   to  .
            
             The   struct on which to operate
             An   struct representing the specified DateTime value.
        
         
             
            Tests whether  obj is either an   structure or
            a double floating point value that is equal to the same date as this  XDate
            struct instance.
            
             The object to compare for equality with this XDate instance.
            This object should be either a type XDate or type double.
             Returns  true if  obj is the same date as this
            instance; otherwise,  false
        
         
             
            Returns the hash code for this   structure.  In this case, the
            hash code is simply the equivalent hash code for the floating point double date value.
            
             An integer representing the hash code for this XDate value
        
         
             
            Format this XDate value using the default format string ( ).
            
             
            The formatting is done using the    
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and  
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             
            The XL date value to be formatted in floating point double format.
            
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Format this XDate value using the default format string (see cref="DefaultFormatStr"/>).
            
             
            The formatting is done using the  
             
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and
             
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Format this XL Date value using the specified format string.  The format
            string is specified according to the   class.
            
             
            The formatting is done using the  
             
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and
             
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             
            The formatting string to be used for the date.  See
             
            class for a list of the format types available.
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Format the specified XL Date value using the specified format string.  The format
            string is specified according to the   class.
            
             
            The formatting is done using the  
             
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and
             
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             
            The XL date value to be formatted in floating point double format.
            
             
            The formatting string to be used for the date.  See
             
            for a list of the format types available.
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the date value for this item in MS Excel format.
            
        
         
             
            Returns true if this   struct is in the valid date range
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the date value for this item in .Net DateTime format.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the date value for this item in Julain day format.  This is the
            Astronomical Julian Day number, so a value of 0.0 corresponds to noon GMT on
            January 1st, -4712.  Thus, Julian Day number 2,400,000.0 corresponds to
            noon GMT on November 16, 1858.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the decimal year number (i.e., 1997.345) corresponding to this item.
            
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a vertical axis, specifically located on
            the right side of the   of the  
            object
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Y2Axis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary  , false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple subclass of the   class that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a vertical axis, specifically located on
            the right side of the   of the  
            object
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The YAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary  , false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
            An exception thrown by ZedGraph.  A child class of  .
            
            
              Jerry Vos modified by John Champion
              $Revision: 3.2 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:44 $ 
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the  
            class with serialized data.
            
             The  
            instance that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.
             The  
            instance that contains contextual information about the source or destination.
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the   class with a specified
            error message and a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this exception.
            
             The error message that explains the reason for the exception.
             The exception that is the cause of the current exception.
            If the innerException parameter is not a null reference, the current exception is raised
            in a catch block that handles the inner exception.
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the   class with a specified error message.
            
             The error message that explains the reason for the exception.
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the   class.
            
        
         
             
            A class that captures all the scale range settings for a  .
            
             
            This class is used to store scale ranges in order to allow zooming out to
            prior scale range states.    objects are maintained in the
              collection.  The   object holds
            a   object for each of the three axes; the  ,
            the  , and the  .
            
              John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.15 $ $Date: 2007/04/16 00:03:07 $ 
        
         
             
              objects to store the state data from the axes.
            
        
         
             
              objects to store the state data from the axes.
            
        
         
             
            An enum value indicating the type of adjustment being made to the
            scale range state.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object from the scale ranges settings contained
            in the specified  .
            
             The   from which to obtain the scale
            range values.
            
             A   enumeration that indicates whether
            this saved state is from a pan or zoom.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Copy the properties from this   out to the specified  .
            
             The   to which the scale range properties should be
            copied.
        
         
             
            Determine if the state contained in this   object is different from
            the state of the specified  .
            
             The   object with which to compare states.
             true if the states are different, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a   value indicating the type of action (zoom or pan)
            saved by this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets a string representing the type of adjustment that was made when this scale
            state was saved.
            
             A string representation for the state change type; typically
            "Pan", "Zoom", or "Scroll".
        
         
             
            An enumeration that describes whether a given state is the result of a Pan or Zoom
            operation.
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Zoom operation
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Wheel Zoom operation
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Pan operation
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Scroll operation
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Pressure Simulator/WorkInProgress/WIP/Form1.cs

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.ComponentModel;
using System.Data;
using System.Drawing;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using ZedGraph;
using System.Timers;
using PressureTest;
using PressureTest.Simulator;

namespace WIP
{
    public partial class Form1 : Form
    {

        public Pressure pressure;
        public StochasticSim simulator;

        private Formater format;

        public Form1()
        {
            InitializeComponent();

            simulator = new StochasticSim();
            pressure = new Pressure();
            format = new Formater();

            pressure.estimatedPressure();
            //pressure.estimatedPressureTwoDifferentPumps();
            //pressure.estimatedPressureTwoIdenticalPumps();

            displayPressureValues();
        }

        // Panel - Pressure System

        public void displayPressureValues()
        {
            // Est pressure and flow rate
            dispEstPress.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.estPressureSystem);
            dispFlowRate.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.q);

            // Components
            dispSwivelLoss.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.model.swivel.currPloss);
            dispPipeLoss.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.model.pipe.currPloss);
            dispAnnLoss.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.model.ann.currPloss);
            dispBHALoss.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.model.bha.currPloss);
            dispBitLoss.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.model.bit.currPloss);
            dispHoseLoss.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.model.hose.currPloss);
            dispHydroStat.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.model.hydrostaticLoss);
        }

        public void calcGraph()
        {
         
        }

        public void _tmr_Elapsed(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            
        }

        private void graphROP_Load(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            // Setup the graph
            CreateGraph(graphROP);
            // Size the control to fill the form with margin
            // TDO
        }

        public void CreateGraph(ZedGraphControl gRopZgc)
        {
            gRopZgc.Invalidate();

            // Get a referance to the graphPane
            GraphPane myPane = gRopZgc.GraphPane;

            if (myPane.CurveList.Count != 0)
            {
                myPane.CurveList.Remove(0);
            }

            // Set titles
            myPane.Title.Text = "ROP";
            myPane.XAxis.Title.Text = "Time";
            myPane.YAxis.Title.Text = "ROP";

            //LineItem myCurve = myPane.AddCurve("Something", data, Color.Red, SymbolType.Circle);

            // Reconfig axis due to data change
            gRopZgc.AxisChange();
            gRopZgc.Refresh();
        }

        private void graphROP_Resize(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            double test = 0;
        }

        private void bPlugZero_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            pressure.model.bit.nozzles = 2;
            pressure.estimatedPressure();
            displayPressureValues();
            this.Refresh();
        }

        private void bPlugOne_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            pressure.model.bit.nozzles = 1;
            pressure.estimatedPressure();
            displayPressureValues();
            this.Refresh();
        }

        private void bPlug2_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            pressure.model.bit.nozzles = 0;
            pressure.estimatedPressure();
            displayPressureValues();
            this.Refresh();
        }

        private void bIncElev_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            pressure.model.incSysElev(0.1); // Make elevation change available to user? 
            pressure.estimatedPressure();
            displayPressureValues();
            this.Refresh();
        }

        private void bDecElev_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            pressure.model.decSysElev(0.1); // Make elevation change available to user?
            pressure.estimatedPressure();
            displayPressureValues();
            this.Refresh();
        }

        // Tab - Pressure Sim

        private void tabPressure_SelectedIndexChanged(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            if (tabPressure.SelectedTab.Name.Equals("tabPageSimulator"))
            {
                updatePanel();
            }
            if (tabPressure.SelectedTab.Name.Equals("tabPageStochastic"))
            {
                updateStochasticTab();
            }
        }

        public void displaySimCurrentValues()
        {
            // Aluminium Pipe
            CurValPipeRough.Text = ""+simulator._system.pipe.roughness;
            CurValPipeInnerDim.Text = ""+simulator._system.pipe.innerDim;
            CurValPipeLength.Text = ""+simulator._system.pipe.length;

            // Hose
            CurValHoseRough.Text = ""+simulator._system.hose.roughness;
            CurValHoseInnerDim.Text = ""+simulator._system.hose.innerDim;
            CurValHoseLength.Text = ""+simulator._system.hose.length;

            // BHA
            CurValBHARough.Text = ""+simulator._system.bha.roughness;
            CurValBHAInnerDim.Text = ""+simulator._system.bha.innerDim;
            CurValBHALength.Text = ""+simulator._system.bha.length;

            // Drill bit
            CurValBitNozzDim.Text = ""+simulator._system.bit.nozzleDim;
            CurValBitNozzles.Text = ""+simulator._system.bit.nozzles;

            // Annulus
            CurValAnnuRough.Text = ""+simulator._system.ann.roughness;
            CurValAnnuInnerDim.Text = ""+simulator._system.ann.innerDim;
            CurValAnnuLength.Text = ""+simulator._system.ann.length;
        }

        public void displayAndUpdatePressureLossComponents()
        {

            SimDispCompSwiv.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.swivel.currPloss);
            SimDispCompPipe.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.pipe.currPloss);
            SimDispCompHose.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.hose.currPloss);
            SimDispCompBHA.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.bha.currPloss);
            SimDispCompBit.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.bit.currPloss);
            SimDispCompAnnu.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.ann.currPloss);
            
        }

        public void displayAndUpdateSystemVariables()
        {
            SimCurPres.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator.pressure.estPressureSystem);
            SimFlowRate.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator.pressure.q);
        }

        /*  Working as intended
         */
        private void bSimPipe_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            simulator.resetSystemPipeValue();
            string value = tContPipeRough.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustPipeRoughness(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            value = tContPipeInnerDim.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustPipeInnerDim(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            value = tContPipeLength.Text;
            
            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustPipeLength(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            updatePanel();
        }

        /* Working as intended
         */
        private void bSimHose_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            simulator.resetSystemHoseValue();
            string value = tContHoseRough.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustHoseRoughness(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            value = tContHoseInnerDim.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustHoseInnerDim(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            value = tContHoseLength.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustHoseLength(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            updatePanel();
        }

        /* Working as intended
         */
        private void bSimBHA_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            simulator.resetSystemBHAValues();
            string value = tContBHARough.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustBHARoughness(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            value = tContBHAInnerDim.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustBHAInnerDim(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            value = tContBHALength.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustBHALength(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            updatePanel();
        }

        /* Working as intended
         */
        private void bSimBit_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            simulator.resetSystemBitValues();
            string value = tContBitNozzles.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validateIntegerValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustBitNozzles(format.formatIntegerValue(value));
            }

            value = tContBitNozzDim.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustBitInnerDIm(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            value = tContPipeLength.Text;

            updatePanel();
        }

        private void bResetSysValues_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            simulator.resetSystem();
            updatePanel();
            resetControlTextboxes();
        }

        private void resetControlTextboxes()
        {
            // Aluminium pipe
            tContPipeInnerDim.Text = "";
            tContPipeLength.Text = "";
            tContPipeRough.Text = "";

            // Hose
            tContHoseInnerDim.Text = "";
            tContHoseLength.Text = "";
            tContHoseRough.Text = "";

            // BHA
            tContBHAInnerDim.Text = "";
            tContBHALength.Text = "";
            tContBHARough.Text = "";

            // Bit
            tContBitNozzDim.Text = "";
            tContBitNozzles.Text = "";
        }

        private void updatePanel()
        {
            displaySimCurrentValues();
            simulator.pressure.estimatedPressure();

            displayAndUpdateSystemVariables();
            displayAndUpdatePressureLossComponents();
        }

        // Tab - Stochastic simulator

        private void displayInitialStochasticValues()
        {
            // Pipe
            tBoxPipeInnerDim.Text = "" + format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.pipe.innerDim);
            tBoxPipeRough.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.pipe.roughness);
            tBoxPipeDevInnerDim.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator.Id_dev_pipe);
            tBoxPipeDevRough.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator.Rough_dev_pipe);

            // Hose
            tBoxHoseInnerDim.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.hose.innerDim);
            tBoxHoseRough.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.hose.roughness);
            tBoxHoseDevInnerDim.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator.Id_dev_hose);
            tBoxHoseDevRough.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator.Rough_dev_hose);

            // BHA
            tBoxBHAInnerDim.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.bha.innerDim);
            tBoxBHARough.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.bha.roughness);
            tBoxBHADevInnerDim.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator.Id_dev_bha);
            tBoxBHADevRough.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator.Rough_dev_bha);
          
            // Bit
            tBoxBitNozzDim.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.bit.nozzleDim);
            tBoxBitDevNozzDim.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator.Id_nozz_dev);

            //Elevation
            tBoxCurrentElevation.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.systemElevation);
        }

        private void updateStochasticTab()
        {
            displayInitialStochasticValues();
            this.Refresh();
        }

        private void bStochasticCalculate_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            string value;
            double newValue;

            // Pipe
            value = tBoxPipeInnerDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator._system.pipe.innerDim)
            {
                simulator._system.pipe.innerDim = newValue;
            }
            
            value = tBoxPipeRough.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if(newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator._system.pipe.roughness)
            {
                simulator._system.pipe.roughness = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxPipeDevInnerDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator.Id_dev_pipe)
            {
                simulator.Id_dev_pipe = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxPipeDevRough.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator.Rough_dev_pipe)
            {
                simulator.Rough_dev_pipe = newValue;
            }

            // Hose
            value = tBoxHoseInnerDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator._system.hose.innerDim)
            {
                simulator._system.hose.innerDim = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxHoseRough.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator._system.hose.roughness)
            {
                simulator._system.hose.roughness = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxHoseDevInnerDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator.Id_dev_hose)
            {
                simulator.Id_dev_hose = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxHoseDevRough.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator.Rough_dev_hose)
            {
                simulator.Rough_dev_hose = newValue;
            }

            // BHA
            value = tBoxBHAInnerDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator._system.bha.innerDim)
            {
                simulator._system.bha.innerDim = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxBHARough.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator._system.bha.roughness)
            {
                simulator._system.bha.roughness = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxBHADevInnerDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator.Id_dev_bha)
            {
                simulator.Id_dev_bha = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxBHADevRough.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator.Rough_dev_bha)
            {
                simulator.Rough_dev_bha = newValue;
            }

            // Bit
            value = tBoxBitNozzDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator._system.bit.nozzleDim)
            {
                simulator._system.bit.nozzleDim = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxBitDevNozzDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator.Id_nozz_dev)
            {
                simulator.Id_nozz_dev = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxNumOfSimulations.Text;
            int sims = format.formatIntegerValue(value);
            // Calculate and update graph
            updateHistoGraph(zedGraphControlHisto, simulator.runSimulation(sims));
        }

        public void updateHistoGraph(ZedGraphControl histoGraph, SortedList<double, double> values)
        {
            // get a reference to the GraphPane
            GraphPane myPane = histoGraph.GraphPane;

            // Set the Titles
            myPane.Title.Text = "Stochastic";
            myPane.XAxis.Title.Text = "Pressure";
            myPane.YAxis.Title.Text = "Probability";

            // Make up some random data points
            string[] labels = new string[values.Count-1];
            double[] y = new double[values.Count-1];
            var keys = values.Keys;
            var vals = values.Values;

            for (int i = 0; i < values.Count-1; i++)
            {
                labels[i] = keys[i].ToString("0.###");
                y[i] = vals[i];
            }

            if (myPane.CurveList.Count != 0)
            {
                myPane.CurveList.Remove(0);
            }

            // Generate a red bar with "Curve 1" in the legend
            BarItem myBar = myPane.AddBar("Curve 1", null, y, Color.Red);

           

            // Draw the X tics between the labels instead of 
            // at the labels
            myPane.XAxis.MajorTic.IsBetweenLabels = true;

            // Set the XAxis labels
            myPane.XAxis.Scale.TextLabels = labels;
            // Set the XAxis to Text type
            myPane.XAxis.Type = AxisType.Text;

            // Fill the Axis and Pane backgrounds
            myPane.Chart.Fill = new Fill(Color.White,
                  Color.FromArgb(255, 255, 166), 90F);
            myPane.Fill = new Fill(Color.FromArgb(250, 250, 255));

            // Tell ZedGraph to refigure the
            // axes since the data have changed
            histoGraph.AxisChange();
            histoGraph.Refresh();
        }

        private void bResetStochastic_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            simulator.resetSystem();
            updateStochasticTab();
            tBoxNumOfSimulations.Text ="500";
        }

        private void bIncreaseElevation_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            string value;
            double newValue;

            value = tBoxElevStep.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);

            if (newValue != 0)
            {
                simulator._system.incSysElev(newValue);
            }
            updateStochasticTab();
            this.Refresh();
        }

        private void bDecreaseElevation_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            string value;
            double newValue;

            value = tBoxElevStep.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);

            if (newValue != 0)
            {
                simulator._system.decSysElev(newValue);
            }
            updateStochasticTab();
            this.Refresh();

        }

    }
}







Pressure Simulator/WorkInProgress/WIP/Form1.Designer.cs

namespace WIP
{
    partial class Form1
    {
        /// <summary>
        /// Required designer variable.
        /// </summary>
        private System.ComponentModel.IContainer components = null;

        /// <summary>
        /// Clean up any resources being used.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="disposing">true if managed resources should be disposed; otherwise, false.</param>
        protected override void Dispose(bool disposing)
        {
            if (disposing && (components != null))
            {
                components.Dispose();
            }
            base.Dispose(disposing);
        }

        #region Windows Form Designer generated code

        /// <summary>
        /// Required method for Designer support - do not modify
        /// the contents of this method with the code editor.
        /// </summary>
        private void InitializeComponent()
        {
            this.tabPressure = new System.Windows.Forms.TabControl();
            this.tabPageMainPressure = new System.Windows.Forms.TabPage();
            this.panel3 = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.dispHydroStat = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelHydroStat = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispAnnLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelAnnulusLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispBitLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelBitLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispBHALoss = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelBHALoss = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispPipeLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelPipeLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispSwivelLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelSwivelLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispHoseLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelHoseLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelCompPLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispFlowRate = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelFlow = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispEstPress = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelEstP = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label3 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panel2 = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.graphROP = new ZedGraph.ZedGraphControl();
            this.label2 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panel1 = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.bPlug2 = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.bPlugOne = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.bPlugZero = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.labelPlugBit = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.bDecElev = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.bIncElev = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.label4 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelROP = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.numericROP = new System.Windows.Forms.NumericUpDown();
            this.label1 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tabPageSimulator = new System.Windows.Forms.TabPage();
            this.panelSimCompSix = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.label15 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValAnnuLength = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValAnnuInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValAnnuRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimAnn = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panelSimCompFive = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.bSimBit = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.label31 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContBitNozzles = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label30 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label20 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContBitNozzDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label16 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label14 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValBitNozzles = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValNozzles = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValBitNozzDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimBit = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panelSimCompFour = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.bSimBHA = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.label29 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContBHALength = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label28 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContBHAInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label27 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label19 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContBHARough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label10 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label7 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label13 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValBHALength = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValBHALength = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValBHAInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValBHARough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValBHARough = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimBHA = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panelSimCompThree = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.bSimHose = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.label26 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContHoseLength = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label25 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContHoseInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label24 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label18 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContHoseRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label9 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label6 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label12 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValHoseLength = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValHoseLength = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValHoseInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValHoseRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValHoseRough = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimHose = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panelSimCompTwo = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.bSimPipe = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.label23 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label22 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label21 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContPipeLength = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tContPipeInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tContPipeRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label17 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label8 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label11 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValPipeLength = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValPipeLength = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValPipeInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValPipeRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValPipeRough = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimPipe = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panelSimCompOne = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.labelSimSwivel = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panelSimComp = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.SimDispCompAnnu = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelDispCompAnnu = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.SimDispCompBit = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelDispCompBit = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.SimDispCompBHA = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelDispCompBHA = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.SimDispCompHose = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelDispCompHose = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.SimDispCompPipe = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelDispCompPipe = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.SimDispCompSwiv = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelDispCompSwivel = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimComp = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panel11 = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.panelSimSysVar = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.bResetSysValues = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.SimFlowRate = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label5 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.SimCurPres = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelSimCurPres = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimSysVar = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tabPageStochastic = new System.Windows.Forms.TabPage();
            this.panelHistogram = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.zedGraphControlHisto = new ZedGraph.ZedGraphControl();
            this.panelStochasticVariables = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.label49 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.bDecreaseElevation = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.bIncreaseElevation = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.labelElevation = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.bStochasticCalculate = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.tBoxNumOfSimulations = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelNumberOfSim = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxBitDevNozzDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tBoxBHADevRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tBoxBHADevInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tBoxHoseDevRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tBoxHoseDevInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tBoxPipeDevRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tBoxPipeDevInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label48 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label47 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxBitNozzDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label46 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label45 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label44 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label43 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxBHARough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tBoxBHAInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label42 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label41 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label40 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label39 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label38 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxHoseRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label37 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxHoseInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label36 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label34 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label35 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelStochasticPipeRough = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxPipeRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label33 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxPipeInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelStochasticInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label32 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.bResetStochastic = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.labelStochasticTitle = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxElevStep = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label50 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxCurrentElevation = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label51 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label52 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tabPressure.SuspendLayout();
            this.tabPageMainPressure.SuspendLayout();
            this.panel3.SuspendLayout();
            this.panel2.SuspendLayout();
            this.panel1.SuspendLayout();
            ((System.ComponentModel.ISupportInitialize)(this.numericROP)).BeginInit();
            this.tabPageSimulator.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimCompSix.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimCompFive.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimCompFour.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimCompThree.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimCompTwo.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimCompOne.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimComp.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimSysVar.SuspendLayout();
            this.tabPageStochastic.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelHistogram.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelStochasticVariables.SuspendLayout();
            this.SuspendLayout();
            // 
            // tabPressure
            // 
            this.tabPressure.Controls.Add(this.tabPageMainPressure);
            this.tabPressure.Controls.Add(this.tabPageSimulator);
            this.tabPressure.Controls.Add(this.tabPageStochastic);
            this.tabPressure.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(5, 1);
            this.tabPressure.Name = "tabPressure";
            this.tabPressure.SelectedIndex = 0;
            this.tabPressure.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(1858, 1086);
            this.tabPressure.TabIndex = 3;
            this.tabPressure.SelectedIndexChanged += new System.EventHandler(this.tabPressure_SelectedIndexChanged);
            // 
            // tabPageMainPressure
            // 
            this.tabPageMainPressure.BackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Silver;
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Controls.Add(this.panel3);
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Controls.Add(this.panel2);
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Controls.Add(this.panel1);
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 22);
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Name = "tabPageMainPressure";
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Padding = new System.Windows.Forms.Padding(3);
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(1850, 1060);
            this.tabPageMainPressure.TabIndex = 0;
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Text = "Pressure";
            // 
            // panel3
            // 
            this.panel3.BackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Transparent;
            this.panel3.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispHydroStat);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelHydroStat);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispAnnLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelAnnulusLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispBitLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelBitLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispBHALoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelBHALoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispPipeLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelPipeLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispSwivelLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelSwivelLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispHoseLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelHoseLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelCompPLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispFlowRate);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelFlow);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispEstPress);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelEstP);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.label3);
            this.panel3.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 173);
            this.panel3.Name = "panel3";
            this.panel3.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(248, 187);
            this.panel3.TabIndex = 5;
            // 
            // dispHydroStat
            // 
            this.dispHydroStat.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispHydroStat.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(45, 163);
            this.dispHydroStat.Name = "dispHydroStat";
            this.dispHydroStat.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispHydroStat.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(43, 20);
            this.dispHydroStat.TabIndex = 19;
            // 
            // labelHydroStat
            // 
            this.labelHydroStat.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelHydroStat.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(5, 163);
            this.labelHydroStat.Name = "labelHydroStat";
            this.labelHydroStat.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(40, 13);
            this.labelHydroStat.TabIndex = 18;
            this.labelHydroStat.Text = "H.Stat:";
            // 
            // dispAnnLoss
            // 
            this.dispAnnLoss.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispAnnLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(142, 140);
            this.dispAnnLoss.Name = "dispAnnLoss";
            this.dispAnnLoss.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispAnnLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(47, 20);
            this.dispAnnLoss.TabIndex = 17;
            // 
            // labelAnnulusLoss
            // 
            this.labelAnnulusLoss.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelAnnulusLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(94, 140);
            this.labelAnnulusLoss.Name = "labelAnnulusLoss";
            this.labelAnnulusLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 13);
            this.labelAnnulusLoss.TabIndex = 16;
            this.labelAnnulusLoss.Text = "Annulus:";
            // 
            // dispBitLoss
            // 
            this.dispBitLoss.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispBitLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(45, 140);
            this.dispBitLoss.Name = "dispBitLoss";
            this.dispBitLoss.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispBitLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(43, 20);
            this.dispBitLoss.TabIndex = 15;
            // 
            // labelBitLoss
            // 
            this.labelBitLoss.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelBitLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(5, 140);
            this.labelBitLoss.Name = "labelBitLoss";
            this.labelBitLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(22, 13);
            this.labelBitLoss.TabIndex = 14;
            this.labelBitLoss.Text = "Bit:";
            // 
            // dispBHALoss
            // 
            this.dispBHALoss.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispBHALoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(142, 117);
            this.dispBHALoss.Name = "dispBHALoss";
            this.dispBHALoss.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispBHALoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(47, 20);
            this.dispBHALoss.TabIndex = 13;
            // 
            // labelBHALoss
            // 
            this.labelBHALoss.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelBHALoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(97, 118);
            this.labelBHALoss.Name = "labelBHALoss";
            this.labelBHALoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(32, 13);
            this.labelBHALoss.TabIndex = 12;
            this.labelBHALoss.Text = "BHA:";
            // 
            // dispPipeLoss
            // 
            this.dispPipeLoss.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispPipeLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(45, 115);
            this.dispPipeLoss.Name = "dispPipeLoss";
            this.dispPipeLoss.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispPipeLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(43, 20);
            this.dispPipeLoss.TabIndex = 11;
            // 
            // labelPipeLoss
            // 
            this.labelPipeLoss.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelPipeLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 118);
            this.labelPipeLoss.Name = "labelPipeLoss";
            this.labelPipeLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(31, 13);
            this.labelPipeLoss.TabIndex = 10;
            this.labelPipeLoss.Text = "Pipe:";
            // 
            // dispSwivelLoss
            // 
            this.dispSwivelLoss.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispSwivelLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(142, 90);
            this.dispSwivelLoss.Name = "dispSwivelLoss";
            this.dispSwivelLoss.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispSwivelLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(47, 20);
            this.dispSwivelLoss.TabIndex = 9;
            // 
            // labelSwivelLoss
            // 
            this.labelSwivelLoss.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSwivelLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(94, 93);
            this.labelSwivelLoss.Name = "labelSwivelLoss";
            this.labelSwivelLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(41, 13);
            this.labelSwivelLoss.TabIndex = 8;
            this.labelSwivelLoss.Text = "Swivel:";
            // 
            // dispHoseLoss
            // 
            this.dispHoseLoss.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispHoseLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(45, 90);
            this.dispHoseLoss.Name = "dispHoseLoss";
            this.dispHoseLoss.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispHoseLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(43, 20);
            this.dispHoseLoss.TabIndex = 7;
            // 
            // labelHoseLoss
            // 
            this.labelHoseLoss.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelHoseLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 93);
            this.labelHoseLoss.Name = "labelHoseLoss";
            this.labelHoseLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(35, 13);
            this.labelHoseLoss.TabIndex = 6;
            this.labelHoseLoss.Text = "Hose:";
            // 
            // labelCompPLoss
            // 
            this.labelCompPLoss.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCompPLoss.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 8.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCompPLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 76);
            this.labelCompPLoss.Name = "labelCompPLoss";
            this.labelCompPLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(73, 13);
            this.labelCompPLoss.TabIndex = 5;
            this.labelCompPLoss.Text = "Pressure Loss";
            // 
            // dispFlowRate
            // 
            this.dispFlowRate.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispFlowRate.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(59, 42);
            this.dispFlowRate.Name = "dispFlowRate";
            this.dispFlowRate.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispFlowRate.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 20);
            this.dispFlowRate.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // labelFlow
            // 
            this.labelFlow.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelFlow.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(10, 42);
            this.labelFlow.Name = "labelFlow";
            this.labelFlow.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(43, 13);
            this.labelFlow.TabIndex = 3;
            this.labelFlow.Text = "Flow R:";
            // 
            // dispEstPress
            // 
            this.dispEstPress.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispEstPress.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(59, 17);
            this.dispEstPress.Name = "dispEstPress";
            this.dispEstPress.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispEstPress.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 20);
            this.dispEstPress.TabIndex = 2;
            // 
            // labelEstP
            // 
            this.labelEstP.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelEstP.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 20);
            this.labelEstP.Name = "labelEstP";
            this.labelEstP.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(49, 13);
            this.labelEstP.TabIndex = 1;
            this.labelEstP.Text = "Est.Pres:";
            // 
            // label3
            // 
            this.label3.AutoSize = true;
            this.label3.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 8.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label3.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 3);
            this.label3.Name = "label3";
            this.label3.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 13);
            this.label3.TabIndex = 0;
            this.label3.Text = "Pressure";
            // 
            // panel2
            // 
            this.panel2.BackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Transparent;
            this.panel2.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panel2.Controls.Add(this.graphROP);
            this.panel2.Controls.Add(this.label2);
            this.panel2.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(254, 6);
            this.panel2.Name = "panel2";
            this.panel2.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(676, 513);
            this.panel2.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // graphROP
            // 
            this.graphROP.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(11, 21);
            this.graphROP.Name = "graphROP";
            this.graphROP.ScrollGrace = 0D;
            this.graphROP.ScrollMaxX = 0D;
            this.graphROP.ScrollMaxY = 0D;
            this.graphROP.ScrollMaxY2 = 0D;
            this.graphROP.ScrollMinX = 0D;
            this.graphROP.ScrollMinY = 0D;
            this.graphROP.ScrollMinY2 = 0D;
            this.graphROP.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(664, 179);
            this.graphROP.TabIndex = 1;
            // 
            // label2
            // 
            this.label2.AutoSize = true;
            this.label2.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 8.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label2.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 4);
            this.label2.Name = "label2";
            this.label2.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(25, 13);
            this.label2.TabIndex = 0;
            this.label2.Text = "Info";
            // 
            // panel1
            // 
            this.panel1.BackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Transparent;
            this.panel1.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.bPlug2);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.bPlugOne);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.bPlugZero);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.labelPlugBit);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.bDecElev);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.bIncElev);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.label4);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.labelROP);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.numericROP);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.label1);
            this.panel1.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 6);
            this.panel1.Name = "panel1";
            this.panel1.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(248, 168);
            this.panel1.TabIndex = 3;
            // 
            // bPlug2
            // 
            this.bPlug2.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(141, 77);
            this.bPlug2.Name = "bPlug2";
            this.bPlug2.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(26, 23);
            this.bPlug2.TabIndex = 9;
            this.bPlug2.Text = "2";
            this.bPlug2.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bPlug2.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bPlug2_Click);
            // 
            // bPlugOne
            // 
            this.bPlugOne.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(109, 77);
            this.bPlugOne.Name = "bPlugOne";
            this.bPlugOne.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(26, 23);
            this.bPlugOne.TabIndex = 8;
            this.bPlugOne.Text = "1";
            this.bPlugOne.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bPlugOne.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bPlugOne_Click);
            // 
            // bPlugZero
            // 
            this.bPlugZero.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(77, 77);
            this.bPlugZero.Name = "bPlugZero";
            this.bPlugZero.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(26, 23);
            this.bPlugZero.TabIndex = 7;
            this.bPlugZero.Text = "0";
            this.bPlugZero.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bPlugZero.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bPlugZero_Click);
            // 
            // labelPlugBit
            // 
            this.labelPlugBit.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelPlugBit.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(13, 77);
            this.labelPlugBit.Name = "labelPlugBit";
            this.labelPlugBit.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(53, 13);
            this.labelPlugBit.TabIndex = 6;
            this.labelPlugBit.Text = "Plug Noz:";
            // 
            // bDecElev
            // 
            this.bDecElev.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(142, 42);
            this.bDecElev.Name = "bDecElev";
            this.bDecElev.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(61, 26);
            this.bDecElev.TabIndex = 5;
            this.bDecElev.Text = "Down";
            this.bDecElev.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bDecElev.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bDecElev_Click);
            // 
            // bIncElev
            // 
            this.bIncElev.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(77, 42);
            this.bIncElev.Name = "bIncElev";
            this.bIncElev.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(58, 26);
            this.bIncElev.TabIndex = 4;
            this.bIncElev.Text = "Up";
            this.bIncElev.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bIncElev.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bIncElev_Click);
            // 
            // label4
            // 
            this.label4.AutoSize = true;
            this.label4.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(10, 49);
            this.label4.Name = "label4";
            this.label4.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(54, 13);
            this.label4.TabIndex = 3;
            this.label4.Text = "Elevation:";
            // 
            // labelROP
            // 
            this.labelROP.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelROP.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(13, 17);
            this.labelROP.Name = "labelROP";
            this.labelROP.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(33, 13);
            this.labelROP.TabIndex = 2;
            this.labelROP.Text = "ROP:";
            // 
            // numericROP
            // 
            this.numericROP.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(77, 15);
            this.numericROP.Name = "numericROP";
            this.numericROP.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(42, 20);
            this.numericROP.TabIndex = 1;
            // 
            // label1
            // 
            this.label1.AutoSize = true;
            this.label1.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 8.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label1.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(0, 0);
            this.label1.Name = "label1";
            this.label1.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(40, 13);
            this.label1.TabIndex = 0;
            this.label1.Text = "Control";
            // 
            // tabPageSimulator
            // 
            this.tabPageSimulator.BackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Silver;
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimCompSix);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimCompFive);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimCompFour);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimCompThree);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimCompTwo);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimCompOne);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimComp);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimSysVar);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 22);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Name = "tabPageSimulator";
            this.tabPageSimulator.Padding = new System.Windows.Forms.Padding(3);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(1850, 1060);
            this.tabPageSimulator.TabIndex = 1;
            this.tabPageSimulator.Text = "Pressure Sim";
            // 
            // panelSimCompSix
            // 
            this.panelSimCompSix.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.label15);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.CurValAnnuLength);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValAnnuLength);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.CurValAnnuInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.CurValAnnuRough);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValAnnuRough);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.labelSimAnn);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(1526, 266);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Name = "panelSimCompSix";
            this.panelSimCompSix.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(297, 800);
            this.panelSimCompSix.TabIndex = 5;
            // 
            // label15
            // 
            this.label15.AutoSize = true;
            this.label15.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label15.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 193);
            this.label15.Name = "label15";
            this.label15.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 20);
            this.label15.TabIndex = 17;
            this.label15.Text = "Control:";
            // 
            // CurValAnnuLength
            // 
            this.CurValAnnuLength.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValAnnuLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(114, 154);
            this.CurValAnnuLength.Name = "CurValAnnuLength";
            this.CurValAnnuLength.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValAnnuLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValAnnuLength.TabIndex = 14;
            // 
            // labelCurValAnnuLength
            // 
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(33, 157);
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength.Name = "labelCurValAnnuLength";
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 17);
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength.TabIndex = 13;
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength.Text = "Length:";
            // 
            // CurValAnnuInnerDim
            // 
            this.CurValAnnuInnerDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValAnnuInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(114, 125);
            this.CurValAnnuInnerDim.Name = "CurValAnnuInnerDim";
            this.CurValAnnuInnerDim.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValAnnuInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValAnnuInnerDim.TabIndex = 12;
            // 
            // labelCurValInnerDimAnnu
            // 
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(33, 128);
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu.Name = "labelCurValInnerDimAnnu";
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 17);
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu.TabIndex = 11;
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu.Text = "Inner Dim:";
            // 
            // CurValAnnuRough
            // 
            this.CurValAnnuRough.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValAnnuRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(114, 95);
            this.CurValAnnuRough.Name = "CurValAnnuRough";
            this.CurValAnnuRough.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValAnnuRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValAnnuRough.TabIndex = 10;
            // 
            // labelCurValAnnuRough
            // 
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(33, 98);
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough.Name = "labelCurValAnnuRough";
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 17);
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough.TabIndex = 9;
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough.Text = "Roughness:";
            // 
            // labelSimAnnuCurrentValues
            // 
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 60);
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues.Name = "labelSimAnnuCurrentValues";
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(119, 20);
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues.TabIndex = 6;
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues.Text = "Current Values:";
            // 
            // labelSimAnn
            // 
            this.labelSimAnn.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimAnn.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimAnn.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(29, 23);
            this.labelSimAnn.Name = "labelSimAnn";
            this.labelSimAnn.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 25);
            this.labelSimAnn.TabIndex = 5;
            this.labelSimAnn.Text = "Annulus";
            // 
            // panelSimCompFive
            // 
            this.panelSimCompFive.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.bSimBit);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.label31);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.tContBitNozzles);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.label30);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.label20);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.tContBitNozzDim);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.label16);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.label14);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.CurValBitNozzles);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValNozzles);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.CurValBitNozzDim);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.labelSimBitCurrentValues);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.labelSimBit);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(1220, 266);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Name = "panelSimCompFive";
            this.panelSimCompFive.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(297, 800);
            this.panelSimCompFive.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // bSimBit
            // 
            this.bSimBit.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(200, 335);
            this.bSimBit.Name = "bSimBit";
            this.bSimBit.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(92, 29);
            this.bSimBit.TabIndex = 31;
            this.bSimBit.Text = "Calculate";
            this.bSimBit.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bSimBit.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bSimBit_Click);
            // 
            // label31
            // 
            this.label31.AutoSize = true;
            this.label31.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(233, 267);
            this.label31.Name = "label31";
            this.label31.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(44, 13);
            this.label31.TabIndex = 34;
            this.label31.Text = "Number";
            // 
            // tContBitNozzles
            // 
            this.tContBitNozzles.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContBitNozzles.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(111, 261);
            this.tContBitNozzles.Name = "tContBitNozzles";
            this.tContBitNozzles.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContBitNozzles.TabIndex = 33;
            // 
            // label30
            // 
            this.label30.AutoSize = true;
            this.label30.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(233, 234);
            this.label30.Name = "label30";
            this.label30.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label30.TabIndex = 32;
            this.label30.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // label20
            // 
            this.label20.AutoSize = true;
            this.label20.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label20.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(30, 262);
            this.label20.Name = "label20";
            this.label20.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(62, 17);
            this.label20.TabIndex = 15;
            this.label20.Text = "Nozzles:";
            // 
            // tContBitNozzDim
            // 
            this.tContBitNozzDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContBitNozzDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(111, 228);
            this.tContBitNozzDim.Name = "tContBitNozzDim";
            this.tContBitNozzDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContBitNozzDim.TabIndex = 31;
            // 
            // label16
            // 
            this.label16.AutoSize = true;
            this.label16.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label16.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(30, 232);
            this.label16.Name = "label16";
            this.label16.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(83, 17);
            this.label16.TabIndex = 14;
            this.label16.Text = "Nozzle Dim:";
            // 
            // label14
            // 
            this.label14.AutoSize = true;
            this.label14.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label14.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 193);
            this.label14.Name = "label14";
            this.label14.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 20);
            this.label14.TabIndex = 13;
            this.label14.Text = "Control:";
            // 
            // CurValBitNozzles
            // 
            this.CurValBitNozzles.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValBitNozzles.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(111, 127);
            this.CurValBitNozzles.Name = "CurValBitNozzles";
            this.CurValBitNozzles.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValBitNozzles.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValBitNozzles.TabIndex = 16;
            // 
            // labelCurValNozzles
            // 
            this.labelCurValNozzles.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValNozzles.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValNozzles.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(30, 130);
            this.labelCurValNozzles.Name = "labelCurValNozzles";
            this.labelCurValNozzles.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(62, 17);
            this.labelCurValNozzles.TabIndex = 15;
            this.labelCurValNozzles.Text = "Nozzles:";
            // 
            // CurValBitNozzDim
            // 
            this.CurValBitNozzDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValBitNozzDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(111, 95);
            this.CurValBitNozzDim.Name = "CurValBitNozzDim";
            this.CurValBitNozzDim.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValBitNozzDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValBitNozzDim.TabIndex = 14;
            // 
            // labelCurValNozzleDimBit
            // 
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(30, 98);
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit.Name = "labelCurValNozzleDimBit";
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(83, 17);
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit.TabIndex = 13;
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit.Text = "Nozzle Dim:";
            // 
            // labelSimBitCurrentValues
            // 
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 60);
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues.Name = "labelSimBitCurrentValues";
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(119, 20);
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues.TabIndex = 5;
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues.Text = "Current Values:";
            // 
            // labelSimBit
            // 
            this.labelSimBit.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimBit.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimBit.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(25, 23);
            this.labelSimBit.Name = "labelSimBit";
            this.labelSimBit.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(71, 25);
            this.labelSimBit.TabIndex = 4;
            this.labelSimBit.Text = "Drill Bit";
            // 
            // panelSimCompFour
            // 
            this.panelSimCompFour.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.bSimBHA);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.label29);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.tContBHALength);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.label28);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.tContBHAInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.label27);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.label19);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.tContBHARough);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.label10);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.label7);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.label13);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.CurValBHALength);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValBHALength);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.CurValBHAInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.CurValBHARough);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValBHARough);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.labelSimBHACurrentValues);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.labelSimBHA);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(917, 266);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Name = "panelSimCompFour";
            this.panelSimCompFour.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(297, 800);
            this.panelSimCompFour.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // bSimBHA
            // 
            this.bSimBHA.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(200, 335);
            this.bSimBHA.Name = "bSimBHA";
            this.bSimBHA.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(92, 29);
            this.bSimBHA.TabIndex = 25;
            this.bSimBHA.Text = "Calculate";
            this.bSimBHA.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bSimBHA.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bSimBHA_Click);
            // 
            // label29
            // 
            this.label29.AutoSize = true;
            this.label29.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(230, 298);
            this.label29.Name = "label29";
            this.label29.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label29.TabIndex = 30;
            this.label29.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // tContBHALength
            // 
            this.tContBHALength.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContBHALength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 292);
            this.tContBHALength.Name = "tContBHALength";
            this.tContBHALength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContBHALength.TabIndex = 29;
            // 
            // label28
            // 
            this.label28.AutoSize = true;
            this.label28.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(230, 265);
            this.label28.Name = "label28";
            this.label28.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label28.TabIndex = 28;
            this.label28.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // tContBHAInnerDim
            // 
            this.tContBHAInnerDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContBHAInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 259);
            this.tContBHAInnerDim.Name = "tContBHAInnerDim";
            this.tContBHAInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContBHAInnerDim.TabIndex = 27;
            // 
            // label27
            // 
            this.label27.AutoSize = true;
            this.label27.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(230, 235);
            this.label27.Name = "label27";
            this.label27.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label27.TabIndex = 26;
            this.label27.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // label19
            // 
            this.label19.AutoSize = true;
            this.label19.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label19.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 293);
            this.label19.Name = "label19";
            this.label19.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 17);
            this.label19.TabIndex = 14;
            this.label19.Text = "Length:";
            // 
            // tContBHARough
            // 
            this.tContBHARough.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContBHARough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 229);
            this.tContBHARough.Name = "tContBHARough";
            this.tContBHARough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContBHARough.TabIndex = 25;
            // 
            // label10
            // 
            this.label10.AutoSize = true;
            this.label10.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label10.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 262);
            this.label10.Name = "label10";
            this.label10.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 17);
            this.label10.TabIndex = 13;
            this.label10.Text = "Inner Dim:";
            // 
            // label7
            // 
            this.label7.AutoSize = true;
            this.label7.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label7.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 232);
            this.label7.Name = "label7";
            this.label7.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 17);
            this.label7.TabIndex = 12;
            this.label7.Text = "Roughness:";
            // 
            // label13
            // 
            this.label13.AutoSize = true;
            this.label13.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label13.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 193);
            this.label13.Name = "label13";
            this.label13.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 20);
            this.label13.TabIndex = 11;
            this.label13.Text = "Control:";
            // 
            // CurValBHALength
            // 
            this.CurValBHALength.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValBHALength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 154);
            this.CurValBHALength.Name = "CurValBHALength";
            this.CurValBHALength.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValBHALength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValBHALength.TabIndex = 12;
            // 
            // labelCurValBHALength
            // 
            this.labelCurValBHALength.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValBHALength.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValBHALength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 157);
            this.labelCurValBHALength.Name = "labelCurValBHALength";
            this.labelCurValBHALength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 17);
            this.labelCurValBHALength.TabIndex = 11;
            this.labelCurValBHALength.Text = "Length:";
            // 
            // CurValBHAInnerDim
            // 
            this.CurValBHAInnerDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValBHAInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 125);
            this.CurValBHAInnerDim.Name = "CurValBHAInnerDim";
            this.CurValBHAInnerDim.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValBHAInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValBHAInnerDim.TabIndex = 10;
            // 
            // labelCurValInnerDimBHA
            // 
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 128);
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA.Name = "labelCurValInnerDimBHA";
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 17);
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA.TabIndex = 9;
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA.Text = "Inner Dim:";
            // 
            // CurValBHARough
            // 
            this.CurValBHARough.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValBHARough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 95);
            this.CurValBHARough.Name = "CurValBHARough";
            this.CurValBHARough.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValBHARough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValBHARough.TabIndex = 8;
            // 
            // labelCurValBHARough
            // 
            this.labelCurValBHARough.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValBHARough.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValBHARough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 98);
            this.labelCurValBHARough.Name = "labelCurValBHARough";
            this.labelCurValBHARough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 17);
            this.labelCurValBHARough.TabIndex = 7;
            this.labelCurValBHARough.Text = "Roughness:";
            // 
            // labelSimBHACurrentValues
            // 
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 60);
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues.Name = "labelSimBHACurrentValues";
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(119, 20);
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues.TabIndex = 4;
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues.Text = "Current Values:";
            // 
            // labelSimBHA
            // 
            this.labelSimBHA.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimBHA.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimBHA.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(23, 23);
            this.labelSimBHA.Name = "labelSimBHA";
            this.labelSimBHA.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(53, 25);
            this.labelSimBHA.TabIndex = 3;
            this.labelSimBHA.Text = "BHA";
            // 
            // panelSimCompThree
            // 
            this.panelSimCompThree.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.bSimHose);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.label26);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.tContHoseLength);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.label25);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.tContHoseInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.label24);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.label18);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.tContHoseRough);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.label9);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.label6);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.label12);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.CurValHoseLength);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValHoseLength);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.CurValHoseInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.CurValHoseRough);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValHoseRough);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.labelSimHose);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(614, 266);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Name = "panelSimCompThree";
            this.panelSimCompThree.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(297, 800);
            this.panelSimCompThree.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // bSimHose
            // 
            this.bSimHose.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(200, 335);
            this.bSimHose.Name = "bSimHose";
            this.bSimHose.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(92, 29);
            this.bSimHose.TabIndex = 20;
            this.bSimHose.Text = "Calculate";
            this.bSimHose.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bSimHose.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bSimHose_Click);
            // 
            // label26
            // 
            this.label26.AutoSize = true;
            this.label26.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(227, 298);
            this.label26.Name = "label26";
            this.label26.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label26.TabIndex = 24;
            this.label26.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // tContHoseLength
            // 
            this.tContHoseLength.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContHoseLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(105, 292);
            this.tContHoseLength.Name = "tContHoseLength";
            this.tContHoseLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContHoseLength.TabIndex = 23;
            // 
            // label25
            // 
            this.label25.AutoSize = true;
            this.label25.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(227, 268);
            this.label25.Name = "label25";
            this.label25.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label25.TabIndex = 22;
            this.label25.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // tContHoseInnerDim
            // 
            this.tContHoseInnerDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContHoseInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(105, 262);
            this.tContHoseInnerDim.Name = "tContHoseInnerDim";
            this.tContHoseInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContHoseInnerDim.TabIndex = 21;
            // 
            // label24
            // 
            this.label24.AutoSize = true;
            this.label24.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(227, 237);
            this.label24.Name = "label24";
            this.label24.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label24.TabIndex = 20;
            this.label24.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // label18
            // 
            this.label18.AutoSize = true;
            this.label18.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label18.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 293);
            this.label18.Name = "label18";
            this.label18.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 17);
            this.label18.TabIndex = 13;
            this.label18.Text = "Length:";
            // 
            // tContHoseRough
            // 
            this.tContHoseRough.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContHoseRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(105, 231);
            this.tContHoseRough.Name = "tContHoseRough";
            this.tContHoseRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContHoseRough.TabIndex = 19;
            // 
            // label9
            // 
            this.label9.AutoSize = true;
            this.label9.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label9.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 262);
            this.label9.Name = "label9";
            this.label9.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 17);
            this.label9.TabIndex = 12;
            this.label9.Text = "Inner Dim:";
            // 
            // label6
            // 
            this.label6.AutoSize = true;
            this.label6.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label6.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 232);
            this.label6.Name = "label6";
            this.label6.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 17);
            this.label6.TabIndex = 11;
            this.label6.Text = "Roughness:";
            // 
            // label12
            // 
            this.label12.AutoSize = true;
            this.label12.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label12.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 193);
            this.label12.Name = "label12";
            this.label12.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 20);
            this.label12.TabIndex = 10;
            this.label12.Text = "Control:";
            // 
            // CurValHoseLength
            // 
            this.CurValHoseLength.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValHoseLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(105, 154);
            this.CurValHoseLength.Name = "CurValHoseLength";
            this.CurValHoseLength.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValHoseLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValHoseLength.TabIndex = 10;
            // 
            // labelCurValHoseLength
            // 
            this.labelCurValHoseLength.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValHoseLength.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValHoseLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 157);
            this.labelCurValHoseLength.Name = "labelCurValHoseLength";
            this.labelCurValHoseLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 17);
            this.labelCurValHoseLength.TabIndex = 9;
            this.labelCurValHoseLength.Text = "Length:";
            // 
            // CurValHoseInnerDim
            // 
            this.CurValHoseInnerDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValHoseInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(105, 125);
            this.CurValHoseInnerDim.Name = "CurValHoseInnerDim";
            this.CurValHoseInnerDim.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValHoseInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValHoseInnerDim.TabIndex = 8;
            // 
            // labelCurValHoseInnerDim
            // 
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 128);
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim.Name = "labelCurValHoseInnerDim";
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 17);
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim.TabIndex = 7;
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim.Text = "Inner Dim:";
            // 
            // CurValHoseRough
            // 
            this.CurValHoseRough.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValHoseRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(105, 95);
            this.CurValHoseRough.Name = "CurValHoseRough";
            this.CurValHoseRough.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValHoseRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValHoseRough.TabIndex = 6;
            // 
            // labelCurValHoseRough
            // 
            this.labelCurValHoseRough.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValHoseRough.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValHoseRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 98);
            this.labelCurValHoseRough.Name = "labelCurValHoseRough";
            this.labelCurValHoseRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 17);
            this.labelCurValHoseRough.TabIndex = 5;
            this.labelCurValHoseRough.Text = "Roughness:";
            // 
            // labelSimHoseCurrentValues
            // 
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 60);
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues.Name = "labelSimHoseCurrentValues";
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(119, 20);
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues.TabIndex = 3;
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues.Text = "Current Values:";
            // 
            // labelSimHose
            // 
            this.labelSimHose.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimHose.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimHose.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(19, 23);
            this.labelSimHose.Name = "labelSimHose";
            this.labelSimHose.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(58, 25);
            this.labelSimHose.TabIndex = 2;
            this.labelSimHose.Text = "Hose";
            // 
            // panelSimCompTwo
            // 
            this.panelSimCompTwo.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.bSimPipe);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.label23);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.label22);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.label21);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.tContPipeLength);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.tContPipeInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.tContPipeRough);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.label17);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.label8);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.labelControlPipeRoughness);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.label11);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.CurValPipeLength);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValPipeLength);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.CurValPipeInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.CurValPipeRough);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValPipeRough);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.labelSimPipe);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(311, 266);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Name = "panelSimCompTwo";
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(297, 800);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.TabIndex = 3;
            // 
            // bSimPipe
            // 
            this.bSimPipe.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(200, 335);
            this.bSimPipe.Name = "bSimPipe";
            this.bSimPipe.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(92, 29);
            this.bSimPipe.TabIndex = 19;
            this.bSimPipe.Text = "Calculate";
            this.bSimPipe.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bSimPipe.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bSimPipe_Click);
            // 
            // label23
            // 
            this.label23.AutoSize = true;
            this.label23.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(229, 297);
            this.label23.Name = "label23";
            this.label23.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label23.TabIndex = 18;
            this.label23.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // label22
            // 
            this.label22.AutoSize = true;
            this.label22.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(229, 266);
            this.label22.Name = "label22";
            this.label22.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label22.TabIndex = 17;
            this.label22.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // label21
            // 
            this.label21.AutoSize = true;
            this.label21.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(230, 238);
            this.label21.Name = "label21";
            this.label21.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label21.TabIndex = 16;
            this.label21.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // tContPipeLength
            // 
            this.tContPipeLength.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContPipeLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 293);
            this.tContPipeLength.Name = "tContPipeLength";
            this.tContPipeLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContPipeLength.TabIndex = 15;
            // 
            // tContPipeInnerDim
            // 
            this.tContPipeInnerDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContPipeInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 262);
            this.tContPipeInnerDim.Name = "tContPipeInnerDim";
            this.tContPipeInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContPipeInnerDim.TabIndex = 14;
            // 
            // tContPipeRough
            // 
            this.tContPipeRough.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContPipeRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 232);
            this.tContPipeRough.Name = "tContPipeRough";
            this.tContPipeRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContPipeRough.TabIndex = 13;
            // 
            // label17
            // 
            this.label17.AutoSize = true;
            this.label17.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label17.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(30, 293);
            this.label17.Name = "label17";
            this.label17.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 17);
            this.label17.TabIndex = 12;
            this.label17.Text = "Length:";
            // 
            // label8
            // 
            this.label8.AutoSize = true;
            this.label8.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label8.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(30, 262);
            this.label8.Name = "label8";
            this.label8.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 17);
            this.label8.TabIndex = 11;
            this.label8.Text = "Inner Dim:";
            // 
            // labelControlPipeRoughness
            // 
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(30, 232);
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness.Name = "labelControlPipeRoughness";
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 17);
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness.TabIndex = 10;
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness.Text = "Roughness:";
            // 
            // label11
            // 
            this.label11.AutoSize = true;
            this.label11.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label11.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 193);
            this.label11.Name = "label11";
            this.label11.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 20);
            this.label11.TabIndex = 9;
            this.label11.Text = "Control:";
            // 
            // CurValPipeLength
            // 
            this.CurValPipeLength.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValPipeLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 156);
            this.CurValPipeLength.Name = "CurValPipeLength";
            this.CurValPipeLength.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValPipeLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValPipeLength.TabIndex = 8;
            // 
            // labelCurValPipeLength
            // 
            this.labelCurValPipeLength.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValPipeLength.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValPipeLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 159);
            this.labelCurValPipeLength.Name = "labelCurValPipeLength";
            this.labelCurValPipeLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 17);
            this.labelCurValPipeLength.TabIndex = 7;
            this.labelCurValPipeLength.Text = "Length:";
            // 
            // CurValPipeInnerDim
            // 
            this.CurValPipeInnerDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValPipeInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 125);
            this.CurValPipeInnerDim.Name = "CurValPipeInnerDim";
            this.CurValPipeInnerDim.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValPipeInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValPipeInnerDim.TabIndex = 6;
            // 
            // labelCurValPipeInnerDim
            // 
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 128);
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim.Name = "labelCurValPipeInnerDim";
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 17);
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim.TabIndex = 5;
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim.Text = "Inner Dim:";
            // 
            // CurValPipeRough
            // 
            this.CurValPipeRough.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValPipeRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 95);
            this.CurValPipeRough.Name = "CurValPipeRough";
            this.CurValPipeRough.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValPipeRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValPipeRough.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // labelCurValPipeRough
            // 
            this.labelCurValPipeRough.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValPipeRough.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValPipeRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 98);
            this.labelCurValPipeRough.Name = "labelCurValPipeRough";
            this.labelCurValPipeRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 17);
            this.labelCurValPipeRough.TabIndex = 3;
            this.labelCurValPipeRough.Text = "Roughness:";
            // 
            // labelSimPipeCurrentValues
            // 
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 60);
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues.Name = "labelSimPipeCurrentValues";
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(119, 20);
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues.TabIndex = 2;
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues.Text = "Current Values:";
            // 
            // labelSimPipe
            // 
            this.labelSimPipe.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimPipe.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimPipe.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(22, 23);
            this.labelSimPipe.Name = "labelSimPipe";
            this.labelSimPipe.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(106, 25);
            this.labelSimPipe.TabIndex = 1;
            this.labelSimPipe.Text = "Alum. Pipe";
            // 
            // panelSimCompOne
            // 
            this.panelSimCompOne.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimCompOne.Controls.Add(this.labelSimSwivel);
            this.panelSimCompOne.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 266);
            this.panelSimCompOne.Name = "panelSimCompOne";
            this.panelSimCompOne.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(297, 800);
            this.panelSimCompOne.TabIndex = 2;
            // 
            // labelSimSwivel
            // 
            this.labelSimSwivel.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimSwivel.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimSwivel.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(20, 23);
            this.labelSimSwivel.Name = "labelSimSwivel";
            this.labelSimSwivel.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(69, 25);
            this.labelSimSwivel.TabIndex = 0;
            this.labelSimSwivel.Text = "Swivel";
            // 
            // panelSimComp
            // 
            this.panelSimComp.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.SimDispCompAnnu);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.labelDispCompAnnu);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.SimDispCompBit);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.labelDispCompBit);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.SimDispCompBHA);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.labelDispCompBHA);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.SimDispCompHose);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.labelDispCompHose);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.SimDispCompPipe);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.labelDispCompPipe);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.SimDispCompSwiv);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.labelDispCompSwivel);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.labelSimComp);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.panel11);
            this.panelSimComp.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(906, 6);
            this.panelSimComp.Name = "panelSimComp";
            this.panelSimComp.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(943, 254);
            this.panelSimComp.TabIndex = 1;
            // 
            // SimDispCompAnnu
            // 
            this.SimDispCompAnnu.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimDispCompAnnu.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(281, 115);
            this.SimDispCompAnnu.Name = "SimDispCompAnnu";
            this.SimDispCompAnnu.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimDispCompAnnu.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimDispCompAnnu.TabIndex = 15;
            // 
            // labelDispCompAnnu
            // 
            this.labelDispCompAnnu.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelDispCompAnnu.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelDispCompAnnu.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(224, 118);
            this.labelDispCompAnnu.Name = "labelDispCompAnnu";
            this.labelDispCompAnnu.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 17);
            this.labelDispCompAnnu.TabIndex = 14;
            this.labelDispCompAnnu.Text = "Annu:";
            // 
            // SimDispCompBit
            // 
            this.SimDispCompBit.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimDispCompBit.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(281, 84);
            this.SimDispCompBit.Name = "SimDispCompBit";
            this.SimDispCompBit.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimDispCompBit.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimDispCompBit.TabIndex = 13;
            // 
            // labelDispCompBit
            // 
            this.labelDispCompBit.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelDispCompBit.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelDispCompBit.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(224, 87);
            this.labelDispCompBit.Name = "labelDispCompBit";
            this.labelDispCompBit.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(55, 17);
            this.labelDispCompBit.TabIndex = 12;
            this.labelDispCompBit.Text = "Drill bit:";
            // 
            // SimDispCompBHA
            // 
            this.SimDispCompBHA.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimDispCompBHA.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(281, 47);
            this.SimDispCompBHA.Name = "SimDispCompBHA";
            this.SimDispCompBHA.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimDispCompBHA.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimDispCompBHA.TabIndex = 11;
            // 
            // labelDispCompBHA
            // 
            this.labelDispCompBHA.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelDispCompBHA.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelDispCompBHA.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(224, 50);
            this.labelDispCompBHA.Name = "labelDispCompBHA";
            this.labelDispCompBHA.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(40, 17);
            this.labelDispCompBHA.TabIndex = 10;
            this.labelDispCompBHA.Text = "BHA:";
            // 
            // SimDispCompHose
            // 
            this.SimDispCompHose.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimDispCompHose.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(93, 117);
            this.SimDispCompHose.Name = "SimDispCompHose";
            this.SimDispCompHose.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimDispCompHose.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimDispCompHose.TabIndex = 9;
            // 
            // labelDispCompHose
            // 
            this.labelDispCompHose.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelDispCompHose.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelDispCompHose.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(36, 120);
            this.labelDispCompHose.Name = "labelDispCompHose";
            this.labelDispCompHose.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 17);
            this.labelDispCompHose.TabIndex = 8;
            this.labelDispCompHose.Text = "Hose:";
            // 
            // SimDispCompPipe
            // 
            this.SimDispCompPipe.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimDispCompPipe.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(93, 82);
            this.SimDispCompPipe.Name = "SimDispCompPipe";
            this.SimDispCompPipe.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimDispCompPipe.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimDispCompPipe.TabIndex = 7;
            // 
            // labelDispCompPipe
            // 
            this.labelDispCompPipe.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelDispCompPipe.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelDispCompPipe.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(36, 85);
            this.labelDispCompPipe.Name = "labelDispCompPipe";
            this.labelDispCompPipe.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(40, 17);
            this.labelDispCompPipe.TabIndex = 6;
            this.labelDispCompPipe.Text = "Pipe:";
            // 
            // SimDispCompSwiv
            // 
            this.SimDispCompSwiv.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimDispCompSwiv.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(93, 47);
            this.SimDispCompSwiv.Name = "SimDispCompSwiv";
            this.SimDispCompSwiv.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimDispCompSwiv.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimDispCompSwiv.TabIndex = 5;
            // 
            // labelDispCompSwivel
            // 
            this.labelDispCompSwivel.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelDispCompSwivel.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelDispCompSwivel.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(36, 50);
            this.labelDispCompSwivel.Name = "labelDispCompSwivel";
            this.labelDispCompSwivel.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(51, 17);
            this.labelDispCompSwivel.TabIndex = 5;
            this.labelDispCompSwivel.Text = "Swivel:";
            // 
            // labelSimComp
            // 
            this.labelSimComp.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimComp.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimComp.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(16, 10);
            this.labelSimComp.Name = "labelSimComp";
            this.labelSimComp.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(124, 25);
            this.labelSimComp.TabIndex = 1;
            this.labelSimComp.Text = "Components";
            // 
            // panel11
            // 
            this.panel11.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(617, 260);
            this.panel11.Name = "panel11";
            this.panel11.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(297, 800);
            this.panel11.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // panelSimSysVar
            // 
            this.panelSimSysVar.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimSysVar.Controls.Add(this.bResetSysValues);
            this.panelSimSysVar.Controls.Add(this.SimFlowRate);
            this.panelSimSysVar.Controls.Add(this.label5);
            this.panelSimSysVar.Controls.Add(this.SimCurPres);
            this.panelSimSysVar.Controls.Add(this.labelSimCurPres);
            this.panelSimSysVar.Controls.Add(this.labelSimSysVar);
            this.panelSimSysVar.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 6);
            this.panelSimSysVar.Name = "panelSimSysVar";
            this.panelSimSysVar.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(892, 254);
            this.panelSimSysVar.TabIndex = 0;
            // 
            // bResetSysValues
            // 
            this.bResetSysValues.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(38, 115);
            this.bResetSysValues.Name = "bResetSysValues";
            this.bResetSysValues.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(121, 23);
            this.bResetSysValues.TabIndex = 5;
            this.bResetSysValues.Text = "Reset System Values";
            this.bResetSysValues.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bResetSysValues.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bResetSysValues_Click);
            // 
            // SimFlowRate
            // 
            this.SimFlowRate.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimFlowRate.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(161, 79);
            this.SimFlowRate.Name = "SimFlowRate";
            this.SimFlowRate.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimFlowRate.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimFlowRate.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // label5
            // 
            this.label5.AutoSize = true;
            this.label5.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label5.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(35, 82);
            this.label5.Name = "label5";
            this.label5.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(74, 17);
            this.label5.TabIndex = 3;
            this.label5.Text = "Flow Rate:";
            // 
            // SimCurPres
            // 
            this.SimCurPres.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimCurPres.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(161, 47);
            this.SimCurPres.Name = "SimCurPres";
            this.SimCurPres.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimCurPres.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimCurPres.TabIndex = 2;
            // 
            // labelSimCurPres
            // 
            this.labelSimCurPres.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimCurPres.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimCurPres.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(35, 50);
            this.labelSimCurPres.Name = "labelSimCurPres";
            this.labelSimCurPres.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(120, 17);
            this.labelSimCurPres.TabIndex = 1;
            this.labelSimCurPres.Text = "Current Pressure:";
            // 
            // labelSimSysVar
            // 
            this.labelSimSysVar.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimSysVar.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimSysVar.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(15, 10);
            this.labelSimSysVar.Name = "labelSimSysVar";
            this.labelSimSysVar.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(165, 25);
            this.labelSimSysVar.TabIndex = 0;
            this.labelSimSysVar.Text = "System Variables";
            // 
            // tabPageStochastic
            // 
            this.tabPageStochastic.BackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Silver;
            this.tabPageStochastic.Controls.Add(this.panelHistogram);
            this.tabPageStochastic.Controls.Add(this.panelStochasticVariables);
            this.tabPageStochastic.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 22);
            this.tabPageStochastic.Name = "tabPageStochastic";
            this.tabPageStochastic.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(1850, 1060);
            this.tabPageStochastic.TabIndex = 2;
            this.tabPageStochastic.Text = "Stochastic Sim";
            // 
            // panelHistogram
            // 
            this.panelHistogram.Controls.Add(this.zedGraphControlHisto);
            this.panelHistogram.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(533, 4);
            this.panelHistogram.Name = "panelHistogram";
            this.panelHistogram.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(1314, 470);
            this.panelHistogram.TabIndex = 1;
            // 
            // zedGraphControlHisto
            // 
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 4);
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.Name = "zedGraphControlHisto";
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.ScrollGrace = 0D;
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.ScrollMaxX = 0D;
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.ScrollMaxY = 0D;
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.ScrollMaxY2 = 0D;
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.ScrollMinX = 0D;
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.ScrollMinY = 0D;
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.ScrollMinY2 = 0D;
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(1308, 463);
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.TabIndex = 0;
            // 
            // panelStochasticVariables
            // 
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label52);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label51);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxCurrentElevation);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label50);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxElevStep);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label49);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.bDecreaseElevation);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.bIncreaseElevation);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.labelElevation);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.bStochasticCalculate);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxNumOfSimulations);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.labelNumberOfSim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxBitDevNozzDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxBHADevRough);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxBHADevInnerDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxHoseDevRough);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxHoseDevInnerDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxPipeDevRough);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxPipeDevInnerDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label48);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label47);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxBitNozzDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label46);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label45);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label44);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label43);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxBHARough);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxBHAInnerDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label42);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label41);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label40);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label39);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label38);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxHoseRough);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label37);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxHoseInnerDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label36);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label34);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label35);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.labelStochasticPipeRough);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxPipeRough);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label33);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxPipeInnerDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.labelStochasticInnerDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label32);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.bResetStochastic);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.labelStochasticTitle);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 3);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Name = "panelStochasticVariables";
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(523, 1054);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.TabIndex = 0;
            // 
            // label49
            // 
            this.label49.AutoSize = true;
            this.label49.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 11.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label49.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(245, 103);
            this.label49.Name = "label49";
            this.label49.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(42, 18);
            this.label49.TabIndex = 41;
            this.label49.Text = "Step:";
            // 
            // bDecreaseElevation
            // 
            this.bDecreaseElevation.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 11.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Bold, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.bDecreaseElevation.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(156, 99);
            this.bDecreaseElevation.Name = "bDecreaseElevation";
            this.bDecreaseElevation.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(62, 26);
            this.bDecreaseElevation.TabIndex = 40;
            this.bDecreaseElevation.Text = "-";
            this.bDecreaseElevation.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bDecreaseElevation.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bDecreaseElevation_Click);
            // 
            // bIncreaseElevation
            // 
            this.bIncreaseElevation.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 11.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.bIncreaseElevation.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(88, 99);
            this.bIncreaseElevation.Name = "bIncreaseElevation";
            this.bIncreaseElevation.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(62, 26);
            this.bIncreaseElevation.TabIndex = 39;
            this.bIncreaseElevation.Text = "+";
            this.bIncreaseElevation.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bIncreaseElevation.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bIncreaseElevation_Click);
            // 
            // labelElevation
            // 
            this.labelElevation.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelElevation.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 11.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelElevation.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(10, 102);
            this.labelElevation.Name = "labelElevation";
            this.labelElevation.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 18);
            this.labelElevation.TabIndex = 38;
            this.labelElevation.Text = "Elevation:";
            // 
            // bStochasticCalculate
            // 
            this.bStochasticCalculate.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(303, 500);
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        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tContBitNozzles;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label30;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tContBitNozzDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label29;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tContBHALength;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label28;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tContBHAInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label27;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tContBHARough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label26;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tContHoseLength;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label25;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tContHoseInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label24;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tContHoseRough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bSimPipe;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bSimBit;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bSimBHA;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bSimHose;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bResetSysValues;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TabPage tabPageStochastic;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Panel panelStochasticVariables;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Panel panelHistogram;
        private ZedGraph.ZedGraphControl zedGraphControlHisto;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label39;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label38;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxHoseRough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label37;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxHoseInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label36;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label34;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label35;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label labelStochasticPipeRough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxPipeRough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label33;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxPipeInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label labelStochasticInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label32;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bResetStochastic;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label labelStochasticTitle;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label48;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label47;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxBitNozzDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label46;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label45;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label44;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label43;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxBHARough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxBHAInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label42;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label41;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label40;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxBitDevNozzDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxBHADevRough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxBHADevInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxHoseDevRough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxHoseDevInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxPipeDevRough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxPipeDevInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxNumOfSimulations;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label labelNumberOfSim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bStochasticCalculate;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bDecreaseElevation;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bIncreaseElevation;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label labelElevation;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label49;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label52;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label51;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxCurrentElevation;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label50;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxElevStep;

    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace WIP
{
    class Formater
    {
        public Formater()
        {

        }

        public string formatDecimalString(double value)
        {
            return value.ToString("0.###");
        }

        public bool validatePercentageValue(string value)
        {
            double parsedValue;
            value = value.Replace(',', '.');
            try
            {
                parsedValue = double.Parse(value);
            }
            catch (Exception e)
            {
                return false;
            }

            return true;
        }

        public bool validateIntegerValue(string value)
        {
            int parsedValue;

            try
            {
                parsedValue = int.Parse(value);
            }
            catch (Exception e)
            {
                return false;
            }

            if (parsedValue < 0)
                return false;

            return true;
        }

        public double formatPercentageValue(string value)
        {
            value = value.Replace(',', '.');
            double result = double.Parse(value)/100;

            if (result == 0)
            {
                return 1;
            }
            else
                return result;
        }

        public int formatIntegerValue(string value)
        {
            return int.Parse(value);
        }

        public double validateAndParseDouble(string value)
        {
            double result;

            try
            {
                result = double.Parse(value);
            }
            catch (Exception e)
            {
                result = 0;
            }

            return result;
        }

    }
}
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Pressure Simulator/WorkInProgress/WIP/obj/x86/Debug/WIP.csproj.FileListAbsolute.txt

F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\WIP.exe
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\WIP.pdb
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\PressureTest.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\ZedGraph.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\PressureTest.pdb
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\ZedGraph.xml
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\de\ZedGraph.resources.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\es\ZedGraph.resources.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\fr\ZedGraph.resources.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\hu\ZedGraph.resources.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\it\ZedGraph.resources.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\ja\ZedGraph.resources.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\pt\ZedGraph.resources.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\ru\ZedGraph.resources.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\sv\ZedGraph.resources.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\tr\ZedGraph.resources.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\zh-cn\ZedGraph.resources.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\bin\Debug\zh-tw\ZedGraph.resources.dll
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\obj\x86\Debug\WIP.csprojResolveAssemblyReference.cache
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\obj\x86\Debug\WIP.Form1.resources
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\obj\x86\Debug\WIP.Properties.Resources.resources
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\obj\x86\Debug\WIP.csproj.GenerateResource.Cache
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\obj\x86\Debug\WIP.exe
F:\Master THesis Code\WorkInProgress\WIP\obj\x86\Debug\WIP.pdb
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Windows.Forms;

namespace WIP
{
    static class Program
    {
        /// <summary>
        /// The main entry point for the application.
        /// </summary>
        [STAThread]
        static void Main()
        {
            Application.EnableVisualStyles();
            Application.SetCompatibleTextRenderingDefault(false);
            Application.Run(new Form1());
        }
    }
}







Pressure Simulator/WorkInProgress/WIP/Properties/AssemblyInfo.cs

using System.Reflection;
using System.Runtime.CompilerServices;
using System.Runtime.InteropServices;

// General Information about an assembly is controlled through the following 
// set of attributes. Change these attribute values to modify the information
// associated with an assembly.
[assembly: AssemblyTitle("WIP")]
[assembly: AssemblyDescription("")]
[assembly: AssemblyConfiguration("")]
[assembly: AssemblyCompany("")]
[assembly: AssemblyProduct("WIP")]
[assembly: AssemblyCopyright("Copyright ©  2016")]
[assembly: AssemblyTrademark("")]
[assembly: AssemblyCulture("")]

// Setting ComVisible to false makes the types in this assembly not visible 
// to COM components.  If you need to access a type in this assembly from 
// COM, set the ComVisible attribute to true on that type.
[assembly: ComVisible(false)]

// The following GUID is for the ID of the typelib if this project is exposed to COM
[assembly: Guid("ecea50da-cb62-4546-a5f7-74384c9659f1")]

// Version information for an assembly consists of the following four values:
//
//      Major Version
//      Minor Version 
//      Build Number
//      Revision
//
// You can specify all the values or you can default the Build and Revision Numbers 
// by using the '*' as shown below:
// [assembly: AssemblyVersion("1.0.*")]
[assembly: AssemblyVersion("1.0.0.0")]
[assembly: AssemblyFileVersion("1.0.0.0")]
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//------------------------------------------------------------------------------
// <auto-generated>
//     This code was generated by a tool.
//     Runtime Version:4.0.30319.34209
//
//     Changes to this file may cause incorrect behavior and will be lost if
//     the code is regenerated.
// </auto-generated>
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------

namespace WIP.Properties
{


    /// <summary>
    ///   A strongly-typed resource class, for looking up localized strings, etc.
    /// </summary>
    // This class was auto-generated by the StronglyTypedResourceBuilder
    // class via a tool like ResGen or Visual Studio.
    // To add or remove a member, edit your .ResX file then rerun ResGen
    // with the /str option, or rebuild your VS project.
    [global::System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCodeAttribute("System.Resources.Tools.StronglyTypedResourceBuilder", "4.0.0.0")]
    [global::System.Diagnostics.DebuggerNonUserCodeAttribute()]
    [global::System.Runtime.CompilerServices.CompilerGeneratedAttribute()]
    internal class Resources
    {

        private static global::System.Resources.ResourceManager resourceMan;

        private static global::System.Globalization.CultureInfo resourceCulture;

        [global::System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessageAttribute("Microsoft.Performance", "CA1811:AvoidUncalledPrivateCode")]
        internal Resources()
        {
        }

        /// <summary>
        ///   Returns the cached ResourceManager instance used by this class.
        /// </summary>
        [global::System.ComponentModel.EditorBrowsableAttribute(global::System.ComponentModel.EditorBrowsableState.Advanced)]
        internal static global::System.Resources.ResourceManager ResourceManager
        {
            get
            {
                if ((resourceMan == null))
                {
                    global::System.Resources.ResourceManager temp = new global::System.Resources.ResourceManager("WIP.Properties.Resources", typeof(Resources).Assembly);
                    resourceMan = temp;
                }
                return resourceMan;
            }
        }

        /// <summary>
        ///   Overrides the current thread's CurrentUICulture property for all
        ///   resource lookups using this strongly typed resource class.
        /// </summary>
        [global::System.ComponentModel.EditorBrowsableAttribute(global::System.ComponentModel.EditorBrowsableState.Advanced)]
        internal static global::System.Globalization.CultureInfo Culture
        {
            get
            {
                return resourceCulture;
            }
            set
            {
                resourceCulture = value;
            }
        }
    }
}
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//------------------------------------------------------------------------------
// <auto-generated>
//     This code was generated by a tool.
//     Runtime Version:4.0.30319.34209
//
//     Changes to this file may cause incorrect behavior and will be lost if
//     the code is regenerated.
// </auto-generated>
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------

namespace WIP.Properties
{


    [global::System.Runtime.CompilerServices.CompilerGeneratedAttribute()]
    [global::System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCodeAttribute("Microsoft.VisualStudio.Editors.SettingsDesigner.SettingsSingleFileGenerator", "10.0.0.0")]
    internal sealed partial class Settings : global::System.Configuration.ApplicationSettingsBase
    {

        private static Settings defaultInstance = ((Settings)(global::System.Configuration.ApplicationSettingsBase.Synchronized(new Settings())));

        public static Settings Default
        {
            get
            {
                return defaultInstance;
            }
        }
    }
}
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Pressure Simulator/WorkInProgress/WIP/WIP.csproj

 
   
     Debug
     x86
     8.0.30703
     2.0
     {3CE3D6B8-F6F0-41BE-B23C-AE3AE4D42AFE}
     WinExe
     Properties
     WIP
     WIP
     v4.0
     Client
     512
     publish\
     true
     Disk
     false
     Foreground
     7
     Days
     false
     false
     true
     0
     1.0.0.%2a
     false
     false
     true
     SAK
     SAK
     SAK
     SAK
  
   
     x86
     true
     full
     false
     bin\Debug\
     DEBUG;TRACE
     prompt
     4
  
   
     x86
     pdbonly
     true
     bin\Release\
     TRACE
     prompt
     4
  
   
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
       ..\..\zedgraph_dll_v4.5.9\ZedGraph.dll
    
     
       ..\..\zedgraph_dll_v4.5.9\ZedGraph.Web.dll
    
  
   
     
       Form
    
     
       Form1.cs
    
     
     
     
     
       Form1.cs
    
     
       ResXFileCodeGenerator
       Resources.Designer.cs
       Designer
    
     
       True
       Resources.resx
    
     
       SettingsSingleFileGenerator
       Settings.Designer.cs
    
     
       True
       Settings.settings
       True
    
  
   
     
       {A89D0D20-0743-44EC-9C55-99F56610D752}
       PressureTest
    
  
   
     
       False
       Microsoft .NET Framework 4 Client Profile %28x86 and x64%29
       true
    
     
       False
       .NET Framework 3.5 SP1 Client Profile
       false
    
     
       False
       .NET Framework 3.5 SP1
       false
    
     
       False
       Windows Installer 3.1
       true
    
  
   
  







Pressure Simulator/WorkInProgress/WIP/WIP.csproj.vspscc

""
{
"FILE_VERSION" = "9237"
"ENLISTMENT_CHOICE" = "NEVER"
"PROJECT_FILE_RELATIVE_PATH" = ""
"NUMBER_OF_EXCLUDED_FILES" = "0"
"ORIGINAL_PROJECT_FILE_PATH" = ""
"NUMBER_OF_NESTED_PROJECTS" = "0"
"SOURCE_CONTROL_SETTINGS_PROVIDER" = "PROVIDER"
}







Pressure Simulator/WorkInProgress/WorkInProgress.sln


Microsoft Visual Studio Solution File, Format Version 11.00
# Visual Studio 2010
Project("{FAE04EC0-301F-11D3-BF4B-00C04F79EFBC}") = "WIP", "WIP\WIP.csproj", "{3CE3D6B8-F6F0-41BE-B23C-AE3AE4D42AFE}"
EndProject
Project("{FAE04EC0-301F-11D3-BF4B-00C04F79EFBC}") = "PressureTest", "..\PressureTest\PressureTest\PressureTest.csproj", "{A89D0D20-0743-44EC-9C55-99F56610D752}"
EndProject
Global
	GlobalSection(TeamFoundationVersionControl) = preSolution
		SccNumberOfProjects = 3
		SccEnterpriseProvider = {4CA58AB2-18FA-4F8D-95D4-32DDF27D184C}
		SccTeamFoundationServer = https://bitdivision.visualstudio.com/defaultcollection
		SccLocalPath0 = .
		SccProjectUniqueName1 = ..\\PressureTest\\PressureTest\\PressureTest.csproj
		SccProjectName1 = ../PressureTest/PressureTest
		SccLocalPath1 = ..\\PressureTest\\PressureTest
		SccProjectUniqueName2 = WIP\\WIP.csproj
		SccProjectName2 = WIP
		SccLocalPath2 = WIP
	EndGlobalSection
	GlobalSection(SolutionConfigurationPlatforms) = preSolution
		Debug|x86 = Debug|x86
		Release|x86 = Release|x86
	EndGlobalSection
	GlobalSection(ProjectConfigurationPlatforms) = postSolution
		{3CE3D6B8-F6F0-41BE-B23C-AE3AE4D42AFE}.Debug|x86.ActiveCfg = Debug|x86
		{3CE3D6B8-F6F0-41BE-B23C-AE3AE4D42AFE}.Debug|x86.Build.0 = Debug|x86
		{3CE3D6B8-F6F0-41BE-B23C-AE3AE4D42AFE}.Release|x86.ActiveCfg = Release|x86
		{3CE3D6B8-F6F0-41BE-B23C-AE3AE4D42AFE}.Release|x86.Build.0 = Release|x86
		{A89D0D20-0743-44EC-9C55-99F56610D752}.Debug|x86.ActiveCfg = Debug|x86
		{A89D0D20-0743-44EC-9C55-99F56610D752}.Debug|x86.Build.0 = Debug|x86
		{A89D0D20-0743-44EC-9C55-99F56610D752}.Release|x86.ActiveCfg = Release|x86
		{A89D0D20-0743-44EC-9C55-99F56610D752}.Release|x86.Build.0 = Release|x86
	EndGlobalSection
	GlobalSection(SolutionProperties) = preSolution
		HideSolutionNode = FALSE
	EndGlobalSection
EndGlobal
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Pressure Simulator/WorkInProgress/WorkInProgress.vssscc

""
{
"FILE_VERSION" = "9237"
"ENLISTMENT_CHOICE" = "NEVER"
"PROJECT_FILE_RELATIVE_PATH" = ""
"NUMBER_OF_EXCLUDED_FILES" = "0"
"ORIGINAL_PROJECT_FILE_PATH" = ""
"NUMBER_OF_NESTED_PROJECTS" = "0"
"SOURCE_CONTROL_SETTINGS_PROVIDER" = "PROJECT"
}
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         ZedGraph.Web
    
     
         
             
            The ZedGraphWeb class which remove temporary file 
            associated with this object. File is deleted when 
            this object is removed from cache.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor
            
             
        
         
             
            Called when object removed from cache
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The ZedGraphWeb class provides a web control interface to the
              class library.  This allows ZedGraph to be used
            from a web page with ASP.net.  All graph
            attributes are accessible via the  
            property.
            
             Darren Martz revised by John Champion revised by Benjamin Mayrargue
             $Revision: 1.17 $ $Date: 2007/03/17 18:43:44 $
        
         
             
            Override the   method to do nothing.
            
             An empty string
        
         
             
            This private field contains duration (in hours) of a temp file generated 
            by control in mode "ImageTag"
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor.
            
        
         
             
            Renders the demo graph with one call.
            
             A   object for which the drawing will be done.
             A reference to the  
        
         
             
            stub method that passes control for the render event to the the registered
            event handler.
            
        
         
             
            Adds content to the   instance based on the web controls state elements.
            This requires applying each   to the   
            including all the values and sub objects.
            
              
              
        
         
             
            Add the   objects defined in the webcontrol to
            the   as   objects.
            
             The   instance of interest.
             The   object to receive the
              objects.
        
         
             
            Provides binding between   and the specified pane.  Extracts the
            data from   and copies it into the appropriate
              for each   in the
            specified  .
            
             The   object to be used for rendering the data.
             The   object which will receive the data.
        
         
             
            Calls the Draw() method for the control.
            
             An   reference for the event.
        
         
             
            Method to create a   class for the control.
            
             A   in which to output the ZedGraph
             .
             The   type to be output.
        
         
             
            
            
             
             
             if true, draw squares instead of leaving the
            background transparent
             
            bShowTransparency is set to true in design mode, to false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            Override the Render() method with a do-nothing method.
            
             
        
         
             
            Generate an ImageMap as Html tags
            
             The source   to be
            image mapped.
             An   instance in which
            the html tags will be written for the image map.
        
         
             
            Draws graph on HttpResponse object
            
             
        
         
             
            Draws graph on stream object
            
             
        
         
             
            Used by asp.net to load the viewstate values into the web control
            
             portable view state object
        
         
             
            Used by asp.net to save the viewstate to the class instance given a portable state object.
            
             portable state object
        
         
             
            Used by asp.net to inform the viewstate to start tracking changes.
            
        
         
             
            Free up resources associated with the FileStream
            
        
         
             
            
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The   name of the data member that contains the data to be
            bound to the graph.
            
        
         
             
            The object reference that points to a data source from which to bind curve data.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines the duration (in hours) of a temporary file generated 
            by control in mode "ImageTag"
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the width of the  .
            
             The width in output device pixels
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the height of the  .
            
             The height in output device pixels
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of the   Margin
            properties ( ,  ,
              and  ).
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the Title of the  .
            
             A title  
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  , which
            determines if the   is visible.
            
             true to show the pane title, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of the
             .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of the
             .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of the  
             .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Optional setting that determines how long the cached image will remain valid. 
            A zero value disables caching.
            
             
        
         
             
            Optional cache file suffix that can be used to modify the output cache file name
            to make it unique.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean flag value that, if true, will cause the
              method to be called when
              is called.
            
             A boolean value, true to call  , false otherwise
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value that determines the output format for the control, in the
            form of a   enumeration.  This is typically Gif, Jpeg,
            Png, or Icon.
            
             A   enumeration.
        
         
             
            What to return ?
            A raw image or an IMG tag referencing a generated image ?
            
        
         
             
            What to return ?
            A raw image or an IMG tag referencing a generated image ?
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Sets the rendering event handler.
            
             An event type for the RenderGraph event
        
         
             
            Gets the   property, translated to an
              enumeration.
            
             An   enumeration representing the image type
            to be output.
        
         
             
            Gets the current image format file extension
            
        
         
             
            Gets the   property, translated to an
            html content type string (such as "image/png").
            
             A string representing the image type to be output.
        
         
             
            An enumeration type that defines the output image types supported by
            the ZedGraph Web control.
            
        
         
             
            The Gif bitmap format (CompuServe)
            
        
         
             
            The JPEG format
            
        
         
             
            A windows Icon format
            
        
         
             
            The portable network graphics format
            
        
         
             
            A delegate to handle the rendering event for this control.
            
             A reference to this   object
             A   object for which the drawing will be done.
             A reference to the  
            class to be rendered.
        
         
             
            Base class for curve items in the web control
             
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Generic state management item used in a state management aware collection.
            This class is intended to be subclasses with public property values added.
            Property values should be added in the full {get/set} format reading and writing
            the current state from the ViewState array.
            
             
            public class MyItem : GenericItem
            {
            	[NotifyParentProperty(true)]
            	public bool IsVisible
            	{
            		get 
            		{ 
            			object x = ViewState["IsVisible"]; 
            			return (null == x) ? true : (bool)x;
            		}
            		set { ViewState["IsLegendLabelVisible"] = value; }
            	}
            }
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Default constructor that does nothing
            
        
         
             
            Internal indicator of the current tracking state
            
        
         
             
            Internal view state used by the asp.net infrastructure
            
        
         
             
            
            
             
             
        
         
             
            
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Internal method to mark the statebag as dirty so it can be resaved if necessary
            
        
         
             
            Loads the viewstate into the local statebag given a viewstate collection object
            
             object containing asp.net page viewstate
        
         
             
            Implementation of the IStateManager.LoadViewState method
            
             object containing asp.net page viewstate
        
         
             
            Saves the current viewstate into a portable object
            
             object containing classes viewstate
        
         
             
            Implementation of the IStateManager.SaveViewState method
            
             object containing classes viewstate
        
         
             
            Tells the statebag to begin tracking changes to state values
            
        
         
             
            Implementation of the IStateManager.TrackViewState method
            
        
         
             
            Internal access to the viewstate array. Subclassed objects can access this
            to read/write changes to the objects view state.
            
             
            ViewState["myelement"] = "value";
            string val = (string)ViewState["myelement"];
            
        
         
             
            Implementation of the IStateManager.IsTrackingViewState property.
            
        
         
             
            Identifies curve item by the labels value
            
             A string containing "CurveItem: label", where 'label' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that accepts a default label value
            
             Curve item label
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Creates a new CurveItem using the PointPairList and add it the the given pane.
            
             the GraphPane object to which to add the new curve
             a PointPairList collection defining the points for this curve
             the newly created CurveItem added to the given GraphPane
             This method must be overriden by childs
        
         
             
            The object reference that points to a data source from which to bind curve data.
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the data member that contains the data to be
            bound to this  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              A text string that represents the  
            entry for the the   object.
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The  / /  
            color (FillColor for the Bar).  This is a common access to
             Line.Color,
             Border.Color, and
              properties for this curve
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether the   is visible on the graph.
            Note that this value turns the curve display on or off, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry.  To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
             CurveItem.IsVisible
             Label.IsVisible
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of
             Label.IsVisible.
            
              Determines whether the label for this   is
            visible in the legend.
            Note that this value turns the legend entry display on or off, but it does not
            affect the display of the curve on the graph.  To hide the curve, you
            have to set   to false.
            
             
             Label.IsVisible
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines which Y axis this  
            is assigned to.  The
              is on the left side of the graph and the
              is on the right side.  Assignment to an axis
            determines the scale that is used to draw the curve on the graph.
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object.
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Override ToString function
            
             Always returns "Border"
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines the   of the   used to
            draw this Border.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the Border will be drawn.  true to draw the Border,
            false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the width, in points (1/72 inch), of the  
            used to draw this Border.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the amount of inflation to be done on the rectangle
            before rendering.
            
        
         
             
            Todo: idem ZedGraphWebFill2
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object.
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Override ToString() function
            
             Always returns "Fill"
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            The   object associated with this   object.
            Not accessible via webcontrol properties.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The fill color.  This property is used as a single color to make a solid fill
            (  is  ), or it can be used in 
            combination with   to make a
             
            when   is   and  
            is null.
            
        
         
             
            Opacity of  , range from 0 to 100.
            100 is opaque, 0 is invisible.
            
             
            To be replaced by a best color designer which enables the selection of a transparency level.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This property determines the type of color fill. 
            Returns true if the   property is either
              or
             .  If set to true, this property
            will automatically set the   to
             .  If set to false, this property
            will automatically set the   to
             .  In order to get a regular
            solid-color fill, you have to manually set  
            to  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The maximum user-scale value for the gradient-by-value determination.  This defines
            the user-scale value for the end of the gradient.
            
             
             
             
             
             A double value, in user scale unit
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The minimum user-scale value for the gradient-by-value determination.  This defines
            the user-scale value for the start of the gradient.
            
             
             
             
             
             A double value, in user scale unit
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines the type of fill, which can be either solid
            color ( ) or a custom brush
            ( ).  See   for
            more information.
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the horizontal direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the vertical direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines if the brush will be scaled to the bounding box
            of the filled object.  If this value is false, then the brush will only be aligned
            with the filled object based on the   and  
            properties.
            
        
         
             
            TODO: change the vsassist system so different default constructors or initializers can be called,
            or to be able to know if a the object is already initialized or not (new).
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Override ToString() function
            
             Always returns "Symbol"
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the size of the   in points (1/72nd inch).
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the type (shape) of the   using
            a   enumeration.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   class
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the labels value
            
             A string containing "BarItem: label", where 'label' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Creates a new CurveItem using the PointPairList and add it the the given pane.
            
             the GraphPane object to which to add the new curve
             a PointPairList collection defining the points for this curve
             the newly created CurveItem added to the given GraphPane
             This method must be overriden by childs
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   class
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the labels value
            
             A string containing "ErrorBarItem: label", where 'label' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Creates a new CurveItem using the PointPairList and add it the the given pane.
            
             the GraphPane object to which to add the new curve
             a PointPairList collection defining the points for this curve
             the newly created CurveItem added to the given GraphPane
             This method must be overriden by childs
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The pen width to be used for drawing error bars
            Units are points.  This property only controls the pen width for the
            vertical line.  The pen width for the symbol outline is
            controlled separately by the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   class
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the labels value
            
             A string containing "HiLowBarItem: label", where 'label' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Creates a new CurveItem using the PointPairList and add it the the given pane.
            
             the GraphPane object to which to add the new curve
             a PointPairList collection defining the points for this curve
             the newly created CurveItem added to the given GraphPane
             This method must be overriden by childs
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether the bar width will be based on
            the   value, or it will be based on available
            space similar to   objects.
            
             If true, then the value
            of   is ignored.  If this value is true, then
              will be used to determine the total
            space between each bar.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
             The size of the bars can be set by this value, which
            is then scaled according to the scaleFactor (see
             ).  Alternatively,
            if   is true, the bar width will
            be set according to the maximum available cluster width less
            the cluster gap (see  
            and  ).  That is, if
              is true, then the value of
              will be ignored.
            
             Size in points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   class
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the labels value
            
             A string containing "LineItem: label", where 'label' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Creates a new CurveItem using the PointPairList and add it the the given pane.
            
             the GraphPane object to which to add the new curve
             a PointPairList collection defining the points for this curve
             the newly created CurveItem added to the given GraphPane
             This method must be overriden by childs
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets a property that determines if this  
            will be drawn smooth.  The "smoothness" is controlled by
            the   property.
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The pen width used to draw the  , in points (1/72 inch)
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets a property that determines the smoothing tension
            for this  .  This property is only used if
              is true.  A tension value 0.0 will just
            draw ordinary line segments like an unsmoothed line.  A tension
            value of 1.0 will be smooth.  Values greater than 1.0 will generally
            give odd results.
            
             A floating point value indicating the level of smoothing.
            0.0F for no smoothing, 1.0F for lots of smoothing, >1.0 for odd
            smoothing.
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The style of the  , defined as a   enum.
            This allows the line to be solid, dashed, or dotted.
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines if the   will be drawn by directly connecting the
            points from the   data collection,
            or if the curve will be a "stair-step" in which the points are
            connected by a series of horizontal and vertical lines that
            represent discrete, constant values.  Note that the values can
            be forward oriented  ForwardStep ( ) or
            rearward oriented  RearwardStep.
            That is, the points are defined at the beginning or end
            of the constant value for which they apply, respectively.
            The   property is ignored for lines
            that have   set to true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   class
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the labels value
            
             A string containing "PieItem: label", where 'label' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Creates a new CurveItem using the PointPairList and add it the the given pane.
            
             the GraphPane object to which to add the new curve
             a PointPairList collection defining the points for this curve
             the newly created CurveItem added to the given GraphPane
             This method must be overriden by childs
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the value of this  .  
            Minimum value is 0. 
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the a value which determines the amount, if any, of
            this   displacement.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the   to be used in displaying 
              labels.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the number of decimal digits to be displayed in a   
            value label.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the number of decimal digits to be displayed in a   
            percent label.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the   to be used
            for displaying this  's label.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Baseclass for graph items in the web control
             
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Override the ToString() method.
            
             Always returns the string "GraphObj".
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Manages a collection of   objects that are 
            state management aware.
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Provides array services in a web state engine environment. This collection can
            support 1:N datatypes as items provided they are based on the GenericItem class.
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Internal collection item schema table. All supported data types must be
            identified in this array. The default constructor should populate this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            Internal array of items. Some public access to the array is provided by default.
            Additional public access should be added when subclassing.
            
        
         
             
            Empty the array list and marks the viewstate.
            
        
         
             
            Verifies if the object is a supported datatype
            
             object to verify
             true if supported
        
         
             
            Internal insert item method that also tracks the change in the viewstate
            
             location in the array to insert the object
             object to insert
             
             
        
         
             
            Retrieves an item by index
            
             array index
             array item
        
         
             
            Appends item to array and tracks the change in the viewstate
            
             Item to append
             new index of item
             
             
        
         
             
            Removes the item from the array and tracks the change in the viewstate
            
             item index to remove
        
         
             
            Removes the item from the array and tracks the change in the viewstate
            
             object to remove
             
             
        
         
             
            Identifies the items index in the list given the item object
            
             item to locate in list
             index of item
             		
        
         
             
              
            
             
        
         
             
             
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Adds item based on the rules of ListAdd
             
             
            
             
             
        
         
             
             
            
        
         
             
             
            
             
             
        
         
             
             
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Inserts item according to the rules of ListInsert
             
             
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Removes item based on ListRemove
             
             
            
             
        
         
             
            Removes item based on RemoveAt
             
             
            
             
        
         
             
            preserves internal tracking state
            
        
         
             
            marks the entire statebag as dirty requiring the entire state to be saved
            
        
         
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Loads the view state. This involves reading each state item pair, verifying
            schema support for each datatype, creating each item instance, and loading
            the state into each newly created instance.
             
            
             state management object
        
         
             
            Saves the viewstate into a portable object format. This involves
            saving the state of each item in the list.
             
            
             portable state object
        
         
             
             
            
        
         
             
             
            
        
         
             
             		
            
        
         
             
            Privately implement those members of IList that take or 
            return the object type and expose equivalent public members
            that take or return an item instance instead. Also
            implement privately those members of IList that are not meaninful
            to expose in the public object model of this Collection.		
            
        
         
             
             
            
        
         
             
             
            
        
         
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Override the ToString() method.
            
             Always returns String.Empty
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Add a   to this collection.
            
             The   to be added.
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
             
        
         
             
            Manages a collection of   objects that are 
            state management aware.
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Override the ToString() method.
            
             Always returns String.Empty
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Add a   to this collection.
            
             The   to be added.
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
             
        
         
             
            Manages a collection of   objects that are 
            state management aware.
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Override the ToString() method.
            
             Always returns String.Empty
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Add a   to the collection.
            
             The   object to be added
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
             
        
         
             
            Manages a collection of   objects that are 
            state management aware.
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Override the ToString() method.
            
             Always returns String.Empty
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Add a   to this collection.
            
             The   to be added.
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
             
        
         
             
            A Web PointPair class
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies PointPair instance
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            A Web String class
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies fontspec instance
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz	
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz	
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the   value
            
             A string containing "Axis: title", where 'title' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
             This property allows the axis to be shifted away from its default location.
            For example, for a graph with an X range from -100 to +100, the Y Axis can be located
            at the X=0 value rather than the left edge of the ChartRect.  This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.  The "other" axis is the axis the handles the second dimension
            for the graph.  For the XAxis, the "other" axis is the YAxis.  For the YAxis or
            Y2Axis, the "other" axis is the XAxis.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the axis intersection point  
            is set automatically.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This affects only the grid lines, since the   and
              both have their own color specification.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The title normally shows the basis and dimensions of
            the scale range, such as "Time (Years)".  The title is only shown if the
              property is set to true.  If the Title text is empty,
            then no title is shown, and no space is "reserved" for the title on the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This is the minimum axis space allocation.
            This term, expressed in points (1/72 inch) and scaled according to  
            for the  , determines the minimum amount of space
            an axis must have between the   and the
             .  This minimum space
            applies whether   is true or false.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This property determines whether or not the major tics will be drawn
            inbetween the labels, rather than right at the labels.  Note that this setting is only
            applicable if   =  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This boolean value determines if a line will be drawn at the
            zero value for the axis.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the   is shown.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines the   for this  .
            The type can be either  ,
             ,  ,
            or  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This property controls whether or not the magnitude factor (power of 10) for
            this scale will be included in the label.
            For large scale values, a "magnitude" value (power of 10) is automatically
            used for scaling the graph.  This magnitude value is automatically appended
            to the end of the Axis   (e.g., "(10^4)") to indicate
            that a magnitude is in use.  This property controls whether or not the
            magnitude is included in the title.  Note that it only affects the axis
            title; a magnitude value may still be used even if it is not shown in the title.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
             .
            
              Determines whether or not the  
              will be displayed.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines if powers-of-ten notation will be used for the numeric value labels.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This   value determines if ZedGraph will check to
            see if the   scale labels are close enough to overlap.  If so,
            ZedGraph will adjust the step size to prevent overlap.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of    .
            
              Gets a reference to the   class used to render
            the  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property to get or set the values for the   minor grid.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property to get or set the values for the   major grid.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property to get or set the values for the   minor tics.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property to get or set the values for the   major tics.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property to get or set the values for the axis scale.
            
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the   value
            
             A string containing "XAxis: title", where 'title' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor.
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz	
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the   value
            
             A string containing "YAxis: title", where 'title' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor.
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz	
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the   value
            
             A string containing "Y2Axis: title", where 'title' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy class to manage all properties associated with a grid
            
        
         
             
            Returns a string description of the class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This property determines if the major   gridlines
            (at each labeled value) will be visible.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This is the distance,
            in points (1/72 inch), of the dash segments that make up the dashed grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This is the distance,
            in points (1/72 inch), of the spaces between the dash segments that make up
            the dashed grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The pen width used for drawing the grid lines, expressed in points (1/72nd inch).
            
        
         
             
            Proxy class to manage all properties associated with a grid
            
        
         
             
            Returns a string description of the class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the color of the tics.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the size of the tics.
            
              The length of the   tic marks, expressed in points
            (1/72nd inch).
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the   major tics (where the
            scale labels are located) will be displayed.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This value determines whether or not the major inside tic marks
            are shown.  These are the tic marks on the inside of the   border.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This value determines whether or not the major opposite tic marks
            are shown.  These are the tic marks on the inside of the   border on
            the opposite side from the axis.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This property determines the pen width to be used when drawing the tic marks for
            this  .  The pen width is expressed in points (1/72nd inch).
            
        
         
             
            Proxy class to manage all properties associated with a grid
            
        
         
             
            Returns a string description of the class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the scale major step size value
             
            is set automatically.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the scale major step size value
             
            is set automatically.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property to handle the units for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the scale minor step size value
             
            is set automatically.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines the minor step size value for the scale
            is set automatically.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property to handle the units for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the minimum scale value  
            is set automatically.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the maximum scale value  
            is set automatically.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This is the "grace" value applied to the minimum data range.
            This value is expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MinGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be subtracted from the minimum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 2.8 to 16.0.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This is the "grace" value applied to the maximum data range.
            This value is expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MaxGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be added to the maximum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 4.0 to 17.2.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines if the scale values are reversed for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the scale label format  
            is determined automatically based on the range of data values.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The format of the   tic labels.
            This property is only used if the   is set to  .
            This property may be set automatically by ZedGraph, depending on the state of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Controls the alignment of the   tic labels.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The magnitude multiplier for scale values.
            This is used to limit
            the size of the displayed value labels.  For example, if the value
            is really 2000000, then the graph will display 2000 with a 10^3
            magnitude multiplier.  This value can be determined automatically
            depending on the state of  .
            If this value is set manually by the user,
            then   will also be set to false.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether the   value will be set
            automatically based on the data, or manually by the user.
            If the user manually sets the   value, then this
            flag will be set to false.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets a reference to the   class used to render
            the scale values.
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies legend instance
            
             Always returns the string "Legend".
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This property shows or hides the   entirely.
            
              true to show the  , false to hide it 
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Sets or gets the location of the   on the
              using the   enum type
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies fontspec instance
            
             Always returns the string "FontSpec".
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The angle at which this   object is drawn.
            
             The angle of the font, measured in anti-clockwise degrees from
            horizontal.  Negative values are permitted.
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The size of the font for this   object.
            
             The size of the font, measured in points (1/72 inch).
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The font family name for this  .
            
             A text string with the font family name, e.g., "Arial"
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The color of the font characters for this  .
            Note that the border and background
            colors are set using the   and
              properties, respectively.
            
             A system   reference.
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines the alignment with which this
              object is drawn.  This alignment really only
            affects multi-line strings.
            
             A   enumeration.
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether this   is
            drawn with bold typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for bold, false for normal
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether this   is
            drawn with an italic typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for italic, false for normal
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether this   is
            drawn with an underline typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for underline, false for normal
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Rectangle class for margins
            
             Benjamin Mayrargue
        
         
             
            Override ToString
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            
        
         
             
            
        
         
             
            
        
         
             
            
        
         
             
            Size class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies fontspec instance
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Point class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies fontspec instance
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Baseclass for graph items in the web control
             
            
             Darren Martz
             
            A TextObj uses only:
            	FontSpec
            	Location
            		.CoordinateFrame ( )
            		.X (between 0 and 1 for fraction CoordTypes) 0=left, 1=right
            		.Y (between 0 and 1 for fraction CoordTypes) 0=top, 1=bottom
            		.AlignH
            		.AlignV
            		.layoutArea
            
        
         
             
            Identifies curve item by the labels value
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Baseclass for graph items in the web control
             
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies curve item by the labels value
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The size of the arrowhead, expressed in points (1/72nd inch).
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The width of the pen, expressed in points (1/72nd inch), used to draw the
            arrow line segment.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The   value used to draw the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not an arrowhead will be draw.  If false, only a line segment
            will be drawn.
            
        
         
             
            Baseclass for graph items in the web control
             
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies curve item by the labels value
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            The   url reference from which to get the  
            data for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
             
            Determines if the image will be scaled to the output rectangle (see  ).
            
             true to scale the image, false to draw the image unscaled, but clipped
            to the destination rectangle
        
         
             
            Baseclass for graph items in the web control
             
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies curve item by the labels value
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Baseclass for graph items in the web control
             
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies curve item by the labels value
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Location class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies location instance
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Assists in managing viewstate sub-objects. The host of the assistant is
            responsible for managing an array within the statebag. This assistant
            helps deal with that by simply registering each hosted object with a
            unique code value. It also simplies the on demand creation of the sub object
            by creating the instance only when the getobject method is called.
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Array of child class instances managed in the viewstate
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Registers a code with a datatype in the assistance. Once registered
            the datatype will be available for retrievable using the same code value.
            
             Type identifier
             Object type being hosted
        
         
             
            Retrieves instance based on the registered code and datatype.
            If the value is null, the datatype is used to create a new instance
            that is cached in the assistant node.
            
             code to search on
             Indicates if the parent is currently
            tracking viewstate
             class instance
        
         
             
            Retrieves the object instance for an assistant node given an
            index value.
            
             Index value in the assistants node collection
             Indicates if the parent is currently
            tracking viewstate changes
             Object instance based on the node found in the collection
        
         
             
            Returns the current viewstate of every object hosted in
            the assistants collection.
            
             parents viewstate bag
             Combined saved viewstate for the parent and all hosted
            objects in the assistant collection
        
         
             
            Loads the viewstate from the provided statebag into each of the
            registered objects hosted in the assistants collection.
            
             statebag provided by parent
             indicates if the parent is currently
            tracking viewstate changes
             The parents individual statebag
        
         
             
            Triggers the assistant to begin tracking viewstate changes
            
        
         
             
            Internal child class instance node, identified by a code,
            its datatype, and the class instance.
            
        
         
             
            Creates an assistant node given a character key and
            the hosted class type.
            
             Identifier code
             Class data type hosted by the node
        
         
             
            Code to uniquely identify this node entry
            
        
         
             
            Object type identifying hosted value type.
            
        
         
             
            Object instance based on Key definition. May be null
            
        
         
             
            Identifies state management items by a unique code and its datatype. The code is defined 
            in the implementation of a GenericCollection class constructor.
            
             Darren Martz
              $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
             Single character code used to identify the state item datatype
             Item datatype
        
         
             
            The state item datatype character code
            
        
         
             
            The state item datatype
            
        
         
             
            Provides a few hints to the development editor on how to create
            child items in the collection. This class uses the schema defined
            inside the collection implementation.
            
             
            public class MyCollection : GenericCollection
            {
            	public MyCollection() : base()
            	{
            		Schema = new GenericCollectionItemSchema[1];
            		Schema[0].code = 'b';
            		Schema[1].type = typeof(MyItem);
            	}
            	public void Add(MyItem item)
            	{
            		if ( null != item ) ListAdd( item );
            		else throw new ArgumentException("parameter cannot be null","item");
            	}	
            	
            	[NotifyParentProperty(true)]
            	public ZedGraphWebCurveItem this [int index]
            	{
            		get { return (MyItem)ListGet(index); }
            		set { ListInsert(index,value); }
            	}
            }
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Default constructor based on CollectionEditor contructor
            
             Datetype of the collection to manage
        
         
             
            Informs the visual editor what kinds of classes are accepted as elements
            within the collection.
            
             Array of datatypes supported as items within the collection
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         ZedGraph
    
     
         
             
            A data collection class for ZedGraph, provided as an alternative to  .
            
             
            The data storage class for ZedGraph can be any type, so long as it uses the  
            interface.  This class, albeit simple, is a demonstration of implementing the  
            interface to provide a simple data collection using only two arrays.  The  
            interface can also be used as a layer between ZedGraph and a database, for example.
            
             
             
            
              John Champion
              $Revision: 3.3 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            An interface to a collection class containing data
            that define the set of points to be displayed on the curve.
            
             
            This interface is designed to allow customized data abstraction.  The default data
            collection class is  , however, you can define your own
            data collection class using the   interface.
            
             
             
            
              John Champion
              $Revision: 1.5 $ $Date: 2006/10/19 04:40:14 $ 
        
         
             
            Indexer to access a data point by its ordinal position in the collection.
            
             
            This is the standard interface that ZedGraph uses to access the data.  Although
            you must pass a   here, your internal data storage format
            can be anything.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
            data point to be accessed.
             A   object instance.
        
         
             
            Gets the number of points available in the list.
            
        
         
             
            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from two arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The PointPairList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             
            Returns   for any value of  
            that is outside of its corresponding array bounds.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Returns the number of points available in the arrays.  Count will be the greater
            of the lengths of the X and Y arrays.
            
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            that define the set of curves to be displayed on the graph.
            
            
              John Champion
            modified by Jerry Vos
              $Revision: 3.39 $ $Date: 2006/09/27 05:49:23 $ 
        
         
             
            A collection base class containing basic extra functionality to be inherited
            by  ,  ,
             .
            
             The methods in this collection operate on basic
              types.  Therefore, in order to make sure that
            the derived classes remain strongly-typed, there are no Add() or
            Insert() methods here, and no methods that return an object.
            Only Remove(), Move(), IndexOf(), etc. methods are included.
            
              John Champion
              $Revision: 3.8 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the specified object
            in the collection.
            
             A reference to the object that is to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified object, or -1 if the
            object is not in the list
             
        
         
             
            Remove an object from the collection at the specified ordinal location.
            
             
            An ordinal position in the list at which the object to be removed 
            is located.
            
             
        
         
             
            Remove an object from the collection based on an object reference.
            
             A reference to the object that is to be
            removed.
             
        
         
             
            Move the position of the object at the specified index
            to the new relative position in the list.
             For Graphic type objects, this method controls the
            Z-Order of the items.  Objects at the beginning of the list
            appear in front of objects at the end of the list.
             The zero-based index of the object
            to be moved.
             The relative number of positions to move
            the object.  A value of -1 will move the
            object one position earlier in the list, a value
            of 1 will move it one position later.  To move an item to the
            beginning of the list, use a large negative value (such as -999).
            To move it to the end of the list, use a large positive value.
            
             The new position for the object, or -1 if the object
            was not found.
        
         
             
            Determine if there is any data in any of the  
            objects for this graph.  This method does not verify valid data, it
            only checks to see if   > 0.
            
             true if there is any data, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The XAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Insert a   object into the collection at the specified
            zero-based index location.
            
             The zero-based index location for insertion.
             A reference to the   object that is to be
            inserted.
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
        
         
             
            Sorts the list according to the point values at the specified index and
            for the specified axis.
            
        
         
             
            Go through each   object in the collection,
            calling the   member to 
            determine the minimum and maximum values in the
              list of data value pairs.  If the curves include 
            a stack bar, handle within the current GetRange method. In the event that no
            data are available, a default range of min=0.0 and max=1.0 are returned.
            If the Y axis has a valid data range and the Y2 axis not, then the Y2
            range will be a duplicate of the Y range.  Vice-versa for the Y2 axis
            having valid data when the Y axis does not.
            If any   in the list has a missing
             , a new empty one will be generated.
            
             ignoreInitial is a boolean value that
            affects the data range that is considered for the automatic scale
            ranging (see  ).  If true, then initial
            data points where the Y value is zero are not included when
            automatically determining the scale  ,
             , and   size.  All data after
            the first non-zero Y value are included.
            
             
            Determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will subset the
            data points based on any manually set scale range values.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the range for stacked bars and lines.
            
             This method is required for the stacked
            types because (for bars), the negative values are a separate stack than the positive
            values.  If you just sum up the bars, you will get the sum of the positive plus negative,
            which is less than the maximum positive value and greater than the maximum negative value.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   for which to calculate the range
             The minimum X value so far
             The minimum Y value so far
             The maximum X value so far
             The maximum Y value so far
             
        
         
             
            Render all the   objects in the list to the
            specified  
            device by calling the   member function of
            each   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Find the ordinal position of the specified   within
            the  .  This position only counts  
            types, ignoring all other types.
            
             The   of interest
             The   for which to search.
             The ordinal position of the specified bar, or -1 if the bar
            was not found.
        
         
             
            Read only value for the maximum number of points in any of the curves
            in the list.
            
        
         
             
            Read only property that returns the number of curves in the list that are of
            type  .
            
        
         
             
            Read only property that returns the number of pie slices in the list (class type is
              ).
            
        
         
             
            Read only property that determines if all items in the   are
            Pies.
            
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string label of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
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            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the DataSourcePointList from an
            existing  
            
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Extract a double value from the specified table row or data object with the
            specified column name.
            
             The data object from which to extract the value
             The property name or column name of the value
            to be extracted
        
         
             
            Extract an object from the specified table row or data object with the
            specified column name.
            
             The data object from which to extract the object
             The property name or column name of the object
            to be extracted
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            gets the number of points available in the list
            
        
         
             
            The table or list object from which to extract the data values.
            
             
            This object type must implement the   interface.
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            X data values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the X data values set to  
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            Y data values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the Y data values set to  
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            Z data values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the Z data values set to  
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            tag values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the tag values set to null.  If this references string
            data, then the tags may be used as tooltips using the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            An example of an   implementation that stores large datasets, and
            selectively filters the output data depending on the displayed range.
            
             
            This class will refilter the data points each time   is called.  The
            data are filtered down to   points, within the data bounds of
            a minimum and maximum data range.  The data are filtered by simply skipping
            points to achieve the desired total number of points.  Input arrays are assumed to be
            monotonically increasing in X, and evenly spaced in X.
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            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            This is the maximum number of points that you want to see in the filtered dataset
            
        
         
             
            The index of the xMinBound above
            
        
         
             
            The index of the xMaxBound above
            
        
         
             
            Switch used to indicate if the next filtered point should be the high point or the
            low point within the current range.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if the high/low logic will be used.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from two arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The FilteredPointList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Deep-copy clone routine
            
             A new, independent copy of the FilteredPointList
        
         
             
            Set the data bounds to the specified minimum, maximum, and point count.  Use values of
            min=double.MinValue and max=double.MaxValue to get the full range of data.  Use maxPts=-1
            to not limit the number of points.  Call this method anytime the zoom range is changed.
            
             The lower bound for the X data of interest
             The upper bound for the X data of interest
             The maximum number of points allowed to be
            output by the filter
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             
            Returns   for any value of  
            that is outside of its corresponding array bounds.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Returns the number of points according to the current state of the filter.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the desired number of filtered points to output.  You can set this value by
            calling  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the High-Low filtering logic will be
            applied.
            
             
            The high-low filtering logic alternately takes the highest or lowest Y value
            within the subrange of points to be skipped.  Set this value to true to apply
            this logic, or false to just use whatever value lies in the middle of the skipped
            range.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            to be displayed on the graph.
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            Default constructor for the   collection class
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the  
            collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Insert a   object into the collection
            at the specified zero-based index location.
            
             The zero-based index location for insertion.
             The   object that is to be
            inserted.
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
        
         
             
            Render text to the specified   device
            by calling the Draw method of each   object in
            the collection.
            
             This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             A   enumeration that controls
            the placement of this   relative to other
            graphic objects.  The order of  's with the
            same   value is control by their order in
            this  .
        
         
             
            Determine if a mouse point is within any  , and if so, 
            return the index number of the the  .
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The index number of the  
             that is under the mouse point.  The   object is
            accessible via the   indexer property.
            
             true if the mouse point is within a   bounding
            box, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by its ordinal
            position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by its  .
            Note that the   must be a   type for this method
            to work.
            
             The   type tag to search for.
             A   object reference.
             
        
         
             
            A simple storage struct to maintain an individual sampling of data.  This only
            contains two data values in order to reduce to memory load for large datasets.
            (e.g., no Tag or Z property)
            
        
         
             
            The X value for the point, stored as a double type.
            
        
         
             
            The Y value for the point, stored as a double type.
            
        
         
             
            A collection class to maintain a set of samples.
            
             This type, intended for very
            large datasets, will reduce the number of points displayed by eliminating
            individual points that overlay (at the same pixel location) on the graph.
            Note that this type probably does not make sense for line plots, but is intended
            primarily for scatter plots.
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            An interface to a collection class containing data
            that define the set of points to be displayed on the curve.
            
             
            This interface is designed to allow customized data abstraction.  The default data
            collection class is  , however, you can define your own
            data collection class using the   interface.  This
              interface adds the ability to remove and add points
            to the list, and so is used by the   class for the
             ,  , and
              methods.
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            Appends a point to the end of the list.  The data are passed in as a  
            object.
            
             The   object containing the data to be added.
        
         
             
            Appends a point to the end of the list.  The data are passed in as two  
            types.
            
             The   value containing the X data to be added.
             The   value containing the Y data to be added.
             The ordinal position (zero-based), at which the new point was added.
        
         
             
            Removes a single data point from the list at the specified ordinal location
            (zero based).
            
        
         
             
            Clears all data points from the list.  After calling this method,
              will be zero.
            
        
         
             
            Indexer to access a data point by its ordinal position in the collection.
            
             
            This is the standard interface that ZedGraph uses to access the data.  Although
            you must pass a   here, your internal data storage format
            can be anything.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
            data point to be accessed.
             A   object instance.
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores a value indicating whether or not the data have been filtered.
            If the data have not been filtered, then   will be equal to
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the number of data points after filtering (e.g.,
              has been called).  The   property
            returns the total count for an unfiltered dataset, or  
            for a dataset that has been filtered.
            
        
         
             
            Protected array of indices for all the points that are currently visible.  This only
            applies if   is true.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores a value that determines how close a point must be to a prior
            neighbor in order to be filtered out.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Append a data point to the collection
            
             The   value to append
        
         
             
            Append a point to the collection
            
             The x value of the point to append
             The y value of the point to append
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A   struct to be added
             
        
         
             
            typesafe clone method
            
             A new cloned NoDupePointList.  This returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
        
         
             
            default constructor
            
        
         
             
            copy constructor -- this returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
             The NoDupePointList to be copied
        
         
             
            Protected method to access the internal DataPoint collection, without any
            translation to a PointPair.
            
             The ordinal position of the DataPoint of interest
        
         
             
            Clears any filtering previously done by a call to  .
            After calling this method, all data points will be visible, and
              will be equal to  .
            
        
         
             
            Go through the collection, and hide (filter out) any points that fall on the
            same pixel location as a previously included point.
            
             
            This method does not delete any points, it just temporarily hides them until
            the next call to   or  .
            You should call   once your collection of points has
            been constructed.  You may need to call   again if
            you add points, or if the chart rect changes size (by resizing, printing,
            image save, etc.), or if the scale range changes.
            You must call   before calling
            this method so that the  GraphPane.Chart.Rect
            and the scale ranges are valid.  This method is not valid for
            ordinal axes (but ordinal axes don't make sense for very large datasets
            anyway).
            
             The   into which the data
            will be plotted. 
             The   class to be used in the Y direction
            for plotting these data.  This can be a   or a 
             , and can be a primary or secondary axis (if multiple Y or Y2
            axes are being used).
            
             The   class to be used in the X direction
            for plotting these data.  This can be an   or a 
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines how close a point must be to a prior
            neighbor in order to be filtered out.
            
             
            A value of 0 indicates that subsequent
            points must coincide exactly at the same pixel location.  A value of 1 or more
            indicates that number of pixels distance from a prior point that will cause
            a new point to be filtered out.  For example, a value of 2 means that, once
            a particular pixel location is taken, any subsequent point that lies within 2
            pixels of that location will be filtered out.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a value indicating whether or not the data have been filtered.  If the data
            have not been filtered, then   will be equal to
             .
            
        
         
             
            Indexer: get the DataPoint instance at the specified ordinal position in the list
            
             
            This method will throw an exception if the index is out of range.  This can happen
            if the index is less than the number of filtered values, or if data points are
            removed from a filtered dataset with updating the filter (by calling
             ).
            
             The ordinal position in the list of points
             Returns a   instance.  The  
            and   properties will be defaulted to
              and null, respectively.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the number of active samples in the collection.  This is the number of
            samples that are non-duplicates.  See the   property
            to get the total number of samples in the list.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the total number of samples in the collection.  See the  
            property to get the number of active (non-duplicate) samples in the list.
            
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The comparison of titles is not case sensitive, but it must include
            all characters including punctuation, spaces, etc.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   was not found in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   string is not in the list
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            that define the set of points to be displayed on the curve.
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             Private field to maintain the sort status of this
             .  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from two arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from an IPointList
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from three arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The PointPairList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             The   object to
            be added
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             The zero-based ordinal index where the last point was added in the list,
            or -1 if no points were added.
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the PointPairList from two arrays of type double.
            If either array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  .
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
             The zero-based ordinal index where the last point was added in the list,
            or -1 if no points were added.
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the   from three arrays of type double.
            If the X or Y array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  .  If the  
            is null, then it is set to zero.
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
             A double[] array of Z or lower-dependent axis values
             The zero-based ordinal index where the last point was added in the list,
            or -1 if no points were added.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z or lower dependent axis value
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added
            in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z or lower dependent axis value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added
            in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the specified,
            zero-based, index location.
            
             
            The zero-based ordinal index where the point is to be added in the list.
            
             
            The   object to be added.
            
        
         
             
            Add a single point (from values of type double ) to the   at the specified,
            zero-based, index location.
            
             
            The zero-based ordinal index where the point is to be added in the list.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
        
         
             
            Add a single point (from values of type double ) to the   at the specified,
            zero-based, index location.
            
             
            The zero-based ordinal index where the point is to be added in the list.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z or lower dependent axis value
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified label  .
            
             The   object must be of type  
            for this method to find it.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
        
         
             
            Compare two   objects to see if they are equal.
            
             Equality is based on equal count of   items, and
            each individual   must be equal (as per the
              method.
             The   to be compared with for equality.
             true if the   objects are equal, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Return the HashCode from the base class.
            
             
        
         
             
            Sorts the list according to the point x values. Will not sort the 
            list if the list is already sorted.
            
             If the list was sorted before sort was called
        
         
              
             Sorts the list according to the point values . Will not sort the 
             list if the list is already sorted.
             
                The  
            used to determine whether the X or Y values will be used to sort
            the list
              If the list was sorted before sort was called
        
         
             
            Set the X values for this   from the specified
            array of double values.
            
             
            If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, then the corresponding   values
            will not be changed.  That is, if the   has 20 values
            and   has 15 values, then the first 15 values of the
              will be changed, and the last 5 values will not be
            changed.
            
             An array of double values that will replace the existing X
            values in the  .
        
         
             
            Set the Y values for this   from the specified
            array of double values.
            
             
            If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, then the corresponding   values
            will not be changed.  That is, if the   has 20 values
            and   has 15 values, then the first 15 values of the
              will be changed, and the last 5 values will not be
            changed.
            
             An array of double values that will replace the existing Y
            values in the  .
        
         
             
            Set the Z values for this   from the specified
            array of double values.
            
             
            If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, then the corresponding   values
            will not be changed.  That is, if the   has 20 values
            and   has 15 values, then the first 15 values of the
              will be changed, and the last 5 values will not be
            changed.
            
             An array of double values that will replace the existing Z
            values in the  .
        
         
             
            Add the Y values from the specified   object to this
             .  If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, the missing values are assumed to be zero.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be summed into the this  .
        
         
             
            Add the X values from the specified   object to this
             .  If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, the missing values are assumed to be zero.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be summed into the this  .
        
         
             
            Linearly interpolate the data to find an arbitraty Y value that corresponds to the specified X value.
            
             
            This method uses linear interpolation with a binary search algorithm.  It therefore
            requires that the x data be monotonically increasing.  Missing values are not allowed.  This
            method will extrapolate outside the range of the PointPairList if necessary.
            
             The target X value on which to interpolate
             The Y value that corresponds to the   value.
        
         
             
            Use Cardinal Splines to Interpolate the data to find an arbitraty Y value that corresponds to
            the specified X value.
            
             
            This method uses cardinal spline interpolation with a binary search algorithm.  It therefore
            requires that the x data be monotonically increasing.  Missing values are not allowed.  This
            method will not extrapolate outside the range of the PointPairList (it returns
              if extrapolation would be required).  WARNING: Cardinal
            spline interpolation can generate curves with non-unique X values for higher tension
            settings.  That is, there may be multiple X values for the same Y value.  This routine
            follows the path of the spline curve until it reaches the FIRST OCCURRENCE of the
            target X value.  It does not check to see if other solutions are possible.
            
             The target X value on which to interpolate
             The tension setting that controls the curvature of the spline fit.
            Typical values are between 0 and 1, where 0 is a linear fit, and 1 is lots of "roundness".
            Values greater than 1 may give odd results.
            
             The Y value that corresponds to the   value.
        
         
             
            Linearly interpolate the data to find an arbitraty X value that corresponds to the specified Y value.
            
             
            This method uses linear interpolation with a binary search algorithm.  It therefore
            requires that the Y data be monotonically increasing.  Missing values are not allowed.  This
            method will extrapolate outside the range of the PointPairList if necessary.
            
             The target Y value on which to interpolate
             The X value that corresponds to the   value.
        
         
             
            Use linear regression to form a least squares fit of an existing
              instance.
            
             The output   will cover the
            same X range of data as the original dataset.
            
             An   instance containing
            the data to be regressed.
             The number of desired points to be included
            in the resultant  .
            
             A new   containing the resultant
            data fit.
            
        
         
             
            Use linear regression to form a least squares fit of an existing
              instance.
            
             An   instance containing
            the data to be regressed.
             The number of desired points to be included
            in the resultant  .
            
             The minimum X value of the resultant
             .
             The maximum X value of the resultant
             .
             A new   containing the resultant
            data fit.
            
              Brian Chappell - lazarusds
                     modified by John Champion
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            true if the list is currently sorted.
            
             
        
         
             
            A class containing a set of data values to be plotted as a RadarPlot.
            This class will effectively convert the data into   objects
            by converting the polar coordinates to rectangular coordinates
            
             
             
             
            
             Jerry Vos and John Champion
              $Revision: 3.4 $ $Date: 2006/08/25 05:19:09 $ 
        
         
             
            Default to clockwise rotation as this is the standard for radar charts
            
        
         
             
            Default to 90 degree rotation so main axis is in the 12 o'clock position,
            which is the standard for radar charts.
            
        
         
             
            Get the raw data
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add the specified PointPair to the collection.
            
             The PointPair to be added
             The ordinal position in the list where the point was added
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from a value of type double.
            
             The radial coordinate value
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
             
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from two values of type double.
            
             The radial coordinate value
             The 'Z' coordinate value, which is not normally used for plotting,
            but can be used for   type fills
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.  This method does the calculations
            to convert the data from polar to rectangular coordinates.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indicates if points should be added in clockwise or counter-clockwise order
            
        
         
             
            Sets the angular rotation (starting angle) for the initial axis
            
        
         
             
            gets the number of points available in the list
            
        
         
             
            A class that provides a rolling list of   objects.
            This is essentially a 
            first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue with a fixed capacity which allows 'rolling' 
            (or oscilloscope like) graphs to be be animated without having the overhead of an
            ever-growing ArrayList.
            
            The queue is constructed with a fixed capacity and new points can be enqueued. When the 
            capacity is reached the oldest (first in) PointPair is overwritten. However, when 
            accessing via  , the   objects are
            seen in the order in which they were enqeued.
            
            RollingPointPairList supports data editing through the  
            interface.
            
             Colin Green with mods by John Champion
              $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            An array of PointPair objects that acts as the underlying buffer.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the previously enqueued item. -1 if buffer is empty.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the next item to be dequeued. -1 if buffer is empty.
            
        
         
             
            Constructs an empty buffer with the specified capacity.
            
             
        
         
             
            Constructs a buffer with a copy of the items within the provided
             .
            The   is set to the length of the provided list.
            
             The   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Clear the buffer of all   objects.
            Note that the   remains unchanged.
            
        
         
             
            Add a   onto the head of the queue,
            overwriting old values if the buffer is full.
            
             The   to be added.
        
         
             
            Remove an old item from the tail of the queue.
            
             The removed item. Throws an  
            if the buffer was empty. 
            Check the buffer's length ( ) or the  
            property to avoid exceptions.
        
         
             
            Remove the   at the specified index
            
             
            All items in the queue that lie after   will
            be shifted back by one, and the queue will be one item shorter.
            
             The ordinal position of the item to be removed.
            Throws an   if index is less than
            zero or greater than or equal to  
            
        
         
             
            Pop an item off the head of the queue.
            
             The popped item. Throws an exception if the buffer was empty.
        
         
             
            Peek at the   item at the head of the queue.
            
             The   item at the head of the queue.
            Throws an   if the buffer was empty.
            
        
         
             
            Add an   object to the head of the queue.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
        
         
             
            Add a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
        
         
             
            Add a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
        
         
             
            Enqueue a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z value
        
         
             
            Add a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the  
            from two arrays of type double.
            If either array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  ).
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the   from
            three arrays of type double.
            If the X or Y array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  .
            If the   value
            is null, then it is set to zero.
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
             A double[] array of Z values
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets the capacity of the rolling buffer.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the count of items within the rolling buffer. Note that this may be less than
            the capacity.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a bolean that indicates if the buffer is empty.
            Alternatively you can test Count==0.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   at the specified index in the buffer.
            
             
            Index must be within the current size of the buffer, e.g., the set
            method will not expand the buffer even if   is available
            
        
         
             
            A collection class that maintains a list of  
            objects, corresponding to the list of   objects
            from   or  .
            
        
         
             
            Construct a new   automatically from an
            existing  .
            
             The   (a list of Y axes),
            from which to retrieve the state and create the  
            objects.
        
         
             
            Construct a new   automatically from an
            existing  .
            
             The   (a list of Y axes),
            from which to retrieve the state and create the  
            objects.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Iterate through the list of   objects, comparing them
            to the state of the specified    
            objects.
            
             A   object specifying a list of
              objects to be compared with this  .
            
             true if a difference is found, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Iterate through the list of   objects, comparing them
            to the state of the specified    
            objects.
            
             A   object specifying a list of
              objects to be compared with this  .
            
             true if a difference is found, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            
            
             
        
         
             
            
            
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
            
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.3 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             The   object to be added
             
        
         
             
            Insert a   object into the collection at the specified
            zero-based index location.
            
             The zero-based index location for insertion.
             The   object that is to be
            inserted.
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object instance
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            that define the set of points to be displayed on the curve.
            
            
              John Champion based on code by Jerry Vos
              $Revision: 3.1 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:44 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The StockPointList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             The   object to
            be added
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list using
            the specified values.  The unspecified values (low, open, close) are all set to
             .
            
             An   value
             The high value for the day
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             An   value
             The high value for the day
             The low value for the day
             The opening value for the day
             The closing value for the day
             The trading volume for the day
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Access the   at the specified ordinal index.
            
             
            To be compatible with the   interface, the
              must implement an index that returns a
              rather than a  .  This method
            will return the actual   at the specified position.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) in the list
             The specified  .
            
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
            
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.3 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The comparison of titles is not case sensitive, but it must include
            all characters including punctuation, spaces, etc.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   was not found in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   string is not in the list
             
        
         
             
            Create a new   and add it to this list.
            
             The title string for the new axis
             An integer representing the ordinal position of the new   in
            this  .  This is the value that you would set the
              property of a given   to 
            assign it to this new  .  Note that, for a  ,
            you would also need to set the   property to true.
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             An   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
            
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.3 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The comparison of titles is not case sensitive, but it must include
            all characters including punctuation, spaces, etc.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   was not found in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
            
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   string is not in the list
        
         
             
            Create a new   and add it to this list.
            
             The title string for the new axis
             An integer representing the ordinal position of the new   in
            this  .  This is the value that you would set the
              property of a given   to 
            assign it to this new  .
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             An   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            The ZedGraphControl class provides a UserControl interface to the
              class library.  This allows ZedGraph to be installed
            as a control in the Visual Studio toolbox.  You can use the control by simply
            dragging it onto a form in the Visual Studio form editor.  All graph
            attributes are accessible via the  
            property.
            
              John Champion revised by Jerry Vos 
              $Revision: 3.80 $ $Date: 2007/02/18 05:51:54 $ 
        
         
              
            Required method for Designer support - do not modify 
            the contents of this method with the code editor.
            
        
         
             
            This private field contains the instance for the MasterPane object of this control.
            You can access the MasterPane object through the public property
             . This is nulled when this Control is
            disposed.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if anti-aliased drawing will be forced on.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            when the mouse hovers over data values.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            showing the scale values while the mouse is located within the ChartRect.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines the format for displaying tooltip values.
            This format is passed to  .
            Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not the context menu will be available.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not a message box will be shown in response to
            a context menu "Copy" command.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
             
            Note that, if this value is set to false, the user will receive no indicative feedback
            in response to a Copy action.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether the settings of
              and  
            will be overridden to true during printing operations.
            
             
            Printing involves pixel maps that are typically of a dramatically different dimension
            than on-screen pixel maps.  Therefore, it becomes more important to scale the fonts and
            lines to give a printed image that looks like what is shown on-screen.  The default
            setting for   is true, but the default
            setting for   is false.
            
             
            A value of true will cause both   and
              to be temporarily set to true during
            printing operations.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not the visible aspect ratio of the
                will be preserved
            when printing this  .
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fill the
            available space when printing this  .
            
             
            If   is also true, then the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fit as large
            a space as possible while still honoring the visible aspect ratio.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines the format for displaying tooltip date values.
            This format is passed to  .
            Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not zooming is enabled for the control in the
            vertical direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not zooming is enabled for the control in the
            horizontal direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not point editing is enabled in the
            vertical direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not point editing is enabled in the
            horizontal direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in the
            horizontal direction.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in the
            vertical direction.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates if the control can manage selections. 
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores a   instance, which maintains
            a persistent selection of printer options.
            
             
            This is needed so that a "Print" action utilizes the settings from a prior
            "Page Setup" action.
        
         
             
            This private field contains a list of selected CurveItems.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to click on
            linkable objects
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to click
            on linkable objects
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used to select
             's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to select
             's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to perform
            zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to perform
            zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used as a
            secondary option to perform zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a
            secondary option to perform zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to perform
            panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to perform
            panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used as a
            secondary option to perform panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a
            secondary option to perform panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates the control is currently being zoomed. 
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates the control is currently being panned.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates a point value is currently being edited.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates the control is currently using selection. 
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that stores the   reference for the Pane that is
            currently being zoomed or panned.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that stores a rectangle which is either the zoom rectangle, or the incremental
            pan amount since the last mousemove event.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the state of the scale ranges prior to starting a panning action.
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Clean up any resources being used.
            
             true if the components should be
            disposed, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets the graph pane's current image.
             
            
             
            When the control has been disposed before this call.
            
        
         
             
            Called by the system to update the control on-screen
            
             
            A PaintEventArgs object containing the Graphics specifications
            for this Paint event.
            
        
         
             
            Called when the control has been resized.
            
             
            A reference to the control that has been resized.
            
             
            An EventArgs object.
            
        
         
             This performs an axis change command on the graphPane.
            
             
            This is the same as
             ZedGraphControl.GraphPane.AxisChange( ZedGraphControl.CreateGraphics() ), however,
            this method also calls   if  
            is true.
            
        
         
             
            Handle a MouseDown event in the  
            
             A reference to the  
             A   instance
        
         
             
            Set the cursor according to the current mouse location.
            
        
         
             
            Set the cursor according to the current mouse location.
            
        
         
             
            Handle a KeyUp event
            
             The   in which the KeyUp occurred.
             A   instance.
        
         
             
            Handle the Key Events so ZedGraph can Escape out of a panning or zooming operation.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handle a MouseUp event in the  
            
             A reference to the  
             A   instance
        
         
             
            Make a string label that corresponds to a user scale value.
            
             The axis from which to obtain the scale value.  This determines
            if it's a date value, linear, log, etc.
             The value to be made into a label
             The ordinal position of the value
             true to override the ordinal settings of the axis,
            and prefer the actual value instead.
             The string label.
        
         
             
            protected method for handling MouseMove events to display tooltips over
            individual datapoints.
            
             
            A reference to the control that has the MouseMove event.
            
             
            A MouseEventArgs object.
            
        
         
             
            Handle a MouseWheel event in the  
            
             A reference to the  
             A   instance
        
         
             
            Zoom a specified pane in or out according to the specified zoom fraction.
            
             
            The zoom will occur on the  ,  , and
              only if the corresponding flag,   or
             , is true.  Note that if there are multiple Y or Y2 axes, all of
            them will be zoomed.
            
             The   instance to be zoomed.
             The fraction by which to zoom, less than 1 to zoom in, greater than
            1 to zoom out.  For example, 0.9 will zoom in such that the scale is 90% of what it was
            originally.
             The screen position about which the zoom will be centered.  This
            value is only used if   is true.
            
             true to cause the zoom to be centered on the point
             , false to center on the  .
            
             true to force a refresh of the control, false to leave it unrefreshed
        
         
             
            Zoom a specified pane in or out according to the specified zoom fraction.
            
             
            The zoom will occur on the  ,  , and
              only if the corresponding flag,   or
             , is true.  Note that if there are multiple Y or Y2 axes, all of
            them will be zoomed.
            
             The   instance to be zoomed.
             The fraction by which to zoom, less than 1 to zoom in, greater than
            1 to zoom out.  For example, 0.9 will zoom in such that the scale is 90% of what it was
            originally.
             The screen position about which the zoom will be centered.  This
            value is only used if   is true.
            
             true to cause the zoom to be centered on the point
             , false to center on the  .
            
        
         
             
            Zoom the specified axis by the specified amount, with the center of the zoom at the
            (optionally) specified point.
            
             
            This method is used for MouseWheel zoom operations
             The   to be zoomed.
             The zoom fraction, less than 1.0 to zoom in, greater than 1.0 to
            zoom out.  That is, a value of 0.9 will zoom in such that the scale length is 90% of what
            it previously was.
             The location for the center of the zoom.  This is only used if
              is true.
             true if the zoom is to be centered at the
              screen position, false for the zoom to be centered within
            the  .
            
        
         
             
            Handle a panning operation for the specified  .
            
             The   to be panned
             The value where the pan started.  The scale range
            will be shifted by the difference between   and
             .
            
             The value where the pan ended.  The scale range
            will be shifted by the difference between   and
             .
            
        
         
             
            Perform selection on curves within the drag pane, or under the mouse click.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Sets the value of the scroll range properties (see  ,
             ,  , and 
              based on the actual range of the data for
            each corresponding  .
            
             
            This method is called automatically by   if
             
            is true.  Note that this will not be called if you call AxisChange directly from the
             .  For example, zedGraphControl1.AxisChange() works properly, but
            zedGraphControl1.GraphPane.AxisChange() does not.
        
         
             
            Find the object currently under the mouse cursor, and return its state.
            
        
         
             
            protected method to handle the popup context menu in the  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Copy" context menu item.  Copies the current image to a bitmap on the
            clipboard.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Copy" context menu item.  Copies the current image to a bitmap on the
            clipboard.
            
             boolean value that determines whether or not a prompt will be
            displayed.  true to show a message of "Image Copied to ClipBoard".
        
         
             
            A threaded version of the copy method to avoid crash with MTA
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            file.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            file in either the Emf (vector), or a variety of Bitmap formats.
            
             
            Note that   and   methods are provided
            which allow for Bitmap-only or Emf-only handling of the "Save As" context menu item.
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            Bitmap file.
            
             
            Note that this handler saves as a bitmap only.  The default handler is
             , which allows for Bitmap or EMF formats
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            Emf format file.
            
             
            Note that this handler saves as an Emf format only.  The default handler is
             , which allows for Bitmap or EMF formats.
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Show Values" context menu item.  Toggles the  
            property, which activates the point value tooltips.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Set Scale to Default" context menu item.  Sets the scale ranging to
            full auto mode for all axes.
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to full auto mode.  The   method sets the scales to their initial
            setting prior to any user actions (which may or may not be full auto mode).
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Set Scale to Default" context menu item.  Sets the scale ranging to
            full auto mode for all axes.
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to full auto mode.  The   method sets the scales to their initial
            setting prior to any user actions (which may or may not be full auto mode).
            
             The   object which is to have the
            scale restored
        
         
             
            Handler for the "UnZoom/UnPan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before the last zoom or pan operation.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "UnZoom/UnPan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before the last zoom, pan, or scroll operation.
            
             
            Triggers a   for any type of undo (including pan, scroll, zoom, and
            wheelzoom).  This method will affect all the
              objects in the   if
              or   is true.
            
             The primary   object which is to be
            zoomed out
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Undo All Zoom/Pan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before all zoom and pan operations
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to their initial setting prior to any user actions.  The   method
            sets the scales to full auto mode (regardless of what the initial setting may have been).
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Undo All Zoom/Pan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before all zoom and pan operations
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to their initial setting prior to any user actions.  The   method
            sets the scales to full auto mode (regardless of what the initial setting may have been).
            
             The   object which is to be zoomed out
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Page Setup..." context menu item.   Displays a
             .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Print..." context menu item.   Displays a
             .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Rendering method used by the print context menu items
            
             The applicable  .
             A   instance providing
            page bounds, margins, and a Graphics instance for this printed output.
            
        
         
             
            Display a   to the user, allowing them to modify
            the print settings for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Display a   to the user, allowing them to select a
            printer and print the   contained in this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Display a  , allowing the user to preview and
            subsequently print the   contained in this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Save the current states of the GraphPanes to a separate collection.  Save a single
            ( ) GraphPane if the panes are not synchronized
            (see   and  ),
            or save a list of states for all GraphPanes if the panes are synchronized.
            
             The primary GraphPane on which zoom/pan/scroll operations
            are taking place
             The   that describes the
            current operation
             The   that corresponds to the
             .
            
        
         
             
            Restore the states of the GraphPanes to a previously saved condition (via
             .  This is essentially an "undo" for live
            pan and scroll actions.  Restores a single
            ( ) GraphPane if the panes are not synchronized
            (see   and  ),
            or save a list of states for all GraphPanes if the panes are synchronized.
            
             The primary GraphPane on which zoom/pan/scroll operations
            are taking place
        
         
             
            Place the previously saved states of the GraphPanes on the individual GraphPane
              collections.  This provides for an
            option to undo the state change at a later time.  Save a single
            ( ) GraphPane if the panes are not synchronized
            (see   and  ),
            or save a list of states for all GraphPanes if the panes are synchronized.
            
             The primary GraphPane on which zoom/pan/scroll operations
            are taking place
             The   that corresponds to the
             .
            
        
         
             
            Clear the collection of saved states.
            
        
         
             
            Clear all states from the undo stack for each GraphPane.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            A secondary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as the secondary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            The primary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            A secondary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a secondary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            A primary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            A secondary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as the secondary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            The primary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            A secondary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a secondary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            A primary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to 
            select  's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Modifier keys will be used to 
            select  's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Modifier keys will be used to 
            append a   to the selection list.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to click
            on linkable objects
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to click
            on linkable objects
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be able to modify the ZedGraph context menu.
            
             
            The context menu is built on the fly after a right mouse click.  You can add menu items
            to this menu by simply modifying the   parameter.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be notified when the   is zoomed or panned by the user,
            either via a mouse drag operation or by the context menu commands.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be notified when the   is scrolled by the user
            using the scrollbars.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to receive notifcation and/or respond after a data
            point has been edited via   and  .
            
             
             To subscribe to this event, use the following in your Form_Load method:
             zedGraphControl1.PointEditEvent +=
            new ZedGraphControl.PointEditHandler( MyPointEditHandler );
             Add this method to your Form1.cs:
             
               private string MyPointEditHandler( object sender, GraphPane pane, CurveItem curve, int iPt )
               {
                   PointPair pt = curve[iPt];
                   return "This value is " + pt.Y.ToString("f2") + " gallons";
               }
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide custom formatting for the tooltips
            
             
             To subscribe to this event, use the following in your FormLoad method:
             zedGraphControl1.PointValueEvent +=
            new ZedGraphControl.PointValueHandler( MyPointValueHandler );
             Add this method to your Form1.cs:
             
               private string MyPointValueHandler( object sender, GraphPane pane, CurveItem curve, int iPt )
               {
               #region
                   PointPair pt = curve[iPt];
                   return "This value is " + pt.Y.ToString("f2") + " gallons";
               #endregion
               }
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of MouseDown clicks on graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is clicked on an object
            within any   of the   associated
            with this  .  This event will use the
              method to determine which object
            was clicked.  The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            MouseDown event (see  ).  Return true if you have
            handled the MouseDown event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action (e.g., starting
            a zoom operation).  Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            MouseDown event.
            
        
         
             
            Hide the standard control MouseDown event so that the ZedGraphControl.MouseDownEvent
            can be used.  This is so that the user must return true/false in order to indicate
            whether or not we should respond to the event.
            
        
         
             
            Hide the standard control MouseUp event so that the ZedGraphControl.MouseUpEvent
            can be used.  This is so that the user must return true/false in order to indicate
            whether or not we should respond to the event.
            
        
         
             
            Hide the standard control MouseMove event so that the ZedGraphControl.MouseMoveEvent
            can be used.  This is so that the user must return true/false in order to indicate
            whether or not we should respond to the event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of MouseUp clicks on graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is clicked on an object
            within any   of the   associated
            with this  .  This event will use the
              method to determine which object
            was clicked.  The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            MouseUp event (see  ).  Return true if you have
            handled the MouseUp event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action (e.g., starting
            a zoom operation).  Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            MouseUp event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of MouseMove events over graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is moving over on the control.
            The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            MouseMove event (see  ).  Return true if you
            have handled the MouseMove event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action.
            Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the MouseMove event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of Double Clicks on graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is double-clicked on an object
            within any   of the   associated
            with this  .  This event will use the
              method to determine which object
            was clicked.  The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            DoubleClick event (see  ).  Return true if you have
            handled the DoubleClick event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action. 
            Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            DoubleClick event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be able to respond to mouse clicks within linked
            objects.
            
             
            Linked objects are typically either   type objects or
              type objects.  These object types can include
            hyperlink information allowing for "drill-down" type operation.  
            
             
             
             CurveItem.Link
             GraphObj.Link
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   property for the control
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   property for the control
            
             
              actually uses a   object
            to hold a list of   objects.  This property really only
            accesses the first   in the list.  If there is more
            than one  , use the  
            indexer property to access any of the   objects.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if all drawing operations for this control
            will be forced to operate in Anti-alias mode.  Note that if this value is set to
            "true", it overrides the setting for sub-objects.  Otherwise, the sub-object settings
            (such as  )
            will be honored.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            when the mouse hovers over data values.
            
             The displayed values are taken from  
            if it is a   type, or  
            otherwise (using the   as a format string).
            Additionally, the user can custom format the values using the
              event.  Note that  
            may be overridden by  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            showing the current scale values when the mouse is within the
             .
            
             The displayed values are taken from the current mouse position, and formatted
            according to   and/or  .  If this
            value is set to true, it overrides the   setting.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not editing of point data is allowed in
            the horizontal direction.
            
             
            Editing is done by holding down the Alt key, and left-clicking on an individual point of
            a given   to drag it to a new location.  The Mouse and Key
            combination for this mode are modifiable using   and
             .
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not editing of point data is allowed in
            the vertical direction.
            
             
            Editing is done by holding down the Alt key, and left-clicking on an individual point of
            a given   to drag it to a new location.  The Mouse and Key
            combination for this mode are modifiable using   and
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not zooming is allowed for the control.
            
             
            Zooming is done by left-clicking inside the   to drag
            out a rectangle, indicating the new scale ranges that will be part of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not zooming is allowed for the control in
            the horizontal direction.
            
             
            Zooming is done by left-clicking inside the   to drag
            out a rectangle, indicating the new scale ranges that will be part of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not zooming is allowed for the control in
            the vertical direction.
            
             
            Zooming is done by left-clicking inside the   to drag
            out a rectangle, indicating the new scale ranges that will be part of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in
            the horizontal direction.
            
             
            Panning is done by clicking the middle mouse button (or holding down the shift key
            while clicking the left mouse button) inside the   and
            dragging the mouse around to shift the scale ranges as desired.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in
            the vertical direction.
            
             
            Panning is done by clicking the middle mouse button (or holding down the shift key
            while clicking the left mouse button) inside the   and
            dragging the mouse around to shift the scale ranges as desired.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the context menu will be available.
            
             The context menu is a menu that appears when you right-click on the
             .  It provides options for Zoom, Pan, AutoScale, Clipboard
            Copy, and toggle  .
            
             true to allow the context menu, false to disable it
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not a message box will be shown
            in response to a context menu "Copy" command.
            
             
            Note that, if this property is set to false, the user will receive no
            indicative feedback in response to a Copy action.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   instance that will be used
            by the "Save As..." context menu item.
            
             
            This provides the opportunity to modify the dialog, such as setting the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the visible aspect ratio of the
                will be preserved
            when printing this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fill the
            available space when printing this  .
            
             
            If   is also true, then the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fit as large
            a space as possible while still honoring the visible aspect ratio.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether the settings of
              and  
            will be overridden to true during printing operations.
            
             
            Printing involves pixel maps that are typically of a dramatically different dimension
            than on-screen pixel maps.  Therefore, it becomes more important to scale the fonts and
            lines to give a printed image that looks like what is shown on-screen.  The default
            setting for   is true, but the default
            setting for   is false.
            
             
            A value of true will cause both   and
              to be temporarily set to true during
            printing operations.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that controls whether or not the axis value range for the scroll
            bars will be set automatically.
            
             
            If this value is set to true, then the range of the scroll bars will be set automatically
            to the actual range of the data as returned by   at the
            time that   was last called.  Note that a value of true
            can override any setting of  ,  ,
             ,  , 
             , and  .  Note also that you must
            call   from the   for this to
            work properly (e.g., don't call it directly from the  .
            Alternatively, you can call   at anytime to set
            the scroll bar range. 
             In most cases, you will probably want to disable
              before activating this option.
            
        
         
             
            Set a "grace" value that leaves a buffer area around the data when
              is true.
            
             
            This value represents a fraction of the total range around each axis.  For example, if the
            axis ranges from 0 to 100, then a 0.05 value for ScrollGrace would set the scroll range
            to -5 to 105.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the horizontal scroll bar will be visible.
            
             This scroll bar allows the display to be scrolled in the horizontal direction.
            Another option is display panning, in which the user can move the display around by
            clicking directly on it and dragging (see   and  ).
            You can control the available range of scrolling with the   and
              properties.  Note that the scroll range can be set automatically by
             . 
             In most cases, you will probably want to disable
              before activating this option.
            
             A boolean value.  true to display a horizontal scrollbar, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the vertical scroll bar will be visible.
            
             This scroll bar allows the display to be scrolled in the vertical direction.
            Another option is display panning, in which the user can move the display around by
            clicking directly on it and dragging (see   and  ).
            You can control the available range of scrolling with the   and
              properties.
            Note that the vertical scroll bar only affects the  ; it has no impact on
            the  .  The panning options affect both the   and
             .  Note also that the scroll range can be set automatically by
             . 
             In most cases, you will probably want to disable
              before activating this option.
            
             A boolean value.  true to display a vertical scrollbar, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the    
            ranges for all   objects in the   will
            be forced to match.
            
             
            If set to true (default is false), then all of the   objects
            in the   associated with this  
            will be forced to have matching scale ranges for the x axis.  That is, zoom, pan,
            and scroll operations will result in zoom/pan/scroll for all graphpanes simultaneously.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the    
            ranges for all   objects in the   will
            be forced to match.
            
             
            If set to true (default is false), then all of the   objects
            in the   associated with this  
            will be forced to have matching scale ranges for the y axis.  That is, zoom, pan,
            and scroll operations will result in zoom/pan/scroll for all graphpanes simultaneously.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the vertical scroll bar will affect the Y2 axis.
            
             
            The vertical scroll bar is automatically associated with the Y axis.  With this value, you
            can choose to include or exclude the Y2 axis with the scrolling.  Note that the Y2 axis
            scrolling is handled as a secondary.  The vertical scroll bar position always reflects
            the status of the Y axis.  This can cause the Y2 axis to "jump" when first scrolled if
            the   and   values are not set to the
            same proportions as   and   with respect
            to the actual   and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Access the   for the Y axes.
            
             
            This list maintains the user scale ranges for the scroll bars for each axis
            in the  .  Each ordinal location in
              corresponds to an equivalent ordinal location
            in  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Access the   for the Y2 axes.
            
             
            This list maintains the user scale ranges for the scroll bars for each axis
            in the  .  Each ordinal location in
              corresponds to an equivalent ordinal location
            in  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The minimum value for the X axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the minimum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .
            
             A double value indicating the minimum axis value
        
         
             
            The maximum value for the X axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the maximum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .
            
             A double value indicating the maximum axis value
        
         
             
            The minimum value for the Y axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the minimum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the minimum axis value
             
        
         
             
            The maximum value for the Y axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the maximum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the maximum axis value
             
        
         
             
            The minimum value for the Y2 axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the minimum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the minimum axis value
             
        
         
             
            The maximum value for the Y2 axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the maximum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the maximum axis value
             
        
         
             
            Returns true if the user is currently scrolling via the scrollbar, or
            false if no scrolling is taking place.
            
             
            This method just tests ScrollBar.Capture to see if the
            mouse has been captured by the scroll bar.  If so, scrolling is active.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the format for displaying tooltip values.
            This format is passed to  .
            
             
            Use the   type
            to determine the format strings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the format for displaying tooltip values.
            This format is passed to  .
            
             
            Use the   type
            to determine the format strings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the step size fraction for zooming with the mouse wheel.
            A value of 0.1 will result in a 10% zoom step for each mouse wheel movement.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines if zooming with the wheel mouse
            is centered on the mouse location, or centered on the existing graph.
            
        
         
             
            This checks if the control has been disposed.  This is synonymous with
            the graph pane having been nulled or disposed.  Therefore this is the
            same as  ZedGraphControl.GraphPane == null.
            
        
         
             
            Readonly property that gets the list of selected CurveItems
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not selection is allowed for the control.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   instance
            that is used for all of the context menu printing functions.
            
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows subscribing methods to append or modify the context menu.
            
             The source   object
             A reference to the   object
            that contains the context menu.
            
             The point at which the mouse was clicked
             The current context menu state
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of zoom and pan events.
            
             The source   object
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              before the zoom or pan event.
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              after the zoom or pan event
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of scroll events.
            
             The source   object
             The source   object
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              before the scroll event.
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              after the scroll event
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of scroll events.
            
             The source   object
             The source   object
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              before the scroll event.
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              after the scroll event
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that receives notification after a point-edit operation is completed.
            
             The source   object
             The   object that contains the
            point that has been edited
             The   object that contains the point
            that has been edited
             The integer index of the edited   within the
              of the selected  
            
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows custom formatting of the point value tooltips
            
             The source   object
             The   object that contains the point value of interest
             The   object that contains the point value of interest
             The integer index of the selected   within the
              of the selected  
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of mouse events on Graph objects.
            
             The source   object
             A   corresponding to this event
             
             
            Return true if you have handled the mouse event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action (e.g., starting
            a zoom operation).  Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            mouse event.
            
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of clicks on ZedGraph objects that have
            active links enabled
            
             The source   object
             The source   in which the click
            occurred.
            
             The source object which was clicked.  This is typically
            a type of   if a curve point was clicked, or
            a type of   if a graph object was clicked.
            
             The   object, belonging to
             , that contains the link information
            
             An index value, typically used if a  
            was clicked, indicating the ordinal value of the actual point that was clicked.
            
             
            Return true if you have handled the LinkEvent entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action.
            Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the LinkEvent.
            
        
         
             
            Public enumeration that specifies the type of 
            object present at the Context Menu's mouse location
            
        
         
             
            The object is an Inactive Curve Item at the Context Menu's mouse position
            
        
         
             
            The object is an active Curve Item at the Context Menu's mouse position
            
        
         
             
            There is no selectable object present at the Context Menu's mouse position
            
        
         
             
            A LIFO stack of prior   objects, used to allow zooming out to prior
            states (of scale range settings).
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            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a new   object to the  .
            
             The   object to be added.
        
         
             
            Add the scale range information from the specified   object as a
            new   entry on the stack.
            
             The   object from which the scale range
            information should be copied.
             A   enumeration that indicates whether this
            state is the result of a zoom or pan operation.
             The resultant   object that was pushed on the stack.
        
         
             
            Add the scale range information from the specified   object as a
            new   entry on the stack.
            
             The   object to be placed on the stack.
             The   object (same as the  
            parameter).
        
         
             
            Pop a   entry from the top of the stack, and apply the properties
            to the specified   object.
            
             The   object to which the scale range
            information should be copied.
             The   object that was "popped" from the stack and applied
            to the specified  .  null if no   was
            available (the stack was empty).
        
         
             
            Pop the   entry from the bottom of the stack, and apply the properties
            to the specified   object.  Clear the stack completely.
            
             The   object to which the scale range
            information should be copied.
             The   object at the bottom of the stack that was applied
            to the specified  .  null if no   was
            available (the stack was empty).
        
         
             
            Public readonly property that indicates if the stack is empty
            
             true for an empty stack, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Public read-only indexer property for the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   object at the top of the stack,
            without actually removing it from the stack.
            
             A   object reference, or null if the stack is empty.
        
         
             
            A class that represents a graphic arrow or line object on the graph.  A list of
            ArrowObj objects is maintained by the   collection class.
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            A class that represents a line segment object on the graph.  A list of
            GraphObj objects is maintained by the   collection class.
            
             
            This should not be confused with the   class, which represents
            a set of points plotted together as a "curve".  The   class is
            a single line segment, drawn as a "decoration" on the chart.
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            An abstract base class that represents a text object on the graph.  A list of
              objects is maintained by the
              collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
             
            schema changed to 2 when isClippedToChartRect was added.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the location of this  .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that determines whether or not this  
            is visible in the graph.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that determines whether or not the rendering of this  
            will be clipped to the ChartRect.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that determines the z-order "depth" of this
            item relative to other graphic objects.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the hyperlink information for this object.
            
        
         
             
            Constructors for the   class.
            
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            coordinates and all other properties to defaults as specified
            in the   class..
            
             
            The four coordinates define the starting point and ending point for
             's, or the topleft and bottomright points for
             's.  For  's that only require
            one point, the   and   values
            will be ignored.  The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.
             The y position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            position and  .  Other properties are set to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             
            The two coordinates define the location point for the object.
            The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.  The item will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the item.  The item will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            position,  ,  , and  .
            Other properties are set to default values as defined in the   class.
            
             
            The two coordinates define the location point for the object.
            The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.  The item will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            position,  ,  , and  .
            Other properties are set to default values as defined in the   class.
            
             
            The four coordinates define the starting point and ending point for
             's, or the topleft and bottomright points for
             's.  For  's that only require
            one point, the   and   values
            will be ignored.  The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.
             The y position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this   object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            The   struct that describes the location
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines the z-order "depth" of this
            item relative to other graphic objects.
            
             Note that this controls the z-order with respect to
            other elements such as  's,  
            objects, etc.  The order of   objects having
            the same   value is controlled by their order in
            the  .  The first  
            in the list is drawn in front of other  
            objects having the same   value.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if this   will be
            visible in the graph.  true displays the item, false hides it.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the rendering of this  
            will be clipped to the  .
            
             true to clip the   to the   bounds,
            false to leave it unclipped.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the hyperlink information for this  .
            
        
         
             
            true if the   of this object is set to put it in front
            of the   data points.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the vertical  
            text alignment (  property).
            This is specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the horizontal  
            text alignment (  property).
            This is specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            The default coordinate system to be used for defining the
              location coordinates
            (  property).
            
              The coordinate system is defined with the  
            enum
        
         
             
            The default value for  .
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            protected field that maintains the attributes of the line using an
            instance of the   class.
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, color, and size of the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the arrow
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows only the position of the
            line to be pre-specified.  All other properties are set to
            default values
            
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            Default constructor -- places the   at location
            (0,0) to (1,1).  All other values are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The bounding box is calculated assuming a distance
            of   pixels around the arrow segment.
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            A   class that contains the attributes for drawing this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the arrowhead size, measured in points.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private boolean field that stores the arrowhead state.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
              true if an arrowhead is to be drawn, false otherwise 
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, color, and size of the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the arrow
             The size of the arrowhead, measured in points.
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows only the position of the
            arrow to be pre-specified.  All other properties are set to
            default values
            
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            Default constructor -- places the   at location
            (0,0) to (1,1).  All other values are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            The size of the arrowhead.
            
             The display of the arrowhead can be
            enabled or disabled with the   property.
            
              The size is defined in points (1/72 inch) 
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether or not to draw an arrowhead
            
              true to show the arrowhead, false to show the line segment
            only
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the   item arrowhead
            (  property).  Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   item arrowhead
            (  property).  true to show the
            arrowhead, false to hide it.
            
        
         
             
            The Axis class is an abstract base class that encompasses all properties
            and methods required to define a graph Axis.
            
             This class is inherited by the
             ,  , and   classes
            to define specific characteristics for those types.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the   class, which implements all the
            calculations and methods associated with the numeric scale for this
             .  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the minor tic information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the major tic information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the major grid information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the minor grid information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale rendering properties.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private field for the   automatic cross position mode.
            Use the public property   for access to this value.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties  ,  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties  ,  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private field for the   title string.
            Use the public property   for access to this value.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
              Private field for the   drawing dimensions.
            Use the public property  
            for access to these values. 
        
         
             
            Private field for the   minimum allowable space allocation.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             
        
         
              Private fields for the   colors.
            Use the public property   for access to this values.
            
        
         
             
            Temporary values for axis space calculations (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for   that sets all axis properties
            to default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for   that sets all axis properties
            to default values as defined in the   class,
            except for the  .
            
             A string containing the axis title
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor.
            
             The Axis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Restore the scale ranging to automatic mode, and recalculate the
              scale ranges
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.
            
             
            This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The number of pixels to shift to account for non-primary axis position (e.g.,
            the second, third, fourth, etc.   or  .
            
        
         
             
            This method will set the   property for this  
            using the currently required space multiplied by a fraction ( bufferFraction).
            
             
            The currently required space is calculated using  , and is
            based on current data ranges, font sizes, etc.  The "space" is actually the amount of space
            required to fit the tic marks, scale labels, and axis title.
            
             A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             The amount of space to allocate for the axis, expressed
            as a fraction of the currently required space.  For example, a value of 1.2 would
            allow for 20% extra above the currently required space.
             If true, then this method will only modify the  
            property if the calculated result is more than the current value.
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            Returns the linearized actual cross position for this axis, reflecting the settings of
             ,  , and  .
            
             
            If the value of   lies outside the axis range, it is
            limited to the axis range.
            
        
         
             
            Returns true if the axis is shifted at all due to the setting of
             .  This function will always return false if
              is true.
            
        
         
             
            Calculates the proportional fraction of the total cross axis width at which
            this axis is located.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the space required (pixels) for this   object.
            
             
            This is the total space (vertical space for the X axis, horizontal space for
            the Y axes) required to contain the axis.  If   is zero, then
            this space will be the space required between the   and
            the  .  This method sets the internal values of
              for use by the  
            method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The amount of space (pixels) at the edge of the ChartRect
            that is always required for this axis, even if the axis is shifted by the
              value.
             Returns the space, in pixels, required for this axis (between the
            rect and ChartRect)
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary   (for the  ,
            this is always true), false otherwise
        
         
             
            Draw the minor tic marks as required for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scale value for the first major tic position.  This is the reference point
            for all other tic marks.
            
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The pixel location of the far side of the ChartRect from this axis.
            This value is the ChartRect.Height for the XAxis, or the ChartRect.Width
            for the YAxis and Y2Axis.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the title for this  .
            
             On entry, it is assumed that the
            graphics transform has been configured so that the origin is at the left side
            of this axis, and the axis is aligned along the X coordinate direction.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Make a value label for the axis at the specified ordinal position.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,
             ,
            and other axis format settings.  It also implements the ScaleFormatEvent such that
            custom labels can be created.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log
            ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to handle custom formatting of the scale labels.
            
        
         
             
            Allow customization of the title when the scale is very large
            Subscribe to this event to handle custom formatting of the scale axis label.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance associated with this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale value at which this axis should cross the "other" axis.
            
             This property allows the axis to be shifted away from its default location.
            For example, for a graph with an X range from -100 to +100, the Y Axis can be located
            at the X=0 value rather than the left edge of the ChartRect.  This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.  The "other" axis is the axis the handles the second dimension
            for the graph.  For the XAxis, the "other" axis is the YAxis.  For the YAxis or
            Y2Axis, the "other" axis is the XAxis.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the   value
            is set automatically.
            
             Set to true to have ZedGraph put the axis in the default location, or false
            to specify the axis location manually with a   value.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum axis space allocation.
            
             
            This term, expressed in
            points (1/72 inch) and scaled according to  
            for the  , determines the minimum amount of space
            an axis must have between the  Chart.Rect and the
             GraphPane.Rect.  This minimum space
            applies whether   is true or false.
            
        
         
             
            The color to use for drawing this  .
            
             
            This affects only the axis segment (see  ),
            since the  ,
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  
            all have their own color specification.
            
              The color is defined using the
              class
             .
             
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class instance
            for this  .  This class stores all the major tic settings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class instance
            for this  .  This class stores all the minor tic settings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class that contains the properties
            of the major grid.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class that contains the properties
            of the minor grid.
            
        
         
             
            This property determines whether or not the   is shown.
            
             
            Note that even if
            the axis is not visible, it can still be actively used to draw curves on a
            graph, it will just be invisible to the user
            
             true to show the axis, false to disable all drawing of this axis
             .
             .
             .
             .
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the axis segment (the line that
            represents the axis itself) is drawn.
            
             
            Under normal circumstances, this value won't affect the appearance of the display because
            the Axis segment is overlain by the Axis border (see  ).
            However, when the border is not visible, or when   is set to
            false, this value will make a difference.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   for this  .
            
             
            The type can be either  ,
             ,  ,
            or  .
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class that contains the title of this
             .
            
             The title normally shows the basis and dimensions of
            the scale range, such as "Time (Years)".  The title is only shown if the
              property is set to true.  If the Title text is empty,
            then no title is shown, and no space is "reserved" for the title on the graph.
            
             the title is a string value
             
        
         
             
            The size of the gap between multiple axes (see   and
             ).
            
             
            This size will be scaled
            according to the   for the
             
            
             The axis gap is measured in points (1/72 inch)
             .
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows full custom formatting of the Axis labels
            
             The   for which the label is to be
            formatted
             The   of interest.
             The value to be formatted
             The zero-based index of the label to be formatted
             
            A string value representing the label, or null if the ZedGraph should go ahead
            and generate the label according to the current settings
             
        
         
             
            Allow customization of title based on user preferences.
            
             The   of interest.
             
            A string value representing the label, or null if the ZedGraph should go ahead
            and generate the label according to the current settings.  To make the title
            blank, return "".
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the gap between multiple axes
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the gap between the scale labels and the axis title.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the   text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the   text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for filling in the   text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   itself
            (  property).  This color only affects the
            the axis border.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , which determines
            whether or not the scale segment itself is visible
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   scale axis type
            (  property).  This value is set as per
            the   enumeration
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the axis segment.
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the axis space allocation.  This term, expressed in
            points (1/72 inch) and scaled according to   for the
             , determines the minimum amount of space an axis must
            have between the   and the
             .  This minimum space
            applies whether   is true or false.
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the data associated with text title and its associated font
            properties.  Inherits from  , and adds  
            and   properties, which are specifically associated with
            the    .
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            Class that handles the data associated with a text title and its associated font
            properties.  Inherits from  , and adds the  
            property for use by the   and   objects.
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            Class that handles the data associated with text title and its associated font
            properties
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the   text for this label
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the   font properties for this label
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if this label will be displayed.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build an   from the text and the
            associated font properties.
            
             The   representing the text to be
            displayed
             The   font family name
             The size of the font in points and scaled according
            to the   logic.
             The   instance representing the color
            of the font
             true for a bold font face
             true for an italic font face
             true for an underline font face
        
         
             
            Constructor that builds a   from a text  
            and a   instance.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            The   text to be displayed
            
        
         
             
            A   instance representing the font properties
            for the displayed text.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines whether or not this label will be displayed.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build a   from the text and the
            associated font properties.
            
             The   representing the text to be
            displayed
             The   font family name
             The size of the font in points and scaled according
            to the   logic.
             The   instance representing the color
            of the font
             true for a bold font face
             true for an italic font face
             true for an underline font face
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Calculate the size of the   based on the  
            height, in pixel units and scaled according to  .
            
             The scaling factor to be applied
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the gap factor between this label and the opposing  
            or  .
            
             
            This value is expressed as a fraction of the character height for the  .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default   setting.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build an   from the text and the
            associated font properties.
            
             The   representing the text to be
            displayed
             The   font family name
             The size of the font in points and scaled according
            to the   logic.
             The   instance representing the color
            of the font
             true for a bold font face
             true for an italic font face
             true for an underline font face
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the property that controls whether or not the magnitude factor (power of 10) for
            this scale will be included in the label.
            
             
            For large scale values, a "magnitude" value (power of 10) is automatically
            used for scaling the graph.  This magnitude value is automatically appended
            to the end of the Axis   (e.g., "(10^4)") to indicate
            that a magnitude is in use.  This property controls whether or not the
            magnitude is included in the title.  Note that it only affects the axis
            title; a magnitude value may still be used even if it is not shown in the title.
            
             true to show the magnitude value, false to hide it
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether the Axis title is located at the
             
            value or at the normal position (outside the  ).
            
             
            This value only applies if   is false.
            
        
         
             
            A class representing all the characteristics of the bar
            segments that make up a curve on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class that defines the
            properties of the border around this  . Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the 
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            The specified color is only applied to the
             , and the  
            will be defaulted.
            
             A   value indicating
            the  
            of the Bar.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Bar object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single bar.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The x position of the left side of the bar in
            pixel units
             The x position of the right side of the bar in
            pixel units
             The y position of the top of the bar in
            pixel units
             The y position of the bottom of the bar in
            pixel units
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             true to draw the bottom portion of the border around the
            bar (this is for legend entries) 
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single bar.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The rectangle (pixels) to contain the bar
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             true to draw the bottom portion of the border around the
            bar (this is for legend entries) 
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the this   to the specified  
            device as a bar at each defined point. This method
            is normally only called by the   method of the
              object
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the specified single bar (an individual "point") of this series to the specified
              device.  This method is not as efficient as
             , which draws the bars for all points.  It is intended to be used
            only for  , which requires special handling of each bar.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             
            The zero-based index number for the single bar to be drawn.
            
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Protected internal routine that draws the specified single bar (an individual "point")
            of this series to the specified   device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             
            The zero-based index number for the single bar to be drawn.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            The   object used to draw the border around the  .
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing the border around the bars
            (  property).  Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for bars (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for bars (  property).
            true to display frames around bars, false otherwise
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing frames around bars
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the bars
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the bars
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a bar type that displays vertical or horizontal bars
            
             
            The orientation of the bars depends on the state of
             , and the bars can be stacked or
            clustered, depending on the state of  
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            This class contains the data and methods for an individual curve within
            a graph pane.  It carries the settings for the curve including the
            key and item names, colors, symbols and sizes, linetypes, etc.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores a   instance for this
             , which is used for the  
            label.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is on the bottom X axis or the top X axis (X2).
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is on the left Y axis or the right Y axis (Y2).
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the index number of the Y Axis to which this
              belongs.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is visible on the graph.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            Note that this value turns the curve display on or off, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry.  To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is selected on the graph.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            Note that this value changes the curve display color, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry.  To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              can be selected in the graph.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores a boolean value which allows you to override the normal
            ordinal axis behavior.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The   of value sets that
            represent this  .
            The size of this list determines the number of points that are
            plotted.  Note that values defined as
            System.Double.MaxValue are considered "missing" values
            (see  ),
            and are not plotted.  The curve will have a break at these points
            to indicate the values are missing.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the hyperlink information for this object.
            
        
         
             
              constructor the pre-specifies the curve label, the
            x and y data values as a  , the curve
            type (Bar or Line/Symbol), the  , and the
             . Other properties of the curve are
            defaulted to the values in the   class.
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
        
         
             
              constructor the pre-specifies the curve label, the
            x and y data values as a  , the curve
            type (Bar or Line/Symbol), the  , and the
             . Other properties of the curve are
            defaulted to the values in the   class.
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
        
         
             
            Internal initialization routine thats sets some initial values to defaults.
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
        
         
             
              constructor that specifies the label of the CurveItem.
            This is the same as  CurveItem(label, null, null).
             
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
        
         
             
            
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The CurveItem object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location.
            This abstract base method passes through to   or
              to do the rendering.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Add a single x,y coordinate point to the end of the points collection for this curve.
            
             The X coordinate value
             The Y coordinate value
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the end of the points collection for this curve.
            
             
            This method will only work if the   instance reference
            at   supports the   interface.
            Otherwise, it does nothing.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
        
         
             
            Clears the points from this  .  This is the same
            as  CurveItem.Points.Clear().
            
             
            This method will only work if the   instance reference
            at   supports the   interface.
            Otherwise, it does nothing.
            
        
         
             
            Removes a single point from this  .
            
             
            This method will only work if the   instance reference
            at   supports the   interface.
            Otherwise, it does nothing.
            
             The ordinal position of the point to be removed.
        
         
             
            Get the X Axis instance (either   or  ) to
            which this   belongs.
            
             The   object to which this curve belongs.
             Either a   or   to which this
              belongs.
            
        
         
             
            Get the Y Axis instance (either   or  ) to
            which this   belongs.
            
             
            This method safely retrieves a Y Axis instance from either the  
            or the   using the values of   and
             .  If the value of   is out of bounds, the
            default   or   is used.
            
             The   object to which this curve belongs.
             Either a   or   to which this
              belongs.
            
        
         
             
            Get the index of the Y Axis in the   or   list to
            which this   belongs.
            
             
            This method safely retrieves a Y Axis index into either the  
            or the   using the values of   and
             .  If the value of   is out of bounds, the
            default   or   is used, which is index zero.
            
             The   object to which this curve belongs.
             An integer value indicating which index position in the list applies to this
             
            
        
         
             
            Loads some pseudo unique colors/symbols into this CurveItem.  This
            is the same as  MakeUnique(ColorSymbolRotator.StaticInstance).
             
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Loads some pseudo unique colors/symbols into this CurveItem.  This
            is mainly useful for differentiating a set of new CurveItems without
            having to pick your own colors/symbols.
             
            
             
            The   that is used to pick the color
             and symbol for this method call.
            
        
         
             
            Go through the list of   data values for this  
            and determine the minimum and maximum values in the data.
            
             The minimum X value in the range of data
             The maximum X value in the range of data
             The minimum Y value in the range of data
             The maximum Y value in the range of data
             ignoreInitial is a boolean value that
            affects the data range that is considered for the automatic scale
            ranging (see  ).  If true, then initial
            data points where the Y value is zero are not included when
            automatically determining the scale  ,
             , and   size.  All data after
            the first non-zero Y value are included.
            
             
            Determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will subset the
            data points based on any manually set scale range values.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
        
         
             Returns a reference to the   object that is the "base"
            (independent axis) from which the values are drawn. 
             
            This property is determined by the value of   for
             ,  , and  
            types.  It is always the X axis for regular   types.
            Note that the   setting can override the
              and   settings for bar types
            (this is because all the bars that are clustered together must share the
            same base axis).
            
             
             
        
         
             Returns a reference to the   object that is the "value"
            (dependent axis) from which the points are drawn. 
             
            This property is determined by the value of   for
             ,  , and  
            types.  It is always the Y axis for regular   types.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the width of each bar, depending on the actual bar type
            
             The width for an individual bar, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            A   instance that represents the  
            entry for the this   object
            
        
         
             
            The  / /  
            color (FillColor for the Bar).  This is a common access to
             Line.Color,
             Border.Color, and
             Fill.Color properties for this curve.
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is visible on the graph.
            Note that this value turns the curve display on or off, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry.  To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is selected on the graph.
            Note that this value changes the curve displayed color, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry. To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   can be selected in the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value which allows you to override the normal
            ordinal axis behavior.
            
             
            Normally for an ordinal axis type, the actual data values corresponding to the ordinal
            axis will be ignored (essentially they are replaced by ordinal values, e.g., 1, 2, 3, etc).
            If IsOverrideOrdinal is true, then the user data values will be used (even if they don't
            make sense).  Fractional values are allowed, such that a value of 1.5 is between the first and
            second ordinal position, etc.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which X axis this  
            is assigned to.
            
             
            The
              is on the bottom side of the graph and the
              is on the top side.  Assignment to an axis
            determines the scale that is used to draw the curve on the graph.
            
             true to assign the curve to the  ,
            false to assign the curve to the  
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Y axis this  
            is assigned to.
            
             
            The
              is on the left side of the graph and the
              is on the right side.  Assignment to an axis
            determines the scale that is used to draw the curve on the graph.  Note that
            this value is used in combination with the   to determine
            which of the Y Axes (if there are multiples) this curve belongs to.
            
             true to assign the curve to the  ,
            false to assign the curve to the  
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the index number of the Y Axis to which this
              belongs.
            
             
            This value is essentially an index number into the  
            or  , depending on the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this  
            is a  .  This does not include  's
            or  's.
            
             true for a bar chart, or false for a line or pie graph
        
         
             
            Determines whether this  
            is a  .
            
             true for a pie chart, or false for a line or bar graph
        
         
             
            Determines whether this  
            is a  .
            
             true for a line chart, or false for a bar type
        
         
             
            Readonly property that gives the number of points that define this
              object, which is the number of points in the
              data collection.
            
        
         
             
            The   of X,Y point sets that represent this
             .
            
        
         
             
            An accessor for the   datum for this  .
            Index is the ordinal reference (zero based) of the point.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the hyperlink information for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Compares  's based on the point value at the specified
            index and for the specified axis.
             
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for Comparer.
            
             The axis type on which to sort.
             The index number of the point on which to sort
        
         
             
            Compares two  s using the previously specified index value
            and axis.  Sorts in descending order.
            
             Curve to the left.
             Curve to the right.
             -1, 0, or 1 depending on l.X's relation to r.X
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label for the bar.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Create a   for each bar in the  .
            
             
            This method will go through the bars, create a label that corresponds to the bar value,
            and place it on the graph depending on user preferences.  This works for horizontal or
            vertical bars in clusters or stacks, but only for   types.  This method
            does not apply to   or   objects.
            Call this method only after calling  .
            
             The GraphPane in which to place the text labels.
             true to center the labels inside the bars, false to
            place the labels just above the top of the bar.
             The double.ToString string format to use for creating
            the labels.
            
        
         
             
            Create a   for each bar in the  .
            
             
            This method will go through the bars, create a label that corresponds to the bar value,
            and place it on the graph depending on user preferences.  This works for horizontal or
            vertical bars in clusters or stacks, but only for   types.  This method
            does not apply to   or   objects.
            Call this method only after calling  .
            
             The GraphPane in which to place the text labels.
             true to center the labels inside the bars, false to
            place the labels just above the top of the bar.
             The double.ToString string format to use for creating
            the labels.
            
             The color in which to draw the labels
             The string name of the font family to use for the labels
             The floating point size of the font, in scaled points
             true for a bold font type, false otherwise
             true for an italic font type, false otherwise
             true for an underline font type, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the global settings for bar charts
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             Private field that determines the size of the gap between bar clusters
            for bar charts.  This gap is expressed as a fraction of the bar size (1.0 means
            leave a 1-barwidth gap between clusters).
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
        
         
             Private field that determines the size of the gap between individual bars
            within a bar cluster for bar charts.  This gap is expressed as a fraction of the
            bar size (1.0 means leave a 1-barwidth gap between each bar).
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
        
         
             Private field that determines the base axis from which  
            graphs will be displayed.  The base axis is the axis from which the bars grow with
            increasing value. The value is of the enumeration type  .
            To access this value, use the public property  .
            
             
        
         
             Private field that determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            To access this value, use the public property  .
            
             
        
         
             Private field that determines the width of a bar cluster (for bar charts)
            in user scale units.  Normally, this value is 1.0 because bar charts are typically
              or  , and the bars are
            defined at ordinal values (1.0 scale units apart).  For  
            or other scale types, you can use this value to scale the bars to an arbitrary
            user scale. Use the public property   to access this
            value. 
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   will be
            calculated automatically.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the owner GraphPane that contains this BarSettings instance.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build a   instance from the defaults.
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
             The   that will be the
            parent of this new BarSettings object.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             
            You MUST set the _ownerPane property after deserializing a BarSettings object.
            
             A   instance that defines the
            serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains
            the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Calculate the width of an individual bar cluster on a   graph.
            This value only applies to bar graphs plotted on non-ordinal X axis
            types (  is false).
            
             
            This value can be calculated automatically if  
            is set to true.  In this case, ClusterScaleWidth will be calculated if
              refers to an   of a non-ordinal type
            (  is false).  The ClusterScaleWidth is calculated
            from the minimum difference found between any two points on the  
              for any   in the
             .  The ClusterScaleWidth is set automatically
            each time   is called.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determine the minimum increment between individual points to be used for
            calculating a bar size that fits without overlapping
            
             The   list of points for the bar
            of interest
             The base axis for the bar
             The minimum increment between bars along the base axis
        
         
             
            Determine the width, in screen pixel units, of each bar cluster including
            the cluster gaps and bar gaps.
            
             This method calls the  
            method for the base   for   graphs
            (the base   is assigned by the  
            property).
            
             
             
             
             
             The width of each bar cluster, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Determine the   from which the   charts are based.
            
             
             
             
             
             The   class for the axis from which the bars are based
        
         
             
            The minimum space between   clusters, expressed as a
            fraction of the bar size.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The minimum space between individual  Bars
            within a cluster, expressed as a
            fraction of the bar size.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             Determines the base axis from which  
            graphs will be displayed.
            
             The base axis is the axis from which the bars grow with
            increasing value. The value is of the enumeration type  .
            
             
        
         
             Determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            
             
        
         
             
            The width of an individual bar cluster on a   graph.
            This value only applies to bar graphs plotted on non-ordinal X axis
            types ( ,  , and
             .
            
             
            This value can be calculated automatically if  
            is set to true.  In this case, ClusterScaleWidth will be calculated if
              refers to an   of a non-ordinal type
            (  is false).  The ClusterScaleWidth is calculated
            from the minimum difference found between any two points on the  
              for any   in the
             .  The ClusterScaleWidth is set automatically
            each time   is called.  Calculations are
            done by the   method.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if the   will be
            calculated automatically.
            
             true for the   to be calculated
            automatically based on the available data, false otherwise.  This value will
            be set to false automatically if the   value
            is changed by the user.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default dimension gap between clusters of bars on a
              graph.
            This dimension is expressed in terms of the normal bar width.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The default dimension gap between each individual bar within a bar cluster
            on a   graph.
            This dimension is expressed in terms of the normal bar width.
            
             
             
        
         
             The default value for the  , which determines the base
              from which the   graphs will be displayed.
            
             
        
         
             The default value for the   property, which
            determines if the bars are drawn overlapping eachother in a "stacked" format,
            or side-by-side in a "cluster" format.  See the  
            for more information.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default width of a bar cluster 
            on a   graph.  This value only applies to
              graphs, and only when the
              is  ,
              or  .
            This dimension is expressed in terms of X scale user units.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The default value for  .
            
        
         
             
            A class that encapsulates Border (frame) properties for an object.  The   class
            is used in a variety of ZedGraph objects to handle the drawing of the Border around the object.
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            A class that handles the basic attributes of a line segment.
            
             
            This is the base class for   and   classes.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the pen width for this line.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   for this
            line.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the "Dash On" length for drawing the line.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the "Dash Off" length for drawing the line.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of this line.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if the line is drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the color of this line.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the line will not be shown (but the   may
            still be shown).
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores a custom   class.  This
            fill is used strictly for  ,
             ,  ,
            and   calculations to determine
            the color of the line.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets the color property to the specified value, and sets
            the remaining   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The color to assign to this new Line object
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The LineBase object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the
            serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains
            the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize
            the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the
            serialized data
             A   instance that contains the
            serialized data
        
         
             
            Create a   object based on the properties of this
             .
            
             The owner   of this
             .
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             A   object with the properties of this  
            
        
         
             
            Create a   object based on the properties of this
             .
            
             The owner   of this
             .
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable if  GradientFill.Type
            is one of  ,
             ,  ,
            or  .
            
             A   object with the properties of this  
            
        
         
             
            The color of the  .  Note that this color value can be
            overridden if the  GradientFill.Type is one of the
             ,
             ,  ,
            and   types.
            
             
        
         
             
            The style of the  , defined as a   enum.
            This allows the line to be solid, dashed, or dotted.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The "Dash On" mode for drawing the line.
            
             
            This is the distance, in points (1/72 inch), of the dash segments that make up
            the dashed grid lines.  This setting is only valid if 
              is set to  .
            
             The dash on length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The "Dash Off" mode for drawing the line.
            
             
            This is the distance, in points (1/72 inch), of the spaces between the dash
            segments that make up the dashed grid lines.  This setting is only valid if 
              is set to  .
            
             The dash off length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The pen width used to draw the  , in points (1/72 inch)
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the  .
            
             true to show the line, false to hide it
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the lines are drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            
             
            If this value is set to true, then the  
            property will be set to   only while
            this   is drawn.  A value of false will leave the value of
              unchanged.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a custom   class.
            
             This fill is used strictly for  ,
             ,  ,
            and   calculations to determine
            the color of the line.  It overrides the   property if
            one of the above   values are selected.
            
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default mode for displaying line segments ( 
            property).  True to show the line segments, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default width for line segments (  property).
            Units are points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default drawing style for line segments (  property).
            This is defined with the   enumeration.
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash on" size for drawing the line
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash off" size for drawing the the line
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the line.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the amount of inflation to be done on the rectangle
            before rendering.  This allows the border to be inset or outset relative to
            the actual rectangle area.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The default constructor.  Initialized to default values.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies the visibility, color and penWidth of the Border.
            
             Determines whether or not the Border will be drawn.
             The color of the Border
             The width, in points (1/72 inch), for the Border.
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies the color and penWidth of the Border.
            
             The color of the Border
             The width, in points (1/72 inch), for the Border.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Border object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the specified Border ( ) using the properties of
            this   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             A   struct to be drawn.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the amount of inflation to be done on the rectangle
            before rendering.
            
             This allows the border to be inset or outset relative to
            the actual rectangle area.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , in units of points (1/72 inch).
            
             
        
         
             
            A class that represents a bordered and/or filled box (rectangle) object on
            the graph.  A list of
            BoxObj objects is maintained by the   collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the properties of the border around this
             
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and solid fill color
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box fill (will be a solid color fill)
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position
            of the   to be pre-specified.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A default constructor that creates a   using a location of (0,0),
            and a width,height of (1,1).  Other properties are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and two-color
            gradient fill colors
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the start of the box gradient fill
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the end of the box gradient fill
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   object, which
            determines the properties of the border around this
             
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width used for the   border
            (  property).  Units are points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color used for the   border
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color used for the   fill
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the properties of the charting area (where the curves are
            actually drawn), which is bounded by the  ,  ,
            and  .
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            The rectangle that contains the area bounded by the axes, in pixel units
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field that determines if the   will be
            sized automatically.  Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
             
            Default constructor.
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             The source   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the rectangle that contains the area bounded by the axes
            ( ,  , and  ).
            If you set this value manually, then the  
            value will automatically be set to false.
            
             The rectangle units are in screen pixels
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class for drawing the border
            border around the  
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines whether or not the 
              will be calculated automatically (almost always true).
            
             
            If you have a need to set the ChartRect manually, such as you have multiple graphs
            on a page and you want to line up the edges perfectly, you can set this value
            to false.  If you set this value to false, you must also manually set
            the   property.
            You can easily determine the ChartRect that ZedGraph would have
            calculated by calling the   method, which returns
            a chart rect sized for the current data range, scale sizes, etc.
            
             true to have ZedGraph calculate the ChartRect, false to do it yourself
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   border.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   background.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default brush for the   background.
            (  property of  ). 
            
        
         
             
            The default   for the   background.
            (  property of  ). 
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the 
              border
            (  property).
            Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   border
            (  property). true
            to show the border border, false to omit the border
            
        
         
             
            Class used to get the next color/symbol for GraphPane.AddCurve methods.
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            The  s   
            rotates through.
            
        
         
             
            The  s   
            rotates through.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the next color to be used. Note: may be 
            > COLORS.Length, it is reset to 0 on the next call if it is.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the next symbol to be used. Note: may be 
            > SYMBOLS.Length, it is reset to 0 on the next call if it is.
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next color in the rotation  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the color index.
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the index of the next color to be used.  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the color index.
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next color in the rotation.  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the symbol index.
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the index of the next symbol to be used.  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the symbol index.
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the   instance used by the
            static methods.
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next color from this class's static 
              instance
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next symbol type from this class's static 
              instance
             
             
            
        
         
             
            The DateAsOrdinalScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             DateAsOrdinalScale is an ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with dates from the
            actual data values of the first   in the  .
            Although the tics are labeled with real data values, the actual points will be
            evenly-spaced in spite of the data values.  For example, if the X values of the first curve
            are 1, 5, and 100, then the tic labels will show 1, 5, and 100, but they will be equal
            distance from each other.
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            The Scale class is an abstract base class that encompasses the properties
            and methods associated with a scale of data.
            
             This class is inherited by the
             ,  ,  ,
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  
            classes to define specific characteristics for those types.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   "grace" settings.
            These values determine how much extra space is left before the first data value
            and after the last data value.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   "grace" settings.
            These values determine how much extra space is left before the first data value
            and after the last data value.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private field for the   scale value display.
            Use the public property   for access to this value.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private   field for the   array of text labels.
            This property is only used if   is set to
              
        
         
              Private field for the format of the   tic labels.
            Use the public property   for access to this value. 
             
        
         
             
            Private fields for Unit types to be used for the major and minor tics.
            See   and   for the corresponding
            public properties.
            These types only apply for date-time scales ( ).
            
             The value of these types is of enumeration type  
            
        
         
             
            Private fields for Unit types to be used for the major and minor tics.
            See   and   for the corresponding
            public properties.
            These types only apply for date-time scales ( ).
            
             The value of these types is of enumeration type  
            
        
         
              Private field for the alignment of the   tic labels.
            This fields controls whether the inside, center, or outside edges of the text labels are aligned.
            Use the public property  
            for access to this value. 
             
        
         
              Private field for the alignment of the   tic labels.
            This fields controls whether the left, center, or right edges of the text labels are aligned.
            Use the public property  
            for access to this value. 
             
        
         
              Private fields for the   font specificatios.
            Use the public properties   and
              for access to these values. 
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the amount of space between the scale labels and the
            major tics.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Pixel positions at the minimum and maximum value for this scale.
            These are temporary values used/valid only during the Draw process.
            
        
         
             
            Pixel positions at the minimum and maximum value for this scale.
            These are temporary values used/valid only during the Draw process.
            
        
         
             
            Scale values for calculating transforms.  These are temporary values
            used ONLY during the Draw process.
            
             
            These values are just   and  
            for normal linear scales, but for log or exponent scales they will be a
            linear representation.  For  , it is the
              of the value, and for  ,
            it is the  
            of the value.
            
        
         
             
            Scale values for calculating transforms.  These are temporary values
            used ONLY during the Draw process.
            
             
            These values are just   and  
            for normal linear scales, but for log or exponent scales they will be a
            linear representation.  For  , it is the
              of the value, and for  ,
            it is the  
            of the value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the owner Axis that contains this Scale instance.
            
        
         
             
            Basic constructor -- requires that the   object be intialized with
            a pre-existing owner  .
            
             The   object that is the owner of this
              instance.
        
         
             
            Copy Constructor.  Create a new   object based on the specified
            existing one.
            
             The   object to be copied.
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            A construction method that creates a new   object using the
            properties of an existing   object, but specifying a new
             .
            
             
            This constructor is used to change the type of an existing  .
            By specifying the old   object, you are giving a set of properties
            (which encompasses all fields associated with the scale, since the derived types
            have no fields) to be used in creating a new   object, only this
            time having the newly specified object type.
             The existing   object from which to
            copy the field data.
             An   representing the type of derived type
            of new   object to create.
             The new   object.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to
            serialize the target object
            
             
            You MUST set the _ownerAxis property after deserializing a BarSettings object.
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup some temporary transform values in preparation for rendering the
             .
            
             
            This method is typically called by the parent  
            object as part of the   method.  It is also
            called by   and
             
            methods to setup for coordinate transformations.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The parent   for this  
            
        
         
             
            Convert a value to its linear equivalent for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the log or power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Convert a value from its linear equivalent to its actual scale value
            for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the anti-log or inverse-power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Make a value label for the axis at the specified ordinal position.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Get the maximum width of the scale value text that is required to label this
             .
            The results of this method are used to determine how much space is required for
            the axis labels.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            true to get the bounding box of the text using the  ,
            false to just get the bounding box without rotation
            
             the maximum width of the text in pixel units
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Draw the value labels, tic marks, and grid lines as
            required for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The first major tic value for the axis
            
             
            The total number of major tics for the axis
            
             
            The pixel location of the far side of the ChartRect from this axis.
            This value is the ChartRect.Height for the XAxis, or the ChartRect.Width
            for the YAxis and Y2Axis.
            
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the scale, including the tic marks, value labels, and grid lines as
            required for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The number of pixels to shift to account for non-primary axis position (e.g.,
            the second, third, fourth, etc.   or  .
            
        
         
             
            Determine the width, in pixel units, of each bar cluster including
            the cluster gaps and bar gaps.
            
             
            This method uses the   for
            non-ordinal axes, or a cluster width of 1.0 for ordinal axes.
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             The width of each bar cluster, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Calculates the cluster width, in pixels, by transforming the specified
            clusterScaleWidth.
            
             The width in user scale units of each
            bar cluster
             The equivalent pixel size of the bar cluster
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).  This
            routine honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings as well as the  
            setting.  In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic defaults for
            scale selection are defined using  ,
             , and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the maximum number of labels that will fit on this axis.
            
             
            This method works for
            both X and Y direction axes, and it works for angled text (assuming that a bounding box
            is an appropriate measure).  Technically, labels at 45 degree angles could fit better than
            the return value of this method since the bounding boxes can overlap without the labels actually
            overlapping.
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size based on a data range.
            
             
            This utility method
            will try to honor the   and
              number of
            steps while using a rational increment (1, 2, or 5 -- which are
            even divisors of 10).  This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in user scale units.  This can
            be a full range of the data for the major step size, or just the
            value of the major step size to calculate the minor step size
             The desired "typical" number of steps
            to divide the range into
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size based on a data range, limited to a maximum number of steps.
            
             
            This utility method
            will calculate a step size, of no more than maxSteps,
            using a rational increment (1, 2, or 5 -- which are
            even divisors of 10).  This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in user scale units.  This can
            be a full range of the data for the major step size, or just the
            value of the major step size to calculate the minor step size
             The maximum allowable number of steps
            to divide the range into
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the modulus (remainder) in a safe manner so that divide
            by zero errors are avoided
            
             The divisor
             The dividend
             the value of the modulus, or zero for the divide-by-zero
            case
        
         
             
            Define suitable default ranges for an axis in the event that
            no data were available
            
             The   of interest
             The   for which to set the range
        
         
             
            Transform the coordinate value from user coordinates (scale value)
            to graphics device coordinates (pixels).
            
             This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).
            Note that the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method (this is called everytime
            the graph is drawn (i.e.,   is called).
            
             The coordinate value, in user scale units, to
            be transformed
             the coordinate value transformed to screen coordinates
            for use in calling the   draw routines
        
         
             
            Transform the coordinate value from user coordinates (scale value)
            to graphics device coordinates (pixels).
            
             
            This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).
            Note that the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method (this is called everytime
            the graph is drawn (i.e.,   is called).
            
             true to force the axis to honor the data
            value, rather than replacing it with the ordinal value
             The ordinal value of this point, just in case
            this is an   axis
             The coordinate value, in user scale units, to
            be transformed
             the coordinate value transformed to screen coordinates
            for use in calling the   draw routines
        
         
             
            Reverse transform the user coordinates (scale value)
            given a graphics device coordinate (pixels).
            
             
            This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).
            Note that the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method (this is called everytime
            the graph is drawn (i.e.,   is called).
            
             The screen pixel value, in graphics device coordinates to
            be transformed
             The user scale value that corresponds to the screen pixel location
        
         
             
            Transform the coordinate value from user coordinates (scale value)
            to graphics device coordinates (pixels).
            
             Assumes that the origin
            has been set to the "left" of this axis, facing from the label side.
            Note that the left side corresponds to the scale minimum for the X and
            Y2 axes, but it is the scale maximum for the Y axis.
            This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).  Note that
            the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method.
            
             The coordinate value, in linearized user scale units, to
            be transformed
             the coordinate value transformed to screen coordinates
            for use in calling the   method
        
         
             
            Calculate a base 10 logarithm in a safe manner to avoid math exceptions
            
             The value for which the logarithm is to be calculated
             The value of the logarithm, or 0 if the  
            argument was negative or zero
        
         
             
            Calculate an exponential in a safe manner to avoid math exceptions
             
              The value for which the exponential is to be calculated
              The exponent value to use for calculating the exponential.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the linearized version of the   scale range.
            
             
            This value is valid at any time, whereas   is an optimization
            pre-set that is only valid during draw operations.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the linearized version of the   scale range.
            
             
            This value is valid at any time, whereas   is an optimization
            pre-set that is only valid during draw operations.
            
        
         
             
            Get an   enumeration that indicates the type of this scale.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
             
            Note that this is only true for an actual   class.
            This property will be false for other ordinal types such as
             ,  ,
            or  .  Use the  
            as a "catchall" for all ordinal type axes.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a value that indicates if this   is of any of the
            ordinal types in the   enumeration.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum scale value for this  .
            
             This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units for  
            and   axes. For  
            and   axes,
            this value is an ordinal starting with 1.0.  For  
            axes, this value is in XL Date format (see  , which is the
            number of days since the reference date of January 1, 1900.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum scale value for this  .
            
             
            This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units for  
            and   axes. For  
            and   axes,
            this value is an ordinal starting with 1.0.  For  
            axes, this value is in XL Date format (see  , which is the
            number of days since the reference date of January 1, 1900.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale step size for this   (the increment between
            labeled axis values).
            
             
            This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.  This value is ignored for  
            axes.  For   axes, this
            value is defined in units of  .
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale minor step size for this   (the spacing between
            minor tics).
            
             This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.  This value is ignored for   and
              axes.  For   axes, this
            value is defined in units of  .
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale exponent value.  This only applies to  . 
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale value at which the first major tic label will appear.
            
             This property allows the scale labels to start at an irregular value.
            For example, on a scale range with   = 0,   = 1000,
            and   = 200, a   value of 50 would cause
            the scale labels to appear at values 50, 250, 450, 650, and 850.  Note that the
            default value for this property is  , which means the
            value is not used.  Setting this property to any value other than
              will activate the effect.  The value specified must
            coincide with the first major tic.  That is, if   were set to
            650 in the example above, then the major tics would only occur at 650 and 850.  This
            setting may affect the minor tics, since the minor tics are always referenced to the
             .  That is, in the example above, if the  
            were set to 30 (making it a non-multiple of the major step), then the minor tics would
            occur at 20, 50 (so it lines up with the BaseTic), 80, 110, 140, etc.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the type of units used for the major step size ( ).
            
             
            This unit type only applies to Date-Time axes (  = true).
            The axis is set to date type with the   property.
            The unit types are defined as  .
            
              The value is a   enum type 
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the type of units used for the minor step size ( ).
            
             
            This unit type only applies to Date-Time axes (  = true).
            The axis is set to date type with the   property.
            The unit types are defined as  .
            
              The value is a   enum type 
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets the major unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The major unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the minor unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The minor unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the minimum scale value  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the maximum scale value  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the scale step size  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the minor scale step size  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether or not the scale label format  
            is determined automatically based on the range of data values.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true if   will be set automatically, false
            if it is to be set manually by the user
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The format of the   tic labels.
            
             
            This property may be a date format or a numeric format, depending on the setting of
             Scale.Type.
            This property may be set automatically by ZedGraph, depending on the state of
             .
            
             The format string conforms to the
              for date formats, and
              for numeric formats.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The magnitude multiplier for scale values.
            
             
            This is used to limit
            the size of the displayed value labels.  For example, if the value
            is really 2000000, then the graph will display 2000 with a 10^3
            magnitude multiplier.  This value can be determined automatically
            depending on the state of  .
            If this value is set manually by the user,
            then   will also be set to false.
            
             The magnitude multiplier (power of 10) for the scale
            value labels
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether the   value will be set
            automatically based on the data, or manually by the user.
            
             
            If the user manually sets the   value, then this
            flag will be set to false.
            
             true to have   set automatically,
            false otherwise
             
             
             
        
         
              Gets or sets the "grace" value applied to the minimum data range.
            
             
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MinGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be subtracted from the minimum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 2.8 to 16.0.
            
             
             
             
        
         
              Gets or sets the "grace" value applied to the maximum data range.
            
             
            This values determines how much extra space is left after the last data value.
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MaxGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be added to the maximum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 4.0 to 17.2.
            
             
             
             
        
         
              Controls the alignment of the   tic labels.
            
             
            This property controls whether the inside, center, or outside edges of the
            text labels are aligned.
            
        
         
              Controls the alignment of the   tic labels.
            
             
            This property controls whether the left, center, or right edges of the
            text labels are aligned.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class used to render
            the scale values
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The gap between the scale labels and the tics.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the axis scale labels and title to appear on the
            opposite side of the axis.
            
             
            For example, setting this flag to true for the   will shift the
            axis labels and title to the right side of the   instead of the
            normal left-side location.  Set this property to true for the  ,
            and set the   property for the   to an arbitrarily
            large value (assuming   is false for the  ) in
            order to have the   appear at the top of the  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the first scale label for this   to be
            hidden.
            
             
            Often, for axis that have an active   setting (e.g.,  
            is false), the first and/or last scale label are overlapped by opposing axes.  Use this
            property to hide the first scale label to avoid the overlap.  Note that setting this value
            to true will hide any scale label that appears within   of the
            beginning of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the last scale label for this   to be
            hidden.
            
             
            Often, for axis that have an active   setting (e.g.,  
            is false), the first and/or last scale label are overlapped by opposing axes.  Use this
            property to hide the last scale label to avoid the overlap.  Note that setting this value
            to true will hide any scale label that appears within   of the
            end of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the scale label that is located at the  
            value for this   to be hidden.
            
             
            For axes that have an active   setting (e.g.,  
            is false), the scale label at the   value is overlapped by opposing axes.
            Use this property to hide the scale label to avoid the overlap.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if the scale values are reversed for this  
            
             true for the X values to decrease to the right or the Y values to
            decrease upwards, false otherwise
             .
        
         
             
            Determines if powers-of-ten notation will be used for the numeric value labels.
            
             
            The powers-of-ten notation is just the text "10" followed by a superscripted value
            indicating the magnitude.  This mode is only valid for log scales (see
              and  ).
            
              boolean value; true to show the title as a power of ten, false to
            show a regular numeric value (e.g., "0.01", "10", "1000")
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a   value that determines if ZedGraph will check to
            see if the   scale labels are close enough to overlap.  If so,
            ZedGraph will adjust the step size to prevent overlap.
            
             
            The process of checking for overlap is done during the  
            method call, and affects the selection of the major step size ( ).
            
              boolean value; true to check for overlap, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the scale values will be shown.
            
             true to show the scale values, false otherwise
             .
        
         
             
            The text labels for this  .
            
             
            This property is only
            applicable if   is set to  .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default "zero lever" for automatically selecting the axis
            scale range (see  ). This number is
            used to determine when an axis scale range should be extended to
            include the zero value.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
              The default "grace" value applied to the minimum data range.
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MinGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be subtracted from the minimum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 2.8 to 16.0.
            
             
        
         
              The default "grace" value applied to the maximum data range.
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MaxGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be added to the maximum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 4.0 to 17.2.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The maximum number of text labels (major tics) that will be allowed on the plot by
            the automatic scaling logic.  This value applies only to  
            axes.  If there are more than MaxTextLabels on the plot, then
              will be increased to reduce the number of labels.  That is,
            the step size might be increased to 2.0 to show only every other label.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of steps for automatically selecting the X axis
            scale step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of major steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of steps for automatically selecting the Y or Y2 axis
            scale step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of major steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of minor steps for automatically selecting the X axis
            scale minor step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of minor steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of minor steps for automatically selecting the Y or Y2 axis
            scale minor step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of minor steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default reverse mode for the   scale
            (  property). true for a reversed scale
            (X decreasing to the left, Y/Y2 decreasing upwards), false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   scale format string
            (  property).  For numeric values, this value is
            setting according to the   format strings.  For date
            type values, this value is set as per the   function.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 1825 days (5 years).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 365 days (1 year).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 90 days (3 months).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 10 days.
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 3 days.
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 0.4167 days (10 hours).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 0.125 days (3 hours).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 6.94e-3 days (10 minutes).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 2.083e-3 days (3 minutes).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 3.472e-5 days (3 seconds).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
              The default alignment of the   tic labels.
            This value controls whether the inside, center, or outside edges of the text labels are aligned.
            
             
        
         
              The default alignment of the   tic labels.
            This value controls whether the left, center, or right edges of the text labels are aligned.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default font family for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , which determines
            whether or not the scale values are displayed.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , which determines
            whether or not the scale labels and title for the   will appear
            on the opposite side of the   that it normally appears.
            
        
         
             
            Determines the size of the band at the beginning and end of the axis that will have labels
            omitted if the axis is shifted due to a non-default location using the  
            property.
            
             
            This parameter applies only when   is false.  It is scaled according
            to the size of the graph based on  .  When a non-default
            axis location is selected, the first and last labels on that axis will overlap the opposing
            axis frame.  This parameter allows those labels to be omitted to avoid the overlap.  Set this
            parameter to zero to turn off the effect.
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the gap between the outside tics (or the axis edge
            if there are no outside tics) and the scale labels, expressed as a fraction of
            the major tic size.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable ordinal axis scale given a range of data values, with the expectation that
            dates will be displayed.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  For this type,
            the first curve is the "master", which contains the dates to be applied.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log
            ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            The DateScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            DateScale is a cartesian axis with calendar dates or times.  The actual data values should
            be created with the   type, which is directly translatable to a
              type for storage in the point value arrays.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable date-time axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).
            Note that the   property setting can have multiple unit
            types (  and  ),
            but the   and
              units are always days ( ).  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic default for
            scale selection is defined with
              and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size for a   scale.
            This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in units of days
             The desired "typical" number of steps
            to divide the range into
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.  Also
            calculates and sets the values for  ,
             ,  , and
             
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size for a   scale.
            This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in units of days
             The desired "typical" number of steps
            to divide the range into
             
            The   object on which to calculate the Date step size.
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.  Also
            calculates and sets the values for  ,
             ,  , and
             
        
         
             
            Calculate a date that is close to the specified date and an
            even multiple of the selected
              for a   scale.
            This method is used by  .
            
             The date which the calculation should be close to
             The desired direction for the date to take.
            1 indicates the result date should be greater than the specified
            date parameter.  -1 indicates the other direction.
             The calculated date
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Internal routine to calculate a multiplier to the selected unit back to days.
            
             The unit type for which the multiplier is to be
            calculated
             
            This is ratio of days/selected unit
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the major unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The major unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the minor unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The minor unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            A class that represents a bordered and/or filled ellipse object on
            the graph.  A list of EllipseObj objects is maintained by the
              collection class.  The ellipse is defined
            as the ellipse that would be contained by the rectangular box as
            defined by the   property.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position and size
            of the   to be pre-specified.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A default constructor that places the   at location (0,0),
            with width/height of (1,1).  Other properties are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and solid fill color
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the ellipse border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the ellipse fill (will be a solid color fill)
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and two-color
            gradient fill colors
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the ellipse border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the start of the ellipse gradient fill
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the end of the ellipse gradient fill
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from
            which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
            The Error Bars are the vertical lines with a symbol at each end.
            
             To draw "I-Beam" bars, the symbol type defaults to
             , which is just a horizontal line.
            If   is Y-oriented, then the symbol type should be
            set to   to get the same effect.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the symbols will not be shown.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the error bar color.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the pen width for this error bar.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that contains the symbol element that will be drawn
            at the top and bottom of the error bar.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             A   value indicating
            the color of the symbol
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified  
            device at the specified location.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             boolean value that indicates if the "base" axis for this
              is the X axis.  True for an   base,
            false for a   or   base.
             The independent axis position of the center of the error bar in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the top of the error bar in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the bottom of the error bar in
            pixel units
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
             A pen with attributes of   and
              for this  
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Draw all the  's to the specified  
            device as a an error bar at each defined point.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the  .
            
             true to show the error bar, false to hide it
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
             This property only controls the color of
            the vertical line.  The symbol color is controlled separately in
            the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The pen width to be used for drawing error bars
            Units are points.
            
             This property only controls the pen width for the
            vertical line.  The pen width for the symbol outline is
            controlled separately by the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Contains the symbol element that will be drawn
            at the top and bottom of the error bar.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for curve symbols
            (  property),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing error bars
            (  property).  Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for symbols (  property).
            true to display symbols, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing error bars (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default symbol for drawing at the top and bottom of the
            error bar (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates an "Error Bar" curve type that displays a vertical or horizontal
            line with a symbol at each end.
            
             The   type is intended for displaying
            confidence intervals, candlesticks, stock High-Low charts, etc.  It is
            technically not a bar, since it is drawn as a vertical or horizontal line.
            The default symbol at each end of the "bar" is  ,
            which creates an "I-Beam".  For horizontal bars
            (  or
             ), you will need to change the symbol to
              to get horizontal "I-Beams".
            Since the horizontal segments are actually symbols, their widths are
            controlled by the symbol size in  ,
            specified in points (1/72nd inch).  The position of each "I-Beam" is set
            according to the   values.  The independent axis
            is assigned with  , and is a
              enum type.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the X axis values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the Y axis values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the lower dependent values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision values that define
            the X, Y and lower dependent values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   properties.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            The ExponentScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            ExponentScale is a non-linear axis in which the values are scaled using an exponential function
            with the   property.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Setup some temporary transform values in preparation for rendering the  .
            
             
            This method is typically called by the parent  
            object as part of the   method.  It is also
            called by   and
             
            methods to setup for coordinate transformations.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The parent   for this  
            
        
         
             
            Convert a value to its linear equivalent for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the log or power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Convert a value from its linear equivalent to its actual scale value
            for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the anti-log or inverse-power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable exponential axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The exponential scale
            relies on the   property to set the scaling exponent.  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  For log axes, the MinorStep
            value is not used.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            A class that encapsulates color-fill properties for an object.  The   class
            is used in  ,  ,  ,
             , and   objects.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the fill color.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  This property is
            only applicable if the   is not  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the secondary color for gradientByValue fills.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  This property is
            only applicable if the   is  ,
             , or  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the custom fill brush.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  This property is
            only applicable if the 
              property is set to  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the type of color fill.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  The fill color
            is determined by the property   or
             .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the brush will be scaled to the bounding box
            of the filled object.  If this value is false, then the brush will only be aligned
            with the filled object based on the   and  
            properties.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the horizontal direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            properties.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the vertical direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            properties.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the image passed to the constructor.
            This is used strictly for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the image wrapmode passed to the constructor.
            This is used strictly for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the list of colors used to create the
              in the constructor.  This is used strictly
            for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the list of positions used to create the
              in the constructor.  This is used strictly
            for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field the saves the angle of the fill.  This is used strictly for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Generic initializer to default values
            
        
         
             
            The default constructor.  Initialized to no fill.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies the color, brush, and type for this fill.
            
             The color of the fill for solid fills
             A custom brush for fills.  Can be a  ,
             , or  .
             The   for this fill.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a solid color-fill, setting   to
             , and setting   to the
            specified color value.
            
             The color of the solid fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors and angle.
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of three colors.
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
             The third color for the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of three colors
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
             The third color for the gradient fill
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on a   object.  The gradient
            angle is defaulted to zero.
            
             The   object that defines the colors
            and positions along the gradient.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on a   object, drawn at the
            specified angle (degrees).
            
             The   object that defines the colors
            and positions along the gradient.
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at an
            angle of zero (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at the
            specified angle (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at the
            an angle of zero (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
             The array of floating point values that defines the color
            positions along the gradient.  Values should range from 0 to 1.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at the
            specified angle (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
             The array of floating point values that defines the color
            positions along the gradient.  Values should range from 0 to 1.
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a texture fill, setting   to
              and using the specified image.
            
             The   to use for filling
             The   class that controls the image wrapping properties
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   fill, using a user-supplied, custom
             .  The brush will be scaled to fit the destination screen object
            unless you manually change   to false;
            
             The   to use for fancy fills.  Typically, this would
            be a   or a   class
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   fill, using a user-supplied, custom
             .  The brush will be scaled to fit the destination screen object
            according to the   parameter.
            
             The   to use for fancy fills.  Typically, this would
            be a   or a   class
             Determines if the brush will be scaled to fit the bounding box
            of the destination object.  true to scale it, false to leave it unscaled
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   fill, using a user-supplied, custom
             .  This constructor will make the brush unscaled (see  ),
            but it provides   and   parameters to control
            alignment of the brush with respect to the filled object.
            
             The   to use for fancy fills.  Typically, this would
            be a   or a   class
             Controls the horizontal alignment of the brush within the filled object
            (see  
             Controls the vertical alignment of the brush within the filled object
            (see  
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Fill object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Create a fill brush using current properties.  This method will construct a brush based on the
            settings of  ,  
            and  .  If
              is set to   and
             
            is null, then a   will be created between the colors of
              and  .
            
             A rectangle that bounds the object to be filled.  This determines
            the start and end of the gradient fill.
             A   class representing the fill brush
        
         
             
            Create a fill brush using current properties.  This method will construct a brush based on the
            settings of  ,  
            and  .  If
              is set to   and
             
            is null, then a   will be created between the colors of
              and  .
            
             A rectangle that bounds the object to be filled.  This determines
            the start and end of the gradient fill.
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             A   class representing the fill brush
        
         
             
            Fill the background of the   area, using the
            fill type from this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The   struct specifying the area
            to be filled
        
         
             
            Fill the background of the   area, using the
            fill type from this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The   struct specifying the area
            to be filled
             The data value to be used in case it's a
             ,  , or
               .
        
         
             
            The fill color.  This property is used as a single color to make a solid fill
            (  is  ), or it can be used in 
            combination with   to make a
             
            when   is   and  
            is null.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the secondary color for gradientByValue fills.
            
             
            This property is only applicable if the   is
             ,
             , or
             .  Once the gradient-by-value logic picks
            a color, a new gradient will be created using the SecondaryValueGradientColor, the
            resulting gradient-by-value color, and the angle setting for this
             . Use a value of  Color.Empty to have
            a solid-color   resulting from a gradient-by-value
             .
            
        
         
             
            The custom fill brush.  This can be a  , a
             , or a  .  This property is
            only applicable if the   property is set
            to  .
            
        
         
             
            Determines the type of fill, which can be either solid
            color ( ) or a custom brush
            ( ).  See   for
            more information.
            
             
        
         
             
            This property determines the type of color fill. 
            Returns true if the   property is either
              or
             .  If set to true, this property
            will automatically set the   to
             .  If set to false, this property
            will automatically set the   to
             .  In order to get a regular
            solid-color fill, you have to manually set  
            to  .
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determines if the brush will be scaled to the bounding box
            of the filled object.  If this value is false, then the brush will only be aligned
            with the filled object based on the   and  
            properties.
            
        
         
             
            Determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the horizontal direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            
             
        
         
             
            Determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the vertical direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            
             
        
         
             
            Returns a boolean value indicating whether or not this fill is a "Gradient-By-Value"
            type.  This is true for  ,  ,
            or  .
            
             
            The gradient by value fill method allows the fill color for each point or bar to
            be based on a value for that point (either X, Y, or Z in the  .
            For example, assume a   class is defined with a linear gradient ranging from
              to   and the  
            is set to  .  If   is set to 
            100.0 and   is set to 200.0, then a point that has a Y value of
            100 or less will be colored blue, a point with a Y value of 200 or more will be
            colored red, and a point between 100 and 200 will have a color based on a linear scale
            between blue and red.  Note that the fill color is always solid for any given point.
            You can use the Z value from   along with
              to color individual points according to some
            property that is independent of the X,Y point pair.
            
             true if this is a Gradient-by-value type, false otherwise
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The minimum user-scale value for the gradient-by-value determination.  This defines
            the user-scale value for the start of the gradient.
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             A double value, in user scale unit
        
         
             
            The maximum user-scale value for the gradient-by-value determination.  This defines
            the user-scale value for the end of the gradient.
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             A double value, in user scale unit
        
         
             
            The default user-scale value for the gradient-by-value determination.  This defines the
            value that will be used when there is no point value available, or the actual point value
            is invalid.
            
             
            Note that this value, when defined, will determine the color that is used in the legend.
            If this value is set to double.MaxValue, then it remains "undefined."  In this case, the
            legend symbols will actually be filled with a color gradient representing the range of
            colors.
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             A double value, in user scale unit
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default scaling mode for   fills.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default horizontal alignment for   fills.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default vertical alignment for   fills.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The   class is a generic font class that maintains the font family,
            attributes, colors, border and fill modes, font size, and angle information.
            This class can render text with a variety of alignment options using the
              and   parameters in the
              method.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the color of the font characters for this
             .  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
             A system   reference.
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the font family name for this  .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A text string with the font family name, e.g., "Arial"
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether this   is
            drawn with bold typeface.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A boolean value, true for bold, false for normal
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether this   is
            drawn with italic typeface.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A boolean value, true for italic, false for normal
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether this   is
            drawn with underlined typeface.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A boolean value, true for underline, false for normal
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the properties of the border around the text.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the angle at which this
              object is drawn.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             The angle of the font, measured in anti-clockwise degrees from
            horizontal.  Negative values are permitted.
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the alignment with which this
              object is drawn.  This alignment really only
            affects multi-line strings.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             A   enumeration.
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the size of the font for this
              object.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             The size of the font, measured in points (1/72 inch).
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            object for this  .  This font object will be at
            the actual drawn size   according to the current
            size of the  .  Use the public method
              to access this font object.
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   will be
            displayed using anti-aliasing logic.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   will be
            displayed with a drop shadow.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the color of the dropshadow for this
             .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the offset angle of the dropshadow for this
             .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the offset distance of the dropshadow for this
             .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            object that will be used for superscripts.  This font object will be a
            fraction of the    ,
            based on the value of  .  This
            property is internal, and has no public access.
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Private field that temporarily stores the scaled size of the font for this
              object.  This represents the actual on-screen
            size, rather than the   that represents the reference
            size for a "full-sized"  .
            
             The size of the font, measured in points (1/72 inch).
        
         
             
            Construct a   object with default properties.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object with the given properties.  All other properties
            are defaulted according to the values specified in the  
            default class.
            
             A text string representing the font family
            (default is "Arial")
             A size of the font in points.  This size will be scaled
            based on the ratio of the   dimension to the
              of the   object. 
             The color with which to render the font
             true for a bold typeface, false otherwise
             true for an italic typeface, false otherwise
             true for an underlined font, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Construct a   object with the given properties.  All other properties
            are defaulted according to the values specified in the  
            default class.
            
             A text string representing the font family
            (default is "Arial")
             A size of the font in points.  This size will be scaled
            based on the ratio of the   dimension to the
              of the   object. 
             The color with which to render the font
             true for a bold typeface, false otherwise
             true for an italic typeface, false otherwise
             true for an underlined font, false otherwise
             The   to use for filling in the text background
             The   to use for filling in the text background
             The   to use for the
            text background
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The FontSpec object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Recreate the font based on a new scaled size.  The font
            will only be recreated if the scaled size has changed by
            at least 0.1 points.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The unscaled size of the font, in points
             The scaled size of the font, in points
             A reference to the   object
        
         
             
            Get the   class for the current scaled font.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             Returns a reference to a   object
            with a size of  , and font  .
            
        
         
             
            Render the specified   to the specifed
              device.  The text, border, and fill options
            will be rendered as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Render the specified   to the specifed
              device.  The text, border, and fill options
            will be rendered as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
        
         
             
            Render the specified   to the specifed
              device.  The text, border, and fill options
            will be rendered as required.  This special case method will show the
            specified text as a power of 10, using the  
            and  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Get the height of the scaled font
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled font height, in pixels
        
         
             
            Get the average character width of the scaled font.  The average width is
            based on the character 'x'
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled font width, in pixels
        
         
             
            Get the total width of the specified text string
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text width, in pixels
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the specified text string, based on the scaled font size
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the specified text string, based on the scaled font size, and using
            the specified   as an outer limit.
            
             
            This method will allow the text to wrap as necessary to fit the 
             .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the bounding box for the specified text string, based on the scaled font size.
            
             
            This routine differs from   in that it takes into
            account the rotation angle of the font, and gives the dimensions of the
            bounding box that encloses the text at the specified angle.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the bounding box for the specified text string, based on the scaled font size.
            
             
            This routine differs from   in that it takes into
            account the rotation angle of the font, and gives the dimensions of the
            bounding box that encloses the text at the specified angle.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the bounding box for the specified text string, based on the scaled font size.
            
             
            This special case method will show the specified string as a power of 10,
            superscripted and downsized according to the
              and  .
            This routine differs from   in that it takes into
            account the rotation angle of the font, and gives the dimensions of the
            bounding box that encloses the text at the specified angle.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Determines if the specified screen point lies within the bounding box of
            the text, taking into account alignment and rotation parameters.
            
             The screen point, in pixel units
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies within the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines if the specified screen point lies within the bounding box of
            the text, taking into account alignment and rotation parameters.
            
             The screen point, in pixel units
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             true if the point lies within the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Returns a polygon that defines the bounding box of
            the text, taking into account alignment and rotation parameters.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             A polygon of 4 points defining the area of this text
        
         
             
            The color of the font characters for this  .
            Note that the border and background
            colors are set using the   and
              properties, respectively.
            
             A system   reference.
        
         
             
            The font family name for this  .
            
             A text string with the font family name, e.g., "Arial"
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is
            drawn with bold typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for bold, false for normal
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is
            drawn with italic typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for italic, false for normal
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is
            drawn with underlined typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for underline, false for normal
        
         
             
            The angle at which this   object is drawn.
            
             The angle of the font, measured in anti-clockwise degrees from
            horizontal.  Negative values are permitted.
        
         
             
            Determines the alignment with which this
              object is drawn.  This alignment really only
            affects multi-line strings.
            
             A   enumeration.
        
         
             
            The size of the font for this   object.
            
             The size of the font, measured in points (1/72 inch).
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class used to draw the border border
            around this text.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             , which controls how the background
            behind the text is filled.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the   will be
            drawn using anti-aliasing logic within GDI+.
            
             
            If this property is set to true, it will override the current setting of
              by setting the value temporarily to
             .  If this property is set to false,
            the the current setting of   will be
            left as-is.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the   will be
            displayed with a drop shadow.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the color of the drop shadow for this  .
            
             
            This value only applies if   is true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the offset angle of the drop shadow for this  .
            
             
            This value only applies if   is true.
            
             The angle, measured in anti-clockwise degrees from
            horizontal.  Negative values are permitted.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the offset distance of the drop shadow for this  .
            
             
            This value only applies if   is true.
            
             The offset distance, measured as a fraction of the scaled font height.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size fraction of the superscript font, expressed as a fraction
            of the size of the main font.
            
        
         
             
            The default shift fraction of the superscript, expressed as a
            fraction of the superscripted character height.  This is the height
            above the main font (a zero shift means the main font and the superscript
            font have the tops aligned).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the background of the text block
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the alignment with which this
              object is drawn.  This alignment really only
            affects multi-line strings.
            
             A   enumeration.
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            if the drop shadow is displayed for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            if anti-aliasing logic is used for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            the color of the drop shadow for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            the offset angle of the drop shadow for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            the offset distance of the drop shadow for this  .
            
        
         
             
            A class representing a needle on the GasGuage chart
             s.
            
              Jay Mistry 
              $Revision: 1.1 $ $Date: 2007/04/29 02:07:03 $ 
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Value of this needle
            
        
         
             
            Width of the line being drawn
            
        
         
             
            Color of the needle line
            
        
         
             
            Internally calculated angle that places this needle relative to the MinValue and
            MaxValue of 180 degree GasGuage
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             . Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            A   which will customize the label display of this
             
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class that defines the
            properties of the border around this  . Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The bounding rectangle for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field to hold the GraphicsPath of this   to be
            used for 'hit testing'.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new  
            
             The value associated with this  
            instance.
             The display color for this  
            instance.
             The value of this  .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   item to the specified
              device. This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Not used for rendering GasGaugeNeedle
             Not used for rendering GasGaugeNeedle
        
         
             
            Render the label for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             Bounding rectangle for this  .
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
             
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the values needed to properly display this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the   that will be used to define the bounding rectangle of
            the GasGaugeNeedle.
            
             This rectangle always lies inside of the  , and it is
            normally a square so that the pie itself is not oval-shaped.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
             
             The   (normally the  )
            that bounds this pie.
             
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the NeedleWidth of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the Border of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the SlicePath of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the LableDetail of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the NeedelColor of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the Fill of this  
            
        
         
             
            Private property that Gets or Sets the SweepAngle of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the NeedleValue of this  
            
        
         
             
            Specify the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default width of the gas gauge needle.  Units are points, scaled according
            to  
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing the border around the GasGaugeNeedle
            (  property). Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for GasGaugeNeedle ( 
            property).
            true to display frame around GasGaugeNeedle, false otherwise
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing frames around GasGaugeNeedle
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill type for filling the GasGaugeNeedle.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the GasGaugeNeedle
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the GasGaugeNeedle.
            (  property).
            
        
         
              
            Default value for controlling   display.
             
        
         
             
            The default font size for   entries
            (  property). Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            A class representing a region on the GasGuage chart
             s.
            
              Jay Mistry 
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Defines the minimum value of this  
            
        
         
             
            Defines the maximum value of this  
            
        
         
             
            Defines the Color of this  
            
        
         
             
            Internally calculated; Start angle of this pie that defines this  
            
        
         
             
            Internally calculated; Sweep angle of this pie that defines this  
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  data for this
             .	 Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            A   which will customize the label display of this
             
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  class that defines	the
            properties of the	border around	this  . Use the public
            property	  to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The bounding rectangle for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field to hold the GraphicsPath of this   to be
            used for 'hit testing'.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Create a new  
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The display color for this   instance.
             The minimum value of this  .
             The maximum value of this  .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   item to the specified
              device. This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Not used for rendering GasGaugeNeedle
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            	
        
         
             
            Render the label for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             Bounding rectangle for this  .
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            		
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the values needed to properly display this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the   that will be used to define the bounding rectangle of
            the GasGaugeNeedle.
            
             This rectangle always lies inside of the  , and it is
            normally a square so that the pie itself is not oval-shaped.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
             The   (normally the  )
            that bounds this pie.
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the SlicePath of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the LabelDetail of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the Border of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the RegionColor of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the Fill of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the SweepAngle of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the StartAngle of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the MinValue of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the MaxValue of this  
            
        
         
             
            Specify the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default border pen width for the  
            
        
         
             
            The default fill type for the  
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the visibility of the   border.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the color of the   border
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the color of the   fill
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the fill brush of the  
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the visibility of the   fill.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the font size of the   labels.
            
        
         
             
            Class   encapsulates the graph pane, which is all display elements
            associated with an individual graph.
            
             This class is the outside "wrapper"
            for the ZedGraph classes, and provides the interface to access the attributes
            of the graph.  You can have multiple graphs in the same document or form,
            just instantiate multiple GraphPane's.
            
            
              John Champion modified by Jerry Vos 
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            An abstract base class that defines basic functionality for handling a pane.  This class is the
            parent class for   and  .
            
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.30 $ $Date: 2007/05/18 13:28:17 $ 
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            The rectangle that defines the full area into which the pane is rendered.  Units are pixels.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field that holds the main title of the pane.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the user-defined tag for this  .  This tag
            can be any user-defined value.  If it is a   type, it can be used as
            a parameter to the   method.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field to store the margin values for this  . Use the
            public property   to access this property.
            
        
         
             Private field that determines whether or not the fonts, tics, gaps, etc.
            will be scaled according to the actual graph size.  true for font and feature scaling
            with graph size, false for fixed font sizes (scaleFactor = 1.0 constant).
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that controls whether or not pen widths are scaled according to the
            size of the graph.  This value is only applicable if  
            is true.  If   is false, then no scaling will be done,
            regardless of the value of  .
            
             true to scale the pen widths according to the size of the graph,
            false otherwise.
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for the
              background.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for the
              border.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field that determines the base size of the pane, in inches.
            Fonts, tics, gaps, etc. are scaled according to this base size.
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
             
             
        
         
             
            private field that stores the gap between the bottom of the pane title and the
            client area of the pane.  This is expressed as a fraction of the title character height.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the   class.  Leaves the   empty.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the   class.  Specifies the   of
            the  , and the size of the  .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Create a shallow, memberwise copy of this class.
            
             
            Note that this method uses MemberWiseClone, which will copy all
            members (shallow) including those of classes derived from this class.
             a new copy of the class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This abstract method is implemented by the child
            classes.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the client area rectangle based on the  .
            
             The client rectangle is the actual area available for  
            or   items after taking out space for the margins and the title.
            This method does not take out the area required for the  .
            To do so, you must separately call  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The calculated chart rect, in pixel coordinates.
        
         
             
            Draw the border _border around the   area.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            		
        
         
             
            Draw the   on the graph, centered at the top of the pane.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            		
        
         
             
            Change the size of the  .  Override this method to handle resizing the contents
            as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The new size for the  .
        
         
             
            Calculate the scaling factor based on the ratio of the current   dimensions and
            the  .
            
             This scaling factor is used to proportionally scale the
            features of the   so that small graphs don't have huge fonts, and vice versa.
            The scale factor represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, tic sizes,
            gap sizes, pen widths, etc.  The units of the scale factor are "World Pixels" per "Standard Point".
            If any object size, in points, is multiplied by this scale factor, the result is the size, in pixels,
            that the object should be drawn using the standard GDI+ drawing instructions.  A "Standard Point"
            is a dimension based on points (1/72nd inch) assuming that the   size
            matches the  .
            Note that "World Pixels" will still be transformed by the GDI+ transform matrices to result
            in "Output Device Pixels", but "World Pixels" are the reference basis for the drawing commands.
            
             
            A   value representing the scaling factor to use for the rendering calculations.
            
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the scaled pen width, taking into account the scaleFactor and the
            setting of the   property of the pane.
            
             The pen width, in points (1/72 inch)
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The scaled pen width, in world pixels
        
         
             
            Build a   object containing the graphical rendering of
            all the   objects in this list.
            
             A   object rendered with the current graph.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets an image for the current GraphPane, scaled to the specified size and resolution.
            
             The scaled width of the bitmap in pixels
             The scaled height of the bitmap in pixels
             The resolution of the bitmap, in dots per inch
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets an enhanced metafile image for the current GraphPane, scaled to the specified size.
            
             
            By definition, a Metafile is a vector drawing, and therefore scaling should not matter.
            However, this method is provided because certain options in Zedgraph, such as
              are affected by the size of the expected image.
            
             The "effective" scaled width of the bitmap in pixels
             The "effective" scaled height of the bitmap in pixels
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets an enhanced metafile image for the current GraphPane.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The rectangle that defines the full area into which all graphics
            will be rendered.
            
             Note that this rectangle has x, y, width, and height.  Most of the
            GDI+ graphic primitive actually draw one pixel beyond those dimensions.  For
            example, for a rectangle of ( X=0, Y=0, Width=100, Height=100 ), GDI+ would
            draw into pixels 0 through 100, which is actually 101 pixels.  For the
            ZedGraph Rect, a Width of 100 pixels means that pixels 0 through 99 are used
             Units are pixels.
             
        
         
             
            Accesses the   for this  
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance that contains the text and attributes of the title.
            This text can be multiple lines separated by newline characters ('\n').
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the user-defined tag for this  .  This tag
            can be any user-defined value.  If it is a   type, it can be used as
            a parameter to the   method.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class for drawing the border
            border around the  
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for the
            filling the background of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the list of   items for this  
            
             A reference to a   collection object
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   instance that controls the space between
            the edge of the   and the rendered content of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            BaseDimension is a double precision value that sets "normal" pane size on
            which all the settings are based.  The BaseDimension is in inches.  For
            example, if the BaseDimension is 8.0 inches and the
              size is 14 points.  Then the pane title font
            will be 14 points high when the   is approximately 8.0
            inches wide.  If the Rect is 4.0 inches wide, the pane title font will be
            7 points high.  Most features of the graph are scaled in this manner.
            
             The base dimension reference for the  , in inches
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the gap between the bottom of the pane title and the
            client area of the pane.  This is expressed as a fraction of the scaled
              character height.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if the font sizes, tic sizes, gap sizes, etc. will be scaled according to
            the size of the   and the  .  If this
            value is set to false, then the font sizes and tic sizes will always be exactly as
            specified, without any scaling.
            
             True to have the fonts and tics scaled, false to have them constant
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the property that controls whether or not pen widths are scaled for this
             .
            
             This value is only applicable if  
            is true.  If   is false, then no scaling will be done,
            regardless of the value of  .  Note that scaling the pen
            widths can cause "artifacts" to appear at typical screen resolutions.  This occurs
            because of roundoff differences; in some cases the pen width may round to 1 pixel wide
            and in another it may round to 2 pixels wide.  The result is typically undesirable.
            Therefore, this option defaults to false.  This option is primarily useful for high
            resolution output, such as printer output or high resolution bitmaps (from
             ) where it is desirable to have the pen width
            be consistent with the screen image.
            
             true to scale the pen widths according to the size of the graph,
            false otherwise.
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the title at the top of the pane
            (    property).  true to
            display a title, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the title
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size (points) for the
              (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the
             
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the
             
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the
             
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the
             
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for the  .
            (  property). true
            to draw a border around the  ,
            false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   border.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   background.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for the   border.
            (  property).  Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default dimension of the  , which
            defines a normal sized plot.  This dimension is used to scale the
            fonts, symbols, etc. according to the actual size of the
             .
            
             
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   option.
            true to have all pen widths scaled according to  ,
            false otherwise.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   option.
            true to have all fonts scaled according to  ,
            false otherwise.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, expressed as
            a fraction of the scaled   character height.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             
            private value that contains a  , which stores prior
              objects containing scale range information.  This enables
            zooming and panning functionality for the  .
            
        
         
             Private field that determines whether or not initial zero values will
            be included or excluded when determining the Y or Y2 axis scale range.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
             Private field that determines whether or not initial
              values will cause the line segments of
            a curve to be discontinuous.  If this field is true, then the curves
            will be plotted as continuous lines as if the Missing values did not
            exist.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
              private field that determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will subset the
            data points based on any manually set scale range values.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
             The bounds provide a means to subset the data.  For example, if all the axes are set to
            autoscale, then the full range of data are used.  But, if the XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max values
            are manually set, then the Y data range will reflect the Y values within the bounds of
            XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max.
        
         
             
            private field that determines if ZedGraph should modify the scale ranges for the Y and Y2
            axes such that the number of steps, and therefore the grid lines, line up.  Use the
            public property   to acccess this value.
            
        
         
             Private field that determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            To access this value, use the public property  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Default Constructor.  Sets the   to (0, 0, 500, 375), and
            sets the   and   values to empty
            strings.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   object.  This routine will
            initialize all member variables and classes, setting appropriate default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
              A rectangular screen area where the graph is to be displayed.
            This area can be any size, and can be resize at any time using the
              property.
            
             The   for this  
             The   for the  
             The   for the  
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The GraphPane object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            AxisChange causes the axes scale ranges to be recalculated based on the current data range.
            
             
            There is no obligation to call AxisChange() for manually scaled axes.  AxisChange() is only
            intended to handle auto scaling operations.  Call this function anytime you change, add, or
            remove curve data to insure that the scale range of the axes are appropriate for the data range.
            This method calculates
            a scale minimum, maximum, and step size for each axis based on the current curve data.
            Only the axis attributes (min, max, step) that are set to auto-range
            ( ,  ,  )
            will be modified.  You must call   after calling
            AxisChange to make sure the display gets updated. 
            This overload of AxisChange just uses the default Graphics instance for the screen.
            If you have a Graphics instance available from your Windows Form, you should use
            the   overload instead.
            
        
         
             
            AxisChange causes the axes scale ranges to be recalculated based on the current data range.
            
             
            There is no obligation to call AxisChange() for manually scaled axes.  AxisChange() is only
            intended to handle auto scaling operations.  Call this function anytime you change, add, or
            remove curve data to insure that the scale range of the axes are appropriate for the data range.
            This method calculates
            a scale minimum, maximum, and step size for each axis based on the current curve data.
            Only the axis attributes (min, max, step) that are set to auto-range
            ( ,  ,  )
            will be modified.  You must call
              after calling AxisChange to make sure the display gets updated.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Draw all elements in the   to the specified graphics device.
            
             This method
            should be part of the Paint() update process.  Calling this routine will redraw all
            features of the graph.  No preparation is required other than an instantiated
              object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the   based on the  .
            
             The ChartRect
            is the plot area bounded by the axes, and the rect is the total area as
            specified by the client application.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The calculated chart rect, in pixel coordinates.
        
         
             
            Calculate the   based on the  .
            
             The ChartRect
            is the plot area bounded by the axes, and the rect is the total area as
            specified by the client application.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The calculated chart rect, in pixel coordinates.
        
         
             
            This method will set the   property for all three axes;
             ,  , and  .
            
             The  
            is calculated using the currently required space multiplied by a fraction
            ( bufferFraction).
            The currently required space is calculated using  , and is
            based on current data ranges, font sizes, etc.  The "space" is actually the amount of space
            required to fit the tic marks, scale labels, and axis title.
            The calculation is done by calling the   method for
            each  .
            
             A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
             The amount of space to allocate for the axis, expressed
            as a fraction of the currently required space.  For example, a value of 1.2 would
            allow for 20% extra above the currently required space.
             If true, then this method will only modify the  
            property if the calculated result is more than the current value.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A symbol type ( )
            that will be used for this curve.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A symbol type ( )
            that will be used for this curve.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a stick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a stick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a candlestick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            
             
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            Note that the  
            should contain   objects instead of  
            objects in order to contain all the data values required for this curve type.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a japanesecandlestick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            
             
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            Note that the  
            should contain   objects instead of  
            objects in order to contain all the data values required for this curve type.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add an error bar set (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision values that define the
            base value (the bottom) of the bars for this curve.
            
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             An   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add an error bar set (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             An   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used to fill the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a "High-Low" bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision values that define the
            base value (the bottom) of the bars for this curve.
            
             The color to used for the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a hi-low bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value Trio's that define
            the X, Y, and lower dependent values for this curve
             The color to used to fill the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a   to the display.
            
             The value associated with this  item.
             The display color for this  item.
             The amount this  item will be 
            displaced from the center of the  .
             Text label for this  
             a reference to the   constructed
        
         
             
            Add a   to the display, providing a gradient fill for the pie color.
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The starting display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The ending display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The angle for the gradient  .
             The amount this    instance will be 
            displaced from the center point.
             Text label for this   instance.
        
         
              
            Creates all the  s for a single Pie Chart. 
             
              double array containing all  s
             for a single PieChart.
             
               string array containing all  s
             for a single PieChart.
             
              an array containing references to all  s comprising
             the Pie Chart.
        
         
             
            Transform a data point from the specified coordinate type
            ( ) to screen coordinates (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the point in user
            coordinates.
             A   type that defines the
            coordinate system in which the X,Y pair is defined.
             A point in screen coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Transform a data point from the specified coordinate type
            ( ) to screen coordinates (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
            Note that this method is more accurate than the  
            overload, since it uses double types.  This would typically only be significant for
              coordinates.
            
             The x coordinate that defines the location in user space
             The y coordinate that defines the location in user space
             A   type that defines the
            coordinate system in which the X,Y pair is defined.
             A point in screen coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels).  This overload assumes the default
              and  .
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             true to return data that corresponds to an
             , false for an  .
             true to return data that corresponds to a
             , false for a  .
             The ordinal index of the Y or Y2 axis from which
            to return data (see  ,  )
            
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels) for all y axes.
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             An array of resultant values in user coordinates from the
            list of   instances.  This method allocates the
            array for you, according to the number of   objects
            in the list.
             An array of resultant values in user coordinates from the
            list of   instances.  This method allocates the
            array for you, according to the number of   objects
            in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a secondary   (left side) to the list of axes
            in the Graph.
            
             
            Note that the primary   is always included by default.
            This method turns off the   and  
              and  
            properties by default.
            
             The title for the  .
             the ordinal position (index) in the  .
        
         
             
            Add a secondary   (right side) to the list of axes
            in the Graph.
            
             
            Note that the primary   is always included by default.
            This method turns off the   and  
              and  
            properties by default.
            
             The title for the  .
             the ordinal position (index) in the  .
        
         
             
            Find the object that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen) point.
            
             
            This method will search through all of the graph objects, such as
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  .
            If the mouse point is within the bounding box of the items (or in the case
            of   and  , within
              pixels), then the object will be returned.
            You must check the type of the object to determine what object was
            selected (for example, "if ( object is Legend ) ...").  The
              parameter returns the index number of the item
            within the selected object (such as the point number within a
              object.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A reference to the nearest object to the
            specified screen point.  This can be any of  ,
             ,  ,
             ,  , or  .
            Note: If the pane title is selected, then the   object
            will be returned.
            
             The index number of the item within the selected object
            (where applicable).  For example, for a   object,
              will be the index number of the nearest data point,
            accessible via  CurveItem.Points[index].
            index will be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if an object was found, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Find the data point that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen)
            point for the specified curve.
            
             
            This method will search only through the points for the specified
            curve to determine which point is
            nearest the mouse point.  It will only consider points that are within
              pixels of the screen point.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             A reference to the  
            instance that contains the closest point.  nearestCurve will be null if
            no data points are available.
             A   object containing
            the data points to be searched.
             The index number of the closest point.  The
            actual data vpoint will then be  CurveItem.Points[iNearest]
            .  iNearest will
            be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a point was found and that point lies within
              pixels
            of the screen point, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Find the data point that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen)
            point.
            
             
            This method will search through all curves in
              to find which point is
            nearest.  It will only consider points that are within
              pixels of the screen point.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             A reference to the  
            instance that contains the closest point.  nearestCurve will be null if
            no data points are available.
             The index number of the closest point.  The
            actual data vpoint will then be  CurveItem.Points[iNearest]
            .  iNearest will
            be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a point was found and that point lies within
              pixels
            of the screen point, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Find the data point that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen)
            point.
            
             
            This method will search through the specified list of curves to find which point is
            nearest.  It will only consider points that are within
              pixels of the screen point, and it will
            only consider  's that are in 
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             A   object containing
            a subset of  's to be searched.
             A reference to the  
            instance that contains the closest point.  nearestCurve will be null if
            no data points are available.
             The index number of the closest point.  The
            actual data vpoint will then be  CurveItem.Points[iNearest]
            .  iNearest will
            be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a point was found and that point lies within
              pixels
            of the screen point, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Search through the   and   for
            items that contain active   objects.
            
             The mouse location where the click occurred
             An appropriate   instance
             The current scaling factor for drawing operations.
             The clickable object that was found.  Typically a type of
              or a type of  .
             The   instance that is contained within
            the   object.
             An index value, indicating which point was clicked for
              type objects.
             returns true if a clickable link was found under the
             , or false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            Find any objects that exist within the specified (screen) rectangle.
            This method will search through all of the graph objects, such as
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  .
            and see if the objects' bounding boxes are within the specified (screen) rectangle
            This method returns true if any are found.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be notified when   is called.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the list of   items for this  
            
             A reference to a   collection object
        
         
             
            Accesses the   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Accesses the   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Accesses the primary   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
             
             
        
         
             
            Accesses the primary   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets the collection of Y axes that belong to this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the collection of Y2 axes that belong to this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance for this  ,
            which stores the global properties for bar type charts.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that affects the data range that is considered
            for the automatic scale ranging.
            
             If true, then initial data points where the Y value
            is zero are not included when automatically determining the scale  ,
             , and   size.
            All data after the first non-zero Y value are included.
            
             
        
         
              Gets or sets a boolean value that determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will
            subset the data points based on any manually set scale range values.
             The bounds provide a means to subset the data.  For example, if all the axes are set to
            autoscale, then the full range of data are used.  But, if the XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max values
            are manually set, then the Y data range will reflect the Y values within the bounds of
            XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max.  Set to true to subset the data, or false to always include
            all data points when calculating scale ranges.
        
         
             Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not initial
              values will cause the line segments of
            a curve to be discontinuous.
            
             If this field is true, then the curves
            will be plotted as continuous lines as if the Missing values did not exist.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if ZedGraph should modify the scale ranges
            for the Y and Y2 axes such that the number of major steps, and therefore the
            major grid lines, line up.
            
             
            This property affects the way that   selects the scale
            ranges for the Y and Y2 axes.  It applies to the scale ranges of all Y and Y2 axes,
            but only if the   is set to true. 
            
        
         
             Determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets a value that indicates whether or not the   for
            this   is empty.  Note that this value is only used for
            the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   for this  .
            
        
         
             
            A delegate to provide notification through the  
            when   is called.
            
             The   for which AxisChange() has
            been called.
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default settings for the   scale ignore initial
            zero values option (  property).
            true to have the auto-scale-range code ignore the initial data points
            until the first non-zero Y value, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default settings for the   scale bounded ranges option
            (  property).
            true to have the auto-scale-range code subset the data according to any
            manually set scale values, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             The default value for the   property, which
            determines if the lines are drawn in normal or "stacked" mode.  See the
              for more information.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default width of a bar cluster 
            on a   graph.  This value only applies to
              graphs, and only when the
              is  ,
              or  .
            This dimension is expressed in terms of X scale user units.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The tolerance that is applied to the
              routine.
            If a given curve point is within this many pixels of the mousePt, the curve
            point is considered to be close enough for selection as a nearest point
            candidate.
            
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
            The Hi-Low Bars are the "floating" bars that have a lower and upper value and
            appear at each defined point.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the size (width) of this
              in points (1/72 inch).  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether the bar width will be based on
            the   value, or it will be based on available
            space similar to   objects.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The result of the autosize calculation, which is the size of the bars in
            user scale units.  This is converted to pixels at draw time.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the 
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            The specified color is only applied to the
             , and the  
            will be defaulted.
            
             A   value indicating
            the  
            of the Bar.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the 
              and   as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            The specified color is only applied to the
             , and the  
            will be defaulted.
            
             A   value indicating
            the  
            of the Bar.
            
             The size (width) of the  's, in points
            (1/72nd inch)
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Protected internal routine that draws the specified single bar (an individual "point")
            of this series to the specified   device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             
            The zero-based index number for the single bar to be drawn.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Returns the width of the bar, in pixels, based on the settings for
              and  .
            
             The parent   object.
             The   object that
            represents the bar base (independent axis).
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The width of each bar, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the size of the  
            
             The size of the bars can be set by this value, which
            is then scaled according to the scaleFactor (see
             ).  Alternatively,
            if   is true, the bar width will
            be set according to the maximum available cluster width less
            the cluster gap (see  
            and  ).  That is, if
              is true, then the value of
              will be ignored.  If you modify the value of Size,
            then   will be automatically set to false.
            
             Size in points (1/72 inch)
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether the bar width will be based on
            the   value, or it will be based on available
            space similar to   objects.
            
             If true, then the value of   is ignored. 
            If this value is true, then   will be used to
            determine the total space between each bar.  If the base axis is non-ordinal, then
              will be active.  In this case, you may
            want to make sure that   is true.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size (width) for the bars (  property),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates an "High-Low" Bar curve type that displays a bar in which both
            the bottom and the top of the bar are set by data valuesfrom the
              struct.
            
             The   type is intended for displaying
            bars that cover a band of data, such as a confidence interval, "waterfall"
            chart, etc.  The width of the bar can be set in two ways.  First,
              can be used to set a width in points (1/72nd inch),
            that is scaled using the regular scalefactor method (see
             ).  In this manner, the bar widths
            are set similar to symbol sizes.  The other method is to set
              to true, which will cause the bars
            to be scaled just like a   in which only one
            bar series is present.  That is, the bars width will be the width of
            a cluster less the clustergap (see  
            and  ). The position of each bar is set
            according to the   values.  The independent axis
            is assigned with  , and is a
              enum type.  If  
            is set to   or  , then
            the bars will actually be horizontal, since the X axis becomes the
            value axis and the Y or Y2 axis becomes the independent axis.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define the
            base value (the bottom) of the bars for this curve.
            
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value trio's that define
            the X, Y, and lower dependent values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Hue-Saturation-Brightness Color class to store a color value, and to manage conversions
            to and from RGB colors in the   struct.
            
             
            This class is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            This struct stores the hue, saturation, brightness, and alpha values internally as
              values from 0 to 255.  The hue represents a fraction of the 360 degrees
            of color space available. The saturation is the color intensity, where 0 represents gray scale
            and 255 is the most colored.  For the brightness, 0 represents black and 255
            represents white.
            
        
         
             
            The color hue value, ranging from 0 to 255.
            
             
            This property is actually a rescaling of the 360 degrees on the color wheel to 255
            possible values.  Therefore, every 42.5 units is a new sector, with the following
            convention:  red=0, yellow=42.5, green=85, cyan=127.5, blue=170, magenta=212.5
            
        
         
             
            The color saturation (intensity) value, ranging from 0 (gray scale) to 255 (most colored).
            
        
         
             
            The brightness value, ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white).
            
        
         
             
            The alpha value (opacity), ranging from 0 (transparent) to 255 (opaque).
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to load an   struct from hue, saturation and
            brightness values
            
             The color hue value, ranging from 0 to 255
             The color saturation (intensity) value, ranging from 0 (gray scale)
            to 255 (most colored)
             The brightness value, ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white)
        
         
             
            Constructor to load an   struct from hue, saturation,
            brightness, and alpha values
            
             The color hue value, ranging from 0 to 255
             The color saturation (intensity) value, ranging from 0 (gray scale)
            to 255 (most colored)
             The brightness value, ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white)
             The alpha value (opacity), ranging from 0 (transparent) to
            255 (opaque)
        
         
             
            Constructor to load an   struct from a system
              struct.
            
             An rgb   struct containing the equivalent
            color you want to generate
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion operator to convert directly from an   to
            a   struct.
            
             The   struct to be converted
             An equivalent   struct that can be used in the GDI+
            graphics library
        
         
             
            Convert an   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             The   struct to be converted
             An equivalent   struct, compatible with the GDI+ library
        
         
             
            Convert this   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             An equivalent   struct, compatible with the GDI+ library
        
         
             
            Convert a   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             An equivalent   struct
        
         
             
            Convert a   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             The   struct to be converted
             An equivalent   struct
        
         
             
            A class that represents an image object on the graph.  A list of
              objects is maintained by the  
            collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the image.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the image will be scaled to the output rectangle.
            
             true to scale the image, false to draw the image unscaled, but clipped
            to the destination rectangle
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A default constructor that places a null   at a
            default   of (0,0,1,1)
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the   and
              location for the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             A   class that defines
            the image
             A   struct that defines the
            image location, specifed in units based on the
              property.
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the   and
              location for the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             A   class that defines
            the image
             A   struct that defines the
            image location, specifed in units based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the   and
            individual   coordinate locations for the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             A   class that defines
            the image
             The position of the left side of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The position of the top side of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The width of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The height of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .  The bounding box is calculated assuming a distance
            of   pixels around the arrow segment.
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            The   object.
            
              A   class reference. 
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if the image will be scaled to the
            output rectangle (see  ).
            
             true to scale the image, false to draw the image unscaled, but clipped
            to the destination rectangle
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the  
              property.
            
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
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            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of the   open and
            close line segments ("wings").  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the wings will not be shown.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the total width for the Opening/Closing line
            segments.  Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   property will be
            calculated automatically based on the minimum axis scale step size between
            bars.  Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The result of the autosize calculation, which is the size of the bars in
            user scale units.  This is converted to pixels at draw time.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             A   value indicating
            the color of the symbol
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified  
            device at the specified location.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             boolean value that indicates if the "base" axis for this
              is the X axis.  True for an   base,
            false for a   or   base.
             The independent axis position of the center of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the top of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the bottom of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the opening value of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the closing value of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             
            The scaled width of the candlesticks, pixels
             A pen with attributes of   and
              for this  
        
         
             
            Draw all the  's to the specified  
            device as a candlestick at each defined point.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Returns the width of the candleStick, in pixels, based on the settings for
              and  .
            
             The parent   object.
             The   object that
            represents the bar base (independent axis).
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The width of each bar, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the   open/close "wings".
            
             true to show the CandleStick wings, false to hide them
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the total width to be used for drawing the opening/closing line
            segments ("wings") of the   items. Units are points.
            
             The size of the candlesticks can be set by this value, which
            is then scaled according to the scaleFactor (see
             ).  Alternatively,
            if   is true, the bar width will
            be set according to the maximum available cluster width less
            the cluster gap (see  
            and  ).  That is, if
              is true, then the value of
              will be ignored.  If you modify the value of Size,
            then   will be automatically set to false.
            
             Size in points (1/72 inch)
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the   property will be
            calculated automatically based on the minimum axis scale step size between
            bars.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default width for the candlesticks (see  ),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for symbols (  property).
            true to display symbols, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for filling the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is greater than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for filling the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is less than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for drawing the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is greater than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for drawing the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is less than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the CandleStick color when the   
            value is less than the   value.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified  
            device at the specified location.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             boolean value that indicates if the "base" axis for this
              is the X axis.  True for an   base,
            false for a   or   base.
             The independent axis position of the center of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The high value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The low value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The opening value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The closing value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The scaled width of one-half of a bar, in pixels
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
             A pen with the   attribute for this
             
             
            The   instance to be used for filling this
             
            
             The   instance to be used for drawing the
            border around the   filled box
             The   to be used for determining the
             , just in case it's a  ,
             , or
               
        
         
             
            Draw all the  's to the specified  
            device as a candlestick at each defined point.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class that is used to fill the candlestick
            "bars" when the   value is greater than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class that is used to fill the candlestick
            "bars" when the   value is less than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            The   instance to be used for drawing the border frame of
            the candlestick "bars" when the   value is greater than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            The   instance to be used for drawing the border frame of
            the candlestick "bars" when the   value is less than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
              when the value of the candlestick is
            falling.
            
             This property only controls the color of
            the vertical line when the value is falling.  The rising color is controlled
            by the   property.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default fillcolor for drawing the rising case CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fillcolor for drawing the falling case CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the border of the rising CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the border of the falling CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a Japanese CandleStick curve type that displays a vertical (or horizontal)
            line displaying the range of data values at each sample point, plus a filled bar
            signifying the opening and closing value for the sample.
            
             For this type to work properly, your   must contain
              objects, rather than ordinary   types.
            This is because the   type actually displays 5 data values
            but the   only stores 3 data values.  The  
            stores  ,  ,
             ,  , and
              members.
            For a JapaneseCandleStick chart, the range between opening and closing values
            is drawn as a filled bar, with the filled color different
            ( ) for the case of
             
            higher than  , and
             
            for the reverse.  The width of the bar is controlled
            by the   property, which is specified in
            points (1/72nd inch), and scaled according to  .
            The candlesticks are drawn horizontally or vertically depending on the
            value of  , which is a
              enum type.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             
            IsZIncluded is true for   objects, since the Y and Z
            values are defined as the High and Low values for the day.
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An   of double precision values that define
            the Date, Close, Open, High, and Low values for the curve.  Note that this
              should contain   items rather
            than   items.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            This class encapsulates the chart   that is displayed
            in the  
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private field to hold the bounding rectangle around the legend.
            This bounding rectangle varies with the number of legend entries, font sizes,
            etc., and is re-calculated by   at each redraw.
            Use the public readonly property   to access this
            rectangle.
            
        
         
             Private field to hold the legend location setting.  This field
            contains the   enum type to specify the area of
            the graph where the legend will be positioned.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             
        
         
             
            Private field to enable/disable horizontal stacking of the legend entries.
            If this value is false, then the legend entries will always be a single column.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             
        
         
             
            Private field to enable/disable drawing of the entire legend.
            If this value is false, then the legend will not be drawn.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to maintain the   class that
            maintains font attributes for the entries in this legend.  Use
            the   property to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to maintain the   location.  This object
            is only applicable if the   property is set to
             .
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the number of columns (horizontal stacking) to be used
            for drawing the  .  This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the width of each column in the
             .  This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the height of each row in the
             .  This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the gap between the legend and the chart rectangle.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to select output order of legend entries.
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the characteristic "gap" for the legend.
            This is normal the height of the largest font in the legend.
            This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The XAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render the   to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if a mouse point is within the legend, and if so, which legend
            entry ( ) is nearest.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The index number of the   legend
            entry that is under the mouse point.  The   object is
            accessible via  CurveList[index].
            
             true if the mouse point is within the   bounding
            box, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the   rectangle ( ),
            taking into account the number of required legend
            entries, and the legend drawing preferences.
            
             Adjust the size of the
              for the parent   to accomodate the
            space required by the legend.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The rectangle that contains the area bounded by the axes, in pixel units.
             
            
        
         
             
            Get the bounding rectangle for the   in screen coordinates
            
             A screen rectangle in pixel units
        
         
             
            Access to the   class used to render
            the   entries
            
             A reference to a   object
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the   entirely
            
              true to show the  , false to hide it 
             
        
         
             
            The   class used to draw the border border around this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
              background.
            
        
         
             
            Sets or gets a property that allows the   items to
            stack horizontally in addition to the vertical stacking
            
             true to allow horizontal stacking, false otherwise
            
             
        
         
             
            Sets or gets the location of the   on the
              using the   enum type
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for the  .
            This property is only applicable if   is set
            to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the gap size between the legend and the  .
            
             
            This is expressed as a fraction of the largest scaled character height for any
            of the fonts used in the legend.  Each   in the legend can
            optionally have its own   specification.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the legend entries are displayed in normal order
            (matching the order in the  , or in reverse order.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for the   border border.
            (  property).  Units are in pixels.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   border border.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   background.
            (  property).  Use of this
            color depends on the status of the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in this  .
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the   background.
            
        
         
             
            The default location for the   on the graph
            (  property).  This property is
            defined as a   enumeration.
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for the  .
            (  property). true
            to draw a border around the  ,
            false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  .
            (  property). true
            to show the legend,
            false to hide it.
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the   background
            (  property).
            true to fill-in the background with color,
            false to leave the background transparent.
            
        
         
             
            The default horizontal stacking mode for the  
            (  property).
            true to allow horizontal legend item stacking, false to allow
            only vertical legend orientation.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the   entries
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the   entries
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the   entries
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the   entries
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the   entries
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the   entries
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default gap size between the legend and the  .
            This is the default value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            A class representing all the characteristics of the Line
            segments that make up a curve on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the smoothing flag for this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the smoothing tension
            for this  .  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             A floating point value indicating the level of smoothing.
            0.0F for no smoothing, 1.0F for lots of smoothing, >1.0 for odd
            smoothing.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   for this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets the color property to the specified value, and sets
            the remaining   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The color to assign to this new Line object
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Line object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
        
         
             
            Render a single   segment to the specified
              device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
        
         
             
            Render the  's as vertical sticks (from a  ) to
            the specified   device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the this   to the specified  
            device using the specified smoothing property ( ).
            The routine draws the line segments and the area fill (if any, see  ;
            the symbols are drawn by the   method.  This method
            is normally only called by the Draw method of the
              object.  Note that the   property
            is ignored for smooth lines (e.g., when   is true).
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
        
         
             
            Draw the this   to the specified  
            device.  The format (stair-step or line) of the curve is
            defined by the   property.  The routine
            only draws the line segments; the symbols are drawn by the
              method.  This method
            is normally only called by the Draw method of the
              object
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
        
         
             
            This method just handles the case where one or more of the coordinates are outrageous,
            or GDI+ threw an exception.  This method attempts to correct the outrageous coordinates by
            interpolating them to a point (along the original line) that lies at the edge of the ChartRect
            so that GDI+ will handle it properly.  GDI+ will throw an exception, or just plot the data
            incorrectly if the coordinates are too large (empirically, this appears to be when the
            coordinate value is greater than 5,000,000 or less than -5,000,000).  Although you typically
            would not see coordinates like this, if you repeatedly zoom in on a ZedGraphControl, eventually
            all your points will be way outside the bounds of the plot.
            
        
         
             
            Build an array of   values (pixel coordinates) that represents
            the current curve.  Note that this drawing routine ignores  
            values, but it does not "break" the line to indicate values are missing.
            
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             A   representing this
            curve.
             An array of   values in pixel
            coordinates representing the current curve.
             The number of points contained in the "arrPoints"
            parameter.
             true for a successful points array build, false for data problems
        
         
             
            Build an array of   values (pixel coordinates) that represents
            the low values for the current curve.
            
             Note that this drawing routine ignores  
            values, but it does not "break" the line to indicate values are missing.
            
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             A   representing this
            curve.
             An array of   values in pixel
            coordinates representing the current curve.
             The number of points contained in the "arrPoints"
            parameter.
             true for a successful points array build, false for data problems
        
         
             
            Close off a   that defines a curve
            
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             A   representing this
            curve.
             An array of   values in screen pixel
            coordinates representing the current curve.
             The number of points contained in the "arrPoints"
            parameter.
             The Y axis value location where the X axis crosses.
             The   class that represents the curve.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if this  
            will be drawn smooth.  The "smoothness" is controlled by
            the   property.
            
             true to smooth the line, false to just connect the dots
            with linear segments
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines the smoothing tension
            for this  .  This property is only used if
              is true.  A tension value 0.0 will just
            draw ordinary line segments like an unsmoothed line.  A tension
            value of 1.0 will be smooth.  Values greater than 1.0 will generally
            give odd results.
            
             A floating point value indicating the level of smoothing.
            0.0F for no smoothing, 1.0F for lots of smoothing, >1.0 for odd
            smoothing.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determines if the   will be drawn by directly connecting the
            points from the   data collection,
            or if the curve will be a "stair-step" in which the points are
            connected by a series of horizontal and vertical lines that
            represent discrete, constant values.  Note that the values can
            be forward oriented  ForwardStep ( ) or
            rearward oriented  RearwardStep.
            That is, the points are defined at the beginning or end
            of the constant value for which they apply, respectively.
            The   property is ignored for lines
            that have   set to true.
            
               enum value
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for curves (line segments connecting the points).
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the area under the curve
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the area under the curve
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the curve (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the curve type property
            ( ).  This determines if the curve
            will be drawn by directly connecting the points from the
              data collection,
            or if the curve will be a "stair-step" in which the points are
            connected by a series of horizontal and vertical lines that
            represent discrete, staticant values.  Note that the values can
            be forward oriented  ForwardStep ( ) or
            rearward oriented  RearwardStep.
            That is, the points are defined at the beginning or end
            of the staticant value for which they apply, respectively.
            
               enum value
        
         
             
            The LinearAsOrdinalScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            LinearAsOrdinal is an ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with values from the actual data
            values of the first   in the  .
            Although the tics are labeled with real data values, the actual points will be
            evenly-spaced in spite of the data values.  For example, if the X values of the first curve
            are 1, 5, and 100, then the tic labels will show 1, 5, and 100, but they will be equal
            distance from each other.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable ordinal axis scale given a range of data values, with the expectation that
            linear values will be displayed.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  For this type,
            the first curve is the "master", which contains the dates to be applied.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            The LinearScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            LinearScale is the normal, default cartesian axis.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable linear axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic defaults for
            scale selection are defined using  ,
             , and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a curve type that is displayed as a line and/or a set of
            symbols at each point.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend  .
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Loads some pseudo unique colors/symbols into this LineItem.  This
            is mainly useful for differentiating a set of new LineItems without
            having to pick your own colors/symbols.
             
            
             
            The   that is used to pick the color
             and symbol for this method call.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class instance defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class instance defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            A class that maintains hyperlink information for a clickable object on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
             
            schema started with 10 for ZedGraph version 5
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the title string for this link.  
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the url string for this link
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the target string for this link
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that determines if this link is "live".
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor.  Set all properties to string.Empty, or null.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a Link instance from a specified title, url, and target.
            
             The title for the link (which shows up in the tooltip).
             The URL destination for the link.
             The target for the link (typically "_blank" or "_self").
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Create a URL for a   that includes the index of the
            point that was selected.
            
             
            An "index" parameter is added to the   property for this
            link to indicate which point was selected.  Further, if the 
            X or Y axes that correspond to this   are of
             , then an
            additional parameter will be added containing the text value that
            corresponds to the   of the selected point.
            The   text parameter will be labeled "xtext", and
            the   text parameter will be labeled "ytext".
            
             The zero-based index of the selected point
             The   of interest
             The   for which to
            make the url string.
             A string containing the url with an index parameter added.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the title string for this link.
            
             
            For web controls, this title will be shown as a tooltip when the mouse
            hovers over the area of the object that owns this link.  Set the value to
              to have no title.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the url string for this link.
            
             
            Set this value to   if you don't want to have
            a hyperlink associated with the object to which this link belongs.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the target string for this link.
            
             
            This value should be set to a valid target associated with the "Target"
            property of an html hyperlink.  Typically, this would be "_blank" to open
            a new browser window, or "_self" to open in the current browser.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if this link is active.  True to have
            a clickable link, false to ignore the link.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a value that indicates if this   is enabled
            (see  ), and that either the
              or the   is non-null.
            
        
         
             
            A class than contains information about the position of an object on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private field to store the vertical alignment property for
            this object.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.  The value of this field is a   enum.
            
        
         
              Private field to store the horizontal alignment property for
            this object.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.  The value of this field is a   enum.
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the coordinate system to be used for defining the
            object position.  Use the public property
              to access this value. The coordinate system
            is defined with the   enum.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   class that specifies the
            x, y position and the  .
            
             
            The (x,y) position corresponds to the top-left corner;
            
             The x position, specified in units of  .
            
             The y position, specified in units of  .
            
             The   enum that specifies the
            units for   and  
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   class that specifies the
            x, y position and the  .
            
             
            The (x,y) position corresponds to the top-left corner;
            
             The x position, specified in units of  .
            
             The y position, specified in units of  .
            
             The   enum that specifies the
            units for   and  
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   class that specifies the
            (x, y), (width, height), and the  .
            
             
            The (x,y) position
            corresponds to the starting position, the (x2, y2) coorresponds to the ending position
            (typically used for  's).
            
             The x position, specified in units of  .
            
             The y position, specified in units of  .
            
             The width, specified in units of  .
            
             The height, specified in units of  .
            
             The   enum that specifies the
            units for   and  
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Transform this   object to display device
            coordinates using the properties of the specified  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that contains
            the   classes which will be used for the transform.
            
             A point in display device coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Transform a data point from the specified coordinate type
            ( ) to display device coordinates (pixels).
            
             
            If   is not of type  , then
            only the   transformation is available.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that contains
            the   classes which will be used for the transform.
            
             The x coordinate that defines the point in user
            space.
             The y coordinate that defines the point in user
            space.
             A   type that defines the
            coordinate system in which the X,Y pair is defined.
             A point in display device coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Transform this   from the coordinate system
            as specified by   to the device coordinates
            of the specified   object.
            
             
            The returned
              struct represents the top-left corner of the
            object that honors the   properties.
            The   and   properties are honored in 
            this transformation.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that contains
            the   classes which will be used for the transform.
            
             The width of the object in device pixels
             The height of the object in device pixels
             The top-left corner of the object
        
         
             
            The   for this object as defined by the
              and  
            properties.
            
             
            This method transforms the location to output device pixel units.
            The   and   properties are ignored for
            this transformation (see  ).
            
             A   in pixel units.
        
         
             
            The   for this object as defined by the
              and   properties.
            
             
            This method transforms the location to output device pixel units.
            The   and   properties are ignored for
            this transformation (see  ).
            
             A   in pixel units.
        
         
             
            Transform the   for this object as defined by the
             ,  ,  , and
              properties.
            
             
            This method transforms the location to output device pixel units.
            The   and   properties are honored in 
            this transformation.
            
             A   in pixel units.
        
         
             
            A horizontal alignment parameter for this object specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            A vertical alignment parameter for this object specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            The coordinate system to be used for defining the object position
            
              The coordinate system is defined with the  
            enum
        
         
             
            The x position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The y position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The x1 position of the object (an alias for the x position).
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The y1 position of the object (an alias for the y position).
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The width of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The height of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The x2 position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.  This position is only used for
            objects such as  , where it makes sense
            to have a second coordinate.  Note that the X2 position is stored
            internally as a   offset from  .
            
        
         
             
            The y2 position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.  This position is only used for
            objects such as  , where it makes sense
            to have a second coordinate.  Note that the Y2 position is stored
            internally as a   offset from  .
            
        
         
             
            The   for this object as defined by the
             ,  ,  , and
              properties.
            
             
            Note that this method reduces the precision of the location coordinates from double
            precision to single precision.  In some cases, such as  , it
            may affect the resolution of the point location.
            
             A   in  
            units.
        
         
             
            The top-left   for this  .
            
             
            Note that this method reduces the precision of the location coordinates from double
            precision to single precision.  In some cases, such as  , it
            may affect the resolution of the point location.
            
             A   in   units.
        
         
             
            The bottom-right   for this  .
            
             
            Note that this method reduces the precision of the location coordinates from double
            precision to single precision.  In some cases, such as  , it
            may affect the resolution of the point location.
            
             A   in   units.
        
         
             
            The LogScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            LogScale is a non-linear axis in which the values are scaled using the base 10
             
            function.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Setup some temporary transform values in preparation for rendering the  .
            
             
            This method is typically called by the parent  
            object as part of the   method.  It is also
            called by   and
             
            methods to setup for coordinate transformations.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The parent   for this  
            
        
         
             
            Convert a value to its linear equivalent for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the log or power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Convert a value from its linear equivalent to its actual scale value
            for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the anti-log or inverse-power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable base 10 logarithmic axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based always on powers of 10 (full log cycles).  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  For log axes, the MinorStep
            value is not used.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the setting to values greater than zero.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the setting to values greater than zero.
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the data associated with the major grid lines on the chart.
            Inherits from  .
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            Class that holds the specific properties for the minor grid.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             The source   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the major   gridlines
            (at each labeled value) will be visible
            
             true to show the gridlines, false otherwise
             Default.IsShowGrid.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The "Dash On" mode for drawing the grid.
            
             
            This is the distance,
            in points (1/72 inch), of the dash segments that make up the dashed grid lines.
            
             The dash on length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The "Dash Off" mode for drawing the grid.
            
             
            This is the distance,
            in points (1/72 inch), of the spaces between the dash segments that make up
            the dashed grid lines.
            
             The dash off length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The pen width used for drawing the grid lines.
            
             The grid pen width is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             .
             
        
         
             
            The color to use for drawing this   grid.
            
              The color is defined using the
              class
             .
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash on" size for drawing the   minor grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash off" size for drawing the   minor grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   minor grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   minor grid lines
            (  property).  This color only affects the
            minor grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   minor grid lines
            (  property). true
            to show the minor grid lines, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             The source   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines if a line will be drawn at the
            zero value for the axis.
            
             
            The zero line is a line that divides the negative values from the positive values.
            The default is set according to
             ,  ,
             ,
            
             true to show the zero line, false otherwise
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash on" size for drawing the   grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash off" size for drawing the   grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   grid lines
            (  property).  This color only affects the
            grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   grid lines
            (  property). true
            to show the grid lines, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default boolean value that determines if a line will be drawn at the
            zero value for the axis.
            
             
            The zero line is a line that divides the negative values from the positive values.
            The default is set according to
             ,  ,
             ,
            
             true to show the zero line, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Class that holds the specific properties for the major tics.  Inherits from
             .
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            Class that holds the specific properties for the minor tics.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor.
            
             The   that is to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Calculate the scaled tic size for this  
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled tic size, in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw a tic mark at the specified single position.  This includes the inner, outer,
            cross and opposite tic marks as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Graphic   with which to draw the tic mark.
             The pixel location of the tic mark on this
             
             The pixel value of the top of the axis border
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             The scaled size of a minor tic, in pixel units
        
         
             
            The color to use for drawing the tics of this class instance
            
              The color is defined using the
              class
             .
             
             
        
         
             
            The length of the major tic marks.
            
             
            This length will be scaled
            according to the   for the
             
            
             The tic size is measured in points (1/72 inch)
             .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            This is convenience property sets the status of all the different
            tic properties in this instance to the same value.  true to activate all tics,
            false to clear all tics.
            
             
            This setting does not persist.  That is, you can clear all the tics with
              = false, then activate them individually (example:
              = true).
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the minor outside tic marks
            are shown.
            
             
            These are the tic marks on the outside of the   border.
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor outside tic marks, false otherwise
             .
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the major inside tic marks
            are shown.
            
             
            These are the tic marks on the inside of the   border.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major inside tic marks, false otherwise
             .
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the major opposite tic marks
            are shown.
            
             
            These are the tic marks on the inside of the   border on
            the opposite side from the axis.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major opposite tic marks, false otherwise
             .
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the display mode for the   major outside 
            "cross" tic marks.
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the display mode for the   major inside 
            "cross" tic marks.
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the pen width to be used when drawing the tic marks for
            this  
            
             The pen width is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             .
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the   minor tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   minor outside tic marks
            (  property).
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor tic marks (outside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   minor inside tic marks
            (  property).
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor tic marks (inside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   minor opposite tic marks
            (  property).
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor tic marks
            (inside the axis on the opposite side),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   minor outside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   minor inside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default color for minor tics (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for  .
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor.
            
             The   that is to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the major tics will be drawn
            inbetween the labels, rather than right at the labels.
            
             
            Note that this setting is only
            applicable if   =  .
            
             true to place the text between the labels for text axes, false otherwise
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the   tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   major outside tic marks
            (  property).
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major tic marks (outside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   major inside tic marks
            (  property).
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major tic marks (inside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   major opposite tic marks
            (  property).
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major tic marks
            (inside the axis on the opposite side),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   major outside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   major inside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default color for major tics (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles that stores the margin properties for the GraphPane
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Constructor to build a   from the default values.
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the left edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the right edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the top edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the bottom edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Concurrently sets all outer margin values to a single value.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the left side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the right side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the top side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the bottom side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            organized together in some form.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that holds a collection of   objects for inclusion
            in this  .  Use the public property  
            to access this collection.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that sets the amount of space between the GraphPanes.  Use the public property
              to access this value;
            
        
         
              
            Private field that stores a boolean value which signifies whether all 
             s in the chart use the same entries in their 
               If set to true, only one set of entries will be displayed in 
            this   instance.  If set to false, this instance will display all 
            entries from all  s.
             
        
         
             
            private field that determines if the
             
            function will automatically set
            the   of each   in the
              such that the scale factors have the same value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that saves the paneLayout format specified when
              was called. This value will
            default to   if
              (or an overload) was never called.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the boolean value that determines whether
              is specifying rows or columns.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column item count that was specified to the
              method.  This values will be
            null if   was never called.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column size proportional values as specified
            to the   method.  This
            value will be null if  
            was never called.  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the class.  Sets the   to (0, 0, 500, 375).
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the class.  Specifies the   of
            the  , and the size of the  .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor - Make a deep-copy clone of this class instance.
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of   to make a deep copy.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Respond to the callback when the MasterPane objects are fully initialized.
            
             
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the   collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Call   for all   objects in the
              list.
            
             
            This overload of AxisChange just uses the default Graphics instance for the screen.
            If you have a Graphics instance available from your Windows Form, you should use
            the   overload instead.
            
        
         
             
            Call   for all   objects in the
              list.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Redo the layout using the current size of the  ,
            and also handle resizing the
            contents by calling  .
            
             This method will use the pane layout that was specified by a call to
             .  If
              has not previously been called,
            it will default to  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Change the size of the  , and also handle resizing the
            contents by calling  .
            
             This method will use the pane layout that was specified by a call to
             .  If
              has not previously been called,
            it will default to  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Method that forces the scale factor calculations
            (via  ),
            to give a common scale factor for all   objects in the
             .
            
             
            This will make it such that a given font size will result in the same output font
            size for all  's.  Note that this does not make the scale
            factor for the  's the same as that of the
             .
            
             
        
         
             
            Render all the   objects in the   to the
            specified graphics device.
            
             This method should be part of the Paint() update process.  Calling this routine
            will redraw all
            features of all the   items.  No preparation is required other than
            instantiated   objects that have been added to the list with the
              method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Find the pane and the object within that pane that lies closest to the specified
            mouse (screen) point.
            
             
            This method first finds the   within the list that contains
            the specified mouse point.  It then calls the  
            method to determine which object, if any, was clicked.  With the exception of the
             , all the parameters in this method are identical to those
            in the   method.
            If the mouse point lies within the   of any 
              item, then that pane will be returned (otherwise it will be
            null).  Further, within the selected pane, if the mouse point is within the
            bounding box of any of the items (or in the case
            of   and  , within
              pixels), then the object will be returned.
            You must check the type of the object to determine what object was
            selected (for example, "if ( object is Legend ) ...").  The
              parameter returns the index number of the item
            within the selected object (such as the point number within a
              object.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A reference to the   object that was clicked.
             A reference to the nearest object to the
            specified screen point.  This can be any of  ,
             ,  ,
             ,  , or  .
            Note: If the pane title is selected, then the   object
            will be returned.
            
             The index number of the item within the selected object
            (where applicable).  For example, for a   object,
              will be the index number of the nearest data point,
            accessible via  CurveItem.Points[index].
            index will be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a   was found, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Find the   within the   that contains the
              within its  .
            
             The mouse point location where you want to search
             A   object that contains the mouse point, or
            null if no   was found.
        
         
             
            Find the   within the   that contains the
              within its  .
            
             The mouse point location where you want to search
             A   object that contains the mouse point, or
            null if no   was found.
        
         
             The SetLayout() methods setup the desired layout of the
              objects within a  .  These functions
            do not make any changes, they merely set the parameters so that future calls
            to   or  
            will use the desired layout.  
            The layout options include a set of "canned" layouts provided by the
              enumeration, options to just set a specific
            number of rows and columns of panes (and all pane sizes are the same), and more
            customized options of specifying the number or rows in each column or the number of
            columns in each row, along with proportional values that determine the size of each
            individual column or row.
            
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a pre-defined layout configuration from a  
            enumeration.
            
             This method uses a   enumeration to describe the type of layout
            to be used.  Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             A   enumeration that describes how
            the panes should be laid out within the  .
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a reasonable configuration.
            
             This method explicitly specifies the number of rows and columns to use
            in the layout, and all   objects will have the same size.
            Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             The number of rows of   objects
            to include in the layout
             The number of columns of   objects
            to include in the layout
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Overloads are available that
            provide other layout options.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of panes in each row or column, allowing for
            irregular layouts.
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Additionally, a
              parameter is provided that allows varying column or
            row sizes.  Overloads for SetLayout() are available that provide other layout options.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             An array of float values specifying proportional sizes for each
            row or column.  Note that these proportions apply to the non-specified dimension -- that is,
            if   is true, then these proportions apply to the row
            heights, and if   is false, then these proportions apply
            to the column widths.  The values in this array are arbitrary floats -- the dimension of
            any given row or column is that particular proportional value divided by the sum of all
            the values.  For example, let   be true, and
              is an array with values of { 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 }.  The sum of
            those values is 6.0.  Therefore, the first row is 1/6th of the available height, the
            second row is 2/6th's of the available height, and the third row is 3/6th's of the
            available height.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Modify the     sizes of each
              such that they fit within the  
            in a pre-configured layout.
            
             The   method (and overloads) is
            used for setting the layout configuration.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a specific
            row and column count.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a rows per column or
            columns per row configuration.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   collection instance that holds the list of
              objects that are included in this  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the size of the margin between adjacent  
            objects.
            
             This property is scaled according to  ,
            based on  .  The default value comes from
             .
            
             The value is in points (1/72nd inch).
        
         
             
            Gets or set the value of the	  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the
              method will automatically set the
             
            of each   in the   such that the
            scale factors have the same value.
            
             
            The scale factors, calculated by  , determine
            scaled font sizes, tic lengths, etc.  This function will insure that for
            multiple graphpanes, a certain specified font size will be the same for
            all the panes.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object from  
            by its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object from  
            by its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pane layout for
             
            method calls.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            This is the size of the margin between adjacent  
            objects, in units of points (1/72 inch).
            
             
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property for
            the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a CandleStick curve type that displays a vertical (or horizontal)
            line displaying the range of data values at each sample point, plus an starting
            mark and an ending mark signifying the opening and closing value for the sample.
            
             For this type to work properly, your   must contain
              objects, rather than ordinary   types.
            This is because the   type actually displays 5 data values
            but the   only stores 3 data values.  The  
            stores  ,  ,
             ,  , and
              members.
            For a vertical CandleStick chart, the opening value is drawn as a horizontal line
            segment to the left of the vertical range bar, and the closing value is a horizontal
            line segment to the right.  The total length of these two line segments is controlled
            by the   property, which is specified in
            points (1/72nd inch), and scaled according to  .
            The candlesticks are drawn horizontally or vertically depending on the
            value of  , which is a
              enum type.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             
            IsZIncluded is true for   objects, since the Y and Z
            values are defined as the High and Low values for the day.
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             An   of double precision values that define
            the Date, Close, Open, High, and Low values for the curve.  Note that this
              should contain   items rather
            than   items.
            
             
            The   to use for drawing the candlesticks.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            The OrdinalScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            OrdinalScale is an ordinal axis with tic labels generated at integral values.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable ordinal axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).
            Being an ordinal axis type, the   value will always be integral.  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic defaults for
            scale selection are defined using  ,
             , and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            internal class to store pane layout details for the  
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private field that saves the paneLayout format specified when
              was called. This value will
            default to   if
              (or an overload) was never called.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the boolean value that determines whether
              is specifying rows or columns.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column item count that was specified to the
              method.  This values will be
            null if   was never called.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column size proportional values as specified
            to the   method.  This
            value will be null if  
            was never called.  
            
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             The SetLayout() methods setup the desired layout of the
              objects within a  .  These functions
            do not make any changes, they merely set the parameters so that future calls
            to   or  
            will use the desired layout.  
            The layout options include a set of "canned" layouts provided by the
              enumeration, options to just set a specific
            number of rows and columns of panes (and all pane sizes are the same), and more
            customized options of specifying the number or rows in each column or the number of
            columns in each row, along with proportional values that determine the size of each
            individual column or row.
            
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a pre-defined layout configuration from a  
            enumeration.
            
             This method uses a   enumeration to describe the type of layout
            to be used.  Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             A   enumeration that describes how
            the panes should be laid out within the  .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a reasonable configuration.
            
             This method explicitly specifies the number of rows and columns to use
            in the layout, and all   objects will have the same size.
            Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             The number of rows of   objects
            to include in the layout
             The number of columns of   objects
            to include in the layout
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Overloads are available that
            provide other layout options.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of panes in each row or column, allowing for
            irregular layouts.
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Additionally, a
              parameter is provided that allows varying column or
            row sizes.  Overloads for SetLayout() are available that provide other layout options.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             An array of float values specifying proportional sizes for each
            row or column.  Note that these proportions apply to the non-specified dimension -- that is,
            if   is true, then these proportions apply to the row
            heights, and if   is false, then these proportions apply
            to the column widths.  The values in this array are arbitrary floats -- the dimension of
            any given row or column is that particular proportional value divided by the sum of all
            the values.  For example, let   be true, and
              is an array with values of { 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 }.  The sum of
            those values is 6.0.  Therefore, the first row is 1/6th of the available height, the
            second row is 2/6th's of the available height, and the third row is 3/6th's of the
            available height.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Modify the     sizes of each
              such that they fit within the  
            in a pre-configured layout.
            
             The   method (and overloads) is
            used for setting the layout configuration.
             A   instance to be used for font sizing,
            etc. in determining the layout configuration.
             The   instance which is to
            be resized.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a specific
            row and column count.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a rows per column or
            columns per row configuration.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            A class representing a pie chart object comprised of one or more
             s.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Percentage (expressed as #.##) of  	radius  to
            which this   is to be displaced from the center.
              Displacement is done outward  along the radius
            bisecting the chord of this  .  Maximum allowable value
            is 0.5.
            
        
         
             
            A   which will customize the label display of this
             
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  data for this
             .	 Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  class that defines	the
            properties of the	border around	this  . Use the public
            property	  to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the absolute value of this   instance.
            Value will be set to zero if submitted value is less than zero. 
            
        
         
             
            An enum that specifies how each   for this   object 
            will be displayed.  Use the public property   to access this data.  
            Use enum  .
            
        
         
             
            The point on the arc of this   representing the intersection of
            the arc and the explosion radius.
            
        
         
             
            The bounding rectangle for this  .
            
        
         
             
            The formatted string for this  's label.  Formatting is
            done based on  the  .
            
        
         
             
            The point at which the line between this   and its
            label bends to the horizontal.
            
        
         
             
            The point at the end of the line between	this   and 
            it's label (i.e. the beginning of the label display)
            
        
         
             
            Private field to hold the GraphicsPath of this   to be
            used for 'hit testing'.
            
        
         
             
            Private field which holds the angle (in degrees) at which the display of this  
            object will begin.
            
        
         
              
            Private field which holds the length (in degrees) of the arc representing this   
            object.
             
        
         
              
            Private field which represents the angle (in degrees) of the radius along which this  
            object will be displaced, if desired.
             
        
         
              
            Private field which determines the number of decimal digits displayed to 
            in a   label containing a value. 
             
        
         
              
            Private field which determines the number of decimal digits displayed 
            in a   label containing a percent. 
             
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , providing a gradient fill for the pie color.
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The starting display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The ending display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The angle for the gradient  .
             The amount this    instance will be 
            displaced from the center point.
             Text label for this   instance.
        
         
             
            Create a new  .
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The display color for this   instance.
             The amount this    instance will be 
            displaced from the center point.
             Text label for this   instance.
        
         
             
            Create a  new  .
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             Text label for this   instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   item to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Not used for rendering Piesparam>
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
        
         
             
            Calculate the   that will be used to define the bounding rectangle of
            the Pie.
            
             This rectangle always lies inside of the  , and it is
            normally a square so that the pie itself is not oval-shaped.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
             The   (normally the  )
            that bounds this pie.
             
        
         
             
            Recalculate the bounding rectangle when a piee slice is displaced.
            
             rectangle to be used for drawing exploded pie
        
         
             
            Calculate the values needed to properly display this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             maximum slice displacement
        
         
             
            Render the label for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             Bounding rectangle for this  .
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
        
         
             
            This method collects all the data relative to rendering this  's label.
            
             
             A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The rectangle used for rendering this  
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Build the string that will be displayed as the slice label as determined by 
             .
            
             reference to the  
        
         
             
            A method which calculates a new size for the bounding rectangle for the non-displaced 
             's in the pie chart.  This method is called after it is found
            that at least one slice is displaced.
            
             The biggest displacement among the  s
            making up the pie chart.
             The current bounding rectangle
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the a value which determines the amount, if any, of this    
            displacement.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a path representing this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   to be used
            for displaying this  's label.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   object so as to be able to modify
            its properties.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   object which is used to fill the
            pie slice with color.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the arc length (in degrees) of this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the starting angle (in degrees) of this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the angle (in degrees) of the radius along which 
            this   will be displaced.
            
        
         
             
             Gets or sets the value of this  .  
             Minimum value is 0. 
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   to be used in displaying 
              labels.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the number of decimal digits to be displayed in a   
            value label.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the number of decimal digits to be displayed in a   
            percent label.
            
        
         
             
            Specify the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
              
            Default   displacement.
             
        
         
             
            The default pen width	to be used for drawing the	border around	the PieItem
            (  property). Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for this PieItem (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for PieItem (  property).
            true to	display frame around PieItem, false otherwise
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing	frames around	PieItem
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in	the PieItem
            ( 	property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the PieItem.
            (  property).
            
        
         
              
            Default value for controlling   display.
             
        
         
             
            Default value for  .
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for    entries
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the number of decimal digits  
            to be displayed when    contains a value.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the number of decimal digits  
            to be displayed where   contains a percent.
            
        
         
             
            Simple struct that stores X and Y coordinates as doubles.
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            The X coordinate
            
        
         
             
            The Y coordinate
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object from two double values.
            
             The X coordinate
             The Y coordinate
        
         
             
            A simple point represented by an (X,Y,Z) group of double values.
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            This is a base class that provides base-level functionality for a data point consisting
            of an (X,Y) pair of double values.
            
             
            This class is typically a base class for actual   type implementations.
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            Missing values are represented internally using  .
            
        
         
             
            The default format to be used for displaying point values via the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair's X coordinate
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair's Y coordinate
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X and Y.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair from the specified   struct.
            
             The   struct from which to get the
            new   values.
        
         
             
            The PointPairBase copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            static method to determine if the specified point value is invalid.
            
             The value is considered invalid if it is  ,
             ,  
            or  .
             The value to be checked for validity.
             true if the value is invalid, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from PointPair to PointF.  Note that this conversion
            can result in data loss, since the data are being cast from a type
            double (64 bit) to a float (32 bit).
            
             The PointPair struct on which to operate
             A PointF struct equivalent to the PointPair
        
         
             
            Compare two   objects for equality.  To be equal, X and Y
            must be exactly the same between the two objects.
            
             The   object to be compared with.
             true if the   objects are equal, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Return the HashCode from the base class.
            
             
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using different general format strings for the X and Y values.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            The Z value is not displayed (see  ).
            
             A format string that will be used to format the X
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Y
            double type value (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X or the Y
            coordinate in this PointPair is a missing value.
            
             true if either value is missing
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X or the Y
            coordinate in this PointPair is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if either value is invalid
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair's Z coordinate.  Also used for the lower value (dependent axis)
            for   and   charts.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph never
            modifies this value, but if it is a   type, it
            may be displayed in a  
            within the   object.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X and Y.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, and
            label ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's string label ( )
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, and base value.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, base value, and
            string label ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
             This pair's string label ( )
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, base value, and
            ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
             This pair's   property
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair from the specified   struct.
            
             The   struct from which to get the
            new   values.
        
         
             
            The PointPair copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Compare two   objects for equality.  To be equal, X, Y, and Z
            must be exactly the same between the two objects.
            
             The   object to be compared with.
             true if the   objects are equal, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Return the HashCode from the base class.
            
             
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             true to show the third "Z" or low dependent value coordinate
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            If  
            is true, then the third "Z" coordinate is also shown.
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
             true to show the third "Z" or low dependent value coordinate
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using different general format strings for the X, Y, and Z values.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            
             A format string that will be used to format the X
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Y
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Z
            double type value (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X, Y, or Z
            coordinate in this PointPair is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if any value is invalid
        
         
             
            The "low" value for this point (lower dependent-axis value).
            This is really just an alias for  .
            
             The lower dependent value for this  .
        
         
             
            The ColorValue property is just an alias for the  
            property.
            
             
            For other types, such as the  , the  
            can be mapped to a unique value.  This is used with the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            Compares points based on their y values.  Is setup to be used in an
            ascending order sort.
             
            
        
         
             
            Compares two  s.
            
             Point to the left.
             Point to the right.
             -1, 0, or 1 depending on l.Y's relation to r.Y
        
         
             
            Compares points based on their x values.  Is setup to be used in an
            ascending order sort.
             
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for PointPairComparer.
            
             The axis type on which to sort.
        
         
             
            Compares two  s.
            
             Point to the left.
             Point to the right.
             -1, 0, or 1 depending on l.X's relation to r.X
        
         
             
            The basic   class holds three data values (X, Y, Z).  This
            class extends the basic PointPair to contain four data values (X, Y, Z, T).
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair4's T coordinate.
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, Z, and T value.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z coordinate.
             This pair's t coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, base value, and
            label ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z coordinate.
             This pair's t coordinate.
             This pair's string label ( )
        
         
             
            The PointPair4 copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair4 value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             true to show the third "Z" and fourth "T" value coordinates
             A string representation of the PointPair4
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            If  
            is true, then the third "Z" coordinate is also shown.
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
             true to show the third "Z" or low dependent value coordinate
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using different general format strings for the X, Y, and Z values.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            
             A format string that will be used to format the X
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Y
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Z
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the T
            double type value (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X, Y, Z, or T
            coordinate in this PointPair4 is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if any value is invalid
        
         
             
            A simple instance that stores a data point (X, Y, Z).  This differs from a regular
              in that it maps the   property
            to an independent value.  That is,   and
              are not related (as they are in the
             ).
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This is a user value that can be anything.  It is used to provide special 
            property-based coloration to the graph elements.
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, and base value.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            The ColorValue property.  This is used with the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            A class that represents a bordered and/or filled polygon object on
            the graph.  A list of   objects is maintained by
            the   collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines if the polygon will be automatically closed.
            true to close the figure, false to leave it "open."  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and solid fill color
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box fill (will be a solid color fill)
             The   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position
            of the   to be pre-specified.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
             The   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            A default constructor that creates a   from an empty
              array.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and two-color
            gradient fill colors
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the start of the box gradient fill
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the end of the box gradient fill
             The   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the polygon will be automatically closed.
            true to close the figure, false to leave it "open."
            
             
            This boolean determines whether or not the CloseFigure() method will be called
            to fully close the path of the polygon.  This value defaults to true, and for any
            closed figure it should fine.  If you want to draw a line that does not close into
            a shape, then you should set this value to false.  For a figure that is naturally
            closed (e.g., the first point of the polygon is the same as the last point),
            leaving this value set to false may result in minor pixel artifacts due to
            rounding.
            
        
         
             
            An enum used to specify the X or Y data type of interest -- see
              and  .
            
        
         
             
            The time (seconds) at which these data are measured
            
        
         
             
            The distance traveled, meters
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous velocity, meters per second
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous acceleration, meters per second squared
            
        
         
             
            Sample data structure containing a variety of data values, in this case the values
            are related in that they correspond to the same time value.
            
        
         
             
            The time (seconds) at which these data are measured
            
        
         
             
            The distance traveled, meters
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous velocity, meters per second
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous acceleration, meters per second squared
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies each data value in the PerformanceData struct
            
             The time (seconds) at which these data are measured
             The distance traveled, meters
             The instantaneous velocity, meters per second
             The instantaneous acceleration, meters per second squared
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the data value as specified by the   enum
            
             The required data value type
        
         
             
            A sample class that holds an internal collection, and implements the
              interface so that it can be used by ZedGraph as curve data.
            
             
            This particular class efficiently implements the data storage so that the class
            can be cloned without duplicating the data points.  For example, you can create
            a  , populate it with values, and set
              =   and
              =  .
            You can then clone this   to a new one, and set
              =  .
            Each of these  's can then be used as an
              argument,
            thereby plotting a distance vs time curve and a velocity vs time curve.  There
            will still be only one copy of the data in memory.
            
        
         
             
            This is where the data are stored.  Duplicating the  
            copies the reference to this  , but does not actually duplicate
            the data.
            
        
         
             
            Determines what X data will be returned by the indexer of this list.
            
        
         
             
            Determines what Y data will be returned by the indexer of this list.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor.  This method does NOT duplicate the data, it merely makes
            another "Window" into the same collection.  You can make multiple copies and
            set the   and/or   properties to different
            values to plot different data, while maintaining only one copy of the original values.
            
             The   from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Adds the specified   struct to the end of the collection.
            
             A   struct to be added
             The ordinal position in the collection where the values were added
        
         
             
            Remove the   struct from the list at the specified
            ordinal location.
            
             The ordinal location of the  
            struct to be removed
        
         
             
            Insert the specified   struct into the list at
            the specified ordinal location.
            
             The ordinal location at which to insert
             The   struct to be inserted
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the data.  This gets the appropriate data and converts to
            the   struct that is compatible with ZedGraph.  The
            actual data returned depends on the values of   and
             .
            
             The ordinal position of the desired point in the list
             A   corresponding to the specified ordinal data position
        
         
             
            Gets the number of data points in the collection
            
        
         
             
            enumeration used to indicate which type of data will be plotted.
            
        
         
             
            Designates the "Time" property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the "Position" property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the Instantaneous Velocity property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the "Time since start" property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the Average Velocity property will be used
            
        
         
             
            A simple storage class to maintain an individual sampling of data
            
        
         
             
            The time of the sample
            
        
         
             
            The position at sample time
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous velocity at sample time
            
        
         
             
            A collection class to maintain a set of samples
            
        
         
             
            Determines what data type gets plotted for the X values
            
        
         
             
            Determines what data type gets plotted for the Y values
            
        
         
             
            Get the specified data type from the specified sample
            
             The sample instance of interest
             The data type to be extracted from the sample
             A double value representing the requested data
        
         
             
            Append a sample to the collection
            
             The sample to append
             The ordinal position at which the sample was added
        
         
             
            typesafe clone method
            
             A new cloned SamplePointList.  This returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
        
         
             
            default constructor
            
        
         
             
            copy constructor -- this returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
             The SamplePointList to be copied
        
         
             
            Indexer: get the Sample instance at the specified ordinal position in the list
            
             The ordinal position in the list of samples
             Returns a   instance containing the
            data specified by   and  
            
        
         
             
            Gets the number of samples in the collection
            
        
         
             
            A class that captures an   scale range.
            
             This structure is used by the   class to store
              scale range settings in a collection for later retrieval.
            The class stores the  ,  ,
             , and   properties, along with
            the corresponding auto-scale settings:  ,
             ,  ,
            and  .
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            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of   and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of   and  
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   from the specified  
            
             The   from which to collect the scale
            range settings.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Copy the properties from this   out to the specified  .
            
             The   reference to which the properties should be
            copied
        
         
             
            Determine if the state contained in this   object is different from
            the state of the specified  .
            
             The   object with which to compare states.
             true if the states are different, false otherwise
        
         
             
            A simple struct to store minimum and maximum   type
            values for the scroll range
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object given the specified data values.
            
             The minimum axis value limit for the scroll bar
             The maximum axis value limit for the scroll bar
             true to make this item scrollable, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Sets the scroll range to default values of zero, and sets the  
            property as specified.
            
             true to make this item scrollable, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if the   corresponding to
            this   object can be scrolled.
            
        
         
             
            The minimum axis value limit for the scroll bar.
            
        
         
             
            The maximum axis value limit for the scroll bar.
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            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
             ,  ,  ,
             , and   item types.
            
        
         
             
            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
             ,  ,  ,
            and   item types.
            
        
         
             
            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
              and   types
            
        
         
             
            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
              and   types.
            
        
         
             
            Place a   in the selection list, removing all other
            items.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The   to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Place a list of  's in the selection list, removing all other
            items.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The list of   to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Add a   to the selection list.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The   to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Add a list of  's to the selection list.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The list of  's to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Remove the specified   from the selection list.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The   to be removed from the list.
        
         
             
            Clear the selection list and trigger a  .
            
             The   that "owns" the selection list.
        
         
             
            Clear the selection list and optionally trigger a  .
            
             The   that "owns" the selection list.
             true to trigger a  ,
            false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Mark the  's that are included in the selection list
            by setting the   property to true.
            
             The   that "owns" the selection list.
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to receive notice 
            that the list of selected CurveItems has changed
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a curve type that is displayed as a series of vertical "sticks",
            one at each defined point.
            
             
            The sticks run from the zero value of the Y axis, to the Y point defined in each
              of the   (see  ).
            The properties of the sticks are defined in the   property.
            Normally, the   is not visible.  However, if you manually enable the
              using the   property, the
            symbols will be drawn at the "Z" value from each   (see
             ).
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend  .
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            The basic   class holds three data values (X, Y, Z).  This
            class extends the basic PointPair to contain five data values (X, Y, Z, Open, Close).
            
             
            The values are remapped to  ,  ,
             ,  , and  .
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This opening value
            
        
         
             
            This closing value
            
        
         
             
            This daily trading volume
            
        
         
             
            This is a user value that can be anything.  It is used to provide special 
            property-based coloration to the graph elements.
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Construct a new StockPt from the specified data values
            
             The trading date ( )
             The opening stock price
             The closing stock price
             The daily high stock price
             The daily low stock price
             The daily trading volume
        
         
             
            Construct a new StockPt from the specified data values including a Tag property
            
             The trading date ( )
             The opening stock price
             The closing stock price
             The daily high stock price
             The daily low stock price
             The daily trading volume
             The user-defined   property.
        
         
             
            The StockPt copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            The StockPt copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Format this StockPt value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             true to show all the value coordinates
             A string representation of the  .
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            If  
            is true, then the third all coordinates are shown.
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
             true to show all the value coordinates
        
         
             
            Map the Date property to the X value
            
        
         
             
            Map the high property to the Y value
            
        
         
             
            Map the low property to the Z value
            
        
         
             
            The ColorValue property.  This is used with the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the Date, Close, Open, High, or Low
            coordinate in this StockPt is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if any value is invalid
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
            The symbols are the small shapes that appear over each defined point
            along the curve.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the size of this
              in points (1/72 inch).  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   for this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if the symbols are drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the symbols will not be shown (but the   may
            still be shown).
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the   and
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             A   enum value
            indicating the shape of the symbol
             A   value indicating
            the color of the symbol
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Symbol object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single symbol.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The x position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             The y position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             A   previously constructed by
              for this symbol
             A   class representing the standard pen for this symbol
             A   class representing a default solid brush for this symbol
            If this symbol uses a  , it will be created on the fly for
            each point, since it has to be scaled to the individual point coordinates.
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single symbol.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The x position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             The y position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Create a   struct for the current symbol based on the
            specified scaleFactor and assuming the symbol will be centered at position 0,0.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
             Returns the   for the current symbol
        
         
             
            Draw this   to the specified  
            device as a symbol at each defined point.  The routine
            only draws the symbols; the lines are draw by the
              method.  This method
            is normally only called by the Draw method of the
              object
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the size of the  
            
             Size in points (1/72 inch)
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the type (shape) of the  
            
             A   enum value indicating the shape
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the symbols are drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            
             
            If this value is set to true, then the  
            property will be set to   only while
            this   is drawn.  A value of false will leave the value of
              unchanged.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the  .
            
             true to show the symbol, false to hide it
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             , which controls the border outline of the symbol.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for curve symbols (  property),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing curve symbols
            (  property).  Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the curve (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default symbol type for curves (  property).
            This is defined as a   enumeration.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for symbols (  property).
            true to display symbols, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default for drawing frames around symbols (  property).
            true to display symbol frames, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing symbols (  property).
            
        
         
             
            A class that represents a text object on the graph.  A list of
              objects is maintained by the
              collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private field to store the actual text string for this
             .  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class used to render
            this  .  Use the public property  
            to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field holding the SizeF into which this  
            should be rendered. Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The text to be displayed.
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The text to be displayed.
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The text to be displayed.
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            Parameterless constructor that initializes a new  .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this   object to the specified   device
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .  This method takes into account rotation and alignment
            parameters of the text, as specified in the  .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            
            
        
         
             
            The   to be displayed.  This text can be multi-line by
            including newline ('\n') characters between the lines.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class used to render
            this  
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the   text
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the   text
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the   text
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the   text
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the   text
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the   text
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The TextScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            TextScale is an ordinal axis with user-defined text labels.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable text axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  This is an ordinal
            type, such that the labeled values start at 1.0 and increment by 1.0 for
            each successive label.  The maximum number of labels on the graph is
            determined by  .  If necessary, this method will
            set the   value to greater than 1.0 in order to keep the total
            labels displayed below  .  For example, a
              size of 2.0 would only display every other label on the
            axis.  The   value calculated by this routine is always
            an integral value.  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various axis types that are available
            
             
        
         
              An ordinary, cartesian axis 
        
         
              A base 10 log axis 
        
         
              A cartesian axis with calendar dates or times 
        
         
              An ordinal axis with user-defined text labels.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored.
             
             
             
        
         
              An ordinal axis with regular numeric labels.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored. 
             
             
        
         
              An ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with ordinal values corresponding
            to the number of values in each  .
            
             
            The   data points will be evenly-spaced at ordinal locations, and the
            actual data values are ignored. 
             
             
        
         
              An ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with values from the actual data
            values of the first   in the  .
            
             
            Although the tics are labeled with real data values, the actual points will be
            evenly-spaced in spite of the data values.  For example, if the X values of the first curve
            are 1, 5, and 100, then the tic labels will show 1, 5, and 100, but they will be equal
            distance from each other. 
             
             
        
         
              An exponential axis 
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various types of fills that can be used with  
            charts.
            
        
         
              No fill 
        
         
              A solid fill using   
        
         
              A custom fill using either   or
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the X value of the data.
             The X value is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the Z value of the data.
             The Z value is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the Z value of the data.
             The Z value is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the "ColorValue" property of the data.
             The "ColorValue" property is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various axis date and time unit types that are available
            
        
         
              Yearly units   and  
            
        
         
              Monthly units   and  
            
        
         
              Daily units   and  
            
        
         
              Hourly units   and  
            
        
         
              Minute units   and  
            
        
         
              Second units   and  
            
        
         
              Millisecond units   and  
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various symbol shapes that are available
            
             
        
         
              Square-shaped   
        
         
              Rhombus-shaped   
        
         
              Equilateral triangle   
        
         
              Uniform circle   
        
         
              "X" shaped  .  This symbol cannot
            be filled since it has no outline. 
        
         
              "+" shaped  .  This symbol cannot
            be filled since it has no outline. 
        
         
              Asterisk-shaped  .  This symbol
            cannot be filled since it has no outline. 
        
         
              Unilateral triangle  , pointing
            down. 
        
         
             
            Horizontal dash  .  This symbol cannot be
            filled since it has no outline.
            
        
         
             
            Vertical dash  .  This symbol cannot be
            filled since it has no outline.
            
        
         
              A Default symbol type (the symbol type will be obtained
            from  . 
        
         
              No symbol is shown (this is equivalent to using
              = false.
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the possible legend locations
            
             
        
         
             
            Locate the   above the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   on the left side of the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   on the right side of the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   below the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            top-left corner.  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            top-right corner. 
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            bottom-left corner.
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            bottom-right corner. 
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   as a floating object above the graph at the
            location specified by  .
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   centered above the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   centered below the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   above the  , but flush
            against the left margin of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   below the  , but flush
            against the left margin of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the different horizontal text alignment options
            
             
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its left edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its center is aligned (horizontally) with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its right edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the different proximal alignment options
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its "inside" edge (the edge that is
            nearest to the alignment reference point or object) is aligned.
            Used by the   method to align text
            to the axis.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its center is aligned with the
            reference object or point.
            Used by the   method to align text
            to the axis.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its right edge (the edge that is
            farthest from the alignment reference point or object) is aligned.
            Used by the   method to align text
            to the axis.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the different vertical text alignment options
            
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its top edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its center is aligned (vertically) with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its bottom edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the user-defined coordinate types available.
            These coordinate types are used the   objects
            and   objects only.
            
             
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified as a fraction of the
             .  That is, for the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is the top and 1.0 is the bottom.
            
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified as a fraction of the
             .  That is, for the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the Rect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the Rect. A value less
            than zero is left of the Rect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the Rect.  For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is the top and 1.0 is the bottom.  Note that
            any value less than zero or greater than 1.0 will be outside
            the Rect, and therefore clipped.
            
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified according to the user axis scales
            for the   and  .
            
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified according to the user axis scales
            for the   and  .
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  ,
            and the Y coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  .
            
             
            For the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, a value of zero is at
            the left side of the pane, and a value of 1.0 is at the right side of the pane.
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  ,
            and the Y coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  .
            
             
            For the X coordinate, a value of zero is at
            the left side of the pane, and a value of 1.0 is at the right side of the pane.
            For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is at the top edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the bottom edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is above the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is below the ChartRect.
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as an X Scale value, and the Y coordinate
            is specified as a fraction of the  .
            
             
            For the X coordinate, the value just corresponds to the values of the X scale.
            Values outside the scale range will be
            outside the  .  For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is at the top edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the bottom edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is above the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is below the ChartRect.
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the
              and the Y coordinate is specified as
            a Y scale value.
            
             
            For the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, the value just
            corresponds to the values of the Y scale.  Values outside the scale range will be
            outside the  .
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the
              and the Y coordinate is specified as
            a Y2 scale value.
            
             
            For the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, the value just
            corresponds to the values of the Y2 scale.  Values outside the scale range will be
            outside the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines how a curve is drawn.  Curves can be drawn
            as ordinary lines by connecting the points directly, or in a stair-step
            fashion as a series of discrete, constant values.  In a stair step plot,
            all lines segments are either horizontal or vertical.  In a non-step (line)
            plot, the lines can be any angle.
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw the   as a stair-step in which each
            point defines the
            beginning (left side) of a new stair.  This implies the points are
            defined at the beginning of an "event."
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   as a stair-step in which each
            point defines the end (right side) of a new stair.  This implies
            the points are defined at the end of an "event."
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   as an ordinary line, in which the
            points are connected directly by line segments.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the base axis from which   graphs
            are displayed. The bars can be drawn on any of the four axes ( ,
             ,  , and  ).
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the available types of   graphs.
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw the lines as normal.  Any fill area goes from each line down to the X Axis.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the lines stacked on top of each other, accumulating values to a total value.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the available types of   graphs.
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw each   side by side in clusters.
            
        
         
             
            Draw each   side by side in clusters, also use the "Z" value from the
              to define the bottom of each bar.  This is very similar to
            a  , except that multiple bars will be automatically clustered, and
            the bar width is defined according to available space rather than as a fixed width setting.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   bars one on top of the other.  The bars will
            be drawn such that the last bar in the   will be behind
            all other bars.  Note that the bar values are not summed up for the overlay
            mode.  The data values must be summed before being passed
            to  .
            For example, if the first bar of
            the first   has a value of 100, and the first bar of
            the second   has a value of 120, then that bar will
            appear to be 20 units on top of the first bar.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   bars one on top of the other.  The bars will
            be drawn such that the bars are sorted according to the maximum value, with
            the tallest bar at each point at the back and the shortest bar at the front.
            This is similar to the   mode, but the bars are sorted at
            each base value.
            The data values must be summed before being passed
            to  .  For example, if the first bar of
            the first   has a value of 100, and the first bar of
            the second   has a value of 120, then that bar will
            appear to be 20 units on top of the first bar.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   bars in an additive format so that they stack on
            top of one another.  The value of the last bar drawn will be the sum of the values
            of all prior bars.
            
        
         
              
             Draw the   bars in a format whereby the height of each
             represents the percentage of the total each one represents.  Negative values
            are displayed below the zero line as percentages of the absolute total of all values. 
             
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines which set of data points - X or Y - is used  
              to perform the sort.
            
        
         
             
            Use the Y values to sort the list.
            
        
         
             
            Use the X values to sort the list.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration that specifies a Z-Order position for  
            objects.
            
             This enumeration allows you to set the layering of various graph
            features.  Except for the   objects, other feature types
            all have a fixed depth as follows (front to back):
             
              objects
            The border around  
              objects
            The   features
            The background fill of the  
            The pane  
            The background fill of the  
            
            You cannot place anything behind the  
            background fill, but   allows you to
            explicitly control the depth of   objects
            between all other object types.  For items of equal  ,
            such as multiple  's or  's
            having the same   value, the relative depth is
            controlled by the ordinal position in the list (either
              or  ).
              objects
            can be placed in the   of either a
              or a  .  For a
             -based  , all  
            values are applicable.  For a  -based
             , any   value can be used, but there
            are really only three depths:
               will place the item behind the pane title,
              will place on top of all other graph features,
            any other value places the object above the pane title, but behind the  's.
            
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind all other
            objects (including the    ).
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              background  
            (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              objects.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              objects.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              border.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              object.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be in front of
            all other objects, except for the other  
            objects that have the same   and are before
            this object in the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration that determines the type of label that is displayed for each pie slice
            (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Displays   and   for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   and   (as % of total) for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays a   containing the   both  
            as an absolute number and as percentage of the total.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   (as % of total) for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   for a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
              
            No label displayed. 
             
        
         
             
            Define the auto layout options for the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's so they are in a square grid (always 2x2, 3x3, 4x4),
            leaving blank spaces as required.
            
             For example, a single pane would generate a 1x1 grid, between 2 and 4 panes would generate
            a 2x2 grid, 5 to 9 panes would generate a 3x3 grid.
        
         
             
            Layout the  's so they are in a general square (2x2, 3x3, etc.), but use extra
            columns when necessary (row x column = 1x2, 2x3, 3x4, etc.) depending on the total number
            of panes required.
            
             For example, a 2x2 grid has four panes and a 3x3 grid has 9 panes.  If there are
            6 panes required, then this option will eliminate a row (column preferred) to make a
            2 row x 3 column grid.  With 7 panes, it will make a 3x3 grid with 2 empty spaces.
        
         
             
            Layout the  's so they are in a general square (2x2, 3x3, etc.), but use extra
            rows when necessary (2x1, 3x2, 4x3, etc.) depending on the total number of panes required.
            
             For example, a 2x2 grid has four panes and a 3x3 grid has 9 panes.  If there are
            6 panes required, then this option will eliminate a column (row preferred) to make a
            3 row x 2 column grid.  With 7 panes, it will make a 3x3 grid with 2 empty spaces.
        
         
             
            Layout the  's in a single row
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's in a single column
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            1 column and the second row has 2 columns for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            2 columns and the second row has 1 column for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            2 columns and the second row has 3 columns for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            3 columns and the second row has 2 columns for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            1 row and the second column has 2 rows for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            2 rows and the second column has 1 row for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            2 rows and the second column has 3 rows for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            3 rows and the second column has 2 rows for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Enum for specifying the type of data to be returned by the ZedGraphWeb Render() method.
            
        
         
             
            Renders as an IMG tag referencing a local generated image. ContentType stays text.
            
        
         
             
            Renders the binary image. ContentType is changed accordingly.
            
        
         
             
            A class designed to simplify the process of getting the actual value for
            the various stacked and regular curve types
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            Basic constructor that saves a reference to the parent
              object.
            
             The parent   object.
             A   flag to indicate whether or
            not the drawing variables should be initialized.  Initialization is not
            required if this is part of a ZedGraph internal draw operation (i.e., its in
            the middle of a call to  ).  Otherwise, you should
            initialize to make sure the drawing variables are configured.  true to do
            an initialization, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Get the user scale values associate with a particular point of a
            particular curve.
             The main purpose of this method is to handle
            stacked bars, in which case the stacked values are returned rather
            than the individual data values.
            
             A   object of interest.
             The zero-based point index for the point of interest.
             A   value representing the value
            for the independent axis.
             A   value representing the lower
            value for the dependent axis.
             A   value representing the upper
            value for the dependent axis.
             true if the data point is value, false for
             , invalid, etc. data.
        
         
             
            Get the user scale values associate with a particular point of a
            particular curve.
             The main purpose of this method is to handle
            stacked bars and lines, in which case the stacked values are returned rather
            than the individual data values.  However, this method works generically for any
            curve type.
            
             The parent   object.
             A   object of interest.
             The zero-based point index for the point of interest.
             A   value representing the value
            for the independent axis.
             A   value representing the lower
            value for the dependent axis.
             A   value representing the upper
            value for the dependent axis.
             true if the data point is value, false for
             , invalid, etc. data.
        
         
             
            Calculate the user scale position of the center of the specified bar, using the
              as specified by  .  This method is
            used primarily by the
              method in order to
            determine the bar "location," which is defined as the center of the top of the individual bar.
            
             The   representing the
            bar of interest.
             The width of each individual bar. This can be calculated using
            the   method.
             The cluster number for the bar of interest.  This is the ordinal
            position of the current point.  That is, if a particular   has
            10 points, then a value of 3 would indicate the 4th point in the data array.
             The actual independent axis value for the bar of interest.
             The ordinal position of the   of interest.
            That is, the first bar series is 0, the second is 1, etc.  Note that this applies only
            to the bars.  If a graph includes both bars and lines, then count only the bars.
             A user scale value position of the center of the bar of interest.
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a horizontal axis, specifically located at
            the top of the   of the  
            object
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The X2Axis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always),
            the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary   (for the  ,
            this is always true), false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a horizontal axis, specifically located at
            the bottom of the   of the  
            object
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The XAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary   (for the  ,
            this is always true), false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
            This struct encapsulates a date and time value, and handles associated
            calculations and conversions between various formats.
            
             
            This format stored as a double value representing days since a reference date
            (XL date 0.0 is December 30, 1899 at 00:00 hrs).
            Negative values are permissible, and the
            range of valid dates is from noon on January 1st, 4713 B.C. forward.  Internally, the
            date calculations are done using Astronomical Julian Day numbers.  The Astronomical Julian
            Day number is defined as the number of days since noon on January 1st, 4713 B.C.
            (also referred to as 12:00 on January 1, -4712).
            NOTE: MS Excel actually has an error in the Serial Date calculations because it
            errantly assumes 1900 is a leap year.  The XDate calculations do not have this same
            error.  Therefore, XDate and Excel Date Serial values are 1 day different up until
            the date value of 60 (in Excel, this is February 29th, 1900, and in XDate, this is
            February 28th, 1900).  At a value of 61 (March 1st, 1900) or greater, they agree with
            eachother.
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            The Astronomical Julian Day number that corresponds to XL Date 0.0
            
        
         
             
            The minimum valid Julian Day, which corresponds to January 1st, 4713 B.C.
            
        
         
             
            The maximum valid Julian Day, which corresponds to December 31st, 9999 A.D.
            
        
         
             
            The minimum valid Excel Day, which corresponds to January 1st, 4713 B.C.
            
        
         
             
            The maximum valid Excel Day, which corresponds to December 31st, 9999 A.D.
            
        
         
             
            The number of months in a year
            
        
         
             
            The number of hours in a day
            
        
         
             
            The number of minutes in an hour
            
        
         
             
            The number of seconds in a minute
            
        
         
             
            The number of minutes in a day
            
        
         
             
            The number of seconds in a day
            
        
         
             
            The number of milliseconds in a second
            
        
         
             
            The number of milliseconds in a day
            
        
         
             
            The default format string to be used in   when
            no format is provided
            
        
         
             
            The actual date value in MS Excel format.  This is the only data field in
            the   struct.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from an XL date value.
            
             
            An XL Date value in floating point double format
            
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a   struct.
            
             
            A   struct containing the initial date information.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date (year, month, day).  Assumes the time
            of day is 00:00 hrs
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date and time (year, month, day, hour, minute,
            second). 
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-23 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next day.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next hour.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
            It is permissible to have second values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next minute.
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date and time (year, month, day, hour, minute,
            second), where seconds is a   value (allowing fractional seconds). 
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-23 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next day.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next hour.
             A double value for the second, e.g. 35.75.
            It is permissible to have second values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next minute.
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date and time (year, month, day, hour, minute,
            second, millisecond). 
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-23 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next day.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next hour.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
            It is permissible to have second values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next minute.
             An integer value for the millisecond, e.g. 632.
            It is permissible to have millisecond values outside the 0-999 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next second.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The GraphPane object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Returns true if the specified date value is in the valid range
            
             The XL date value to be verified for validity
             true for a valid date, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Take the specified date, and bound it to the valid date range for the XDate struct.
            
             The date to be bounded
             An XLDate value that lies between the minimum and maximum valid date ranges
            (see   and  )
        
         
             
            Get the calendar date (year, month, day) corresponding to this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
        
         
             
            Set the calendar date (year, month, day) of this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
        
         
             
            Get the calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding
            to this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
        
         
             
            Set the calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) of this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
        
         
             
            Get the day of year value (241.345 means the 241st day of the year)
            corresponding to this instance.
            
             The day of the year in floating point double format.
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second),
            first normalizing all input data values.
            
             
            The Calendar date is always based on the Gregorian Calendar.  Note that the Gregorian calendar is really
            only valid from October 15, 1582 forward.  The countries that adopted the Gregorian calendar
            first did so on October 4, 1582, so that the next day was October 15, 1582.  Prior to that time
            the Julian Calendar was used.  However, Prior to March 1, 4 AD the treatment of leap years was
            inconsistent, and prior to 45 BC the Julian Calendar did not exist.  The  
            struct projects only Gregorian dates backwards and does not deal with Julian calendar dates at all.  The
              method will just append a "(BC)" notation to the end of any dates
            prior to 1 AD, since the   struct throws an exception when formatting earlier dates.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The integer millisecond value (e.g., 374 for 374 milliseconds past the second).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second),
            first normalizing all input data values.
            
             
            The Calendar date is always based on the Gregorian Calendar.  Note that the Gregorian calendar is really
            only valid from October 15, 1582 forward.  The countries that adopted the Gregorian calendar
            first did so on October 4, 1582, so that the next day was October 15, 1582.  Prior to that time
            the Julian Calendar was used.  However, Prior to March 1, 4 AD the treatment of leap years was
            inconsistent, and prior to 45 BC the Julian Calendar did not exist.  The  
            struct projects only Gregorian dates backwards and does not deal with Julian calendar dates at all.  The
              method will just append a "(BC)" notation to the end of any dates
            prior to 1 AD, since the   struct throws an exception when formatting earlier dates.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second),
            first normalizing all input data values.  The seconds value is a double type, allowing fractional
            seconds.
            
             
            The Calendar date is always based on the Gregorian Calendar.  Note that the Gregorian calendar is really
            only valid from October 15, 1582 forward.  The countries that adopted the Gregorian calendar
            first did so on October 4, 1582, so that the next day was October 15, 1582.  Prior to that time
            the Julian Calendar was used.  However, Prior to March 1, 4 AD the treatment of leap years was
            inconsistent, and prior to 45 BC the Julian Calendar did not exist.  The  
            struct projects only Gregorian dates backwards and does not deal with Julian calendar dates at all.  The
              method will just append a "(BC)" notation to the end of any dates
            prior to 1 AD, since the   struct throws an exception when formatting earlier dates.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The double second value (e.g., 42.3 for 42.3 seconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day number from the specified Calendar date
            (year, month, day, hour, minute, second), first normalizing all input data values
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day number from the specified Calendar date
            (year, month, day, hour, minute, second), first normalizing all input data values
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 325 for 325 milliseconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Normalize a set of Calendar date values (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) to make sure
            that month is between 1 and 12, hour is between 0 and 23, etc.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The double millisecond value (e.g., 325.3 for 325.3 milliseconds past the second).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second).
            This is the internal trusted version, where all values are assumed to be legitimate
            ( month is between 1 and 12, minute is between 0 and 59, etc. )
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The double millisecond value (e.g., 325.3 for 325.3 milliseconds past the second).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day Number from the specified Calendar date
            (year, month, day, hour, minute, second).
            This is the internal trusted version, where all values are assumed to be legitimate
            ( month is between 1 and 12, minute is between 0 and 59, etc. )
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The double millisecond value (e.g., 325.3 for 325.3 milliseconds past the second).
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The integer millisecond value (e.g., 325 for 325 milliseconds past the second).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The double second value (e.g., 42.3 for 42.3 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number to be converted
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number to be converted
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The double second value (e.g., 42.3 for 42.3 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number to be converted
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The   millisecond value (e.g., 342.5 for 342.5 milliseconds past
            the second).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day number corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date corresponding to the specified Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a decimal year value (e.g., 1994.6523) corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding decimal year value, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a decimal year value (e.g., 1994.6523) corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The decimal year value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a day-of-year value (e.g., 241.543 corresponds to the 241st day of the year)
            corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding day-of-year (DoY) value, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a day-of-week value (e.g., Sun=0, Mon=1, Tue=2, etc.)
            corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding day-of-week (DoW) value, expressed in integer format
        
         
             
            Convert an XL date format to a .Net DateTime struct
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
             The corresponding date in the form of a .Net DateTime struct
        
         
             
            Convert a .Net DateTime struct to an XL Format date
            
             
            The date value in the form of a .Net DateTime struct
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of milliseconds (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of milliseconds (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of seconds (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of seconds (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of minutes (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of minutes (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of hours (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of hours (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of days (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of days (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of Months (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of months (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of years (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of years (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            '-' operator overload.  When two XDates are subtracted, the number of days between dates
            is returned.
            
             The left-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The right-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The days between dates, expressed as a floating point double
        
         
             
            '-' operator overload.  When a double value is subtracted from an XDate, the result is a
            new XDate with the number of days subtracted.
            
             The left-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The right-hand-side of the '-' operator (a double value)
             An XDate with the rhs number of days subtracted
        
         
             
            '+' operator overload.  When a double value is added to an XDate, the result is a
            new XDate with the number of days added.
            
             The left-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The right-hand-side of the '+' operator (a double value)
             An XDate with the rhs number of days added
        
         
             
            '++' operator overload.  Increment the date by one day.
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             An XDate one day later than the specified date
        
         
             
            '--' operator overload.  Decrement the date by one day.
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             An XDate one day prior to the specified date
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from XDate to double (an XL Date).
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             A double floating point value representing the XL Date
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from XDate to float (an XL Date).
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             A double floating point value representing the XL Date
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from double (an XL Date) to XDate.
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             An XDate struct representing the specified xlDate value.
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from XDate to  .
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             A   struct representing the specified xDate value.
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from   to  .
            
             The   struct on which to operate
             An   struct representing the specified DateTime value.
        
         
             
            Tests whether  obj is either an   structure or
            a double floating point value that is equal to the same date as this  XDate
            struct instance.
            
             The object to compare for equality with this XDate instance.
            This object should be either a type XDate or type double.
             Returns  true if  obj is the same date as this
            instance; otherwise,  false
        
         
             
            Returns the hash code for this   structure.  In this case, the
            hash code is simply the equivalent hash code for the floating point double date value.
            
             An integer representing the hash code for this XDate value
        
         
             
            Format this XDate value using the default format string ( ).
            
             
            The formatting is done using the    
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and  
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             
            The XL date value to be formatted in floating point double format.
            
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Format this XDate value using the default format string (see cref="DefaultFormatStr"/>).
            
             
            The formatting is done using the  
             
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and
             
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Format this XL Date value using the specified format string.  The format
            string is specified according to the   class.
            
             
            The formatting is done using the  
             
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and
             
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             
            The formatting string to be used for the date.  See
             
            class for a list of the format types available.
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Format the specified XL Date value using the specified format string.  The format
            string is specified according to the   class.
            
             
            The formatting is done using the  
             
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and
             
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             
            The XL date value to be formatted in floating point double format.
            
             
            The formatting string to be used for the date.  See
             
            for a list of the format types available.
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the date value for this item in MS Excel format.
            
        
         
             
            Returns true if this   struct is in the valid date range
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the date value for this item in .Net DateTime format.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the date value for this item in Julain day format.  This is the
            Astronomical Julian Day number, so a value of 0.0 corresponds to noon GMT on
            January 1st, -4712.  Thus, Julian Day number 2,400,000.0 corresponds to
            noon GMT on November 16, 1858.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the decimal year number (i.e., 1997.345) corresponding to this item.
            
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a vertical axis, specifically located on
            the right side of the   of the  
            object
            
            
              John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.16 $ $Date: 2007/04/16 00:03:05 $ 
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Y2Axis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary  , false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple subclass of the   class that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a vertical axis, specifically located on
            the right side of the   of the  
            object
            
            
              John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.16 $ $Date: 2007/04/16 00:03:06 $ 
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The YAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary  , false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
            An exception thrown by ZedGraph.  A child class of  .
            
            
              Jerry Vos modified by John Champion
              $Revision: 3.2 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:44 $ 
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the  
            class with serialized data.
            
             The  
            instance that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.
             The  
            instance that contains contextual information about the source or destination.
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the   class with a specified
            error message and a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this exception.
            
             The error message that explains the reason for the exception.
             The exception that is the cause of the current exception.
            If the innerException parameter is not a null reference, the current exception is raised
            in a catch block that handles the inner exception.
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the   class with a specified error message.
            
             The error message that explains the reason for the exception.
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the   class.
            
        
         
             
            A class that captures all the scale range settings for a  .
            
             
            This class is used to store scale ranges in order to allow zooming out to
            prior scale range states.    objects are maintained in the
              collection.  The   object holds
            a   object for each of the three axes; the  ,
            the  , and the  .
            
              John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.15 $ $Date: 2007/04/16 00:03:07 $ 
        
         
             
              objects to store the state data from the axes.
            
        
         
             
              objects to store the state data from the axes.
            
        
         
             
            An enum value indicating the type of adjustment being made to the
            scale range state.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object from the scale ranges settings contained
            in the specified  .
            
             The   from which to obtain the scale
            range values.
            
             A   enumeration that indicates whether
            this saved state is from a pan or zoom.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Copy the properties from this   out to the specified  .
            
             The   to which the scale range properties should be
            copied.
        
         
             
            Determine if the state contained in this   object is different from
            the state of the specified  .
            
             The   object with which to compare states.
             true if the states are different, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a   value indicating the type of action (zoom or pan)
            saved by this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets a string representing the type of adjustment that was made when this scale
            state was saved.
            
             A string representation for the state change type; typically
            "Pan", "Zoom", or "Scroll".
        
         
             
            An enumeration that describes whether a given state is the result of a Pan or Zoom
            operation.
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Zoom operation
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Wheel Zoom operation
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Pan operation
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Scroll operation
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Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/System/AlumPipe.cs

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest.System
{
    public class AlumPipe : Component
    {

        public AlumPipe(string n, double rough, double innDim, double len)
        {
            name = n;
            roughness = rough;
            innerDim = innDim;
            length = len;
        }
    }
}







Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/System/Annulus.cs

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest.System
{
    public class Annulus : Component
    {

        public double innerDimHole { get; set; } // InnerHole Dimension
        public double outerDimBHA { get; set; } // Outer Dim of the BHA

        public Annulus(string n, double idh, double odb, double len, double rough)
        {
            name = n;
            innerDim = idh-odb;
            this.innerDimHole = idh;
            this.outerDimBHA = odb;
            length = len;
            roughness = rough;
        }
    }
}







Pressure Simulator/WorkInProgress/WIP/Properties/AssemblyInfo.cs

using System.Reflection;
using System.Runtime.CompilerServices;
using System.Runtime.InteropServices;

// General Information about an assembly is controlled through the following 
// set of attributes. Change these attribute values to modify the information
// associated with an assembly.
[assembly: AssemblyTitle("WIP")]
[assembly: AssemblyDescription("")]
[assembly: AssemblyConfiguration("")]
[assembly: AssemblyCompany("")]
[assembly: AssemblyProduct("WIP")]
[assembly: AssemblyCopyright("Copyright ©  2016")]
[assembly: AssemblyTrademark("")]
[assembly: AssemblyCulture("")]

// Setting ComVisible to false makes the types in this assembly not visible 
// to COM components.  If you need to access a type in this assembly from 
// COM, set the ComVisible attribute to true on that type.
[assembly: ComVisible(false)]

// The following GUID is for the ID of the typelib if this project is exposed to COM
[assembly: Guid("ecea50da-cb62-4546-a5f7-74384c9659f1")]

// Version information for an assembly consists of the following four values:
//
//      Major Version
//      Minor Version 
//      Build Number
//      Revision
//
// You can specify all the values or you can default the Build and Revision Numbers 
// by using the '*' as shown below:
// [assembly: AssemblyVersion("1.0.*")]
[assembly: AssemblyVersion("1.0.0.0")]
[assembly: AssemblyFileVersion("1.0.0.0")]







Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/Properties/AssemblyInfo.cs

using System.Reflection;
using System.Runtime.CompilerServices;
using System.Runtime.InteropServices;

// General Information about an assembly is controlled through the following 
// set of attributes. Change these attribute values to modify the information
// associated with an assembly.
[assembly: AssemblyTitle("PressureTest")]
[assembly: AssemblyDescription("")]
[assembly: AssemblyConfiguration("")]
[assembly: AssemblyCompany("")]
[assembly: AssemblyProduct("PressureTest")]
[assembly: AssemblyCopyright("Copyright ©  2016")]
[assembly: AssemblyTrademark("")]
[assembly: AssemblyCulture("")]

// Setting ComVisible to false makes the types in this assembly not visible 
// to COM components.  If you need to access a type in this assembly from 
// COM, set the ComVisible attribute to true on that type.
[assembly: ComVisible(false)]

// The following GUID is for the ID of the typelib if this project is exposed to COM
[assembly: Guid("bf0c24f8-b8cb-4c33-821c-3a13b63abb00")]

// Version information for an assembly consists of the following four values:
//
//      Major Version
//      Minor Version 
//      Build Number
//      Revision
//
// You can specify all the values or you can default the Build and Revision Numbers 
// by using the '*' as shown below:
// [assembly: AssemblyVersion("1.0.*")]
[assembly: AssemblyVersion("1.0.0.0")]
[assembly: AssemblyFileVersion("1.0.0.0")]







Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/System/BottomHalfAssembly.cs

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest.System
{
    public class BottomHalfAssembly : Component
    {

        public BottomHalfAssembly(string n, double rough, double innDim, double len)
        {
            name = n;
            roughness = rough;
            innerDim = innDim;
            length = len;
        }
    }
}







Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/System/Component.cs

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest
{
    public class Component
    {
        public string name { get; set; }        // Name of the component
        public double roughness { get; set; }    // Fluid roughness (mm)
        public double innerDim { get; set; }     // Inner dimension (mm)
        public double outerDim { get; set; }     // Outer dimension (mm)
        public double length { get; set; }       // Total lenght (m)
        public double re { get; set; }           // Reynolds number
        public double fricFrac { get; set; }     // Darcy Friction Factor
        public double currPloss { get; set; }   // Current pressure loss for the component
    }
}







Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/System/Drillbit.cs

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest.System
{
    public class Drillbit : Component
    {

        public int nozzles { get; set; }
        public double nozzleDim { get; set; }

        public Drillbit(string n, double dia, double nozDia, int nozz)
        {
            name = n;
            outerDim = dia;
            this.nozzles = nozz;
            this.nozzleDim = nozDia;
        }
    }
}







Pressure Simulator/WorkInProgress/WIP/Form1.cs

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.ComponentModel;
using System.Data;
using System.Drawing;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using ZedGraph;
using System.Timers;
using PressureTest;
using PressureTest.Simulator;

namespace WIP
{
    public partial class Form1 : Form
    {

        public Pressure pressure;
        public StochasticSim simulator;

        private Formater format;

        public Form1()
        {
            InitializeComponent();

            simulator = new StochasticSim();
            pressure = new Pressure();
            format = new Formater();

            pressure.estimatedPressure();
            //pressure.estimatedPressureTwoDifferentPumps();
            //pressure.estimatedPressureTwoIdenticalPumps();

            displayPressureValues();
        }

        // Panel - Pressure System

        public void displayPressureValues()
        {
            // Est pressure and flow rate
            dispEstPress.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.estPressureSystem);
            dispFlowRate.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.q);

            // Components
            dispSwivelLoss.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.model.swivel.currPloss);
            dispPipeLoss.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.model.pipe.currPloss);
            dispAnnLoss.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.model.ann.currPloss);
            dispBHALoss.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.model.bha.currPloss);
            dispBitLoss.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.model.bit.currPloss);
            dispHoseLoss.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.model.hose.currPloss);
            dispHydroStat.Text = format.formatDecimalString(pressure.model.hydrostaticLoss);
        }

        public void calcGraph()
        {
         
        }

        public void _tmr_Elapsed(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            
        }

        private void graphROP_Load(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            // Setup the graph
            CreateGraph(graphROP);
            // Size the control to fill the form with margin
            // TDO
        }

        public void CreateGraph(ZedGraphControl gRopZgc)
        {
            gRopZgc.Invalidate();

            // Get a referance to the graphPane
            GraphPane myPane = gRopZgc.GraphPane;

            if (myPane.CurveList.Count != 0)
            {
                myPane.CurveList.Remove(0);
            }

            // Set titles
            myPane.Title.Text = "ROP";
            myPane.XAxis.Title.Text = "Time";
            myPane.YAxis.Title.Text = "ROP";

            //LineItem myCurve = myPane.AddCurve("Something", data, Color.Red, SymbolType.Circle);

            // Reconfig axis due to data change
            gRopZgc.AxisChange();
            gRopZgc.Refresh();
        }

        private void graphROP_Resize(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            double test = 0;
        }

        private void bPlugZero_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            pressure.model.bit.nozzles = 2;
            pressure.estimatedPressure();
            displayPressureValues();
            this.Refresh();
        }

        private void bPlugOne_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            pressure.model.bit.nozzles = 1;
            pressure.estimatedPressure();
            displayPressureValues();
            this.Refresh();
        }

        private void bPlug2_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            pressure.model.bit.nozzles = 0;
            pressure.estimatedPressure();
            displayPressureValues();
            this.Refresh();
        }

        private void bIncElev_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            pressure.model.incSysElev(0.1); // Make elevation change available to user? 
            pressure.estimatedPressure();
            displayPressureValues();
            this.Refresh();
        }

        private void bDecElev_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            pressure.model.decSysElev(0.1); // Make elevation change available to user?
            pressure.estimatedPressure();
            displayPressureValues();
            this.Refresh();
        }

        // Tab - Pressure Sim

        private void tabPressure_SelectedIndexChanged(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            if (tabPressure.SelectedTab.Name.Equals("tabPageSimulator"))
            {
                updatePanel();
            }
            if (tabPressure.SelectedTab.Name.Equals("tabPageStochastic"))
            {
                updateStochasticTab();
            }
        }

        public void displaySimCurrentValues()
        {
            // Aluminium Pipe
            CurValPipeRough.Text = ""+simulator._system.pipe.roughness;
            CurValPipeInnerDim.Text = ""+simulator._system.pipe.innerDim;
            CurValPipeLength.Text = ""+simulator._system.pipe.length;

            // Hose
            CurValHoseRough.Text = ""+simulator._system.hose.roughness;
            CurValHoseInnerDim.Text = ""+simulator._system.hose.innerDim;
            CurValHoseLength.Text = ""+simulator._system.hose.length;

            // BHA
            CurValBHARough.Text = ""+simulator._system.bha.roughness;
            CurValBHAInnerDim.Text = ""+simulator._system.bha.innerDim;
            CurValBHALength.Text = ""+simulator._system.bha.length;

            // Drill bit
            CurValBitNozzDim.Text = ""+simulator._system.bit.nozzleDim;
            CurValBitNozzles.Text = ""+simulator._system.bit.nozzles;

            // Annulus
            CurValAnnuRough.Text = ""+simulator._system.ann.roughness;
            CurValAnnuInnerDim.Text = ""+simulator._system.ann.innerDim;
            CurValAnnuLength.Text = ""+simulator._system.ann.length;
        }

        public void displayAndUpdatePressureLossComponents()
        {

            SimDispCompSwiv.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.swivel.currPloss);
            SimDispCompPipe.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.pipe.currPloss);
            SimDispCompHose.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.hose.currPloss);
            SimDispCompBHA.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.bha.currPloss);
            SimDispCompBit.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.bit.currPloss);
            SimDispCompAnnu.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.ann.currPloss);
            
        }

        public void displayAndUpdateSystemVariables()
        {
            SimCurPres.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator.pressure.estPressureSystem);
            SimFlowRate.Text = format.formatDecimalString(simulator.pressure.q);
        }

        /*  Working as intended
         */
        private void bSimPipe_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            simulator.resetSystemPipeValue();
            string value = tContPipeRough.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustPipeRoughness(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            value = tContPipeInnerDim.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustPipeInnerDim(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            value = tContPipeLength.Text;
            
            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustPipeLength(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            updatePanel();
        }

        /* Working as intended
         */
        private void bSimHose_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            simulator.resetSystemHoseValue();
            string value = tContHoseRough.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustHoseRoughness(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            value = tContHoseInnerDim.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustHoseInnerDim(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            value = tContHoseLength.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustHoseLength(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            updatePanel();
        }

        /* Working as intended
         */
        private void bSimBHA_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            simulator.resetSystemBHAValues();
            string value = tContBHARough.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustBHARoughness(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            value = tContBHAInnerDim.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustBHAInnerDim(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            value = tContBHALength.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustBHALength(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            updatePanel();
        }

        /* Working as intended
         */
        private void bSimBit_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            simulator.resetSystemBitValues();
            string value = tContBitNozzles.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validateIntegerValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustBitNozzles(format.formatIntegerValue(value));
            }

            value = tContBitNozzDim.Text;

            if (!value.Equals("") && format.validatePercentageValue(value))
            {
                simulator.adjustBitInnerDIm(format.formatPercentageValue(value));
            }

            value = tContPipeLength.Text;

            updatePanel();
        }

        private void bResetSysValues_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            simulator.resetSystem();
            updatePanel();
            resetControlTextboxes();
        }

        private void resetControlTextboxes()
        {
            // Aluminium pipe
            tContPipeInnerDim.Text = "";
            tContPipeLength.Text = "";
            tContPipeRough.Text = "";

            // Hose
            tContHoseInnerDim.Text = "";
            tContHoseLength.Text = "";
            tContHoseRough.Text = "";

            // BHA
            tContBHAInnerDim.Text = "";
            tContBHALength.Text = "";
            tContBHARough.Text = "";

            // Bit
            tContBitNozzDim.Text = "";
            tContBitNozzles.Text = "";
        }

        private void updatePanel()
        {
            displaySimCurrentValues();
            simulator.pressure.estimatedPressure();

            displayAndUpdateSystemVariables();
            displayAndUpdatePressureLossComponents();
        }

        // Tab - Stochastic simulator

        private void displayInitialStochasticValues()
        {
            // Pipe
            tBoxPipeInnerDim.Text = "" + format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.pipe.innerDim);
            tBoxPipeRough.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.pipe.roughness);
            tBoxPipeDevInnerDim.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator.Id_dev_pipe);
            tBoxPipeDevRough.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator.Rough_dev_pipe);

            // Hose
            tBoxHoseInnerDim.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.hose.innerDim);
            tBoxHoseRough.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.hose.roughness);
            tBoxHoseDevInnerDim.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator.Id_dev_hose);
            tBoxHoseDevRough.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator.Rough_dev_hose);

            // BHA
            tBoxBHAInnerDim.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.bha.innerDim);
            tBoxBHARough.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.bha.roughness);
            tBoxBHADevInnerDim.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator.Id_dev_bha);
            tBoxBHADevRough.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator.Rough_dev_bha);
          
            // Bit
            tBoxBitNozzDim.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.bit.nozzleDim);
            tBoxBitDevNozzDim.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator.Id_nozz_dev);

            //Elevation
            tBoxCurrentElevation.Text = "" +  format.formatDecimalString(simulator._system.systemElevation);
        }

        private void updateStochasticTab()
        {
            displayInitialStochasticValues();
            this.Refresh();
        }

        private void bStochasticCalculate_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            string value;
            double newValue;

            // Pipe
            value = tBoxPipeInnerDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator._system.pipe.innerDim)
            {
                simulator._system.pipe.innerDim = newValue;
            }
            
            value = tBoxPipeRough.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if(newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator._system.pipe.roughness)
            {
                simulator._system.pipe.roughness = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxPipeDevInnerDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator.Id_dev_pipe)
            {
                simulator.Id_dev_pipe = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxPipeDevRough.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator.Rough_dev_pipe)
            {
                simulator.Rough_dev_pipe = newValue;
            }

            // Hose
            value = tBoxHoseInnerDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator._system.hose.innerDim)
            {
                simulator._system.hose.innerDim = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxHoseRough.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator._system.hose.roughness)
            {
                simulator._system.hose.roughness = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxHoseDevInnerDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator.Id_dev_hose)
            {
                simulator.Id_dev_hose = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxHoseDevRough.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator.Rough_dev_hose)
            {
                simulator.Rough_dev_hose = newValue;
            }

            // BHA
            value = tBoxBHAInnerDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator._system.bha.innerDim)
            {
                simulator._system.bha.innerDim = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxBHARough.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator._system.bha.roughness)
            {
                simulator._system.bha.roughness = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxBHADevInnerDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator.Id_dev_bha)
            {
                simulator.Id_dev_bha = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxBHADevRough.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator.Rough_dev_bha)
            {
                simulator.Rough_dev_bha = newValue;
            }

            // Bit
            value = tBoxBitNozzDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator._system.bit.nozzleDim)
            {
                simulator._system.bit.nozzleDim = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxBitDevNozzDim.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);
            if (newValue != 0 && newValue != simulator.Id_nozz_dev)
            {
                simulator.Id_nozz_dev = newValue;
            }

            value = tBoxNumOfSimulations.Text;
            int sims = format.formatIntegerValue(value);
            // Calculate and update graph
            updateHistoGraph(zedGraphControlHisto, simulator.runSimulation(sims));
        }

        public void updateHistoGraph(ZedGraphControl histoGraph, SortedList<double, double> values)
        {
            // get a reference to the GraphPane
            GraphPane myPane = histoGraph.GraphPane;

            // Set the Titles
            myPane.Title.Text = "Stochastic";
            myPane.XAxis.Title.Text = "Pressure";
            myPane.YAxis.Title.Text = "Probability";

            // Make up some random data points
            string[] labels = new string[values.Count-1];
            double[] y = new double[values.Count-1];
            var keys = values.Keys;
            var vals = values.Values;

            for (int i = 0; i < values.Count-1; i++)
            {
                labels[i] = keys[i].ToString("0.###");
                y[i] = vals[i];
            }

            if (myPane.CurveList.Count != 0)
            {
                myPane.CurveList.Remove(0);
            }

            // Generate a red bar with "Curve 1" in the legend
            BarItem myBar = myPane.AddBar("Curve 1", null, y, Color.Red);

           

            // Draw the X tics between the labels instead of 
            // at the labels
            myPane.XAxis.MajorTic.IsBetweenLabels = true;

            // Set the XAxis labels
            myPane.XAxis.Scale.TextLabels = labels;
            // Set the XAxis to Text type
            myPane.XAxis.Type = AxisType.Text;

            // Fill the Axis and Pane backgrounds
            myPane.Chart.Fill = new Fill(Color.White,
                  Color.FromArgb(255, 255, 166), 90F);
            myPane.Fill = new Fill(Color.FromArgb(250, 250, 255));

            // Tell ZedGraph to refigure the
            // axes since the data have changed
            histoGraph.AxisChange();
            histoGraph.Refresh();
        }

        private void bResetStochastic_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            simulator.resetSystem();
            updateStochasticTab();
            tBoxNumOfSimulations.Text ="500";
        }

        private void bIncreaseElevation_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            string value;
            double newValue;

            value = tBoxElevStep.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);

            if (newValue != 0)
            {
                simulator._system.incSysElev(newValue);
            }
            updateStochasticTab();
            this.Refresh();
        }

        private void bDecreaseElevation_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            string value;
            double newValue;

            value = tBoxElevStep.Text;
            newValue = format.validateAndParseDouble(value);

            if (newValue != 0)
            {
                simulator._system.decSysElev(newValue);
            }
            updateStochasticTab();
            this.Refresh();

        }

    }
}







Pressure Simulator/WorkInProgress/WIP/Form1.Designer.cs

namespace WIP
{
    partial class Form1
    {
        /// <summary>
        /// Required designer variable.
        /// </summary>
        private System.ComponentModel.IContainer components = null;

        /// <summary>
        /// Clean up any resources being used.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="disposing">true if managed resources should be disposed; otherwise, false.</param>
        protected override void Dispose(bool disposing)
        {
            if (disposing && (components != null))
            {
                components.Dispose();
            }
            base.Dispose(disposing);
        }

        #region Windows Form Designer generated code

        /// <summary>
        /// Required method for Designer support - do not modify
        /// the contents of this method with the code editor.
        /// </summary>
        private void InitializeComponent()
        {
            this.tabPressure = new System.Windows.Forms.TabControl();
            this.tabPageMainPressure = new System.Windows.Forms.TabPage();
            this.panel3 = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.dispHydroStat = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelHydroStat = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispAnnLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelAnnulusLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispBitLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelBitLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispBHALoss = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelBHALoss = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispPipeLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelPipeLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispSwivelLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelSwivelLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispHoseLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelHoseLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelCompPLoss = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispFlowRate = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelFlow = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.dispEstPress = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelEstP = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label3 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panel2 = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.graphROP = new ZedGraph.ZedGraphControl();
            this.label2 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panel1 = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.bPlug2 = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.bPlugOne = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.bPlugZero = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.labelPlugBit = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.bDecElev = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.bIncElev = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.label4 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelROP = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.numericROP = new System.Windows.Forms.NumericUpDown();
            this.label1 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tabPageSimulator = new System.Windows.Forms.TabPage();
            this.panelSimCompSix = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.label15 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValAnnuLength = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValAnnuInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValAnnuRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimAnn = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panelSimCompFive = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.bSimBit = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.label31 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContBitNozzles = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label30 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label20 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContBitNozzDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label16 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label14 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValBitNozzles = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValNozzles = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValBitNozzDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimBit = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panelSimCompFour = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.bSimBHA = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.label29 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContBHALength = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label28 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContBHAInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label27 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label19 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContBHARough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label10 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label7 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label13 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValBHALength = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValBHALength = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValBHAInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValBHARough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValBHARough = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimBHA = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panelSimCompThree = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.bSimHose = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.label26 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContHoseLength = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label25 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContHoseInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label24 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label18 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContHoseRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label9 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label6 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label12 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValHoseLength = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValHoseLength = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValHoseInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValHoseRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValHoseRough = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimHose = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panelSimCompTwo = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.bSimPipe = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.label23 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label22 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label21 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tContPipeLength = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tContPipeInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tContPipeRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label17 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label8 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label11 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValPipeLength = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValPipeLength = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValPipeInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.CurValPipeRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelCurValPipeRough = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimPipe = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panelSimCompOne = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.labelSimSwivel = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panelSimComp = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.SimDispCompAnnu = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelDispCompAnnu = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.SimDispCompBit = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelDispCompBit = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.SimDispCompBHA = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelDispCompBHA = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.SimDispCompHose = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelDispCompHose = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.SimDispCompPipe = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelDispCompPipe = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.SimDispCompSwiv = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelDispCompSwivel = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimComp = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.panel11 = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.panelSimSysVar = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.bResetSysValues = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.SimFlowRate = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label5 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.SimCurPres = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelSimCurPres = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelSimSysVar = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tabPageStochastic = new System.Windows.Forms.TabPage();
            this.panelHistogram = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.zedGraphControlHisto = new ZedGraph.ZedGraphControl();
            this.panelStochasticVariables = new System.Windows.Forms.Panel();
            this.label49 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.bDecreaseElevation = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.bIncreaseElevation = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.labelElevation = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.bStochasticCalculate = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.tBoxNumOfSimulations = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelNumberOfSim = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxBitDevNozzDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tBoxBHADevRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tBoxBHADevInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tBoxHoseDevRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tBoxHoseDevInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tBoxPipeDevRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tBoxPipeDevInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label48 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label47 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxBitNozzDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label46 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label45 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label44 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label43 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxBHARough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.tBoxBHAInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label42 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label41 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label40 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label39 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label38 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxHoseRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label37 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxHoseInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label36 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label34 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label35 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.labelStochasticPipeRough = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxPipeRough = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label33 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxPipeInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.labelStochasticInnerDim = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label32 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.bResetStochastic = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
            this.labelStochasticTitle = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxElevStep = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label50 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tBoxCurrentElevation = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
            this.label51 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.label52 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
            this.tabPressure.SuspendLayout();
            this.tabPageMainPressure.SuspendLayout();
            this.panel3.SuspendLayout();
            this.panel2.SuspendLayout();
            this.panel1.SuspendLayout();
            ((System.ComponentModel.ISupportInitialize)(this.numericROP)).BeginInit();
            this.tabPageSimulator.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimCompSix.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimCompFive.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimCompFour.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimCompThree.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimCompTwo.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimCompOne.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimComp.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelSimSysVar.SuspendLayout();
            this.tabPageStochastic.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelHistogram.SuspendLayout();
            this.panelStochasticVariables.SuspendLayout();
            this.SuspendLayout();
            // 
            // tabPressure
            // 
            this.tabPressure.Controls.Add(this.tabPageMainPressure);
            this.tabPressure.Controls.Add(this.tabPageSimulator);
            this.tabPressure.Controls.Add(this.tabPageStochastic);
            this.tabPressure.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(5, 1);
            this.tabPressure.Name = "tabPressure";
            this.tabPressure.SelectedIndex = 0;
            this.tabPressure.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(1858, 1086);
            this.tabPressure.TabIndex = 3;
            this.tabPressure.SelectedIndexChanged += new System.EventHandler(this.tabPressure_SelectedIndexChanged);
            // 
            // tabPageMainPressure
            // 
            this.tabPageMainPressure.BackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Silver;
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Controls.Add(this.panel3);
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Controls.Add(this.panel2);
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Controls.Add(this.panel1);
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 22);
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Name = "tabPageMainPressure";
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Padding = new System.Windows.Forms.Padding(3);
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(1850, 1060);
            this.tabPageMainPressure.TabIndex = 0;
            this.tabPageMainPressure.Text = "Pressure";
            // 
            // panel3
            // 
            this.panel3.BackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Transparent;
            this.panel3.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispHydroStat);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelHydroStat);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispAnnLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelAnnulusLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispBitLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelBitLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispBHALoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelBHALoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispPipeLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelPipeLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispSwivelLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelSwivelLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispHoseLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelHoseLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelCompPLoss);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispFlowRate);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelFlow);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.dispEstPress);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.labelEstP);
            this.panel3.Controls.Add(this.label3);
            this.panel3.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 173);
            this.panel3.Name = "panel3";
            this.panel3.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(248, 187);
            this.panel3.TabIndex = 5;
            // 
            // dispHydroStat
            // 
            this.dispHydroStat.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispHydroStat.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(45, 163);
            this.dispHydroStat.Name = "dispHydroStat";
            this.dispHydroStat.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispHydroStat.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(43, 20);
            this.dispHydroStat.TabIndex = 19;
            // 
            // labelHydroStat
            // 
            this.labelHydroStat.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelHydroStat.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(5, 163);
            this.labelHydroStat.Name = "labelHydroStat";
            this.labelHydroStat.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(40, 13);
            this.labelHydroStat.TabIndex = 18;
            this.labelHydroStat.Text = "H.Stat:";
            // 
            // dispAnnLoss
            // 
            this.dispAnnLoss.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispAnnLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(142, 140);
            this.dispAnnLoss.Name = "dispAnnLoss";
            this.dispAnnLoss.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispAnnLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(47, 20);
            this.dispAnnLoss.TabIndex = 17;
            // 
            // labelAnnulusLoss
            // 
            this.labelAnnulusLoss.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelAnnulusLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(94, 140);
            this.labelAnnulusLoss.Name = "labelAnnulusLoss";
            this.labelAnnulusLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 13);
            this.labelAnnulusLoss.TabIndex = 16;
            this.labelAnnulusLoss.Text = "Annulus:";
            // 
            // dispBitLoss
            // 
            this.dispBitLoss.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispBitLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(45, 140);
            this.dispBitLoss.Name = "dispBitLoss";
            this.dispBitLoss.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispBitLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(43, 20);
            this.dispBitLoss.TabIndex = 15;
            // 
            // labelBitLoss
            // 
            this.labelBitLoss.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelBitLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(5, 140);
            this.labelBitLoss.Name = "labelBitLoss";
            this.labelBitLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(22, 13);
            this.labelBitLoss.TabIndex = 14;
            this.labelBitLoss.Text = "Bit:";
            // 
            // dispBHALoss
            // 
            this.dispBHALoss.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispBHALoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(142, 117);
            this.dispBHALoss.Name = "dispBHALoss";
            this.dispBHALoss.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispBHALoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(47, 20);
            this.dispBHALoss.TabIndex = 13;
            // 
            // labelBHALoss
            // 
            this.labelBHALoss.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelBHALoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(97, 118);
            this.labelBHALoss.Name = "labelBHALoss";
            this.labelBHALoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(32, 13);
            this.labelBHALoss.TabIndex = 12;
            this.labelBHALoss.Text = "BHA:";
            // 
            // dispPipeLoss
            // 
            this.dispPipeLoss.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispPipeLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(45, 115);
            this.dispPipeLoss.Name = "dispPipeLoss";
            this.dispPipeLoss.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispPipeLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(43, 20);
            this.dispPipeLoss.TabIndex = 11;
            // 
            // labelPipeLoss
            // 
            this.labelPipeLoss.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelPipeLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 118);
            this.labelPipeLoss.Name = "labelPipeLoss";
            this.labelPipeLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(31, 13);
            this.labelPipeLoss.TabIndex = 10;
            this.labelPipeLoss.Text = "Pipe:";
            // 
            // dispSwivelLoss
            // 
            this.dispSwivelLoss.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispSwivelLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(142, 90);
            this.dispSwivelLoss.Name = "dispSwivelLoss";
            this.dispSwivelLoss.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispSwivelLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(47, 20);
            this.dispSwivelLoss.TabIndex = 9;
            // 
            // labelSwivelLoss
            // 
            this.labelSwivelLoss.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSwivelLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(94, 93);
            this.labelSwivelLoss.Name = "labelSwivelLoss";
            this.labelSwivelLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(41, 13);
            this.labelSwivelLoss.TabIndex = 8;
            this.labelSwivelLoss.Text = "Swivel:";
            // 
            // dispHoseLoss
            // 
            this.dispHoseLoss.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispHoseLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(45, 90);
            this.dispHoseLoss.Name = "dispHoseLoss";
            this.dispHoseLoss.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispHoseLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(43, 20);
            this.dispHoseLoss.TabIndex = 7;
            // 
            // labelHoseLoss
            // 
            this.labelHoseLoss.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelHoseLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 93);
            this.labelHoseLoss.Name = "labelHoseLoss";
            this.labelHoseLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(35, 13);
            this.labelHoseLoss.TabIndex = 6;
            this.labelHoseLoss.Text = "Hose:";
            // 
            // labelCompPLoss
            // 
            this.labelCompPLoss.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCompPLoss.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 8.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCompPLoss.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 76);
            this.labelCompPLoss.Name = "labelCompPLoss";
            this.labelCompPLoss.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(73, 13);
            this.labelCompPLoss.TabIndex = 5;
            this.labelCompPLoss.Text = "Pressure Loss";
            // 
            // dispFlowRate
            // 
            this.dispFlowRate.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispFlowRate.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(59, 42);
            this.dispFlowRate.Name = "dispFlowRate";
            this.dispFlowRate.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispFlowRate.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 20);
            this.dispFlowRate.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // labelFlow
            // 
            this.labelFlow.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelFlow.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(10, 42);
            this.labelFlow.Name = "labelFlow";
            this.labelFlow.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(43, 13);
            this.labelFlow.TabIndex = 3;
            this.labelFlow.Text = "Flow R:";
            // 
            // dispEstPress
            // 
            this.dispEstPress.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.dispEstPress.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(59, 17);
            this.dispEstPress.Name = "dispEstPress";
            this.dispEstPress.ReadOnly = true;
            this.dispEstPress.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 20);
            this.dispEstPress.TabIndex = 2;
            // 
            // labelEstP
            // 
            this.labelEstP.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelEstP.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 20);
            this.labelEstP.Name = "labelEstP";
            this.labelEstP.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(49, 13);
            this.labelEstP.TabIndex = 1;
            this.labelEstP.Text = "Est.Pres:";
            // 
            // label3
            // 
            this.label3.AutoSize = true;
            this.label3.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 8.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label3.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 3);
            this.label3.Name = "label3";
            this.label3.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 13);
            this.label3.TabIndex = 0;
            this.label3.Text = "Pressure";
            // 
            // panel2
            // 
            this.panel2.BackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Transparent;
            this.panel2.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panel2.Controls.Add(this.graphROP);
            this.panel2.Controls.Add(this.label2);
            this.panel2.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(254, 6);
            this.panel2.Name = "panel2";
            this.panel2.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(676, 513);
            this.panel2.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // graphROP
            // 
            this.graphROP.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(11, 21);
            this.graphROP.Name = "graphROP";
            this.graphROP.ScrollGrace = 0D;
            this.graphROP.ScrollMaxX = 0D;
            this.graphROP.ScrollMaxY = 0D;
            this.graphROP.ScrollMaxY2 = 0D;
            this.graphROP.ScrollMinX = 0D;
            this.graphROP.ScrollMinY = 0D;
            this.graphROP.ScrollMinY2 = 0D;
            this.graphROP.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(664, 179);
            this.graphROP.TabIndex = 1;
            // 
            // label2
            // 
            this.label2.AutoSize = true;
            this.label2.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 8.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label2.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 4);
            this.label2.Name = "label2";
            this.label2.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(25, 13);
            this.label2.TabIndex = 0;
            this.label2.Text = "Info";
            // 
            // panel1
            // 
            this.panel1.BackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Transparent;
            this.panel1.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.bPlug2);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.bPlugOne);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.bPlugZero);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.labelPlugBit);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.bDecElev);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.bIncElev);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.label4);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.labelROP);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.numericROP);
            this.panel1.Controls.Add(this.label1);
            this.panel1.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 6);
            this.panel1.Name = "panel1";
            this.panel1.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(248, 168);
            this.panel1.TabIndex = 3;
            // 
            // bPlug2
            // 
            this.bPlug2.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(141, 77);
            this.bPlug2.Name = "bPlug2";
            this.bPlug2.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(26, 23);
            this.bPlug2.TabIndex = 9;
            this.bPlug2.Text = "2";
            this.bPlug2.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bPlug2.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bPlug2_Click);
            // 
            // bPlugOne
            // 
            this.bPlugOne.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(109, 77);
            this.bPlugOne.Name = "bPlugOne";
            this.bPlugOne.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(26, 23);
            this.bPlugOne.TabIndex = 8;
            this.bPlugOne.Text = "1";
            this.bPlugOne.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bPlugOne.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bPlugOne_Click);
            // 
            // bPlugZero
            // 
            this.bPlugZero.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(77, 77);
            this.bPlugZero.Name = "bPlugZero";
            this.bPlugZero.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(26, 23);
            this.bPlugZero.TabIndex = 7;
            this.bPlugZero.Text = "0";
            this.bPlugZero.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bPlugZero.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bPlugZero_Click);
            // 
            // labelPlugBit
            // 
            this.labelPlugBit.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelPlugBit.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(13, 77);
            this.labelPlugBit.Name = "labelPlugBit";
            this.labelPlugBit.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(53, 13);
            this.labelPlugBit.TabIndex = 6;
            this.labelPlugBit.Text = "Plug Noz:";
            // 
            // bDecElev
            // 
            this.bDecElev.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(142, 42);
            this.bDecElev.Name = "bDecElev";
            this.bDecElev.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(61, 26);
            this.bDecElev.TabIndex = 5;
            this.bDecElev.Text = "Down";
            this.bDecElev.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bDecElev.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bDecElev_Click);
            // 
            // bIncElev
            // 
            this.bIncElev.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(77, 42);
            this.bIncElev.Name = "bIncElev";
            this.bIncElev.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(58, 26);
            this.bIncElev.TabIndex = 4;
            this.bIncElev.Text = "Up";
            this.bIncElev.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bIncElev.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bIncElev_Click);
            // 
            // label4
            // 
            this.label4.AutoSize = true;
            this.label4.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(10, 49);
            this.label4.Name = "label4";
            this.label4.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(54, 13);
            this.label4.TabIndex = 3;
            this.label4.Text = "Elevation:";
            // 
            // labelROP
            // 
            this.labelROP.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelROP.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(13, 17);
            this.labelROP.Name = "labelROP";
            this.labelROP.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(33, 13);
            this.labelROP.TabIndex = 2;
            this.labelROP.Text = "ROP:";
            // 
            // numericROP
            // 
            this.numericROP.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(77, 15);
            this.numericROP.Name = "numericROP";
            this.numericROP.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(42, 20);
            this.numericROP.TabIndex = 1;
            // 
            // label1
            // 
            this.label1.AutoSize = true;
            this.label1.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 8.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label1.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(0, 0);
            this.label1.Name = "label1";
            this.label1.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(40, 13);
            this.label1.TabIndex = 0;
            this.label1.Text = "Control";
            // 
            // tabPageSimulator
            // 
            this.tabPageSimulator.BackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Silver;
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimCompSix);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimCompFive);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimCompFour);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimCompThree);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimCompTwo);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimCompOne);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimComp);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Controls.Add(this.panelSimSysVar);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 22);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Name = "tabPageSimulator";
            this.tabPageSimulator.Padding = new System.Windows.Forms.Padding(3);
            this.tabPageSimulator.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(1850, 1060);
            this.tabPageSimulator.TabIndex = 1;
            this.tabPageSimulator.Text = "Pressure Sim";
            // 
            // panelSimCompSix
            // 
            this.panelSimCompSix.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.label15);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.CurValAnnuLength);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValAnnuLength);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.CurValAnnuInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.CurValAnnuRough);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValAnnuRough);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Controls.Add(this.labelSimAnn);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(1526, 266);
            this.panelSimCompSix.Name = "panelSimCompSix";
            this.panelSimCompSix.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(297, 800);
            this.panelSimCompSix.TabIndex = 5;
            // 
            // label15
            // 
            this.label15.AutoSize = true;
            this.label15.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label15.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 193);
            this.label15.Name = "label15";
            this.label15.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 20);
            this.label15.TabIndex = 17;
            this.label15.Text = "Control:";
            // 
            // CurValAnnuLength
            // 
            this.CurValAnnuLength.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValAnnuLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(114, 154);
            this.CurValAnnuLength.Name = "CurValAnnuLength";
            this.CurValAnnuLength.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValAnnuLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValAnnuLength.TabIndex = 14;
            // 
            // labelCurValAnnuLength
            // 
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(33, 157);
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength.Name = "labelCurValAnnuLength";
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 17);
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength.TabIndex = 13;
            this.labelCurValAnnuLength.Text = "Length:";
            // 
            // CurValAnnuInnerDim
            // 
            this.CurValAnnuInnerDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValAnnuInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(114, 125);
            this.CurValAnnuInnerDim.Name = "CurValAnnuInnerDim";
            this.CurValAnnuInnerDim.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValAnnuInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValAnnuInnerDim.TabIndex = 12;
            // 
            // labelCurValInnerDimAnnu
            // 
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(33, 128);
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu.Name = "labelCurValInnerDimAnnu";
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 17);
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu.TabIndex = 11;
            this.labelCurValInnerDimAnnu.Text = "Inner Dim:";
            // 
            // CurValAnnuRough
            // 
            this.CurValAnnuRough.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValAnnuRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(114, 95);
            this.CurValAnnuRough.Name = "CurValAnnuRough";
            this.CurValAnnuRough.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValAnnuRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValAnnuRough.TabIndex = 10;
            // 
            // labelCurValAnnuRough
            // 
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(33, 98);
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough.Name = "labelCurValAnnuRough";
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 17);
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough.TabIndex = 9;
            this.labelCurValAnnuRough.Text = "Roughness:";
            // 
            // labelSimAnnuCurrentValues
            // 
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 60);
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues.Name = "labelSimAnnuCurrentValues";
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(119, 20);
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues.TabIndex = 6;
            this.labelSimAnnuCurrentValues.Text = "Current Values:";
            // 
            // labelSimAnn
            // 
            this.labelSimAnn.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimAnn.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimAnn.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(29, 23);
            this.labelSimAnn.Name = "labelSimAnn";
            this.labelSimAnn.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 25);
            this.labelSimAnn.TabIndex = 5;
            this.labelSimAnn.Text = "Annulus";
            // 
            // panelSimCompFive
            // 
            this.panelSimCompFive.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.bSimBit);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.label31);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.tContBitNozzles);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.label30);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.label20);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.tContBitNozzDim);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.label16);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.label14);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.CurValBitNozzles);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValNozzles);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.CurValBitNozzDim);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.labelSimBitCurrentValues);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Controls.Add(this.labelSimBit);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(1220, 266);
            this.panelSimCompFive.Name = "panelSimCompFive";
            this.panelSimCompFive.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(297, 800);
            this.panelSimCompFive.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // bSimBit
            // 
            this.bSimBit.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(200, 335);
            this.bSimBit.Name = "bSimBit";
            this.bSimBit.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(92, 29);
            this.bSimBit.TabIndex = 31;
            this.bSimBit.Text = "Calculate";
            this.bSimBit.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bSimBit.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bSimBit_Click);
            // 
            // label31
            // 
            this.label31.AutoSize = true;
            this.label31.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(233, 267);
            this.label31.Name = "label31";
            this.label31.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(44, 13);
            this.label31.TabIndex = 34;
            this.label31.Text = "Number";
            // 
            // tContBitNozzles
            // 
            this.tContBitNozzles.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContBitNozzles.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(111, 261);
            this.tContBitNozzles.Name = "tContBitNozzles";
            this.tContBitNozzles.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContBitNozzles.TabIndex = 33;
            // 
            // label30
            // 
            this.label30.AutoSize = true;
            this.label30.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(233, 234);
            this.label30.Name = "label30";
            this.label30.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label30.TabIndex = 32;
            this.label30.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // label20
            // 
            this.label20.AutoSize = true;
            this.label20.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label20.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(30, 262);
            this.label20.Name = "label20";
            this.label20.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(62, 17);
            this.label20.TabIndex = 15;
            this.label20.Text = "Nozzles:";
            // 
            // tContBitNozzDim
            // 
            this.tContBitNozzDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContBitNozzDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(111, 228);
            this.tContBitNozzDim.Name = "tContBitNozzDim";
            this.tContBitNozzDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContBitNozzDim.TabIndex = 31;
            // 
            // label16
            // 
            this.label16.AutoSize = true;
            this.label16.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label16.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(30, 232);
            this.label16.Name = "label16";
            this.label16.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(83, 17);
            this.label16.TabIndex = 14;
            this.label16.Text = "Nozzle Dim:";
            // 
            // label14
            // 
            this.label14.AutoSize = true;
            this.label14.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label14.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 193);
            this.label14.Name = "label14";
            this.label14.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 20);
            this.label14.TabIndex = 13;
            this.label14.Text = "Control:";
            // 
            // CurValBitNozzles
            // 
            this.CurValBitNozzles.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValBitNozzles.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(111, 127);
            this.CurValBitNozzles.Name = "CurValBitNozzles";
            this.CurValBitNozzles.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValBitNozzles.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValBitNozzles.TabIndex = 16;
            // 
            // labelCurValNozzles
            // 
            this.labelCurValNozzles.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValNozzles.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValNozzles.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(30, 130);
            this.labelCurValNozzles.Name = "labelCurValNozzles";
            this.labelCurValNozzles.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(62, 17);
            this.labelCurValNozzles.TabIndex = 15;
            this.labelCurValNozzles.Text = "Nozzles:";
            // 
            // CurValBitNozzDim
            // 
            this.CurValBitNozzDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValBitNozzDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(111, 95);
            this.CurValBitNozzDim.Name = "CurValBitNozzDim";
            this.CurValBitNozzDim.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValBitNozzDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValBitNozzDim.TabIndex = 14;
            // 
            // labelCurValNozzleDimBit
            // 
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(30, 98);
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit.Name = "labelCurValNozzleDimBit";
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(83, 17);
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit.TabIndex = 13;
            this.labelCurValNozzleDimBit.Text = "Nozzle Dim:";
            // 
            // labelSimBitCurrentValues
            // 
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 60);
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues.Name = "labelSimBitCurrentValues";
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(119, 20);
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues.TabIndex = 5;
            this.labelSimBitCurrentValues.Text = "Current Values:";
            // 
            // labelSimBit
            // 
            this.labelSimBit.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimBit.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimBit.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(25, 23);
            this.labelSimBit.Name = "labelSimBit";
            this.labelSimBit.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(71, 25);
            this.labelSimBit.TabIndex = 4;
            this.labelSimBit.Text = "Drill Bit";
            // 
            // panelSimCompFour
            // 
            this.panelSimCompFour.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.bSimBHA);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.label29);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.tContBHALength);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.label28);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.tContBHAInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.label27);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.label19);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.tContBHARough);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.label10);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.label7);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.label13);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.CurValBHALength);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValBHALength);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.CurValBHAInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.CurValBHARough);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValBHARough);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.labelSimBHACurrentValues);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Controls.Add(this.labelSimBHA);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(917, 266);
            this.panelSimCompFour.Name = "panelSimCompFour";
            this.panelSimCompFour.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(297, 800);
            this.panelSimCompFour.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // bSimBHA
            // 
            this.bSimBHA.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(200, 335);
            this.bSimBHA.Name = "bSimBHA";
            this.bSimBHA.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(92, 29);
            this.bSimBHA.TabIndex = 25;
            this.bSimBHA.Text = "Calculate";
            this.bSimBHA.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bSimBHA.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bSimBHA_Click);
            // 
            // label29
            // 
            this.label29.AutoSize = true;
            this.label29.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(230, 298);
            this.label29.Name = "label29";
            this.label29.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label29.TabIndex = 30;
            this.label29.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // tContBHALength
            // 
            this.tContBHALength.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContBHALength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 292);
            this.tContBHALength.Name = "tContBHALength";
            this.tContBHALength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContBHALength.TabIndex = 29;
            // 
            // label28
            // 
            this.label28.AutoSize = true;
            this.label28.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(230, 265);
            this.label28.Name = "label28";
            this.label28.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label28.TabIndex = 28;
            this.label28.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // tContBHAInnerDim
            // 
            this.tContBHAInnerDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContBHAInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 259);
            this.tContBHAInnerDim.Name = "tContBHAInnerDim";
            this.tContBHAInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContBHAInnerDim.TabIndex = 27;
            // 
            // label27
            // 
            this.label27.AutoSize = true;
            this.label27.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(230, 235);
            this.label27.Name = "label27";
            this.label27.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label27.TabIndex = 26;
            this.label27.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // label19
            // 
            this.label19.AutoSize = true;
            this.label19.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label19.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 293);
            this.label19.Name = "label19";
            this.label19.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 17);
            this.label19.TabIndex = 14;
            this.label19.Text = "Length:";
            // 
            // tContBHARough
            // 
            this.tContBHARough.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContBHARough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 229);
            this.tContBHARough.Name = "tContBHARough";
            this.tContBHARough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContBHARough.TabIndex = 25;
            // 
            // label10
            // 
            this.label10.AutoSize = true;
            this.label10.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label10.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 262);
            this.label10.Name = "label10";
            this.label10.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 17);
            this.label10.TabIndex = 13;
            this.label10.Text = "Inner Dim:";
            // 
            // label7
            // 
            this.label7.AutoSize = true;
            this.label7.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label7.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 232);
            this.label7.Name = "label7";
            this.label7.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 17);
            this.label7.TabIndex = 12;
            this.label7.Text = "Roughness:";
            // 
            // label13
            // 
            this.label13.AutoSize = true;
            this.label13.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label13.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 193);
            this.label13.Name = "label13";
            this.label13.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 20);
            this.label13.TabIndex = 11;
            this.label13.Text = "Control:";
            // 
            // CurValBHALength
            // 
            this.CurValBHALength.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValBHALength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 154);
            this.CurValBHALength.Name = "CurValBHALength";
            this.CurValBHALength.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValBHALength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValBHALength.TabIndex = 12;
            // 
            // labelCurValBHALength
            // 
            this.labelCurValBHALength.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValBHALength.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValBHALength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 157);
            this.labelCurValBHALength.Name = "labelCurValBHALength";
            this.labelCurValBHALength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 17);
            this.labelCurValBHALength.TabIndex = 11;
            this.labelCurValBHALength.Text = "Length:";
            // 
            // CurValBHAInnerDim
            // 
            this.CurValBHAInnerDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValBHAInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 125);
            this.CurValBHAInnerDim.Name = "CurValBHAInnerDim";
            this.CurValBHAInnerDim.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValBHAInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValBHAInnerDim.TabIndex = 10;
            // 
            // labelCurValInnerDimBHA
            // 
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 128);
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA.Name = "labelCurValInnerDimBHA";
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 17);
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA.TabIndex = 9;
            this.labelCurValInnerDimBHA.Text = "Inner Dim:";
            // 
            // CurValBHARough
            // 
            this.CurValBHARough.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValBHARough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 95);
            this.CurValBHARough.Name = "CurValBHARough";
            this.CurValBHARough.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValBHARough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValBHARough.TabIndex = 8;
            // 
            // labelCurValBHARough
            // 
            this.labelCurValBHARough.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValBHARough.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValBHARough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 98);
            this.labelCurValBHARough.Name = "labelCurValBHARough";
            this.labelCurValBHARough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 17);
            this.labelCurValBHARough.TabIndex = 7;
            this.labelCurValBHARough.Text = "Roughness:";
            // 
            // labelSimBHACurrentValues
            // 
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 60);
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues.Name = "labelSimBHACurrentValues";
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(119, 20);
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues.TabIndex = 4;
            this.labelSimBHACurrentValues.Text = "Current Values:";
            // 
            // labelSimBHA
            // 
            this.labelSimBHA.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimBHA.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimBHA.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(23, 23);
            this.labelSimBHA.Name = "labelSimBHA";
            this.labelSimBHA.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(53, 25);
            this.labelSimBHA.TabIndex = 3;
            this.labelSimBHA.Text = "BHA";
            // 
            // panelSimCompThree
            // 
            this.panelSimCompThree.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.bSimHose);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.label26);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.tContHoseLength);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.label25);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.tContHoseInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.label24);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.label18);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.tContHoseRough);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.label9);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.label6);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.label12);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.CurValHoseLength);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValHoseLength);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.CurValHoseInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.CurValHoseRough);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValHoseRough);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Controls.Add(this.labelSimHose);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(614, 266);
            this.panelSimCompThree.Name = "panelSimCompThree";
            this.panelSimCompThree.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(297, 800);
            this.panelSimCompThree.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // bSimHose
            // 
            this.bSimHose.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(200, 335);
            this.bSimHose.Name = "bSimHose";
            this.bSimHose.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(92, 29);
            this.bSimHose.TabIndex = 20;
            this.bSimHose.Text = "Calculate";
            this.bSimHose.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bSimHose.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bSimHose_Click);
            // 
            // label26
            // 
            this.label26.AutoSize = true;
            this.label26.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(227, 298);
            this.label26.Name = "label26";
            this.label26.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label26.TabIndex = 24;
            this.label26.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // tContHoseLength
            // 
            this.tContHoseLength.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContHoseLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(105, 292);
            this.tContHoseLength.Name = "tContHoseLength";
            this.tContHoseLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContHoseLength.TabIndex = 23;
            // 
            // label25
            // 
            this.label25.AutoSize = true;
            this.label25.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(227, 268);
            this.label25.Name = "label25";
            this.label25.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label25.TabIndex = 22;
            this.label25.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // tContHoseInnerDim
            // 
            this.tContHoseInnerDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContHoseInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(105, 262);
            this.tContHoseInnerDim.Name = "tContHoseInnerDim";
            this.tContHoseInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContHoseInnerDim.TabIndex = 21;
            // 
            // label24
            // 
            this.label24.AutoSize = true;
            this.label24.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(227, 237);
            this.label24.Name = "label24";
            this.label24.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label24.TabIndex = 20;
            this.label24.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // label18
            // 
            this.label18.AutoSize = true;
            this.label18.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label18.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 293);
            this.label18.Name = "label18";
            this.label18.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 17);
            this.label18.TabIndex = 13;
            this.label18.Text = "Length:";
            // 
            // tContHoseRough
            // 
            this.tContHoseRough.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContHoseRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(105, 231);
            this.tContHoseRough.Name = "tContHoseRough";
            this.tContHoseRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContHoseRough.TabIndex = 19;
            // 
            // label9
            // 
            this.label9.AutoSize = true;
            this.label9.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label9.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 262);
            this.label9.Name = "label9";
            this.label9.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 17);
            this.label9.TabIndex = 12;
            this.label9.Text = "Inner Dim:";
            // 
            // label6
            // 
            this.label6.AutoSize = true;
            this.label6.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label6.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 232);
            this.label6.Name = "label6";
            this.label6.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 17);
            this.label6.TabIndex = 11;
            this.label6.Text = "Roughness:";
            // 
            // label12
            // 
            this.label12.AutoSize = true;
            this.label12.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label12.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 193);
            this.label12.Name = "label12";
            this.label12.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 20);
            this.label12.TabIndex = 10;
            this.label12.Text = "Control:";
            // 
            // CurValHoseLength
            // 
            this.CurValHoseLength.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValHoseLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(105, 154);
            this.CurValHoseLength.Name = "CurValHoseLength";
            this.CurValHoseLength.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValHoseLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValHoseLength.TabIndex = 10;
            // 
            // labelCurValHoseLength
            // 
            this.labelCurValHoseLength.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValHoseLength.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValHoseLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 157);
            this.labelCurValHoseLength.Name = "labelCurValHoseLength";
            this.labelCurValHoseLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 17);
            this.labelCurValHoseLength.TabIndex = 9;
            this.labelCurValHoseLength.Text = "Length:";
            // 
            // CurValHoseInnerDim
            // 
            this.CurValHoseInnerDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValHoseInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(105, 125);
            this.CurValHoseInnerDim.Name = "CurValHoseInnerDim";
            this.CurValHoseInnerDim.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValHoseInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValHoseInnerDim.TabIndex = 8;
            // 
            // labelCurValHoseInnerDim
            // 
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 128);
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim.Name = "labelCurValHoseInnerDim";
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 17);
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim.TabIndex = 7;
            this.labelCurValHoseInnerDim.Text = "Inner Dim:";
            // 
            // CurValHoseRough
            // 
            this.CurValHoseRough.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValHoseRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(105, 95);
            this.CurValHoseRough.Name = "CurValHoseRough";
            this.CurValHoseRough.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValHoseRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValHoseRough.TabIndex = 6;
            // 
            // labelCurValHoseRough
            // 
            this.labelCurValHoseRough.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValHoseRough.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValHoseRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 98);
            this.labelCurValHoseRough.Name = "labelCurValHoseRough";
            this.labelCurValHoseRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 17);
            this.labelCurValHoseRough.TabIndex = 5;
            this.labelCurValHoseRough.Text = "Roughness:";
            // 
            // labelSimHoseCurrentValues
            // 
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 60);
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues.Name = "labelSimHoseCurrentValues";
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(119, 20);
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues.TabIndex = 3;
            this.labelSimHoseCurrentValues.Text = "Current Values:";
            // 
            // labelSimHose
            // 
            this.labelSimHose.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimHose.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimHose.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(19, 23);
            this.labelSimHose.Name = "labelSimHose";
            this.labelSimHose.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(58, 25);
            this.labelSimHose.TabIndex = 2;
            this.labelSimHose.Text = "Hose";
            // 
            // panelSimCompTwo
            // 
            this.panelSimCompTwo.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.bSimPipe);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.label23);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.label22);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.label21);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.tContPipeLength);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.tContPipeInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.tContPipeRough);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.label17);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.label8);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.labelControlPipeRoughness);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.label11);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.CurValPipeLength);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValPipeLength);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.CurValPipeInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.CurValPipeRough);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.labelCurValPipeRough);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Controls.Add(this.labelSimPipe);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(311, 266);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Name = "panelSimCompTwo";
            this.panelSimCompTwo.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(297, 800);
            this.panelSimCompTwo.TabIndex = 3;
            // 
            // bSimPipe
            // 
            this.bSimPipe.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(200, 335);
            this.bSimPipe.Name = "bSimPipe";
            this.bSimPipe.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(92, 29);
            this.bSimPipe.TabIndex = 19;
            this.bSimPipe.Text = "Calculate";
            this.bSimPipe.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bSimPipe.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bSimPipe_Click);
            // 
            // label23
            // 
            this.label23.AutoSize = true;
            this.label23.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(229, 297);
            this.label23.Name = "label23";
            this.label23.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label23.TabIndex = 18;
            this.label23.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // label22
            // 
            this.label22.AutoSize = true;
            this.label22.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(229, 266);
            this.label22.Name = "label22";
            this.label22.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label22.TabIndex = 17;
            this.label22.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // label21
            // 
            this.label21.AutoSize = true;
            this.label21.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(230, 238);
            this.label21.Name = "label21";
            this.label21.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 13);
            this.label21.TabIndex = 16;
            this.label21.Text = "% 0-100";
            // 
            // tContPipeLength
            // 
            this.tContPipeLength.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContPipeLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 293);
            this.tContPipeLength.Name = "tContPipeLength";
            this.tContPipeLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContPipeLength.TabIndex = 15;
            // 
            // tContPipeInnerDim
            // 
            this.tContPipeInnerDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContPipeInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 262);
            this.tContPipeInnerDim.Name = "tContPipeInnerDim";
            this.tContPipeInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContPipeInnerDim.TabIndex = 14;
            // 
            // tContPipeRough
            // 
            this.tContPipeRough.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.tContPipeRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 232);
            this.tContPipeRough.Name = "tContPipeRough";
            this.tContPipeRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.tContPipeRough.TabIndex = 13;
            // 
            // label17
            // 
            this.label17.AutoSize = true;
            this.label17.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label17.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(30, 293);
            this.label17.Name = "label17";
            this.label17.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 17);
            this.label17.TabIndex = 12;
            this.label17.Text = "Length:";
            // 
            // label8
            // 
            this.label8.AutoSize = true;
            this.label8.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label8.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(30, 262);
            this.label8.Name = "label8";
            this.label8.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 17);
            this.label8.TabIndex = 11;
            this.label8.Text = "Inner Dim:";
            // 
            // labelControlPipeRoughness
            // 
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(30, 232);
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness.Name = "labelControlPipeRoughness";
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 17);
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness.TabIndex = 10;
            this.labelControlPipeRoughness.Text = "Roughness:";
            // 
            // label11
            // 
            this.label11.AutoSize = true;
            this.label11.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label11.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 193);
            this.label11.Name = "label11";
            this.label11.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 20);
            this.label11.TabIndex = 9;
            this.label11.Text = "Control:";
            // 
            // CurValPipeLength
            // 
            this.CurValPipeLength.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValPipeLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 156);
            this.CurValPipeLength.Name = "CurValPipeLength";
            this.CurValPipeLength.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValPipeLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValPipeLength.TabIndex = 8;
            // 
            // labelCurValPipeLength
            // 
            this.labelCurValPipeLength.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValPipeLength.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValPipeLength.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 159);
            this.labelCurValPipeLength.Name = "labelCurValPipeLength";
            this.labelCurValPipeLength.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 17);
            this.labelCurValPipeLength.TabIndex = 7;
            this.labelCurValPipeLength.Text = "Length:";
            // 
            // CurValPipeInnerDim
            // 
            this.CurValPipeInnerDim.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValPipeInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 125);
            this.CurValPipeInnerDim.Name = "CurValPipeInnerDim";
            this.CurValPipeInnerDim.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValPipeInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValPipeInnerDim.TabIndex = 6;
            // 
            // labelCurValPipeInnerDim
            // 
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 128);
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim.Name = "labelCurValPipeInnerDim";
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 17);
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim.TabIndex = 5;
            this.labelCurValPipeInnerDim.Text = "Inner Dim:";
            // 
            // CurValPipeRough
            // 
            this.CurValPipeRough.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.CurValPipeRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(108, 95);
            this.CurValPipeRough.Name = "CurValPipeRough";
            this.CurValPipeRough.ReadOnly = true;
            this.CurValPipeRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(115, 20);
            this.CurValPipeRough.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // labelCurValPipeRough
            // 
            this.labelCurValPipeRough.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelCurValPipeRough.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelCurValPipeRough.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(27, 98);
            this.labelCurValPipeRough.Name = "labelCurValPipeRough";
            this.labelCurValPipeRough.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(84, 17);
            this.labelCurValPipeRough.TabIndex = 3;
            this.labelCurValPipeRough.Text = "Roughness:";
            // 
            // labelSimPipeCurrentValues
            // 
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 12F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Underline, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 60);
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues.Name = "labelSimPipeCurrentValues";
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(119, 20);
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues.TabIndex = 2;
            this.labelSimPipeCurrentValues.Text = "Current Values:";
            // 
            // labelSimPipe
            // 
            this.labelSimPipe.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimPipe.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimPipe.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(22, 23);
            this.labelSimPipe.Name = "labelSimPipe";
            this.labelSimPipe.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(106, 25);
            this.labelSimPipe.TabIndex = 1;
            this.labelSimPipe.Text = "Alum. Pipe";
            // 
            // panelSimCompOne
            // 
            this.panelSimCompOne.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimCompOne.Controls.Add(this.labelSimSwivel);
            this.panelSimCompOne.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 266);
            this.panelSimCompOne.Name = "panelSimCompOne";
            this.panelSimCompOne.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(297, 800);
            this.panelSimCompOne.TabIndex = 2;
            // 
            // labelSimSwivel
            // 
            this.labelSimSwivel.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimSwivel.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimSwivel.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(20, 23);
            this.labelSimSwivel.Name = "labelSimSwivel";
            this.labelSimSwivel.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(69, 25);
            this.labelSimSwivel.TabIndex = 0;
            this.labelSimSwivel.Text = "Swivel";
            // 
            // panelSimComp
            // 
            this.panelSimComp.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.SimDispCompAnnu);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.labelDispCompAnnu);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.SimDispCompBit);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.labelDispCompBit);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.SimDispCompBHA);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.labelDispCompBHA);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.SimDispCompHose);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.labelDispCompHose);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.SimDispCompPipe);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.labelDispCompPipe);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.SimDispCompSwiv);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.labelDispCompSwivel);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.labelSimComp);
            this.panelSimComp.Controls.Add(this.panel11);
            this.panelSimComp.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(906, 6);
            this.panelSimComp.Name = "panelSimComp";
            this.panelSimComp.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(943, 254);
            this.panelSimComp.TabIndex = 1;
            // 
            // SimDispCompAnnu
            // 
            this.SimDispCompAnnu.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimDispCompAnnu.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(281, 115);
            this.SimDispCompAnnu.Name = "SimDispCompAnnu";
            this.SimDispCompAnnu.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimDispCompAnnu.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimDispCompAnnu.TabIndex = 15;
            // 
            // labelDispCompAnnu
            // 
            this.labelDispCompAnnu.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelDispCompAnnu.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelDispCompAnnu.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(224, 118);
            this.labelDispCompAnnu.Name = "labelDispCompAnnu";
            this.labelDispCompAnnu.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 17);
            this.labelDispCompAnnu.TabIndex = 14;
            this.labelDispCompAnnu.Text = "Annu:";
            // 
            // SimDispCompBit
            // 
            this.SimDispCompBit.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimDispCompBit.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(281, 84);
            this.SimDispCompBit.Name = "SimDispCompBit";
            this.SimDispCompBit.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimDispCompBit.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimDispCompBit.TabIndex = 13;
            // 
            // labelDispCompBit
            // 
            this.labelDispCompBit.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelDispCompBit.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelDispCompBit.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(224, 87);
            this.labelDispCompBit.Name = "labelDispCompBit";
            this.labelDispCompBit.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(55, 17);
            this.labelDispCompBit.TabIndex = 12;
            this.labelDispCompBit.Text = "Drill bit:";
            // 
            // SimDispCompBHA
            // 
            this.SimDispCompBHA.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimDispCompBHA.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(281, 47);
            this.SimDispCompBHA.Name = "SimDispCompBHA";
            this.SimDispCompBHA.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimDispCompBHA.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimDispCompBHA.TabIndex = 11;
            // 
            // labelDispCompBHA
            // 
            this.labelDispCompBHA.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelDispCompBHA.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelDispCompBHA.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(224, 50);
            this.labelDispCompBHA.Name = "labelDispCompBHA";
            this.labelDispCompBHA.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(40, 17);
            this.labelDispCompBHA.TabIndex = 10;
            this.labelDispCompBHA.Text = "BHA:";
            // 
            // SimDispCompHose
            // 
            this.SimDispCompHose.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimDispCompHose.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(93, 117);
            this.SimDispCompHose.Name = "SimDispCompHose";
            this.SimDispCompHose.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimDispCompHose.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimDispCompHose.TabIndex = 9;
            // 
            // labelDispCompHose
            // 
            this.labelDispCompHose.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelDispCompHose.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelDispCompHose.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(36, 120);
            this.labelDispCompHose.Name = "labelDispCompHose";
            this.labelDispCompHose.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(45, 17);
            this.labelDispCompHose.TabIndex = 8;
            this.labelDispCompHose.Text = "Hose:";
            // 
            // SimDispCompPipe
            // 
            this.SimDispCompPipe.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimDispCompPipe.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(93, 82);
            this.SimDispCompPipe.Name = "SimDispCompPipe";
            this.SimDispCompPipe.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimDispCompPipe.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimDispCompPipe.TabIndex = 7;
            // 
            // labelDispCompPipe
            // 
            this.labelDispCompPipe.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelDispCompPipe.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelDispCompPipe.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(36, 85);
            this.labelDispCompPipe.Name = "labelDispCompPipe";
            this.labelDispCompPipe.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(40, 17);
            this.labelDispCompPipe.TabIndex = 6;
            this.labelDispCompPipe.Text = "Pipe:";
            // 
            // SimDispCompSwiv
            // 
            this.SimDispCompSwiv.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimDispCompSwiv.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(93, 47);
            this.SimDispCompSwiv.Name = "SimDispCompSwiv";
            this.SimDispCompSwiv.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimDispCompSwiv.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimDispCompSwiv.TabIndex = 5;
            // 
            // labelDispCompSwivel
            // 
            this.labelDispCompSwivel.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelDispCompSwivel.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelDispCompSwivel.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(36, 50);
            this.labelDispCompSwivel.Name = "labelDispCompSwivel";
            this.labelDispCompSwivel.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(51, 17);
            this.labelDispCompSwivel.TabIndex = 5;
            this.labelDispCompSwivel.Text = "Swivel:";
            // 
            // labelSimComp
            // 
            this.labelSimComp.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimComp.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimComp.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(16, 10);
            this.labelSimComp.Name = "labelSimComp";
            this.labelSimComp.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(124, 25);
            this.labelSimComp.TabIndex = 1;
            this.labelSimComp.Text = "Components";
            // 
            // panel11
            // 
            this.panel11.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(617, 260);
            this.panel11.Name = "panel11";
            this.panel11.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(297, 800);
            this.panel11.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // panelSimSysVar
            // 
            this.panelSimSysVar.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
            this.panelSimSysVar.Controls.Add(this.bResetSysValues);
            this.panelSimSysVar.Controls.Add(this.SimFlowRate);
            this.panelSimSysVar.Controls.Add(this.label5);
            this.panelSimSysVar.Controls.Add(this.SimCurPres);
            this.panelSimSysVar.Controls.Add(this.labelSimCurPres);
            this.panelSimSysVar.Controls.Add(this.labelSimSysVar);
            this.panelSimSysVar.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 6);
            this.panelSimSysVar.Name = "panelSimSysVar";
            this.panelSimSysVar.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(892, 254);
            this.panelSimSysVar.TabIndex = 0;
            // 
            // bResetSysValues
            // 
            this.bResetSysValues.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(38, 115);
            this.bResetSysValues.Name = "bResetSysValues";
            this.bResetSysValues.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(121, 23);
            this.bResetSysValues.TabIndex = 5;
            this.bResetSysValues.Text = "Reset System Values";
            this.bResetSysValues.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bResetSysValues.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bResetSysValues_Click);
            // 
            // SimFlowRate
            // 
            this.SimFlowRate.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimFlowRate.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(161, 79);
            this.SimFlowRate.Name = "SimFlowRate";
            this.SimFlowRate.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimFlowRate.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimFlowRate.TabIndex = 4;
            // 
            // label5
            // 
            this.label5.AutoSize = true;
            this.label5.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label5.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(35, 82);
            this.label5.Name = "label5";
            this.label5.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(74, 17);
            this.label5.TabIndex = 3;
            this.label5.Text = "Flow Rate:";
            // 
            // SimCurPres
            // 
            this.SimCurPres.BackColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors.Control;
            this.SimCurPres.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(161, 47);
            this.SimCurPres.Name = "SimCurPres";
            this.SimCurPres.ReadOnly = true;
            this.SimCurPres.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
            this.SimCurPres.TabIndex = 2;
            // 
            // labelSimCurPres
            // 
            this.labelSimCurPres.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimCurPres.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 10F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimCurPres.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(35, 50);
            this.labelSimCurPres.Name = "labelSimCurPres";
            this.labelSimCurPres.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(120, 17);
            this.labelSimCurPres.TabIndex = 1;
            this.labelSimCurPres.Text = "Current Pressure:";
            // 
            // labelSimSysVar
            // 
            this.labelSimSysVar.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelSimSysVar.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 15F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelSimSysVar.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(15, 10);
            this.labelSimSysVar.Name = "labelSimSysVar";
            this.labelSimSysVar.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(165, 25);
            this.labelSimSysVar.TabIndex = 0;
            this.labelSimSysVar.Text = "System Variables";
            // 
            // tabPageStochastic
            // 
            this.tabPageStochastic.BackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Silver;
            this.tabPageStochastic.Controls.Add(this.panelHistogram);
            this.tabPageStochastic.Controls.Add(this.panelStochasticVariables);
            this.tabPageStochastic.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 22);
            this.tabPageStochastic.Name = "tabPageStochastic";
            this.tabPageStochastic.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(1850, 1060);
            this.tabPageStochastic.TabIndex = 2;
            this.tabPageStochastic.Text = "Stochastic Sim";
            // 
            // panelHistogram
            // 
            this.panelHistogram.Controls.Add(this.zedGraphControlHisto);
            this.panelHistogram.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(533, 4);
            this.panelHistogram.Name = "panelHistogram";
            this.panelHistogram.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(1314, 470);
            this.panelHistogram.TabIndex = 1;
            // 
            // zedGraphControlHisto
            // 
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 4);
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.Name = "zedGraphControlHisto";
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.ScrollGrace = 0D;
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.ScrollMaxX = 0D;
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.ScrollMaxY = 0D;
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.ScrollMaxY2 = 0D;
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.ScrollMinX = 0D;
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.ScrollMinY = 0D;
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.ScrollMinY2 = 0D;
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(1308, 463);
            this.zedGraphControlHisto.TabIndex = 0;
            // 
            // panelStochasticVariables
            // 
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label52);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label51);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxCurrentElevation);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label50);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxElevStep);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label49);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.bDecreaseElevation);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.bIncreaseElevation);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.labelElevation);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.bStochasticCalculate);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxNumOfSimulations);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.labelNumberOfSim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxBitDevNozzDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxBHADevRough);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxBHADevInnerDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxHoseDevRough);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxHoseDevInnerDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxPipeDevRough);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxPipeDevInnerDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label48);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label47);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxBitNozzDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label46);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label45);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label44);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label43);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxBHARough);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxBHAInnerDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label42);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label41);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label40);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label39);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label38);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxHoseRough);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label37);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxHoseInnerDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label36);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label34);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label35);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.labelStochasticPipeRough);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxPipeRough);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label33);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.tBoxPipeInnerDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.labelStochasticInnerDim);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.label32);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.bResetStochastic);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Controls.Add(this.labelStochasticTitle);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(3, 3);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Name = "panelStochasticVariables";
            this.panelStochasticVariables.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(523, 1054);
            this.panelStochasticVariables.TabIndex = 0;
            // 
            // label49
            // 
            this.label49.AutoSize = true;
            this.label49.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 11.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.label49.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(245, 103);
            this.label49.Name = "label49";
            this.label49.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(42, 18);
            this.label49.TabIndex = 41;
            this.label49.Text = "Step:";
            // 
            // bDecreaseElevation
            // 
            this.bDecreaseElevation.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 11.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Bold, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.bDecreaseElevation.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(156, 99);
            this.bDecreaseElevation.Name = "bDecreaseElevation";
            this.bDecreaseElevation.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(62, 26);
            this.bDecreaseElevation.TabIndex = 40;
            this.bDecreaseElevation.Text = "-";
            this.bDecreaseElevation.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bDecreaseElevation.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bDecreaseElevation_Click);
            // 
            // bIncreaseElevation
            // 
            this.bIncreaseElevation.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 11.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.bIncreaseElevation.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(88, 99);
            this.bIncreaseElevation.Name = "bIncreaseElevation";
            this.bIncreaseElevation.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(62, 26);
            this.bIncreaseElevation.TabIndex = 39;
            this.bIncreaseElevation.Text = "+";
            this.bIncreaseElevation.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bIncreaseElevation.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bIncreaseElevation_Click);
            // 
            // labelElevation
            // 
            this.labelElevation.AutoSize = true;
            this.labelElevation.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 11.25F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((byte)(0)));
            this.labelElevation.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(10, 102);
            this.labelElevation.Name = "labelElevation";
            this.labelElevation.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 18);
            this.labelElevation.TabIndex = 38;
            this.labelElevation.Text = "Elevation:";
            // 
            // bStochasticCalculate
            // 
            this.bStochasticCalculate.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(303, 500);
            this.bStochasticCalculate.Name = "bStochasticCalculate";
            this.bStochasticCalculate.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(109, 36);
            this.bStochasticCalculate.TabIndex = 37;
            this.bStochasticCalculate.Text = "Calculate";
            this.bStochasticCalculate.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
            this.bStochasticCalculate.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.bStochasticCalculate_Click);
            // 
            // tBoxNumOfSimulations
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        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tContBHARough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label26;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tContHoseLength;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label25;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tContHoseInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label24;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tContHoseRough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bSimPipe;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bSimBit;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bSimBHA;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bSimHose;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bResetSysValues;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TabPage tabPageStochastic;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Panel panelStochasticVariables;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Panel panelHistogram;
        private ZedGraph.ZedGraphControl zedGraphControlHisto;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label39;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label38;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxHoseRough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label37;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxHoseInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label36;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label34;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label35;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label labelStochasticPipeRough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxPipeRough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label33;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxPipeInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label labelStochasticInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label32;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bResetStochastic;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label labelStochasticTitle;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label48;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label47;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxBitNozzDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label46;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label45;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label44;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label43;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxBHARough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxBHAInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label42;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label41;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label40;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxBitDevNozzDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxBHADevRough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxBHADevInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxHoseDevRough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxHoseDevInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxPipeDevRough;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxPipeDevInnerDim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxNumOfSimulations;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label labelNumberOfSim;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bStochasticCalculate;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bDecreaseElevation;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Button bIncreaseElevation;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label labelElevation;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label49;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label52;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label51;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxCurrentElevation;
        private System.Windows.Forms.Label label50;
        private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tBoxElevStep;

    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace WIP
{
    class Formater
    {
        public Formater()
        {

        }

        public string formatDecimalString(double value)
        {
            return value.ToString("0.###");
        }

        public bool validatePercentageValue(string value)
        {
            double parsedValue;
            value = value.Replace(',', '.');
            try
            {
                parsedValue = double.Parse(value);
            }
            catch (Exception e)
            {
                return false;
            }

            return true;
        }

        public bool validateIntegerValue(string value)
        {
            int parsedValue;

            try
            {
                parsedValue = int.Parse(value);
            }
            catch (Exception e)
            {
                return false;
            }

            if (parsedValue < 0)
                return false;

            return true;
        }

        public double formatPercentageValue(string value)
        {
            value = value.Replace(',', '.');
            double result = double.Parse(value)/100;

            if (result == 0)
            {
                return 1;
            }
            else
                return result;
        }

        public int formatIntegerValue(string value)
        {
            return int.Parse(value);
        }

        public double validateAndParseDouble(string value)
        {
            double result;

            try
            {
                result = double.Parse(value);
            }
            catch (Exception e)
            {
                result = 0;
            }

            return result;
        }

    }
}







Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/System/Hose.cs

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest.System
{
    public class Hose : Component
    {

        public Hose(string n, double rough, double inDim, double len)
        {
            name = n;
            roughness = rough;
            innerDim = inDim;
            length = len;
        }
    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest
{
    class KeyPair
    {
        public double q {get; set;}
        public double p {get; set;}

        public KeyPair(double q, double p)
        {
            this.q = q;
            this.p = p;
        }
    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest
{
    class MathAssist
    {
        public MathAssist()
        {
        }

        public static double QuadraticSolver(double a, double b, double c)
        {
            double sqrtPart = b * b - 4 * a * c;
            double x1, x2;

            x1 = (-b + Math.Sqrt(sqrtPart)) / (2 * a);
            x2 = (-b - Math.Sqrt(sqrtPart)) / (2 * a);

            if (x1 >= 0 && x2 <= 0)
            {
                return x1;
            }
            else if (x1 <= 0 && x2 >= 0)
            {
                return x2;
            }
            else
            {
                // Failure
                return -100000;
            }
        }

        public static double FlowRateEstimateNewPump(double ploss, double a, double b, double c)
        {
            return a * (ploss * ploss) + b * ploss + c;
        }
    }
}







Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/Pressure.cs

using System;
using System.Diagnostics;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;
using PressureTest.System;

namespace PressureTest
{
    public class Pressure
    {
        public double q = 13; // Flow rate 

        // Constants
        public double ro = 998.2; // Liquid Density (kg/m^3)
        public double u = 0.001002; // Viscosity (Pa.s)

        public int darcy = 64; // Constant used in darcys friction formula

        // Friction factor limits
        public int laminar = 2300; // Re <= 2300
        public int turbulent = 4000; // Re => 4000

        // Something...
        public SystemModel model;
        public double currentPressureLoss;

        // Iterating to correct value
        public double pDelta = 0;
        public double pBar = 0;
        public double pumpBar =0;

        // Pump Characteristics (Combined)
        private double a = -3.2669;
        private double b = 16.372;

        public double estPressureSystem;

        public Pressure()
        {
            model = new SystemModel();
        }

        public Pressure(SystemModel mod)
        {
            model = mod;
        }

        public void estimatedPressure()
        {
            q = 17;

            pBar = 100;
            while (Math.Abs(pBar - pumpBar) > 0.1)
            {
                pumpBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2.8, q, 17, 11.9);
                //pumpBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2, q, 14, 7); 
                calcReyAndFricFrac();

                currentPressureLoss = calcLoss();

                //pDelta = 14 - (3.5 * currentPressureLoss);
                pDelta = 17 - (1.82 * currentPressureLoss);
                pBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2.8, pDelta, 17, 11.9);
                //pBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2, pDelta, 14, 7); 
                
                if(q == 14 || q != 14)
                {
                    q-=0.1;
                }
                if(q < 7)
                {
                    break;
                }
            }
            q = pDelta;
            estPressureSystem = pBar;

            var velo = (q / 60000) * (1 / ((model.ann.innerDimHole * model.ann.innerDimHole) - (model.ann.outerDimBHA * model.ann.outerDimBHA)));
        
        }

        public void estimatedPressureTwoIdenticalPumps()
        {
            q = 14;
            double watchlist; // Debug assist
            pBar = 100;
            while (Math.Abs(pBar - pumpBar) > 0.1)
            {
                pumpBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2, q, 14, 7);  // This might not be correct
                calcReyAndFricFrac();

                currentPressureLoss = calcLoss();

                pDelta = 14 - (3.5 * currentPressureLoss);
                pBar = linearInterpolation(0, 2, pDelta, 14, 7);
                watchlist = pBar;
                pBar += pBar;

                if (q == 14 || q != 14)
                {
                    q -= 0.1;
                }
                if (q < 7)
                {
                    break;
                }
            }
            q = pDelta;
            estPressureSystem = pBar;

            var velo = (q / 60000) * (1 / ((model.ann.innerDimHole * model.ann.innerDimHole) - (model.ann.outerDimBHA * model.ann.outerDimBHA)));
        }

        public void estimatedPressureTwoDifferentPumps()
        {
            q = 14;

            pBar = 100;
            pumpBar = 0;
            while (Math.Abs(pBar - pumpBar) > 0.1)
            {
                pumpBar = linearInterpolation(0.726071, 2.868775, q, 14, 7);
                calcReyAndFricFrac();

                currentPressureLoss = calcLoss();

                pDelta = (a * currentPressureLoss) + b;
                pBar = linearInterpolation(0.726071, 2.868775, pDelta, 14, 7);

                if (q == 14 || q != 14)
                {
                    q -= 0.1;
                }
                if (q < 7)
                {
                    break;
                }
            }
            q = pDelta;
            estPressureSystem = pBar;
        }

        public double calcLoss()
        {
            double loss;
            foreach (Component c in model._theSystem)
            {
                if (c.name.ToLower().Equals("hose") || c.name.ToLower().Equals("pipe") || c.name.ToLower().Equals("bha"))
                    c.currPloss = PressureLossFormula.lossHosePipeBHA(ro, q, c.fricFrac, c.length, c.innerDim);
 
                if(c.name.ToLower().Equals("annulus"))
                {
                    c.currPloss = PressureLossFormula.lossAnnulus(ro, c.fricFrac, q, c.length, c.innerDim);
                }

                if (c.name.ToLower().Equals("swivel"))
                {
                    c.currPloss = PressureLossFormula.lossSwivel(q);
                }

                if (c.name.ToLower().Equals("bit"))
                {
                    c.currPloss = PressureLossFormula.lossBit(ro, q, ((Drillbit)c).nozzles, ((Drillbit)c).nozzleDim);
                }
            }

            loss = model.hydrostaticLoss = PressureLossFormula.hydrostaticPressure(ro, model.systemElevation);

            foreach (Component c in model._theSystem)
            {
                loss += c.currPloss;
            }
            
            return loss;
        }

        public void calcReyAndFricFrac()
        {
            foreach (Component c in model._theSystem)
            {
                if (c.roughness != 0)
                {
                    c.re = ReynoldsNumb(PressureLossFormula.flowVelocity(q, c.innerDim) ,c.innerDim);
                    c.fricFrac = frictionFactor(c.re, c.innerDim, c.roughness);
                }
            }
        }

        /* Reynolds Number
         * 
         * Inputs:
         * float fV - Flow Velocity
         * float d - Current Diamater 
         *
         */
        public double ReynoldsNumb(double fV, double d)
        {
            return ((ro*fV*d)/(u));
        }

        /* Darcys friction formula
         * 
         */
        public double frictionFactor(double rE, double d, double rough)
        {
            double f, f1, f2 = 0;

            if(rE <= laminar){
                f = laminarFunc(rE);
            }
            else if (rE > laminar && rE < turbulent)
            {
                f1 = laminarFunc(rE);
                f2 = coleBrokFunc(rE, rough, d);

                f = interpolate(rE, laminar, turbulent, f1, f2);
                linearInterpolation(rE, laminar, turbulent, f1, f2);
            }
            else
            {
                f = coleBrokFunc(rE, rough, d);
            }

            return f;
        }

        public double laminarFunc(double re)
        {
            return ((double)(darcy / re));
        }

        public double coleBrokFunc(double re, double rrough, double d)
        {
            double tpfc = .00000001;
            double c = tpfc;
            double tpfc2 = 0;
            do
            {
                tpfc2 = tpfc;

                tpfc = 1/(Math.Pow(-2*Math.Log10((rrough/(3.7*d) + 
                         (2.51/(re*Math.Sqrt(tpfc2+c))))),2));
            }
            while(Math.Abs(tpfc-tpfc2) > .000001);

            return tpfc;
        }

        public double interpolate(double re1, double re2, double re3, double f1, double f2)
        {
            double c = ((re1 - re2) / (re3 - re2));

            return ((c * f1) + ((1 - c) * f2));
        }

        public double linearInterpolation(double x0, double x1, double y, double y0, double y1)
        {
            return x0 + (x1 - x0) * ((y - y0) / (y1 - y0));
        }

    }
}







Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/PressureLossFormula.cs

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest
{
    static class PressureLossFormula
    {

        private static double PI = Math.PI;
        private static double PIsqrt = PI*PI;
        private static double bc = 0.95*0.95;
        private static double constNozzle = 1.03; // Characteristic of the nozzle
        private static double cv = 5.25;
        private static double pas2Bar = Math.Pow(10, -5);
        private static double lpm2m3s = 60000;

        // Gravity
        private static double grav = 9.81;

        // Swivel constants
        private static double swivConstOne = 6894;
        private static double swivConstTwo = 0.264;
        private static double swivConstV = 5.25;

        /* FIXED : WORKS AS INTENDED
         * Pressure loss formula for Hose, Pipe, BHA
         * 
         * 
         */
        public static double lossHosePipeBHA(double ro, double q, double f, double l, double d)
        {
            double fV = flowVelocity(q, d);

            double loss = (f * ro * fV * fV *l )/ (2 * d);

            return loss*pas2Bar;
        }

        /*FIXED: WORKS AS INTENDED
         * Pressure loss formula for bit
         * 
         * Returns bar
         * 
         * 
         */
        public static double lossBit(double ro, double q, double n, double d)
        {
            q = q / lpm2m3s;
            double a = (PI * d * d) / 4;

            double res = (ro * q * q) / (1.975 * constNozzle * constNozzle *((n*a)*(n*a)));

            res = res * pas2Bar;

            return res;
        }

        /* FIXED : WORKS AS INTENDED
         * 
         */
        public static double lossAnnulus(double ro, double f, double q, double l, double d)
        {
            double fV = flowVelocity(q,d);

            double res = (f * ro * fV * fV * l) / (2 * d);

            return res*pas2Bar;
        }

        /* FIXED : WORKS AS INTENDED
         * Pressure loss formula swivel
         * 
         * Returns bar
         */
        public static double lossSwivel(double q)
        {
            double res = swivConstOne * ((((q * swivConstTwo) / 2) * ((q * swivConstTwo) / 2))/swivConstV);
            return res*pas2Bar;
        }

        /* FIXED : WORKS AS INTENDED
         * Pressure loss from the hydrostatic pressure
         */
        public static double hydrostaticPressure(double ro, double h)
        {
            double res = ro * h * grav;
            return res*pas2Bar;
        }

        /*
        public static double hydrostaticHead(double ro, double cc, double cd, double dia)
        {               
            return 0.0981*(ro*(1-cc)+cc*cd)*dia;
        }

        public static double cuttingConcentration(double rop, double dia, double q, double phi)
        {
            dia = Math.Pow(dia, 2);
            double cc = (rop * ((PI / 4) * dia) * (1 - phi)) / ((q + rop) * ((PI / 4) * dia) * (1 - phi));
            return cc;
        }
        */

        public static double flowVelocity(double q, double innerDim)
        {
            return (q / lpm2m3s) * (1 / ((PI * innerDim * innerDim) / 4));
        }

    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Windows.Forms;

namespace WIP
{
    static class Program
    {
        /// <summary>
        /// The main entry point for the application.
        /// </summary>
        [STAThread]
        static void Main()
        {
            Application.EnableVisualStyles();
            Application.SetCompatibleTextRenderingDefault(false);
            Application.Run(new Form1());
        }
    }
}







Pressure Simulator/WorkInProgress/WIP/Properties/Resources.Designer.cs

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------
// <auto-generated>
//     This code was generated by a tool.
//     Runtime Version:4.0.30319.34209
//
//     Changes to this file may cause incorrect behavior and will be lost if
//     the code is regenerated.
// </auto-generated>
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------

namespace WIP.Properties
{


    /// <summary>
    ///   A strongly-typed resource class, for looking up localized strings, etc.
    /// </summary>
    // This class was auto-generated by the StronglyTypedResourceBuilder
    // class via a tool like ResGen or Visual Studio.
    // To add or remove a member, edit your .ResX file then rerun ResGen
    // with the /str option, or rebuild your VS project.
    [global::System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCodeAttribute("System.Resources.Tools.StronglyTypedResourceBuilder", "4.0.0.0")]
    [global::System.Diagnostics.DebuggerNonUserCodeAttribute()]
    [global::System.Runtime.CompilerServices.CompilerGeneratedAttribute()]
    internal class Resources
    {

        private static global::System.Resources.ResourceManager resourceMan;

        private static global::System.Globalization.CultureInfo resourceCulture;

        [global::System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessageAttribute("Microsoft.Performance", "CA1811:AvoidUncalledPrivateCode")]
        internal Resources()
        {
        }

        /// <summary>
        ///   Returns the cached ResourceManager instance used by this class.
        /// </summary>
        [global::System.ComponentModel.EditorBrowsableAttribute(global::System.ComponentModel.EditorBrowsableState.Advanced)]
        internal static global::System.Resources.ResourceManager ResourceManager
        {
            get
            {
                if ((resourceMan == null))
                {
                    global::System.Resources.ResourceManager temp = new global::System.Resources.ResourceManager("WIP.Properties.Resources", typeof(Resources).Assembly);
                    resourceMan = temp;
                }
                return resourceMan;
            }
        }

        /// <summary>
        ///   Overrides the current thread's CurrentUICulture property for all
        ///   resource lookups using this strongly typed resource class.
        /// </summary>
        [global::System.ComponentModel.EditorBrowsableAttribute(global::System.ComponentModel.EditorBrowsableState.Advanced)]
        internal static global::System.Globalization.CultureInfo Culture
        {
            get
            {
                return resourceCulture;
            }
            set
            {
                resourceCulture = value;
            }
        }
    }
}







Pressure Simulator/WorkInProgress/WIP/Properties/Settings.Designer.cs

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------
// <auto-generated>
//     This code was generated by a tool.
//     Runtime Version:4.0.30319.34209
//
//     Changes to this file may cause incorrect behavior and will be lost if
//     the code is regenerated.
// </auto-generated>
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------

namespace WIP.Properties
{


    [global::System.Runtime.CompilerServices.CompilerGeneratedAttribute()]
    [global::System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCodeAttribute("Microsoft.VisualStudio.Editors.SettingsDesigner.SettingsSingleFileGenerator", "10.0.0.0")]
    internal sealed partial class Settings : global::System.Configuration.ApplicationSettingsBase
    {

        private static Settings defaultInstance = ((Settings)(global::System.Configuration.ApplicationSettingsBase.Synchronized(new Settings())));

        public static Settings Default
        {
            get
            {
                return defaultInstance;
            }
        }
    }
}







Pressure Simulator/PressureTest/PressureTest/Simulator/StochasticSim.cs

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;
using PressureTest.System;
using System.Diagnostics;

namespace PressureTest.Simulator
{
    public class StochasticSim
    {

        public SystemModel _system;
        public SystemModel _initialValues;
        public Pressure pressure;
        public Random rand;

        // Constants
        private double id_dev_pipe = 0.001;
        private double id_dev_hose = 0.001;
        private double id_dev_bha = 0.001;
        private double rough_dev_hose = 0.00001;
        private double rough_dev_pipe = 0.00001;
        private double rough_dev_bha = 0.0001;
        private double id_nozz_dev = 0.0001;

        public StochasticSim()
        {
            _system = new SystemModel();
            _initialValues = new SystemModel();
            rand = new Random();

            pressure = new Pressure(_system);

        }

        public SortedList<double, double> runSimulation(int simulations)
        {
            var res = stochSim(simulations);

            var finalList = groupUp(res);

            return finalList;
        }

        public List<double> stochSim(int sim)
        {
            List<double> results = new List<double>();
            for (int i = 0; i < sim; i++)
            {
                resetSystem();
                foreach(Component c in _system._theSystem)
                {
                    if (c.name.Equals("Pipe"))
                    {
                        c.innerDim += RandomNumberBetween(-id_dev_pipe, id_dev_pipe);
                        c.roughness += RandomNumberBetween(-rough_dev_pipe, rough_dev_pipe);
                    }
                    if (c.name.Equals("Hose"))
                    {
                        c.innerDim += RandomNumberBetween(-id_dev_hose, id_dev_hose);
                        c.roughness += RandomNumberBetween(-rough_dev_hose, rough_dev_hose);
                    }
                    if (c.name.Equals("BHA"))
                    {
                        c.innerDim += RandomNumberBetween(-id_dev_bha, id_dev_bha);
                        c.roughness += RandomNumberBetween(-rough_dev_bha, rough_dev_bha);
                    }
                    if (c.name.Equals("Bit"))
                        ((Drillbit)c).nozzleDim += RandomNumberBetween(-id_nozz_dev, id_nozz_dev);
                }
                pressure.estimatedPressure();
                //pressure.estimatedPressureTwoDifferentPumps();
                //pressure.estimatedPressureTwoIdenticalPumps();
                results.Add(pressure.estPressureSystem);
            }

            return results;
        }

        private double RandomNumberBetween(double minValue, double maxValue)
        {
            var next = rand.NextDouble();

            return minValue + (next * (maxValue - minValue));
        }

        private SortedList<double,double> groupUp(List<double> list)
        {
            double min, max;
            min = 100;
            max = 0;

            foreach (double d in list)
            {
                if (d < min)
                    min = d;
                if (d > max)
                    max = d;
            }

            double sample = max - min;
            sample = sample / 20;

            SortedList<double, double> finalList = new SortedList<double, double>();

            for (int i = 0; i < 20; i++)
            {
                double count = 0;

                foreach (double d in list)
                {
                    if (d >= min + (sample * (i)) && d <= min + (sample * (i + 1)))
                    {
                        count++;
                    }
                }

                finalList.Add(min + sample*i, count/list.Count);
            }


            return finalList;
        }

        public void adjustPipeRoughness(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.pipe.roughness += _system.pipe.roughness * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.pipe.roughness -= _system.pipe.roughness * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustPipeInnerDim(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.pipe.innerDim += _system.pipe.innerDim * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.pipe.innerDim -= _system.pipe.innerDim * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustPipeLength(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.pipe.length += _system.pipe.length * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.pipe.length -= _system.pipe.length * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustHoseRoughness(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.hose.roughness += _system.hose.roughness * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.hose.roughness -= _system.hose.roughness * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustHoseInnerDim(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.hose.innerDim += _system.hose.innerDim * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.hose.innerDim -= _system.hose.innerDim * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustHoseLength(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.hose.length += _system.hose.length * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.hose.length -= _system.hose.length * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustBHARoughness(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.bha.roughness += _system.bha.roughness * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.bha.roughness -= _system.bha.roughness * (1 + val);

            _system.ann.roughness = _system.bha.roughness;
        }

        public void adjustBHAInnerDim(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.bha.innerDim += _system.bha.innerDim * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.bha.innerDim -= _system.bha.innerDim * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustBHALength(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.bha.length += _system.bha.length * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.bha.length -= _system.bha.length * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustBitInnerDIm(double val)
        {
            if (val > 0)
                _system.bit.nozzleDim += _system.bit.nozzleDim * (1 - val);
            else
                _system.bit.nozzleDim -= _system.bit.nozzleDim * (1 + val);
        }

        public void adjustBitNozzles(int val)
        {
            _system.bit.nozzles = val;
        }

        public void resetSystemPipeValue()
        {
            _system.pipe.length = _initialValues.pipe.length;
            _system.pipe.innerDim = _initialValues.pipe.innerDim;
            _system.pipe.roughness = _initialValues.pipe.roughness;
        }

        public void resetSystemHoseValue()
        {
            _system.hose.length = _initialValues.hose.length;
            _system.hose.innerDim = _initialValues.hose.innerDim;
            _system.hose.roughness = _initialValues.hose.roughness;
        }

        public void resetSystemBHAValues()
        {
            _system.bha.length = _initialValues.bha.length;
            _system.bha.innerDim = _initialValues.bha.innerDim;
            _system.bha.roughness = _initialValues.bha.roughness;
        }

        public void resetSystemBitValues()
        {
            _system.bit.nozzles = _initialValues.bit.nozzles;
            _system.bit.nozzleDim = _initialValues.bit.nozzleDim;
        }

        public void resetIntervallValues()
        {
            id_dev_pipe = 0.001;
            id_dev_hose = 0.001;
            id_dev_bha = 0.001;
            rough_dev_hose = 0.00001;
            rough_dev_pipe = 0.00001;
            rough_dev_bha = 0.0001;
            id_nozz_dev = 0.0001;
        }

        public void resetSystem()
        {
            resetSystemBHAValues();
            resetSystemBitValues();
            resetSystemHoseValue();
            resetSystemPipeValue();
            resetIntervallValues();
        }

        /// <summary>
        /// Get Set methods
        /// </summary>

        public double Id_dev_hose
        {
            get { return id_dev_hose; }
            set {id_dev_hose = value;}
        }

        public double Id_dev_pipe
        {
            get { return id_dev_pipe; }
            set { id_dev_pipe = value; }
        }

        public double Id_nozz_dev
        {
            get { return id_nozz_dev; }
            set { id_nozz_dev = value; }
        }

        public double Id_dev_bha
        {
            get { return id_dev_bha; }
            set { id_dev_bha = value; }
        }

        public double Rough_dev_hose
        {
            get { return rough_dev_hose; }
            set { rough_dev_hose = value; }
        }

        public double Rough_dev_pipe
        {
            get { return rough_dev_pipe; }
            set { rough_dev_pipe = value; }
        }

        public double Rough_dev_bha
        {
            get { return rough_dev_bha; }
            set { rough_dev_bha = value; }
        }
    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest.System
{
    public class Swivel : Component
    {
        public Swivel(string name)
        {
            this.name = name;
        }
    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest.System
{
    public class SystemModel
    {

        public ICollection<Component> _theSystem;

        //Components
        public Drillbit bit;
        public Hose hose;
        public AlumPipe pipe;
        public BottomHalfAssembly bha;
        public Annulus ann;
        public Swivel swivel;

        public double systemElevation = 2.0;
        public double hydrostaticLoss = 0;

        public double rockSize = 0.4;
        public double maxElevation = 2.0; // Given by SysElev 
        public double minElevation = 1.6; // Given by SysElev - rockSize;

        public SystemModel()
        {
            //bit = new Drillbit("bit", 0.0275, 0.005 , 1); // China
            bit = new Drillbit("bit", 0.028575, 0.003175, 2); // Baker
            hose = new Hose("Hose", 0.00003, 0.0127, 2.5);
            pipe = new AlumPipe("Pipe", 0.00003, 0.0087, 0.914);
            bha = new BottomHalfAssembly("BHA", 0.00015, 0.0065, 0.45);
            //ann = new Annulus("Annulus", 0.0275, 0.022,0,0.00015); // China
            ann = new Annulus("Annulus", 0.028575, 0.022, 0, 0.00015); // Baker
            swivel = new Swivel("Swivel");

            _theSystem = new List<Component>();

            _theSystem.Add(bit);
            _theSystem.Add(hose);
            _theSystem.Add(pipe);
            _theSystem.Add(bha);
            _theSystem.Add(ann);
            _theSystem.Add(swivel);
        }

        public void incSysElev(double val)
        {
            if (Math.Ceiling(systemElevation) > minElevation && systemElevation < maxElevation)
            {
                systemElevation += val;
                ann.length -= val;
            }
        }

        public void decSysElev(double val)
        {
            if (systemElevation >= minElevation && systemElevation <= maxElevation)
            {
                systemElevation -= val;
                ann.length += val;
            }
        }

        public double SystemElevation
        {
            get { return systemElevation; }
            set { systemElevation = value; }
        }

        public double hydroStaticLoss
        {
            get { return hydrostaticLoss; }
            set { hydrostaticLoss = value; }
        }
    }
}
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;

namespace PressureTest
{
    class ThresTest
    {

        public double t_yield = 0.47; // Maximum yield streanth of the aluminium drill string (mN)
        public double t_ultimate = 1.28; // Ultimate yield strength of the aluminium drill string (mN)

        /*
	        Determine maximum acceleration/deceleration going from one angular velocity to another without exceeding a given
	        motor torque value.
	
	        ** Input **
	        float w_curr - Current motor angular velocity
	        float w_targ - Target motor angular velocity
	        float t_mThres - Motor torque threshold
	
        	** Output ** 
	        float acc - max acceleration
        */
        public double maxTorqueBasedOnAngularVelocity(double w_curr, double w_targ, double t_thres)
        {
            

            return 0;
        }

        /*
	        Determines the min and max deceleration available for a given angular velocity limited by motor torque and the
	        drill-pipe ultimate strength
	
	        ** Input ** 
	        float t_mthres - Motor torque threshold given
	        float w_curr_bit - Bit current angular velocity
	        float w_targ_bit - Bit target angular velocity
	
	        ** Output ** 
	        float[] dec - Min and Max deceleration (2 Values)

        */
        public double[] minMaxDecelerationBasedOnMotorTorqueAndDPultimate(double w_curr, double w_targ, double t_mthres)
        {
            double[] minMax = new double[2];
            
            
            return minMax;
        }

        public double maxBitTorqueSuddenBitBlockage(double time_det, double somethign)
        {
            return 0;
        }


    }
}
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Microsoft Visual Studio Solution File, Format Version 11.00
# Visual Studio 2010
Project("{FAE04EC0-301F-11D3-BF4B-00C04F79EFBC}") = "WIP", "WIP\WIP.csproj", "{3CE3D6B8-F6F0-41BE-B23C-AE3AE4D42AFE}"
EndProject
Project("{FAE04EC0-301F-11D3-BF4B-00C04F79EFBC}") = "PressureTest", "..\PressureTest\PressureTest\PressureTest.csproj", "{A89D0D20-0743-44EC-9C55-99F56610D752}"
EndProject
Global
	GlobalSection(TeamFoundationVersionControl) = preSolution
		SccNumberOfProjects = 3
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		SccProjectUniqueName2 = WIP\\WIP.csproj
		SccProjectName2 = WIP
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	GlobalSection(SolutionConfigurationPlatforms) = preSolution
		Debug|x86 = Debug|x86
		Release|x86 = Release|x86
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		{3CE3D6B8-F6F0-41BE-B23C-AE3AE4D42AFE}.Debug|x86.ActiveCfg = Debug|x86
		{3CE3D6B8-F6F0-41BE-B23C-AE3AE4D42AFE}.Debug|x86.Build.0 = Debug|x86
		{3CE3D6B8-F6F0-41BE-B23C-AE3AE4D42AFE}.Release|x86.ActiveCfg = Release|x86
		{3CE3D6B8-F6F0-41BE-B23C-AE3AE4D42AFE}.Release|x86.Build.0 = Release|x86
		{A89D0D20-0743-44EC-9C55-99F56610D752}.Debug|x86.ActiveCfg = Debug|x86
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	EndGlobalSection
	GlobalSection(SolutionProperties) = preSolution
		HideSolutionNode = FALSE
	EndGlobalSection
EndGlobal
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            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the vertical direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines if the brush will be scaled to the bounding box
            of the filled object.  If this value is false, then the brush will only be aligned
            with the filled object based on the   and  
            properties.
            
        
         
             
            TODO: change the vsassist system so different default constructors or initializers can be called,
            or to be able to know if a the object is already initialized or not (new).
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Override ToString() function
            
             Always returns "Symbol"
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the size of the   in points (1/72nd inch).
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the type (shape) of the   using
            a   enumeration.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   class
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the labels value
            
             A string containing "BarItem: label", where 'label' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Creates a new CurveItem using the PointPairList and add it the the given pane.
            
             the GraphPane object to which to add the new curve
             a PointPairList collection defining the points for this curve
             the newly created CurveItem added to the given GraphPane
             This method must be overriden by childs
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   class
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the labels value
            
             A string containing "ErrorBarItem: label", where 'label' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Creates a new CurveItem using the PointPairList and add it the the given pane.
            
             the GraphPane object to which to add the new curve
             a PointPairList collection defining the points for this curve
             the newly created CurveItem added to the given GraphPane
             This method must be overriden by childs
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The pen width to be used for drawing error bars
            Units are points.  This property only controls the pen width for the
            vertical line.  The pen width for the symbol outline is
            controlled separately by the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   class
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the labels value
            
             A string containing "HiLowBarItem: label", where 'label' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Creates a new CurveItem using the PointPairList and add it the the given pane.
            
             the GraphPane object to which to add the new curve
             a PointPairList collection defining the points for this curve
             the newly created CurveItem added to the given GraphPane
             This method must be overriden by childs
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether the bar width will be based on
            the   value, or it will be based on available
            space similar to   objects.
            
             If true, then the value
            of   is ignored.  If this value is true, then
              will be used to determine the total
            space between each bar.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
             The size of the bars can be set by this value, which
            is then scaled according to the scaleFactor (see
             ).  Alternatively,
            if   is true, the bar width will
            be set according to the maximum available cluster width less
            the cluster gap (see  
            and  ).  That is, if
              is true, then the value of
              will be ignored.
            
             Size in points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   class
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the labels value
            
             A string containing "LineItem: label", where 'label' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Creates a new CurveItem using the PointPairList and add it the the given pane.
            
             the GraphPane object to which to add the new curve
             a PointPairList collection defining the points for this curve
             the newly created CurveItem added to the given GraphPane
             This method must be overriden by childs
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets a property that determines if this  
            will be drawn smooth.  The "smoothness" is controlled by
            the   property.
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The pen width used to draw the  , in points (1/72 inch)
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets a property that determines the smoothing tension
            for this  .  This property is only used if
              is true.  A tension value 0.0 will just
            draw ordinary line segments like an unsmoothed line.  A tension
            value of 1.0 will be smooth.  Values greater than 1.0 will generally
            give odd results.
            
             A floating point value indicating the level of smoothing.
            0.0F for no smoothing, 1.0F for lots of smoothing, >1.0 for odd
            smoothing.
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The style of the  , defined as a   enum.
            This allows the line to be solid, dashed, or dotted.
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines if the   will be drawn by directly connecting the
            points from the   data collection,
            or if the curve will be a "stair-step" in which the points are
            connected by a series of horizontal and vertical lines that
            represent discrete, constant values.  Note that the values can
            be forward oriented  ForwardStep ( ) or
            rearward oriented  RearwardStep.
            That is, the points are defined at the beginning or end
            of the constant value for which they apply, respectively.
            The   property is ignored for lines
            that have   set to true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   class
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the labels value
            
             A string containing "PieItem: label", where 'label' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Creates a new CurveItem using the PointPairList and add it the the given pane.
            
             the GraphPane object to which to add the new curve
             a PointPairList collection defining the points for this curve
             the newly created CurveItem added to the given GraphPane
             This method must be overriden by childs
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the value of this  .  
            Minimum value is 0. 
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the a value which determines the amount, if any, of
            this   displacement.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the   to be used in displaying 
              labels.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the number of decimal digits to be displayed in a   
            value label.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the number of decimal digits to be displayed in a   
            percent label.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets or sets the   to be used
            for displaying this  's label.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Baseclass for graph items in the web control
             
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Override the ToString() method.
            
             Always returns the string "GraphObj".
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Manages a collection of   objects that are 
            state management aware.
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Provides array services in a web state engine environment. This collection can
            support 1:N datatypes as items provided they are based on the GenericItem class.
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Internal collection item schema table. All supported data types must be
            identified in this array. The default constructor should populate this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            Internal array of items. Some public access to the array is provided by default.
            Additional public access should be added when subclassing.
            
        
         
             
            Empty the array list and marks the viewstate.
            
        
         
             
            Verifies if the object is a supported datatype
            
             object to verify
             true if supported
        
         
             
            Internal insert item method that also tracks the change in the viewstate
            
             location in the array to insert the object
             object to insert
             
             
        
         
             
            Retrieves an item by index
            
             array index
             array item
        
         
             
            Appends item to array and tracks the change in the viewstate
            
             Item to append
             new index of item
             
             
        
         
             
            Removes the item from the array and tracks the change in the viewstate
            
             item index to remove
        
         
             
            Removes the item from the array and tracks the change in the viewstate
            
             object to remove
             
             
        
         
             
            Identifies the items index in the list given the item object
            
             item to locate in list
             index of item
             		
        
         
             
              
            
             
        
         
             
             
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Adds item based on the rules of ListAdd
             
             
            
             
             
        
         
             
             
            
        
         
             
             
            
             
             
        
         
             
             
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Inserts item according to the rules of ListInsert
             
             
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Removes item based on ListRemove
             
             
            
             
        
         
             
            Removes item based on RemoveAt
             
             
            
             
        
         
             
            preserves internal tracking state
            
        
         
             
            marks the entire statebag as dirty requiring the entire state to be saved
            
        
         
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Loads the view state. This involves reading each state item pair, verifying
            schema support for each datatype, creating each item instance, and loading
            the state into each newly created instance.
             
            
             state management object
        
         
             
            Saves the viewstate into a portable object format. This involves
            saving the state of each item in the list.
             
            
             portable state object
        
         
             
             
            
        
         
             
             
            
        
         
             
             		
            
        
         
             
            Privately implement those members of IList that take or 
            return the object type and expose equivalent public members
            that take or return an item instance instead. Also
            implement privately those members of IList that are not meaninful
            to expose in the public object model of this Collection.		
            
        
         
             
             
            
        
         
             
             
            
        
         
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Override the ToString() method.
            
             Always returns String.Empty
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Add a   to this collection.
            
             The   to be added.
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
             
        
         
             
            Manages a collection of   objects that are 
            state management aware.
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Override the ToString() method.
            
             Always returns String.Empty
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Add a   to this collection.
            
             The   to be added.
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
             
        
         
             
            Manages a collection of   objects that are 
            state management aware.
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Override the ToString() method.
            
             Always returns String.Empty
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Add a   to the collection.
            
             The   object to be added
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
             
        
         
             
            Manages a collection of   objects that are 
            state management aware.
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Override the ToString() method.
            
             Always returns String.Empty
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Add a   to this collection.
            
             The   to be added.
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
             
        
         
             
            A Web PointPair class
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies PointPair instance
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            A Web String class
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies fontspec instance
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz	
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz	
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the   value
            
             A string containing "Axis: title", where 'title' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
             This property allows the axis to be shifted away from its default location.
            For example, for a graph with an X range from -100 to +100, the Y Axis can be located
            at the X=0 value rather than the left edge of the ChartRect.  This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.  The "other" axis is the axis the handles the second dimension
            for the graph.  For the XAxis, the "other" axis is the YAxis.  For the YAxis or
            Y2Axis, the "other" axis is the XAxis.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the axis intersection point  
            is set automatically.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This affects only the grid lines, since the   and
              both have their own color specification.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The title normally shows the basis and dimensions of
            the scale range, such as "Time (Years)".  The title is only shown if the
              property is set to true.  If the Title text is empty,
            then no title is shown, and no space is "reserved" for the title on the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This is the minimum axis space allocation.
            This term, expressed in points (1/72 inch) and scaled according to  
            for the  , determines the minimum amount of space
            an axis must have between the   and the
             .  This minimum space
            applies whether   is true or false.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This property determines whether or not the major tics will be drawn
            inbetween the labels, rather than right at the labels.  Note that this setting is only
            applicable if   =  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This boolean value determines if a line will be drawn at the
            zero value for the axis.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the   is shown.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines the   for this  .
            The type can be either  ,
             ,  ,
            or  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This property controls whether or not the magnitude factor (power of 10) for
            this scale will be included in the label.
            For large scale values, a "magnitude" value (power of 10) is automatically
            used for scaling the graph.  This magnitude value is automatically appended
            to the end of the Axis   (e.g., "(10^4)") to indicate
            that a magnitude is in use.  This property controls whether or not the
            magnitude is included in the title.  Note that it only affects the axis
            title; a magnitude value may still be used even if it is not shown in the title.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
             .
            
              Determines whether or not the  
              will be displayed.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines if powers-of-ten notation will be used for the numeric value labels.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This   value determines if ZedGraph will check to
            see if the   scale labels are close enough to overlap.  If so,
            ZedGraph will adjust the step size to prevent overlap.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of    .
            
              Gets a reference to the   class used to render
            the  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property to get or set the values for the   minor grid.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property to get or set the values for the   major grid.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property to get or set the values for the   minor tics.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property to get or set the values for the   major tics.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property to get or set the values for the axis scale.
            
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the   value
            
             A string containing "XAxis: title", where 'title' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor.
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz	
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the   value
            
             A string containing "YAxis: title", where 'title' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor.
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz	
        
         
             
            Identifies   by the   value
            
             A string containing "Y2Axis: title", where 'title' is the
              property of the  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy class to manage all properties associated with a grid
            
        
         
             
            Returns a string description of the class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This property determines if the major   gridlines
            (at each labeled value) will be visible.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This is the distance,
            in points (1/72 inch), of the dash segments that make up the dashed grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This is the distance,
            in points (1/72 inch), of the spaces between the dash segments that make up
            the dashed grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The pen width used for drawing the grid lines, expressed in points (1/72nd inch).
            
        
         
             
            Proxy class to manage all properties associated with a grid
            
        
         
             
            Returns a string description of the class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the color of the tics.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the size of the tics.
            
              The length of the   tic marks, expressed in points
            (1/72nd inch).
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the   major tics (where the
            scale labels are located) will be displayed.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This value determines whether or not the major inside tic marks
            are shown.  These are the tic marks on the inside of the   border.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This value determines whether or not the major opposite tic marks
            are shown.  These are the tic marks on the inside of the   border on
            the opposite side from the axis.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This property determines the pen width to be used when drawing the tic marks for
            this  .  The pen width is expressed in points (1/72nd inch).
            
        
         
             
            Proxy class to manage all properties associated with a grid
            
        
         
             
            Returns a string description of the class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the scale major step size value
             
            is set automatically.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the scale major step size value
             
            is set automatically.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property to handle the units for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the scale minor step size value
             
            is set automatically.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines the minor step size value for the scale
            is set automatically.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property to handle the units for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the minimum scale value  
            is set automatically.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the maximum scale value  
            is set automatically.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This is the "grace" value applied to the minimum data range.
            This value is expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MinGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be subtracted from the minimum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 2.8 to 16.0.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This is the "grace" value applied to the maximum data range.
            This value is expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MaxGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be added to the maximum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 4.0 to 17.2.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines if the scale values are reversed for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not the scale label format  
            is determined automatically based on the range of data values.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The format of the   tic labels.
            This property is only used if the   is set to  .
            This property may be set automatically by ZedGraph, depending on the state of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Controls the alignment of the   tic labels.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The magnitude multiplier for scale values.
            This is used to limit
            the size of the displayed value labels.  For example, if the value
            is really 2000000, then the graph will display 2000 with a 10^3
            magnitude multiplier.  This value can be determined automatically
            depending on the state of  .
            If this value is set manually by the user,
            then   will also be set to false.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether the   value will be set
            automatically based on the data, or manually by the user.
            If the user manually sets the   value, then this
            flag will be set to false.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Gets a reference to the   class used to render
            the scale values.
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies legend instance
            
             Always returns the string "Legend".
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              This property shows or hides the   entirely.
            
              true to show the  , false to hide it 
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Sets or gets the location of the   on the
              using the   enum type
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Web control state management class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies fontspec instance
            
             Always returns the string "FontSpec".
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The angle at which this   object is drawn.
            
             The angle of the font, measured in anti-clockwise degrees from
            horizontal.  Negative values are permitted.
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The size of the font for this   object.
            
             The size of the font, measured in points (1/72 inch).
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The font family name for this  .
            
             A text string with the font family name, e.g., "Arial"
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The color of the font characters for this  .
            Note that the border and background
            colors are set using the   and
              properties, respectively.
            
             A system   reference.
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines the alignment with which this
              object is drawn.  This alignment really only
            affects multi-line strings.
            
             A   enumeration.
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether this   is
            drawn with bold typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for bold, false for normal
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether this   is
            drawn with an italic typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for italic, false for normal
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether this   is
            drawn with an underline typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for underline, false for normal
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Rectangle class for margins
            
             Benjamin Mayrargue
        
         
             
            Override ToString
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            
        
         
             
            
        
         
             
            
        
         
             
            
        
         
             
            Size class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies fontspec instance
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Point class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies fontspec instance
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Baseclass for graph items in the web control
             
            
             Darren Martz
             
            A TextObj uses only:
            	FontSpec
            	Location
            		.CoordinateFrame ( )
            		.X (between 0 and 1 for fraction CoordTypes) 0=left, 1=right
            		.Y (between 0 and 1 for fraction CoordTypes) 0=top, 1=bottom
            		.AlignH
            		.AlignV
            		.layoutArea
            
        
         
             
            Identifies curve item by the labels value
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Baseclass for graph items in the web control
             
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies curve item by the labels value
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The size of the arrowhead, expressed in points (1/72nd inch).
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The width of the pen, expressed in points (1/72nd inch), used to draw the
            arrow line segment.
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              The   value used to draw the  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
              Determines whether or not an arrowhead will be draw.  If false, only a line segment
            will be drawn.
            
        
         
             
            Baseclass for graph items in the web control
             
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies curve item by the labels value
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            The   url reference from which to get the  
            data for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  .
            
             
            Determines if the image will be scaled to the output rectangle (see  ).
            
             true to scale the image, false to draw the image unscaled, but clipped
            to the destination rectangle
        
         
             
            Baseclass for graph items in the web control
             
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies curve item by the labels value
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Baseclass for graph items in the web control
             
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies curve item by the labels value
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the   object for
            this  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Location class for a   object
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Identifies location instance
            
             
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy the properties of this   to the specified
              object.
            
             The destination   object
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Proxy property that gets or sets the value of  
            
        
         
             
            Assists in managing viewstate sub-objects. The host of the assistant is
            responsible for managing an array within the statebag. This assistant
            helps deal with that by simply registering each hosted object with a
            unique code value. It also simplies the on demand creation of the sub object
            by creating the instance only when the getobject method is called.
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Array of child class instances managed in the viewstate
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Registers a code with a datatype in the assistance. Once registered
            the datatype will be available for retrievable using the same code value.
            
             Type identifier
             Object type being hosted
        
         
             
            Retrieves instance based on the registered code and datatype.
            If the value is null, the datatype is used to create a new instance
            that is cached in the assistant node.
            
             code to search on
             Indicates if the parent is currently
            tracking viewstate
             class instance
        
         
             
            Retrieves the object instance for an assistant node given an
            index value.
            
             Index value in the assistants node collection
             Indicates if the parent is currently
            tracking viewstate changes
             Object instance based on the node found in the collection
        
         
             
            Returns the current viewstate of every object hosted in
            the assistants collection.
            
             parents viewstate bag
             Combined saved viewstate for the parent and all hosted
            objects in the assistant collection
        
         
             
            Loads the viewstate from the provided statebag into each of the
            registered objects hosted in the assistants collection.
            
             statebag provided by parent
             indicates if the parent is currently
            tracking viewstate changes
             The parents individual statebag
        
         
             
            Triggers the assistant to begin tracking viewstate changes
            
        
         
             
            Internal child class instance node, identified by a code,
            its datatype, and the class instance.
            
        
         
             
            Creates an assistant node given a character key and
            the hosted class type.
            
             Identifier code
             Class data type hosted by the node
        
         
             
            Code to uniquely identify this node entry
            
        
         
             
            Object type identifying hosted value type.
            
        
         
             
            Object instance based on Key definition. May be null
            
        
         
             
            Identifies state management items by a unique code and its datatype. The code is defined 
            in the implementation of a GenericCollection class constructor.
            
             Darren Martz
              $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
             Single character code used to identify the state item datatype
             Item datatype
        
         
             
            The state item datatype character code
            
        
         
             
            The state item datatype
            
        
         
             
            Provides a few hints to the development editor on how to create
            child items in the collection. This class uses the schema defined
            inside the collection implementation.
            
             
            public class MyCollection : GenericCollection
            {
            	public MyCollection() : base()
            	{
            		Schema = new GenericCollectionItemSchema[1];
            		Schema[0].code = 'b';
            		Schema[1].type = typeof(MyItem);
            	}
            	public void Add(MyItem item)
            	{
            		if ( null != item ) ListAdd( item );
            		else throw new ArgumentException("parameter cannot be null","item");
            	}	
            	
            	[NotifyParentProperty(true)]
            	public ZedGraphWebCurveItem this [int index]
            	{
            		get { return (MyItem)ListGet(index); }
            		set { ListInsert(index,value); }
            	}
            }
            
             Darren Martz
        
         
             
            Default constructor based on CollectionEditor contructor
            
             Datetype of the collection to manage
        
         
             
            Informs the visual editor what kinds of classes are accepted as elements
            within the collection.
            
             Array of datatypes supported as items within the collection
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         ZedGraph
    
     
         
             
            A data collection class for ZedGraph, provided as an alternative to  .
            
             
            The data storage class for ZedGraph can be any type, so long as it uses the  
            interface.  This class, albeit simple, is a demonstration of implementing the  
            interface to provide a simple data collection using only two arrays.  The  
            interface can also be used as a layer between ZedGraph and a database, for example.
            
             
             
            
              John Champion
              $Revision: 3.3 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            An interface to a collection class containing data
            that define the set of points to be displayed on the curve.
            
             
            This interface is designed to allow customized data abstraction.  The default data
            collection class is  , however, you can define your own
            data collection class using the   interface.
            
             
             
            
              John Champion
              $Revision: 1.5 $ $Date: 2006/10/19 04:40:14 $ 
        
         
             
            Indexer to access a data point by its ordinal position in the collection.
            
             
            This is the standard interface that ZedGraph uses to access the data.  Although
            you must pass a   here, your internal data storage format
            can be anything.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
            data point to be accessed.
             A   object instance.
        
         
             
            Gets the number of points available in the list.
            
        
         
             
            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from two arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The PointPairList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             
            Returns   for any value of  
            that is outside of its corresponding array bounds.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Returns the number of points available in the arrays.  Count will be the greater
            of the lengths of the X and Y arrays.
            
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            that define the set of curves to be displayed on the graph.
            
            
              John Champion
            modified by Jerry Vos
              $Revision: 3.39 $ $Date: 2006/09/27 05:49:23 $ 
        
         
             
            A collection base class containing basic extra functionality to be inherited
            by  ,  ,
             .
            
             The methods in this collection operate on basic
              types.  Therefore, in order to make sure that
            the derived classes remain strongly-typed, there are no Add() or
            Insert() methods here, and no methods that return an object.
            Only Remove(), Move(), IndexOf(), etc. methods are included.
            
              John Champion
              $Revision: 3.8 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the specified object
            in the collection.
            
             A reference to the object that is to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified object, or -1 if the
            object is not in the list
             
        
         
             
            Remove an object from the collection at the specified ordinal location.
            
             
            An ordinal position in the list at which the object to be removed 
            is located.
            
             
        
         
             
            Remove an object from the collection based on an object reference.
            
             A reference to the object that is to be
            removed.
             
        
         
             
            Move the position of the object at the specified index
            to the new relative position in the list.
             For Graphic type objects, this method controls the
            Z-Order of the items.  Objects at the beginning of the list
            appear in front of objects at the end of the list.
             The zero-based index of the object
            to be moved.
             The relative number of positions to move
            the object.  A value of -1 will move the
            object one position earlier in the list, a value
            of 1 will move it one position later.  To move an item to the
            beginning of the list, use a large negative value (such as -999).
            To move it to the end of the list, use a large positive value.
            
             The new position for the object, or -1 if the object
            was not found.
        
         
             
            Determine if there is any data in any of the  
            objects for this graph.  This method does not verify valid data, it
            only checks to see if   > 0.
            
             true if there is any data, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The XAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Insert a   object into the collection at the specified
            zero-based index location.
            
             The zero-based index location for insertion.
             A reference to the   object that is to be
            inserted.
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
        
         
             
            Sorts the list according to the point values at the specified index and
            for the specified axis.
            
        
         
             
            Go through each   object in the collection,
            calling the   member to 
            determine the minimum and maximum values in the
              list of data value pairs.  If the curves include 
            a stack bar, handle within the current GetRange method. In the event that no
            data are available, a default range of min=0.0 and max=1.0 are returned.
            If the Y axis has a valid data range and the Y2 axis not, then the Y2
            range will be a duplicate of the Y range.  Vice-versa for the Y2 axis
            having valid data when the Y axis does not.
            If any   in the list has a missing
             , a new empty one will be generated.
            
             ignoreInitial is a boolean value that
            affects the data range that is considered for the automatic scale
            ranging (see  ).  If true, then initial
            data points where the Y value is zero are not included when
            automatically determining the scale  ,
             , and   size.  All data after
            the first non-zero Y value are included.
            
             
            Determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will subset the
            data points based on any manually set scale range values.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the range for stacked bars and lines.
            
             This method is required for the stacked
            types because (for bars), the negative values are a separate stack than the positive
            values.  If you just sum up the bars, you will get the sum of the positive plus negative,
            which is less than the maximum positive value and greater than the maximum negative value.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   for which to calculate the range
             The minimum X value so far
             The minimum Y value so far
             The maximum X value so far
             The maximum Y value so far
             
        
         
             
            Render all the   objects in the list to the
            specified  
            device by calling the   member function of
            each   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Find the ordinal position of the specified   within
            the  .  This position only counts  
            types, ignoring all other types.
            
             The   of interest
             The   for which to search.
             The ordinal position of the specified bar, or -1 if the bar
            was not found.
        
         
             
            Read only value for the maximum number of points in any of the curves
            in the list.
            
        
         
             
            Read only property that returns the number of curves in the list that are of
            type  .
            
        
         
             
            Read only property that returns the number of pie slices in the list (class type is
              ).
            
        
         
             
            Read only property that determines if all items in the   are
            Pies.
            
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string label of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            
            
             
             
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.1 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:44 $ 
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the DataSourcePointList from an
            existing  
            
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Extract a double value from the specified table row or data object with the
            specified column name.
            
             The data object from which to extract the value
             The property name or column name of the value
            to be extracted
        
         
             
            Extract an object from the specified table row or data object with the
            specified column name.
            
             The data object from which to extract the object
             The property name or column name of the object
            to be extracted
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            gets the number of points available in the list
            
        
         
             
            The table or list object from which to extract the data values.
            
             
            This object type must implement the   interface.
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            X data values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the X data values set to  
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            Y data values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the Y data values set to  
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            Z data values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the Z data values set to  
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            tag values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the tag values set to null.  If this references string
            data, then the tags may be used as tooltips using the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            An example of an   implementation that stores large datasets, and
            selectively filters the output data depending on the displayed range.
            
             
            This class will refilter the data points each time   is called.  The
            data are filtered down to   points, within the data bounds of
            a minimum and maximum data range.  The data are filtered by simply skipping
            points to achieve the desired total number of points.  Input arrays are assumed to be
            monotonically increasing in X, and evenly spaced in X.
            
             
             
             
             
            
              John Champion with mods by Christophe Holmes
              $Revision: 1.6 $ $Date: 2006/07/02 07:34:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            This is the maximum number of points that you want to see in the filtered dataset
            
        
         
             
            The index of the xMinBound above
            
        
         
             
            The index of the xMaxBound above
            
        
         
             
            Switch used to indicate if the next filtered point should be the high point or the
            low point within the current range.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if the high/low logic will be used.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from two arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The FilteredPointList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Deep-copy clone routine
            
             A new, independent copy of the FilteredPointList
        
         
             
            Set the data bounds to the specified minimum, maximum, and point count.  Use values of
            min=double.MinValue and max=double.MaxValue to get the full range of data.  Use maxPts=-1
            to not limit the number of points.  Call this method anytime the zoom range is changed.
            
             The lower bound for the X data of interest
             The upper bound for the X data of interest
             The maximum number of points allowed to be
            output by the filter
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             
            Returns   for any value of  
            that is outside of its corresponding array bounds.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Returns the number of points according to the current state of the filter.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the desired number of filtered points to output.  You can set this value by
            calling  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the High-Low filtering logic will be
            applied.
            
             
            The high-low filtering logic alternately takes the highest or lowest Y value
            within the subrange of points to be skipped.  Set this value to true to apply
            this logic, or false to just use whatever value lies in the middle of the skipped
            range.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            to be displayed on the graph.
            
            
              John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.1 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:44 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the   collection class
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the  
            collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Insert a   object into the collection
            at the specified zero-based index location.
            
             The zero-based index location for insertion.
             The   object that is to be
            inserted.
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
        
         
             
            Render text to the specified   device
            by calling the Draw method of each   object in
            the collection.
            
             This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             A   enumeration that controls
            the placement of this   relative to other
            graphic objects.  The order of  's with the
            same   value is control by their order in
            this  .
        
         
             
            Determine if a mouse point is within any  , and if so, 
            return the index number of the the  .
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The index number of the  
             that is under the mouse point.  The   object is
            accessible via the   indexer property.
            
             true if the mouse point is within a   bounding
            box, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by its ordinal
            position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by its  .
            Note that the   must be a   type for this method
            to work.
            
             The   type tag to search for.
             A   object reference.
             
        
         
             
            A simple storage struct to maintain an individual sampling of data.  This only
            contains two data values in order to reduce to memory load for large datasets.
            (e.g., no Tag or Z property)
            
        
         
             
            The X value for the point, stored as a double type.
            
        
         
             
            The Y value for the point, stored as a double type.
            
        
         
             
            A collection class to maintain a set of samples.
            
             This type, intended for very
            large datasets, will reduce the number of points displayed by eliminating
            individual points that overlay (at the same pixel location) on the graph.
            Note that this type probably does not make sense for line plots, but is intended
            primarily for scatter plots.
            
            
              John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.2 $ $Date: 2006/07/02 06:42:01 $ 
        
         
             
            An interface to a collection class containing data
            that define the set of points to be displayed on the curve.
            
             
            This interface is designed to allow customized data abstraction.  The default data
            collection class is  , however, you can define your own
            data collection class using the   interface.  This
              interface adds the ability to remove and add points
            to the list, and so is used by the   class for the
             ,  , and
              methods.
            
             
             
             
             
            
              John Champion
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            Appends a point to the end of the list.  The data are passed in as a  
            object.
            
             The   object containing the data to be added.
        
         
             
            Appends a point to the end of the list.  The data are passed in as two  
            types.
            
             The   value containing the X data to be added.
             The   value containing the Y data to be added.
             The ordinal position (zero-based), at which the new point was added.
        
         
             
            Removes a single data point from the list at the specified ordinal location
            (zero based).
            
        
         
             
            Clears all data points from the list.  After calling this method,
              will be zero.
            
        
         
             
            Indexer to access a data point by its ordinal position in the collection.
            
             
            This is the standard interface that ZedGraph uses to access the data.  Although
            you must pass a   here, your internal data storage format
            can be anything.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
            data point to be accessed.
             A   object instance.
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores a value indicating whether or not the data have been filtered.
            If the data have not been filtered, then   will be equal to
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the number of data points after filtering (e.g.,
              has been called).  The   property
            returns the total count for an unfiltered dataset, or  
            for a dataset that has been filtered.
            
        
         
             
            Protected array of indices for all the points that are currently visible.  This only
            applies if   is true.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores a value that determines how close a point must be to a prior
            neighbor in order to be filtered out.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Append a data point to the collection
            
             The   value to append
        
         
             
            Append a point to the collection
            
             The x value of the point to append
             The y value of the point to append
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A   struct to be added
             
        
         
             
            typesafe clone method
            
             A new cloned NoDupePointList.  This returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
        
         
             
            default constructor
            
        
         
             
            copy constructor -- this returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
             The NoDupePointList to be copied
        
         
             
            Protected method to access the internal DataPoint collection, without any
            translation to a PointPair.
            
             The ordinal position of the DataPoint of interest
        
         
             
            Clears any filtering previously done by a call to  .
            After calling this method, all data points will be visible, and
              will be equal to  .
            
        
         
             
            Go through the collection, and hide (filter out) any points that fall on the
            same pixel location as a previously included point.
            
             
            This method does not delete any points, it just temporarily hides them until
            the next call to   or  .
            You should call   once your collection of points has
            been constructed.  You may need to call   again if
            you add points, or if the chart rect changes size (by resizing, printing,
            image save, etc.), or if the scale range changes.
            You must call   before calling
            this method so that the  GraphPane.Chart.Rect
            and the scale ranges are valid.  This method is not valid for
            ordinal axes (but ordinal axes don't make sense for very large datasets
            anyway).
            
             The   into which the data
            will be plotted. 
             The   class to be used in the Y direction
            for plotting these data.  This can be a   or a 
             , and can be a primary or secondary axis (if multiple Y or Y2
            axes are being used).
            
             The   class to be used in the X direction
            for plotting these data.  This can be an   or a 
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines how close a point must be to a prior
            neighbor in order to be filtered out.
            
             
            A value of 0 indicates that subsequent
            points must coincide exactly at the same pixel location.  A value of 1 or more
            indicates that number of pixels distance from a prior point that will cause
            a new point to be filtered out.  For example, a value of 2 means that, once
            a particular pixel location is taken, any subsequent point that lies within 2
            pixels of that location will be filtered out.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a value indicating whether or not the data have been filtered.  If the data
            have not been filtered, then   will be equal to
             .
            
        
         
             
            Indexer: get the DataPoint instance at the specified ordinal position in the list
            
             
            This method will throw an exception if the index is out of range.  This can happen
            if the index is less than the number of filtered values, or if data points are
            removed from a filtered dataset with updating the filter (by calling
             ).
            
             The ordinal position in the list of points
             Returns a   instance.  The  
            and   properties will be defaulted to
              and null, respectively.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the number of active samples in the collection.  This is the number of
            samples that are non-duplicates.  See the   property
            to get the total number of samples in the list.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the total number of samples in the collection.  See the  
            property to get the number of active (non-duplicate) samples in the list.
            
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
            
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.6 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The comparison of titles is not case sensitive, but it must include
            all characters including punctuation, spaces, etc.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   was not found in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   string is not in the list
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            that define the set of points to be displayed on the curve.
            
             
             
            
              Jerry Vos based on code by John Champion
            modified by John Champion
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             Private field to maintain the sort status of this
             .  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from two arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from an IPointList
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from three arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The PointPairList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             The   object to
            be added
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             The zero-based ordinal index where the last point was added in the list,
            or -1 if no points were added.
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the PointPairList from two arrays of type double.
            If either array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  .
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
             The zero-based ordinal index where the last point was added in the list,
            or -1 if no points were added.
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the   from three arrays of type double.
            If the X or Y array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  .  If the  
            is null, then it is set to zero.
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
             A double[] array of Z or lower-dependent axis values
             The zero-based ordinal index where the last point was added in the list,
            or -1 if no points were added.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z or lower dependent axis value
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added
            in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z or lower dependent axis value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added
            in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the specified,
            zero-based, index location.
            
             
            The zero-based ordinal index where the point is to be added in the list.
            
             
            The   object to be added.
            
        
         
             
            Add a single point (from values of type double ) to the   at the specified,
            zero-based, index location.
            
             
            The zero-based ordinal index where the point is to be added in the list.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
        
         
             
            Add a single point (from values of type double ) to the   at the specified,
            zero-based, index location.
            
             
            The zero-based ordinal index where the point is to be added in the list.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z or lower dependent axis value
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified label  .
            
             The   object must be of type  
            for this method to find it.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
        
         
             
            Compare two   objects to see if they are equal.
            
             Equality is based on equal count of   items, and
            each individual   must be equal (as per the
              method.
             The   to be compared with for equality.
             true if the   objects are equal, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Return the HashCode from the base class.
            
             
        
         
             
            Sorts the list according to the point x values. Will not sort the 
            list if the list is already sorted.
            
             If the list was sorted before sort was called
        
         
              
             Sorts the list according to the point values . Will not sort the 
             list if the list is already sorted.
             
                The  
            used to determine whether the X or Y values will be used to sort
            the list
              If the list was sorted before sort was called
        
         
             
            Set the X values for this   from the specified
            array of double values.
            
             
            If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, then the corresponding   values
            will not be changed.  That is, if the   has 20 values
            and   has 15 values, then the first 15 values of the
              will be changed, and the last 5 values will not be
            changed.
            
             An array of double values that will replace the existing X
            values in the  .
        
         
             
            Set the Y values for this   from the specified
            array of double values.
            
             
            If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, then the corresponding   values
            will not be changed.  That is, if the   has 20 values
            and   has 15 values, then the first 15 values of the
              will be changed, and the last 5 values will not be
            changed.
            
             An array of double values that will replace the existing Y
            values in the  .
        
         
             
            Set the Z values for this   from the specified
            array of double values.
            
             
            If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, then the corresponding   values
            will not be changed.  That is, if the   has 20 values
            and   has 15 values, then the first 15 values of the
              will be changed, and the last 5 values will not be
            changed.
            
             An array of double values that will replace the existing Z
            values in the  .
        
         
             
            Add the Y values from the specified   object to this
             .  If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, the missing values are assumed to be zero.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be summed into the this  .
        
         
             
            Add the X values from the specified   object to this
             .  If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, the missing values are assumed to be zero.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be summed into the this  .
        
         
             
            Linearly interpolate the data to find an arbitraty Y value that corresponds to the specified X value.
            
             
            This method uses linear interpolation with a binary search algorithm.  It therefore
            requires that the x data be monotonically increasing.  Missing values are not allowed.  This
            method will extrapolate outside the range of the PointPairList if necessary.
            
             The target X value on which to interpolate
             The Y value that corresponds to the   value.
        
         
             
            Use Cardinal Splines to Interpolate the data to find an arbitraty Y value that corresponds to
            the specified X value.
            
             
            This method uses cardinal spline interpolation with a binary search algorithm.  It therefore
            requires that the x data be monotonically increasing.  Missing values are not allowed.  This
            method will not extrapolate outside the range of the PointPairList (it returns
              if extrapolation would be required).  WARNING: Cardinal
            spline interpolation can generate curves with non-unique X values for higher tension
            settings.  That is, there may be multiple X values for the same Y value.  This routine
            follows the path of the spline curve until it reaches the FIRST OCCURRENCE of the
            target X value.  It does not check to see if other solutions are possible.
            
             The target X value on which to interpolate
             The tension setting that controls the curvature of the spline fit.
            Typical values are between 0 and 1, where 0 is a linear fit, and 1 is lots of "roundness".
            Values greater than 1 may give odd results.
            
             The Y value that corresponds to the   value.
        
         
             
            Linearly interpolate the data to find an arbitraty X value that corresponds to the specified Y value.
            
             
            This method uses linear interpolation with a binary search algorithm.  It therefore
            requires that the Y data be monotonically increasing.  Missing values are not allowed.  This
            method will extrapolate outside the range of the PointPairList if necessary.
            
             The target Y value on which to interpolate
             The X value that corresponds to the   value.
        
         
             
            Use linear regression to form a least squares fit of an existing
              instance.
            
             The output   will cover the
            same X range of data as the original dataset.
            
             An   instance containing
            the data to be regressed.
             The number of desired points to be included
            in the resultant  .
            
             A new   containing the resultant
            data fit.
            
        
         
             
            Use linear regression to form a least squares fit of an existing
              instance.
            
             An   instance containing
            the data to be regressed.
             The number of desired points to be included
            in the resultant  .
            
             The minimum X value of the resultant
             .
             The maximum X value of the resultant
             .
             A new   containing the resultant
            data fit.
            
              Brian Chappell - lazarusds
                     modified by John Champion
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            true if the list is currently sorted.
            
             
        
         
             
            A class containing a set of data values to be plotted as a RadarPlot.
            This class will effectively convert the data into   objects
            by converting the polar coordinates to rectangular coordinates
            
             
             
             
            
             Jerry Vos and John Champion
              $Revision: 3.4 $ $Date: 2006/08/25 05:19:09 $ 
        
         
             
            Default to clockwise rotation as this is the standard for radar charts
            
        
         
             
            Default to 90 degree rotation so main axis is in the 12 o'clock position,
            which is the standard for radar charts.
            
        
         
             
            Get the raw data
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add the specified PointPair to the collection.
            
             The PointPair to be added
             The ordinal position in the list where the point was added
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from a value of type double.
            
             The radial coordinate value
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
             
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from two values of type double.
            
             The radial coordinate value
             The 'Z' coordinate value, which is not normally used for plotting,
            but can be used for   type fills
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.  This method does the calculations
            to convert the data from polar to rectangular coordinates.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indicates if points should be added in clockwise or counter-clockwise order
            
        
         
             
            Sets the angular rotation (starting angle) for the initial axis
            
        
         
             
            gets the number of points available in the list
            
        
         
             
            A class that provides a rolling list of   objects.
            This is essentially a 
            first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue with a fixed capacity which allows 'rolling' 
            (or oscilloscope like) graphs to be be animated without having the overhead of an
            ever-growing ArrayList.
            
            The queue is constructed with a fixed capacity and new points can be enqueued. When the 
            capacity is reached the oldest (first in) PointPair is overwritten. However, when 
            accessing via  , the   objects are
            seen in the order in which they were enqeued.
            
            RollingPointPairList supports data editing through the  
            interface.
            
             Colin Green with mods by John Champion
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            An array of PointPair objects that acts as the underlying buffer.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the previously enqueued item. -1 if buffer is empty.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the next item to be dequeued. -1 if buffer is empty.
            
        
         
             
            Constructs an empty buffer with the specified capacity.
            
             
        
         
             
            Constructs a buffer with a copy of the items within the provided
             .
            The   is set to the length of the provided list.
            
             The   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Clear the buffer of all   objects.
            Note that the   remains unchanged.
            
        
         
             
            Add a   onto the head of the queue,
            overwriting old values if the buffer is full.
            
             The   to be added.
        
         
             
            Remove an old item from the tail of the queue.
            
             The removed item. Throws an  
            if the buffer was empty. 
            Check the buffer's length ( ) or the  
            property to avoid exceptions.
        
         
             
            Remove the   at the specified index
            
             
            All items in the queue that lie after   will
            be shifted back by one, and the queue will be one item shorter.
            
             The ordinal position of the item to be removed.
            Throws an   if index is less than
            zero or greater than or equal to  
            
        
         
             
            Pop an item off the head of the queue.
            
             The popped item. Throws an exception if the buffer was empty.
        
         
             
            Peek at the   item at the head of the queue.
            
             The   item at the head of the queue.
            Throws an   if the buffer was empty.
            
        
         
             
            Add an   object to the head of the queue.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
        
         
             
            Add a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
        
         
             
            Add a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
        
         
             
            Enqueue a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z value
        
         
             
            Add a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the  
            from two arrays of type double.
            If either array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  ).
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the   from
            three arrays of type double.
            If the X or Y array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  .
            If the   value
            is null, then it is set to zero.
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
             A double[] array of Z values
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets the capacity of the rolling buffer.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the count of items within the rolling buffer. Note that this may be less than
            the capacity.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a bolean that indicates if the buffer is empty.
            Alternatively you can test Count==0.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   at the specified index in the buffer.
            
             
            Index must be within the current size of the buffer, e.g., the set
            method will not expand the buffer even if   is available
            
        
         
             
            A collection class that maintains a list of  
            objects, corresponding to the list of   objects
            from   or  .
            
        
         
             
            Construct a new   automatically from an
            existing  .
            
             The   (a list of Y axes),
            from which to retrieve the state and create the  
            objects.
        
         
             
            Construct a new   automatically from an
            existing  .
            
             The   (a list of Y axes),
            from which to retrieve the state and create the  
            objects.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Iterate through the list of   objects, comparing them
            to the state of the specified    
            objects.
            
             A   object specifying a list of
              objects to be compared with this  .
            
             true if a difference is found, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Iterate through the list of   objects, comparing them
            to the state of the specified    
            objects.
            
             A   object specifying a list of
              objects to be compared with this  .
            
             true if a difference is found, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            
            
             
        
         
             
            
            
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
            
            
             John Champion
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            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             The   object to be added
             
        
         
             
            Insert a   object into the collection at the specified
            zero-based index location.
            
             The zero-based index location for insertion.
             The   object that is to be
            inserted.
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object instance
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            that define the set of points to be displayed on the curve.
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            Default constructor for the collection class
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The StockPointList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             The   object to
            be added
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list using
            the specified values.  The unspecified values (low, open, close) are all set to
             .
            
             An   value
             The high value for the day
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             An   value
             The high value for the day
             The low value for the day
             The opening value for the day
             The closing value for the day
             The trading volume for the day
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Access the   at the specified ordinal index.
            
             
            To be compatible with the   interface, the
              must implement an index that returns a
              rather than a  .  This method
            will return the actual   at the specified position.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) in the list
             The specified  .
            
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
            
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.3 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The comparison of titles is not case sensitive, but it must include
            all characters including punctuation, spaces, etc.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   was not found in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   string is not in the list
             
        
         
             
            Create a new   and add it to this list.
            
             The title string for the new axis
             An integer representing the ordinal position of the new   in
            this  .  This is the value that you would set the
              property of a given   to 
            assign it to this new  .  Note that, for a  ,
            you would also need to set the   property to true.
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             An   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
            
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.3 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The comparison of titles is not case sensitive, but it must include
            all characters including punctuation, spaces, etc.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   was not found in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
            
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   string is not in the list
        
         
             
            Create a new   and add it to this list.
            
             The title string for the new axis
             An integer representing the ordinal position of the new   in
            this  .  This is the value that you would set the
              property of a given   to 
            assign it to this new  .
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             An   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            The ZedGraphControl class provides a UserControl interface to the
              class library.  This allows ZedGraph to be installed
            as a control in the Visual Studio toolbox.  You can use the control by simply
            dragging it onto a form in the Visual Studio form editor.  All graph
            attributes are accessible via the  
            property.
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            Required method for Designer support - do not modify 
            the contents of this method with the code editor.
            
        
         
             
            This private field contains the instance for the MasterPane object of this control.
            You can access the MasterPane object through the public property
             . This is nulled when this Control is
            disposed.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if anti-aliased drawing will be forced on.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            when the mouse hovers over data values.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            showing the scale values while the mouse is located within the ChartRect.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines the format for displaying tooltip values.
            This format is passed to  .
            Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not the context menu will be available.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not a message box will be shown in response to
            a context menu "Copy" command.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
             
            Note that, if this value is set to false, the user will receive no indicative feedback
            in response to a Copy action.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether the settings of
              and  
            will be overridden to true during printing operations.
            
             
            Printing involves pixel maps that are typically of a dramatically different dimension
            than on-screen pixel maps.  Therefore, it becomes more important to scale the fonts and
            lines to give a printed image that looks like what is shown on-screen.  The default
            setting for   is true, but the default
            setting for   is false.
            
             
            A value of true will cause both   and
              to be temporarily set to true during
            printing operations.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not the visible aspect ratio of the
                will be preserved
            when printing this  .
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fill the
            available space when printing this  .
            
             
            If   is also true, then the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fit as large
            a space as possible while still honoring the visible aspect ratio.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines the format for displaying tooltip date values.
            This format is passed to  .
            Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not zooming is enabled for the control in the
            vertical direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not zooming is enabled for the control in the
            horizontal direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not point editing is enabled in the
            vertical direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not point editing is enabled in the
            horizontal direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in the
            horizontal direction.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in the
            vertical direction.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates if the control can manage selections. 
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores a   instance, which maintains
            a persistent selection of printer options.
            
             
            This is needed so that a "Print" action utilizes the settings from a prior
            "Page Setup" action.
        
         
             
            This private field contains a list of selected CurveItems.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to click on
            linkable objects
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to click
            on linkable objects
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used to select
             's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to select
             's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to perform
            zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to perform
            zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used as a
            secondary option to perform zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a
            secondary option to perform zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to perform
            panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to perform
            panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used as a
            secondary option to perform panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a
            secondary option to perform panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates the control is currently being zoomed. 
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates the control is currently being panned.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates a point value is currently being edited.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates the control is currently using selection. 
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that stores the   reference for the Pane that is
            currently being zoomed or panned.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that stores a rectangle which is either the zoom rectangle, or the incremental
            pan amount since the last mousemove event.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the state of the scale ranges prior to starting a panning action.
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Clean up any resources being used.
            
             true if the components should be
            disposed, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets the graph pane's current image.
             
            
             
            When the control has been disposed before this call.
            
        
         
             
            Called by the system to update the control on-screen
            
             
            A PaintEventArgs object containing the Graphics specifications
            for this Paint event.
            
        
         
             
            Called when the control has been resized.
            
             
            A reference to the control that has been resized.
            
             
            An EventArgs object.
            
        
         
             This performs an axis change command on the graphPane.
            
             
            This is the same as
             ZedGraphControl.GraphPane.AxisChange( ZedGraphControl.CreateGraphics() ), however,
            this method also calls   if  
            is true.
            
        
         
             
            Handle a MouseDown event in the  
            
             A reference to the  
             A   instance
        
         
             
            Set the cursor according to the current mouse location.
            
        
         
             
            Set the cursor according to the current mouse location.
            
        
         
             
            Handle a KeyUp event
            
             The   in which the KeyUp occurred.
             A   instance.
        
         
             
            Handle the Key Events so ZedGraph can Escape out of a panning or zooming operation.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handle a MouseUp event in the  
            
             A reference to the  
             A   instance
        
         
             
            Make a string label that corresponds to a user scale value.
            
             The axis from which to obtain the scale value.  This determines
            if it's a date value, linear, log, etc.
             The value to be made into a label
             The ordinal position of the value
             true to override the ordinal settings of the axis,
            and prefer the actual value instead.
             The string label.
        
         
             
            protected method for handling MouseMove events to display tooltips over
            individual datapoints.
            
             
            A reference to the control that has the MouseMove event.
            
             
            A MouseEventArgs object.
            
        
         
             
            Handle a MouseWheel event in the  
            
             A reference to the  
             A   instance
        
         
             
            Zoom a specified pane in or out according to the specified zoom fraction.
            
             
            The zoom will occur on the  ,  , and
              only if the corresponding flag,   or
             , is true.  Note that if there are multiple Y or Y2 axes, all of
            them will be zoomed.
            
             The   instance to be zoomed.
             The fraction by which to zoom, less than 1 to zoom in, greater than
            1 to zoom out.  For example, 0.9 will zoom in such that the scale is 90% of what it was
            originally.
             The screen position about which the zoom will be centered.  This
            value is only used if   is true.
            
             true to cause the zoom to be centered on the point
             , false to center on the  .
            
             true to force a refresh of the control, false to leave it unrefreshed
        
         
             
            Zoom a specified pane in or out according to the specified zoom fraction.
            
             
            The zoom will occur on the  ,  , and
              only if the corresponding flag,   or
             , is true.  Note that if there are multiple Y or Y2 axes, all of
            them will be zoomed.
            
             The   instance to be zoomed.
             The fraction by which to zoom, less than 1 to zoom in, greater than
            1 to zoom out.  For example, 0.9 will zoom in such that the scale is 90% of what it was
            originally.
             The screen position about which the zoom will be centered.  This
            value is only used if   is true.
            
             true to cause the zoom to be centered on the point
             , false to center on the  .
            
        
         
             
            Zoom the specified axis by the specified amount, with the center of the zoom at the
            (optionally) specified point.
            
             
            This method is used for MouseWheel zoom operations
             The   to be zoomed.
             The zoom fraction, less than 1.0 to zoom in, greater than 1.0 to
            zoom out.  That is, a value of 0.9 will zoom in such that the scale length is 90% of what
            it previously was.
             The location for the center of the zoom.  This is only used if
              is true.
             true if the zoom is to be centered at the
              screen position, false for the zoom to be centered within
            the  .
            
        
         
             
            Handle a panning operation for the specified  .
            
             The   to be panned
             The value where the pan started.  The scale range
            will be shifted by the difference between   and
             .
            
             The value where the pan ended.  The scale range
            will be shifted by the difference between   and
             .
            
        
         
             
            Perform selection on curves within the drag pane, or under the mouse click.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Sets the value of the scroll range properties (see  ,
             ,  , and 
              based on the actual range of the data for
            each corresponding  .
            
             
            This method is called automatically by   if
             
            is true.  Note that this will not be called if you call AxisChange directly from the
             .  For example, zedGraphControl1.AxisChange() works properly, but
            zedGraphControl1.GraphPane.AxisChange() does not.
        
         
             
            Find the object currently under the mouse cursor, and return its state.
            
        
         
             
            protected method to handle the popup context menu in the  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Copy" context menu item.  Copies the current image to a bitmap on the
            clipboard.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Copy" context menu item.  Copies the current image to a bitmap on the
            clipboard.
            
             boolean value that determines whether or not a prompt will be
            displayed.  true to show a message of "Image Copied to ClipBoard".
        
         
             
            A threaded version of the copy method to avoid crash with MTA
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            file.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            file in either the Emf (vector), or a variety of Bitmap formats.
            
             
            Note that   and   methods are provided
            which allow for Bitmap-only or Emf-only handling of the "Save As" context menu item.
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            Bitmap file.
            
             
            Note that this handler saves as a bitmap only.  The default handler is
             , which allows for Bitmap or EMF formats
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            Emf format file.
            
             
            Note that this handler saves as an Emf format only.  The default handler is
             , which allows for Bitmap or EMF formats.
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Show Values" context menu item.  Toggles the  
            property, which activates the point value tooltips.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Set Scale to Default" context menu item.  Sets the scale ranging to
            full auto mode for all axes.
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to full auto mode.  The   method sets the scales to their initial
            setting prior to any user actions (which may or may not be full auto mode).
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Set Scale to Default" context menu item.  Sets the scale ranging to
            full auto mode for all axes.
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to full auto mode.  The   method sets the scales to their initial
            setting prior to any user actions (which may or may not be full auto mode).
            
             The   object which is to have the
            scale restored
        
         
             
            Handler for the "UnZoom/UnPan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before the last zoom or pan operation.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "UnZoom/UnPan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before the last zoom, pan, or scroll operation.
            
             
            Triggers a   for any type of undo (including pan, scroll, zoom, and
            wheelzoom).  This method will affect all the
              objects in the   if
              or   is true.
            
             The primary   object which is to be
            zoomed out
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Undo All Zoom/Pan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before all zoom and pan operations
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to their initial setting prior to any user actions.  The   method
            sets the scales to full auto mode (regardless of what the initial setting may have been).
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Undo All Zoom/Pan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before all zoom and pan operations
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to their initial setting prior to any user actions.  The   method
            sets the scales to full auto mode (regardless of what the initial setting may have been).
            
             The   object which is to be zoomed out
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Page Setup..." context menu item.   Displays a
             .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Print..." context menu item.   Displays a
             .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Rendering method used by the print context menu items
            
             The applicable  .
             A   instance providing
            page bounds, margins, and a Graphics instance for this printed output.
            
        
         
             
            Display a   to the user, allowing them to modify
            the print settings for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Display a   to the user, allowing them to select a
            printer and print the   contained in this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Display a  , allowing the user to preview and
            subsequently print the   contained in this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Save the current states of the GraphPanes to a separate collection.  Save a single
            ( ) GraphPane if the panes are not synchronized
            (see   and  ),
            or save a list of states for all GraphPanes if the panes are synchronized.
            
             The primary GraphPane on which zoom/pan/scroll operations
            are taking place
             The   that describes the
            current operation
             The   that corresponds to the
             .
            
        
         
             
            Restore the states of the GraphPanes to a previously saved condition (via
             .  This is essentially an "undo" for live
            pan and scroll actions.  Restores a single
            ( ) GraphPane if the panes are not synchronized
            (see   and  ),
            or save a list of states for all GraphPanes if the panes are synchronized.
            
             The primary GraphPane on which zoom/pan/scroll operations
            are taking place
        
         
             
            Place the previously saved states of the GraphPanes on the individual GraphPane
              collections.  This provides for an
            option to undo the state change at a later time.  Save a single
            ( ) GraphPane if the panes are not synchronized
            (see   and  ),
            or save a list of states for all GraphPanes if the panes are synchronized.
            
             The primary GraphPane on which zoom/pan/scroll operations
            are taking place
             The   that corresponds to the
             .
            
        
         
             
            Clear the collection of saved states.
            
        
         
             
            Clear all states from the undo stack for each GraphPane.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            A secondary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as the secondary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            The primary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            A secondary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a secondary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            A primary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            A secondary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as the secondary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            The primary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            A secondary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a secondary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            A primary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to 
            select  's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Modifier keys will be used to 
            select  's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Modifier keys will be used to 
            append a   to the selection list.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to click
            on linkable objects
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to click
            on linkable objects
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be able to modify the ZedGraph context menu.
            
             
            The context menu is built on the fly after a right mouse click.  You can add menu items
            to this menu by simply modifying the   parameter.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be notified when the   is zoomed or panned by the user,
            either via a mouse drag operation or by the context menu commands.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be notified when the   is scrolled by the user
            using the scrollbars.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to receive notifcation and/or respond after a data
            point has been edited via   and  .
            
             
             To subscribe to this event, use the following in your Form_Load method:
             zedGraphControl1.PointEditEvent +=
            new ZedGraphControl.PointEditHandler( MyPointEditHandler );
             Add this method to your Form1.cs:
             
               private string MyPointEditHandler( object sender, GraphPane pane, CurveItem curve, int iPt )
               {
                   PointPair pt = curve[iPt];
                   return "This value is " + pt.Y.ToString("f2") + " gallons";
               }
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide custom formatting for the tooltips
            
             
             To subscribe to this event, use the following in your FormLoad method:
             zedGraphControl1.PointValueEvent +=
            new ZedGraphControl.PointValueHandler( MyPointValueHandler );
             Add this method to your Form1.cs:
             
               private string MyPointValueHandler( object sender, GraphPane pane, CurveItem curve, int iPt )
               {
               #region
                   PointPair pt = curve[iPt];
                   return "This value is " + pt.Y.ToString("f2") + " gallons";
               #endregion
               }
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of MouseDown clicks on graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is clicked on an object
            within any   of the   associated
            with this  .  This event will use the
              method to determine which object
            was clicked.  The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            MouseDown event (see  ).  Return true if you have
            handled the MouseDown event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action (e.g., starting
            a zoom operation).  Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            MouseDown event.
            
        
         
             
            Hide the standard control MouseDown event so that the ZedGraphControl.MouseDownEvent
            can be used.  This is so that the user must return true/false in order to indicate
            whether or not we should respond to the event.
            
        
         
             
            Hide the standard control MouseUp event so that the ZedGraphControl.MouseUpEvent
            can be used.  This is so that the user must return true/false in order to indicate
            whether or not we should respond to the event.
            
        
         
             
            Hide the standard control MouseMove event so that the ZedGraphControl.MouseMoveEvent
            can be used.  This is so that the user must return true/false in order to indicate
            whether or not we should respond to the event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of MouseUp clicks on graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is clicked on an object
            within any   of the   associated
            with this  .  This event will use the
              method to determine which object
            was clicked.  The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            MouseUp event (see  ).  Return true if you have
            handled the MouseUp event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action (e.g., starting
            a zoom operation).  Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            MouseUp event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of MouseMove events over graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is moving over on the control.
            The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            MouseMove event (see  ).  Return true if you
            have handled the MouseMove event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action.
            Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the MouseMove event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of Double Clicks on graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is double-clicked on an object
            within any   of the   associated
            with this  .  This event will use the
              method to determine which object
            was clicked.  The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            DoubleClick event (see  ).  Return true if you have
            handled the DoubleClick event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action. 
            Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            DoubleClick event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be able to respond to mouse clicks within linked
            objects.
            
             
            Linked objects are typically either   type objects or
              type objects.  These object types can include
            hyperlink information allowing for "drill-down" type operation.  
            
             
             
             CurveItem.Link
             GraphObj.Link
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   property for the control
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   property for the control
            
             
              actually uses a   object
            to hold a list of   objects.  This property really only
            accesses the first   in the list.  If there is more
            than one  , use the  
            indexer property to access any of the   objects.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if all drawing operations for this control
            will be forced to operate in Anti-alias mode.  Note that if this value is set to
            "true", it overrides the setting for sub-objects.  Otherwise, the sub-object settings
            (such as  )
            will be honored.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            when the mouse hovers over data values.
            
             The displayed values are taken from  
            if it is a   type, or  
            otherwise (using the   as a format string).
            Additionally, the user can custom format the values using the
              event.  Note that  
            may be overridden by  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            showing the current scale values when the mouse is within the
             .
            
             The displayed values are taken from the current mouse position, and formatted
            according to   and/or  .  If this
            value is set to true, it overrides the   setting.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not editing of point data is allowed in
            the horizontal direction.
            
             
            Editing is done by holding down the Alt key, and left-clicking on an individual point of
            a given   to drag it to a new location.  The Mouse and Key
            combination for this mode are modifiable using   and
             .
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not editing of point data is allowed in
            the vertical direction.
            
             
            Editing is done by holding down the Alt key, and left-clicking on an individual point of
            a given   to drag it to a new location.  The Mouse and Key
            combination for this mode are modifiable using   and
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not zooming is allowed for the control.
            
             
            Zooming is done by left-clicking inside the   to drag
            out a rectangle, indicating the new scale ranges that will be part of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not zooming is allowed for the control in
            the horizontal direction.
            
             
            Zooming is done by left-clicking inside the   to drag
            out a rectangle, indicating the new scale ranges that will be part of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not zooming is allowed for the control in
            the vertical direction.
            
             
            Zooming is done by left-clicking inside the   to drag
            out a rectangle, indicating the new scale ranges that will be part of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in
            the horizontal direction.
            
             
            Panning is done by clicking the middle mouse button (or holding down the shift key
            while clicking the left mouse button) inside the   and
            dragging the mouse around to shift the scale ranges as desired.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in
            the vertical direction.
            
             
            Panning is done by clicking the middle mouse button (or holding down the shift key
            while clicking the left mouse button) inside the   and
            dragging the mouse around to shift the scale ranges as desired.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the context menu will be available.
            
             The context menu is a menu that appears when you right-click on the
             .  It provides options for Zoom, Pan, AutoScale, Clipboard
            Copy, and toggle  .
            
             true to allow the context menu, false to disable it
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not a message box will be shown
            in response to a context menu "Copy" command.
            
             
            Note that, if this property is set to false, the user will receive no
            indicative feedback in response to a Copy action.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   instance that will be used
            by the "Save As..." context menu item.
            
             
            This provides the opportunity to modify the dialog, such as setting the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the visible aspect ratio of the
                will be preserved
            when printing this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fill the
            available space when printing this  .
            
             
            If   is also true, then the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fit as large
            a space as possible while still honoring the visible aspect ratio.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether the settings of
              and  
            will be overridden to true during printing operations.
            
             
            Printing involves pixel maps that are typically of a dramatically different dimension
            than on-screen pixel maps.  Therefore, it becomes more important to scale the fonts and
            lines to give a printed image that looks like what is shown on-screen.  The default
            setting for   is true, but the default
            setting for   is false.
            
             
            A value of true will cause both   and
              to be temporarily set to true during
            printing operations.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that controls whether or not the axis value range for the scroll
            bars will be set automatically.
            
             
            If this value is set to true, then the range of the scroll bars will be set automatically
            to the actual range of the data as returned by   at the
            time that   was last called.  Note that a value of true
            can override any setting of  ,  ,
             ,  , 
             , and  .  Note also that you must
            call   from the   for this to
            work properly (e.g., don't call it directly from the  .
            Alternatively, you can call   at anytime to set
            the scroll bar range. 
             In most cases, you will probably want to disable
              before activating this option.
            
        
         
             
            Set a "grace" value that leaves a buffer area around the data when
              is true.
            
             
            This value represents a fraction of the total range around each axis.  For example, if the
            axis ranges from 0 to 100, then a 0.05 value for ScrollGrace would set the scroll range
            to -5 to 105.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the horizontal scroll bar will be visible.
            
             This scroll bar allows the display to be scrolled in the horizontal direction.
            Another option is display panning, in which the user can move the display around by
            clicking directly on it and dragging (see   and  ).
            You can control the available range of scrolling with the   and
              properties.  Note that the scroll range can be set automatically by
             . 
             In most cases, you will probably want to disable
              before activating this option.
            
             A boolean value.  true to display a horizontal scrollbar, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the vertical scroll bar will be visible.
            
             This scroll bar allows the display to be scrolled in the vertical direction.
            Another option is display panning, in which the user can move the display around by
            clicking directly on it and dragging (see   and  ).
            You can control the available range of scrolling with the   and
              properties.
            Note that the vertical scroll bar only affects the  ; it has no impact on
            the  .  The panning options affect both the   and
             .  Note also that the scroll range can be set automatically by
             . 
             In most cases, you will probably want to disable
              before activating this option.
            
             A boolean value.  true to display a vertical scrollbar, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the    
            ranges for all   objects in the   will
            be forced to match.
            
             
            If set to true (default is false), then all of the   objects
            in the   associated with this  
            will be forced to have matching scale ranges for the x axis.  That is, zoom, pan,
            and scroll operations will result in zoom/pan/scroll for all graphpanes simultaneously.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the    
            ranges for all   objects in the   will
            be forced to match.
            
             
            If set to true (default is false), then all of the   objects
            in the   associated with this  
            will be forced to have matching scale ranges for the y axis.  That is, zoom, pan,
            and scroll operations will result in zoom/pan/scroll for all graphpanes simultaneously.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the vertical scroll bar will affect the Y2 axis.
            
             
            The vertical scroll bar is automatically associated with the Y axis.  With this value, you
            can choose to include or exclude the Y2 axis with the scrolling.  Note that the Y2 axis
            scrolling is handled as a secondary.  The vertical scroll bar position always reflects
            the status of the Y axis.  This can cause the Y2 axis to "jump" when first scrolled if
            the   and   values are not set to the
            same proportions as   and   with respect
            to the actual   and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Access the   for the Y axes.
            
             
            This list maintains the user scale ranges for the scroll bars for each axis
            in the  .  Each ordinal location in
              corresponds to an equivalent ordinal location
            in  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Access the   for the Y2 axes.
            
             
            This list maintains the user scale ranges for the scroll bars for each axis
            in the  .  Each ordinal location in
              corresponds to an equivalent ordinal location
            in  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The minimum value for the X axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the minimum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .
            
             A double value indicating the minimum axis value
        
         
             
            The maximum value for the X axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the maximum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .
            
             A double value indicating the maximum axis value
        
         
             
            The minimum value for the Y axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the minimum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the minimum axis value
             
        
         
             
            The maximum value for the Y axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the maximum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the maximum axis value
             
        
         
             
            The minimum value for the Y2 axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the minimum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the minimum axis value
             
        
         
             
            The maximum value for the Y2 axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the maximum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the maximum axis value
             
        
         
             
            Returns true if the user is currently scrolling via the scrollbar, or
            false if no scrolling is taking place.
            
             
            This method just tests ScrollBar.Capture to see if the
            mouse has been captured by the scroll bar.  If so, scrolling is active.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the format for displaying tooltip values.
            This format is passed to  .
            
             
            Use the   type
            to determine the format strings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the format for displaying tooltip values.
            This format is passed to  .
            
             
            Use the   type
            to determine the format strings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the step size fraction for zooming with the mouse wheel.
            A value of 0.1 will result in a 10% zoom step for each mouse wheel movement.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines if zooming with the wheel mouse
            is centered on the mouse location, or centered on the existing graph.
            
        
         
             
            This checks if the control has been disposed.  This is synonymous with
            the graph pane having been nulled or disposed.  Therefore this is the
            same as  ZedGraphControl.GraphPane == null.
            
        
         
             
            Readonly property that gets the list of selected CurveItems
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not selection is allowed for the control.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   instance
            that is used for all of the context menu printing functions.
            
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows subscribing methods to append or modify the context menu.
            
             The source   object
             A reference to the   object
            that contains the context menu.
            
             The point at which the mouse was clicked
             The current context menu state
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of zoom and pan events.
            
             The source   object
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              before the zoom or pan event.
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              after the zoom or pan event
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of scroll events.
            
             The source   object
             The source   object
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              before the scroll event.
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              after the scroll event
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of scroll events.
            
             The source   object
             The source   object
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              before the scroll event.
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              after the scroll event
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that receives notification after a point-edit operation is completed.
            
             The source   object
             The   object that contains the
            point that has been edited
             The   object that contains the point
            that has been edited
             The integer index of the edited   within the
              of the selected  
            
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows custom formatting of the point value tooltips
            
             The source   object
             The   object that contains the point value of interest
             The   object that contains the point value of interest
             The integer index of the selected   within the
              of the selected  
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of mouse events on Graph objects.
            
             The source   object
             A   corresponding to this event
             
             
            Return true if you have handled the mouse event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action (e.g., starting
            a zoom operation).  Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            mouse event.
            
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of clicks on ZedGraph objects that have
            active links enabled
            
             The source   object
             The source   in which the click
            occurred.
            
             The source object which was clicked.  This is typically
            a type of   if a curve point was clicked, or
            a type of   if a graph object was clicked.
            
             The   object, belonging to
             , that contains the link information
            
             An index value, typically used if a  
            was clicked, indicating the ordinal value of the actual point that was clicked.
            
             
            Return true if you have handled the LinkEvent entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action.
            Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the LinkEvent.
            
        
         
             
            Public enumeration that specifies the type of 
            object present at the Context Menu's mouse location
            
        
         
             
            The object is an Inactive Curve Item at the Context Menu's mouse position
            
        
         
             
            The object is an active Curve Item at the Context Menu's mouse position
            
        
         
             
            There is no selectable object present at the Context Menu's mouse position
            
        
         
             
            A LIFO stack of prior   objects, used to allow zooming out to prior
            states (of scale range settings).
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            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a new   object to the  .
            
             The   object to be added.
        
         
             
            Add the scale range information from the specified   object as a
            new   entry on the stack.
            
             The   object from which the scale range
            information should be copied.
             A   enumeration that indicates whether this
            state is the result of a zoom or pan operation.
             The resultant   object that was pushed on the stack.
        
         
             
            Add the scale range information from the specified   object as a
            new   entry on the stack.
            
             The   object to be placed on the stack.
             The   object (same as the  
            parameter).
        
         
             
            Pop a   entry from the top of the stack, and apply the properties
            to the specified   object.
            
             The   object to which the scale range
            information should be copied.
             The   object that was "popped" from the stack and applied
            to the specified  .  null if no   was
            available (the stack was empty).
        
         
             
            Pop the   entry from the bottom of the stack, and apply the properties
            to the specified   object.  Clear the stack completely.
            
             The   object to which the scale range
            information should be copied.
             The   object at the bottom of the stack that was applied
            to the specified  .  null if no   was
            available (the stack was empty).
        
         
             
            Public readonly property that indicates if the stack is empty
            
             true for an empty stack, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Public read-only indexer property for the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   object at the top of the stack,
            without actually removing it from the stack.
            
             A   object reference, or null if the stack is empty.
        
         
             
            A class that represents a graphic arrow or line object on the graph.  A list of
            ArrowObj objects is maintained by the   collection class.
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            A class that represents a line segment object on the graph.  A list of
            GraphObj objects is maintained by the   collection class.
            
             
            This should not be confused with the   class, which represents
            a set of points plotted together as a "curve".  The   class is
            a single line segment, drawn as a "decoration" on the chart.
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            An abstract base class that represents a text object on the graph.  A list of
              objects is maintained by the
              collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
             
            schema changed to 2 when isClippedToChartRect was added.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the location of this  .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that determines whether or not this  
            is visible in the graph.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that determines whether or not the rendering of this  
            will be clipped to the ChartRect.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that determines the z-order "depth" of this
            item relative to other graphic objects.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the hyperlink information for this object.
            
        
         
             
            Constructors for the   class.
            
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            coordinates and all other properties to defaults as specified
            in the   class..
            
             
            The four coordinates define the starting point and ending point for
             's, or the topleft and bottomright points for
             's.  For  's that only require
            one point, the   and   values
            will be ignored.  The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.
             The y position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            position and  .  Other properties are set to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             
            The two coordinates define the location point for the object.
            The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.  The item will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the item.  The item will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            position,  ,  , and  .
            Other properties are set to default values as defined in the   class.
            
             
            The two coordinates define the location point for the object.
            The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.  The item will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            position,  ,  , and  .
            Other properties are set to default values as defined in the   class.
            
             
            The four coordinates define the starting point and ending point for
             's, or the topleft and bottomright points for
             's.  For  's that only require
            one point, the   and   values
            will be ignored.  The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.
             The y position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this   object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            The   struct that describes the location
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines the z-order "depth" of this
            item relative to other graphic objects.
            
             Note that this controls the z-order with respect to
            other elements such as  's,  
            objects, etc.  The order of   objects having
            the same   value is controlled by their order in
            the  .  The first  
            in the list is drawn in front of other  
            objects having the same   value.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if this   will be
            visible in the graph.  true displays the item, false hides it.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the rendering of this  
            will be clipped to the  .
            
             true to clip the   to the   bounds,
            false to leave it unclipped.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the hyperlink information for this  .
            
        
         
             
            true if the   of this object is set to put it in front
            of the   data points.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the vertical  
            text alignment (  property).
            This is specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the horizontal  
            text alignment (  property).
            This is specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            The default coordinate system to be used for defining the
              location coordinates
            (  property).
            
              The coordinate system is defined with the  
            enum
        
         
             
            The default value for  .
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            protected field that maintains the attributes of the line using an
            instance of the   class.
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, color, and size of the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the arrow
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows only the position of the
            line to be pre-specified.  All other properties are set to
            default values
            
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            Default constructor -- places the   at location
            (0,0) to (1,1).  All other values are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The bounding box is calculated assuming a distance
            of   pixels around the arrow segment.
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            A   class that contains the attributes for drawing this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the arrowhead size, measured in points.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private boolean field that stores the arrowhead state.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
              true if an arrowhead is to be drawn, false otherwise 
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, color, and size of the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the arrow
             The size of the arrowhead, measured in points.
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows only the position of the
            arrow to be pre-specified.  All other properties are set to
            default values
            
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            Default constructor -- places the   at location
            (0,0) to (1,1).  All other values are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            The size of the arrowhead.
            
             The display of the arrowhead can be
            enabled or disabled with the   property.
            
              The size is defined in points (1/72 inch) 
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether or not to draw an arrowhead
            
              true to show the arrowhead, false to show the line segment
            only
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the   item arrowhead
            (  property).  Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   item arrowhead
            (  property).  true to show the
            arrowhead, false to hide it.
            
        
         
             
            The Axis class is an abstract base class that encompasses all properties
            and methods required to define a graph Axis.
            
             This class is inherited by the
             ,  , and   classes
            to define specific characteristics for those types.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the   class, which implements all the
            calculations and methods associated with the numeric scale for this
             .  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the minor tic information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the major tic information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the major grid information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the minor grid information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale rendering properties.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private field for the   automatic cross position mode.
            Use the public property   for access to this value.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties  ,  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties  ,  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private field for the   title string.
            Use the public property   for access to this value.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
              Private field for the   drawing dimensions.
            Use the public property  
            for access to these values. 
        
         
             
            Private field for the   minimum allowable space allocation.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             
        
         
              Private fields for the   colors.
            Use the public property   for access to this values.
            
        
         
             
            Temporary values for axis space calculations (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for   that sets all axis properties
            to default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for   that sets all axis properties
            to default values as defined in the   class,
            except for the  .
            
             A string containing the axis title
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor.
            
             The Axis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Restore the scale ranging to automatic mode, and recalculate the
              scale ranges
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.
            
             
            This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The number of pixels to shift to account for non-primary axis position (e.g.,
            the second, third, fourth, etc.   or  .
            
        
         
             
            This method will set the   property for this  
            using the currently required space multiplied by a fraction ( bufferFraction).
            
             
            The currently required space is calculated using  , and is
            based on current data ranges, font sizes, etc.  The "space" is actually the amount of space
            required to fit the tic marks, scale labels, and axis title.
            
             A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             The amount of space to allocate for the axis, expressed
            as a fraction of the currently required space.  For example, a value of 1.2 would
            allow for 20% extra above the currently required space.
             If true, then this method will only modify the  
            property if the calculated result is more than the current value.
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            Returns the linearized actual cross position for this axis, reflecting the settings of
             ,  , and  .
            
             
            If the value of   lies outside the axis range, it is
            limited to the axis range.
            
        
         
             
            Returns true if the axis is shifted at all due to the setting of
             .  This function will always return false if
              is true.
            
        
         
             
            Calculates the proportional fraction of the total cross axis width at which
            this axis is located.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the space required (pixels) for this   object.
            
             
            This is the total space (vertical space for the X axis, horizontal space for
            the Y axes) required to contain the axis.  If   is zero, then
            this space will be the space required between the   and
            the  .  This method sets the internal values of
              for use by the  
            method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The amount of space (pixels) at the edge of the ChartRect
            that is always required for this axis, even if the axis is shifted by the
              value.
             Returns the space, in pixels, required for this axis (between the
            rect and ChartRect)
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary   (for the  ,
            this is always true), false otherwise
        
         
             
            Draw the minor tic marks as required for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scale value for the first major tic position.  This is the reference point
            for all other tic marks.
            
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The pixel location of the far side of the ChartRect from this axis.
            This value is the ChartRect.Height for the XAxis, or the ChartRect.Width
            for the YAxis and Y2Axis.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the title for this  .
            
             On entry, it is assumed that the
            graphics transform has been configured so that the origin is at the left side
            of this axis, and the axis is aligned along the X coordinate direction.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Make a value label for the axis at the specified ordinal position.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,
             ,
            and other axis format settings.  It also implements the ScaleFormatEvent such that
            custom labels can be created.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log
            ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to handle custom formatting of the scale labels.
            
        
         
             
            Allow customization of the title when the scale is very large
            Subscribe to this event to handle custom formatting of the scale axis label.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance associated with this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale value at which this axis should cross the "other" axis.
            
             This property allows the axis to be shifted away from its default location.
            For example, for a graph with an X range from -100 to +100, the Y Axis can be located
            at the X=0 value rather than the left edge of the ChartRect.  This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.  The "other" axis is the axis the handles the second dimension
            for the graph.  For the XAxis, the "other" axis is the YAxis.  For the YAxis or
            Y2Axis, the "other" axis is the XAxis.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the   value
            is set automatically.
            
             Set to true to have ZedGraph put the axis in the default location, or false
            to specify the axis location manually with a   value.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum axis space allocation.
            
             
            This term, expressed in
            points (1/72 inch) and scaled according to  
            for the  , determines the minimum amount of space
            an axis must have between the  Chart.Rect and the
             GraphPane.Rect.  This minimum space
            applies whether   is true or false.
            
        
         
             
            The color to use for drawing this  .
            
             
            This affects only the axis segment (see  ),
            since the  ,
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  
            all have their own color specification.
            
              The color is defined using the
              class
             .
             
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class instance
            for this  .  This class stores all the major tic settings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class instance
            for this  .  This class stores all the minor tic settings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class that contains the properties
            of the major grid.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class that contains the properties
            of the minor grid.
            
        
         
             
            This property determines whether or not the   is shown.
            
             
            Note that even if
            the axis is not visible, it can still be actively used to draw curves on a
            graph, it will just be invisible to the user
            
             true to show the axis, false to disable all drawing of this axis
             .
             .
             .
             .
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the axis segment (the line that
            represents the axis itself) is drawn.
            
             
            Under normal circumstances, this value won't affect the appearance of the display because
            the Axis segment is overlain by the Axis border (see  ).
            However, when the border is not visible, or when   is set to
            false, this value will make a difference.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   for this  .
            
             
            The type can be either  ,
             ,  ,
            or  .
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class that contains the title of this
             .
            
             The title normally shows the basis and dimensions of
            the scale range, such as "Time (Years)".  The title is only shown if the
              property is set to true.  If the Title text is empty,
            then no title is shown, and no space is "reserved" for the title on the graph.
            
             the title is a string value
             
        
         
             
            The size of the gap between multiple axes (see   and
             ).
            
             
            This size will be scaled
            according to the   for the
             
            
             The axis gap is measured in points (1/72 inch)
             .
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows full custom formatting of the Axis labels
            
             The   for which the label is to be
            formatted
             The   of interest.
             The value to be formatted
             The zero-based index of the label to be formatted
             
            A string value representing the label, or null if the ZedGraph should go ahead
            and generate the label according to the current settings
             
        
         
             
            Allow customization of title based on user preferences.
            
             The   of interest.
             
            A string value representing the label, or null if the ZedGraph should go ahead
            and generate the label according to the current settings.  To make the title
            blank, return "".
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the gap between multiple axes
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the gap between the scale labels and the axis title.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the   text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the   text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for filling in the   text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   itself
            (  property).  This color only affects the
            the axis border.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , which determines
            whether or not the scale segment itself is visible
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   scale axis type
            (  property).  This value is set as per
            the   enumeration
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the axis segment.
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the axis space allocation.  This term, expressed in
            points (1/72 inch) and scaled according to   for the
             , determines the minimum amount of space an axis must
            have between the   and the
             .  This minimum space
            applies whether   is true or false.
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the data associated with text title and its associated font
            properties.  Inherits from  , and adds  
            and   properties, which are specifically associated with
            the    .
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            Class that handles the data associated with a text title and its associated font
            properties.  Inherits from  , and adds the  
            property for use by the   and   objects.
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            Class that handles the data associated with text title and its associated font
            properties
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the   text for this label
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the   font properties for this label
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if this label will be displayed.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build an   from the text and the
            associated font properties.
            
             The   representing the text to be
            displayed
             The   font family name
             The size of the font in points and scaled according
            to the   logic.
             The   instance representing the color
            of the font
             true for a bold font face
             true for an italic font face
             true for an underline font face
        
         
             
            Constructor that builds a   from a text  
            and a   instance.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            The   text to be displayed
            
        
         
             
            A   instance representing the font properties
            for the displayed text.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines whether or not this label will be displayed.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build a   from the text and the
            associated font properties.
            
             The   representing the text to be
            displayed
             The   font family name
             The size of the font in points and scaled according
            to the   logic.
             The   instance representing the color
            of the font
             true for a bold font face
             true for an italic font face
             true for an underline font face
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Calculate the size of the   based on the  
            height, in pixel units and scaled according to  .
            
             The scaling factor to be applied
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the gap factor between this label and the opposing  
            or  .
            
             
            This value is expressed as a fraction of the character height for the  .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default   setting.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build an   from the text and the
            associated font properties.
            
             The   representing the text to be
            displayed
             The   font family name
             The size of the font in points and scaled according
            to the   logic.
             The   instance representing the color
            of the font
             true for a bold font face
             true for an italic font face
             true for an underline font face
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the property that controls whether or not the magnitude factor (power of 10) for
            this scale will be included in the label.
            
             
            For large scale values, a "magnitude" value (power of 10) is automatically
            used for scaling the graph.  This magnitude value is automatically appended
            to the end of the Axis   (e.g., "(10^4)") to indicate
            that a magnitude is in use.  This property controls whether or not the
            magnitude is included in the title.  Note that it only affects the axis
            title; a magnitude value may still be used even if it is not shown in the title.
            
             true to show the magnitude value, false to hide it
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether the Axis title is located at the
             
            value or at the normal position (outside the  ).
            
             
            This value only applies if   is false.
            
        
         
             
            A class representing all the characteristics of the bar
            segments that make up a curve on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class that defines the
            properties of the border around this  . Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the 
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            The specified color is only applied to the
             , and the  
            will be defaulted.
            
             A   value indicating
            the  
            of the Bar.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Bar object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single bar.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The x position of the left side of the bar in
            pixel units
             The x position of the right side of the bar in
            pixel units
             The y position of the top of the bar in
            pixel units
             The y position of the bottom of the bar in
            pixel units
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             true to draw the bottom portion of the border around the
            bar (this is for legend entries) 
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single bar.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The rectangle (pixels) to contain the bar
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             true to draw the bottom portion of the border around the
            bar (this is for legend entries) 
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the this   to the specified  
            device as a bar at each defined point. This method
            is normally only called by the   method of the
              object
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the specified single bar (an individual "point") of this series to the specified
              device.  This method is not as efficient as
             , which draws the bars for all points.  It is intended to be used
            only for  , which requires special handling of each bar.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             
            The zero-based index number for the single bar to be drawn.
            
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Protected internal routine that draws the specified single bar (an individual "point")
            of this series to the specified   device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             
            The zero-based index number for the single bar to be drawn.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            The   object used to draw the border around the  .
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing the border around the bars
            (  property).  Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for bars (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for bars (  property).
            true to display frames around bars, false otherwise
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing frames around bars
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the bars
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the bars
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a bar type that displays vertical or horizontal bars
            
             
            The orientation of the bars depends on the state of
             , and the bars can be stacked or
            clustered, depending on the state of  
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            This class contains the data and methods for an individual curve within
            a graph pane.  It carries the settings for the curve including the
            key and item names, colors, symbols and sizes, linetypes, etc.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores a   instance for this
             , which is used for the  
            label.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is on the bottom X axis or the top X axis (X2).
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is on the left Y axis or the right Y axis (Y2).
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the index number of the Y Axis to which this
              belongs.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is visible on the graph.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            Note that this value turns the curve display on or off, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry.  To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is selected on the graph.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            Note that this value changes the curve display color, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry.  To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              can be selected in the graph.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores a boolean value which allows you to override the normal
            ordinal axis behavior.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The   of value sets that
            represent this  .
            The size of this list determines the number of points that are
            plotted.  Note that values defined as
            System.Double.MaxValue are considered "missing" values
            (see  ),
            and are not plotted.  The curve will have a break at these points
            to indicate the values are missing.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the hyperlink information for this object.
            
        
         
             
              constructor the pre-specifies the curve label, the
            x and y data values as a  , the curve
            type (Bar or Line/Symbol), the  , and the
             . Other properties of the curve are
            defaulted to the values in the   class.
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
        
         
             
              constructor the pre-specifies the curve label, the
            x and y data values as a  , the curve
            type (Bar or Line/Symbol), the  , and the
             . Other properties of the curve are
            defaulted to the values in the   class.
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
        
         
             
            Internal initialization routine thats sets some initial values to defaults.
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
        
         
             
              constructor that specifies the label of the CurveItem.
            This is the same as  CurveItem(label, null, null).
             
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
        
         
             
            
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The CurveItem object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location.
            This abstract base method passes through to   or
              to do the rendering.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Add a single x,y coordinate point to the end of the points collection for this curve.
            
             The X coordinate value
             The Y coordinate value
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the end of the points collection for this curve.
            
             
            This method will only work if the   instance reference
            at   supports the   interface.
            Otherwise, it does nothing.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
        
         
             
            Clears the points from this  .  This is the same
            as  CurveItem.Points.Clear().
            
             
            This method will only work if the   instance reference
            at   supports the   interface.
            Otherwise, it does nothing.
            
        
         
             
            Removes a single point from this  .
            
             
            This method will only work if the   instance reference
            at   supports the   interface.
            Otherwise, it does nothing.
            
             The ordinal position of the point to be removed.
        
         
             
            Get the X Axis instance (either   or  ) to
            which this   belongs.
            
             The   object to which this curve belongs.
             Either a   or   to which this
              belongs.
            
        
         
             
            Get the Y Axis instance (either   or  ) to
            which this   belongs.
            
             
            This method safely retrieves a Y Axis instance from either the  
            or the   using the values of   and
             .  If the value of   is out of bounds, the
            default   or   is used.
            
             The   object to which this curve belongs.
             Either a   or   to which this
              belongs.
            
        
         
             
            Get the index of the Y Axis in the   or   list to
            which this   belongs.
            
             
            This method safely retrieves a Y Axis index into either the  
            or the   using the values of   and
             .  If the value of   is out of bounds, the
            default   or   is used, which is index zero.
            
             The   object to which this curve belongs.
             An integer value indicating which index position in the list applies to this
             
            
        
         
             
            Loads some pseudo unique colors/symbols into this CurveItem.  This
            is the same as  MakeUnique(ColorSymbolRotator.StaticInstance).
             
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Loads some pseudo unique colors/symbols into this CurveItem.  This
            is mainly useful for differentiating a set of new CurveItems without
            having to pick your own colors/symbols.
             
            
             
            The   that is used to pick the color
             and symbol for this method call.
            
        
         
             
            Go through the list of   data values for this  
            and determine the minimum and maximum values in the data.
            
             The minimum X value in the range of data
             The maximum X value in the range of data
             The minimum Y value in the range of data
             The maximum Y value in the range of data
             ignoreInitial is a boolean value that
            affects the data range that is considered for the automatic scale
            ranging (see  ).  If true, then initial
            data points where the Y value is zero are not included when
            automatically determining the scale  ,
             , and   size.  All data after
            the first non-zero Y value are included.
            
             
            Determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will subset the
            data points based on any manually set scale range values.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
        
         
             Returns a reference to the   object that is the "base"
            (independent axis) from which the values are drawn. 
             
            This property is determined by the value of   for
             ,  , and  
            types.  It is always the X axis for regular   types.
            Note that the   setting can override the
              and   settings for bar types
            (this is because all the bars that are clustered together must share the
            same base axis).
            
             
             
        
         
             Returns a reference to the   object that is the "value"
            (dependent axis) from which the points are drawn. 
             
            This property is determined by the value of   for
             ,  , and  
            types.  It is always the Y axis for regular   types.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the width of each bar, depending on the actual bar type
            
             The width for an individual bar, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            A   instance that represents the  
            entry for the this   object
            
        
         
             
            The  / /  
            color (FillColor for the Bar).  This is a common access to
             Line.Color,
             Border.Color, and
             Fill.Color properties for this curve.
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is visible on the graph.
            Note that this value turns the curve display on or off, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry.  To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is selected on the graph.
            Note that this value changes the curve displayed color, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry. To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   can be selected in the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value which allows you to override the normal
            ordinal axis behavior.
            
             
            Normally for an ordinal axis type, the actual data values corresponding to the ordinal
            axis will be ignored (essentially they are replaced by ordinal values, e.g., 1, 2, 3, etc).
            If IsOverrideOrdinal is true, then the user data values will be used (even if they don't
            make sense).  Fractional values are allowed, such that a value of 1.5 is between the first and
            second ordinal position, etc.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which X axis this  
            is assigned to.
            
             
            The
              is on the bottom side of the graph and the
              is on the top side.  Assignment to an axis
            determines the scale that is used to draw the curve on the graph.
            
             true to assign the curve to the  ,
            false to assign the curve to the  
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Y axis this  
            is assigned to.
            
             
            The
              is on the left side of the graph and the
              is on the right side.  Assignment to an axis
            determines the scale that is used to draw the curve on the graph.  Note that
            this value is used in combination with the   to determine
            which of the Y Axes (if there are multiples) this curve belongs to.
            
             true to assign the curve to the  ,
            false to assign the curve to the  
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the index number of the Y Axis to which this
              belongs.
            
             
            This value is essentially an index number into the  
            or  , depending on the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this  
            is a  .  This does not include  's
            or  's.
            
             true for a bar chart, or false for a line or pie graph
        
         
             
            Determines whether this  
            is a  .
            
             true for a pie chart, or false for a line or bar graph
        
         
             
            Determines whether this  
            is a  .
            
             true for a line chart, or false for a bar type
        
         
             
            Readonly property that gives the number of points that define this
              object, which is the number of points in the
              data collection.
            
        
         
             
            The   of X,Y point sets that represent this
             .
            
        
         
             
            An accessor for the   datum for this  .
            Index is the ordinal reference (zero based) of the point.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the hyperlink information for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Compares  's based on the point value at the specified
            index and for the specified axis.
             
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for Comparer.
            
             The axis type on which to sort.
             The index number of the point on which to sort
        
         
             
            Compares two  s using the previously specified index value
            and axis.  Sorts in descending order.
            
             Curve to the left.
             Curve to the right.
             -1, 0, or 1 depending on l.X's relation to r.X
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label for the bar.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Create a   for each bar in the  .
            
             
            This method will go through the bars, create a label that corresponds to the bar value,
            and place it on the graph depending on user preferences.  This works for horizontal or
            vertical bars in clusters or stacks, but only for   types.  This method
            does not apply to   or   objects.
            Call this method only after calling  .
            
             The GraphPane in which to place the text labels.
             true to center the labels inside the bars, false to
            place the labels just above the top of the bar.
             The double.ToString string format to use for creating
            the labels.
            
        
         
             
            Create a   for each bar in the  .
            
             
            This method will go through the bars, create a label that corresponds to the bar value,
            and place it on the graph depending on user preferences.  This works for horizontal or
            vertical bars in clusters or stacks, but only for   types.  This method
            does not apply to   or   objects.
            Call this method only after calling  .
            
             The GraphPane in which to place the text labels.
             true to center the labels inside the bars, false to
            place the labels just above the top of the bar.
             The double.ToString string format to use for creating
            the labels.
            
             The color in which to draw the labels
             The string name of the font family to use for the labels
             The floating point size of the font, in scaled points
             true for a bold font type, false otherwise
             true for an italic font type, false otherwise
             true for an underline font type, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the global settings for bar charts
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             Private field that determines the size of the gap between bar clusters
            for bar charts.  This gap is expressed as a fraction of the bar size (1.0 means
            leave a 1-barwidth gap between clusters).
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
        
         
             Private field that determines the size of the gap between individual bars
            within a bar cluster for bar charts.  This gap is expressed as a fraction of the
            bar size (1.0 means leave a 1-barwidth gap between each bar).
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
        
         
             Private field that determines the base axis from which  
            graphs will be displayed.  The base axis is the axis from which the bars grow with
            increasing value. The value is of the enumeration type  .
            To access this value, use the public property  .
            
             
        
         
             Private field that determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            To access this value, use the public property  .
            
             
        
         
             Private field that determines the width of a bar cluster (for bar charts)
            in user scale units.  Normally, this value is 1.0 because bar charts are typically
              or  , and the bars are
            defined at ordinal values (1.0 scale units apart).  For  
            or other scale types, you can use this value to scale the bars to an arbitrary
            user scale. Use the public property   to access this
            value. 
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   will be
            calculated automatically.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the owner GraphPane that contains this BarSettings instance.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build a   instance from the defaults.
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
             The   that will be the
            parent of this new BarSettings object.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             
            You MUST set the _ownerPane property after deserializing a BarSettings object.
            
             A   instance that defines the
            serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains
            the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Calculate the width of an individual bar cluster on a   graph.
            This value only applies to bar graphs plotted on non-ordinal X axis
            types (  is false).
            
             
            This value can be calculated automatically if  
            is set to true.  In this case, ClusterScaleWidth will be calculated if
              refers to an   of a non-ordinal type
            (  is false).  The ClusterScaleWidth is calculated
            from the minimum difference found between any two points on the  
              for any   in the
             .  The ClusterScaleWidth is set automatically
            each time   is called.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determine the minimum increment between individual points to be used for
            calculating a bar size that fits without overlapping
            
             The   list of points for the bar
            of interest
             The base axis for the bar
             The minimum increment between bars along the base axis
        
         
             
            Determine the width, in screen pixel units, of each bar cluster including
            the cluster gaps and bar gaps.
            
             This method calls the  
            method for the base   for   graphs
            (the base   is assigned by the  
            property).
            
             
             
             
             
             The width of each bar cluster, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Determine the   from which the   charts are based.
            
             
             
             
             
             The   class for the axis from which the bars are based
        
         
             
            The minimum space between   clusters, expressed as a
            fraction of the bar size.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The minimum space between individual  Bars
            within a cluster, expressed as a
            fraction of the bar size.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             Determines the base axis from which  
            graphs will be displayed.
            
             The base axis is the axis from which the bars grow with
            increasing value. The value is of the enumeration type  .
            
             
        
         
             Determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            
             
        
         
             
            The width of an individual bar cluster on a   graph.
            This value only applies to bar graphs plotted on non-ordinal X axis
            types ( ,  , and
             .
            
             
            This value can be calculated automatically if  
            is set to true.  In this case, ClusterScaleWidth will be calculated if
              refers to an   of a non-ordinal type
            (  is false).  The ClusterScaleWidth is calculated
            from the minimum difference found between any two points on the  
              for any   in the
             .  The ClusterScaleWidth is set automatically
            each time   is called.  Calculations are
            done by the   method.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if the   will be
            calculated automatically.
            
             true for the   to be calculated
            automatically based on the available data, false otherwise.  This value will
            be set to false automatically if the   value
            is changed by the user.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default dimension gap between clusters of bars on a
              graph.
            This dimension is expressed in terms of the normal bar width.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The default dimension gap between each individual bar within a bar cluster
            on a   graph.
            This dimension is expressed in terms of the normal bar width.
            
             
             
        
         
             The default value for the  , which determines the base
              from which the   graphs will be displayed.
            
             
        
         
             The default value for the   property, which
            determines if the bars are drawn overlapping eachother in a "stacked" format,
            or side-by-side in a "cluster" format.  See the  
            for more information.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default width of a bar cluster 
            on a   graph.  This value only applies to
              graphs, and only when the
              is  ,
              or  .
            This dimension is expressed in terms of X scale user units.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The default value for  .
            
        
         
             
            A class that encapsulates Border (frame) properties for an object.  The   class
            is used in a variety of ZedGraph objects to handle the drawing of the Border around the object.
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            A class that handles the basic attributes of a line segment.
            
             
            This is the base class for   and   classes.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the pen width for this line.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   for this
            line.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the "Dash On" length for drawing the line.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the "Dash Off" length for drawing the line.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of this line.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if the line is drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the color of this line.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the line will not be shown (but the   may
            still be shown).
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores a custom   class.  This
            fill is used strictly for  ,
             ,  ,
            and   calculations to determine
            the color of the line.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets the color property to the specified value, and sets
            the remaining   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The color to assign to this new Line object
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The LineBase object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the
            serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains
            the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize
            the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the
            serialized data
             A   instance that contains the
            serialized data
        
         
             
            Create a   object based on the properties of this
             .
            
             The owner   of this
             .
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             A   object with the properties of this  
            
        
         
             
            Create a   object based on the properties of this
             .
            
             The owner   of this
             .
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable if  GradientFill.Type
            is one of  ,
             ,  ,
            or  .
            
             A   object with the properties of this  
            
        
         
             
            The color of the  .  Note that this color value can be
            overridden if the  GradientFill.Type is one of the
             ,
             ,  ,
            and   types.
            
             
        
         
             
            The style of the  , defined as a   enum.
            This allows the line to be solid, dashed, or dotted.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The "Dash On" mode for drawing the line.
            
             
            This is the distance, in points (1/72 inch), of the dash segments that make up
            the dashed grid lines.  This setting is only valid if 
              is set to  .
            
             The dash on length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The "Dash Off" mode for drawing the line.
            
             
            This is the distance, in points (1/72 inch), of the spaces between the dash
            segments that make up the dashed grid lines.  This setting is only valid if 
              is set to  .
            
             The dash off length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The pen width used to draw the  , in points (1/72 inch)
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the  .
            
             true to show the line, false to hide it
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the lines are drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            
             
            If this value is set to true, then the  
            property will be set to   only while
            this   is drawn.  A value of false will leave the value of
              unchanged.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a custom   class.
            
             This fill is used strictly for  ,
             ,  ,
            and   calculations to determine
            the color of the line.  It overrides the   property if
            one of the above   values are selected.
            
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default mode for displaying line segments ( 
            property).  True to show the line segments, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default width for line segments (  property).
            Units are points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default drawing style for line segments (  property).
            This is defined with the   enumeration.
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash on" size for drawing the line
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash off" size for drawing the the line
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the line.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the amount of inflation to be done on the rectangle
            before rendering.  This allows the border to be inset or outset relative to
            the actual rectangle area.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The default constructor.  Initialized to default values.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies the visibility, color and penWidth of the Border.
            
             Determines whether or not the Border will be drawn.
             The color of the Border
             The width, in points (1/72 inch), for the Border.
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies the color and penWidth of the Border.
            
             The color of the Border
             The width, in points (1/72 inch), for the Border.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Border object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the specified Border ( ) using the properties of
            this   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             A   struct to be drawn.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the amount of inflation to be done on the rectangle
            before rendering.
            
             This allows the border to be inset or outset relative to
            the actual rectangle area.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , in units of points (1/72 inch).
            
             
        
         
             
            A class that represents a bordered and/or filled box (rectangle) object on
            the graph.  A list of
            BoxObj objects is maintained by the   collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the properties of the border around this
             
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and solid fill color
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box fill (will be a solid color fill)
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position
            of the   to be pre-specified.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A default constructor that creates a   using a location of (0,0),
            and a width,height of (1,1).  Other properties are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and two-color
            gradient fill colors
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the start of the box gradient fill
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the end of the box gradient fill
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   object, which
            determines the properties of the border around this
             
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width used for the   border
            (  property).  Units are points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color used for the   border
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color used for the   fill
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the properties of the charting area (where the curves are
            actually drawn), which is bounded by the  ,  ,
            and  .
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            The rectangle that contains the area bounded by the axes, in pixel units
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field that determines if the   will be
            sized automatically.  Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
             
            Default constructor.
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             The source   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the rectangle that contains the area bounded by the axes
            ( ,  , and  ).
            If you set this value manually, then the  
            value will automatically be set to false.
            
             The rectangle units are in screen pixels
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class for drawing the border
            border around the  
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines whether or not the 
              will be calculated automatically (almost always true).
            
             
            If you have a need to set the ChartRect manually, such as you have multiple graphs
            on a page and you want to line up the edges perfectly, you can set this value
            to false.  If you set this value to false, you must also manually set
            the   property.
            You can easily determine the ChartRect that ZedGraph would have
            calculated by calling the   method, which returns
            a chart rect sized for the current data range, scale sizes, etc.
            
             true to have ZedGraph calculate the ChartRect, false to do it yourself
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   border.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   background.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default brush for the   background.
            (  property of  ). 
            
        
         
             
            The default   for the   background.
            (  property of  ). 
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the 
              border
            (  property).
            Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   border
            (  property). true
            to show the border border, false to omit the border
            
        
         
             
            Class used to get the next color/symbol for GraphPane.AddCurve methods.
            
            
              Jerry Vos modified by John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.4 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            The  s   
            rotates through.
            
        
         
             
            The  s   
            rotates through.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the next color to be used. Note: may be 
            > COLORS.Length, it is reset to 0 on the next call if it is.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the next symbol to be used. Note: may be 
            > SYMBOLS.Length, it is reset to 0 on the next call if it is.
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next color in the rotation  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the color index.
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the index of the next color to be used.  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the color index.
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next color in the rotation.  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the symbol index.
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the index of the next symbol to be used.  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the symbol index.
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the   instance used by the
            static methods.
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next color from this class's static 
              instance
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next symbol type from this class's static 
              instance
             
             
            
        
         
             
            The DateAsOrdinalScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             DateAsOrdinalScale is an ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with dates from the
            actual data values of the first   in the  .
            Although the tics are labeled with real data values, the actual points will be
            evenly-spaced in spite of the data values.  For example, if the X values of the first curve
            are 1, 5, and 100, then the tic labels will show 1, 5, and 100, but they will be equal
            distance from each other.
            
            
              John Champion  
              $Revision: 1.10 $ $Date: 2007/04/16 00:03:01 $ 
        
         
             
            The Scale class is an abstract base class that encompasses the properties
            and methods associated with a scale of data.
            
             This class is inherited by the
             ,  ,  ,
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  
            classes to define specific characteristics for those types.
            
            
              John Champion  
              $Revision: 1.30 $ $Date: 2007/06/02 06:56:03 $ 
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   "grace" settings.
            These values determine how much extra space is left before the first data value
            and after the last data value.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   "grace" settings.
            These values determine how much extra space is left before the first data value
            and after the last data value.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private field for the   scale value display.
            Use the public property   for access to this value.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private   field for the   array of text labels.
            This property is only used if   is set to
              
        
         
              Private field for the format of the   tic labels.
            Use the public property   for access to this value. 
             
        
         
             
            Private fields for Unit types to be used for the major and minor tics.
            See   and   for the corresponding
            public properties.
            These types only apply for date-time scales ( ).
            
             The value of these types is of enumeration type  
            
        
         
             
            Private fields for Unit types to be used for the major and minor tics.
            See   and   for the corresponding
            public properties.
            These types only apply for date-time scales ( ).
            
             The value of these types is of enumeration type  
            
        
         
              Private field for the alignment of the   tic labels.
            This fields controls whether the inside, center, or outside edges of the text labels are aligned.
            Use the public property  
            for access to this value. 
             
        
         
              Private field for the alignment of the   tic labels.
            This fields controls whether the left, center, or right edges of the text labels are aligned.
            Use the public property  
            for access to this value. 
             
        
         
              Private fields for the   font specificatios.
            Use the public properties   and
              for access to these values. 
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the amount of space between the scale labels and the
            major tics.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Pixel positions at the minimum and maximum value for this scale.
            These are temporary values used/valid only during the Draw process.
            
        
         
             
            Pixel positions at the minimum and maximum value for this scale.
            These are temporary values used/valid only during the Draw process.
            
        
         
             
            Scale values for calculating transforms.  These are temporary values
            used ONLY during the Draw process.
            
             
            These values are just   and  
            for normal linear scales, but for log or exponent scales they will be a
            linear representation.  For  , it is the
              of the value, and for  ,
            it is the  
            of the value.
            
        
         
             
            Scale values for calculating transforms.  These are temporary values
            used ONLY during the Draw process.
            
             
            These values are just   and  
            for normal linear scales, but for log or exponent scales they will be a
            linear representation.  For  , it is the
              of the value, and for  ,
            it is the  
            of the value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the owner Axis that contains this Scale instance.
            
        
         
             
            Basic constructor -- requires that the   object be intialized with
            a pre-existing owner  .
            
             The   object that is the owner of this
              instance.
        
         
             
            Copy Constructor.  Create a new   object based on the specified
            existing one.
            
             The   object to be copied.
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            A construction method that creates a new   object using the
            properties of an existing   object, but specifying a new
             .
            
             
            This constructor is used to change the type of an existing  .
            By specifying the old   object, you are giving a set of properties
            (which encompasses all fields associated with the scale, since the derived types
            have no fields) to be used in creating a new   object, only this
            time having the newly specified object type.
             The existing   object from which to
            copy the field data.
             An   representing the type of derived type
            of new   object to create.
             The new   object.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to
            serialize the target object
            
             
            You MUST set the _ownerAxis property after deserializing a BarSettings object.
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup some temporary transform values in preparation for rendering the
             .
            
             
            This method is typically called by the parent  
            object as part of the   method.  It is also
            called by   and
             
            methods to setup for coordinate transformations.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The parent   for this  
            
        
         
             
            Convert a value to its linear equivalent for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the log or power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Convert a value from its linear equivalent to its actual scale value
            for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the anti-log or inverse-power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Make a value label for the axis at the specified ordinal position.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Get the maximum width of the scale value text that is required to label this
             .
            The results of this method are used to determine how much space is required for
            the axis labels.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            true to get the bounding box of the text using the  ,
            false to just get the bounding box without rotation
            
             the maximum width of the text in pixel units
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Draw the value labels, tic marks, and grid lines as
            required for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The first major tic value for the axis
            
             
            The total number of major tics for the axis
            
             
            The pixel location of the far side of the ChartRect from this axis.
            This value is the ChartRect.Height for the XAxis, or the ChartRect.Width
            for the YAxis and Y2Axis.
            
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the scale, including the tic marks, value labels, and grid lines as
            required for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The number of pixels to shift to account for non-primary axis position (e.g.,
            the second, third, fourth, etc.   or  .
            
        
         
             
            Determine the width, in pixel units, of each bar cluster including
            the cluster gaps and bar gaps.
            
             
            This method uses the   for
            non-ordinal axes, or a cluster width of 1.0 for ordinal axes.
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             The width of each bar cluster, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Calculates the cluster width, in pixels, by transforming the specified
            clusterScaleWidth.
            
             The width in user scale units of each
            bar cluster
             The equivalent pixel size of the bar cluster
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).  This
            routine honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings as well as the  
            setting.  In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic defaults for
            scale selection are defined using  ,
             , and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the maximum number of labels that will fit on this axis.
            
             
            This method works for
            both X and Y direction axes, and it works for angled text (assuming that a bounding box
            is an appropriate measure).  Technically, labels at 45 degree angles could fit better than
            the return value of this method since the bounding boxes can overlap without the labels actually
            overlapping.
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size based on a data range.
            
             
            This utility method
            will try to honor the   and
              number of
            steps while using a rational increment (1, 2, or 5 -- which are
            even divisors of 10).  This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in user scale units.  This can
            be a full range of the data for the major step size, or just the
            value of the major step size to calculate the minor step size
             The desired "typical" number of steps
            to divide the range into
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size based on a data range, limited to a maximum number of steps.
            
             
            This utility method
            will calculate a step size, of no more than maxSteps,
            using a rational increment (1, 2, or 5 -- which are
            even divisors of 10).  This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in user scale units.  This can
            be a full range of the data for the major step size, or just the
            value of the major step size to calculate the minor step size
             The maximum allowable number of steps
            to divide the range into
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the modulus (remainder) in a safe manner so that divide
            by zero errors are avoided
            
             The divisor
             The dividend
             the value of the modulus, or zero for the divide-by-zero
            case
        
         
             
            Define suitable default ranges for an axis in the event that
            no data were available
            
             The   of interest
             The   for which to set the range
        
         
             
            Transform the coordinate value from user coordinates (scale value)
            to graphics device coordinates (pixels).
            
             This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).
            Note that the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method (this is called everytime
            the graph is drawn (i.e.,   is called).
            
             The coordinate value, in user scale units, to
            be transformed
             the coordinate value transformed to screen coordinates
            for use in calling the   draw routines
        
         
             
            Transform the coordinate value from user coordinates (scale value)
            to graphics device coordinates (pixels).
            
             
            This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).
            Note that the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method (this is called everytime
            the graph is drawn (i.e.,   is called).
            
             true to force the axis to honor the data
            value, rather than replacing it with the ordinal value
             The ordinal value of this point, just in case
            this is an   axis
             The coordinate value, in user scale units, to
            be transformed
             the coordinate value transformed to screen coordinates
            for use in calling the   draw routines
        
         
             
            Reverse transform the user coordinates (scale value)
            given a graphics device coordinate (pixels).
            
             
            This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).
            Note that the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method (this is called everytime
            the graph is drawn (i.e.,   is called).
            
             The screen pixel value, in graphics device coordinates to
            be transformed
             The user scale value that corresponds to the screen pixel location
        
         
             
            Transform the coordinate value from user coordinates (scale value)
            to graphics device coordinates (pixels).
            
             Assumes that the origin
            has been set to the "left" of this axis, facing from the label side.
            Note that the left side corresponds to the scale minimum for the X and
            Y2 axes, but it is the scale maximum for the Y axis.
            This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).  Note that
            the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method.
            
             The coordinate value, in linearized user scale units, to
            be transformed
             the coordinate value transformed to screen coordinates
            for use in calling the   method
        
         
             
            Calculate a base 10 logarithm in a safe manner to avoid math exceptions
            
             The value for which the logarithm is to be calculated
             The value of the logarithm, or 0 if the  
            argument was negative or zero
        
         
             
            Calculate an exponential in a safe manner to avoid math exceptions
             
              The value for which the exponential is to be calculated
              The exponent value to use for calculating the exponential.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the linearized version of the   scale range.
            
             
            This value is valid at any time, whereas   is an optimization
            pre-set that is only valid during draw operations.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the linearized version of the   scale range.
            
             
            This value is valid at any time, whereas   is an optimization
            pre-set that is only valid during draw operations.
            
        
         
             
            Get an   enumeration that indicates the type of this scale.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
             
            Note that this is only true for an actual   class.
            This property will be false for other ordinal types such as
             ,  ,
            or  .  Use the  
            as a "catchall" for all ordinal type axes.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a value that indicates if this   is of any of the
            ordinal types in the   enumeration.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum scale value for this  .
            
             This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units for  
            and   axes. For  
            and   axes,
            this value is an ordinal starting with 1.0.  For  
            axes, this value is in XL Date format (see  , which is the
            number of days since the reference date of January 1, 1900.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum scale value for this  .
            
             
            This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units for  
            and   axes. For  
            and   axes,
            this value is an ordinal starting with 1.0.  For  
            axes, this value is in XL Date format (see  , which is the
            number of days since the reference date of January 1, 1900.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale step size for this   (the increment between
            labeled axis values).
            
             
            This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.  This value is ignored for  
            axes.  For   axes, this
            value is defined in units of  .
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale minor step size for this   (the spacing between
            minor tics).
            
             This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.  This value is ignored for   and
              axes.  For   axes, this
            value is defined in units of  .
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale exponent value.  This only applies to  . 
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale value at which the first major tic label will appear.
            
             This property allows the scale labels to start at an irregular value.
            For example, on a scale range with   = 0,   = 1000,
            and   = 200, a   value of 50 would cause
            the scale labels to appear at values 50, 250, 450, 650, and 850.  Note that the
            default value for this property is  , which means the
            value is not used.  Setting this property to any value other than
              will activate the effect.  The value specified must
            coincide with the first major tic.  That is, if   were set to
            650 in the example above, then the major tics would only occur at 650 and 850.  This
            setting may affect the minor tics, since the minor tics are always referenced to the
             .  That is, in the example above, if the  
            were set to 30 (making it a non-multiple of the major step), then the minor tics would
            occur at 20, 50 (so it lines up with the BaseTic), 80, 110, 140, etc.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the type of units used for the major step size ( ).
            
             
            This unit type only applies to Date-Time axes (  = true).
            The axis is set to date type with the   property.
            The unit types are defined as  .
            
              The value is a   enum type 
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the type of units used for the minor step size ( ).
            
             
            This unit type only applies to Date-Time axes (  = true).
            The axis is set to date type with the   property.
            The unit types are defined as  .
            
              The value is a   enum type 
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets the major unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The major unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the minor unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The minor unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the minimum scale value  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the maximum scale value  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the scale step size  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the minor scale step size  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether or not the scale label format  
            is determined automatically based on the range of data values.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true if   will be set automatically, false
            if it is to be set manually by the user
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The format of the   tic labels.
            
             
            This property may be a date format or a numeric format, depending on the setting of
             Scale.Type.
            This property may be set automatically by ZedGraph, depending on the state of
             .
            
             The format string conforms to the
              for date formats, and
              for numeric formats.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The magnitude multiplier for scale values.
            
             
            This is used to limit
            the size of the displayed value labels.  For example, if the value
            is really 2000000, then the graph will display 2000 with a 10^3
            magnitude multiplier.  This value can be determined automatically
            depending on the state of  .
            If this value is set manually by the user,
            then   will also be set to false.
            
             The magnitude multiplier (power of 10) for the scale
            value labels
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether the   value will be set
            automatically based on the data, or manually by the user.
            
             
            If the user manually sets the   value, then this
            flag will be set to false.
            
             true to have   set automatically,
            false otherwise
             
             
             
        
         
              Gets or sets the "grace" value applied to the minimum data range.
            
             
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MinGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be subtracted from the minimum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 2.8 to 16.0.
            
             
             
             
        
         
              Gets or sets the "grace" value applied to the maximum data range.
            
             
            This values determines how much extra space is left after the last data value.
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MaxGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be added to the maximum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 4.0 to 17.2.
            
             
             
             
        
         
              Controls the alignment of the   tic labels.
            
             
            This property controls whether the inside, center, or outside edges of the
            text labels are aligned.
            
        
         
              Controls the alignment of the   tic labels.
            
             
            This property controls whether the left, center, or right edges of the
            text labels are aligned.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class used to render
            the scale values
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The gap between the scale labels and the tics.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the axis scale labels and title to appear on the
            opposite side of the axis.
            
             
            For example, setting this flag to true for the   will shift the
            axis labels and title to the right side of the   instead of the
            normal left-side location.  Set this property to true for the  ,
            and set the   property for the   to an arbitrarily
            large value (assuming   is false for the  ) in
            order to have the   appear at the top of the  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the first scale label for this   to be
            hidden.
            
             
            Often, for axis that have an active   setting (e.g.,  
            is false), the first and/or last scale label are overlapped by opposing axes.  Use this
            property to hide the first scale label to avoid the overlap.  Note that setting this value
            to true will hide any scale label that appears within   of the
            beginning of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the last scale label for this   to be
            hidden.
            
             
            Often, for axis that have an active   setting (e.g.,  
            is false), the first and/or last scale label are overlapped by opposing axes.  Use this
            property to hide the last scale label to avoid the overlap.  Note that setting this value
            to true will hide any scale label that appears within   of the
            end of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the scale label that is located at the  
            value for this   to be hidden.
            
             
            For axes that have an active   setting (e.g.,  
            is false), the scale label at the   value is overlapped by opposing axes.
            Use this property to hide the scale label to avoid the overlap.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if the scale values are reversed for this  
            
             true for the X values to decrease to the right or the Y values to
            decrease upwards, false otherwise
             .
        
         
             
            Determines if powers-of-ten notation will be used for the numeric value labels.
            
             
            The powers-of-ten notation is just the text "10" followed by a superscripted value
            indicating the magnitude.  This mode is only valid for log scales (see
              and  ).
            
              boolean value; true to show the title as a power of ten, false to
            show a regular numeric value (e.g., "0.01", "10", "1000")
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a   value that determines if ZedGraph will check to
            see if the   scale labels are close enough to overlap.  If so,
            ZedGraph will adjust the step size to prevent overlap.
            
             
            The process of checking for overlap is done during the  
            method call, and affects the selection of the major step size ( ).
            
              boolean value; true to check for overlap, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the scale values will be shown.
            
             true to show the scale values, false otherwise
             .
        
         
             
            The text labels for this  .
            
             
            This property is only
            applicable if   is set to  .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default "zero lever" for automatically selecting the axis
            scale range (see  ). This number is
            used to determine when an axis scale range should be extended to
            include the zero value.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
              The default "grace" value applied to the minimum data range.
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MinGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be subtracted from the minimum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 2.8 to 16.0.
            
             
        
         
              The default "grace" value applied to the maximum data range.
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MaxGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be added to the maximum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 4.0 to 17.2.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The maximum number of text labels (major tics) that will be allowed on the plot by
            the automatic scaling logic.  This value applies only to  
            axes.  If there are more than MaxTextLabels on the plot, then
              will be increased to reduce the number of labels.  That is,
            the step size might be increased to 2.0 to show only every other label.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of steps for automatically selecting the X axis
            scale step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of major steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of steps for automatically selecting the Y or Y2 axis
            scale step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of major steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of minor steps for automatically selecting the X axis
            scale minor step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of minor steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of minor steps for automatically selecting the Y or Y2 axis
            scale minor step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of minor steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default reverse mode for the   scale
            (  property). true for a reversed scale
            (X decreasing to the left, Y/Y2 decreasing upwards), false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   scale format string
            (  property).  For numeric values, this value is
            setting according to the   format strings.  For date
            type values, this value is set as per the   function.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 1825 days (5 years).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 365 days (1 year).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 90 days (3 months).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 10 days.
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 3 days.
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 0.4167 days (10 hours).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 0.125 days (3 hours).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 6.94e-3 days (10 minutes).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 2.083e-3 days (3 minutes).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 3.472e-5 days (3 seconds).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
              The default alignment of the   tic labels.
            This value controls whether the inside, center, or outside edges of the text labels are aligned.
            
             
        
         
              The default alignment of the   tic labels.
            This value controls whether the left, center, or right edges of the text labels are aligned.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default font family for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , which determines
            whether or not the scale values are displayed.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , which determines
            whether or not the scale labels and title for the   will appear
            on the opposite side of the   that it normally appears.
            
        
         
             
            Determines the size of the band at the beginning and end of the axis that will have labels
            omitted if the axis is shifted due to a non-default location using the  
            property.
            
             
            This parameter applies only when   is false.  It is scaled according
            to the size of the graph based on  .  When a non-default
            axis location is selected, the first and last labels on that axis will overlap the opposing
            axis frame.  This parameter allows those labels to be omitted to avoid the overlap.  Set this
            parameter to zero to turn off the effect.
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the gap between the outside tics (or the axis edge
            if there are no outside tics) and the scale labels, expressed as a fraction of
            the major tic size.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable ordinal axis scale given a range of data values, with the expectation that
            dates will be displayed.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  For this type,
            the first curve is the "master", which contains the dates to be applied.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log
            ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            The DateScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            DateScale is a cartesian axis with calendar dates or times.  The actual data values should
            be created with the   type, which is directly translatable to a
              type for storage in the point value arrays.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable date-time axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).
            Note that the   property setting can have multiple unit
            types (  and  ),
            but the   and
              units are always days ( ).  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic default for
            scale selection is defined with
              and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size for a   scale.
            This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in units of days
             The desired "typical" number of steps
            to divide the range into
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.  Also
            calculates and sets the values for  ,
             ,  , and
             
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size for a   scale.
            This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in units of days
             The desired "typical" number of steps
            to divide the range into
             
            The   object on which to calculate the Date step size.
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.  Also
            calculates and sets the values for  ,
             ,  , and
             
        
         
             
            Calculate a date that is close to the specified date and an
            even multiple of the selected
              for a   scale.
            This method is used by  .
            
             The date which the calculation should be close to
             The desired direction for the date to take.
            1 indicates the result date should be greater than the specified
            date parameter.  -1 indicates the other direction.
             The calculated date
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Internal routine to calculate a multiplier to the selected unit back to days.
            
             The unit type for which the multiplier is to be
            calculated
             
            This is ratio of days/selected unit
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the major unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The major unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the minor unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The minor unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            A class that represents a bordered and/or filled ellipse object on
            the graph.  A list of EllipseObj objects is maintained by the
              collection class.  The ellipse is defined
            as the ellipse that would be contained by the rectangular box as
            defined by the   property.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position and size
            of the   to be pre-specified.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A default constructor that places the   at location (0,0),
            with width/height of (1,1).  Other properties are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and solid fill color
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the ellipse border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the ellipse fill (will be a solid color fill)
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and two-color
            gradient fill colors
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the ellipse border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the start of the ellipse gradient fill
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the end of the ellipse gradient fill
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from
            which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
            The Error Bars are the vertical lines with a symbol at each end.
            
             To draw "I-Beam" bars, the symbol type defaults to
             , which is just a horizontal line.
            If   is Y-oriented, then the symbol type should be
            set to   to get the same effect.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the symbols will not be shown.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the error bar color.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the pen width for this error bar.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that contains the symbol element that will be drawn
            at the top and bottom of the error bar.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             A   value indicating
            the color of the symbol
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified  
            device at the specified location.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             boolean value that indicates if the "base" axis for this
              is the X axis.  True for an   base,
            false for a   or   base.
             The independent axis position of the center of the error bar in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the top of the error bar in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the bottom of the error bar in
            pixel units
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
             A pen with attributes of   and
              for this  
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Draw all the  's to the specified  
            device as a an error bar at each defined point.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the  .
            
             true to show the error bar, false to hide it
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
             This property only controls the color of
            the vertical line.  The symbol color is controlled separately in
            the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The pen width to be used for drawing error bars
            Units are points.
            
             This property only controls the pen width for the
            vertical line.  The pen width for the symbol outline is
            controlled separately by the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Contains the symbol element that will be drawn
            at the top and bottom of the error bar.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for curve symbols
            (  property),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing error bars
            (  property).  Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for symbols (  property).
            true to display symbols, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing error bars (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default symbol for drawing at the top and bottom of the
            error bar (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates an "Error Bar" curve type that displays a vertical or horizontal
            line with a symbol at each end.
            
             The   type is intended for displaying
            confidence intervals, candlesticks, stock High-Low charts, etc.  It is
            technically not a bar, since it is drawn as a vertical or horizontal line.
            The default symbol at each end of the "bar" is  ,
            which creates an "I-Beam".  For horizontal bars
            (  or
             ), you will need to change the symbol to
              to get horizontal "I-Beams".
            Since the horizontal segments are actually symbols, their widths are
            controlled by the symbol size in  ,
            specified in points (1/72nd inch).  The position of each "I-Beam" is set
            according to the   values.  The independent axis
            is assigned with  , and is a
              enum type.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the X axis values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the Y axis values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the lower dependent values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision values that define
            the X, Y and lower dependent values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   properties.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            The ExponentScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            ExponentScale is a non-linear axis in which the values are scaled using an exponential function
            with the   property.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Setup some temporary transform values in preparation for rendering the  .
            
             
            This method is typically called by the parent  
            object as part of the   method.  It is also
            called by   and
             
            methods to setup for coordinate transformations.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The parent   for this  
            
        
         
             
            Convert a value to its linear equivalent for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the log or power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Convert a value from its linear equivalent to its actual scale value
            for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the anti-log or inverse-power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable exponential axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The exponential scale
            relies on the   property to set the scaling exponent.  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  For log axes, the MinorStep
            value is not used.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            A class that encapsulates color-fill properties for an object.  The   class
            is used in  ,  ,  ,
             , and   objects.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the fill color.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  This property is
            only applicable if the   is not  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the secondary color for gradientByValue fills.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  This property is
            only applicable if the   is  ,
             , or  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the custom fill brush.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  This property is
            only applicable if the 
              property is set to  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the type of color fill.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  The fill color
            is determined by the property   or
             .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the brush will be scaled to the bounding box
            of the filled object.  If this value is false, then the brush will only be aligned
            with the filled object based on the   and  
            properties.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the horizontal direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            properties.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the vertical direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            properties.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the image passed to the constructor.
            This is used strictly for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the image wrapmode passed to the constructor.
            This is used strictly for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the list of colors used to create the
              in the constructor.  This is used strictly
            for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the list of positions used to create the
              in the constructor.  This is used strictly
            for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field the saves the angle of the fill.  This is used strictly for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Generic initializer to default values
            
        
         
             
            The default constructor.  Initialized to no fill.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies the color, brush, and type for this fill.
            
             The color of the fill for solid fills
             A custom brush for fills.  Can be a  ,
             , or  .
             The   for this fill.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a solid color-fill, setting   to
             , and setting   to the
            specified color value.
            
             The color of the solid fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors and angle.
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of three colors.
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
             The third color for the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of three colors
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
             The third color for the gradient fill
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on a   object.  The gradient
            angle is defaulted to zero.
            
             The   object that defines the colors
            and positions along the gradient.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on a   object, drawn at the
            specified angle (degrees).
            
             The   object that defines the colors
            and positions along the gradient.
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at an
            angle of zero (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at the
            specified angle (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at the
            an angle of zero (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
             The array of floating point values that defines the color
            positions along the gradient.  Values should range from 0 to 1.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at the
            specified angle (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
             The array of floating point values that defines the color
            positions along the gradient.  Values should range from 0 to 1.
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a texture fill, setting   to
              and using the specified image.
            
             The   to use for filling
             The   class that controls the image wrapping properties
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   fill, using a user-supplied, custom
             .  The brush will be scaled to fit the destination screen object
            unless you manually change   to false;
            
             The   to use for fancy fills.  Typically, this would
            be a   or a   class
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   fill, using a user-supplied, custom
             .  The brush will be scaled to fit the destination screen object
            according to the   parameter.
            
             The   to use for fancy fills.  Typically, this would
            be a   or a   class
             Determines if the brush will be scaled to fit the bounding box
            of the destination object.  true to scale it, false to leave it unscaled
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   fill, using a user-supplied, custom
             .  This constructor will make the brush unscaled (see  ),
            but it provides   and   parameters to control
            alignment of the brush with respect to the filled object.
            
             The   to use for fancy fills.  Typically, this would
            be a   or a   class
             Controls the horizontal alignment of the brush within the filled object
            (see  
             Controls the vertical alignment of the brush within the filled object
            (see  
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Fill object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Create a fill brush using current properties.  This method will construct a brush based on the
            settings of  ,  
            and  .  If
              is set to   and
             
            is null, then a   will be created between the colors of
              and  .
            
             A rectangle that bounds the object to be filled.  This determines
            the start and end of the gradient fill.
             A   class representing the fill brush
        
         
             
            Create a fill brush using current properties.  This method will construct a brush based on the
            settings of  ,  
            and  .  If
              is set to   and
             
            is null, then a   will be created between the colors of
              and  .
            
             A rectangle that bounds the object to be filled.  This determines
            the start and end of the gradient fill.
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             A   class representing the fill brush
        
         
             
            Fill the background of the   area, using the
            fill type from this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The   struct specifying the area
            to be filled
        
         
             
            Fill the background of the   area, using the
            fill type from this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The   struct specifying the area
            to be filled
             The data value to be used in case it's a
             ,  , or
               .
        
         
             
            The fill color.  This property is used as a single color to make a solid fill
            (  is  ), or it can be used in 
            combination with   to make a
             
            when   is   and  
            is null.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the secondary color for gradientByValue fills.
            
             
            This property is only applicable if the   is
             ,
             , or
             .  Once the gradient-by-value logic picks
            a color, a new gradient will be created using the SecondaryValueGradientColor, the
            resulting gradient-by-value color, and the angle setting for this
             . Use a value of  Color.Empty to have
            a solid-color   resulting from a gradient-by-value
             .
            
        
         
             
            The custom fill brush.  This can be a  , a
             , or a  .  This property is
            only applicable if the   property is set
            to  .
            
        
         
             
            Determines the type of fill, which can be either solid
            color ( ) or a custom brush
            ( ).  See   for
            more information.
            
             
        
         
             
            This property determines the type of color fill. 
            Returns true if the   property is either
              or
             .  If set to true, this property
            will automatically set the   to
             .  If set to false, this property
            will automatically set the   to
             .  In order to get a regular
            solid-color fill, you have to manually set  
            to  .
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determines if the brush will be scaled to the bounding box
            of the filled object.  If this value is false, then the brush will only be aligned
            with the filled object based on the   and  
            properties.
            
        
         
             
            Determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the horizontal direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            
             
        
         
             
            Determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the vertical direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            
             
        
         
             
            Returns a boolean value indicating whether or not this fill is a "Gradient-By-Value"
            type.  This is true for  ,  ,
            or  .
            
             
            The gradient by value fill method allows the fill color for each point or bar to
            be based on a value for that point (either X, Y, or Z in the  .
            For example, assume a   class is defined with a linear gradient ranging from
              to   and the  
            is set to  .  If   is set to 
            100.0 and   is set to 200.0, then a point that has a Y value of
            100 or less will be colored blue, a point with a Y value of 200 or more will be
            colored red, and a point between 100 and 200 will have a color based on a linear scale
            between blue and red.  Note that the fill color is always solid for any given point.
            You can use the Z value from   along with
              to color individual points according to some
            property that is independent of the X,Y point pair.
            
             true if this is a Gradient-by-value type, false otherwise
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The minimum user-scale value for the gradient-by-value determination.  This defines
            the user-scale value for the start of the gradient.
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             A double value, in user scale unit
        
         
             
            The maximum user-scale value for the gradient-by-value determination.  This defines
            the user-scale value for the end of the gradient.
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             A double value, in user scale unit
        
         
             
            The default user-scale value for the gradient-by-value determination.  This defines the
            value that will be used when there is no point value available, or the actual point value
            is invalid.
            
             
            Note that this value, when defined, will determine the color that is used in the legend.
            If this value is set to double.MaxValue, then it remains "undefined."  In this case, the
            legend symbols will actually be filled with a color gradient representing the range of
            colors.
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             A double value, in user scale unit
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default scaling mode for   fills.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default horizontal alignment for   fills.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default vertical alignment for   fills.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The   class is a generic font class that maintains the font family,
            attributes, colors, border and fill modes, font size, and angle information.
            This class can render text with a variety of alignment options using the
              and   parameters in the
              method.
            
            
              John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.24 $ $Date: 2007/01/25 07:56:08 $ 
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the color of the font characters for this
             .  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
             A system   reference.
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the font family name for this  .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A text string with the font family name, e.g., "Arial"
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether this   is
            drawn with bold typeface.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A boolean value, true for bold, false for normal
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether this   is
            drawn with italic typeface.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A boolean value, true for italic, false for normal
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether this   is
            drawn with underlined typeface.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A boolean value, true for underline, false for normal
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the properties of the border around the text.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the angle at which this
              object is drawn.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             The angle of the font, measured in anti-clockwise degrees from
            horizontal.  Negative values are permitted.
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the alignment with which this
              object is drawn.  This alignment really only
            affects multi-line strings.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             A   enumeration.
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the size of the font for this
              object.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             The size of the font, measured in points (1/72 inch).
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            object for this  .  This font object will be at
            the actual drawn size   according to the current
            size of the  .  Use the public method
              to access this font object.
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   will be
            displayed using anti-aliasing logic.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   will be
            displayed with a drop shadow.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the color of the dropshadow for this
             .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the offset angle of the dropshadow for this
             .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the offset distance of the dropshadow for this
             .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            object that will be used for superscripts.  This font object will be a
            fraction of the    ,
            based on the value of  .  This
            property is internal, and has no public access.
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Private field that temporarily stores the scaled size of the font for this
              object.  This represents the actual on-screen
            size, rather than the   that represents the reference
            size for a "full-sized"  .
            
             The size of the font, measured in points (1/72 inch).
        
         
             
            Construct a   object with default properties.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object with the given properties.  All other properties
            are defaulted according to the values specified in the  
            default class.
            
             A text string representing the font family
            (default is "Arial")
             A size of the font in points.  This size will be scaled
            based on the ratio of the   dimension to the
              of the   object. 
             The color with which to render the font
             true for a bold typeface, false otherwise
             true for an italic typeface, false otherwise
             true for an underlined font, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Construct a   object with the given properties.  All other properties
            are defaulted according to the values specified in the  
            default class.
            
             A text string representing the font family
            (default is "Arial")
             A size of the font in points.  This size will be scaled
            based on the ratio of the   dimension to the
              of the   object. 
             The color with which to render the font
             true for a bold typeface, false otherwise
             true for an italic typeface, false otherwise
             true for an underlined font, false otherwise
             The   to use for filling in the text background
             The   to use for filling in the text background
             The   to use for the
            text background
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The FontSpec object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Recreate the font based on a new scaled size.  The font
            will only be recreated if the scaled size has changed by
            at least 0.1 points.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The unscaled size of the font, in points
             The scaled size of the font, in points
             A reference to the   object
        
         
             
            Get the   class for the current scaled font.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             Returns a reference to a   object
            with a size of  , and font  .
            
        
         
             
            Render the specified   to the specifed
              device.  The text, border, and fill options
            will be rendered as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Render the specified   to the specifed
              device.  The text, border, and fill options
            will be rendered as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
        
         
             
            Render the specified   to the specifed
              device.  The text, border, and fill options
            will be rendered as required.  This special case method will show the
            specified text as a power of 10, using the  
            and  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Get the height of the scaled font
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled font height, in pixels
        
         
             
            Get the average character width of the scaled font.  The average width is
            based on the character 'x'
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled font width, in pixels
        
         
             
            Get the total width of the specified text string
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text width, in pixels
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the specified text string, based on the scaled font size
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the specified text string, based on the scaled font size, and using
            the specified   as an outer limit.
            
             
            This method will allow the text to wrap as necessary to fit the 
             .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the bounding box for the specified text string, based on the scaled font size.
            
             
            This routine differs from   in that it takes into
            account the rotation angle of the font, and gives the dimensions of the
            bounding box that encloses the text at the specified angle.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the bounding box for the specified text string, based on the scaled font size.
            
             
            This routine differs from   in that it takes into
            account the rotation angle of the font, and gives the dimensions of the
            bounding box that encloses the text at the specified angle.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the bounding box for the specified text string, based on the scaled font size.
            
             
            This special case method will show the specified string as a power of 10,
            superscripted and downsized according to the
              and  .
            This routine differs from   in that it takes into
            account the rotation angle of the font, and gives the dimensions of the
            bounding box that encloses the text at the specified angle.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Determines if the specified screen point lies within the bounding box of
            the text, taking into account alignment and rotation parameters.
            
             The screen point, in pixel units
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies within the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines if the specified screen point lies within the bounding box of
            the text, taking into account alignment and rotation parameters.
            
             The screen point, in pixel units
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             true if the point lies within the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Returns a polygon that defines the bounding box of
            the text, taking into account alignment and rotation parameters.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             A polygon of 4 points defining the area of this text
        
         
             
            The color of the font characters for this  .
            Note that the border and background
            colors are set using the   and
              properties, respectively.
            
             A system   reference.
        
         
             
            The font family name for this  .
            
             A text string with the font family name, e.g., "Arial"
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is
            drawn with bold typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for bold, false for normal
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is
            drawn with italic typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for italic, false for normal
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is
            drawn with underlined typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for underline, false for normal
        
         
             
            The angle at which this   object is drawn.
            
             The angle of the font, measured in anti-clockwise degrees from
            horizontal.  Negative values are permitted.
        
         
             
            Determines the alignment with which this
              object is drawn.  This alignment really only
            affects multi-line strings.
            
             A   enumeration.
        
         
             
            The size of the font for this   object.
            
             The size of the font, measured in points (1/72 inch).
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class used to draw the border border
            around this text.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             , which controls how the background
            behind the text is filled.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the   will be
            drawn using anti-aliasing logic within GDI+.
            
             
            If this property is set to true, it will override the current setting of
              by setting the value temporarily to
             .  If this property is set to false,
            the the current setting of   will be
            left as-is.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the   will be
            displayed with a drop shadow.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the color of the drop shadow for this  .
            
             
            This value only applies if   is true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the offset angle of the drop shadow for this  .
            
             
            This value only applies if   is true.
            
             The angle, measured in anti-clockwise degrees from
            horizontal.  Negative values are permitted.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the offset distance of the drop shadow for this  .
            
             
            This value only applies if   is true.
            
             The offset distance, measured as a fraction of the scaled font height.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size fraction of the superscript font, expressed as a fraction
            of the size of the main font.
            
        
         
             
            The default shift fraction of the superscript, expressed as a
            fraction of the superscripted character height.  This is the height
            above the main font (a zero shift means the main font and the superscript
            font have the tops aligned).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the background of the text block
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the alignment with which this
              object is drawn.  This alignment really only
            affects multi-line strings.
            
             A   enumeration.
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            if the drop shadow is displayed for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            if anti-aliasing logic is used for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            the color of the drop shadow for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            the offset angle of the drop shadow for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            the offset distance of the drop shadow for this  .
            
        
         
             
            A class representing a needle on the GasGuage chart
             s.
            
              Jay Mistry 
              $Revision: 1.1 $ $Date: 2007/04/29 02:07:03 $ 
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Value of this needle
            
        
         
             
            Width of the line being drawn
            
        
         
             
            Color of the needle line
            
        
         
             
            Internally calculated angle that places this needle relative to the MinValue and
            MaxValue of 180 degree GasGuage
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             . Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            A   which will customize the label display of this
             
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class that defines the
            properties of the border around this  . Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The bounding rectangle for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field to hold the GraphicsPath of this   to be
            used for 'hit testing'.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new  
            
             The value associated with this  
            instance.
             The display color for this  
            instance.
             The value of this  .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   item to the specified
              device. This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Not used for rendering GasGaugeNeedle
             Not used for rendering GasGaugeNeedle
        
         
             
            Render the label for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             Bounding rectangle for this  .
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
             
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the values needed to properly display this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the   that will be used to define the bounding rectangle of
            the GasGaugeNeedle.
            
             This rectangle always lies inside of the  , and it is
            normally a square so that the pie itself is not oval-shaped.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
             
             The   (normally the  )
            that bounds this pie.
             
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the NeedleWidth of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the Border of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the SlicePath of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the LableDetail of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the NeedelColor of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the Fill of this  
            
        
         
             
            Private property that Gets or Sets the SweepAngle of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the NeedleValue of this  
            
        
         
             
            Specify the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default width of the gas gauge needle.  Units are points, scaled according
            to  
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing the border around the GasGaugeNeedle
            (  property). Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for GasGaugeNeedle ( 
            property).
            true to display frame around GasGaugeNeedle, false otherwise
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing frames around GasGaugeNeedle
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill type for filling the GasGaugeNeedle.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the GasGaugeNeedle
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the GasGaugeNeedle.
            (  property).
            
        
         
              
            Default value for controlling   display.
             
        
         
             
            The default font size for   entries
            (  property). Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            A class representing a region on the GasGuage chart
             s.
            
              Jay Mistry 
              $Revision: 1.1 $ $Date: 2007/04/29 02:07:03 $ 
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Defines the minimum value of this  
            
        
         
             
            Defines the maximum value of this  
            
        
         
             
            Defines the Color of this  
            
        
         
             
            Internally calculated; Start angle of this pie that defines this  
            
        
         
             
            Internally calculated; Sweep angle of this pie that defines this  
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  data for this
             .	 Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            A   which will customize the label display of this
             
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  class that defines	the
            properties of the	border around	this  . Use the public
            property	  to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The bounding rectangle for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field to hold the GraphicsPath of this   to be
            used for 'hit testing'.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Create a new  
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The display color for this   instance.
             The minimum value of this  .
             The maximum value of this  .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   item to the specified
              device. This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Not used for rendering GasGaugeNeedle
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            	
        
         
             
            Render the label for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             Bounding rectangle for this  .
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            		
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the values needed to properly display this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the   that will be used to define the bounding rectangle of
            the GasGaugeNeedle.
            
             This rectangle always lies inside of the  , and it is
            normally a square so that the pie itself is not oval-shaped.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
             The   (normally the  )
            that bounds this pie.
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the SlicePath of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the LabelDetail of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the Border of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the RegionColor of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the Fill of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the SweepAngle of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the StartAngle of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the MinValue of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the MaxValue of this  
            
        
         
             
            Specify the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default border pen width for the  
            
        
         
             
            The default fill type for the  
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the visibility of the   border.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the color of the   border
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the color of the   fill
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the fill brush of the  
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the visibility of the   fill.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the font size of the   labels.
            
        
         
             
            Class   encapsulates the graph pane, which is all display elements
            associated with an individual graph.
            
             This class is the outside "wrapper"
            for the ZedGraph classes, and provides the interface to access the attributes
            of the graph.  You can have multiple graphs in the same document or form,
            just instantiate multiple GraphPane's.
            
            
              John Champion modified by Jerry Vos 
              $Revision: 3.79 $ $Date: 2007/06/02 06:56:03 $ 
        
         
             
            An abstract base class that defines basic functionality for handling a pane.  This class is the
            parent class for   and  .
            
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.30 $ $Date: 2007/05/18 13:28:17 $ 
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            The rectangle that defines the full area into which the pane is rendered.  Units are pixels.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field that holds the main title of the pane.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the user-defined tag for this  .  This tag
            can be any user-defined value.  If it is a   type, it can be used as
            a parameter to the   method.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field to store the margin values for this  . Use the
            public property   to access this property.
            
        
         
             Private field that determines whether or not the fonts, tics, gaps, etc.
            will be scaled according to the actual graph size.  true for font and feature scaling
            with graph size, false for fixed font sizes (scaleFactor = 1.0 constant).
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that controls whether or not pen widths are scaled according to the
            size of the graph.  This value is only applicable if  
            is true.  If   is false, then no scaling will be done,
            regardless of the value of  .
            
             true to scale the pen widths according to the size of the graph,
            false otherwise.
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for the
              background.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for the
              border.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field that determines the base size of the pane, in inches.
            Fonts, tics, gaps, etc. are scaled according to this base size.
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
             
             
        
         
             
            private field that stores the gap between the bottom of the pane title and the
            client area of the pane.  This is expressed as a fraction of the title character height.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the   class.  Leaves the   empty.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the   class.  Specifies the   of
            the  , and the size of the  .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Create a shallow, memberwise copy of this class.
            
             
            Note that this method uses MemberWiseClone, which will copy all
            members (shallow) including those of classes derived from this class.
             a new copy of the class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This abstract method is implemented by the child
            classes.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the client area rectangle based on the  .
            
             The client rectangle is the actual area available for  
            or   items after taking out space for the margins and the title.
            This method does not take out the area required for the  .
            To do so, you must separately call  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The calculated chart rect, in pixel coordinates.
        
         
             
            Draw the border _border around the   area.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            		
        
         
             
            Draw the   on the graph, centered at the top of the pane.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            		
        
         
             
            Change the size of the  .  Override this method to handle resizing the contents
            as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The new size for the  .
        
         
             
            Calculate the scaling factor based on the ratio of the current   dimensions and
            the  .
            
             This scaling factor is used to proportionally scale the
            features of the   so that small graphs don't have huge fonts, and vice versa.
            The scale factor represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, tic sizes,
            gap sizes, pen widths, etc.  The units of the scale factor are "World Pixels" per "Standard Point".
            If any object size, in points, is multiplied by this scale factor, the result is the size, in pixels,
            that the object should be drawn using the standard GDI+ drawing instructions.  A "Standard Point"
            is a dimension based on points (1/72nd inch) assuming that the   size
            matches the  .
            Note that "World Pixels" will still be transformed by the GDI+ transform matrices to result
            in "Output Device Pixels", but "World Pixels" are the reference basis for the drawing commands.
            
             
            A   value representing the scaling factor to use for the rendering calculations.
            
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the scaled pen width, taking into account the scaleFactor and the
            setting of the   property of the pane.
            
             The pen width, in points (1/72 inch)
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The scaled pen width, in world pixels
        
         
             
            Build a   object containing the graphical rendering of
            all the   objects in this list.
            
             A   object rendered with the current graph.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets an image for the current GraphPane, scaled to the specified size and resolution.
            
             The scaled width of the bitmap in pixels
             The scaled height of the bitmap in pixels
             The resolution of the bitmap, in dots per inch
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets an enhanced metafile image for the current GraphPane, scaled to the specified size.
            
             
            By definition, a Metafile is a vector drawing, and therefore scaling should not matter.
            However, this method is provided because certain options in Zedgraph, such as
              are affected by the size of the expected image.
            
             The "effective" scaled width of the bitmap in pixels
             The "effective" scaled height of the bitmap in pixels
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets an enhanced metafile image for the current GraphPane.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The rectangle that defines the full area into which all graphics
            will be rendered.
            
             Note that this rectangle has x, y, width, and height.  Most of the
            GDI+ graphic primitive actually draw one pixel beyond those dimensions.  For
            example, for a rectangle of ( X=0, Y=0, Width=100, Height=100 ), GDI+ would
            draw into pixels 0 through 100, which is actually 101 pixels.  For the
            ZedGraph Rect, a Width of 100 pixels means that pixels 0 through 99 are used
             Units are pixels.
             
        
         
             
            Accesses the   for this  
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance that contains the text and attributes of the title.
            This text can be multiple lines separated by newline characters ('\n').
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the user-defined tag for this  .  This tag
            can be any user-defined value.  If it is a   type, it can be used as
            a parameter to the   method.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class for drawing the border
            border around the  
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for the
            filling the background of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the list of   items for this  
            
             A reference to a   collection object
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   instance that controls the space between
            the edge of the   and the rendered content of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            BaseDimension is a double precision value that sets "normal" pane size on
            which all the settings are based.  The BaseDimension is in inches.  For
            example, if the BaseDimension is 8.0 inches and the
              size is 14 points.  Then the pane title font
            will be 14 points high when the   is approximately 8.0
            inches wide.  If the Rect is 4.0 inches wide, the pane title font will be
            7 points high.  Most features of the graph are scaled in this manner.
            
             The base dimension reference for the  , in inches
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the gap between the bottom of the pane title and the
            client area of the pane.  This is expressed as a fraction of the scaled
              character height.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if the font sizes, tic sizes, gap sizes, etc. will be scaled according to
            the size of the   and the  .  If this
            value is set to false, then the font sizes and tic sizes will always be exactly as
            specified, without any scaling.
            
             True to have the fonts and tics scaled, false to have them constant
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the property that controls whether or not pen widths are scaled for this
             .
            
             This value is only applicable if  
            is true.  If   is false, then no scaling will be done,
            regardless of the value of  .  Note that scaling the pen
            widths can cause "artifacts" to appear at typical screen resolutions.  This occurs
            because of roundoff differences; in some cases the pen width may round to 1 pixel wide
            and in another it may round to 2 pixels wide.  The result is typically undesirable.
            Therefore, this option defaults to false.  This option is primarily useful for high
            resolution output, such as printer output or high resolution bitmaps (from
             ) where it is desirable to have the pen width
            be consistent with the screen image.
            
             true to scale the pen widths according to the size of the graph,
            false otherwise.
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the title at the top of the pane
            (    property).  true to
            display a title, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the title
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size (points) for the
              (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the
             
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the
             
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the
             
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the
             
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for the  .
            (  property). true
            to draw a border around the  ,
            false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   border.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   background.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for the   border.
            (  property).  Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default dimension of the  , which
            defines a normal sized plot.  This dimension is used to scale the
            fonts, symbols, etc. according to the actual size of the
             .
            
             
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   option.
            true to have all pen widths scaled according to  ,
            false otherwise.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   option.
            true to have all fonts scaled according to  ,
            false otherwise.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, expressed as
            a fraction of the scaled   character height.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             
            private value that contains a  , which stores prior
              objects containing scale range information.  This enables
            zooming and panning functionality for the  .
            
        
         
             Private field that determines whether or not initial zero values will
            be included or excluded when determining the Y or Y2 axis scale range.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
             Private field that determines whether or not initial
              values will cause the line segments of
            a curve to be discontinuous.  If this field is true, then the curves
            will be plotted as continuous lines as if the Missing values did not
            exist.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
              private field that determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will subset the
            data points based on any manually set scale range values.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
             The bounds provide a means to subset the data.  For example, if all the axes are set to
            autoscale, then the full range of data are used.  But, if the XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max values
            are manually set, then the Y data range will reflect the Y values within the bounds of
            XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max.
        
         
             
            private field that determines if ZedGraph should modify the scale ranges for the Y and Y2
            axes such that the number of steps, and therefore the grid lines, line up.  Use the
            public property   to acccess this value.
            
        
         
             Private field that determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            To access this value, use the public property  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Default Constructor.  Sets the   to (0, 0, 500, 375), and
            sets the   and   values to empty
            strings.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   object.  This routine will
            initialize all member variables and classes, setting appropriate default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
              A rectangular screen area where the graph is to be displayed.
            This area can be any size, and can be resize at any time using the
              property.
            
             The   for this  
             The   for the  
             The   for the  
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The GraphPane object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            AxisChange causes the axes scale ranges to be recalculated based on the current data range.
            
             
            There is no obligation to call AxisChange() for manually scaled axes.  AxisChange() is only
            intended to handle auto scaling operations.  Call this function anytime you change, add, or
            remove curve data to insure that the scale range of the axes are appropriate for the data range.
            This method calculates
            a scale minimum, maximum, and step size for each axis based on the current curve data.
            Only the axis attributes (min, max, step) that are set to auto-range
            ( ,  ,  )
            will be modified.  You must call   after calling
            AxisChange to make sure the display gets updated. 
            This overload of AxisChange just uses the default Graphics instance for the screen.
            If you have a Graphics instance available from your Windows Form, you should use
            the   overload instead.
            
        
         
             
            AxisChange causes the axes scale ranges to be recalculated based on the current data range.
            
             
            There is no obligation to call AxisChange() for manually scaled axes.  AxisChange() is only
            intended to handle auto scaling operations.  Call this function anytime you change, add, or
            remove curve data to insure that the scale range of the axes are appropriate for the data range.
            This method calculates
            a scale minimum, maximum, and step size for each axis based on the current curve data.
            Only the axis attributes (min, max, step) that are set to auto-range
            ( ,  ,  )
            will be modified.  You must call
              after calling AxisChange to make sure the display gets updated.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Draw all elements in the   to the specified graphics device.
            
             This method
            should be part of the Paint() update process.  Calling this routine will redraw all
            features of the graph.  No preparation is required other than an instantiated
              object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the   based on the  .
            
             The ChartRect
            is the plot area bounded by the axes, and the rect is the total area as
            specified by the client application.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The calculated chart rect, in pixel coordinates.
        
         
             
            Calculate the   based on the  .
            
             The ChartRect
            is the plot area bounded by the axes, and the rect is the total area as
            specified by the client application.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The calculated chart rect, in pixel coordinates.
        
         
             
            This method will set the   property for all three axes;
             ,  , and  .
            
             The  
            is calculated using the currently required space multiplied by a fraction
            ( bufferFraction).
            The currently required space is calculated using  , and is
            based on current data ranges, font sizes, etc.  The "space" is actually the amount of space
            required to fit the tic marks, scale labels, and axis title.
            The calculation is done by calling the   method for
            each  .
            
             A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
             The amount of space to allocate for the axis, expressed
            as a fraction of the currently required space.  For example, a value of 1.2 would
            allow for 20% extra above the currently required space.
             If true, then this method will only modify the  
            property if the calculated result is more than the current value.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A symbol type ( )
            that will be used for this curve.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A symbol type ( )
            that will be used for this curve.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a stick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a stick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a candlestick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            
             
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            Note that the  
            should contain   objects instead of  
            objects in order to contain all the data values required for this curve type.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a japanesecandlestick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            
             
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            Note that the  
            should contain   objects instead of  
            objects in order to contain all the data values required for this curve type.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add an error bar set (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision values that define the
            base value (the bottom) of the bars for this curve.
            
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             An   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add an error bar set (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             An   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used to fill the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a "High-Low" bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision values that define the
            base value (the bottom) of the bars for this curve.
            
             The color to used for the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a hi-low bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value Trio's that define
            the X, Y, and lower dependent values for this curve
             The color to used to fill the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a   to the display.
            
             The value associated with this  item.
             The display color for this  item.
             The amount this  item will be 
            displaced from the center of the  .
             Text label for this  
             a reference to the   constructed
        
         
             
            Add a   to the display, providing a gradient fill for the pie color.
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The starting display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The ending display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The angle for the gradient  .
             The amount this    instance will be 
            displaced from the center point.
             Text label for this   instance.
        
         
              
            Creates all the  s for a single Pie Chart. 
             
              double array containing all  s
             for a single PieChart.
             
               string array containing all  s
             for a single PieChart.
             
              an array containing references to all  s comprising
             the Pie Chart.
        
         
             
            Transform a data point from the specified coordinate type
            ( ) to screen coordinates (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the point in user
            coordinates.
             A   type that defines the
            coordinate system in which the X,Y pair is defined.
             A point in screen coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Transform a data point from the specified coordinate type
            ( ) to screen coordinates (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
            Note that this method is more accurate than the  
            overload, since it uses double types.  This would typically only be significant for
              coordinates.
            
             The x coordinate that defines the location in user space
             The y coordinate that defines the location in user space
             A   type that defines the
            coordinate system in which the X,Y pair is defined.
             A point in screen coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels).  This overload assumes the default
              and  .
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             true to return data that corresponds to an
             , false for an  .
             true to return data that corresponds to a
             , false for a  .
             The ordinal index of the Y or Y2 axis from which
            to return data (see  ,  )
            
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels) for all y axes.
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             An array of resultant values in user coordinates from the
            list of   instances.  This method allocates the
            array for you, according to the number of   objects
            in the list.
             An array of resultant values in user coordinates from the
            list of   instances.  This method allocates the
            array for you, according to the number of   objects
            in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a secondary   (left side) to the list of axes
            in the Graph.
            
             
            Note that the primary   is always included by default.
            This method turns off the   and  
              and  
            properties by default.
            
             The title for the  .
             the ordinal position (index) in the  .
        
         
             
            Add a secondary   (right side) to the list of axes
            in the Graph.
            
             
            Note that the primary   is always included by default.
            This method turns off the   and  
              and  
            properties by default.
            
             The title for the  .
             the ordinal position (index) in the  .
        
         
             
            Find the object that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen) point.
            
             
            This method will search through all of the graph objects, such as
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  .
            If the mouse point is within the bounding box of the items (or in the case
            of   and  , within
              pixels), then the object will be returned.
            You must check the type of the object to determine what object was
            selected (for example, "if ( object is Legend ) ...").  The
              parameter returns the index number of the item
            within the selected object (such as the point number within a
              object.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A reference to the nearest object to the
            specified screen point.  This can be any of  ,
             ,  ,
             ,  , or  .
            Note: If the pane title is selected, then the   object
            will be returned.
            
             The index number of the item within the selected object
            (where applicable).  For example, for a   object,
              will be the index number of the nearest data point,
            accessible via  CurveItem.Points[index].
            index will be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if an object was found, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Find the data point that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen)
            point for the specified curve.
            
             
            This method will search only through the points for the specified
            curve to determine which point is
            nearest the mouse point.  It will only consider points that are within
              pixels of the screen point.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             A reference to the  
            instance that contains the closest point.  nearestCurve will be null if
            no data points are available.
             A   object containing
            the data points to be searched.
             The index number of the closest point.  The
            actual data vpoint will then be  CurveItem.Points[iNearest]
            .  iNearest will
            be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a point was found and that point lies within
              pixels
            of the screen point, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Find the data point that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen)
            point.
            
             
            This method will search through all curves in
              to find which point is
            nearest.  It will only consider points that are within
              pixels of the screen point.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             A reference to the  
            instance that contains the closest point.  nearestCurve will be null if
            no data points are available.
             The index number of the closest point.  The
            actual data vpoint will then be  CurveItem.Points[iNearest]
            .  iNearest will
            be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a point was found and that point lies within
              pixels
            of the screen point, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Find the data point that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen)
            point.
            
             
            This method will search through the specified list of curves to find which point is
            nearest.  It will only consider points that are within
              pixels of the screen point, and it will
            only consider  's that are in 
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             A   object containing
            a subset of  's to be searched.
             A reference to the  
            instance that contains the closest point.  nearestCurve will be null if
            no data points are available.
             The index number of the closest point.  The
            actual data vpoint will then be  CurveItem.Points[iNearest]
            .  iNearest will
            be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a point was found and that point lies within
              pixels
            of the screen point, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Search through the   and   for
            items that contain active   objects.
            
             The mouse location where the click occurred
             An appropriate   instance
             The current scaling factor for drawing operations.
             The clickable object that was found.  Typically a type of
              or a type of  .
             The   instance that is contained within
            the   object.
             An index value, indicating which point was clicked for
              type objects.
             returns true if a clickable link was found under the
             , or false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            Find any objects that exist within the specified (screen) rectangle.
            This method will search through all of the graph objects, such as
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  .
            and see if the objects' bounding boxes are within the specified (screen) rectangle
            This method returns true if any are found.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be notified when   is called.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the list of   items for this  
            
             A reference to a   collection object
        
         
             
            Accesses the   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Accesses the   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Accesses the primary   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
             
             
        
         
             
            Accesses the primary   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets the collection of Y axes that belong to this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the collection of Y2 axes that belong to this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance for this  ,
            which stores the global properties for bar type charts.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that affects the data range that is considered
            for the automatic scale ranging.
            
             If true, then initial data points where the Y value
            is zero are not included when automatically determining the scale  ,
             , and   size.
            All data after the first non-zero Y value are included.
            
             
        
         
              Gets or sets a boolean value that determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will
            subset the data points based on any manually set scale range values.
             The bounds provide a means to subset the data.  For example, if all the axes are set to
            autoscale, then the full range of data are used.  But, if the XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max values
            are manually set, then the Y data range will reflect the Y values within the bounds of
            XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max.  Set to true to subset the data, or false to always include
            all data points when calculating scale ranges.
        
         
             Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not initial
              values will cause the line segments of
            a curve to be discontinuous.
            
             If this field is true, then the curves
            will be plotted as continuous lines as if the Missing values did not exist.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if ZedGraph should modify the scale ranges
            for the Y and Y2 axes such that the number of major steps, and therefore the
            major grid lines, line up.
            
             
            This property affects the way that   selects the scale
            ranges for the Y and Y2 axes.  It applies to the scale ranges of all Y and Y2 axes,
            but only if the   is set to true. 
            
        
         
             Determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets a value that indicates whether or not the   for
            this   is empty.  Note that this value is only used for
            the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   for this  .
            
        
         
             
            A delegate to provide notification through the  
            when   is called.
            
             The   for which AxisChange() has
            been called.
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default settings for the   scale ignore initial
            zero values option (  property).
            true to have the auto-scale-range code ignore the initial data points
            until the first non-zero Y value, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default settings for the   scale bounded ranges option
            (  property).
            true to have the auto-scale-range code subset the data according to any
            manually set scale values, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             The default value for the   property, which
            determines if the lines are drawn in normal or "stacked" mode.  See the
              for more information.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default width of a bar cluster 
            on a   graph.  This value only applies to
              graphs, and only when the
              is  ,
              or  .
            This dimension is expressed in terms of X scale user units.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The tolerance that is applied to the
              routine.
            If a given curve point is within this many pixels of the mousePt, the curve
            point is considered to be close enough for selection as a nearest point
            candidate.
            
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
            The Hi-Low Bars are the "floating" bars that have a lower and upper value and
            appear at each defined point.
            
            
              John Champion 
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the size (width) of this
              in points (1/72 inch).  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether the bar width will be based on
            the   value, or it will be based on available
            space similar to   objects.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The result of the autosize calculation, which is the size of the bars in
            user scale units.  This is converted to pixels at draw time.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the 
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            The specified color is only applied to the
             , and the  
            will be defaulted.
            
             A   value indicating
            the  
            of the Bar.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the 
              and   as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            The specified color is only applied to the
             , and the  
            will be defaulted.
            
             A   value indicating
            the  
            of the Bar.
            
             The size (width) of the  's, in points
            (1/72nd inch)
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Protected internal routine that draws the specified single bar (an individual "point")
            of this series to the specified   device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             
            The zero-based index number for the single bar to be drawn.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Returns the width of the bar, in pixels, based on the settings for
              and  .
            
             The parent   object.
             The   object that
            represents the bar base (independent axis).
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The width of each bar, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the size of the  
            
             The size of the bars can be set by this value, which
            is then scaled according to the scaleFactor (see
             ).  Alternatively,
            if   is true, the bar width will
            be set according to the maximum available cluster width less
            the cluster gap (see  
            and  ).  That is, if
              is true, then the value of
              will be ignored.  If you modify the value of Size,
            then   will be automatically set to false.
            
             Size in points (1/72 inch)
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether the bar width will be based on
            the   value, or it will be based on available
            space similar to   objects.
            
             If true, then the value of   is ignored. 
            If this value is true, then   will be used to
            determine the total space between each bar.  If the base axis is non-ordinal, then
              will be active.  In this case, you may
            want to make sure that   is true.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size (width) for the bars (  property),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates an "High-Low" Bar curve type that displays a bar in which both
            the bottom and the top of the bar are set by data valuesfrom the
              struct.
            
             The   type is intended for displaying
            bars that cover a band of data, such as a confidence interval, "waterfall"
            chart, etc.  The width of the bar can be set in two ways.  First,
              can be used to set a width in points (1/72nd inch),
            that is scaled using the regular scalefactor method (see
             ).  In this manner, the bar widths
            are set similar to symbol sizes.  The other method is to set
              to true, which will cause the bars
            to be scaled just like a   in which only one
            bar series is present.  That is, the bars width will be the width of
            a cluster less the clustergap (see  
            and  ). The position of each bar is set
            according to the   values.  The independent axis
            is assigned with  , and is a
              enum type.  If  
            is set to   or  , then
            the bars will actually be horizontal, since the X axis becomes the
            value axis and the Y or Y2 axis becomes the independent axis.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define the
            base value (the bottom) of the bars for this curve.
            
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value trio's that define
            the X, Y, and lower dependent values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Hue-Saturation-Brightness Color class to store a color value, and to manage conversions
            to and from RGB colors in the   struct.
            
             
            This class is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            This struct stores the hue, saturation, brightness, and alpha values internally as
              values from 0 to 255.  The hue represents a fraction of the 360 degrees
            of color space available. The saturation is the color intensity, where 0 represents gray scale
            and 255 is the most colored.  For the brightness, 0 represents black and 255
            represents white.
            
        
         
             
            The color hue value, ranging from 0 to 255.
            
             
            This property is actually a rescaling of the 360 degrees on the color wheel to 255
            possible values.  Therefore, every 42.5 units is a new sector, with the following
            convention:  red=0, yellow=42.5, green=85, cyan=127.5, blue=170, magenta=212.5
            
        
         
             
            The color saturation (intensity) value, ranging from 0 (gray scale) to 255 (most colored).
            
        
         
             
            The brightness value, ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white).
            
        
         
             
            The alpha value (opacity), ranging from 0 (transparent) to 255 (opaque).
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to load an   struct from hue, saturation and
            brightness values
            
             The color hue value, ranging from 0 to 255
             The color saturation (intensity) value, ranging from 0 (gray scale)
            to 255 (most colored)
             The brightness value, ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white)
        
         
             
            Constructor to load an   struct from hue, saturation,
            brightness, and alpha values
            
             The color hue value, ranging from 0 to 255
             The color saturation (intensity) value, ranging from 0 (gray scale)
            to 255 (most colored)
             The brightness value, ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white)
             The alpha value (opacity), ranging from 0 (transparent) to
            255 (opaque)
        
         
             
            Constructor to load an   struct from a system
              struct.
            
             An rgb   struct containing the equivalent
            color you want to generate
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion operator to convert directly from an   to
            a   struct.
            
             The   struct to be converted
             An equivalent   struct that can be used in the GDI+
            graphics library
        
         
             
            Convert an   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             The   struct to be converted
             An equivalent   struct, compatible with the GDI+ library
        
         
             
            Convert this   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             An equivalent   struct, compatible with the GDI+ library
        
         
             
            Convert a   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             An equivalent   struct
        
         
             
            Convert a   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             The   struct to be converted
             An equivalent   struct
        
         
             
            A class that represents an image object on the graph.  A list of
              objects is maintained by the  
            collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the image.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the image will be scaled to the output rectangle.
            
             true to scale the image, false to draw the image unscaled, but clipped
            to the destination rectangle
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A default constructor that places a null   at a
            default   of (0,0,1,1)
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the   and
              location for the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             A   class that defines
            the image
             A   struct that defines the
            image location, specifed in units based on the
              property.
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the   and
              location for the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             A   class that defines
            the image
             A   struct that defines the
            image location, specifed in units based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the   and
            individual   coordinate locations for the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             A   class that defines
            the image
             The position of the left side of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The position of the top side of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The width of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The height of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .  The bounding box is calculated assuming a distance
            of   pixels around the arrow segment.
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            The   object.
            
              A   class reference. 
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if the image will be scaled to the
            output rectangle (see  ).
            
             true to scale the image, false to draw the image unscaled, but clipped
            to the destination rectangle
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the  
              property.
            
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
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            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of the   open and
            close line segments ("wings").  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the wings will not be shown.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the total width for the Opening/Closing line
            segments.  Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   property will be
            calculated automatically based on the minimum axis scale step size between
            bars.  Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The result of the autosize calculation, which is the size of the bars in
            user scale units.  This is converted to pixels at draw time.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             A   value indicating
            the color of the symbol
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified  
            device at the specified location.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             boolean value that indicates if the "base" axis for this
              is the X axis.  True for an   base,
            false for a   or   base.
             The independent axis position of the center of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the top of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the bottom of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the opening value of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the closing value of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             
            The scaled width of the candlesticks, pixels
             A pen with attributes of   and
              for this  
        
         
             
            Draw all the  's to the specified  
            device as a candlestick at each defined point.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Returns the width of the candleStick, in pixels, based on the settings for
              and  .
            
             The parent   object.
             The   object that
            represents the bar base (independent axis).
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The width of each bar, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the   open/close "wings".
            
             true to show the CandleStick wings, false to hide them
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the total width to be used for drawing the opening/closing line
            segments ("wings") of the   items. Units are points.
            
             The size of the candlesticks can be set by this value, which
            is then scaled according to the scaleFactor (see
             ).  Alternatively,
            if   is true, the bar width will
            be set according to the maximum available cluster width less
            the cluster gap (see  
            and  ).  That is, if
              is true, then the value of
              will be ignored.  If you modify the value of Size,
            then   will be automatically set to false.
            
             Size in points (1/72 inch)
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the   property will be
            calculated automatically based on the minimum axis scale step size between
            bars.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default width for the candlesticks (see  ),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for symbols (  property).
            true to display symbols, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for filling the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is greater than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for filling the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is less than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for drawing the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is greater than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for drawing the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is less than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the CandleStick color when the   
            value is less than the   value.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified  
            device at the specified location.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             boolean value that indicates if the "base" axis for this
              is the X axis.  True for an   base,
            false for a   or   base.
             The independent axis position of the center of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The high value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The low value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The opening value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The closing value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The scaled width of one-half of a bar, in pixels
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
             A pen with the   attribute for this
             
             
            The   instance to be used for filling this
             
            
             The   instance to be used for drawing the
            border around the   filled box
             The   to be used for determining the
             , just in case it's a  ,
             , or
               
        
         
             
            Draw all the  's to the specified  
            device as a candlestick at each defined point.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class that is used to fill the candlestick
            "bars" when the   value is greater than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class that is used to fill the candlestick
            "bars" when the   value is less than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            The   instance to be used for drawing the border frame of
            the candlestick "bars" when the   value is greater than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            The   instance to be used for drawing the border frame of
            the candlestick "bars" when the   value is less than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
              when the value of the candlestick is
            falling.
            
             This property only controls the color of
            the vertical line when the value is falling.  The rising color is controlled
            by the   property.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default fillcolor for drawing the rising case CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fillcolor for drawing the falling case CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the border of the rising CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the border of the falling CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a Japanese CandleStick curve type that displays a vertical (or horizontal)
            line displaying the range of data values at each sample point, plus a filled bar
            signifying the opening and closing value for the sample.
            
             For this type to work properly, your   must contain
              objects, rather than ordinary   types.
            This is because the   type actually displays 5 data values
            but the   only stores 3 data values.  The  
            stores  ,  ,
             ,  , and
              members.
            For a JapaneseCandleStick chart, the range between opening and closing values
            is drawn as a filled bar, with the filled color different
            ( ) for the case of
             
            higher than  , and
             
            for the reverse.  The width of the bar is controlled
            by the   property, which is specified in
            points (1/72nd inch), and scaled according to  .
            The candlesticks are drawn horizontally or vertically depending on the
            value of  , which is a
              enum type.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             
            IsZIncluded is true for   objects, since the Y and Z
            values are defined as the High and Low values for the day.
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An   of double precision values that define
            the Date, Close, Open, High, and Low values for the curve.  Note that this
              should contain   items rather
            than   items.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            This class encapsulates the chart   that is displayed
            in the  
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private field to hold the bounding rectangle around the legend.
            This bounding rectangle varies with the number of legend entries, font sizes,
            etc., and is re-calculated by   at each redraw.
            Use the public readonly property   to access this
            rectangle.
            
        
         
             Private field to hold the legend location setting.  This field
            contains the   enum type to specify the area of
            the graph where the legend will be positioned.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             
        
         
             
            Private field to enable/disable horizontal stacking of the legend entries.
            If this value is false, then the legend entries will always be a single column.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             
        
         
             
            Private field to enable/disable drawing of the entire legend.
            If this value is false, then the legend will not be drawn.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to maintain the   class that
            maintains font attributes for the entries in this legend.  Use
            the   property to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to maintain the   location.  This object
            is only applicable if the   property is set to
             .
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the number of columns (horizontal stacking) to be used
            for drawing the  .  This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the width of each column in the
             .  This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the height of each row in the
             .  This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the gap between the legend and the chart rectangle.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to select output order of legend entries.
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the characteristic "gap" for the legend.
            This is normal the height of the largest font in the legend.
            This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The XAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render the   to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if a mouse point is within the legend, and if so, which legend
            entry ( ) is nearest.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The index number of the   legend
            entry that is under the mouse point.  The   object is
            accessible via  CurveList[index].
            
             true if the mouse point is within the   bounding
            box, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the   rectangle ( ),
            taking into account the number of required legend
            entries, and the legend drawing preferences.
            
             Adjust the size of the
              for the parent   to accomodate the
            space required by the legend.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The rectangle that contains the area bounded by the axes, in pixel units.
             
            
        
         
             
            Get the bounding rectangle for the   in screen coordinates
            
             A screen rectangle in pixel units
        
         
             
            Access to the   class used to render
            the   entries
            
             A reference to a   object
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the   entirely
            
              true to show the  , false to hide it 
             
        
         
             
            The   class used to draw the border border around this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
              background.
            
        
         
             
            Sets or gets a property that allows the   items to
            stack horizontally in addition to the vertical stacking
            
             true to allow horizontal stacking, false otherwise
            
             
        
         
             
            Sets or gets the location of the   on the
              using the   enum type
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for the  .
            This property is only applicable if   is set
            to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the gap size between the legend and the  .
            
             
            This is expressed as a fraction of the largest scaled character height for any
            of the fonts used in the legend.  Each   in the legend can
            optionally have its own   specification.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the legend entries are displayed in normal order
            (matching the order in the  , or in reverse order.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for the   border border.
            (  property).  Units are in pixels.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   border border.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   background.
            (  property).  Use of this
            color depends on the status of the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in this  .
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the   background.
            
        
         
             
            The default location for the   on the graph
            (  property).  This property is
            defined as a   enumeration.
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for the  .
            (  property). true
            to draw a border around the  ,
            false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  .
            (  property). true
            to show the legend,
            false to hide it.
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the   background
            (  property).
            true to fill-in the background with color,
            false to leave the background transparent.
            
        
         
             
            The default horizontal stacking mode for the  
            (  property).
            true to allow horizontal legend item stacking, false to allow
            only vertical legend orientation.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the   entries
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the   entries
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the   entries
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the   entries
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the   entries
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the   entries
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default gap size between the legend and the  .
            This is the default value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            A class representing all the characteristics of the Line
            segments that make up a curve on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the smoothing flag for this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the smoothing tension
            for this  .  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             A floating point value indicating the level of smoothing.
            0.0F for no smoothing, 1.0F for lots of smoothing, >1.0 for odd
            smoothing.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   for this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets the color property to the specified value, and sets
            the remaining   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The color to assign to this new Line object
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Line object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
        
         
             
            Render a single   segment to the specified
              device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
        
         
             
            Render the  's as vertical sticks (from a  ) to
            the specified   device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the this   to the specified  
            device using the specified smoothing property ( ).
            The routine draws the line segments and the area fill (if any, see  ;
            the symbols are drawn by the   method.  This method
            is normally only called by the Draw method of the
              object.  Note that the   property
            is ignored for smooth lines (e.g., when   is true).
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
        
         
             
            Draw the this   to the specified  
            device.  The format (stair-step or line) of the curve is
            defined by the   property.  The routine
            only draws the line segments; the symbols are drawn by the
              method.  This method
            is normally only called by the Draw method of the
              object
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
        
         
             
            This method just handles the case where one or more of the coordinates are outrageous,
            or GDI+ threw an exception.  This method attempts to correct the outrageous coordinates by
            interpolating them to a point (along the original line) that lies at the edge of the ChartRect
            so that GDI+ will handle it properly.  GDI+ will throw an exception, or just plot the data
            incorrectly if the coordinates are too large (empirically, this appears to be when the
            coordinate value is greater than 5,000,000 or less than -5,000,000).  Although you typically
            would not see coordinates like this, if you repeatedly zoom in on a ZedGraphControl, eventually
            all your points will be way outside the bounds of the plot.
            
        
         
             
            Build an array of   values (pixel coordinates) that represents
            the current curve.  Note that this drawing routine ignores  
            values, but it does not "break" the line to indicate values are missing.
            
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             A   representing this
            curve.
             An array of   values in pixel
            coordinates representing the current curve.
             The number of points contained in the "arrPoints"
            parameter.
             true for a successful points array build, false for data problems
        
         
             
            Build an array of   values (pixel coordinates) that represents
            the low values for the current curve.
            
             Note that this drawing routine ignores  
            values, but it does not "break" the line to indicate values are missing.
            
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             A   representing this
            curve.
             An array of   values in pixel
            coordinates representing the current curve.
             The number of points contained in the "arrPoints"
            parameter.
             true for a successful points array build, false for data problems
        
         
             
            Close off a   that defines a curve
            
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             A   representing this
            curve.
             An array of   values in screen pixel
            coordinates representing the current curve.
             The number of points contained in the "arrPoints"
            parameter.
             The Y axis value location where the X axis crosses.
             The   class that represents the curve.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if this  
            will be drawn smooth.  The "smoothness" is controlled by
            the   property.
            
             true to smooth the line, false to just connect the dots
            with linear segments
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines the smoothing tension
            for this  .  This property is only used if
              is true.  A tension value 0.0 will just
            draw ordinary line segments like an unsmoothed line.  A tension
            value of 1.0 will be smooth.  Values greater than 1.0 will generally
            give odd results.
            
             A floating point value indicating the level of smoothing.
            0.0F for no smoothing, 1.0F for lots of smoothing, >1.0 for odd
            smoothing.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determines if the   will be drawn by directly connecting the
            points from the   data collection,
            or if the curve will be a "stair-step" in which the points are
            connected by a series of horizontal and vertical lines that
            represent discrete, constant values.  Note that the values can
            be forward oriented  ForwardStep ( ) or
            rearward oriented  RearwardStep.
            That is, the points are defined at the beginning or end
            of the constant value for which they apply, respectively.
            The   property is ignored for lines
            that have   set to true.
            
               enum value
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for curves (line segments connecting the points).
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the area under the curve
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the area under the curve
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the curve (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the curve type property
            ( ).  This determines if the curve
            will be drawn by directly connecting the points from the
              data collection,
            or if the curve will be a "stair-step" in which the points are
            connected by a series of horizontal and vertical lines that
            represent discrete, staticant values.  Note that the values can
            be forward oriented  ForwardStep ( ) or
            rearward oriented  RearwardStep.
            That is, the points are defined at the beginning or end
            of the staticant value for which they apply, respectively.
            
               enum value
        
         
             
            The LinearAsOrdinalScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            LinearAsOrdinal is an ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with values from the actual data
            values of the first   in the  .
            Although the tics are labeled with real data values, the actual points will be
            evenly-spaced in spite of the data values.  For example, if the X values of the first curve
            are 1, 5, and 100, then the tic labels will show 1, 5, and 100, but they will be equal
            distance from each other.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable ordinal axis scale given a range of data values, with the expectation that
            linear values will be displayed.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  For this type,
            the first curve is the "master", which contains the dates to be applied.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            The LinearScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            LinearScale is the normal, default cartesian axis.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable linear axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic defaults for
            scale selection are defined using  ,
             , and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a curve type that is displayed as a line and/or a set of
            symbols at each point.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend  .
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Loads some pseudo unique colors/symbols into this LineItem.  This
            is mainly useful for differentiating a set of new LineItems without
            having to pick your own colors/symbols.
             
            
             
            The   that is used to pick the color
             and symbol for this method call.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class instance defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class instance defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            A class that maintains hyperlink information for a clickable object on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
             
            schema started with 10 for ZedGraph version 5
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the title string for this link.  
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the url string for this link
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the target string for this link
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that determines if this link is "live".
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor.  Set all properties to string.Empty, or null.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a Link instance from a specified title, url, and target.
            
             The title for the link (which shows up in the tooltip).
             The URL destination for the link.
             The target for the link (typically "_blank" or "_self").
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Create a URL for a   that includes the index of the
            point that was selected.
            
             
            An "index" parameter is added to the   property for this
            link to indicate which point was selected.  Further, if the 
            X or Y axes that correspond to this   are of
             , then an
            additional parameter will be added containing the text value that
            corresponds to the   of the selected point.
            The   text parameter will be labeled "xtext", and
            the   text parameter will be labeled "ytext".
            
             The zero-based index of the selected point
             The   of interest
             The   for which to
            make the url string.
             A string containing the url with an index parameter added.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the title string for this link.
            
             
            For web controls, this title will be shown as a tooltip when the mouse
            hovers over the area of the object that owns this link.  Set the value to
              to have no title.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the url string for this link.
            
             
            Set this value to   if you don't want to have
            a hyperlink associated with the object to which this link belongs.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the target string for this link.
            
             
            This value should be set to a valid target associated with the "Target"
            property of an html hyperlink.  Typically, this would be "_blank" to open
            a new browser window, or "_self" to open in the current browser.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if this link is active.  True to have
            a clickable link, false to ignore the link.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a value that indicates if this   is enabled
            (see  ), and that either the
              or the   is non-null.
            
        
         
             
            A class than contains information about the position of an object on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private field to store the vertical alignment property for
            this object.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.  The value of this field is a   enum.
            
        
         
              Private field to store the horizontal alignment property for
            this object.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.  The value of this field is a   enum.
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the coordinate system to be used for defining the
            object position.  Use the public property
              to access this value. The coordinate system
            is defined with the   enum.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   class that specifies the
            x, y position and the  .
            
             
            The (x,y) position corresponds to the top-left corner;
            
             The x position, specified in units of  .
            
             The y position, specified in units of  .
            
             The   enum that specifies the
            units for   and  
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   class that specifies the
            x, y position and the  .
            
             
            The (x,y) position corresponds to the top-left corner;
            
             The x position, specified in units of  .
            
             The y position, specified in units of  .
            
             The   enum that specifies the
            units for   and  
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   class that specifies the
            (x, y), (width, height), and the  .
            
             
            The (x,y) position
            corresponds to the starting position, the (x2, y2) coorresponds to the ending position
            (typically used for  's).
            
             The x position, specified in units of  .
            
             The y position, specified in units of  .
            
             The width, specified in units of  .
            
             The height, specified in units of  .
            
             The   enum that specifies the
            units for   and  
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Transform this   object to display device
            coordinates using the properties of the specified  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that contains
            the   classes which will be used for the transform.
            
             A point in display device coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Transform a data point from the specified coordinate type
            ( ) to display device coordinates (pixels).
            
             
            If   is not of type  , then
            only the   transformation is available.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that contains
            the   classes which will be used for the transform.
            
             The x coordinate that defines the point in user
            space.
             The y coordinate that defines the point in user
            space.
             A   type that defines the
            coordinate system in which the X,Y pair is defined.
             A point in display device coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Transform this   from the coordinate system
            as specified by   to the device coordinates
            of the specified   object.
            
             
            The returned
              struct represents the top-left corner of the
            object that honors the   properties.
            The   and   properties are honored in 
            this transformation.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that contains
            the   classes which will be used for the transform.
            
             The width of the object in device pixels
             The height of the object in device pixels
             The top-left corner of the object
        
         
             
            The   for this object as defined by the
              and  
            properties.
            
             
            This method transforms the location to output device pixel units.
            The   and   properties are ignored for
            this transformation (see  ).
            
             A   in pixel units.
        
         
             
            The   for this object as defined by the
              and   properties.
            
             
            This method transforms the location to output device pixel units.
            The   and   properties are ignored for
            this transformation (see  ).
            
             A   in pixel units.
        
         
             
            Transform the   for this object as defined by the
             ,  ,  , and
              properties.
            
             
            This method transforms the location to output device pixel units.
            The   and   properties are honored in 
            this transformation.
            
             A   in pixel units.
        
         
             
            A horizontal alignment parameter for this object specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            A vertical alignment parameter for this object specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            The coordinate system to be used for defining the object position
            
              The coordinate system is defined with the  
            enum
        
         
             
            The x position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The y position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The x1 position of the object (an alias for the x position).
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The y1 position of the object (an alias for the y position).
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The width of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The height of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The x2 position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.  This position is only used for
            objects such as  , where it makes sense
            to have a second coordinate.  Note that the X2 position is stored
            internally as a   offset from  .
            
        
         
             
            The y2 position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.  This position is only used for
            objects such as  , where it makes sense
            to have a second coordinate.  Note that the Y2 position is stored
            internally as a   offset from  .
            
        
         
             
            The   for this object as defined by the
             ,  ,  , and
              properties.
            
             
            Note that this method reduces the precision of the location coordinates from double
            precision to single precision.  In some cases, such as  , it
            may affect the resolution of the point location.
            
             A   in  
            units.
        
         
             
            The top-left   for this  .
            
             
            Note that this method reduces the precision of the location coordinates from double
            precision to single precision.  In some cases, such as  , it
            may affect the resolution of the point location.
            
             A   in   units.
        
         
             
            The bottom-right   for this  .
            
             
            Note that this method reduces the precision of the location coordinates from double
            precision to single precision.  In some cases, such as  , it
            may affect the resolution of the point location.
            
             A   in   units.
        
         
             
            The LogScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            LogScale is a non-linear axis in which the values are scaled using the base 10
             
            function.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Setup some temporary transform values in preparation for rendering the  .
            
             
            This method is typically called by the parent  
            object as part of the   method.  It is also
            called by   and
             
            methods to setup for coordinate transformations.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The parent   for this  
            
        
         
             
            Convert a value to its linear equivalent for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the log or power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Convert a value from its linear equivalent to its actual scale value
            for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the anti-log or inverse-power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable base 10 logarithmic axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based always on powers of 10 (full log cycles).  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  For log axes, the MinorStep
            value is not used.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the setting to values greater than zero.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the setting to values greater than zero.
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the data associated with the major grid lines on the chart.
            Inherits from  .
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            Class that holds the specific properties for the minor grid.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             The source   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the major   gridlines
            (at each labeled value) will be visible
            
             true to show the gridlines, false otherwise
             Default.IsShowGrid.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The "Dash On" mode for drawing the grid.
            
             
            This is the distance,
            in points (1/72 inch), of the dash segments that make up the dashed grid lines.
            
             The dash on length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The "Dash Off" mode for drawing the grid.
            
             
            This is the distance,
            in points (1/72 inch), of the spaces between the dash segments that make up
            the dashed grid lines.
            
             The dash off length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The pen width used for drawing the grid lines.
            
             The grid pen width is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             .
             
        
         
             
            The color to use for drawing this   grid.
            
              The color is defined using the
              class
             .
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash on" size for drawing the   minor grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash off" size for drawing the   minor grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   minor grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   minor grid lines
            (  property).  This color only affects the
            minor grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   minor grid lines
            (  property). true
            to show the minor grid lines, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             The source   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines if a line will be drawn at the
            zero value for the axis.
            
             
            The zero line is a line that divides the negative values from the positive values.
            The default is set according to
             ,  ,
             ,
            
             true to show the zero line, false otherwise
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash on" size for drawing the   grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash off" size for drawing the   grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   grid lines
            (  property).  This color only affects the
            grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   grid lines
            (  property). true
            to show the grid lines, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default boolean value that determines if a line will be drawn at the
            zero value for the axis.
            
             
            The zero line is a line that divides the negative values from the positive values.
            The default is set according to
             ,  ,
             ,
            
             true to show the zero line, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Class that holds the specific properties for the major tics.  Inherits from
             .
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            Class that holds the specific properties for the minor tics.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor.
            
             The   that is to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Calculate the scaled tic size for this  
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled tic size, in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw a tic mark at the specified single position.  This includes the inner, outer,
            cross and opposite tic marks as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Graphic   with which to draw the tic mark.
             The pixel location of the tic mark on this
             
             The pixel value of the top of the axis border
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             The scaled size of a minor tic, in pixel units
        
         
             
            The color to use for drawing the tics of this class instance
            
              The color is defined using the
              class
             .
             
             
        
         
             
            The length of the major tic marks.
            
             
            This length will be scaled
            according to the   for the
             
            
             The tic size is measured in points (1/72 inch)
             .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            This is convenience property sets the status of all the different
            tic properties in this instance to the same value.  true to activate all tics,
            false to clear all tics.
            
             
            This setting does not persist.  That is, you can clear all the tics with
              = false, then activate them individually (example:
              = true).
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the minor outside tic marks
            are shown.
            
             
            These are the tic marks on the outside of the   border.
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor outside tic marks, false otherwise
             .
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the major inside tic marks
            are shown.
            
             
            These are the tic marks on the inside of the   border.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major inside tic marks, false otherwise
             .
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the major opposite tic marks
            are shown.
            
             
            These are the tic marks on the inside of the   border on
            the opposite side from the axis.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major opposite tic marks, false otherwise
             .
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the display mode for the   major outside 
            "cross" tic marks.
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the display mode for the   major inside 
            "cross" tic marks.
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the pen width to be used when drawing the tic marks for
            this  
            
             The pen width is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             .
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the   minor tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   minor outside tic marks
            (  property).
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor tic marks (outside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   minor inside tic marks
            (  property).
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor tic marks (inside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   minor opposite tic marks
            (  property).
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor tic marks
            (inside the axis on the opposite side),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   minor outside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   minor inside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default color for minor tics (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for  .
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor.
            
             The   that is to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the major tics will be drawn
            inbetween the labels, rather than right at the labels.
            
             
            Note that this setting is only
            applicable if   =  .
            
             true to place the text between the labels for text axes, false otherwise
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the   tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   major outside tic marks
            (  property).
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major tic marks (outside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   major inside tic marks
            (  property).
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major tic marks (inside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   major opposite tic marks
            (  property).
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major tic marks
            (inside the axis on the opposite side),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   major outside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   major inside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default color for major tics (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles that stores the margin properties for the GraphPane
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Constructor to build a   from the default values.
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the left edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the right edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the top edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the bottom edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Concurrently sets all outer margin values to a single value.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the left side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the right side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the top side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the bottom side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            organized together in some form.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that holds a collection of   objects for inclusion
            in this  .  Use the public property  
            to access this collection.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that sets the amount of space between the GraphPanes.  Use the public property
              to access this value;
            
        
         
              
            Private field that stores a boolean value which signifies whether all 
             s in the chart use the same entries in their 
               If set to true, only one set of entries will be displayed in 
            this   instance.  If set to false, this instance will display all 
            entries from all  s.
             
        
         
             
            private field that determines if the
             
            function will automatically set
            the   of each   in the
              such that the scale factors have the same value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that saves the paneLayout format specified when
              was called. This value will
            default to   if
              (or an overload) was never called.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the boolean value that determines whether
              is specifying rows or columns.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column item count that was specified to the
              method.  This values will be
            null if   was never called.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column size proportional values as specified
            to the   method.  This
            value will be null if  
            was never called.  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the class.  Sets the   to (0, 0, 500, 375).
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the class.  Specifies the   of
            the  , and the size of the  .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor - Make a deep-copy clone of this class instance.
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of   to make a deep copy.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Respond to the callback when the MasterPane objects are fully initialized.
            
             
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the   collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Call   for all   objects in the
              list.
            
             
            This overload of AxisChange just uses the default Graphics instance for the screen.
            If you have a Graphics instance available from your Windows Form, you should use
            the   overload instead.
            
        
         
             
            Call   for all   objects in the
              list.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Redo the layout using the current size of the  ,
            and also handle resizing the
            contents by calling  .
            
             This method will use the pane layout that was specified by a call to
             .  If
              has not previously been called,
            it will default to  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Change the size of the  , and also handle resizing the
            contents by calling  .
            
             This method will use the pane layout that was specified by a call to
             .  If
              has not previously been called,
            it will default to  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Method that forces the scale factor calculations
            (via  ),
            to give a common scale factor for all   objects in the
             .
            
             
            This will make it such that a given font size will result in the same output font
            size for all  's.  Note that this does not make the scale
            factor for the  's the same as that of the
             .
            
             
        
         
             
            Render all the   objects in the   to the
            specified graphics device.
            
             This method should be part of the Paint() update process.  Calling this routine
            will redraw all
            features of all the   items.  No preparation is required other than
            instantiated   objects that have been added to the list with the
              method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Find the pane and the object within that pane that lies closest to the specified
            mouse (screen) point.
            
             
            This method first finds the   within the list that contains
            the specified mouse point.  It then calls the  
            method to determine which object, if any, was clicked.  With the exception of the
             , all the parameters in this method are identical to those
            in the   method.
            If the mouse point lies within the   of any 
              item, then that pane will be returned (otherwise it will be
            null).  Further, within the selected pane, if the mouse point is within the
            bounding box of any of the items (or in the case
            of   and  , within
              pixels), then the object will be returned.
            You must check the type of the object to determine what object was
            selected (for example, "if ( object is Legend ) ...").  The
              parameter returns the index number of the item
            within the selected object (such as the point number within a
              object.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A reference to the   object that was clicked.
             A reference to the nearest object to the
            specified screen point.  This can be any of  ,
             ,  ,
             ,  , or  .
            Note: If the pane title is selected, then the   object
            will be returned.
            
             The index number of the item within the selected object
            (where applicable).  For example, for a   object,
              will be the index number of the nearest data point,
            accessible via  CurveItem.Points[index].
            index will be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a   was found, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Find the   within the   that contains the
              within its  .
            
             The mouse point location where you want to search
             A   object that contains the mouse point, or
            null if no   was found.
        
         
             
            Find the   within the   that contains the
              within its  .
            
             The mouse point location where you want to search
             A   object that contains the mouse point, or
            null if no   was found.
        
         
             The SetLayout() methods setup the desired layout of the
              objects within a  .  These functions
            do not make any changes, they merely set the parameters so that future calls
            to   or  
            will use the desired layout.  
            The layout options include a set of "canned" layouts provided by the
              enumeration, options to just set a specific
            number of rows and columns of panes (and all pane sizes are the same), and more
            customized options of specifying the number or rows in each column or the number of
            columns in each row, along with proportional values that determine the size of each
            individual column or row.
            
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a pre-defined layout configuration from a  
            enumeration.
            
             This method uses a   enumeration to describe the type of layout
            to be used.  Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             A   enumeration that describes how
            the panes should be laid out within the  .
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a reasonable configuration.
            
             This method explicitly specifies the number of rows and columns to use
            in the layout, and all   objects will have the same size.
            Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             The number of rows of   objects
            to include in the layout
             The number of columns of   objects
            to include in the layout
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Overloads are available that
            provide other layout options.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of panes in each row or column, allowing for
            irregular layouts.
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Additionally, a
              parameter is provided that allows varying column or
            row sizes.  Overloads for SetLayout() are available that provide other layout options.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             An array of float values specifying proportional sizes for each
            row or column.  Note that these proportions apply to the non-specified dimension -- that is,
            if   is true, then these proportions apply to the row
            heights, and if   is false, then these proportions apply
            to the column widths.  The values in this array are arbitrary floats -- the dimension of
            any given row or column is that particular proportional value divided by the sum of all
            the values.  For example, let   be true, and
              is an array with values of { 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 }.  The sum of
            those values is 6.0.  Therefore, the first row is 1/6th of the available height, the
            second row is 2/6th's of the available height, and the third row is 3/6th's of the
            available height.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Modify the     sizes of each
              such that they fit within the  
            in a pre-configured layout.
            
             The   method (and overloads) is
            used for setting the layout configuration.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a specific
            row and column count.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a rows per column or
            columns per row configuration.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   collection instance that holds the list of
              objects that are included in this  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the size of the margin between adjacent  
            objects.
            
             This property is scaled according to  ,
            based on  .  The default value comes from
             .
            
             The value is in points (1/72nd inch).
        
         
             
            Gets or set the value of the	  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the
              method will automatically set the
             
            of each   in the   such that the
            scale factors have the same value.
            
             
            The scale factors, calculated by  , determine
            scaled font sizes, tic lengths, etc.  This function will insure that for
            multiple graphpanes, a certain specified font size will be the same for
            all the panes.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object from  
            by its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object from  
            by its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pane layout for
             
            method calls.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            This is the size of the margin between adjacent  
            objects, in units of points (1/72 inch).
            
             
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property for
            the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a CandleStick curve type that displays a vertical (or horizontal)
            line displaying the range of data values at each sample point, plus an starting
            mark and an ending mark signifying the opening and closing value for the sample.
            
             For this type to work properly, your   must contain
              objects, rather than ordinary   types.
            This is because the   type actually displays 5 data values
            but the   only stores 3 data values.  The  
            stores  ,  ,
             ,  , and
              members.
            For a vertical CandleStick chart, the opening value is drawn as a horizontal line
            segment to the left of the vertical range bar, and the closing value is a horizontal
            line segment to the right.  The total length of these two line segments is controlled
            by the   property, which is specified in
            points (1/72nd inch), and scaled according to  .
            The candlesticks are drawn horizontally or vertically depending on the
            value of  , which is a
              enum type.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             
            IsZIncluded is true for   objects, since the Y and Z
            values are defined as the High and Low values for the day.
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             An   of double precision values that define
            the Date, Close, Open, High, and Low values for the curve.  Note that this
              should contain   items rather
            than   items.
            
             
            The   to use for drawing the candlesticks.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            The OrdinalScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            OrdinalScale is an ordinal axis with tic labels generated at integral values.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable ordinal axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).
            Being an ordinal axis type, the   value will always be integral.  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic defaults for
            scale selection are defined using  ,
             , and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            internal class to store pane layout details for the  
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private field that saves the paneLayout format specified when
              was called. This value will
            default to   if
              (or an overload) was never called.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the boolean value that determines whether
              is specifying rows or columns.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column item count that was specified to the
              method.  This values will be
            null if   was never called.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column size proportional values as specified
            to the   method.  This
            value will be null if  
            was never called.  
            
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             The SetLayout() methods setup the desired layout of the
              objects within a  .  These functions
            do not make any changes, they merely set the parameters so that future calls
            to   or  
            will use the desired layout.  
            The layout options include a set of "canned" layouts provided by the
              enumeration, options to just set a specific
            number of rows and columns of panes (and all pane sizes are the same), and more
            customized options of specifying the number or rows in each column or the number of
            columns in each row, along with proportional values that determine the size of each
            individual column or row.
            
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a pre-defined layout configuration from a  
            enumeration.
            
             This method uses a   enumeration to describe the type of layout
            to be used.  Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             A   enumeration that describes how
            the panes should be laid out within the  .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a reasonable configuration.
            
             This method explicitly specifies the number of rows and columns to use
            in the layout, and all   objects will have the same size.
            Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             The number of rows of   objects
            to include in the layout
             The number of columns of   objects
            to include in the layout
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Overloads are available that
            provide other layout options.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of panes in each row or column, allowing for
            irregular layouts.
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Additionally, a
              parameter is provided that allows varying column or
            row sizes.  Overloads for SetLayout() are available that provide other layout options.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             An array of float values specifying proportional sizes for each
            row or column.  Note that these proportions apply to the non-specified dimension -- that is,
            if   is true, then these proportions apply to the row
            heights, and if   is false, then these proportions apply
            to the column widths.  The values in this array are arbitrary floats -- the dimension of
            any given row or column is that particular proportional value divided by the sum of all
            the values.  For example, let   be true, and
              is an array with values of { 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 }.  The sum of
            those values is 6.0.  Therefore, the first row is 1/6th of the available height, the
            second row is 2/6th's of the available height, and the third row is 3/6th's of the
            available height.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Modify the     sizes of each
              such that they fit within the  
            in a pre-configured layout.
            
             The   method (and overloads) is
            used for setting the layout configuration.
             A   instance to be used for font sizing,
            etc. in determining the layout configuration.
             The   instance which is to
            be resized.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a specific
            row and column count.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a rows per column or
            columns per row configuration.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            A class representing a pie chart object comprised of one or more
             s.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Percentage (expressed as #.##) of  	radius  to
            which this   is to be displaced from the center.
              Displacement is done outward  along the radius
            bisecting the chord of this  .  Maximum allowable value
            is 0.5.
            
        
         
             
            A   which will customize the label display of this
             
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  data for this
             .	 Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  class that defines	the
            properties of the	border around	this  . Use the public
            property	  to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the absolute value of this   instance.
            Value will be set to zero if submitted value is less than zero. 
            
        
         
             
            An enum that specifies how each   for this   object 
            will be displayed.  Use the public property   to access this data.  
            Use enum  .
            
        
         
             
            The point on the arc of this   representing the intersection of
            the arc and the explosion radius.
            
        
         
             
            The bounding rectangle for this  .
            
        
         
             
            The formatted string for this  's label.  Formatting is
            done based on  the  .
            
        
         
             
            The point at which the line between this   and its
            label bends to the horizontal.
            
        
         
             
            The point at the end of the line between	this   and 
            it's label (i.e. the beginning of the label display)
            
        
         
             
            Private field to hold the GraphicsPath of this   to be
            used for 'hit testing'.
            
        
         
             
            Private field which holds the angle (in degrees) at which the display of this  
            object will begin.
            
        
         
              
            Private field which holds the length (in degrees) of the arc representing this   
            object.
             
        
         
              
            Private field which represents the angle (in degrees) of the radius along which this  
            object will be displaced, if desired.
             
        
         
              
            Private field which determines the number of decimal digits displayed to 
            in a   label containing a value. 
             
        
         
              
            Private field which determines the number of decimal digits displayed 
            in a   label containing a percent. 
             
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , providing a gradient fill for the pie color.
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The starting display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The ending display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The angle for the gradient  .
             The amount this    instance will be 
            displaced from the center point.
             Text label for this   instance.
        
         
             
            Create a new  .
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The display color for this   instance.
             The amount this    instance will be 
            displaced from the center point.
             Text label for this   instance.
        
         
             
            Create a  new  .
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             Text label for this   instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   item to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Not used for rendering Piesparam>
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
        
         
             
            Calculate the   that will be used to define the bounding rectangle of
            the Pie.
            
             This rectangle always lies inside of the  , and it is
            normally a square so that the pie itself is not oval-shaped.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
             The   (normally the  )
            that bounds this pie.
             
        
         
             
            Recalculate the bounding rectangle when a piee slice is displaced.
            
             rectangle to be used for drawing exploded pie
        
         
             
            Calculate the values needed to properly display this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             maximum slice displacement
        
         
             
            Render the label for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             Bounding rectangle for this  .
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
        
         
             
            This method collects all the data relative to rendering this  's label.
            
             
             A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The rectangle used for rendering this  
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Build the string that will be displayed as the slice label as determined by 
             .
            
             reference to the  
        
         
             
            A method which calculates a new size for the bounding rectangle for the non-displaced 
             's in the pie chart.  This method is called after it is found
            that at least one slice is displaced.
            
             The biggest displacement among the  s
            making up the pie chart.
             The current bounding rectangle
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the a value which determines the amount, if any, of this    
            displacement.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a path representing this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   to be used
            for displaying this  's label.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   object so as to be able to modify
            its properties.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   object which is used to fill the
            pie slice with color.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the arc length (in degrees) of this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the starting angle (in degrees) of this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the angle (in degrees) of the radius along which 
            this   will be displaced.
            
        
         
             
             Gets or sets the value of this  .  
             Minimum value is 0. 
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   to be used in displaying 
              labels.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the number of decimal digits to be displayed in a   
            value label.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the number of decimal digits to be displayed in a   
            percent label.
            
        
         
             
            Specify the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
              
            Default   displacement.
             
        
         
             
            The default pen width	to be used for drawing the	border around	the PieItem
            (  property). Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for this PieItem (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for PieItem (  property).
            true to	display frame around PieItem, false otherwise
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing	frames around	PieItem
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in	the PieItem
            ( 	property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the PieItem.
            (  property).
            
        
         
              
            Default value for controlling   display.
             
        
         
             
            Default value for  .
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for    entries
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the number of decimal digits  
            to be displayed when    contains a value.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the number of decimal digits  
            to be displayed where   contains a percent.
            
        
         
             
            Simple struct that stores X and Y coordinates as doubles.
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            The X coordinate
            
        
         
             
            The Y coordinate
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object from two double values.
            
             The X coordinate
             The Y coordinate
        
         
             
            A simple point represented by an (X,Y,Z) group of double values.
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            This is a base class that provides base-level functionality for a data point consisting
            of an (X,Y) pair of double values.
            
             
            This class is typically a base class for actual   type implementations.
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            Missing values are represented internally using  .
            
        
         
             
            The default format to be used for displaying point values via the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair's X coordinate
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair's Y coordinate
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X and Y.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair from the specified   struct.
            
             The   struct from which to get the
            new   values.
        
         
             
            The PointPairBase copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            static method to determine if the specified point value is invalid.
            
             The value is considered invalid if it is  ,
             ,  
            or  .
             The value to be checked for validity.
             true if the value is invalid, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from PointPair to PointF.  Note that this conversion
            can result in data loss, since the data are being cast from a type
            double (64 bit) to a float (32 bit).
            
             The PointPair struct on which to operate
             A PointF struct equivalent to the PointPair
        
         
             
            Compare two   objects for equality.  To be equal, X and Y
            must be exactly the same between the two objects.
            
             The   object to be compared with.
             true if the   objects are equal, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Return the HashCode from the base class.
            
             
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using different general format strings for the X and Y values.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            The Z value is not displayed (see  ).
            
             A format string that will be used to format the X
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Y
            double type value (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X or the Y
            coordinate in this PointPair is a missing value.
            
             true if either value is missing
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X or the Y
            coordinate in this PointPair is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if either value is invalid
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair's Z coordinate.  Also used for the lower value (dependent axis)
            for   and   charts.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph never
            modifies this value, but if it is a   type, it
            may be displayed in a  
            within the   object.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X and Y.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, and
            label ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's string label ( )
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, and base value.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, base value, and
            string label ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
             This pair's string label ( )
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, base value, and
            ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
             This pair's   property
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair from the specified   struct.
            
             The   struct from which to get the
            new   values.
        
         
             
            The PointPair copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Compare two   objects for equality.  To be equal, X, Y, and Z
            must be exactly the same between the two objects.
            
             The   object to be compared with.
             true if the   objects are equal, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Return the HashCode from the base class.
            
             
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             true to show the third "Z" or low dependent value coordinate
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            If  
            is true, then the third "Z" coordinate is also shown.
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
             true to show the third "Z" or low dependent value coordinate
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using different general format strings for the X, Y, and Z values.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            
             A format string that will be used to format the X
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Y
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Z
            double type value (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X, Y, or Z
            coordinate in this PointPair is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if any value is invalid
        
         
             
            The "low" value for this point (lower dependent-axis value).
            This is really just an alias for  .
            
             The lower dependent value for this  .
        
         
             
            The ColorValue property is just an alias for the  
            property.
            
             
            For other types, such as the  , the  
            can be mapped to a unique value.  This is used with the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            Compares points based on their y values.  Is setup to be used in an
            ascending order sort.
             
            
        
         
             
            Compares two  s.
            
             Point to the left.
             Point to the right.
             -1, 0, or 1 depending on l.Y's relation to r.Y
        
         
             
            Compares points based on their x values.  Is setup to be used in an
            ascending order sort.
             
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for PointPairComparer.
            
             The axis type on which to sort.
        
         
             
            Compares two  s.
            
             Point to the left.
             Point to the right.
             -1, 0, or 1 depending on l.X's relation to r.X
        
         
             
            The basic   class holds three data values (X, Y, Z).  This
            class extends the basic PointPair to contain four data values (X, Y, Z, T).
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair4's T coordinate.
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, Z, and T value.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z coordinate.
             This pair's t coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, base value, and
            label ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z coordinate.
             This pair's t coordinate.
             This pair's string label ( )
        
         
             
            The PointPair4 copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair4 value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             true to show the third "Z" and fourth "T" value coordinates
             A string representation of the PointPair4
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            If  
            is true, then the third "Z" coordinate is also shown.
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
             true to show the third "Z" or low dependent value coordinate
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using different general format strings for the X, Y, and Z values.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            
             A format string that will be used to format the X
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Y
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Z
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the T
            double type value (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X, Y, Z, or T
            coordinate in this PointPair4 is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if any value is invalid
        
         
             
            A simple instance that stores a data point (X, Y, Z).  This differs from a regular
              in that it maps the   property
            to an independent value.  That is,   and
              are not related (as they are in the
             ).
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This is a user value that can be anything.  It is used to provide special 
            property-based coloration to the graph elements.
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, and base value.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            The ColorValue property.  This is used with the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            A class that represents a bordered and/or filled polygon object on
            the graph.  A list of   objects is maintained by
            the   collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines if the polygon will be automatically closed.
            true to close the figure, false to leave it "open."  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and solid fill color
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box fill (will be a solid color fill)
             The   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position
            of the   to be pre-specified.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
             The   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            A default constructor that creates a   from an empty
              array.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and two-color
            gradient fill colors
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the start of the box gradient fill
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the end of the box gradient fill
             The   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the polygon will be automatically closed.
            true to close the figure, false to leave it "open."
            
             
            This boolean determines whether or not the CloseFigure() method will be called
            to fully close the path of the polygon.  This value defaults to true, and for any
            closed figure it should fine.  If you want to draw a line that does not close into
            a shape, then you should set this value to false.  For a figure that is naturally
            closed (e.g., the first point of the polygon is the same as the last point),
            leaving this value set to false may result in minor pixel artifacts due to
            rounding.
            
        
         
             
            An enum used to specify the X or Y data type of interest -- see
              and  .
            
        
         
             
            The time (seconds) at which these data are measured
            
        
         
             
            The distance traveled, meters
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous velocity, meters per second
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous acceleration, meters per second squared
            
        
         
             
            Sample data structure containing a variety of data values, in this case the values
            are related in that they correspond to the same time value.
            
        
         
             
            The time (seconds) at which these data are measured
            
        
         
             
            The distance traveled, meters
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous velocity, meters per second
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous acceleration, meters per second squared
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies each data value in the PerformanceData struct
            
             The time (seconds) at which these data are measured
             The distance traveled, meters
             The instantaneous velocity, meters per second
             The instantaneous acceleration, meters per second squared
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the data value as specified by the   enum
            
             The required data value type
        
         
             
            A sample class that holds an internal collection, and implements the
              interface so that it can be used by ZedGraph as curve data.
            
             
            This particular class efficiently implements the data storage so that the class
            can be cloned without duplicating the data points.  For example, you can create
            a  , populate it with values, and set
              =   and
              =  .
            You can then clone this   to a new one, and set
              =  .
            Each of these  's can then be used as an
              argument,
            thereby plotting a distance vs time curve and a velocity vs time curve.  There
            will still be only one copy of the data in memory.
            
        
         
             
            This is where the data are stored.  Duplicating the  
            copies the reference to this  , but does not actually duplicate
            the data.
            
        
         
             
            Determines what X data will be returned by the indexer of this list.
            
        
         
             
            Determines what Y data will be returned by the indexer of this list.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor.  This method does NOT duplicate the data, it merely makes
            another "Window" into the same collection.  You can make multiple copies and
            set the   and/or   properties to different
            values to plot different data, while maintaining only one copy of the original values.
            
             The   from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Adds the specified   struct to the end of the collection.
            
             A   struct to be added
             The ordinal position in the collection where the values were added
        
         
             
            Remove the   struct from the list at the specified
            ordinal location.
            
             The ordinal location of the  
            struct to be removed
        
         
             
            Insert the specified   struct into the list at
            the specified ordinal location.
            
             The ordinal location at which to insert
             The   struct to be inserted
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the data.  This gets the appropriate data and converts to
            the   struct that is compatible with ZedGraph.  The
            actual data returned depends on the values of   and
             .
            
             The ordinal position of the desired point in the list
             A   corresponding to the specified ordinal data position
        
         
             
            Gets the number of data points in the collection
            
        
         
             
            enumeration used to indicate which type of data will be plotted.
            
        
         
             
            Designates the "Time" property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the "Position" property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the Instantaneous Velocity property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the "Time since start" property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the Average Velocity property will be used
            
        
         
             
            A simple storage class to maintain an individual sampling of data
            
        
         
             
            The time of the sample
            
        
         
             
            The position at sample time
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous velocity at sample time
            
        
         
             
            A collection class to maintain a set of samples
            
        
         
             
            Determines what data type gets plotted for the X values
            
        
         
             
            Determines what data type gets plotted for the Y values
            
        
         
             
            Get the specified data type from the specified sample
            
             The sample instance of interest
             The data type to be extracted from the sample
             A double value representing the requested data
        
         
             
            Append a sample to the collection
            
             The sample to append
             The ordinal position at which the sample was added
        
         
             
            typesafe clone method
            
             A new cloned SamplePointList.  This returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
        
         
             
            default constructor
            
        
         
             
            copy constructor -- this returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
             The SamplePointList to be copied
        
         
             
            Indexer: get the Sample instance at the specified ordinal position in the list
            
             The ordinal position in the list of samples
             Returns a   instance containing the
            data specified by   and  
            
        
         
             
            Gets the number of samples in the collection
            
        
         
             
            A class that captures an   scale range.
            
             This structure is used by the   class to store
              scale range settings in a collection for later retrieval.
            The class stores the  ,  ,
             , and   properties, along with
            the corresponding auto-scale settings:  ,
             ,  ,
            and  .
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            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of   and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of   and  
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   from the specified  
            
             The   from which to collect the scale
            range settings.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Copy the properties from this   out to the specified  .
            
             The   reference to which the properties should be
            copied
        
         
             
            Determine if the state contained in this   object is different from
            the state of the specified  .
            
             The   object with which to compare states.
             true if the states are different, false otherwise
        
         
             
            A simple struct to store minimum and maximum   type
            values for the scroll range
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object given the specified data values.
            
             The minimum axis value limit for the scroll bar
             The maximum axis value limit for the scroll bar
             true to make this item scrollable, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Sets the scroll range to default values of zero, and sets the  
            property as specified.
            
             true to make this item scrollable, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if the   corresponding to
            this   object can be scrolled.
            
        
         
             
            The minimum axis value limit for the scroll bar.
            
        
         
             
            The maximum axis value limit for the scroll bar.
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            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
             ,  ,  ,
             , and   item types.
            
        
         
             
            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
             ,  ,  ,
            and   item types.
            
        
         
             
            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
              and   types
            
        
         
             
            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
              and   types.
            
        
         
             
            Place a   in the selection list, removing all other
            items.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The   to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Place a list of  's in the selection list, removing all other
            items.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The list of   to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Add a   to the selection list.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The   to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Add a list of  's to the selection list.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The list of  's to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Remove the specified   from the selection list.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The   to be removed from the list.
        
         
             
            Clear the selection list and trigger a  .
            
             The   that "owns" the selection list.
        
         
             
            Clear the selection list and optionally trigger a  .
            
             The   that "owns" the selection list.
             true to trigger a  ,
            false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Mark the  's that are included in the selection list
            by setting the   property to true.
            
             The   that "owns" the selection list.
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to receive notice 
            that the list of selected CurveItems has changed
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a curve type that is displayed as a series of vertical "sticks",
            one at each defined point.
            
             
            The sticks run from the zero value of the Y axis, to the Y point defined in each
              of the   (see  ).
            The properties of the sticks are defined in the   property.
            Normally, the   is not visible.  However, if you manually enable the
              using the   property, the
            symbols will be drawn at the "Z" value from each   (see
             ).
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend  .
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            The basic   class holds three data values (X, Y, Z).  This
            class extends the basic PointPair to contain five data values (X, Y, Z, Open, Close).
            
             
            The values are remapped to  ,  ,
             ,  , and  .
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This opening value
            
        
         
             
            This closing value
            
        
         
             
            This daily trading volume
            
        
         
             
            This is a user value that can be anything.  It is used to provide special 
            property-based coloration to the graph elements.
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Construct a new StockPt from the specified data values
            
             The trading date ( )
             The opening stock price
             The closing stock price
             The daily high stock price
             The daily low stock price
             The daily trading volume
        
         
             
            Construct a new StockPt from the specified data values including a Tag property
            
             The trading date ( )
             The opening stock price
             The closing stock price
             The daily high stock price
             The daily low stock price
             The daily trading volume
             The user-defined   property.
        
         
             
            The StockPt copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            The StockPt copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Format this StockPt value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             true to show all the value coordinates
             A string representation of the  .
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            If  
            is true, then the third all coordinates are shown.
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
             true to show all the value coordinates
        
         
             
            Map the Date property to the X value
            
        
         
             
            Map the high property to the Y value
            
        
         
             
            Map the low property to the Z value
            
        
         
             
            The ColorValue property.  This is used with the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the Date, Close, Open, High, or Low
            coordinate in this StockPt is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if any value is invalid
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
            The symbols are the small shapes that appear over each defined point
            along the curve.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the size of this
              in points (1/72 inch).  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   for this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if the symbols are drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the symbols will not be shown (but the   may
            still be shown).
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the   and
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             A   enum value
            indicating the shape of the symbol
             A   value indicating
            the color of the symbol
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Symbol object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single symbol.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The x position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             The y position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             A   previously constructed by
              for this symbol
             A   class representing the standard pen for this symbol
             A   class representing a default solid brush for this symbol
            If this symbol uses a  , it will be created on the fly for
            each point, since it has to be scaled to the individual point coordinates.
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single symbol.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The x position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             The y position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Create a   struct for the current symbol based on the
            specified scaleFactor and assuming the symbol will be centered at position 0,0.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
             Returns the   for the current symbol
        
         
             
            Draw this   to the specified  
            device as a symbol at each defined point.  The routine
            only draws the symbols; the lines are draw by the
              method.  This method
            is normally only called by the Draw method of the
              object
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the size of the  
            
             Size in points (1/72 inch)
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the type (shape) of the  
            
             A   enum value indicating the shape
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the symbols are drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            
             
            If this value is set to true, then the  
            property will be set to   only while
            this   is drawn.  A value of false will leave the value of
              unchanged.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the  .
            
             true to show the symbol, false to hide it
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             , which controls the border outline of the symbol.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for curve symbols (  property),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing curve symbols
            (  property).  Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the curve (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default symbol type for curves (  property).
            This is defined as a   enumeration.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for symbols (  property).
            true to display symbols, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default for drawing frames around symbols (  property).
            true to display symbol frames, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing symbols (  property).
            
        
         
             
            A class that represents a text object on the graph.  A list of
              objects is maintained by the
              collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private field to store the actual text string for this
             .  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class used to render
            this  .  Use the public property  
            to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field holding the SizeF into which this  
            should be rendered. Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The text to be displayed.
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The text to be displayed.
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The text to be displayed.
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            Parameterless constructor that initializes a new  .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this   object to the specified   device
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .  This method takes into account rotation and alignment
            parameters of the text, as specified in the  .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            
            
        
         
             
            The   to be displayed.  This text can be multi-line by
            including newline ('\n') characters between the lines.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class used to render
            this  
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the   text
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the   text
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the   text
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the   text
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the   text
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the   text
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The TextScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            TextScale is an ordinal axis with user-defined text labels.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable text axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  This is an ordinal
            type, such that the labeled values start at 1.0 and increment by 1.0 for
            each successive label.  The maximum number of labels on the graph is
            determined by  .  If necessary, this method will
            set the   value to greater than 1.0 in order to keep the total
            labels displayed below  .  For example, a
              size of 2.0 would only display every other label on the
            axis.  The   value calculated by this routine is always
            an integral value.  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various axis types that are available
            
             
        
         
              An ordinary, cartesian axis 
        
         
              A base 10 log axis 
        
         
              A cartesian axis with calendar dates or times 
        
         
              An ordinal axis with user-defined text labels.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored.
             
             
             
        
         
              An ordinal axis with regular numeric labels.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored. 
             
             
        
         
              An ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with ordinal values corresponding
            to the number of values in each  .
            
             
            The   data points will be evenly-spaced at ordinal locations, and the
            actual data values are ignored. 
             
             
        
         
              An ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with values from the actual data
            values of the first   in the  .
            
             
            Although the tics are labeled with real data values, the actual points will be
            evenly-spaced in spite of the data values.  For example, if the X values of the first curve
            are 1, 5, and 100, then the tic labels will show 1, 5, and 100, but they will be equal
            distance from each other. 
             
             
        
         
              An exponential axis 
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various types of fills that can be used with  
            charts.
            
        
         
              No fill 
        
         
              A solid fill using   
        
         
              A custom fill using either   or
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the X value of the data.
             The X value is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the Z value of the data.
             The Z value is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the Z value of the data.
             The Z value is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the "ColorValue" property of the data.
             The "ColorValue" property is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various axis date and time unit types that are available
            
        
         
              Yearly units   and  
            
        
         
              Monthly units   and  
            
        
         
              Daily units   and  
            
        
         
              Hourly units   and  
            
        
         
              Minute units   and  
            
        
         
              Second units   and  
            
        
         
              Millisecond units   and  
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various symbol shapes that are available
            
             
        
         
              Square-shaped   
        
         
              Rhombus-shaped   
        
         
              Equilateral triangle   
        
         
              Uniform circle   
        
         
              "X" shaped  .  This symbol cannot
            be filled since it has no outline. 
        
         
              "+" shaped  .  This symbol cannot
            be filled since it has no outline. 
        
         
              Asterisk-shaped  .  This symbol
            cannot be filled since it has no outline. 
        
         
              Unilateral triangle  , pointing
            down. 
        
         
             
            Horizontal dash  .  This symbol cannot be
            filled since it has no outline.
            
        
         
             
            Vertical dash  .  This symbol cannot be
            filled since it has no outline.
            
        
         
              A Default symbol type (the symbol type will be obtained
            from  . 
        
         
              No symbol is shown (this is equivalent to using
              = false.
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the possible legend locations
            
             
        
         
             
            Locate the   above the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   on the left side of the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   on the right side of the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   below the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            top-left corner.  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            top-right corner. 
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            bottom-left corner.
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            bottom-right corner. 
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   as a floating object above the graph at the
            location specified by  .
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   centered above the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   centered below the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   above the  , but flush
            against the left margin of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   below the  , but flush
            against the left margin of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the different horizontal text alignment options
            
             
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its left edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its center is aligned (horizontally) with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its right edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the different proximal alignment options
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its "inside" edge (the edge that is
            nearest to the alignment reference point or object) is aligned.
            Used by the   method to align text
            to the axis.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its center is aligned with the
            reference object or point.
            Used by the   method to align text
            to the axis.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its right edge (the edge that is
            farthest from the alignment reference point or object) is aligned.
            Used by the   method to align text
            to the axis.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the different vertical text alignment options
            
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its top edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its center is aligned (vertically) with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its bottom edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the user-defined coordinate types available.
            These coordinate types are used the   objects
            and   objects only.
            
             
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified as a fraction of the
             .  That is, for the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is the top and 1.0 is the bottom.
            
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified as a fraction of the
             .  That is, for the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the Rect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the Rect. A value less
            than zero is left of the Rect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the Rect.  For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is the top and 1.0 is the bottom.  Note that
            any value less than zero or greater than 1.0 will be outside
            the Rect, and therefore clipped.
            
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified according to the user axis scales
            for the   and  .
            
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified according to the user axis scales
            for the   and  .
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  ,
            and the Y coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  .
            
             
            For the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, a value of zero is at
            the left side of the pane, and a value of 1.0 is at the right side of the pane.
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  ,
            and the Y coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  .
            
             
            For the X coordinate, a value of zero is at
            the left side of the pane, and a value of 1.0 is at the right side of the pane.
            For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is at the top edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the bottom edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is above the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is below the ChartRect.
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as an X Scale value, and the Y coordinate
            is specified as a fraction of the  .
            
             
            For the X coordinate, the value just corresponds to the values of the X scale.
            Values outside the scale range will be
            outside the  .  For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is at the top edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the bottom edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is above the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is below the ChartRect.
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the
              and the Y coordinate is specified as
            a Y scale value.
            
             
            For the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, the value just
            corresponds to the values of the Y scale.  Values outside the scale range will be
            outside the  .
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the
              and the Y coordinate is specified as
            a Y2 scale value.
            
             
            For the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, the value just
            corresponds to the values of the Y2 scale.  Values outside the scale range will be
            outside the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines how a curve is drawn.  Curves can be drawn
            as ordinary lines by connecting the points directly, or in a stair-step
            fashion as a series of discrete, constant values.  In a stair step plot,
            all lines segments are either horizontal or vertical.  In a non-step (line)
            plot, the lines can be any angle.
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw the   as a stair-step in which each
            point defines the
            beginning (left side) of a new stair.  This implies the points are
            defined at the beginning of an "event."
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   as a stair-step in which each
            point defines the end (right side) of a new stair.  This implies
            the points are defined at the end of an "event."
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   as an ordinary line, in which the
            points are connected directly by line segments.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the base axis from which   graphs
            are displayed. The bars can be drawn on any of the four axes ( ,
             ,  , and  ).
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the available types of   graphs.
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw the lines as normal.  Any fill area goes from each line down to the X Axis.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the lines stacked on top of each other, accumulating values to a total value.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the available types of   graphs.
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw each   side by side in clusters.
            
        
         
             
            Draw each   side by side in clusters, also use the "Z" value from the
              to define the bottom of each bar.  This is very similar to
            a  , except that multiple bars will be automatically clustered, and
            the bar width is defined according to available space rather than as a fixed width setting.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   bars one on top of the other.  The bars will
            be drawn such that the last bar in the   will be behind
            all other bars.  Note that the bar values are not summed up for the overlay
            mode.  The data values must be summed before being passed
            to  .
            For example, if the first bar of
            the first   has a value of 100, and the first bar of
            the second   has a value of 120, then that bar will
            appear to be 20 units on top of the first bar.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   bars one on top of the other.  The bars will
            be drawn such that the bars are sorted according to the maximum value, with
            the tallest bar at each point at the back and the shortest bar at the front.
            This is similar to the   mode, but the bars are sorted at
            each base value.
            The data values must be summed before being passed
            to  .  For example, if the first bar of
            the first   has a value of 100, and the first bar of
            the second   has a value of 120, then that bar will
            appear to be 20 units on top of the first bar.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   bars in an additive format so that they stack on
            top of one another.  The value of the last bar drawn will be the sum of the values
            of all prior bars.
            
        
         
              
             Draw the   bars in a format whereby the height of each
             represents the percentage of the total each one represents.  Negative values
            are displayed below the zero line as percentages of the absolute total of all values. 
             
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines which set of data points - X or Y - is used  
              to perform the sort.
            
        
         
             
            Use the Y values to sort the list.
            
        
         
             
            Use the X values to sort the list.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration that specifies a Z-Order position for  
            objects.
            
             This enumeration allows you to set the layering of various graph
            features.  Except for the   objects, other feature types
            all have a fixed depth as follows (front to back):
             
              objects
            The border around  
              objects
            The   features
            The background fill of the  
            The pane  
            The background fill of the  
            
            You cannot place anything behind the  
            background fill, but   allows you to
            explicitly control the depth of   objects
            between all other object types.  For items of equal  ,
            such as multiple  's or  's
            having the same   value, the relative depth is
            controlled by the ordinal position in the list (either
              or  ).
              objects
            can be placed in the   of either a
              or a  .  For a
             -based  , all  
            values are applicable.  For a  -based
             , any   value can be used, but there
            are really only three depths:
               will place the item behind the pane title,
              will place on top of all other graph features,
            any other value places the object above the pane title, but behind the  's.
            
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind all other
            objects (including the    ).
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              background  
            (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              objects.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              objects.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              border.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              object.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be in front of
            all other objects, except for the other  
            objects that have the same   and are before
            this object in the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration that determines the type of label that is displayed for each pie slice
            (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Displays   and   for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   and   (as % of total) for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays a   containing the   both  
            as an absolute number and as percentage of the total.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   (as % of total) for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   for a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
              
            No label displayed. 
             
        
         
             
            Define the auto layout options for the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's so they are in a square grid (always 2x2, 3x3, 4x4),
            leaving blank spaces as required.
            
             For example, a single pane would generate a 1x1 grid, between 2 and 4 panes would generate
            a 2x2 grid, 5 to 9 panes would generate a 3x3 grid.
        
         
             
            Layout the  's so they are in a general square (2x2, 3x3, etc.), but use extra
            columns when necessary (row x column = 1x2, 2x3, 3x4, etc.) depending on the total number
            of panes required.
            
             For example, a 2x2 grid has four panes and a 3x3 grid has 9 panes.  If there are
            6 panes required, then this option will eliminate a row (column preferred) to make a
            2 row x 3 column grid.  With 7 panes, it will make a 3x3 grid with 2 empty spaces.
        
         
             
            Layout the  's so they are in a general square (2x2, 3x3, etc.), but use extra
            rows when necessary (2x1, 3x2, 4x3, etc.) depending on the total number of panes required.
            
             For example, a 2x2 grid has four panes and a 3x3 grid has 9 panes.  If there are
            6 panes required, then this option will eliminate a column (row preferred) to make a
            3 row x 2 column grid.  With 7 panes, it will make a 3x3 grid with 2 empty spaces.
        
         
             
            Layout the  's in a single row
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's in a single column
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            1 column and the second row has 2 columns for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            2 columns and the second row has 1 column for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            2 columns and the second row has 3 columns for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            3 columns and the second row has 2 columns for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            1 row and the second column has 2 rows for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            2 rows and the second column has 1 row for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            2 rows and the second column has 3 rows for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            3 rows and the second column has 2 rows for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Enum for specifying the type of data to be returned by the ZedGraphWeb Render() method.
            
        
         
             
            Renders as an IMG tag referencing a local generated image. ContentType stays text.
            
        
         
             
            Renders the binary image. ContentType is changed accordingly.
            
        
         
             
            A class designed to simplify the process of getting the actual value for
            the various stacked and regular curve types
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            Basic constructor that saves a reference to the parent
              object.
            
             The parent   object.
             A   flag to indicate whether or
            not the drawing variables should be initialized.  Initialization is not
            required if this is part of a ZedGraph internal draw operation (i.e., its in
            the middle of a call to  ).  Otherwise, you should
            initialize to make sure the drawing variables are configured.  true to do
            an initialization, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Get the user scale values associate with a particular point of a
            particular curve.
             The main purpose of this method is to handle
            stacked bars, in which case the stacked values are returned rather
            than the individual data values.
            
             A   object of interest.
             The zero-based point index for the point of interest.
             A   value representing the value
            for the independent axis.
             A   value representing the lower
            value for the dependent axis.
             A   value representing the upper
            value for the dependent axis.
             true if the data point is value, false for
             , invalid, etc. data.
        
         
             
            Get the user scale values associate with a particular point of a
            particular curve.
             The main purpose of this method is to handle
            stacked bars and lines, in which case the stacked values are returned rather
            than the individual data values.  However, this method works generically for any
            curve type.
            
             The parent   object.
             A   object of interest.
             The zero-based point index for the point of interest.
             A   value representing the value
            for the independent axis.
             A   value representing the lower
            value for the dependent axis.
             A   value representing the upper
            value for the dependent axis.
             true if the data point is value, false for
             , invalid, etc. data.
        
         
             
            Calculate the user scale position of the center of the specified bar, using the
              as specified by  .  This method is
            used primarily by the
              method in order to
            determine the bar "location," which is defined as the center of the top of the individual bar.
            
             The   representing the
            bar of interest.
             The width of each individual bar. This can be calculated using
            the   method.
             The cluster number for the bar of interest.  This is the ordinal
            position of the current point.  That is, if a particular   has
            10 points, then a value of 3 would indicate the 4th point in the data array.
             The actual independent axis value for the bar of interest.
             The ordinal position of the   of interest.
            That is, the first bar series is 0, the second is 1, etc.  Note that this applies only
            to the bars.  If a graph includes both bars and lines, then count only the bars.
             A user scale value position of the center of the bar of interest.
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a horizontal axis, specifically located at
            the top of the   of the  
            object
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The X2Axis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always),
            the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary   (for the  ,
            this is always true), false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a horizontal axis, specifically located at
            the bottom of the   of the  
            object
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The XAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary   (for the  ,
            this is always true), false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
            This struct encapsulates a date and time value, and handles associated
            calculations and conversions between various formats.
            
             
            This format stored as a double value representing days since a reference date
            (XL date 0.0 is December 30, 1899 at 00:00 hrs).
            Negative values are permissible, and the
            range of valid dates is from noon on January 1st, 4713 B.C. forward.  Internally, the
            date calculations are done using Astronomical Julian Day numbers.  The Astronomical Julian
            Day number is defined as the number of days since noon on January 1st, 4713 B.C.
            (also referred to as 12:00 on January 1, -4712).
            NOTE: MS Excel actually has an error in the Serial Date calculations because it
            errantly assumes 1900 is a leap year.  The XDate calculations do not have this same
            error.  Therefore, XDate and Excel Date Serial values are 1 day different up until
            the date value of 60 (in Excel, this is February 29th, 1900, and in XDate, this is
            February 28th, 1900).  At a value of 61 (March 1st, 1900) or greater, they agree with
            eachother.
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            The Astronomical Julian Day number that corresponds to XL Date 0.0
            
        
         
             
            The minimum valid Julian Day, which corresponds to January 1st, 4713 B.C.
            
        
         
             
            The maximum valid Julian Day, which corresponds to December 31st, 9999 A.D.
            
        
         
             
            The minimum valid Excel Day, which corresponds to January 1st, 4713 B.C.
            
        
         
             
            The maximum valid Excel Day, which corresponds to December 31st, 9999 A.D.
            
        
         
             
            The number of months in a year
            
        
         
             
            The number of hours in a day
            
        
         
             
            The number of minutes in an hour
            
        
         
             
            The number of seconds in a minute
            
        
         
             
            The number of minutes in a day
            
        
         
             
            The number of seconds in a day
            
        
         
             
            The number of milliseconds in a second
            
        
         
             
            The number of milliseconds in a day
            
        
         
             
            The default format string to be used in   when
            no format is provided
            
        
         
             
            The actual date value in MS Excel format.  This is the only data field in
            the   struct.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from an XL date value.
            
             
            An XL Date value in floating point double format
            
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a   struct.
            
             
            A   struct containing the initial date information.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date (year, month, day).  Assumes the time
            of day is 00:00 hrs
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date and time (year, month, day, hour, minute,
            second). 
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-23 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next day.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next hour.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
            It is permissible to have second values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next minute.
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date and time (year, month, day, hour, minute,
            second), where seconds is a   value (allowing fractional seconds). 
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-23 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next day.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next hour.
             A double value for the second, e.g. 35.75.
            It is permissible to have second values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next minute.
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date and time (year, month, day, hour, minute,
            second, millisecond). 
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-23 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next day.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next hour.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
            It is permissible to have second values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next minute.
             An integer value for the millisecond, e.g. 632.
            It is permissible to have millisecond values outside the 0-999 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next second.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The GraphPane object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Returns true if the specified date value is in the valid range
            
             The XL date value to be verified for validity
             true for a valid date, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Take the specified date, and bound it to the valid date range for the XDate struct.
            
             The date to be bounded
             An XLDate value that lies between the minimum and maximum valid date ranges
            (see   and  )
        
         
             
            Get the calendar date (year, month, day) corresponding to this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
        
         
             
            Set the calendar date (year, month, day) of this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
        
         
             
            Get the calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding
            to this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
        
         
             
            Set the calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) of this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
        
         
             
            Get the day of year value (241.345 means the 241st day of the year)
            corresponding to this instance.
            
             The day of the year in floating point double format.
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second),
            first normalizing all input data values.
            
             
            The Calendar date is always based on the Gregorian Calendar.  Note that the Gregorian calendar is really
            only valid from October 15, 1582 forward.  The countries that adopted the Gregorian calendar
            first did so on October 4, 1582, so that the next day was October 15, 1582.  Prior to that time
            the Julian Calendar was used.  However, Prior to March 1, 4 AD the treatment of leap years was
            inconsistent, and prior to 45 BC the Julian Calendar did not exist.  The  
            struct projects only Gregorian dates backwards and does not deal with Julian calendar dates at all.  The
              method will just append a "(BC)" notation to the end of any dates
            prior to 1 AD, since the   struct throws an exception when formatting earlier dates.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The integer millisecond value (e.g., 374 for 374 milliseconds past the second).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second),
            first normalizing all input data values.
            
             
            The Calendar date is always based on the Gregorian Calendar.  Note that the Gregorian calendar is really
            only valid from October 15, 1582 forward.  The countries that adopted the Gregorian calendar
            first did so on October 4, 1582, so that the next day was October 15, 1582.  Prior to that time
            the Julian Calendar was used.  However, Prior to March 1, 4 AD the treatment of leap years was
            inconsistent, and prior to 45 BC the Julian Calendar did not exist.  The  
            struct projects only Gregorian dates backwards and does not deal with Julian calendar dates at all.  The
              method will just append a "(BC)" notation to the end of any dates
            prior to 1 AD, since the   struct throws an exception when formatting earlier dates.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second),
            first normalizing all input data values.  The seconds value is a double type, allowing fractional
            seconds.
            
             
            The Calendar date is always based on the Gregorian Calendar.  Note that the Gregorian calendar is really
            only valid from October 15, 1582 forward.  The countries that adopted the Gregorian calendar
            first did so on October 4, 1582, so that the next day was October 15, 1582.  Prior to that time
            the Julian Calendar was used.  However, Prior to March 1, 4 AD the treatment of leap years was
            inconsistent, and prior to 45 BC the Julian Calendar did not exist.  The  
            struct projects only Gregorian dates backwards and does not deal with Julian calendar dates at all.  The
              method will just append a "(BC)" notation to the end of any dates
            prior to 1 AD, since the   struct throws an exception when formatting earlier dates.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The double second value (e.g., 42.3 for 42.3 seconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day number from the specified Calendar date
            (year, month, day, hour, minute, second), first normalizing all input data values
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day number from the specified Calendar date
            (year, month, day, hour, minute, second), first normalizing all input data values
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 325 for 325 milliseconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Normalize a set of Calendar date values (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) to make sure
            that month is between 1 and 12, hour is between 0 and 23, etc.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The double millisecond value (e.g., 325.3 for 325.3 milliseconds past the second).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second).
            This is the internal trusted version, where all values are assumed to be legitimate
            ( month is between 1 and 12, minute is between 0 and 59, etc. )
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The double millisecond value (e.g., 325.3 for 325.3 milliseconds past the second).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day Number from the specified Calendar date
            (year, month, day, hour, minute, second).
            This is the internal trusted version, where all values are assumed to be legitimate
            ( month is between 1 and 12, minute is between 0 and 59, etc. )
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The double millisecond value (e.g., 325.3 for 325.3 milliseconds past the second).
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The integer millisecond value (e.g., 325 for 325 milliseconds past the second).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The double second value (e.g., 42.3 for 42.3 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number to be converted
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number to be converted
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The double second value (e.g., 42.3 for 42.3 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number to be converted
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The   millisecond value (e.g., 342.5 for 342.5 milliseconds past
            the second).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day number corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date corresponding to the specified Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a decimal year value (e.g., 1994.6523) corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding decimal year value, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a decimal year value (e.g., 1994.6523) corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The decimal year value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a day-of-year value (e.g., 241.543 corresponds to the 241st day of the year)
            corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding day-of-year (DoY) value, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a day-of-week value (e.g., Sun=0, Mon=1, Tue=2, etc.)
            corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding day-of-week (DoW) value, expressed in integer format
        
         
             
            Convert an XL date format to a .Net DateTime struct
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
             The corresponding date in the form of a .Net DateTime struct
        
         
             
            Convert a .Net DateTime struct to an XL Format date
            
             
            The date value in the form of a .Net DateTime struct
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of milliseconds (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of milliseconds (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of seconds (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of seconds (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of minutes (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of minutes (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of hours (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of hours (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of days (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of days (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of Months (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of months (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of years (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of years (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            '-' operator overload.  When two XDates are subtracted, the number of days between dates
            is returned.
            
             The left-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The right-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The days between dates, expressed as a floating point double
        
         
             
            '-' operator overload.  When a double value is subtracted from an XDate, the result is a
            new XDate with the number of days subtracted.
            
             The left-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The right-hand-side of the '-' operator (a double value)
             An XDate with the rhs number of days subtracted
        
         
             
            '+' operator overload.  When a double value is added to an XDate, the result is a
            new XDate with the number of days added.
            
             The left-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The right-hand-side of the '+' operator (a double value)
             An XDate with the rhs number of days added
        
         
             
            '++' operator overload.  Increment the date by one day.
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             An XDate one day later than the specified date
        
         
             
            '--' operator overload.  Decrement the date by one day.
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             An XDate one day prior to the specified date
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from XDate to double (an XL Date).
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             A double floating point value representing the XL Date
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from XDate to float (an XL Date).
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             A double floating point value representing the XL Date
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from double (an XL Date) to XDate.
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             An XDate struct representing the specified xlDate value.
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from XDate to  .
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             A   struct representing the specified xDate value.
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from   to  .
            
             The   struct on which to operate
             An   struct representing the specified DateTime value.
        
         
             
            Tests whether  obj is either an   structure or
            a double floating point value that is equal to the same date as this  XDate
            struct instance.
            
             The object to compare for equality with this XDate instance.
            This object should be either a type XDate or type double.
             Returns  true if  obj is the same date as this
            instance; otherwise,  false
        
         
             
            Returns the hash code for this   structure.  In this case, the
            hash code is simply the equivalent hash code for the floating point double date value.
            
             An integer representing the hash code for this XDate value
        
         
             
            Format this XDate value using the default format string ( ).
            
             
            The formatting is done using the    
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and  
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             
            The XL date value to be formatted in floating point double format.
            
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Format this XDate value using the default format string (see cref="DefaultFormatStr"/>).
            
             
            The formatting is done using the  
             
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and
             
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Format this XL Date value using the specified format string.  The format
            string is specified according to the   class.
            
             
            The formatting is done using the  
             
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and
             
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             
            The formatting string to be used for the date.  See
             
            class for a list of the format types available.
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Format the specified XL Date value using the specified format string.  The format
            string is specified according to the   class.
            
             
            The formatting is done using the  
             
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and
             
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             
            The XL date value to be formatted in floating point double format.
            
             
            The formatting string to be used for the date.  See
             
            for a list of the format types available.
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the date value for this item in MS Excel format.
            
        
         
             
            Returns true if this   struct is in the valid date range
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the date value for this item in .Net DateTime format.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the date value for this item in Julain day format.  This is the
            Astronomical Julian Day number, so a value of 0.0 corresponds to noon GMT on
            January 1st, -4712.  Thus, Julian Day number 2,400,000.0 corresponds to
            noon GMT on November 16, 1858.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the decimal year number (i.e., 1997.345) corresponding to this item.
            
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a vertical axis, specifically located on
            the right side of the   of the  
            object
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Y2Axis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary  , false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple subclass of the   class that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a vertical axis, specifically located on
            the right side of the   of the  
            object
            
            
              John Champion 
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The YAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary  , false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
            An exception thrown by ZedGraph.  A child class of  .
            
            
              Jerry Vos modified by John Champion
              $Revision: 3.2 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:44 $ 
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the  
            class with serialized data.
            
             The  
            instance that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.
             The  
            instance that contains contextual information about the source or destination.
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the   class with a specified
            error message and a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this exception.
            
             The error message that explains the reason for the exception.
             The exception that is the cause of the current exception.
            If the innerException parameter is not a null reference, the current exception is raised
            in a catch block that handles the inner exception.
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the   class with a specified error message.
            
             The error message that explains the reason for the exception.
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the   class.
            
        
         
             
            A class that captures all the scale range settings for a  .
            
             
            This class is used to store scale ranges in order to allow zooming out to
            prior scale range states.    objects are maintained in the
              collection.  The   object holds
            a   object for each of the three axes; the  ,
            the  , and the  .
            
              John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.15 $ $Date: 2007/04/16 00:03:07 $ 
        
         
             
              objects to store the state data from the axes.
            
        
         
             
              objects to store the state data from the axes.
            
        
         
             
            An enum value indicating the type of adjustment being made to the
            scale range state.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object from the scale ranges settings contained
            in the specified  .
            
             The   from which to obtain the scale
            range values.
            
             A   enumeration that indicates whether
            this saved state is from a pan or zoom.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Copy the properties from this   out to the specified  .
            
             The   to which the scale range properties should be
            copied.
        
         
             
            Determine if the state contained in this   object is different from
            the state of the specified  .
            
             The   object with which to compare states.
             true if the states are different, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a   value indicating the type of action (zoom or pan)
            saved by this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets a string representing the type of adjustment that was made when this scale
            state was saved.
            
             A string representation for the state change type; typically
            "Pan", "Zoom", or "Scroll".
        
         
             
            An enumeration that describes whether a given state is the result of a Pan or Zoom
            operation.
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Zoom operation
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Wheel Zoom operation
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Pan operation
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Scroll operation
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         ZedGraph
    
     
         
             
            A data collection class for ZedGraph, provided as an alternative to  .
            
             
            The data storage class for ZedGraph can be any type, so long as it uses the  
            interface.  This class, albeit simple, is a demonstration of implementing the  
            interface to provide a simple data collection using only two arrays.  The  
            interface can also be used as a layer between ZedGraph and a database, for example.
            
             
             
            
              John Champion
              $Revision: 3.3 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            An interface to a collection class containing data
            that define the set of points to be displayed on the curve.
            
             
            This interface is designed to allow customized data abstraction.  The default data
            collection class is  , however, you can define your own
            data collection class using the   interface.
            
             
             
            
              John Champion
              $Revision: 1.5 $ $Date: 2006/10/19 04:40:14 $ 
        
         
             
            Indexer to access a data point by its ordinal position in the collection.
            
             
            This is the standard interface that ZedGraph uses to access the data.  Although
            you must pass a   here, your internal data storage format
            can be anything.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
            data point to be accessed.
             A   object instance.
        
         
             
            Gets the number of points available in the list.
            
        
         
             
            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from two arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The PointPairList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             
            Returns   for any value of  
            that is outside of its corresponding array bounds.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Returns the number of points available in the arrays.  Count will be the greater
            of the lengths of the X and Y arrays.
            
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            that define the set of curves to be displayed on the graph.
            
            
              John Champion
            modified by Jerry Vos
              $Revision: 3.39 $ $Date: 2006/09/27 05:49:23 $ 
        
         
             
            A collection base class containing basic extra functionality to be inherited
            by  ,  ,
             .
            
             The methods in this collection operate on basic
              types.  Therefore, in order to make sure that
            the derived classes remain strongly-typed, there are no Add() or
            Insert() methods here, and no methods that return an object.
            Only Remove(), Move(), IndexOf(), etc. methods are included.
            
              John Champion
              $Revision: 3.8 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the specified object
            in the collection.
            
             A reference to the object that is to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified object, or -1 if the
            object is not in the list
             
        
         
             
            Remove an object from the collection at the specified ordinal location.
            
             
            An ordinal position in the list at which the object to be removed 
            is located.
            
             
        
         
             
            Remove an object from the collection based on an object reference.
            
             A reference to the object that is to be
            removed.
             
        
         
             
            Move the position of the object at the specified index
            to the new relative position in the list.
             For Graphic type objects, this method controls the
            Z-Order of the items.  Objects at the beginning of the list
            appear in front of objects at the end of the list.
             The zero-based index of the object
            to be moved.
             The relative number of positions to move
            the object.  A value of -1 will move the
            object one position earlier in the list, a value
            of 1 will move it one position later.  To move an item to the
            beginning of the list, use a large negative value (such as -999).
            To move it to the end of the list, use a large positive value.
            
             The new position for the object, or -1 if the object
            was not found.
        
         
             
            Determine if there is any data in any of the  
            objects for this graph.  This method does not verify valid data, it
            only checks to see if   > 0.
            
             true if there is any data, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The XAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Insert a   object into the collection at the specified
            zero-based index location.
            
             The zero-based index location for insertion.
             A reference to the   object that is to be
            inserted.
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
        
         
             
            Sorts the list according to the point values at the specified index and
            for the specified axis.
            
        
         
             
            Go through each   object in the collection,
            calling the   member to 
            determine the minimum and maximum values in the
              list of data value pairs.  If the curves include 
            a stack bar, handle within the current GetRange method. In the event that no
            data are available, a default range of min=0.0 and max=1.0 are returned.
            If the Y axis has a valid data range and the Y2 axis not, then the Y2
            range will be a duplicate of the Y range.  Vice-versa for the Y2 axis
            having valid data when the Y axis does not.
            If any   in the list has a missing
             , a new empty one will be generated.
            
             ignoreInitial is a boolean value that
            affects the data range that is considered for the automatic scale
            ranging (see  ).  If true, then initial
            data points where the Y value is zero are not included when
            automatically determining the scale  ,
             , and   size.  All data after
            the first non-zero Y value are included.
            
             
            Determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will subset the
            data points based on any manually set scale range values.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the range for stacked bars and lines.
            
             This method is required for the stacked
            types because (for bars), the negative values are a separate stack than the positive
            values.  If you just sum up the bars, you will get the sum of the positive plus negative,
            which is less than the maximum positive value and greater than the maximum negative value.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   for which to calculate the range
             The minimum X value so far
             The minimum Y value so far
             The maximum X value so far
             The maximum Y value so far
             
        
         
             
            Render all the   objects in the list to the
            specified  
            device by calling the   member function of
            each   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Find the ordinal position of the specified   within
            the  .  This position only counts  
            types, ignoring all other types.
            
             The   of interest
             The   for which to search.
             The ordinal position of the specified bar, or -1 if the bar
            was not found.
        
         
             
            Read only value for the maximum number of points in any of the curves
            in the list.
            
        
         
             
            Read only property that returns the number of curves in the list that are of
            type  .
            
        
         
             
            Read only property that returns the number of pie slices in the list (class type is
              ).
            
        
         
             
            Read only property that determines if all items in the   are
            Pies.
            
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string label of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            
            
             
             
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.1 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:44 $ 
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the DataSourcePointList from an
            existing  
            
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Extract a double value from the specified table row or data object with the
            specified column name.
            
             The data object from which to extract the value
             The property name or column name of the value
            to be extracted
        
         
             
            Extract an object from the specified table row or data object with the
            specified column name.
            
             The data object from which to extract the object
             The property name or column name of the object
            to be extracted
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            gets the number of points available in the list
            
        
         
             
            The table or list object from which to extract the data values.
            
             
            This object type must implement the   interface.
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            X data values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the X data values set to  
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            Y data values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the Y data values set to  
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            Z data values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the Z data values set to  
            
        
         
             
            The   name of the property or column from which to obtain the
            tag values for the chart.
            
             Set this to null leave the tag values set to null.  If this references string
            data, then the tags may be used as tooltips using the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            An example of an   implementation that stores large datasets, and
            selectively filters the output data depending on the displayed range.
            
             
            This class will refilter the data points each time   is called.  The
            data are filtered down to   points, within the data bounds of
            a minimum and maximum data range.  The data are filtered by simply skipping
            points to achieve the desired total number of points.  Input arrays are assumed to be
            monotonically increasing in X, and evenly spaced in X.
            
             
             
             
             
            
              John Champion with mods by Christophe Holmes
              $Revision: 1.6 $ $Date: 2006/07/02 07:34:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            Instance of an array of x values
            
        
         
             
            This is the maximum number of points that you want to see in the filtered dataset
            
        
         
             
            The index of the xMinBound above
            
        
         
             
            The index of the xMaxBound above
            
        
         
             
            Switch used to indicate if the next filtered point should be the high point or the
            low point within the current range.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if the high/low logic will be used.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from two arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The FilteredPointList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Deep-copy clone routine
            
             A new, independent copy of the FilteredPointList
        
         
             
            Set the data bounds to the specified minimum, maximum, and point count.  Use values of
            min=double.MinValue and max=double.MaxValue to get the full range of data.  Use maxPts=-1
            to not limit the number of points.  Call this method anytime the zoom range is changed.
            
             The lower bound for the X data of interest
             The upper bound for the X data of interest
             The maximum number of points allowed to be
            output by the filter
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             
            Returns   for any value of  
            that is outside of its corresponding array bounds.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Returns the number of points according to the current state of the filter.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the desired number of filtered points to output.  You can set this value by
            calling  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the High-Low filtering logic will be
            applied.
            
             
            The high-low filtering logic alternately takes the highest or lowest Y value
            within the subrange of points to be skipped.  Set this value to true to apply
            this logic, or false to just use whatever value lies in the middle of the skipped
            range.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            to be displayed on the graph.
            
            
              John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.1 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:44 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the   collection class
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the  
            collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Insert a   object into the collection
            at the specified zero-based index location.
            
             The zero-based index location for insertion.
             The   object that is to be
            inserted.
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
        
         
             
            Render text to the specified   device
            by calling the Draw method of each   object in
            the collection.
            
             This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             A   enumeration that controls
            the placement of this   relative to other
            graphic objects.  The order of  's with the
            same   value is control by their order in
            this  .
        
         
             
            Determine if a mouse point is within any  , and if so, 
            return the index number of the the  .
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The index number of the  
             that is under the mouse point.  The   object is
            accessible via the   indexer property.
            
             true if the mouse point is within a   bounding
            box, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by its ordinal
            position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by its  .
            Note that the   must be a   type for this method
            to work.
            
             The   type tag to search for.
             A   object reference.
             
        
         
             
            A simple storage struct to maintain an individual sampling of data.  This only
            contains two data values in order to reduce to memory load for large datasets.
            (e.g., no Tag or Z property)
            
        
         
             
            The X value for the point, stored as a double type.
            
        
         
             
            The Y value for the point, stored as a double type.
            
        
         
             
            A collection class to maintain a set of samples.
            
             This type, intended for very
            large datasets, will reduce the number of points displayed by eliminating
            individual points that overlay (at the same pixel location) on the graph.
            Note that this type probably does not make sense for line plots, but is intended
            primarily for scatter plots.
            
            
              John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.2 $ $Date: 2006/07/02 06:42:01 $ 
        
         
             
            An interface to a collection class containing data
            that define the set of points to be displayed on the curve.
            
             
            This interface is designed to allow customized data abstraction.  The default data
            collection class is  , however, you can define your own
            data collection class using the   interface.  This
              interface adds the ability to remove and add points
            to the list, and so is used by the   class for the
             ,  , and
              methods.
            
             
             
             
             
            
              John Champion
              $Revision: 3.6 $ $Date: 2006/10/19 04:40:14 $ 
        
         
             
            Appends a point to the end of the list.  The data are passed in as a  
            object.
            
             The   object containing the data to be added.
        
         
             
            Appends a point to the end of the list.  The data are passed in as two  
            types.
            
             The   value containing the X data to be added.
             The   value containing the Y data to be added.
             The ordinal position (zero-based), at which the new point was added.
        
         
             
            Removes a single data point from the list at the specified ordinal location
            (zero based).
            
        
         
             
            Clears all data points from the list.  After calling this method,
              will be zero.
            
        
         
             
            Indexer to access a data point by its ordinal position in the collection.
            
             
            This is the standard interface that ZedGraph uses to access the data.  Although
            you must pass a   here, your internal data storage format
            can be anything.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
            data point to be accessed.
             A   object instance.
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores a value indicating whether or not the data have been filtered.
            If the data have not been filtered, then   will be equal to
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the number of data points after filtering (e.g.,
              has been called).  The   property
            returns the total count for an unfiltered dataset, or  
            for a dataset that has been filtered.
            
        
         
             
            Protected array of indices for all the points that are currently visible.  This only
            applies if   is true.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores a value that determines how close a point must be to a prior
            neighbor in order to be filtered out.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Append a data point to the collection
            
             The   value to append
        
         
             
            Append a point to the collection
            
             The x value of the point to append
             The y value of the point to append
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A   struct to be added
             
        
         
             
            typesafe clone method
            
             A new cloned NoDupePointList.  This returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
        
         
             
            default constructor
            
        
         
             
            copy constructor -- this returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
             The NoDupePointList to be copied
        
         
             
            Protected method to access the internal DataPoint collection, without any
            translation to a PointPair.
            
             The ordinal position of the DataPoint of interest
        
         
             
            Clears any filtering previously done by a call to  .
            After calling this method, all data points will be visible, and
              will be equal to  .
            
        
         
             
            Go through the collection, and hide (filter out) any points that fall on the
            same pixel location as a previously included point.
            
             
            This method does not delete any points, it just temporarily hides them until
            the next call to   or  .
            You should call   once your collection of points has
            been constructed.  You may need to call   again if
            you add points, or if the chart rect changes size (by resizing, printing,
            image save, etc.), or if the scale range changes.
            You must call   before calling
            this method so that the  GraphPane.Chart.Rect
            and the scale ranges are valid.  This method is not valid for
            ordinal axes (but ordinal axes don't make sense for very large datasets
            anyway).
            
             The   into which the data
            will be plotted. 
             The   class to be used in the Y direction
            for plotting these data.  This can be a   or a 
             , and can be a primary or secondary axis (if multiple Y or Y2
            axes are being used).
            
             The   class to be used in the X direction
            for plotting these data.  This can be an   or a 
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines how close a point must be to a prior
            neighbor in order to be filtered out.
            
             
            A value of 0 indicates that subsequent
            points must coincide exactly at the same pixel location.  A value of 1 or more
            indicates that number of pixels distance from a prior point that will cause
            a new point to be filtered out.  For example, a value of 2 means that, once
            a particular pixel location is taken, any subsequent point that lies within 2
            pixels of that location will be filtered out.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a value indicating whether or not the data have been filtered.  If the data
            have not been filtered, then   will be equal to
             .
            
        
         
             
            Indexer: get the DataPoint instance at the specified ordinal position in the list
            
             
            This method will throw an exception if the index is out of range.  This can happen
            if the index is less than the number of filtered values, or if data points are
            removed from a filtered dataset with updating the filter (by calling
             ).
            
             The ordinal position in the list of points
             Returns a   instance.  The  
            and   properties will be defaulted to
              and null, respectively.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the number of active samples in the collection.  This is the number of
            samples that are non-duplicates.  See the   property
            to get the total number of samples in the list.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the total number of samples in the collection.  See the  
            property to get the number of active (non-duplicate) samples in the list.
            
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
            
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.6 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The comparison of titles is not case sensitive, but it must include
            all characters including punctuation, spaces, etc.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   was not found in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   string is not in the list
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            that define the set of points to be displayed on the curve.
            
             
             
            
              Jerry Vos based on code by John Champion
            modified by John Champion
              $Revision: 3.34 $ $Date: 2006/08/25 05:19:09 $ 
        
         
             Private field to maintain the sort status of this
             .  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from two arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from an IPointList
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to initialize the PointPairList from three arrays of
            type double.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The PointPairList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             The   object to
            be added
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             The zero-based ordinal index where the last point was added in the list,
            or -1 if no points were added.
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the PointPairList from two arrays of type double.
            If either array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  .
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
             The zero-based ordinal index where the last point was added in the list,
            or -1 if no points were added.
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the   from three arrays of type double.
            If the X or Y array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  .  If the  
            is null, then it is set to zero.
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
             A double[] array of Z or lower-dependent axis values
             The zero-based ordinal index where the last point was added in the list,
            or -1 if no points were added.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z or lower dependent axis value
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added
            in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z or lower dependent axis value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added
            in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the specified,
            zero-based, index location.
            
             
            The zero-based ordinal index where the point is to be added in the list.
            
             
            The   object to be added.
            
        
         
             
            Add a single point (from values of type double ) to the   at the specified,
            zero-based, index location.
            
             
            The zero-based ordinal index where the point is to be added in the list.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
        
         
             
            Add a single point (from values of type double ) to the   at the specified,
            zero-based, index location.
            
             
            The zero-based ordinal index where the point is to be added in the list.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z or lower dependent axis value
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified label  .
            
             The   object must be of type  
            for this method to find it.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   is not in the list
        
         
             
            Compare two   objects to see if they are equal.
            
             Equality is based on equal count of   items, and
            each individual   must be equal (as per the
              method.
             The   to be compared with for equality.
             true if the   objects are equal, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Return the HashCode from the base class.
            
             
        
         
             
            Sorts the list according to the point x values. Will not sort the 
            list if the list is already sorted.
            
             If the list was sorted before sort was called
        
         
              
             Sorts the list according to the point values . Will not sort the 
             list if the list is already sorted.
             
                The  
            used to determine whether the X or Y values will be used to sort
            the list
              If the list was sorted before sort was called
        
         
             
            Set the X values for this   from the specified
            array of double values.
            
             
            If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, then the corresponding   values
            will not be changed.  That is, if the   has 20 values
            and   has 15 values, then the first 15 values of the
              will be changed, and the last 5 values will not be
            changed.
            
             An array of double values that will replace the existing X
            values in the  .
        
         
             
            Set the Y values for this   from the specified
            array of double values.
            
             
            If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, then the corresponding   values
            will not be changed.  That is, if the   has 20 values
            and   has 15 values, then the first 15 values of the
              will be changed, and the last 5 values will not be
            changed.
            
             An array of double values that will replace the existing Y
            values in the  .
        
         
             
            Set the Z values for this   from the specified
            array of double values.
            
             
            If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, then the corresponding   values
            will not be changed.  That is, if the   has 20 values
            and   has 15 values, then the first 15 values of the
              will be changed, and the last 5 values will not be
            changed.
            
             An array of double values that will replace the existing Z
            values in the  .
        
         
             
            Add the Y values from the specified   object to this
             .  If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, the missing values are assumed to be zero.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be summed into the this  .
        
         
             
            Add the X values from the specified   object to this
             .  If   has more values than
            this list, then the extra values will be ignored.  If  
            has less values, the missing values are assumed to be zero.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be summed into the this  .
        
         
             
            Linearly interpolate the data to find an arbitraty Y value that corresponds to the specified X value.
            
             
            This method uses linear interpolation with a binary search algorithm.  It therefore
            requires that the x data be monotonically increasing.  Missing values are not allowed.  This
            method will extrapolate outside the range of the PointPairList if necessary.
            
             The target X value on which to interpolate
             The Y value that corresponds to the   value.
        
         
             
            Use Cardinal Splines to Interpolate the data to find an arbitraty Y value that corresponds to
            the specified X value.
            
             
            This method uses cardinal spline interpolation with a binary search algorithm.  It therefore
            requires that the x data be monotonically increasing.  Missing values are not allowed.  This
            method will not extrapolate outside the range of the PointPairList (it returns
              if extrapolation would be required).  WARNING: Cardinal
            spline interpolation can generate curves with non-unique X values for higher tension
            settings.  That is, there may be multiple X values for the same Y value.  This routine
            follows the path of the spline curve until it reaches the FIRST OCCURRENCE of the
            target X value.  It does not check to see if other solutions are possible.
            
             The target X value on which to interpolate
             The tension setting that controls the curvature of the spline fit.
            Typical values are between 0 and 1, where 0 is a linear fit, and 1 is lots of "roundness".
            Values greater than 1 may give odd results.
            
             The Y value that corresponds to the   value.
        
         
             
            Linearly interpolate the data to find an arbitraty X value that corresponds to the specified Y value.
            
             
            This method uses linear interpolation with a binary search algorithm.  It therefore
            requires that the Y data be monotonically increasing.  Missing values are not allowed.  This
            method will extrapolate outside the range of the PointPairList if necessary.
            
             The target Y value on which to interpolate
             The X value that corresponds to the   value.
        
         
             
            Use linear regression to form a least squares fit of an existing
              instance.
            
             The output   will cover the
            same X range of data as the original dataset.
            
             An   instance containing
            the data to be regressed.
             The number of desired points to be included
            in the resultant  .
            
             A new   containing the resultant
            data fit.
            
        
         
             
            Use linear regression to form a least squares fit of an existing
              instance.
            
             An   instance containing
            the data to be regressed.
             The number of desired points to be included
            in the resultant  .
            
             The minimum X value of the resultant
             .
             The maximum X value of the resultant
             .
             A new   containing the resultant
            data fit.
            
              Brian Chappell - lazarusds
                     modified by John Champion
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            true if the list is currently sorted.
            
             
        
         
             
            A class containing a set of data values to be plotted as a RadarPlot.
            This class will effectively convert the data into   objects
            by converting the polar coordinates to rectangular coordinates
            
             
             
             
            
             Jerry Vos and John Champion
              $Revision: 3.4 $ $Date: 2006/08/25 05:19:09 $ 
        
         
             
            Default to clockwise rotation as this is the standard for radar charts
            
        
         
             
            Default to 90 degree rotation so main axis is in the 12 o'clock position,
            which is the standard for radar charts.
            
        
         
             
            Get the raw data
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add the specified PointPair to the collection.
            
             The PointPair to be added
             The ordinal position in the list where the point was added
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from a value of type double.
            
             The radial coordinate value
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
             
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from two values of type double.
            
             The radial coordinate value
             The 'Z' coordinate value, which is not normally used for plotting,
            but can be used for   type fills
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.  This method does the calculations
            to convert the data from polar to rectangular coordinates.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indicates if points should be added in clockwise or counter-clockwise order
            
        
         
             
            Sets the angular rotation (starting angle) for the initial axis
            
        
         
             
            gets the number of points available in the list
            
        
         
             
            A class that provides a rolling list of   objects.
            This is essentially a 
            first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue with a fixed capacity which allows 'rolling' 
            (or oscilloscope like) graphs to be be animated without having the overhead of an
            ever-growing ArrayList.
            
            The queue is constructed with a fixed capacity and new points can be enqueued. When the 
            capacity is reached the oldest (first in) PointPair is overwritten. However, when 
            accessing via  , the   objects are
            seen in the order in which they were enqeued.
            
            RollingPointPairList supports data editing through the  
            interface.
            
             Colin Green with mods by John Champion
              $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            An array of PointPair objects that acts as the underlying buffer.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the previously enqueued item. -1 if buffer is empty.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the next item to be dequeued. -1 if buffer is empty.
            
        
         
             
            Constructs an empty buffer with the specified capacity.
            
             
        
         
             
            Constructs a buffer with a copy of the items within the provided
             .
            The   is set to the length of the provided list.
            
             The   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Clear the buffer of all   objects.
            Note that the   remains unchanged.
            
        
         
             
            Add a   onto the head of the queue,
            overwriting old values if the buffer is full.
            
             The   to be added.
        
         
             
            Remove an old item from the tail of the queue.
            
             The removed item. Throws an  
            if the buffer was empty. 
            Check the buffer's length ( ) or the  
            property to avoid exceptions.
        
         
             
            Remove the   at the specified index
            
             
            All items in the queue that lie after   will
            be shifted back by one, and the queue will be one item shorter.
            
             The ordinal position of the item to be removed.
            Throws an   if index is less than
            zero or greater than or equal to  
            
        
         
             
            Pop an item off the head of the queue.
            
             The popped item. Throws an exception if the buffer was empty.
        
         
             
            Peek at the   item at the head of the queue.
            
             The   item at the head of the queue.
            Throws an   if the buffer was empty.
            
        
         
             
            Add an   object to the head of the queue.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
        
         
             
            Add a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
        
         
             
            Add a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
        
         
             
            Enqueue a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z value
        
         
             
            Add a new   object.
            
             The X value
             The Y value
             The Z value
             The Tag value for the PointPair
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the  
            from two arrays of type double.
            If either array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  ).
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
        
         
             
            Add a set of points to the   from
            three arrays of type double.
            If the X or Y array is null, then a set of ordinal values is automatically
            generated in its place (see  .
            If the   value
            is null, then it is set to zero.
            If the arrays are of different size, then the larger array prevails and the
            smaller array is padded with   values.
            
             A double[] array of X values
             A double[] array of Y values
             A double[] array of Z values
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets the capacity of the rolling buffer.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the count of items within the rolling buffer. Note that this may be less than
            the capacity.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a bolean that indicates if the buffer is empty.
            Alternatively you can test Count==0.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   at the specified index in the buffer.
            
             
            Index must be within the current size of the buffer, e.g., the set
            method will not expand the buffer even if   is available
            
        
         
             
            A collection class that maintains a list of  
            objects, corresponding to the list of   objects
            from   or  .
            
        
         
             
            Construct a new   automatically from an
            existing  .
            
             The   (a list of Y axes),
            from which to retrieve the state and create the  
            objects.
        
         
             
            Construct a new   automatically from an
            existing  .
            
             The   (a list of Y axes),
            from which to retrieve the state and create the  
            objects.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Iterate through the list of   objects, comparing them
            to the state of the specified    
            objects.
            
             A   object specifying a list of
              objects to be compared with this  .
            
             true if a difference is found, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Iterate through the list of   objects, comparing them
            to the state of the specified    
            objects.
            
             A   object specifying a list of
              objects to be compared with this  .
            
             true if a difference is found, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            
            
             
        
         
             
            
            
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
            
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.3 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             The   object to be added
             
        
         
             
            Insert a   object into the collection at the specified
            zero-based index location.
            
             The zero-based index location for insertion.
             The   object that is to be
            inserted.
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object instance
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            that define the set of points to be displayed on the curve.
            
            
              John Champion based on code by Jerry Vos
              $Revision: 3.1 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:44 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The StockPointList from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             The   object to
            be added
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list using
            the specified values.  The unspecified values (low, open, close) are all set to
             .
            
             An   value
             The high value for the day
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a single point to the   from values of type double.
            
             An   value
             The high value for the day
             The low value for the day
             The opening value for the day
             The closing value for the day
             The trading volume for the day
             The zero-based ordinal index where the point was added in the list.
        
         
             
            Access the   at the specified ordinal index.
            
             
            To be compatible with the   interface, the
              must implement an index that returns a
              rather than a  .  This method
            will return the actual   at the specified position.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) in the list
             The specified  .
            
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
            
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.3 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The comparison of titles is not case sensitive, but it must include
            all characters including punctuation, spaces, etc.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   was not found in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   string is not in the list
             
        
         
             
            Create a new   and add it to this list.
            
             The title string for the new axis
             An integer representing the ordinal position of the new   in
            this  .  This is the value that you would set the
              property of a given   to 
            assign it to this new  .  Note that, for a  ,
            you would also need to set the   property to true.
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             An   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects.
            
            
             John Champion
              $Revision: 3.3 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:43 $ 
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the collection class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             The comparison of titles is not case sensitive, but it must include
            all characters including punctuation, spaces, etc.
             The   label that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   was not found in the list
             
        
         
             
            Return the zero-based position index of the
              with the specified  .
            
             In order for this method to work, the  
            property must be of type  .
            
             The   tag that is in the
              attribute of the item to be found.
            
             The zero-based index of the specified  ,
            or -1 if the   string is not in the list
        
         
             
            Create a new   and add it to this list.
            
             The title string for the new axis
             An integer representing the ordinal position of the new   in
            this  .  This is the value that you would set the
              property of a given   to 
            assign it to this new  .
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             An   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object by
            its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            The ZedGraphControl class provides a UserControl interface to the
              class library.  This allows ZedGraph to be installed
            as a control in the Visual Studio toolbox.  You can use the control by simply
            dragging it onto a form in the Visual Studio form editor.  All graph
            attributes are accessible via the  
            property.
            
              John Champion revised by Jerry Vos 
              $Revision: 3.80 $ $Date: 2007/02/18 05:51:54 $ 
        
         
              
            Required method for Designer support - do not modify 
            the contents of this method with the code editor.
            
        
         
             
            This private field contains the instance for the MasterPane object of this control.
            You can access the MasterPane object through the public property
             . This is nulled when this Control is
            disposed.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if anti-aliased drawing will be forced on.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            when the mouse hovers over data values.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            showing the scale values while the mouse is located within the ChartRect.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines the format for displaying tooltip values.
            This format is passed to  .
            Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not the context menu will be available.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not a message box will be shown in response to
            a context menu "Copy" command.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
             
            Note that, if this value is set to false, the user will receive no indicative feedback
            in response to a Copy action.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether the settings of
              and  
            will be overridden to true during printing operations.
            
             
            Printing involves pixel maps that are typically of a dramatically different dimension
            than on-screen pixel maps.  Therefore, it becomes more important to scale the fonts and
            lines to give a printed image that looks like what is shown on-screen.  The default
            setting for   is true, but the default
            setting for   is false.
            
             
            A value of true will cause both   and
              to be temporarily set to true during
            printing operations.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not the visible aspect ratio of the
                will be preserved
            when printing this  .
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines whether or not the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fill the
            available space when printing this  .
            
             
            If   is also true, then the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fit as large
            a space as possible while still honoring the visible aspect ratio.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines the format for displaying tooltip date values.
            This format is passed to  .
            Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not zooming is enabled for the control in the
            vertical direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not zooming is enabled for the control in the
            horizontal direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not point editing is enabled in the
            vertical direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not point editing is enabled in the
            horizontal direction.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in the
            horizontal direction.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in the
            vertical direction.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates if the control can manage selections. 
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores a   instance, which maintains
            a persistent selection of printer options.
            
             
            This is needed so that a "Print" action utilizes the settings from a prior
            "Page Setup" action.
        
         
             
            This private field contains a list of selected CurveItems.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to click on
            linkable objects
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to click
            on linkable objects
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used to select
             's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to select
             's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to perform
            zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to perform
            zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used as a
            secondary option to perform zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a
            secondary option to perform zoom operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to perform
            panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to perform
            panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used as a
            secondary option to perform panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a
            secondary option to perform panning operations
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.  A Pan operation (dragging the graph with
            the mouse) should not be confused with a scroll operation (using a scroll bar to
            move the graph).
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates the control is currently being zoomed. 
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates the control is currently being panned.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates a point value is currently being edited.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that indicates the control is currently using selection. 
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that stores the   reference for the Pane that is
            currently being zoomed or panned.
            
        
         
             
            Internal variable that stores a rectangle which is either the zoom rectangle, or the incremental
            pan amount since the last mousemove event.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the state of the scale ranges prior to starting a panning action.
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Clean up any resources being used.
            
             true if the components should be
            disposed, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets the graph pane's current image.
             
            
             
            When the control has been disposed before this call.
            
        
         
             
            Called by the system to update the control on-screen
            
             
            A PaintEventArgs object containing the Graphics specifications
            for this Paint event.
            
        
         
             
            Called when the control has been resized.
            
             
            A reference to the control that has been resized.
            
             
            An EventArgs object.
            
        
         
             This performs an axis change command on the graphPane.
            
             
            This is the same as
             ZedGraphControl.GraphPane.AxisChange( ZedGraphControl.CreateGraphics() ), however,
            this method also calls   if  
            is true.
            
        
         
             
            Handle a MouseDown event in the  
            
             A reference to the  
             A   instance
        
         
             
            Set the cursor according to the current mouse location.
            
        
         
             
            Set the cursor according to the current mouse location.
            
        
         
             
            Handle a KeyUp event
            
             The   in which the KeyUp occurred.
             A   instance.
        
         
             
            Handle the Key Events so ZedGraph can Escape out of a panning or zooming operation.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handle a MouseUp event in the  
            
             A reference to the  
             A   instance
        
         
             
            Make a string label that corresponds to a user scale value.
            
             The axis from which to obtain the scale value.  This determines
            if it's a date value, linear, log, etc.
             The value to be made into a label
             The ordinal position of the value
             true to override the ordinal settings of the axis,
            and prefer the actual value instead.
             The string label.
        
         
             
            protected method for handling MouseMove events to display tooltips over
            individual datapoints.
            
             
            A reference to the control that has the MouseMove event.
            
             
            A MouseEventArgs object.
            
        
         
             
            Handle a MouseWheel event in the  
            
             A reference to the  
             A   instance
        
         
             
            Zoom a specified pane in or out according to the specified zoom fraction.
            
             
            The zoom will occur on the  ,  , and
              only if the corresponding flag,   or
             , is true.  Note that if there are multiple Y or Y2 axes, all of
            them will be zoomed.
            
             The   instance to be zoomed.
             The fraction by which to zoom, less than 1 to zoom in, greater than
            1 to zoom out.  For example, 0.9 will zoom in such that the scale is 90% of what it was
            originally.
             The screen position about which the zoom will be centered.  This
            value is only used if   is true.
            
             true to cause the zoom to be centered on the point
             , false to center on the  .
            
             true to force a refresh of the control, false to leave it unrefreshed
        
         
             
            Zoom a specified pane in or out according to the specified zoom fraction.
            
             
            The zoom will occur on the  ,  , and
              only if the corresponding flag,   or
             , is true.  Note that if there are multiple Y or Y2 axes, all of
            them will be zoomed.
            
             The   instance to be zoomed.
             The fraction by which to zoom, less than 1 to zoom in, greater than
            1 to zoom out.  For example, 0.9 will zoom in such that the scale is 90% of what it was
            originally.
             The screen position about which the zoom will be centered.  This
            value is only used if   is true.
            
             true to cause the zoom to be centered on the point
             , false to center on the  .
            
        
         
             
            Zoom the specified axis by the specified amount, with the center of the zoom at the
            (optionally) specified point.
            
             
            This method is used for MouseWheel zoom operations
             The   to be zoomed.
             The zoom fraction, less than 1.0 to zoom in, greater than 1.0 to
            zoom out.  That is, a value of 0.9 will zoom in such that the scale length is 90% of what
            it previously was.
             The location for the center of the zoom.  This is only used if
              is true.
             true if the zoom is to be centered at the
              screen position, false for the zoom to be centered within
            the  .
            
        
         
             
            Handle a panning operation for the specified  .
            
             The   to be panned
             The value where the pan started.  The scale range
            will be shifted by the difference between   and
             .
            
             The value where the pan ended.  The scale range
            will be shifted by the difference between   and
             .
            
        
         
             
            Perform selection on curves within the drag pane, or under the mouse click.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Sets the value of the scroll range properties (see  ,
             ,  , and 
              based on the actual range of the data for
            each corresponding  .
            
             
            This method is called automatically by   if
             
            is true.  Note that this will not be called if you call AxisChange directly from the
             .  For example, zedGraphControl1.AxisChange() works properly, but
            zedGraphControl1.GraphPane.AxisChange() does not.
        
         
             
            Find the object currently under the mouse cursor, and return its state.
            
        
         
             
            protected method to handle the popup context menu in the  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Copy" context menu item.  Copies the current image to a bitmap on the
            clipboard.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Copy" context menu item.  Copies the current image to a bitmap on the
            clipboard.
            
             boolean value that determines whether or not a prompt will be
            displayed.  true to show a message of "Image Copied to ClipBoard".
        
         
             
            A threaded version of the copy method to avoid crash with MTA
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            file.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            file in either the Emf (vector), or a variety of Bitmap formats.
            
             
            Note that   and   methods are provided
            which allow for Bitmap-only or Emf-only handling of the "Save As" context menu item.
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            Bitmap file.
            
             
            Note that this handler saves as a bitmap only.  The default handler is
             , which allows for Bitmap or EMF formats
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Save Image As" context menu item.  Copies the current image to the selected
            Emf format file.
            
             
            Note that this handler saves as an Emf format only.  The default handler is
             , which allows for Bitmap or EMF formats.
            
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Show Values" context menu item.  Toggles the  
            property, which activates the point value tooltips.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Set Scale to Default" context menu item.  Sets the scale ranging to
            full auto mode for all axes.
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to full auto mode.  The   method sets the scales to their initial
            setting prior to any user actions (which may or may not be full auto mode).
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Set Scale to Default" context menu item.  Sets the scale ranging to
            full auto mode for all axes.
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to full auto mode.  The   method sets the scales to their initial
            setting prior to any user actions (which may or may not be full auto mode).
            
             The   object which is to have the
            scale restored
        
         
             
            Handler for the "UnZoom/UnPan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before the last zoom or pan operation.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "UnZoom/UnPan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before the last zoom, pan, or scroll operation.
            
             
            Triggers a   for any type of undo (including pan, scroll, zoom, and
            wheelzoom).  This method will affect all the
              objects in the   if
              or   is true.
            
             The primary   object which is to be
            zoomed out
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Undo All Zoom/Pan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before all zoom and pan operations
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to their initial setting prior to any user actions.  The   method
            sets the scales to full auto mode (regardless of what the initial setting may have been).
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Undo All Zoom/Pan" context menu item.  Restores the scale ranges to the values
            before all zoom and pan operations
            
             
            This method differs from the   method in that it sets the scales
            to their initial setting prior to any user actions.  The   method
            sets the scales to full auto mode (regardless of what the initial setting may have been).
            
             The   object which is to be zoomed out
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Page Setup..." context menu item.   Displays a
             .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Handler for the "Print..." context menu item.   Displays a
             .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Rendering method used by the print context menu items
            
             The applicable  .
             A   instance providing
            page bounds, margins, and a Graphics instance for this printed output.
            
        
         
             
            Display a   to the user, allowing them to modify
            the print settings for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Display a   to the user, allowing them to select a
            printer and print the   contained in this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Display a  , allowing the user to preview and
            subsequently print the   contained in this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Save the current states of the GraphPanes to a separate collection.  Save a single
            ( ) GraphPane if the panes are not synchronized
            (see   and  ),
            or save a list of states for all GraphPanes if the panes are synchronized.
            
             The primary GraphPane on which zoom/pan/scroll operations
            are taking place
             The   that describes the
            current operation
             The   that corresponds to the
             .
            
        
         
             
            Restore the states of the GraphPanes to a previously saved condition (via
             .  This is essentially an "undo" for live
            pan and scroll actions.  Restores a single
            ( ) GraphPane if the panes are not synchronized
            (see   and  ),
            or save a list of states for all GraphPanes if the panes are synchronized.
            
             The primary GraphPane on which zoom/pan/scroll operations
            are taking place
        
         
             
            Place the previously saved states of the GraphPanes on the individual GraphPane
              collections.  This provides for an
            option to undo the state change at a later time.  Save a single
            ( ) GraphPane if the panes are not synchronized
            (see   and  ),
            or save a list of states for all GraphPanes if the panes are synchronized.
            
             The primary GraphPane on which zoom/pan/scroll operations
            are taking place
             The   that corresponds to the
             .
            
        
         
             
            Clear the collection of saved states.
            
        
         
             
            Clear all states from the undo stack for each GraphPane.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            A secondary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as the secondary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            The primary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            A secondary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a secondary option
            to trigger a zoom event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual zoom combination.
            A primary zoom button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            A secondary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which mouse button will be used as the secondary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            The primary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a primary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            A secondary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used as a secondary option
            to trigger a pan event.
            
             
            This value is combined with   to determine the actual pan combination.
            A primary pan button/key combination option is available via   and
             .  To not use this button/key combination, set the value
            of   to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to edit point
            data values
            
             
            This setting only applies if   and/or
              are true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to 
            select  's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Modifier keys will be used to 
            select  's.
            
             
            This setting only applies if   is true.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Modifier keys will be used to 
            append a   to the selection list.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Mouse button will be used to click
            on linkable objects
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which modifier keys will be used to click
            on linkable objects
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be able to modify the ZedGraph context menu.
            
             
            The context menu is built on the fly after a right mouse click.  You can add menu items
            to this menu by simply modifying the   parameter.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be notified when the   is zoomed or panned by the user,
            either via a mouse drag operation or by the context menu commands.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be notified when the   is scrolled by the user
            using the scrollbars.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to receive notifcation and/or respond after a data
            point has been edited via   and  .
            
             
             To subscribe to this event, use the following in your Form_Load method:
             zedGraphControl1.PointEditEvent +=
            new ZedGraphControl.PointEditHandler( MyPointEditHandler );
             Add this method to your Form1.cs:
             
               private string MyPointEditHandler( object sender, GraphPane pane, CurveItem curve, int iPt )
               {
                   PointPair pt = curve[iPt];
                   return "This value is " + pt.Y.ToString("f2") + " gallons";
               }
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide custom formatting for the tooltips
            
             
             To subscribe to this event, use the following in your FormLoad method:
             zedGraphControl1.PointValueEvent +=
            new ZedGraphControl.PointValueHandler( MyPointValueHandler );
             Add this method to your Form1.cs:
             
               private string MyPointValueHandler( object sender, GraphPane pane, CurveItem curve, int iPt )
               {
               #region
                   PointPair pt = curve[iPt];
                   return "This value is " + pt.Y.ToString("f2") + " gallons";
               #endregion
               }
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of MouseDown clicks on graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is clicked on an object
            within any   of the   associated
            with this  .  This event will use the
              method to determine which object
            was clicked.  The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            MouseDown event (see  ).  Return true if you have
            handled the MouseDown event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action (e.g., starting
            a zoom operation).  Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            MouseDown event.
            
        
         
             
            Hide the standard control MouseDown event so that the ZedGraphControl.MouseDownEvent
            can be used.  This is so that the user must return true/false in order to indicate
            whether or not we should respond to the event.
            
        
         
             
            Hide the standard control MouseUp event so that the ZedGraphControl.MouseUpEvent
            can be used.  This is so that the user must return true/false in order to indicate
            whether or not we should respond to the event.
            
        
         
             
            Hide the standard control MouseMove event so that the ZedGraphControl.MouseMoveEvent
            can be used.  This is so that the user must return true/false in order to indicate
            whether or not we should respond to the event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of MouseUp clicks on graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is clicked on an object
            within any   of the   associated
            with this  .  This event will use the
              method to determine which object
            was clicked.  The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            MouseUp event (see  ).  Return true if you have
            handled the MouseUp event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action (e.g., starting
            a zoom operation).  Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            MouseUp event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of MouseMove events over graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is moving over on the control.
            The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            MouseMove event (see  ).  Return true if you
            have handled the MouseMove event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action.
            Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the MouseMove event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to provide notification of Double Clicks on graph
            objects
            
             
            This event provides for a notification when the mouse is double-clicked on an object
            within any   of the   associated
            with this  .  This event will use the
              method to determine which object
            was clicked.  The boolean value that you return from this handler determines whether
            or not the   will do any further handling of the
            DoubleClick event (see  ).  Return true if you have
            handled the DoubleClick event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action. 
            Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            DoubleClick event.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be able to respond to mouse clicks within linked
            objects.
            
             
            Linked objects are typically either   type objects or
              type objects.  These object types can include
            hyperlink information allowing for "drill-down" type operation.  
            
             
             
             CurveItem.Link
             GraphObj.Link
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   property for the control
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   property for the control
            
             
              actually uses a   object
            to hold a list of   objects.  This property really only
            accesses the first   in the list.  If there is more
            than one  , use the  
            indexer property to access any of the   objects.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if all drawing operations for this control
            will be forced to operate in Anti-alias mode.  Note that if this value is set to
            "true", it overrides the setting for sub-objects.  Otherwise, the sub-object settings
            (such as  )
            will be honored.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            when the mouse hovers over data values.
            
             The displayed values are taken from  
            if it is a   type, or  
            otherwise (using the   as a format string).
            Additionally, the user can custom format the values using the
              event.  Note that  
            may be overridden by  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not tooltips will be displayed
            showing the current scale values when the mouse is within the
             .
            
             The displayed values are taken from the current mouse position, and formatted
            according to   and/or  .  If this
            value is set to true, it overrides the   setting.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not editing of point data is allowed in
            the horizontal direction.
            
             
            Editing is done by holding down the Alt key, and left-clicking on an individual point of
            a given   to drag it to a new location.  The Mouse and Key
            combination for this mode are modifiable using   and
             .
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not editing of point data is allowed in
            the vertical direction.
            
             
            Editing is done by holding down the Alt key, and left-clicking on an individual point of
            a given   to drag it to a new location.  The Mouse and Key
            combination for this mode are modifiable using   and
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not zooming is allowed for the control.
            
             
            Zooming is done by left-clicking inside the   to drag
            out a rectangle, indicating the new scale ranges that will be part of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not zooming is allowed for the control in
            the horizontal direction.
            
             
            Zooming is done by left-clicking inside the   to drag
            out a rectangle, indicating the new scale ranges that will be part of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not zooming is allowed for the control in
            the vertical direction.
            
             
            Zooming is done by left-clicking inside the   to drag
            out a rectangle, indicating the new scale ranges that will be part of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in
            the horizontal direction.
            
             
            Panning is done by clicking the middle mouse button (or holding down the shift key
            while clicking the left mouse button) inside the   and
            dragging the mouse around to shift the scale ranges as desired.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not panning is allowed for the control in
            the vertical direction.
            
             
            Panning is done by clicking the middle mouse button (or holding down the shift key
            while clicking the left mouse button) inside the   and
            dragging the mouse around to shift the scale ranges as desired.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the context menu will be available.
            
             The context menu is a menu that appears when you right-click on the
             .  It provides options for Zoom, Pan, AutoScale, Clipboard
            Copy, and toggle  .
            
             true to allow the context menu, false to disable it
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not a message box will be shown
            in response to a context menu "Copy" command.
            
             
            Note that, if this property is set to false, the user will receive no
            indicative feedback in response to a Copy action.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   instance that will be used
            by the "Save As..." context menu item.
            
             
            This provides the opportunity to modify the dialog, such as setting the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the visible aspect ratio of the
                will be preserved
            when printing this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fill the
            available space when printing this  .
            
             
            If   is also true, then the  
              dimensions will be expanded to fit as large
            a space as possible while still honoring the visible aspect ratio.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether the settings of
              and  
            will be overridden to true during printing operations.
            
             
            Printing involves pixel maps that are typically of a dramatically different dimension
            than on-screen pixel maps.  Therefore, it becomes more important to scale the fonts and
            lines to give a printed image that looks like what is shown on-screen.  The default
            setting for   is true, but the default
            setting for   is false.
            
             
            A value of true will cause both   and
              to be temporarily set to true during
            printing operations.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that controls whether or not the axis value range for the scroll
            bars will be set automatically.
            
             
            If this value is set to true, then the range of the scroll bars will be set automatically
            to the actual range of the data as returned by   at the
            time that   was last called.  Note that a value of true
            can override any setting of  ,  ,
             ,  , 
             , and  .  Note also that you must
            call   from the   for this to
            work properly (e.g., don't call it directly from the  .
            Alternatively, you can call   at anytime to set
            the scroll bar range. 
             In most cases, you will probably want to disable
              before activating this option.
            
        
         
             
            Set a "grace" value that leaves a buffer area around the data when
              is true.
            
             
            This value represents a fraction of the total range around each axis.  For example, if the
            axis ranges from 0 to 100, then a 0.05 value for ScrollGrace would set the scroll range
            to -5 to 105.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the horizontal scroll bar will be visible.
            
             This scroll bar allows the display to be scrolled in the horizontal direction.
            Another option is display panning, in which the user can move the display around by
            clicking directly on it and dragging (see   and  ).
            You can control the available range of scrolling with the   and
              properties.  Note that the scroll range can be set automatically by
             . 
             In most cases, you will probably want to disable
              before activating this option.
            
             A boolean value.  true to display a horizontal scrollbar, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the vertical scroll bar will be visible.
            
             This scroll bar allows the display to be scrolled in the vertical direction.
            Another option is display panning, in which the user can move the display around by
            clicking directly on it and dragging (see   and  ).
            You can control the available range of scrolling with the   and
              properties.
            Note that the vertical scroll bar only affects the  ; it has no impact on
            the  .  The panning options affect both the   and
             .  Note also that the scroll range can be set automatically by
             . 
             In most cases, you will probably want to disable
              before activating this option.
            
             A boolean value.  true to display a vertical scrollbar, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the    
            ranges for all   objects in the   will
            be forced to match.
            
             
            If set to true (default is false), then all of the   objects
            in the   associated with this  
            will be forced to have matching scale ranges for the x axis.  That is, zoom, pan,
            and scroll operations will result in zoom/pan/scroll for all graphpanes simultaneously.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the    
            ranges for all   objects in the   will
            be forced to match.
            
             
            If set to true (default is false), then all of the   objects
            in the   associated with this  
            will be forced to have matching scale ranges for the y axis.  That is, zoom, pan,
            and scroll operations will result in zoom/pan/scroll for all graphpanes simultaneously.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the vertical scroll bar will affect the Y2 axis.
            
             
            The vertical scroll bar is automatically associated with the Y axis.  With this value, you
            can choose to include or exclude the Y2 axis with the scrolling.  Note that the Y2 axis
            scrolling is handled as a secondary.  The vertical scroll bar position always reflects
            the status of the Y axis.  This can cause the Y2 axis to "jump" when first scrolled if
            the   and   values are not set to the
            same proportions as   and   with respect
            to the actual   and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Access the   for the Y axes.
            
             
            This list maintains the user scale ranges for the scroll bars for each axis
            in the  .  Each ordinal location in
              corresponds to an equivalent ordinal location
            in  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Access the   for the Y2 axes.
            
             
            This list maintains the user scale ranges for the scroll bars for each axis
            in the  .  Each ordinal location in
              corresponds to an equivalent ordinal location
            in  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The minimum value for the X axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the minimum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .
            
             A double value indicating the minimum axis value
        
         
             
            The maximum value for the X axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the maximum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .
            
             A double value indicating the maximum axis value
        
         
             
            The minimum value for the Y axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the minimum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the minimum axis value
             
        
         
             
            The maximum value for the Y axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the maximum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the maximum axis value
             
        
         
             
            The minimum value for the Y2 axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the minimum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the minimum axis value
             
        
         
             
            The maximum value for the Y2 axis scroll range.
            
             
            Effectively, the maximum endpoint of the scroll range will cause the
              value to be set to  .  Note that this
            value applies only to the scroll bar settings.  Axis panning (see  )
            is not affected by this value.  Note that this value can be overridden by
              and  .  Also note that
            this property is actually just an alias to the  
            property of the first element of  .
            
             A double value indicating the maximum axis value
             
        
         
             
            Returns true if the user is currently scrolling via the scrollbar, or
            false if no scrolling is taking place.
            
             
            This method just tests ScrollBar.Capture to see if the
            mouse has been captured by the scroll bar.  If so, scrolling is active.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the format for displaying tooltip values.
            This format is passed to  .
            
             
            Use the   type
            to determine the format strings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the format for displaying tooltip values.
            This format is passed to  .
            
             
            Use the   type
            to determine the format strings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the step size fraction for zooming with the mouse wheel.
            A value of 0.1 will result in a 10% zoom step for each mouse wheel movement.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines if zooming with the wheel mouse
            is centered on the mouse location, or centered on the existing graph.
            
        
         
             
            This checks if the control has been disposed.  This is synonymous with
            the graph pane having been nulled or disposed.  Therefore this is the
            same as  ZedGraphControl.GraphPane == null.
            
        
         
             
            Readonly property that gets the list of selected CurveItems
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not selection is allowed for the control.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   instance
            that is used for all of the context menu printing functions.
            
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows subscribing methods to append or modify the context menu.
            
             The source   object
             A reference to the   object
            that contains the context menu.
            
             The point at which the mouse was clicked
             The current context menu state
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of zoom and pan events.
            
             The source   object
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              before the zoom or pan event.
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              after the zoom or pan event
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of scroll events.
            
             The source   object
             The source   object
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              before the scroll event.
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              after the scroll event
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of scroll events.
            
             The source   object
             The source   object
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              before the scroll event.
             A   object that corresponds to the state of the
              after the scroll event
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that receives notification after a point-edit operation is completed.
            
             The source   object
             The   object that contains the
            point that has been edited
             The   object that contains the point
            that has been edited
             The integer index of the edited   within the
              of the selected  
            
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows custom formatting of the point value tooltips
            
             The source   object
             The   object that contains the point value of interest
             The   object that contains the point value of interest
             The integer index of the selected   within the
              of the selected  
             
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of mouse events on Graph objects.
            
             The source   object
             A   corresponding to this event
             
             
            Return true if you have handled the mouse event entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action (e.g., starting
            a zoom operation).  Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the
            mouse event.
            
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows notification of clicks on ZedGraph objects that have
            active links enabled
            
             The source   object
             The source   in which the click
            occurred.
            
             The source object which was clicked.  This is typically
            a type of   if a curve point was clicked, or
            a type of   if a graph object was clicked.
            
             The   object, belonging to
             , that contains the link information
            
             An index value, typically used if a  
            was clicked, indicating the ordinal value of the actual point that was clicked.
            
             
            Return true if you have handled the LinkEvent entirely, and you do not
            want the   to do any further action.
            Return false if ZedGraph should go ahead and process the LinkEvent.
            
        
         
             
            Public enumeration that specifies the type of 
            object present at the Context Menu's mouse location
            
        
         
             
            The object is an Inactive Curve Item at the Context Menu's mouse position
            
        
         
             
            The object is an active Curve Item at the Context Menu's mouse position
            
        
         
             
            There is no selectable object present at the Context Menu's mouse position
            
        
         
             
            A LIFO stack of prior   objects, used to allow zooming out to prior
            states (of scale range settings).
            
              John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.1 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:44 $ 
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Add a new   object to the  .
            
             The   object to be added.
        
         
             
            Add the scale range information from the specified   object as a
            new   entry on the stack.
            
             The   object from which the scale range
            information should be copied.
             A   enumeration that indicates whether this
            state is the result of a zoom or pan operation.
             The resultant   object that was pushed on the stack.
        
         
             
            Add the scale range information from the specified   object as a
            new   entry on the stack.
            
             The   object to be placed on the stack.
             The   object (same as the  
            parameter).
        
         
             
            Pop a   entry from the top of the stack, and apply the properties
            to the specified   object.
            
             The   object to which the scale range
            information should be copied.
             The   object that was "popped" from the stack and applied
            to the specified  .  null if no   was
            available (the stack was empty).
        
         
             
            Pop the   entry from the bottom of the stack, and apply the properties
            to the specified   object.  Clear the stack completely.
            
             The   object to which the scale range
            information should be copied.
             The   object at the bottom of the stack that was applied
            to the specified  .  null if no   was
            available (the stack was empty).
        
         
             
            Public readonly property that indicates if the stack is empty
            
             true for an empty stack, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Public read-only indexer property for the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   object at the top of the stack,
            without actually removing it from the stack.
            
             A   object reference, or null if the stack is empty.
        
         
             
            A class that represents a graphic arrow or line object on the graph.  A list of
            ArrowObj objects is maintained by the   collection class.
            
            
              John Champion 
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            A class that represents a line segment object on the graph.  A list of
            GraphObj objects is maintained by the   collection class.
            
             
            This should not be confused with the   class, which represents
            a set of points plotted together as a "curve".  The   class is
            a single line segment, drawn as a "decoration" on the chart.
            
              John Champion 
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            An abstract base class that represents a text object on the graph.  A list of
              objects is maintained by the
              collection class.
            
            
              John Champion 
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
             
            schema changed to 2 when isClippedToChartRect was added.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the location of this  .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that determines whether or not this  
            is visible in the graph.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that determines whether or not the rendering of this  
            will be clipped to the ChartRect.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that determines the z-order "depth" of this
            item relative to other graphic objects.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the hyperlink information for this object.
            
        
         
             
            Constructors for the   class.
            
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            coordinates and all other properties to defaults as specified
            in the   class..
            
             
            The four coordinates define the starting point and ending point for
             's, or the topleft and bottomright points for
             's.  For  's that only require
            one point, the   and   values
            will be ignored.  The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.
             The y position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            position and  .  Other properties are set to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             
            The two coordinates define the location point for the object.
            The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.  The item will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the item.  The item will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            position,  ,  , and  .
            Other properties are set to default values as defined in the   class.
            
             
            The two coordinates define the location point for the object.
            The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.  The item will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   with the specified
            position,  ,  , and  .
            Other properties are set to default values as defined in the   class.
            
             
            The four coordinates define the starting point and ending point for
             's, or the topleft and bottomright points for
             's.  For  's that only require
            one point, the   and   values
            will be ignored.  The units of the coordinates are specified by the
              property.
            
             The x position of the item.
             The y position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
             The x2 position of the item.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this   object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            The   struct that describes the location
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines the z-order "depth" of this
            item relative to other graphic objects.
            
             Note that this controls the z-order with respect to
            other elements such as  's,  
            objects, etc.  The order of   objects having
            the same   value is controlled by their order in
            the  .  The first  
            in the list is drawn in front of other  
            objects having the same   value.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if this   will be
            visible in the graph.  true displays the item, false hides it.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the rendering of this  
            will be clipped to the  .
            
             true to clip the   to the   bounds,
            false to leave it unclipped.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the hyperlink information for this  .
            
        
         
             
            true if the   of this object is set to put it in front
            of the   data points.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the vertical  
            text alignment (  property).
            This is specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the horizontal  
            text alignment (  property).
            This is specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            The default coordinate system to be used for defining the
              location coordinates
            (  property).
            
              The coordinate system is defined with the  
            enum
        
         
             
            The default value for  .
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            protected field that maintains the attributes of the line using an
            instance of the   class.
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, color, and size of the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the arrow
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
            line.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows only the position of the
            line to be pre-specified.  All other properties are set to
            default values
            
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            Default constructor -- places the   at location
            (0,0) to (1,1).  All other values are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The bounding box is calculated assuming a distance
            of   pixels around the arrow segment.
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            A   class that contains the attributes for drawing this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the arrowhead size, measured in points.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private boolean field that stores the arrowhead state.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
              true if an arrowhead is to be drawn, false otherwise 
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, color, and size of the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the arrow
             The size of the arrowhead, measured in points.
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
            arrow.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows only the position of the
            arrow to be pre-specified.  All other properties are set to
            default values
            
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
             .  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            Default constructor -- places the   at location
            (0,0) to (1,1).  All other values are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            The size of the arrowhead.
            
             The display of the arrowhead can be
            enabled or disabled with the   property.
            
              The size is defined in points (1/72 inch) 
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether or not to draw an arrowhead
            
              true to show the arrowhead, false to show the line segment
            only
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the   item arrowhead
            (  property).  Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   item arrowhead
            (  property).  true to show the
            arrowhead, false to hide it.
            
        
         
             
            The Axis class is an abstract base class that encompasses all properties
            and methods required to define a graph Axis.
            
             This class is inherited by the
             ,  , and   classes
            to define specific characteristics for those types.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the   class, which implements all the
            calculations and methods associated with the numeric scale for this
             .  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the minor tic information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the major tic information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the major grid information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class, which handles all
            the minor grid information.  See the public property   to access this class.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale rendering properties.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private field for the   automatic cross position mode.
            Use the public property   for access to this value.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties  ,  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties  ,  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private field for the   title string.
            Use the public property   for access to this value.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
              Private field for the   drawing dimensions.
            Use the public property  
            for access to these values. 
        
         
             
            Private field for the   minimum allowable space allocation.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             
        
         
              Private fields for the   colors.
            Use the public property   for access to this values.
            
        
         
             
            Temporary values for axis space calculations (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for   that sets all axis properties
            to default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for   that sets all axis properties
            to default values as defined in the   class,
            except for the  .
            
             A string containing the axis title
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor.
            
             The Axis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Restore the scale ranging to automatic mode, and recalculate the
              scale ranges
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.
            
             
            This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The number of pixels to shift to account for non-primary axis position (e.g.,
            the second, third, fourth, etc.   or  .
            
        
         
             
            This method will set the   property for this  
            using the currently required space multiplied by a fraction ( bufferFraction).
            
             
            The currently required space is calculated using  , and is
            based on current data ranges, font sizes, etc.  The "space" is actually the amount of space
            required to fit the tic marks, scale labels, and axis title.
            
             A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             The amount of space to allocate for the axis, expressed
            as a fraction of the currently required space.  For example, a value of 1.2 would
            allow for 20% extra above the currently required space.
             If true, then this method will only modify the  
            property if the calculated result is more than the current value.
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            Returns the linearized actual cross position for this axis, reflecting the settings of
             ,  , and  .
            
             
            If the value of   lies outside the axis range, it is
            limited to the axis range.
            
        
         
             
            Returns true if the axis is shifted at all due to the setting of
             .  This function will always return false if
              is true.
            
        
         
             
            Calculates the proportional fraction of the total cross axis width at which
            this axis is located.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the space required (pixels) for this   object.
            
             
            This is the total space (vertical space for the X axis, horizontal space for
            the Y axes) required to contain the axis.  If   is zero, then
            this space will be the space required between the   and
            the  .  This method sets the internal values of
              for use by the  
            method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The amount of space (pixels) at the edge of the ChartRect
            that is always required for this axis, even if the axis is shifted by the
              value.
             Returns the space, in pixels, required for this axis (between the
            rect and ChartRect)
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary   (for the  ,
            this is always true), false otherwise
        
         
             
            Draw the minor tic marks as required for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scale value for the first major tic position.  This is the reference point
            for all other tic marks.
            
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The pixel location of the far side of the ChartRect from this axis.
            This value is the ChartRect.Height for the XAxis, or the ChartRect.Width
            for the YAxis and Y2Axis.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the title for this  .
            
             On entry, it is assumed that the
            graphics transform has been configured so that the origin is at the left side
            of this axis, and the axis is aligned along the X coordinate direction.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Make a value label for the axis at the specified ordinal position.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,
             ,
            and other axis format settings.  It also implements the ScaleFormatEvent such that
            custom labels can be created.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log
            ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to handle custom formatting of the scale labels.
            
        
         
             
            Allow customization of the title when the scale is very large
            Subscribe to this event to handle custom formatting of the scale axis label.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance associated with this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale value at which this axis should cross the "other" axis.
            
             This property allows the axis to be shifted away from its default location.
            For example, for a graph with an X range from -100 to +100, the Y Axis can be located
            at the X=0 value rather than the left edge of the ChartRect.  This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.  The "other" axis is the axis the handles the second dimension
            for the graph.  For the XAxis, the "other" axis is the YAxis.  For the YAxis or
            Y2Axis, the "other" axis is the XAxis.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the   value
            is set automatically.
            
             Set to true to have ZedGraph put the axis in the default location, or false
            to specify the axis location manually with a   value.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum axis space allocation.
            
             
            This term, expressed in
            points (1/72 inch) and scaled according to  
            for the  , determines the minimum amount of space
            an axis must have between the  Chart.Rect and the
             GraphPane.Rect.  This minimum space
            applies whether   is true or false.
            
        
         
             
            The color to use for drawing this  .
            
             
            This affects only the axis segment (see  ),
            since the  ,
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  
            all have their own color specification.
            
              The color is defined using the
              class
             .
             
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class instance
            for this  .  This class stores all the major tic settings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class instance
            for this  .  This class stores all the minor tic settings.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class that contains the properties
            of the major grid.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class that contains the properties
            of the minor grid.
            
        
         
             
            This property determines whether or not the   is shown.
            
             
            Note that even if
            the axis is not visible, it can still be actively used to draw curves on a
            graph, it will just be invisible to the user
            
             true to show the axis, false to disable all drawing of this axis
             .
             .
             .
             .
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the axis segment (the line that
            represents the axis itself) is drawn.
            
             
            Under normal circumstances, this value won't affect the appearance of the display because
            the Axis segment is overlain by the Axis border (see  ).
            However, when the border is not visible, or when   is set to
            false, this value will make a difference.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   for this  .
            
             
            The type can be either  ,
             ,  ,
            or  .
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class that contains the title of this
             .
            
             The title normally shows the basis and dimensions of
            the scale range, such as "Time (Years)".  The title is only shown if the
              property is set to true.  If the Title text is empty,
            then no title is shown, and no space is "reserved" for the title on the graph.
            
             the title is a string value
             
        
         
             
            The size of the gap between multiple axes (see   and
             ).
            
             
            This size will be scaled
            according to the   for the
             
            
             The axis gap is measured in points (1/72 inch)
             .
        
         
             
            A delegate that allows full custom formatting of the Axis labels
            
             The   for which the label is to be
            formatted
             The   of interest.
             The value to be formatted
             The zero-based index of the label to be formatted
             
            A string value representing the label, or null if the ZedGraph should go ahead
            and generate the label according to the current settings
             
        
         
             
            Allow customization of title based on user preferences.
            
             The   of interest.
             
            A string value representing the label, or null if the ZedGraph should go ahead
            and generate the label according to the current settings.  To make the title
            blank, return "".
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the gap between multiple axes
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the gap between the scale labels and the axis title.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the     text
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the   text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the   text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for filling in the   text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   itself
            (  property).  This color only affects the
            the axis border.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , which determines
            whether or not the scale segment itself is visible
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   scale axis type
            (  property).  This value is set as per
            the   enumeration
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the axis segment.
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the axis space allocation.  This term, expressed in
            points (1/72 inch) and scaled according to   for the
             , determines the minimum amount of space an axis must
            have between the   and the
             .  This minimum space
            applies whether   is true or false.
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the data associated with text title and its associated font
            properties.  Inherits from  , and adds  
            and   properties, which are specifically associated with
            the    .
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            Class that handles the data associated with a text title and its associated font
            properties.  Inherits from  , and adds the  
            property for use by the   and   objects.
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            Class that handles the data associated with text title and its associated font
            properties
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the   text for this label
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the   font properties for this label
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if this label will be displayed.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build an   from the text and the
            associated font properties.
            
             The   representing the text to be
            displayed
             The   font family name
             The size of the font in points and scaled according
            to the   logic.
             The   instance representing the color
            of the font
             true for a bold font face
             true for an italic font face
             true for an underline font face
        
         
             
            Constructor that builds a   from a text  
            and a   instance.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            The   text to be displayed
            
        
         
             
            A   instance representing the font properties
            for the displayed text.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines whether or not this label will be displayed.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build a   from the text and the
            associated font properties.
            
             The   representing the text to be
            displayed
             The   font family name
             The size of the font in points and scaled according
            to the   logic.
             The   instance representing the color
            of the font
             true for a bold font face
             true for an italic font face
             true for an underline font face
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Calculate the size of the   based on the  
            height, in pixel units and scaled according to  .
            
             The scaling factor to be applied
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the gap factor between this label and the opposing  
            or  .
            
             
            This value is expressed as a fraction of the character height for the  .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default   setting.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build an   from the text and the
            associated font properties.
            
             The   representing the text to be
            displayed
             The   font family name
             The size of the font in points and scaled according
            to the   logic.
             The   instance representing the color
            of the font
             true for a bold font face
             true for an italic font face
             true for an underline font face
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the property that controls whether or not the magnitude factor (power of 10) for
            this scale will be included in the label.
            
             
            For large scale values, a "magnitude" value (power of 10) is automatically
            used for scaling the graph.  This magnitude value is automatically appended
            to the end of the Axis   (e.g., "(10^4)") to indicate
            that a magnitude is in use.  This property controls whether or not the
            magnitude is included in the title.  Note that it only affects the axis
            title; a magnitude value may still be used even if it is not shown in the title.
            
             true to show the magnitude value, false to hide it
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether the Axis title is located at the
             
            value or at the normal position (outside the  ).
            
             
            This value only applies if   is false.
            
        
         
             
            A class representing all the characteristics of the bar
            segments that make up a curve on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class that defines the
            properties of the border around this  . Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the 
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            The specified color is only applied to the
             , and the  
            will be defaulted.
            
             A   value indicating
            the  
            of the Bar.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Bar object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single bar.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The x position of the left side of the bar in
            pixel units
             The x position of the right side of the bar in
            pixel units
             The y position of the top of the bar in
            pixel units
             The y position of the bottom of the bar in
            pixel units
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             true to draw the bottom portion of the border around the
            bar (this is for legend entries) 
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single bar.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The rectangle (pixels) to contain the bar
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             true to draw the bottom portion of the border around the
            bar (this is for legend entries) 
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the this   to the specified  
            device as a bar at each defined point. This method
            is normally only called by the   method of the
              object
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the specified single bar (an individual "point") of this series to the specified
              device.  This method is not as efficient as
             , which draws the bars for all points.  It is intended to be used
            only for  , which requires special handling of each bar.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             
            The zero-based index number for the single bar to be drawn.
            
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Protected internal routine that draws the specified single bar (an individual "point")
            of this series to the specified   device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             
            The zero-based index number for the single bar to be drawn.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            The   object used to draw the border around the  .
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing the border around the bars
            (  property).  Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for bars (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for bars (  property).
            true to display frames around bars, false otherwise
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing frames around bars
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the bars
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the bars
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a bar type that displays vertical or horizontal bars
            
             
            The orientation of the bars depends on the state of
             , and the bars can be stacked or
            clustered, depending on the state of  
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            This class contains the data and methods for an individual curve within
            a graph pane.  It carries the settings for the curve including the
            key and item names, colors, symbols and sizes, linetypes, etc.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores a   instance for this
             , which is used for the  
            label.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is on the bottom X axis or the top X axis (X2).
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is on the left Y axis or the right Y axis (Y2).
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the index number of the Y Axis to which this
              belongs.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is visible on the graph.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            Note that this value turns the curve display on or off, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry.  To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              is selected on the graph.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            Note that this value changes the curve display color, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry.  To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the boolean value that determines whether this
              can be selected in the graph.
            
        
         
             
            protected field that stores a boolean value which allows you to override the normal
            ordinal axis behavior.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The   of value sets that
            represent this  .
            The size of this list determines the number of points that are
            plotted.  Note that values defined as
            System.Double.MaxValue are considered "missing" values
            (see  ),
            and are not plotted.  The curve will have a break at these points
            to indicate the values are missing.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Protected field that stores the hyperlink information for this object.
            
        
         
             
              constructor the pre-specifies the curve label, the
            x and y data values as a  , the curve
            type (Bar or Line/Symbol), the  , and the
             . Other properties of the curve are
            defaulted to the values in the   class.
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
        
         
             
              constructor the pre-specifies the curve label, the
            x and y data values as a  , the curve
            type (Bar or Line/Symbol), the  , and the
             . Other properties of the curve are
            defaulted to the values in the   class.
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
        
         
             
            Internal initialization routine thats sets some initial values to defaults.
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
        
         
             
              constructor that specifies the label of the CurveItem.
            This is the same as  CurveItem(label, null, null).
             
            
             A string label (legend entry) for this curve
        
         
             
            
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The CurveItem object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location.
            This abstract base method passes through to   or
              to do the rendering.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Add a single x,y coordinate point to the end of the points collection for this curve.
            
             The X coordinate value
             The Y coordinate value
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the end of the points collection for this curve.
            
             
            This method will only work if the   instance reference
            at   supports the   interface.
            Otherwise, it does nothing.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
        
         
             
            Clears the points from this  .  This is the same
            as  CurveItem.Points.Clear().
            
             
            This method will only work if the   instance reference
            at   supports the   interface.
            Otherwise, it does nothing.
            
        
         
             
            Removes a single point from this  .
            
             
            This method will only work if the   instance reference
            at   supports the   interface.
            Otherwise, it does nothing.
            
             The ordinal position of the point to be removed.
        
         
             
            Get the X Axis instance (either   or  ) to
            which this   belongs.
            
             The   object to which this curve belongs.
             Either a   or   to which this
              belongs.
            
        
         
             
            Get the Y Axis instance (either   or  ) to
            which this   belongs.
            
             
            This method safely retrieves a Y Axis instance from either the  
            or the   using the values of   and
             .  If the value of   is out of bounds, the
            default   or   is used.
            
             The   object to which this curve belongs.
             Either a   or   to which this
              belongs.
            
        
         
             
            Get the index of the Y Axis in the   or   list to
            which this   belongs.
            
             
            This method safely retrieves a Y Axis index into either the  
            or the   using the values of   and
             .  If the value of   is out of bounds, the
            default   or   is used, which is index zero.
            
             The   object to which this curve belongs.
             An integer value indicating which index position in the list applies to this
             
            
        
         
             
            Loads some pseudo unique colors/symbols into this CurveItem.  This
            is the same as  MakeUnique(ColorSymbolRotator.StaticInstance).
             
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Loads some pseudo unique colors/symbols into this CurveItem.  This
            is mainly useful for differentiating a set of new CurveItems without
            having to pick your own colors/symbols.
             
            
             
            The   that is used to pick the color
             and symbol for this method call.
            
        
         
             
            Go through the list of   data values for this  
            and determine the minimum and maximum values in the data.
            
             The minimum X value in the range of data
             The maximum X value in the range of data
             The minimum Y value in the range of data
             The maximum Y value in the range of data
             ignoreInitial is a boolean value that
            affects the data range that is considered for the automatic scale
            ranging (see  ).  If true, then initial
            data points where the Y value is zero are not included when
            automatically determining the scale  ,
             , and   size.  All data after
            the first non-zero Y value are included.
            
             
            Determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will subset the
            data points based on any manually set scale range values.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
        
         
             Returns a reference to the   object that is the "base"
            (independent axis) from which the values are drawn. 
             
            This property is determined by the value of   for
             ,  , and  
            types.  It is always the X axis for regular   types.
            Note that the   setting can override the
              and   settings for bar types
            (this is because all the bars that are clustered together must share the
            same base axis).
            
             
             
        
         
             Returns a reference to the   object that is the "value"
            (dependent axis) from which the points are drawn. 
             
            This property is determined by the value of   for
             ,  , and  
            types.  It is always the Y axis for regular   types.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the width of each bar, depending on the actual bar type
            
             The width for an individual bar, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            A   instance that represents the  
            entry for the this   object
            
        
         
             
            The  / /  
            color (FillColor for the Bar).  This is a common access to
             Line.Color,
             Border.Color, and
             Fill.Color properties for this curve.
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is visible on the graph.
            Note that this value turns the curve display on or off, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry.  To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is selected on the graph.
            Note that this value changes the curve displayed color, but it does not
            affect the display of the legend entry. To hide the legend entry, you
            have to set   to false.
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   can be selected in the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value which allows you to override the normal
            ordinal axis behavior.
            
             
            Normally for an ordinal axis type, the actual data values corresponding to the ordinal
            axis will be ignored (essentially they are replaced by ordinal values, e.g., 1, 2, 3, etc).
            If IsOverrideOrdinal is true, then the user data values will be used (even if they don't
            make sense).  Fractional values are allowed, such that a value of 1.5 is between the first and
            second ordinal position, etc.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which X axis this  
            is assigned to.
            
             
            The
              is on the bottom side of the graph and the
              is on the top side.  Assignment to an axis
            determines the scale that is used to draw the curve on the graph.
            
             true to assign the curve to the  ,
            false to assign the curve to the  
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines which Y axis this  
            is assigned to.
            
             
            The
              is on the left side of the graph and the
              is on the right side.  Assignment to an axis
            determines the scale that is used to draw the curve on the graph.  Note that
            this value is used in combination with the   to determine
            which of the Y Axes (if there are multiples) this curve belongs to.
            
             true to assign the curve to the  ,
            false to assign the curve to the  
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the index number of the Y Axis to which this
              belongs.
            
             
            This value is essentially an index number into the  
            or  , depending on the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Determines whether this  
            is a  .  This does not include  's
            or  's.
            
             true for a bar chart, or false for a line or pie graph
        
         
             
            Determines whether this  
            is a  .
            
             true for a pie chart, or false for a line or bar graph
        
         
             
            Determines whether this  
            is a  .
            
             true for a line chart, or false for a bar type
        
         
             
            Readonly property that gives the number of points that define this
              object, which is the number of points in the
              data collection.
            
        
         
             
            The   of X,Y point sets that represent this
             .
            
        
         
             
            An accessor for the   datum for this  .
            Index is the ordinal reference (zero based) of the point.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the hyperlink information for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Compares  's based on the point value at the specified
            index and for the specified axis.
             
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for Comparer.
            
             The axis type on which to sort.
             The index number of the point on which to sort
        
         
             
            Compares two  s using the previously specified index value
            and axis.  Sorts in descending order.
            
             Curve to the left.
             Curve to the right.
             -1, 0, or 1 depending on l.X's relation to r.X
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label for the bar.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Create a   for each bar in the  .
            
             
            This method will go through the bars, create a label that corresponds to the bar value,
            and place it on the graph depending on user preferences.  This works for horizontal or
            vertical bars in clusters or stacks, but only for   types.  This method
            does not apply to   or   objects.
            Call this method only after calling  .
            
             The GraphPane in which to place the text labels.
             true to center the labels inside the bars, false to
            place the labels just above the top of the bar.
             The double.ToString string format to use for creating
            the labels.
            
        
         
             
            Create a   for each bar in the  .
            
             
            This method will go through the bars, create a label that corresponds to the bar value,
            and place it on the graph depending on user preferences.  This works for horizontal or
            vertical bars in clusters or stacks, but only for   types.  This method
            does not apply to   or   objects.
            Call this method only after calling  .
            
             The GraphPane in which to place the text labels.
             true to center the labels inside the bars, false to
            place the labels just above the top of the bar.
             The double.ToString string format to use for creating
            the labels.
            
             The color in which to draw the labels
             The string name of the font family to use for the labels
             The floating point size of the font, in scaled points
             true for a bold font type, false otherwise
             true for an italic font type, false otherwise
             true for an underline font type, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the global settings for bar charts
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             Private field that determines the size of the gap between bar clusters
            for bar charts.  This gap is expressed as a fraction of the bar size (1.0 means
            leave a 1-barwidth gap between clusters).
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
        
         
             Private field that determines the size of the gap between individual bars
            within a bar cluster for bar charts.  This gap is expressed as a fraction of the
            bar size (1.0 means leave a 1-barwidth gap between each bar).
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
        
         
             Private field that determines the base axis from which  
            graphs will be displayed.  The base axis is the axis from which the bars grow with
            increasing value. The value is of the enumeration type  .
            To access this value, use the public property  .
            
             
        
         
             Private field that determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            To access this value, use the public property  .
            
             
        
         
             Private field that determines the width of a bar cluster (for bar charts)
            in user scale units.  Normally, this value is 1.0 because bar charts are typically
              or  , and the bars are
            defined at ordinal values (1.0 scale units apart).  For  
            or other scale types, you can use this value to scale the bars to an arbitrary
            user scale. Use the public property   to access this
            value. 
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   will be
            calculated automatically.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the owner GraphPane that contains this BarSettings instance.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to build a   instance from the defaults.
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
             The   that will be the
            parent of this new BarSettings object.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             
            You MUST set the _ownerPane property after deserializing a BarSettings object.
            
             A   instance that defines the
            serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains
            the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Calculate the width of an individual bar cluster on a   graph.
            This value only applies to bar graphs plotted on non-ordinal X axis
            types (  is false).
            
             
            This value can be calculated automatically if  
            is set to true.  In this case, ClusterScaleWidth will be calculated if
              refers to an   of a non-ordinal type
            (  is false).  The ClusterScaleWidth is calculated
            from the minimum difference found between any two points on the  
              for any   in the
             .  The ClusterScaleWidth is set automatically
            each time   is called.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determine the minimum increment between individual points to be used for
            calculating a bar size that fits without overlapping
            
             The   list of points for the bar
            of interest
             The base axis for the bar
             The minimum increment between bars along the base axis
        
         
             
            Determine the width, in screen pixel units, of each bar cluster including
            the cluster gaps and bar gaps.
            
             This method calls the  
            method for the base   for   graphs
            (the base   is assigned by the  
            property).
            
             
             
             
             
             The width of each bar cluster, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Determine the   from which the   charts are based.
            
             
             
             
             
             The   class for the axis from which the bars are based
        
         
             
            The minimum space between   clusters, expressed as a
            fraction of the bar size.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The minimum space between individual  Bars
            within a cluster, expressed as a
            fraction of the bar size.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             Determines the base axis from which  
            graphs will be displayed.
            
             The base axis is the axis from which the bars grow with
            increasing value. The value is of the enumeration type  .
            
             
        
         
             Determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            
             
        
         
             
            The width of an individual bar cluster on a   graph.
            This value only applies to bar graphs plotted on non-ordinal X axis
            types ( ,  , and
             .
            
             
            This value can be calculated automatically if  
            is set to true.  In this case, ClusterScaleWidth will be calculated if
              refers to an   of a non-ordinal type
            (  is false).  The ClusterScaleWidth is calculated
            from the minimum difference found between any two points on the  
              for any   in the
             .  The ClusterScaleWidth is set automatically
            each time   is called.  Calculations are
            done by the   method.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if the   will be
            calculated automatically.
            
             true for the   to be calculated
            automatically based on the available data, false otherwise.  This value will
            be set to false automatically if the   value
            is changed by the user.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default dimension gap between clusters of bars on a
              graph.
            This dimension is expressed in terms of the normal bar width.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The default dimension gap between each individual bar within a bar cluster
            on a   graph.
            This dimension is expressed in terms of the normal bar width.
            
             
             
        
         
             The default value for the  , which determines the base
              from which the   graphs will be displayed.
            
             
        
         
             The default value for the   property, which
            determines if the bars are drawn overlapping eachother in a "stacked" format,
            or side-by-side in a "cluster" format.  See the  
            for more information.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default width of a bar cluster 
            on a   graph.  This value only applies to
              graphs, and only when the
              is  ,
              or  .
            This dimension is expressed in terms of X scale user units.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The default value for  .
            
        
         
             
            A class that encapsulates Border (frame) properties for an object.  The   class
            is used in a variety of ZedGraph objects to handle the drawing of the Border around the object.
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            A class that handles the basic attributes of a line segment.
            
             
            This is the base class for   and   classes.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the pen width for this line.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   for this
            line.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the "Dash On" length for drawing the line.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the "Dash Off" length for drawing the line.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of this line.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if the line is drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the color of this line.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the line will not be shown (but the   may
            still be shown).
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores a custom   class.  This
            fill is used strictly for  ,
             ,  ,
            and   calculations to determine
            the color of the line.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets the color property to the specified value, and sets
            the remaining   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The color to assign to this new Line object
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The LineBase object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone.
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the
            serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains
            the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize
            the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the
            serialized data
             A   instance that contains the
            serialized data
        
         
             
            Create a   object based on the properties of this
             .
            
             The owner   of this
             .
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             A   object with the properties of this  
            
        
         
             
            Create a   object based on the properties of this
             .
            
             The owner   of this
             .
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable if  GradientFill.Type
            is one of  ,
             ,  ,
            or  .
            
             A   object with the properties of this  
            
        
         
             
            The color of the  .  Note that this color value can be
            overridden if the  GradientFill.Type is one of the
             ,
             ,  ,
            and   types.
            
             
        
         
             
            The style of the  , defined as a   enum.
            This allows the line to be solid, dashed, or dotted.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The "Dash On" mode for drawing the line.
            
             
            This is the distance, in points (1/72 inch), of the dash segments that make up
            the dashed grid lines.  This setting is only valid if 
              is set to  .
            
             The dash on length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The "Dash Off" mode for drawing the line.
            
             
            This is the distance, in points (1/72 inch), of the spaces between the dash
            segments that make up the dashed grid lines.  This setting is only valid if 
              is set to  .
            
             The dash off length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The pen width used to draw the  , in points (1/72 inch)
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the  .
            
             true to show the line, false to hide it
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the lines are drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            
             
            If this value is set to true, then the  
            property will be set to   only while
            this   is drawn.  A value of false will leave the value of
              unchanged.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a custom   class.
            
             This fill is used strictly for  ,
             ,  ,
            and   calculations to determine
            the color of the line.  It overrides the   property if
            one of the above   values are selected.
            
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default mode for displaying line segments ( 
            property).  True to show the line segments, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default width for line segments (  property).
            Units are points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default drawing style for line segments (  property).
            This is defined with the   enumeration.
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash on" size for drawing the line
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash off" size for drawing the the line
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the line.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the amount of inflation to be done on the rectangle
            before rendering.  This allows the border to be inset or outset relative to
            the actual rectangle area.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The default constructor.  Initialized to default values.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies the visibility, color and penWidth of the Border.
            
             Determines whether or not the Border will be drawn.
             The color of the Border
             The width, in points (1/72 inch), for the Border.
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies the color and penWidth of the Border.
            
             The color of the Border
             The width, in points (1/72 inch), for the Border.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Border object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the specified Border ( ) using the properties of
            this   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             A   struct to be drawn.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the amount of inflation to be done on the rectangle
            before rendering.
            
             This allows the border to be inset or outset relative to
            the actual rectangle area.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , in units of points (1/72 inch).
            
             
        
         
             
            A class that represents a bordered and/or filled box (rectangle) object on
            the graph.  A list of
            BoxObj objects is maintained by the   collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the properties of the border around this
             
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and solid fill color
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box fill (will be a solid color fill)
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position
            of the   to be pre-specified.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A default constructor that creates a   using a location of (0,0),
            and a width,height of (1,1).  Other properties are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and two-color
            gradient fill colors
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the start of the box gradient fill
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the end of the box gradient fill
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   object, which
            determines the properties of the border around this
             
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width used for the   border
            (  property).  Units are points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color used for the   border
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color used for the   fill
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the properties of the charting area (where the curves are
            actually drawn), which is bounded by the  ,  ,
            and  .
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            The rectangle that contains the area bounded by the axes, in pixel units
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field that determines if the   will be
            sized automatically.  Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
             
            Default constructor.
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             The source   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the rectangle that contains the area bounded by the axes
            ( ,  , and  ).
            If you set this value manually, then the  
            value will automatically be set to false.
            
             The rectangle units are in screen pixels
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class for drawing the border
            border around the  
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines whether or not the 
              will be calculated automatically (almost always true).
            
             
            If you have a need to set the ChartRect manually, such as you have multiple graphs
            on a page and you want to line up the edges perfectly, you can set this value
            to false.  If you set this value to false, you must also manually set
            the   property.
            You can easily determine the ChartRect that ZedGraph would have
            calculated by calling the   method, which returns
            a chart rect sized for the current data range, scale sizes, etc.
            
             true to have ZedGraph calculate the ChartRect, false to do it yourself
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   border.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   background.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default brush for the   background.
            (  property of  ). 
            
        
         
             
            The default   for the   background.
            (  property of  ). 
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the 
              border
            (  property).
            Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   border
            (  property). true
            to show the border border, false to omit the border
            
        
         
             
            Class used to get the next color/symbol for GraphPane.AddCurve methods.
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            The  s   
            rotates through.
            
        
         
             
            The  s   
            rotates through.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the next color to be used. Note: may be 
            > COLORS.Length, it is reset to 0 on the next call if it is.
            
        
         
             
            The index of the next symbol to be used. Note: may be 
            > SYMBOLS.Length, it is reset to 0 on the next call if it is.
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next color in the rotation  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the color index.
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the index of the next color to be used.  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the color index.
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next color in the rotation.  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the symbol index.
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the index of the next symbol to be used.  Calling this
            method has the side effect of incrementing the symbol index.
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the   instance used by the
            static methods.
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next color from this class's static 
              instance
             
             
            
        
         
             
            Retrieves the next symbol type from this class's static 
              instance
             
             
            
        
         
             
            The DateAsOrdinalScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             DateAsOrdinalScale is an ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with dates from the
            actual data values of the first   in the  .
            Although the tics are labeled with real data values, the actual points will be
            evenly-spaced in spite of the data values.  For example, if the X values of the first curve
            are 1, 5, and 100, then the tic labels will show 1, 5, and 100, but they will be equal
            distance from each other.
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            The Scale class is an abstract base class that encompasses the properties
            and methods associated with a scale of data.
            
             This class is inherited by the
             ,  ,  ,
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  
            classes to define specific characteristics for those types.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   scale definitions.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   automatic scaling modes.
            Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,  , 
              and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   "grace" settings.
            These values determine how much extra space is left before the first data value
            and after the last data value.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   "grace" settings.
            These values determine how much extra space is left before the first data value
            and after the last data value.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private field for the   scale value display.
            Use the public property   for access to this value.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private fields for the   attributes.
            Use the public properties   and  
            for access to these values.
            
        
         
              Private   field for the   array of text labels.
            This property is only used if   is set to
              
        
         
              Private field for the format of the   tic labels.
            Use the public property   for access to this value. 
             
        
         
             
            Private fields for Unit types to be used for the major and minor tics.
            See   and   for the corresponding
            public properties.
            These types only apply for date-time scales ( ).
            
             The value of these types is of enumeration type  
            
        
         
             
            Private fields for Unit types to be used for the major and minor tics.
            See   and   for the corresponding
            public properties.
            These types only apply for date-time scales ( ).
            
             The value of these types is of enumeration type  
            
        
         
              Private field for the alignment of the   tic labels.
            This fields controls whether the inside, center, or outside edges of the text labels are aligned.
            Use the public property  
            for access to this value. 
             
        
         
              Private field for the alignment of the   tic labels.
            This fields controls whether the left, center, or right edges of the text labels are aligned.
            Use the public property  
            for access to this value. 
             
        
         
              Private fields for the   font specificatios.
            Use the public properties   and
              for access to these values. 
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the amount of space between the scale labels and the
            major tics.  Use the public property   to access this
            value.
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Data range temporary values, used by GetRange().
            
        
         
             
            Pixel positions at the minimum and maximum value for this scale.
            These are temporary values used/valid only during the Draw process.
            
        
         
             
            Pixel positions at the minimum and maximum value for this scale.
            These are temporary values used/valid only during the Draw process.
            
        
         
             
            Scale values for calculating transforms.  These are temporary values
            used ONLY during the Draw process.
            
             
            These values are just   and  
            for normal linear scales, but for log or exponent scales they will be a
            linear representation.  For  , it is the
              of the value, and for  ,
            it is the  
            of the value.
            
        
         
             
            Scale values for calculating transforms.  These are temporary values
            used ONLY during the Draw process.
            
             
            These values are just   and  
            for normal linear scales, but for log or exponent scales they will be a
            linear representation.  For  , it is the
              of the value, and for  ,
            it is the  
            of the value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the owner Axis that contains this Scale instance.
            
        
         
             
            Basic constructor -- requires that the   object be intialized with
            a pre-existing owner  .
            
             The   object that is the owner of this
              instance.
        
         
             
            Copy Constructor.  Create a new   object based on the specified
            existing one.
            
             The   object to be copied.
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            A construction method that creates a new   object using the
            properties of an existing   object, but specifying a new
             .
            
             
            This constructor is used to change the type of an existing  .
            By specifying the old   object, you are giving a set of properties
            (which encompasses all fields associated with the scale, since the derived types
            have no fields) to be used in creating a new   object, only this
            time having the newly specified object type.
             The existing   object from which to
            copy the field data.
             An   representing the type of derived type
            of new   object to create.
             The new   object.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to
            serialize the target object
            
             
            You MUST set the _ownerAxis property after deserializing a BarSettings object.
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup some temporary transform values in preparation for rendering the
             .
            
             
            This method is typically called by the parent  
            object as part of the   method.  It is also
            called by   and
             
            methods to setup for coordinate transformations.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The parent   for this  
            
        
         
             
            Convert a value to its linear equivalent for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the log or power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Convert a value from its linear equivalent to its actual scale value
            for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the anti-log or inverse-power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Make a value label for the axis at the specified ordinal position.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Get the maximum width of the scale value text that is required to label this
             .
            The results of this method are used to determine how much space is required for
            the axis labels.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            true to get the bounding box of the text using the  ,
            false to just get the bounding box without rotation
            
             the maximum width of the text in pixel units
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Draw the value labels, tic marks, and grid lines as
            required for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The first major tic value for the axis
            
             
            The total number of major tics for the axis
            
             
            The pixel location of the far side of the ChartRect from this axis.
            This value is the ChartRect.Height for the XAxis, or the ChartRect.Width
            for the YAxis and Y2Axis.
            
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the scale, including the tic marks, value labels, and grid lines as
            required for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The number of pixels to shift to account for non-primary axis position (e.g.,
            the second, third, fourth, etc.   or  .
            
        
         
             
            Determine the width, in pixel units, of each bar cluster including
            the cluster gaps and bar gaps.
            
             
            This method uses the   for
            non-ordinal axes, or a cluster width of 1.0 for ordinal axes.
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             The width of each bar cluster, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Calculates the cluster width, in pixels, by transforming the specified
            clusterScaleWidth.
            
             The width in user scale units of each
            bar cluster
             The equivalent pixel size of the bar cluster
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).  This
            routine honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings as well as the  
            setting.  In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic defaults for
            scale selection are defined using  ,
             , and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the maximum number of labels that will fit on this axis.
            
             
            This method works for
            both X and Y direction axes, and it works for angled text (assuming that a bounding box
            is an appropriate measure).  Technically, labels at 45 degree angles could fit better than
            the return value of this method since the bounding boxes can overlap without the labels actually
            overlapping.
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size based on a data range.
            
             
            This utility method
            will try to honor the   and
              number of
            steps while using a rational increment (1, 2, or 5 -- which are
            even divisors of 10).  This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in user scale units.  This can
            be a full range of the data for the major step size, or just the
            value of the major step size to calculate the minor step size
             The desired "typical" number of steps
            to divide the range into
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size based on a data range, limited to a maximum number of steps.
            
             
            This utility method
            will calculate a step size, of no more than maxSteps,
            using a rational increment (1, 2, or 5 -- which are
            even divisors of 10).  This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in user scale units.  This can
            be a full range of the data for the major step size, or just the
            value of the major step size to calculate the minor step size
             The maximum allowable number of steps
            to divide the range into
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the modulus (remainder) in a safe manner so that divide
            by zero errors are avoided
            
             The divisor
             The dividend
             the value of the modulus, or zero for the divide-by-zero
            case
        
         
             
            Define suitable default ranges for an axis in the event that
            no data were available
            
             The   of interest
             The   for which to set the range
        
         
             
            Transform the coordinate value from user coordinates (scale value)
            to graphics device coordinates (pixels).
            
             This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).
            Note that the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method (this is called everytime
            the graph is drawn (i.e.,   is called).
            
             The coordinate value, in user scale units, to
            be transformed
             the coordinate value transformed to screen coordinates
            for use in calling the   draw routines
        
         
             
            Transform the coordinate value from user coordinates (scale value)
            to graphics device coordinates (pixels).
            
             
            This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).
            Note that the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method (this is called everytime
            the graph is drawn (i.e.,   is called).
            
             true to force the axis to honor the data
            value, rather than replacing it with the ordinal value
             The ordinal value of this point, just in case
            this is an   axis
             The coordinate value, in user scale units, to
            be transformed
             the coordinate value transformed to screen coordinates
            for use in calling the   draw routines
        
         
             
            Reverse transform the user coordinates (scale value)
            given a graphics device coordinate (pixels).
            
             
            This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).
            Note that the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method (this is called everytime
            the graph is drawn (i.e.,   is called).
            
             The screen pixel value, in graphics device coordinates to
            be transformed
             The user scale value that corresponds to the screen pixel location
        
         
             
            Transform the coordinate value from user coordinates (scale value)
            to graphics device coordinates (pixels).
            
             Assumes that the origin
            has been set to the "left" of this axis, facing from the label side.
            Note that the left side corresponds to the scale minimum for the X and
            Y2 axes, but it is the scale maximum for the Y axis.
            This method takes into
            account the scale range (  and  ),
            logarithmic state ( ), scale reverse state
            ( ) and axis type ( ,
             , or  ).  Note that
            the   must be valid, and
              must be called for the
            current configuration before using this method.
            
             The coordinate value, in linearized user scale units, to
            be transformed
             the coordinate value transformed to screen coordinates
            for use in calling the   method
        
         
             
            Calculate a base 10 logarithm in a safe manner to avoid math exceptions
            
             The value for which the logarithm is to be calculated
             The value of the logarithm, or 0 if the  
            argument was negative or zero
        
         
             
            Calculate an exponential in a safe manner to avoid math exceptions
             
              The value for which the exponential is to be calculated
              The exponent value to use for calculating the exponential.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the linearized version of the   scale range.
            
             
            This value is valid at any time, whereas   is an optimization
            pre-set that is only valid during draw operations.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the linearized version of the   scale range.
            
             
            This value is valid at any time, whereas   is an optimization
            pre-set that is only valid during draw operations.
            
        
         
             
            Get an   enumeration that indicates the type of this scale.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            True if this scale is  , false otherwise.
            
             
            Note that this is only true for an actual   class.
            This property will be false for other ordinal types such as
             ,  ,
            or  .  Use the  
            as a "catchall" for all ordinal type axes.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a value that indicates if this   is of any of the
            ordinal types in the   enumeration.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum scale value for this  .
            
             This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units for  
            and   axes. For  
            and   axes,
            this value is an ordinal starting with 1.0.  For  
            axes, this value is in XL Date format (see  , which is the
            number of days since the reference date of January 1, 1900.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum scale value for this  .
            
             
            This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units for  
            and   axes. For  
            and   axes,
            this value is an ordinal starting with 1.0.  For  
            axes, this value is in XL Date format (see  , which is the
            number of days since the reference date of January 1, 1900.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale step size for this   (the increment between
            labeled axis values).
            
             
            This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.  This value is ignored for  
            axes.  For   axes, this
            value is defined in units of  .
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale minor step size for this   (the spacing between
            minor tics).
            
             This value can be set
            automatically based on the state of  .  If
            this value is set manually, then   will
            also be set to false.  This value is ignored for   and
              axes.  For   axes, this
            value is defined in units of  .
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale exponent value.  This only applies to  . 
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the scale value at which the first major tic label will appear.
            
             This property allows the scale labels to start at an irregular value.
            For example, on a scale range with   = 0,   = 1000,
            and   = 200, a   value of 50 would cause
            the scale labels to appear at values 50, 250, 450, 650, and 850.  Note that the
            default value for this property is  , which means the
            value is not used.  Setting this property to any value other than
              will activate the effect.  The value specified must
            coincide with the first major tic.  That is, if   were set to
            650 in the example above, then the major tics would only occur at 650 and 850.  This
            setting may affect the minor tics, since the minor tics are always referenced to the
             .  That is, in the example above, if the  
            were set to 30 (making it a non-multiple of the major step), then the minor tics would
            occur at 20, 50 (so it lines up with the BaseTic), 80, 110, 140, etc.
            
              The value is defined in user scale units 
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the type of units used for the major step size ( ).
            
             
            This unit type only applies to Date-Time axes (  = true).
            The axis is set to date type with the   property.
            The unit types are defined as  .
            
              The value is a   enum type 
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the type of units used for the minor step size ( ).
            
             
            This unit type only applies to Date-Time axes (  = true).
            The axis is set to date type with the   property.
            The unit types are defined as  .
            
              The value is a   enum type 
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets the major unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The major unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the minor unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The minor unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the minimum scale value  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the maximum scale value  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the scale step size  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not the minor scale step size  
            is set automatically.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true for automatic mode, false for manual mode
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether or not the scale label format  
            is determined automatically based on the range of data values.
            
             
            This value will be set to false if
              is manually changed.
            
             true if   will be set automatically, false
            if it is to be set manually by the user
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The format of the   tic labels.
            
             
            This property may be a date format or a numeric format, depending on the setting of
             Scale.Type.
            This property may be set automatically by ZedGraph, depending on the state of
             .
            
             The format string conforms to the
              for date formats, and
              for numeric formats.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The magnitude multiplier for scale values.
            
             
            This is used to limit
            the size of the displayed value labels.  For example, if the value
            is really 2000000, then the graph will display 2000 with a 10^3
            magnitude multiplier.  This value can be determined automatically
            depending on the state of  .
            If this value is set manually by the user,
            then   will also be set to false.
            
             The magnitude multiplier (power of 10) for the scale
            value labels
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether the   value will be set
            automatically based on the data, or manually by the user.
            
             
            If the user manually sets the   value, then this
            flag will be set to false.
            
             true to have   set automatically,
            false otherwise
             
             
             
        
         
              Gets or sets the "grace" value applied to the minimum data range.
            
             
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MinGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be subtracted from the minimum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 2.8 to 16.0.
            
             
             
             
        
         
              Gets or sets the "grace" value applied to the maximum data range.
            
             
            This values determines how much extra space is left after the last data value.
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MaxGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be added to the maximum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 4.0 to 17.2.
            
             
             
             
        
         
              Controls the alignment of the   tic labels.
            
             
            This property controls whether the inside, center, or outside edges of the
            text labels are aligned.
            
        
         
              Controls the alignment of the   tic labels.
            
             
            This property controls whether the left, center, or right edges of the
            text labels are aligned.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class used to render
            the scale values
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The gap between the scale labels and the tics.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the axis scale labels and title to appear on the
            opposite side of the axis.
            
             
            For example, setting this flag to true for the   will shift the
            axis labels and title to the right side of the   instead of the
            normal left-side location.  Set this property to true for the  ,
            and set the   property for the   to an arbitrarily
            large value (assuming   is false for the  ) in
            order to have the   appear at the top of the  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the first scale label for this   to be
            hidden.
            
             
            Often, for axis that have an active   setting (e.g.,  
            is false), the first and/or last scale label are overlapped by opposing axes.  Use this
            property to hide the first scale label to avoid the overlap.  Note that setting this value
            to true will hide any scale label that appears within   of the
            beginning of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the last scale label for this   to be
            hidden.
            
             
            Often, for axis that have an active   setting (e.g.,  
            is false), the first and/or last scale label are overlapped by opposing axes.  Use this
            property to hide the last scale label to avoid the overlap.  Note that setting this value
            to true will hide any scale label that appears within   of the
            end of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that causes the scale label that is located at the  
            value for this   to be hidden.
            
             
            For axes that have an active   setting (e.g.,  
            is false), the scale label at the   value is overlapped by opposing axes.
            Use this property to hide the scale label to avoid the overlap.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if the scale values are reversed for this  
            
             true for the X values to decrease to the right or the Y values to
            decrease upwards, false otherwise
             .
        
         
             
            Determines if powers-of-ten notation will be used for the numeric value labels.
            
             
            The powers-of-ten notation is just the text "10" followed by a superscripted value
            indicating the magnitude.  This mode is only valid for log scales (see
              and  ).
            
              boolean value; true to show the title as a power of ten, false to
            show a regular numeric value (e.g., "0.01", "10", "1000")
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a   value that determines if ZedGraph will check to
            see if the   scale labels are close enough to overlap.  If so,
            ZedGraph will adjust the step size to prevent overlap.
            
             
            The process of checking for overlap is done during the  
            method call, and affects the selection of the major step size ( ).
            
              boolean value; true to check for overlap, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the scale values will be shown.
            
             true to show the scale values, false otherwise
             .
        
         
             
            The text labels for this  .
            
             
            This property is only
            applicable if   is set to  .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default "zero lever" for automatically selecting the axis
            scale range (see  ). This number is
            used to determine when an axis scale range should be extended to
            include the zero value.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
              The default "grace" value applied to the minimum data range.
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MinGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be subtracted from the minimum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 2.8 to 16.0.
            
             
        
         
              The default "grace" value applied to the maximum data range.
            This value is
            expressed as a fraction of the total data range.  For example, assume the data
            range is from 4.0 to 16.0, leaving a range of 12.0.  If MaxGrace is set to
            0.1, then 10% of the range, or 1.2 will be added to the maximum data value.
            The scale will then be ranged to cover at least 4.0 to 17.2.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The maximum number of text labels (major tics) that will be allowed on the plot by
            the automatic scaling logic.  This value applies only to  
            axes.  If there are more than MaxTextLabels on the plot, then
              will be increased to reduce the number of labels.  That is,
            the step size might be increased to 2.0 to show only every other label.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of steps for automatically selecting the X axis
            scale step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of major steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of steps for automatically selecting the Y or Y2 axis
            scale step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of major steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of minor steps for automatically selecting the X axis
            scale minor step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of minor steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default target number of minor steps for automatically selecting the Y or Y2 axis
            scale minor step size (see  ).
            This number is an initial target value for the number of minor steps
            on an axis.  This value is maintained only in the
              class, and cannot be changed after compilation.
            
        
         
             
            The default reverse mode for the   scale
            (  property). true for a reversed scale
            (X decreasing to the left, Y/Y2 decreasing upwards), false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   scale format string
            (  property).  For numeric values, this value is
            setting according to the   format strings.  For date
            type values, this value is set as per the   function.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 1825 days (5 years).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 365 days (1 year).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 90 days (3 months).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 10 days.
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 3 days.
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 0.4167 days (10 hours).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 0.125 days (3 hours).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 6.94e-3 days (10 minutes).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 2.083e-3 days (3 minutes).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            If the total span of data exceeds this number (in days), then the auto-range
            code will select   =  
            and   =  .
            This value normally defaults to 3.472e-5 days (3 seconds).
            This value is used by the   method.
            
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
             
            A default setting for the   auto-ranging code.
            This values applies only to Date-Time type axes.
            This is the format used for the scale values when auto-ranging code
            selects a   of  
            for   and   for 
            for  .
            This value is used by the   method.
            
             
        
         
              The default alignment of the   tic labels.
            This value controls whether the inside, center, or outside edges of the text labels are aligned.
            
             
        
         
              The default alignment of the   tic labels.
            This value controls whether the left, center, or right edges of the text labels are aligned.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default font family for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the   scale values
            font specification  
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , which determines
            whether or not the scale values are displayed.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for  , which determines
            whether or not the scale labels and title for the   will appear
            on the opposite side of the   that it normally appears.
            
        
         
             
            Determines the size of the band at the beginning and end of the axis that will have labels
            omitted if the axis is shifted due to a non-default location using the  
            property.
            
             
            This parameter applies only when   is false.  It is scaled according
            to the size of the graph based on  .  When a non-default
            axis location is selected, the first and last labels on that axis will overlap the opposing
            axis frame.  This parameter allows those labels to be omitted to avoid the overlap.  Set this
            parameter to zero to turn off the effect.
            
        
         
             
            The default setting for the gap between the outside tics (or the axis edge
            if there are no outside tics) and the scale labels, expressed as a fraction of
            the major tic size.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable ordinal axis scale given a range of data values, with the expectation that
            dates will be displayed.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  For this type,
            the first curve is the "master", which contains the dates to be applied.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log
            ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            The DateScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            DateScale is a cartesian axis with calendar dates or times.  The actual data values should
            be created with the   type, which is directly translatable to a
              type for storage in the point value arrays.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable date-time axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).
            Note that the   property setting can have multiple unit
            types (  and  ),
            but the   and
              units are always days ( ).  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic default for
            scale selection is defined with
              and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size for a   scale.
            This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in units of days
             The desired "typical" number of steps
            to divide the range into
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.  Also
            calculates and sets the values for  ,
             ,  , and
             
        
         
             
            Calculate a step size for a   scale.
            This method is used by  .
            
             The range of data in units of days
             The desired "typical" number of steps
            to divide the range into
             
            The   object on which to calculate the Date step size.
             The calculated step size for the specified data range.  Also
            calculates and sets the values for  ,
             ,  , and
             
        
         
             
            Calculate a date that is close to the specified date and an
            even multiple of the selected
              for a   scale.
            This method is used by  .
            
             The date which the calculation should be close to
             The desired direction for the date to take.
            1 indicates the result date should be greater than the specified
            date parameter.  -1 indicates the other direction.
             The calculated date
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Internal routine to calculate a multiplier to the selected unit back to days.
            
             The unit type for which the multiplier is to be
            calculated
             
            This is ratio of days/selected unit
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the value to the range of valid dates for the
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Gets the major unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The major unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the minor unit multiplier for this scale type, if any.
            
             The minor unit multiplier will correct the units of
              to match the units of  
            and  .  This reflects the setting of
             .
            
        
         
             
            A class that represents a bordered and/or filled ellipse object on
            the graph.  A list of EllipseObj objects is maintained by the
              collection class.  The ellipse is defined
            as the ellipse that would be contained by the rectangular box as
            defined by the   property.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position and size
            of the   to be pre-specified.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A default constructor that places the   at location (0,0),
            with width/height of (1,1).  Other properties are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and solid fill color
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the ellipse border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the ellipse fill (will be a solid color fill)
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and two-color
            gradient fill colors
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the ellipse border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the start of the ellipse gradient fill
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the end of the ellipse gradient fill
             The x location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The y location for this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The width of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
             The height of this  .  This will be in units determined by
             .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from
            which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
            The Error Bars are the vertical lines with a symbol at each end.
            
             To draw "I-Beam" bars, the symbol type defaults to
             , which is just a horizontal line.
            If   is Y-oriented, then the symbol type should be
            set to   to get the same effect.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the symbols will not be shown.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the error bar color.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the pen width for this error bar.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that contains the symbol element that will be drawn
            at the top and bottom of the error bar.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             A   value indicating
            the color of the symbol
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified  
            device at the specified location.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             boolean value that indicates if the "base" axis for this
              is the X axis.  True for an   base,
            false for a   or   base.
             The independent axis position of the center of the error bar in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the top of the error bar in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the bottom of the error bar in
            pixel units
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
             A pen with attributes of   and
              for this  
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Draw all the  's to the specified  
            device as a an error bar at each defined point.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the  .
            
             true to show the error bar, false to hide it
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
             This property only controls the color of
            the vertical line.  The symbol color is controlled separately in
            the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The pen width to be used for drawing error bars
            Units are points.
            
             This property only controls the pen width for the
            vertical line.  The pen width for the symbol outline is
            controlled separately by the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Contains the symbol element that will be drawn
            at the top and bottom of the error bar.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for curve symbols
            (  property),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing error bars
            (  property).  Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for symbols (  property).
            true to display symbols, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing error bars (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default symbol for drawing at the top and bottom of the
            error bar (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates an "Error Bar" curve type that displays a vertical or horizontal
            line with a symbol at each end.
            
             The   type is intended for displaying
            confidence intervals, candlesticks, stock High-Low charts, etc.  It is
            technically not a bar, since it is drawn as a vertical or horizontal line.
            The default symbol at each end of the "bar" is  ,
            which creates an "I-Beam".  For horizontal bars
            (  or
             ), you will need to change the symbol to
              to get horizontal "I-Beams".
            Since the horizontal segments are actually symbols, their widths are
            controlled by the symbol size in  ,
            specified in points (1/72nd inch).  The position of each "I-Beam" is set
            according to the   values.  The independent axis
            is assigned with  , and is a
              enum type.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the X axis values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the Y axis values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the lower dependent values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision values that define
            the X, Y and lower dependent values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   properties.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            The ExponentScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            ExponentScale is a non-linear axis in which the values are scaled using an exponential function
            with the   property.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Setup some temporary transform values in preparation for rendering the  .
            
             
            This method is typically called by the parent  
            object as part of the   method.  It is also
            called by   and
             
            methods to setup for coordinate transformations.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The parent   for this  
            
        
         
             
            Convert a value to its linear equivalent for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the log or power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Convert a value from its linear equivalent to its actual scale value
            for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the anti-log or inverse-power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable exponential axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The exponential scale
            relies on the   property to set the scaling exponent.  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  For log axes, the MinorStep
            value is not used.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            A class that encapsulates color-fill properties for an object.  The   class
            is used in  ,  ,  ,
             , and   objects.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the fill color.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  This property is
            only applicable if the   is not  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the secondary color for gradientByValue fills.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  This property is
            only applicable if the   is  ,
             , or  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the custom fill brush.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  This property is
            only applicable if the 
              property is set to  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the type of color fill.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  The fill color
            is determined by the property   or
             .
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the brush will be scaled to the bounding box
            of the filled object.  If this value is false, then the brush will only be aligned
            with the filled object based on the   and  
            properties.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the horizontal direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            properties.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the vertical direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            properties.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the image passed to the constructor.
            This is used strictly for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the image wrapmode passed to the constructor.
            This is used strictly for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the list of colors used to create the
              in the constructor.  This is used strictly
            for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that saves the list of positions used to create the
              in the constructor.  This is used strictly
            for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Private field the saves the angle of the fill.  This is used strictly for serialization.
            
        
         
             
            Generic initializer to default values
            
        
         
             
            The default constructor.  Initialized to no fill.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies the color, brush, and type for this fill.
            
             The color of the fill for solid fills
             A custom brush for fills.  Can be a  ,
             , or  .
             The   for this fill.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a solid color-fill, setting   to
             , and setting   to the
            specified color value.
            
             The color of the solid fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors and angle.
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of three colors.
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
             The third color for the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of three colors
            
             The first color for the gradient fill
             The second color for the gradient fill
             The third color for the gradient fill
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on a   object.  The gradient
            angle is defaulted to zero.
            
             The   object that defines the colors
            and positions along the gradient.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on a   object, drawn at the
            specified angle (degrees).
            
             The   object that defines the colors
            and positions along the gradient.
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at an
            angle of zero (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at the
            specified angle (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at the
            an angle of zero (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
             The array of floating point values that defines the color
            positions along the gradient.  Values should range from 0 to 1.
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a linear gradient multi-color-fill, setting   to
              using the specified colors.  This gradient fill
            consists of many colors based on an array of   objects, drawn at the
            specified angle (degrees).  The   array is used to create
            a   object assuming a even linear distribution of the colors
            across the gradient.
            
             The array of   objects that defines the colors
            along the gradient.
             The array of floating point values that defines the color
            positions along the gradient.  Values should range from 0 to 1.
             The angle (degrees) of the gradient fill
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a texture fill, setting   to
              and using the specified image.
            
             The   to use for filling
             The   class that controls the image wrapping properties
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   fill, using a user-supplied, custom
             .  The brush will be scaled to fit the destination screen object
            unless you manually change   to false;
            
             The   to use for fancy fills.  Typically, this would
            be a   or a   class
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   fill, using a user-supplied, custom
             .  The brush will be scaled to fit the destination screen object
            according to the   parameter.
            
             The   to use for fancy fills.  Typically, this would
            be a   or a   class
             Determines if the brush will be scaled to fit the bounding box
            of the destination object.  true to scale it, false to leave it unscaled
        
         
             
            Constructor that creates a   fill, using a user-supplied, custom
             .  This constructor will make the brush unscaled (see  ),
            but it provides   and   parameters to control
            alignment of the brush with respect to the filled object.
            
             The   to use for fancy fills.  Typically, this would
            be a   or a   class
             Controls the horizontal alignment of the brush within the filled object
            (see  
             Controls the vertical alignment of the brush within the filled object
            (see  
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Fill object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Create a fill brush using current properties.  This method will construct a brush based on the
            settings of  ,  
            and  .  If
              is set to   and
             
            is null, then a   will be created between the colors of
              and  .
            
             A rectangle that bounds the object to be filled.  This determines
            the start and end of the gradient fill.
             A   class representing the fill brush
        
         
             
            Create a fill brush using current properties.  This method will construct a brush based on the
            settings of  ,  
            and  .  If
              is set to   and
             
            is null, then a   will be created between the colors of
              and  .
            
             A rectangle that bounds the object to be filled.  This determines
            the start and end of the gradient fill.
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             A   class representing the fill brush
        
         
             
            Fill the background of the   area, using the
            fill type from this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The   struct specifying the area
            to be filled
        
         
             
            Fill the background of the   area, using the
            fill type from this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The   struct specifying the area
            to be filled
             The data value to be used in case it's a
             ,  , or
               .
        
         
             
            The fill color.  This property is used as a single color to make a solid fill
            (  is  ), or it can be used in 
            combination with   to make a
             
            when   is   and  
            is null.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the secondary color for gradientByValue fills.
            
             
            This property is only applicable if the   is
             ,
             , or
             .  Once the gradient-by-value logic picks
            a color, a new gradient will be created using the SecondaryValueGradientColor, the
            resulting gradient-by-value color, and the angle setting for this
             . Use a value of  Color.Empty to have
            a solid-color   resulting from a gradient-by-value
             .
            
        
         
             
            The custom fill brush.  This can be a  , a
             , or a  .  This property is
            only applicable if the   property is set
            to  .
            
        
         
             
            Determines the type of fill, which can be either solid
            color ( ) or a custom brush
            ( ).  See   for
            more information.
            
             
        
         
             
            This property determines the type of color fill. 
            Returns true if the   property is either
              or
             .  If set to true, this property
            will automatically set the   to
             .  If set to false, this property
            will automatically set the   to
             .  In order to get a regular
            solid-color fill, you have to manually set  
            to  .
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determines if the brush will be scaled to the bounding box
            of the filled object.  If this value is false, then the brush will only be aligned
            with the filled object based on the   and  
            properties.
            
        
         
             
            Determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the horizontal direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            
             
        
         
             
            Determines how the brush will be aligned with the filled object
            in the vertical direction.  This value is a   enumeration.
            This field only applies if   is false.
            
             
        
         
             
            Returns a boolean value indicating whether or not this fill is a "Gradient-By-Value"
            type.  This is true for  ,  ,
            or  .
            
             
            The gradient by value fill method allows the fill color for each point or bar to
            be based on a value for that point (either X, Y, or Z in the  .
            For example, assume a   class is defined with a linear gradient ranging from
              to   and the  
            is set to  .  If   is set to 
            100.0 and   is set to 200.0, then a point that has a Y value of
            100 or less will be colored blue, a point with a Y value of 200 or more will be
            colored red, and a point between 100 and 200 will have a color based on a linear scale
            between blue and red.  Note that the fill color is always solid for any given point.
            You can use the Z value from   along with
              to color individual points according to some
            property that is independent of the X,Y point pair.
            
             true if this is a Gradient-by-value type, false otherwise
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The minimum user-scale value for the gradient-by-value determination.  This defines
            the user-scale value for the start of the gradient.
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             A double value, in user scale unit
        
         
             
            The maximum user-scale value for the gradient-by-value determination.  This defines
            the user-scale value for the end of the gradient.
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             A double value, in user scale unit
        
         
             
            The default user-scale value for the gradient-by-value determination.  This defines the
            value that will be used when there is no point value available, or the actual point value
            is invalid.
            
             
            Note that this value, when defined, will determine the color that is used in the legend.
            If this value is set to double.MaxValue, then it remains "undefined."  In this case, the
            legend symbols will actually be filled with a color gradient representing the range of
            colors.
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             A double value, in user scale unit
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default scaling mode for   fills.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default horizontal alignment for   fills.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default vertical alignment for   fills.
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The   class is a generic font class that maintains the font family,
            attributes, colors, border and fill modes, font size, and angle information.
            This class can render text with a variety of alignment options using the
              and   parameters in the
              method.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the color of the font characters for this
             .  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
             A system   reference.
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the font family name for this  .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A text string with the font family name, e.g., "Arial"
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether this   is
            drawn with bold typeface.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A boolean value, true for bold, false for normal
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether this   is
            drawn with italic typeface.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A boolean value, true for italic, false for normal
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether this   is
            drawn with underlined typeface.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             A boolean value, true for underline, false for normal
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the properties of the border around the text.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the angle at which this
              object is drawn.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             The angle of the font, measured in anti-clockwise degrees from
            horizontal.  Negative values are permitted.
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the alignment with which this
              object is drawn.  This alignment really only
            affects multi-line strings.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             A   enumeration.
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the size of the font for this
              object.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             The size of the font, measured in points (1/72 inch).
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            object for this  .  This font object will be at
            the actual drawn size   according to the current
            size of the  .  Use the public method
              to access this font object.
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   will be
            displayed using anti-aliasing logic.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   will be
            displayed with a drop shadow.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the color of the dropshadow for this
             .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the offset angle of the dropshadow for this
             .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines the offset distance of the dropshadow for this
             .
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            object that will be used for superscripts.  This font object will be a
            fraction of the    ,
            based on the value of  .  This
            property is internal, and has no public access.
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Private field that temporarily stores the scaled size of the font for this
              object.  This represents the actual on-screen
            size, rather than the   that represents the reference
            size for a "full-sized"  .
            
             The size of the font, measured in points (1/72 inch).
        
         
             
            Construct a   object with default properties.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object with the given properties.  All other properties
            are defaulted according to the values specified in the  
            default class.
            
             A text string representing the font family
            (default is "Arial")
             A size of the font in points.  This size will be scaled
            based on the ratio of the   dimension to the
              of the   object. 
             The color with which to render the font
             true for a bold typeface, false otherwise
             true for an italic typeface, false otherwise
             true for an underlined font, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Construct a   object with the given properties.  All other properties
            are defaulted according to the values specified in the  
            default class.
            
             A text string representing the font family
            (default is "Arial")
             A size of the font in points.  This size will be scaled
            based on the ratio of the   dimension to the
              of the   object. 
             The color with which to render the font
             true for a bold typeface, false otherwise
             true for an italic typeface, false otherwise
             true for an underlined font, false otherwise
             The   to use for filling in the text background
             The   to use for filling in the text background
             The   to use for the
            text background
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The FontSpec object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Recreate the font based on a new scaled size.  The font
            will only be recreated if the scaled size has changed by
            at least 0.1 points.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The unscaled size of the font, in points
             The scaled size of the font, in points
             A reference to the   object
        
         
             
            Get the   class for the current scaled font.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             Returns a reference to a   object
            with a size of  , and font  .
            
        
         
             
            Render the specified   to the specifed
              device.  The text, border, and fill options
            will be rendered as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Render the specified   to the specifed
              device.  The text, border, and fill options
            will be rendered as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
        
         
             
            Render the specified   to the specifed
              device.  The text, border, and fill options
            will be rendered as required.  This special case method will show the
            specified text as a power of 10, using the  
            and  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Get the height of the scaled font
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled font height, in pixels
        
         
             
            Get the average character width of the scaled font.  The average width is
            based on the character 'x'
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled font width, in pixels
        
         
             
            Get the total width of the specified text string
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text width, in pixels
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the specified text string, based on the scaled font size
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the specified text string, based on the scaled font size, and using
            the specified   as an outer limit.
            
             
            This method will allow the text to wrap as necessary to fit the 
             .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the bounding box for the specified text string, based on the scaled font size.
            
             
            This routine differs from   in that it takes into
            account the rotation angle of the font, and gives the dimensions of the
            bounding box that encloses the text at the specified angle.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the bounding box for the specified text string, based on the scaled font size.
            
             
            This routine differs from   in that it takes into
            account the rotation angle of the font, and gives the dimensions of the
            bounding box that encloses the text at the specified angle.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Get a   struct representing the width and height
            of the bounding box for the specified text string, based on the scaled font size.
            
             
            This special case method will show the specified string as a power of 10,
            superscripted and downsized according to the
              and  .
            This routine differs from   in that it takes into
            account the rotation angle of the font, and gives the dimensions of the
            bounding box that encloses the text at the specified angle.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The text string for which the width is to be calculated
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled text dimensions, in pixels, in the form of
            a   struct
        
         
             
            Determines if the specified screen point lies within the bounding box of
            the text, taking into account alignment and rotation parameters.
            
             The screen point, in pixel units
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies within the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines if the specified screen point lies within the bounding box of
            the text, taking into account alignment and rotation parameters.
            
             The screen point, in pixel units
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             true if the point lies within the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Returns a polygon that defines the bounding box of
            the text, taking into account alignment and rotation parameters.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A string value containing the text to be
            displayed.  This can be multiple lines, separated by newline ('\n')
            characters
             The X location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the horizontal ( )
            alignment parameter  
             The Y location to display the text, in screen
            coordinates, relative to the vertical ( 
            alignment parameter  
             A horizontal alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             A vertical alignment parameter specified
            using the   enum type
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The limiting area ( ) into which the text
            must fit.  The actual rectangle may be smaller than this, but the text will be wrapped
            to accomodate the area.
             A polygon of 4 points defining the area of this text
        
         
             
            The color of the font characters for this  .
            Note that the border and background
            colors are set using the   and
              properties, respectively.
            
             A system   reference.
        
         
             
            The font family name for this  .
            
             A text string with the font family name, e.g., "Arial"
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is
            drawn with bold typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for bold, false for normal
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is
            drawn with italic typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for italic, false for normal
        
         
             
            Determines whether this   is
            drawn with underlined typeface.
            
             A boolean value, true for underline, false for normal
        
         
             
            The angle at which this   object is drawn.
            
             The angle of the font, measured in anti-clockwise degrees from
            horizontal.  Negative values are permitted.
        
         
             
            Determines the alignment with which this
              object is drawn.  This alignment really only
            affects multi-line strings.
            
             A   enumeration.
        
         
             
            The size of the font for this   object.
            
             The size of the font, measured in points (1/72 inch).
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class used to draw the border border
            around this text.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             , which controls how the background
            behind the text is filled.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the   will be
            drawn using anti-aliasing logic within GDI+.
            
             
            If this property is set to true, it will override the current setting of
              by setting the value temporarily to
             .  If this property is set to false,
            the the current setting of   will be
            left as-is.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the   will be
            displayed with a drop shadow.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the color of the drop shadow for this  .
            
             
            This value only applies if   is true.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the offset angle of the drop shadow for this  .
            
             
            This value only applies if   is true.
            
             The angle, measured in anti-clockwise degrees from
            horizontal.  Negative values are permitted.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the offset distance of the drop shadow for this  .
            
             
            This value only applies if   is true.
            
             The offset distance, measured as a fraction of the scaled font height.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size fraction of the superscript font, expressed as a fraction
            of the size of the main font.
            
        
         
             
            The default shift fraction of the superscript, expressed as a
            fraction of the superscripted character height.  This is the height
            above the main font (a zero shift means the main font and the superscript
            font have the tops aligned).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the background of the text block
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the alignment with which this
              object is drawn.  This alignment really only
            affects multi-line strings.
            
             A   enumeration.
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            if the drop shadow is displayed for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            if anti-aliasing logic is used for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            the color of the drop shadow for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            the offset angle of the drop shadow for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for  , which determines
            the offset distance of the drop shadow for this  .
            
        
         
             
            A class representing a needle on the GasGuage chart
             s.
            
              Jay Mistry 
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Value of this needle
            
        
         
             
            Width of the line being drawn
            
        
         
             
            Color of the needle line
            
        
         
             
            Internally calculated angle that places this needle relative to the MinValue and
            MaxValue of 180 degree GasGuage
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             . Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            A   which will customize the label display of this
             
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   class that defines the
            properties of the border around this  . Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The bounding rectangle for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field to hold the GraphicsPath of this   to be
            used for 'hit testing'.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new  
            
             The value associated with this  
            instance.
             The display color for this  
            instance.
             The value of this  .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   item to the specified
              device. This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Not used for rendering GasGaugeNeedle
             Not used for rendering GasGaugeNeedle
        
         
             
            Render the label for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             Bounding rectangle for this  .
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
             
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the values needed to properly display this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the   that will be used to define the bounding rectangle of
            the GasGaugeNeedle.
            
             This rectangle always lies inside of the  , and it is
            normally a square so that the pie itself is not oval-shaped.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
             
             The   (normally the  )
            that bounds this pie.
             
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the NeedleWidth of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the Border of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the SlicePath of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the LableDetail of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the NeedelColor of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the Fill of this  
            
        
         
             
            Private property that Gets or Sets the SweepAngle of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or Sets the NeedleValue of this  
            
        
         
             
            Specify the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default width of the gas gauge needle.  Units are points, scaled according
            to  
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing the border around the GasGaugeNeedle
            (  property). Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for GasGaugeNeedle ( 
            property).
            true to display frame around GasGaugeNeedle, false otherwise
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing frames around GasGaugeNeedle
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill type for filling the GasGaugeNeedle.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the GasGaugeNeedle
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the GasGaugeNeedle.
            (  property).
            
        
         
              
            Default value for controlling   display.
             
        
         
             
            The default font size for   entries
            (  property). Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            A class representing a region on the GasGuage chart
             s.
            
              Jay Mistry 
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Defines the minimum value of this  
            
        
         
             
            Defines the maximum value of this  
            
        
         
             
            Defines the Color of this  
            
        
         
             
            Internally calculated; Start angle of this pie that defines this  
            
        
         
             
            Internally calculated; Sweep angle of this pie that defines this  
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  data for this
             .	 Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            A   which will customize the label display of this
             
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  class that defines	the
            properties of the	border around	this  . Use the public
            property	  to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The bounding rectangle for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field to hold the GraphicsPath of this   to be
            used for 'hit testing'.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Create a new  
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The display color for this   instance.
             The minimum value of this  .
             The maximum value of this  .
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   item to the specified
              device. This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Not used for rendering GasGaugeNeedle
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            	
        
         
             
            Render the label for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             Bounding rectangle for this  .
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            		
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the values needed to properly display this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the   that will be used to define the bounding rectangle of
            the GasGaugeNeedle.
            
             This rectangle always lies inside of the  , and it is
            normally a square so that the pie itself is not oval-shaped.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into. This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects. This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
             The   (normally the  )
            that bounds this pie.
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the SlicePath of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the LabelDetail of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the Border of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the RegionColor of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the Fill of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the SweepAngle of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the StartAngle of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the MinValue of this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the MaxValue of this  
            
        
         
             
            Specify the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default border pen width for the  
            
        
         
             
            The default fill type for the  
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the visibility of the   border.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the color of the   border
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the color of the   fill
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the fill brush of the  
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the visibility of the   fill.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the font size of the   labels.
            
        
         
             
            Class   encapsulates the graph pane, which is all display elements
            associated with an individual graph.
            
             This class is the outside "wrapper"
            for the ZedGraph classes, and provides the interface to access the attributes
            of the graph.  You can have multiple graphs in the same document or form,
            just instantiate multiple GraphPane's.
            
            
              John Champion modified by Jerry Vos 
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            An abstract base class that defines basic functionality for handling a pane.  This class is the
            parent class for   and  .
            
            
             John Champion
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            The rectangle that defines the full area into which the pane is rendered.  Units are pixels.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field that holds the main title of the pane.  Use the
            public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the user-defined tag for this  .  This tag
            can be any user-defined value.  If it is a   type, it can be used as
            a parameter to the   method.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field to store the margin values for this  . Use the
            public property   to access this property.
            
        
         
             Private field that determines whether or not the fonts, tics, gaps, etc.
            will be scaled according to the actual graph size.  true for font and feature scaling
            with graph size, false for fixed font sizes (scaleFactor = 1.0 constant).
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that controls whether or not pen widths are scaled according to the
            size of the graph.  This value is only applicable if  
            is true.  If   is false, then no scaling will be done,
            regardless of the value of  .
            
             true to scale the pen widths according to the size of the graph,
            false otherwise.
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for the
              background.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for the
              border.  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field that determines the base size of the pane, in inches.
            Fonts, tics, gaps, etc. are scaled according to this base size.
            Use the public property   to access this value. 
             
             
        
         
             
            private field that stores the gap between the bottom of the pane title and the
            client area of the pane.  This is expressed as a fraction of the title character height.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the   class.  Leaves the   empty.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the   class.  Specifies the   of
            the  , and the size of the  .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of Clone
            
             
            Note that this method must be called with an explicit cast to ICloneable, and
            that it is inherently virtual.  For example:
             
            ParentClass foo = new ChildClass();
            ChildClass bar = (ChildClass) ((ICloneable)foo).Clone();
            
            Assume that ChildClass is inherited from ParentClass.  Even though foo is declared with
            ParentClass, it is actually an instance of ChildClass.  Calling the ICloneable implementation
            of Clone() on foo actually calls ChildClass.Clone() as if it were a virtual function.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Create a shallow, memberwise copy of this class.
            
             
            Note that this method uses MemberWiseClone, which will copy all
            members (shallow) including those of classes derived from this class.
             a new copy of the class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This abstract method is implemented by the child
            classes.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the client area rectangle based on the  .
            
             The client rectangle is the actual area available for  
            or   items after taking out space for the margins and the title.
            This method does not take out the area required for the  .
            To do so, you must separately call  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The calculated chart rect, in pixel coordinates.
        
         
             
            Draw the border _border around the   area.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            		
        
         
             
            Draw the   on the graph, centered at the top of the pane.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            		
        
         
             
            Change the size of the  .  Override this method to handle resizing the contents
            as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The new size for the  .
        
         
             
            Calculate the scaling factor based on the ratio of the current   dimensions and
            the  .
            
             This scaling factor is used to proportionally scale the
            features of the   so that small graphs don't have huge fonts, and vice versa.
            The scale factor represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, tic sizes,
            gap sizes, pen widths, etc.  The units of the scale factor are "World Pixels" per "Standard Point".
            If any object size, in points, is multiplied by this scale factor, the result is the size, in pixels,
            that the object should be drawn using the standard GDI+ drawing instructions.  A "Standard Point"
            is a dimension based on points (1/72nd inch) assuming that the   size
            matches the  .
            Note that "World Pixels" will still be transformed by the GDI+ transform matrices to result
            in "Output Device Pixels", but "World Pixels" are the reference basis for the drawing commands.
            
             
            A   value representing the scaling factor to use for the rendering calculations.
            
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the scaled pen width, taking into account the scaleFactor and the
            setting of the   property of the pane.
            
             The pen width, in points (1/72 inch)
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The scaled pen width, in world pixels
        
         
             
            Build a   object containing the graphical rendering of
            all the   objects in this list.
            
             A   object rendered with the current graph.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets an image for the current GraphPane, scaled to the specified size and resolution.
            
             The scaled width of the bitmap in pixels
             The scaled height of the bitmap in pixels
             The resolution of the bitmap, in dots per inch
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets an enhanced metafile image for the current GraphPane, scaled to the specified size.
            
             
            By definition, a Metafile is a vector drawing, and therefore scaling should not matter.
            However, this method is provided because certain options in Zedgraph, such as
              are affected by the size of the expected image.
            
             The "effective" scaled width of the bitmap in pixels
             The "effective" scaled height of the bitmap in pixels
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets an enhanced metafile image for the current GraphPane.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The rectangle that defines the full area into which all graphics
            will be rendered.
            
             Note that this rectangle has x, y, width, and height.  Most of the
            GDI+ graphic primitive actually draw one pixel beyond those dimensions.  For
            example, for a rectangle of ( X=0, Y=0, Width=100, Height=100 ), GDI+ would
            draw into pixels 0 through 100, which is actually 101 pixels.  For the
            ZedGraph Rect, a Width of 100 pixels means that pixels 0 through 99 are used
             Units are pixels.
             
        
         
             
            Accesses the   for this  
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance that contains the text and attributes of the title.
            This text can be multiple lines separated by newline characters ('\n').
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the user-defined tag for this  .  This tag
            can be any user-defined value.  If it is a   type, it can be used as
            a parameter to the   method.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class for drawing the border
            border around the  
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for the
            filling the background of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the list of   items for this  
            
             A reference to a   collection object
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   instance that controls the space between
            the edge of the   and the rendered content of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            BaseDimension is a double precision value that sets "normal" pane size on
            which all the settings are based.  The BaseDimension is in inches.  For
            example, if the BaseDimension is 8.0 inches and the
              size is 14 points.  Then the pane title font
            will be 14 points high when the   is approximately 8.0
            inches wide.  If the Rect is 4.0 inches wide, the pane title font will be
            7 points high.  Most features of the graph are scaled in this manner.
            
             The base dimension reference for the  , in inches
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the gap between the bottom of the pane title and the
            client area of the pane.  This is expressed as a fraction of the scaled
              character height.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if the font sizes, tic sizes, gap sizes, etc. will be scaled according to
            the size of the   and the  .  If this
            value is set to false, then the font sizes and tic sizes will always be exactly as
            specified, without any scaling.
            
             True to have the fonts and tics scaled, false to have them constant
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the property that controls whether or not pen widths are scaled for this
             .
            
             This value is only applicable if  
            is true.  If   is false, then no scaling will be done,
            regardless of the value of  .  Note that scaling the pen
            widths can cause "artifacts" to appear at typical screen resolutions.  This occurs
            because of roundoff differences; in some cases the pen width may round to 1 pixel wide
            and in another it may round to 2 pixels wide.  The result is typically undesirable.
            Therefore, this option defaults to false.  This option is primarily useful for high
            resolution output, such as printer output or high resolution bitmaps (from
             ) where it is desirable to have the pen width
            be consistent with the screen image.
            
             true to scale the pen widths according to the size of the graph,
            false otherwise.
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the title at the top of the pane
            (    property).  true to
            display a title, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the title
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size (points) for the
              (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the
             
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the
             
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the
             
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the
             
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for the  .
            (  property). true
            to draw a border around the  ,
            false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   border.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   background.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for the   border.
            (  property).  Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default dimension of the  , which
            defines a normal sized plot.  This dimension is used to scale the
            fonts, symbols, etc. according to the actual size of the
             .
            
             
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   option.
            true to have all pen widths scaled according to  ,
            false otherwise.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default setting for the   option.
            true to have all fonts scaled according to  ,
            false otherwise.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, expressed as
            a fraction of the scaled   character height.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             Private field instance of the   class.  Use the
            public property   to access this class.
        
         
             
            private value that contains a  , which stores prior
              objects containing scale range information.  This enables
            zooming and panning functionality for the  .
            
        
         
             Private field that determines whether or not initial zero values will
            be included or excluded when determining the Y or Y2 axis scale range.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
             Private field that determines whether or not initial
              values will cause the line segments of
            a curve to be discontinuous.  If this field is true, then the curves
            will be plotted as continuous lines as if the Missing values did not
            exist.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
              private field that determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will subset the
            data points based on any manually set scale range values.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
             The bounds provide a means to subset the data.  For example, if all the axes are set to
            autoscale, then the full range of data are used.  But, if the XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max values
            are manually set, then the Y data range will reflect the Y values within the bounds of
            XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max.
        
         
             
            private field that determines if ZedGraph should modify the scale ranges for the Y and Y2
            axes such that the number of steps, and therefore the grid lines, line up.  Use the
            public property   to acccess this value.
            
        
         
             Private field that determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            To access this value, use the public property  .
            
             
        
         
             
            Default Constructor.  Sets the   to (0, 0, 500, 375), and
            sets the   and   values to empty
            strings.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   object.  This routine will
            initialize all member variables and classes, setting appropriate default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
              A rectangular screen area where the graph is to be displayed.
            This area can be any size, and can be resize at any time using the
              property.
            
             The   for this  
             The   for the  
             The   for the  
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The GraphPane object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            AxisChange causes the axes scale ranges to be recalculated based on the current data range.
            
             
            There is no obligation to call AxisChange() for manually scaled axes.  AxisChange() is only
            intended to handle auto scaling operations.  Call this function anytime you change, add, or
            remove curve data to insure that the scale range of the axes are appropriate for the data range.
            This method calculates
            a scale minimum, maximum, and step size for each axis based on the current curve data.
            Only the axis attributes (min, max, step) that are set to auto-range
            ( ,  ,  )
            will be modified.  You must call   after calling
            AxisChange to make sure the display gets updated. 
            This overload of AxisChange just uses the default Graphics instance for the screen.
            If you have a Graphics instance available from your Windows Form, you should use
            the   overload instead.
            
        
         
             
            AxisChange causes the axes scale ranges to be recalculated based on the current data range.
            
             
            There is no obligation to call AxisChange() for manually scaled axes.  AxisChange() is only
            intended to handle auto scaling operations.  Call this function anytime you change, add, or
            remove curve data to insure that the scale range of the axes are appropriate for the data range.
            This method calculates
            a scale minimum, maximum, and step size for each axis based on the current curve data.
            Only the axis attributes (min, max, step) that are set to auto-range
            ( ,  ,  )
            will be modified.  You must call
              after calling AxisChange to make sure the display gets updated.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Draw all elements in the   to the specified graphics device.
            
             This method
            should be part of the Paint() update process.  Calling this routine will redraw all
            features of the graph.  No preparation is required other than an instantiated
              object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Calculate the   based on the  .
            
             The ChartRect
            is the plot area bounded by the axes, and the rect is the total area as
            specified by the client application.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The calculated chart rect, in pixel coordinates.
        
         
             
            Calculate the   based on the  .
            
             The ChartRect
            is the plot area bounded by the axes, and the rect is the total area as
            specified by the client application.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The calculated chart rect, in pixel coordinates.
        
         
             
            This method will set the   property for all three axes;
             ,  , and  .
            
             The  
            is calculated using the currently required space multiplied by a fraction
            ( bufferFraction).
            The currently required space is calculated using  , and is
            based on current data ranges, font sizes, etc.  The "space" is actually the amount of space
            required to fit the tic marks, scale labels, and axis title.
            The calculation is done by calling the   method for
            each  .
            
             A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
             The amount of space to allocate for the axis, expressed
            as a fraction of the currently required space.  For example, a value of 1.2 would
            allow for 20% extra above the currently required space.
             If true, then this method will only modify the  
            property if the calculated result is more than the current value.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A symbol type ( )
            that will be used for this curve.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A symbol type ( )
            that will be used for this curve.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a stick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a stick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a candlestick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            
             
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            Note that the  
            should contain   objects instead of  
            objects in order to contain all the data values required for this curve type.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a japanesecandlestick graph (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            
             
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            Note that the  
            should contain   objects instead of  
            objects in order to contain all the data values required for this curve type.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add an error bar set (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision values that define the
            base value (the bottom) of the bars for this curve.
            
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             An   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add an error bar set (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used for the curve line,
            symbols, etc.
             An   class for the newly created curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             The color to used to fill the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             The color to used for the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a "High-Low" bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points (double arrays) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             An array of double precision X values (the
            independent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision Y values (the
            dependent values) that define the curve.
             An array of double precision values that define the
            base value (the bottom) of the bars for this curve.
            
             The color to used for the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a hi-low bar type curve (  object) to the plot with
            the given data points ( ) and properties.
            This is simplified way to add curves without knowledge of the
              class.  An alternative is to use
            the   Add() method.
            
             The text label (string) for the curve that will be
            used as a   entry.
             A   of double precision value Trio's that define
            the X, Y, and lower dependent values for this curve
             The color to used to fill the bars
             A   class for the newly created bar curve.
            This can then be used to access all of the curve properties that
            are not defined as arguments to the
              method.
        
         
             
            Add a   to the display.
            
             The value associated with this  item.
             The display color for this  item.
             The amount this  item will be 
            displaced from the center of the  .
             Text label for this  
             a reference to the   constructed
        
         
             
            Add a   to the display, providing a gradient fill for the pie color.
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The starting display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The ending display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The angle for the gradient  .
             The amount this    instance will be 
            displaced from the center point.
             Text label for this   instance.
        
         
              
            Creates all the  s for a single Pie Chart. 
             
              double array containing all  s
             for a single PieChart.
             
               string array containing all  s
             for a single PieChart.
             
              an array containing references to all  s comprising
             the Pie Chart.
        
         
             
            Transform a data point from the specified coordinate type
            ( ) to screen coordinates (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the point in user
            coordinates.
             A   type that defines the
            coordinate system in which the X,Y pair is defined.
             A point in screen coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Transform a data point from the specified coordinate type
            ( ) to screen coordinates (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
            Note that this method is more accurate than the  
            overload, since it uses double types.  This would typically only be significant for
              coordinates.
            
             The x coordinate that defines the location in user space
             The y coordinate that defines the location in user space
             A   type that defines the
            coordinate system in which the X,Y pair is defined.
             A point in screen coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels).  This overload assumes the default
              and  .
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels).
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             true to return data that corresponds to an
             , false for an  .
             true to return data that corresponds to a
             , false for a  .
             The ordinal index of the Y or Y2 axis from which
            to return data (see  ,  )
            
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
            primary  
        
         
             
            Return the user scale values that correspond to the specified screen
            coordinate position (pixels) for all y axes.
            
             This method implicitly assumes that  
            has already been calculated via   or
              methods, or the   is
            set manually (see  ).
             The X,Y pair that defines the screen coordinate
            point of interest
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             The resultant value in user coordinates from the
             
             An array of resultant values in user coordinates from the
            list of   instances.  This method allocates the
            array for you, according to the number of   objects
            in the list.
             An array of resultant values in user coordinates from the
            list of   instances.  This method allocates the
            array for you, according to the number of   objects
            in the list.
        
         
             
            Add a secondary   (left side) to the list of axes
            in the Graph.
            
             
            Note that the primary   is always included by default.
            This method turns off the   and  
              and  
            properties by default.
            
             The title for the  .
             the ordinal position (index) in the  .
        
         
             
            Add a secondary   (right side) to the list of axes
            in the Graph.
            
             
            Note that the primary   is always included by default.
            This method turns off the   and  
              and  
            properties by default.
            
             The title for the  .
             the ordinal position (index) in the  .
        
         
             
            Find the object that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen) point.
            
             
            This method will search through all of the graph objects, such as
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  .
            If the mouse point is within the bounding box of the items (or in the case
            of   and  , within
              pixels), then the object will be returned.
            You must check the type of the object to determine what object was
            selected (for example, "if ( object is Legend ) ...").  The
              parameter returns the index number of the item
            within the selected object (such as the point number within a
              object.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A reference to the nearest object to the
            specified screen point.  This can be any of  ,
             ,  ,
             ,  , or  .
            Note: If the pane title is selected, then the   object
            will be returned.
            
             The index number of the item within the selected object
            (where applicable).  For example, for a   object,
              will be the index number of the nearest data point,
            accessible via  CurveItem.Points[index].
            index will be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if an object was found, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Find the data point that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen)
            point for the specified curve.
            
             
            This method will search only through the points for the specified
            curve to determine which point is
            nearest the mouse point.  It will only consider points that are within
              pixels of the screen point.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             A reference to the  
            instance that contains the closest point.  nearestCurve will be null if
            no data points are available.
             A   object containing
            the data points to be searched.
             The index number of the closest point.  The
            actual data vpoint will then be  CurveItem.Points[iNearest]
            .  iNearest will
            be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a point was found and that point lies within
              pixels
            of the screen point, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Find the data point that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen)
            point.
            
             
            This method will search through all curves in
              to find which point is
            nearest.  It will only consider points that are within
              pixels of the screen point.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             A reference to the  
            instance that contains the closest point.  nearestCurve will be null if
            no data points are available.
             The index number of the closest point.  The
            actual data vpoint will then be  CurveItem.Points[iNearest]
            .  iNearest will
            be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a point was found and that point lies within
              pixels
            of the screen point, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Find the data point that lies closest to the specified mouse (screen)
            point.
            
             
            This method will search through the specified list of curves to find which point is
            nearest.  It will only consider points that are within
              pixels of the screen point, and it will
            only consider  's that are in 
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             A   object containing
            a subset of  's to be searched.
             A reference to the  
            instance that contains the closest point.  nearestCurve will be null if
            no data points are available.
             The index number of the closest point.  The
            actual data vpoint will then be  CurveItem.Points[iNearest]
            .  iNearest will
            be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a point was found and that point lies within
              pixels
            of the screen point, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Search through the   and   for
            items that contain active   objects.
            
             The mouse location where the click occurred
             An appropriate   instance
             The current scaling factor for drawing operations.
             The clickable object that was found.  Typically a type of
              or a type of  .
             The   instance that is contained within
            the   object.
             An index value, indicating which point was clicked for
              type objects.
             returns true if a clickable link was found under the
             , or false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            Find any objects that exist within the specified (screen) rectangle.
            This method will search through all of the graph objects, such as
             ,  ,  ,
             , and  .
            and see if the objects' bounding boxes are within the specified (screen) rectangle
            This method returns true if any are found.
            
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to be notified when   is called.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the list of   items for this  
            
             A reference to a   collection object
        
         
             
            Accesses the   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Accesses the   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
        
         
             
            Accesses the primary   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
             
             
        
         
             
            Accesses the primary   for this graph
            
             A reference to a   object
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets the collection of Y axes that belong to this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the collection of Y2 axes that belong to this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets the   instance for this  ,
            which stores the global properties for bar type charts.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that affects the data range that is considered
            for the automatic scale ranging.
            
             If true, then initial data points where the Y value
            is zero are not included when automatically determining the scale  ,
             , and   size.
            All data after the first non-zero Y value are included.
            
             
        
         
              Gets or sets a boolean value that determines if the auto-scaled axis ranges will
            subset the data points based on any manually set scale range values.
             The bounds provide a means to subset the data.  For example, if all the axes are set to
            autoscale, then the full range of data are used.  But, if the XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max values
            are manually set, then the Y data range will reflect the Y values within the bounds of
            XAxis.Min and XAxis.Max.  Set to true to subset the data, or false to always include
            all data points when calculating scale ranges.
        
         
             Gets or sets a value that determines whether or not initial
              values will cause the line segments of
            a curve to be discontinuous.
            
             If this field is true, then the curves
            will be plotted as continuous lines as if the Missing values did not exist.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value. 
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if ZedGraph should modify the scale ranges
            for the Y and Y2 axes such that the number of major steps, and therefore the
            major grid lines, line up.
            
             
            This property affects the way that   selects the scale
            ranges for the Y and Y2 axes.  It applies to the scale ranges of all Y and Y2 axes,
            but only if the   is set to true. 
            
        
         
             Determines how the  
            graphs will be displayed. See the   enum
            for the individual types available.
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets a value that indicates whether or not the   for
            this   is empty.  Note that this value is only used for
            the  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   for this  .
            
        
         
             
            A delegate to provide notification through the  
            when   is called.
            
             The   for which AxisChange() has
            been called.
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default settings for the   scale ignore initial
            zero values option (  property).
            true to have the auto-scale-range code ignore the initial data points
            until the first non-zero Y value, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default settings for the   scale bounded ranges option
            (  property).
            true to have the auto-scale-range code subset the data according to any
            manually set scale values, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             The default value for the   property, which
            determines if the lines are drawn in normal or "stacked" mode.  See the
              for more information.
            
             
        
         
             
            The default width of a bar cluster 
            on a   graph.  This value only applies to
              graphs, and only when the
              is  ,
              or  .
            This dimension is expressed in terms of X scale user units.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            The tolerance that is applied to the
              routine.
            If a given curve point is within this many pixels of the mousePt, the curve
            point is considered to be close enough for selection as a nearest point
            candidate.
            
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
            The Hi-Low Bars are the "floating" bars that have a lower and upper value and
            appear at each defined point.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the size (width) of this
              in points (1/72 inch).  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines whether the bar width will be based on
            the   value, or it will be based on available
            space similar to   objects.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The result of the autosize calculation, which is the size of the bars in
            user scale units.  This is converted to pixels at draw time.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the 
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            The specified color is only applied to the
             , and the  
            will be defaulted.
            
             A   value indicating
            the  
            of the Bar.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the 
              and   as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            The specified color is only applied to the
             , and the  
            will be defaulted.
            
             A   value indicating
            the  
            of the Bar.
            
             The size (width) of the  's, in points
            (1/72nd inch)
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Protected internal routine that draws the specified single bar (an individual "point")
            of this series to the specified   device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             
            The zero-based index number for the single bar to be drawn.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the this bar series (0=first bar, 1=second bar, etc.)
            in the cluster of bars.
            
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The width of each bar, in pixels.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Returns the width of the bar, in pixels, based on the settings for
              and  .
            
             The parent   object.
             The   object that
            represents the bar base (independent axis).
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The width of each bar, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the size of the  
            
             The size of the bars can be set by this value, which
            is then scaled according to the scaleFactor (see
             ).  Alternatively,
            if   is true, the bar width will
            be set according to the maximum available cluster width less
            the cluster gap (see  
            and  ).  That is, if
              is true, then the value of
              will be ignored.  If you modify the value of Size,
            then   will be automatically set to false.
            
             Size in points (1/72 inch)
             
        
         
             
            Determines whether the bar width will be based on
            the   value, or it will be based on available
            space similar to   objects.
            
             If true, then the value of   is ignored. 
            If this value is true, then   will be used to
            determine the total space between each bar.  If the base axis is non-ordinal, then
              will be active.  In this case, you may
            want to make sure that   is true.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size (width) for the bars (  property),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates an "High-Low" Bar curve type that displays a bar in which both
            the bottom and the top of the bar are set by data valuesfrom the
              struct.
            
             The   type is intended for displaying
            bars that cover a band of data, such as a confidence interval, "waterfall"
            chart, etc.  The width of the bar can be set in two ways.  First,
              can be used to set a width in points (1/72nd inch),
            that is scaled using the regular scalefactor method (see
             ).  In this manner, the bar widths
            are set similar to symbol sizes.  The other method is to set
              to true, which will cause the bars
            to be scaled just like a   in which only one
            bar series is present.  That is, the bars width will be the width of
            a cluster less the clustergap (see  
            and  ). The position of each bar is set
            according to the   values.  The independent axis
            is assigned with  , and is a
              enum type.  If  
            is set to   or  , then
            the bars will actually be horizontal, since the X axis becomes the
            value axis and the Y or Y2 axis becomes the independent axis.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define the
            base value (the bottom) of the bars for this curve.
            
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value trio's that define
            the X, Y, and lower dependent values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Hue-Saturation-Brightness Color class to store a color value, and to manage conversions
            to and from RGB colors in the   struct.
            
             
            This class is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            This struct stores the hue, saturation, brightness, and alpha values internally as
              values from 0 to 255.  The hue represents a fraction of the 360 degrees
            of color space available. The saturation is the color intensity, where 0 represents gray scale
            and 255 is the most colored.  For the brightness, 0 represents black and 255
            represents white.
            
        
         
             
            The color hue value, ranging from 0 to 255.
            
             
            This property is actually a rescaling of the 360 degrees on the color wheel to 255
            possible values.  Therefore, every 42.5 units is a new sector, with the following
            convention:  red=0, yellow=42.5, green=85, cyan=127.5, blue=170, magenta=212.5
            
        
         
             
            The color saturation (intensity) value, ranging from 0 (gray scale) to 255 (most colored).
            
        
         
             
            The brightness value, ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white).
            
        
         
             
            The alpha value (opacity), ranging from 0 (transparent) to 255 (opaque).
            
        
         
             
            Constructor to load an   struct from hue, saturation and
            brightness values
            
             The color hue value, ranging from 0 to 255
             The color saturation (intensity) value, ranging from 0 (gray scale)
            to 255 (most colored)
             The brightness value, ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white)
        
         
             
            Constructor to load an   struct from hue, saturation,
            brightness, and alpha values
            
             The color hue value, ranging from 0 to 255
             The color saturation (intensity) value, ranging from 0 (gray scale)
            to 255 (most colored)
             The brightness value, ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white)
             The alpha value (opacity), ranging from 0 (transparent) to
            255 (opaque)
        
         
             
            Constructor to load an   struct from a system
              struct.
            
             An rgb   struct containing the equivalent
            color you want to generate
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion operator to convert directly from an   to
            a   struct.
            
             The   struct to be converted
             An equivalent   struct that can be used in the GDI+
            graphics library
        
         
             
            Convert an   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             The   struct to be converted
             An equivalent   struct, compatible with the GDI+ library
        
         
             
            Convert this   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             An equivalent   struct, compatible with the GDI+ library
        
         
             
            Convert a   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             An equivalent   struct
        
         
             
            Convert a   value to an equivalent   value.
            
             
            This method is based on code from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/ by Eugene Vishnevsky.
            
             The   struct to be converted
             An equivalent   struct
        
         
             
            A class that represents an image object on the graph.  A list of
              objects is maintained by the  
            collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the image.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the image will be scaled to the output rectangle.
            
             true to scale the image, false to draw the image unscaled, but clipped
            to the destination rectangle
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A default constructor that places a null   at a
            default   of (0,0,1,1)
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the   and
              location for the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             A   class that defines
            the image
             A   struct that defines the
            image location, specifed in units based on the
              property.
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the   and
              location for the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             A   class that defines
            the image
             A   struct that defines the
            image location, specifed in units based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the   and
            individual   coordinate locations for the
              to be pre-specified.
            
             A   class that defines
            the image
             The position of the left side of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The position of the top side of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The width of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
             The height of the rectangle that defines the
              location.  The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .  The bounding box is calculated assuming a distance
            of   pixels around the arrow segment.
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            The   object.
            
              A   class reference. 
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if the image will be scaled to the
            output rectangle (see  ).
            
             true to scale the image, false to draw the image unscaled, but clipped
            to the destination rectangle
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the  
              property.
            
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
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            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of the   open and
            close line segments ("wings").  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the wings will not be shown.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the total width for the Opening/Closing line
            segments.  Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that determines if the   property will be
            calculated automatically based on the minimum axis scale step size between
            bars.  Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            The result of the autosize calculation, which is the size of the bars in
            user scale units.  This is converted to pixels at draw time.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             A   value indicating
            the color of the symbol
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified  
            device at the specified location.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             boolean value that indicates if the "base" axis for this
              is the X axis.  True for an   base,
            false for a   or   base.
             The independent axis position of the center of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the top of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the bottom of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the opening value of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The dependent axis position of the closing value of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             
            The scaled width of the candlesticks, pixels
             A pen with attributes of   and
              for this  
        
         
             
            Draw all the  's to the specified  
            device as a candlestick at each defined point.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Returns the width of the candleStick, in pixels, based on the settings for
              and  .
            
             The parent   object.
             The   object that
            represents the bar base (independent axis).
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The width of each bar, in pixel units
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the   open/close "wings".
            
             true to show the CandleStick wings, false to hide them
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the total width to be used for drawing the opening/closing line
            segments ("wings") of the   items. Units are points.
            
             The size of the candlesticks can be set by this value, which
            is then scaled according to the scaleFactor (see
             ).  Alternatively,
            if   is true, the bar width will
            be set according to the maximum available cluster width less
            the cluster gap (see  
            and  ).  That is, if
              is true, then the value of
              will be ignored.  If you modify the value of Size,
            then   will be automatically set to false.
            
             Size in points (1/72 inch)
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the   property will be
            calculated automatically based on the minimum axis scale step size between
            bars.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default width for the candlesticks (see  ),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for symbols (  property).
            true to display symbols, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for filling the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is greater than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for filling the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is less than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for drawing the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is greater than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class to be used for drawing the
            candlestick "bars" when the   value is less than
            the   value.  See the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the CandleStick color when the   
            value is less than the   value.  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified  
            device at the specified location.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             boolean value that indicates if the "base" axis for this
              is the X axis.  True for an   base,
            false for a   or   base.
             The independent axis position of the center of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The high value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The low value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The opening value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The closing value position of the candlestick in
            pixel units
             The scaled width of one-half of a bar, in pixels
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
             A pen with the   attribute for this
             
             
            The   instance to be used for filling this
             
            
             The   instance to be used for drawing the
            border around the   filled box
             The   to be used for determining the
             , just in case it's a  ,
             , or
               
        
         
             
            Draw all the  's to the specified  
            device as a candlestick at each defined point.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   object representing the
             's to be drawn.
             The   class instance that defines the base (independent)
            axis for the  
             The   class instance that defines the value (dependent)
            axis for the  
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class that is used to fill the candlestick
            "bars" when the   value is greater than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class that is used to fill the candlestick
            "bars" when the   value is less than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            The   instance to be used for drawing the border frame of
            the candlestick "bars" when the   value is greater than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            The   instance to be used for drawing the border frame of
            the candlestick "bars" when the   value is less than the
              value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
              when the value of the candlestick is
            falling.
            
             This property only controls the color of
            the vertical line when the value is falling.  The rising color is controlled
            by the   property.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default fillcolor for drawing the rising case CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fillcolor for drawing the falling case CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the border of the rising CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the border of the falling CandleSticks
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a Japanese CandleStick curve type that displays a vertical (or horizontal)
            line displaying the range of data values at each sample point, plus a filled bar
            signifying the opening and closing value for the sample.
            
             For this type to work properly, your   must contain
              objects, rather than ordinary   types.
            This is because the   type actually displays 5 data values
            but the   only stores 3 data values.  The  
            stores  ,  ,
             ,  , and
              members.
            For a JapaneseCandleStick chart, the range between opening and closing values
            is drawn as a filled bar, with the filled color different
            ( ) for the case of
             
            higher than  , and
             
            for the reverse.  The width of the bar is controlled
            by the   property, which is specified in
            points (1/72nd inch), and scaled according to  .
            The candlesticks are drawn horizontally or vertically depending on the
            value of  , which is a
              enum type.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             
            IsZIncluded is true for   objects, since the Y and Z
            values are defined as the High and Low values for the day.
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An   of double precision values that define
            the Date, Close, Open, High, and Low values for the curve.  Note that this
              should contain   items rather
            than   items.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            This class encapsulates the chart   that is displayed
            in the  
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private field to hold the bounding rectangle around the legend.
            This bounding rectangle varies with the number of legend entries, font sizes,
            etc., and is re-calculated by   at each redraw.
            Use the public readonly property   to access this
            rectangle.
            
        
         
             Private field to hold the legend location setting.  This field
            contains the   enum type to specify the area of
            the graph where the legend will be positioned.  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             
        
         
             
            Private field to enable/disable horizontal stacking of the legend entries.
            If this value is false, then the legend entries will always be a single column.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
             
        
         
             
            Private field to enable/disable drawing of the entire legend.
            If this value is false, then the legend will not be drawn.
            Use the public property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to maintain the   class that
            maintains font attributes for the entries in this legend.  Use
            the   property to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to maintain the   location.  This object
            is only applicable if the   property is set to
             .
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the number of columns (horizontal stacking) to be used
            for drawing the  .  This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the width of each column in the
             .  This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the height of each row in the
             .  This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the gap between the legend and the chart rectangle.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to select output order of legend entries.
            
        
         
             
            Private temporary field to maintain the characteristic "gap" for the legend.
            This is normal the height of the largest font in the legend.
            This value is only valid during a draw operation.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The XAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render the   to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if a mouse point is within the legend, and if so, which legend
            entry ( ) is nearest.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The index number of the   legend
            entry that is under the mouse point.  The   object is
            accessible via  CurveList[index].
            
             true if the mouse point is within the   bounding
            box, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Calculate the   rectangle ( ),
            taking into account the number of required legend
            entries, and the legend drawing preferences.
            
             Adjust the size of the
              for the parent   to accomodate the
            space required by the legend.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            The rectangle that contains the area bounded by the axes, in pixel units.
             
            
        
         
             
            Get the bounding rectangle for the   in screen coordinates
            
             A screen rectangle in pixel units
        
         
             
            Access to the   class used to render
            the   entries
            
             A reference to a   object
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the   entirely
            
              true to show the  , false to hide it 
             
        
         
             
            The   class used to draw the border border around this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
              background.
            
        
         
             
            Sets or gets a property that allows the   items to
            stack horizontally in addition to the vertical stacking
            
             true to allow horizontal stacking, false otherwise
            
             
        
         
             
            Sets or gets the location of the   on the
              using the   enum type
            
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for the  .
            This property is only applicable if   is set
            to  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the gap size between the legend and the  .
            
             
            This is expressed as a fraction of the largest scaled character height for any
            of the fonts used in the legend.  Each   in the legend can
            optionally have its own   specification.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the legend entries are displayed in normal order
            (matching the order in the  , or in reverse order.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for the   border border.
            (  property).  Units are in pixels.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   border border.
            (  property). 
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   background.
            (  property).  Use of this
            color depends on the status of the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in this  .
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the   background.
            
        
         
             
            The default location for the   on the graph
            (  property).  This property is
            defined as a   enumeration.
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for the  .
            (  property). true
            to draw a border around the  ,
            false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  .
            (  property). true
            to show the legend,
            false to hide it.
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the   background
            (  property).
            true to fill-in the background with color,
            false to leave the background transparent.
            
        
         
             
            The default horizontal stacking mode for the  
            (  property).
            true to allow horizontal legend item stacking, false to allow
            only vertical legend orientation.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the   entries
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the   entries
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the   entries
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the   entries
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the   entries
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the   entries
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for filling in the scale text background
            (see   property).
            
        
         
             
            The default gap size between the legend and the  .
            This is the default value of  .
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            A class representing all the characteristics of the Line
            segments that make up a curve on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the smoothing flag for this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the smoothing tension
            for this  .  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
             A floating point value indicating the level of smoothing.
            0.0F for no smoothing, 1.0F for lots of smoothing, >1.0 for odd
            smoothing.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   for this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets the color property to the specified value, and sets
            the remaining   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The color to assign to this new Line object
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Line object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent   object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
        
         
             
            Render a single   segment to the specified
              device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The x position of the starting point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
             The y position of the starting point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
             The x position of the ending point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
             The y position of the ending point that defines the
            line segment in screen pixel units
        
         
             
            Render the  's as vertical sticks (from a  ) to
            the specified   device.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the this   to the specified  
            device using the specified smoothing property ( ).
            The routine draws the line segments and the area fill (if any, see  ;
            the symbols are drawn by the   method.  This method
            is normally only called by the Draw method of the
              object.  Note that the   property
            is ignored for smooth lines (e.g., when   is true).
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
        
         
             
            Draw the this   to the specified  
            device.  The format (stair-step or line) of the curve is
            defined by the   property.  The routine
            only draws the line segments; the symbols are drawn by the
              method.  This method
            is normally only called by the Draw method of the
              object
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
        
         
             
            This method just handles the case where one or more of the coordinates are outrageous,
            or GDI+ threw an exception.  This method attempts to correct the outrageous coordinates by
            interpolating them to a point (along the original line) that lies at the edge of the ChartRect
            so that GDI+ will handle it properly.  GDI+ will throw an exception, or just plot the data
            incorrectly if the coordinates are too large (empirically, this appears to be when the
            coordinate value is greater than 5,000,000 or less than -5,000,000).  Although you typically
            would not see coordinates like this, if you repeatedly zoom in on a ZedGraphControl, eventually
            all your points will be way outside the bounds of the plot.
            
        
         
             
            Build an array of   values (pixel coordinates) that represents
            the current curve.  Note that this drawing routine ignores  
            values, but it does not "break" the line to indicate values are missing.
            
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             A   representing this
            curve.
             An array of   values in pixel
            coordinates representing the current curve.
             The number of points contained in the "arrPoints"
            parameter.
             true for a successful points array build, false for data problems
        
         
             
            Build an array of   values (pixel coordinates) that represents
            the low values for the current curve.
            
             Note that this drawing routine ignores  
            values, but it does not "break" the line to indicate values are missing.
            
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             A   representing this
            curve.
             An array of   values in pixel
            coordinates representing the current curve.
             The number of points contained in the "arrPoints"
            parameter.
             true for a successful points array build, false for data problems
        
         
             
            Close off a   that defines a curve
            
             A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
             A   representing this
            curve.
             An array of   values in screen pixel
            coordinates representing the current curve.
             The number of points contained in the "arrPoints"
            parameter.
             The Y axis value location where the X axis crosses.
             The   class that represents the curve.
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if this  
            will be drawn smooth.  The "smoothness" is controlled by
            the   property.
            
             true to smooth the line, false to just connect the dots
            with linear segments
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines the smoothing tension
            for this  .  This property is only used if
              is true.  A tension value 0.0 will just
            draw ordinary line segments like an unsmoothed line.  A tension
            value of 1.0 will be smooth.  Values greater than 1.0 will generally
            give odd results.
            
             A floating point value indicating the level of smoothing.
            0.0F for no smoothing, 1.0F for lots of smoothing, >1.0 for odd
            smoothing.
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Determines if the   will be drawn by directly connecting the
            points from the   data collection,
            or if the curve will be a "stair-step" in which the points are
            connected by a series of horizontal and vertical lines that
            represent discrete, constant values.  Note that the values can
            be forward oriented  ForwardStep ( ) or
            rearward oriented  RearwardStep.
            That is, the points are defined at the beginning or end
            of the constant value for which they apply, respectively.
            The   property is ignored for lines
            that have   set to true.
            
               enum value
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for curves (line segments connecting the points).
            This is the default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in the area under the curve
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the area under the curve
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the curve (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the curve type property
            ( ).  This determines if the curve
            will be drawn by directly connecting the points from the
              data collection,
            or if the curve will be a "stair-step" in which the points are
            connected by a series of horizontal and vertical lines that
            represent discrete, staticant values.  Note that the values can
            be forward oriented  ForwardStep ( ) or
            rearward oriented  RearwardStep.
            That is, the points are defined at the beginning or end
            of the staticant value for which they apply, respectively.
            
               enum value
        
         
             
            The LinearAsOrdinalScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            LinearAsOrdinal is an ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with values from the actual data
            values of the first   in the  .
            Although the tics are labeled with real data values, the actual points will be
            evenly-spaced in spite of the data values.  For example, if the X values of the first curve
            are 1, 5, and 100, then the tic labels will show 1, 5, and 100, but they will be equal
            distance from each other.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable ordinal axis scale given a range of data values, with the expectation that
            linear values will be displayed.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  For this type,
            the first curve is the "master", which contains the dates to be applied.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            The LinearScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            LinearScale is the normal, default cartesian axis.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable linear axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic defaults for
            scale selection are defined using  ,
             , and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a curve type that is displayed as a line and/or a set of
            symbols at each point.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend  .
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             A   enum specifying the
            type of symbol to use for this  .  Use  
            to hide the symbols.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Loads some pseudo unique colors/symbols into this LineItem.  This
            is mainly useful for differentiating a set of new LineItems without
            having to pick your own colors/symbols.
             
            
             
            The   that is used to pick the color
             and symbol for this method call.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class instance defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   class instance defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            A class that maintains hyperlink information for a clickable object on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
             
            schema started with 10 for ZedGraph version 5
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the title string for this link.  
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the url string for this link
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that stores the target string for this link
            
        
         
             
            Internal field that determines if this link is "live".
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph does
            not use this value for any purpose.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor.  Set all properties to string.Empty, or null.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a Link instance from a specified title, url, and target.
            
             The title for the link (which shows up in the tooltip).
             The URL destination for the link.
             The target for the link (typically "_blank" or "_self").
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Create a URL for a   that includes the index of the
            point that was selected.
            
             
            An "index" parameter is added to the   property for this
            link to indicate which point was selected.  Further, if the 
            X or Y axes that correspond to this   are of
             , then an
            additional parameter will be added containing the text value that
            corresponds to the   of the selected point.
            The   text parameter will be labeled "xtext", and
            the   text parameter will be labeled "ytext".
            
             The zero-based index of the selected point
             The   of interest
             The   for which to
            make the url string.
             A string containing the url with an index parameter added.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the title string for this link.
            
             
            For web controls, this title will be shown as a tooltip when the mouse
            hovers over the area of the object that owns this link.  Set the value to
              to have no title.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the url string for this link.
            
             
            Set this value to   if you don't want to have
            a hyperlink associated with the object to which this link belongs.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the target string for this link.
            
             
            This value should be set to a valid target associated with the "Target"
            property of an html hyperlink.  Typically, this would be "_blank" to open
            a new browser window, or "_self" to open in the current browser.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if this link is active.  True to have
            a clickable link, false to ignore the link.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a value that indicates if this   is enabled
            (see  ), and that either the
              or the   is non-null.
            
        
         
             
            A class than contains information about the position of an object on the graph.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private field to store the vertical alignment property for
            this object.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.  The value of this field is a   enum.
            
        
         
              Private field to store the horizontal alignment property for
            this object.  Use the public property  
            to access this value.  The value of this field is a   enum.
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
              Private fields to store the X and Y coordinate positions for
            this object.  Use the public properties   and
              to access these values.  The coordinate type stored here is
            dependent upon the setting of  .
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the coordinate system to be used for defining the
            object position.  Use the public property
              to access this value. The coordinate system
            is defined with the   enum.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   class that specifies the
            x, y position and the  .
            
             
            The (x,y) position corresponds to the top-left corner;
            
             The x position, specified in units of  .
            
             The y position, specified in units of  .
            
             The   enum that specifies the
            units for   and  
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   class that specifies the
            x, y position and the  .
            
             
            The (x,y) position corresponds to the top-left corner;
            
             The x position, specified in units of  .
            
             The y position, specified in units of  .
            
             The   enum that specifies the
            units for   and  
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            Constructor for the   class that specifies the
            (x, y), (width, height), and the  .
            
             
            The (x,y) position
            corresponds to the starting position, the (x2, y2) coorresponds to the ending position
            (typically used for  's).
            
             The x position, specified in units of  .
            
             The y position, specified in units of  .
            
             The width, specified in units of  .
            
             The height, specified in units of  .
            
             The   enum that specifies the
            units for   and  
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Transform this   object to display device
            coordinates using the properties of the specified  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that contains
            the   classes which will be used for the transform.
            
             A point in display device coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Transform a data point from the specified coordinate type
            ( ) to display device coordinates (pixels).
            
             
            If   is not of type  , then
            only the   transformation is available.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that contains
            the   classes which will be used for the transform.
            
             The x coordinate that defines the point in user
            space.
             The y coordinate that defines the point in user
            space.
             A   type that defines the
            coordinate system in which the X,Y pair is defined.
             A point in display device coordinates that corresponds to the
            specified user point.
        
         
             
            Transform this   from the coordinate system
            as specified by   to the device coordinates
            of the specified   object.
            
             
            The returned
              struct represents the top-left corner of the
            object that honors the   properties.
            The   and   properties are honored in 
            this transformation.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that contains
            the   classes which will be used for the transform.
            
             The width of the object in device pixels
             The height of the object in device pixels
             The top-left corner of the object
        
         
             
            The   for this object as defined by the
              and  
            properties.
            
             
            This method transforms the location to output device pixel units.
            The   and   properties are ignored for
            this transformation (see  ).
            
             A   in pixel units.
        
         
             
            The   for this object as defined by the
              and   properties.
            
             
            This method transforms the location to output device pixel units.
            The   and   properties are ignored for
            this transformation (see  ).
            
             A   in pixel units.
        
         
             
            Transform the   for this object as defined by the
             ,  ,  , and
              properties.
            
             
            This method transforms the location to output device pixel units.
            The   and   properties are honored in 
            this transformation.
            
             A   in pixel units.
        
         
             
            A horizontal alignment parameter for this object specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            A vertical alignment parameter for this object specified
            using the   enum type.
            
        
         
             
            The coordinate system to be used for defining the object position
            
              The coordinate system is defined with the  
            enum
        
         
             
            The x position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The y position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The x1 position of the object (an alias for the x position).
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The y1 position of the object (an alias for the y position).
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The width of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The height of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
            
        
         
             
            The x2 position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position are specified by the
              property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.  This position is only used for
            objects such as  , where it makes sense
            to have a second coordinate.  Note that the X2 position is stored
            internally as a   offset from  .
            
        
         
             
            The y2 position of the object.
            
             
            The units of this position
            are specified by the   property.
            The object will be aligned to this position based on the
              property.  This position is only used for
            objects such as  , where it makes sense
            to have a second coordinate.  Note that the Y2 position is stored
            internally as a   offset from  .
            
        
         
             
            The   for this object as defined by the
             ,  ,  , and
              properties.
            
             
            Note that this method reduces the precision of the location coordinates from double
            precision to single precision.  In some cases, such as  , it
            may affect the resolution of the point location.
            
             A   in  
            units.
        
         
             
            The top-left   for this  .
            
             
            Note that this method reduces the precision of the location coordinates from double
            precision to single precision.  In some cases, such as  , it
            may affect the resolution of the point location.
            
             A   in   units.
        
         
             
            The bottom-right   for this  .
            
             
            Note that this method reduces the precision of the location coordinates from double
            precision to single precision.  In some cases, such as  , it
            may affect the resolution of the point location.
            
             A   in   units.
        
         
             
            The LogScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            LogScale is a non-linear axis in which the values are scaled using the base 10
             
            function.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Setup some temporary transform values in preparation for rendering the  .
            
             
            This method is typically called by the parent  
            object as part of the   method.  It is also
            called by   and
             
            methods to setup for coordinate transformations.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The parent   for this  
            
        
         
             
            Convert a value to its linear equivalent for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the log or power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Convert a value from its linear equivalent to its actual scale value
            for this type of scale.
            
             
            The default behavior is to just return the value unchanged.  However,
            for   and  ,
            it returns the anti-log or inverse-power equivalent.
            
             The value to be converted
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any major tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double)
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for any minor tic.
            
             
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            The value of the first major tic (floating point double).  This tic value is the base
            reference for all tics (including minor ones).
            
             
            The major tic number (0 = first major tic).  For log scales, this is the actual power of 10.
            
             
            The specified minor tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable base 10 logarithmic axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based always on powers of 10 (full log cycles).  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  For log axes, the MinorStep
            value is not used.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the minimum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the setting to values greater than zero.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the maximum value for this scale.
            
             
            The set property is specifically adapted for   scales,
            in that it automatically limits the setting to values greater than zero.
              struct.
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles the data associated with the major grid lines on the chart.
            Inherits from  .
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            Class that holds the specific properties for the minor grid.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             The source   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the major   gridlines
            (at each labeled value) will be visible
            
             true to show the gridlines, false otherwise
             Default.IsShowGrid.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The "Dash On" mode for drawing the grid.
            
             
            This is the distance,
            in points (1/72 inch), of the dash segments that make up the dashed grid lines.
            
             The dash on length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The "Dash Off" mode for drawing the grid.
            
             
            This is the distance,
            in points (1/72 inch), of the spaces between the dash segments that make up
            the dashed grid lines.
            
             The dash off length is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             .
        
         
             
            The pen width used for drawing the grid lines.
            
             The grid pen width is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             
             .
             
        
         
             
            The color to use for drawing this   grid.
            
              The color is defined using the
              class
             .
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash on" size for drawing the   minor grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash off" size for drawing the   minor grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   minor grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   minor grid lines
            (  property).  This color only affects the
            minor grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   minor grid lines
            (  property). true
            to show the minor grid lines, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             The source   to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a boolean value that determines if a line will be drawn at the
            zero value for the axis.
            
             
            The zero line is a line that divides the negative values from the positive values.
            The default is set according to
             ,  ,
             ,
            
             true to show the zero line, false otherwise
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash on" size for drawing the   grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default "dash off" size for drawing the   grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   grid
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for the   grid lines
            (  property).  This color only affects the
            grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   grid lines
            (  property). true
            to show the grid lines, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default boolean value that determines if a line will be drawn at the
            zero value for the axis.
            
             
            The zero line is a line that divides the negative values from the positive values.
            The default is set according to
             ,  ,
             ,
            
             true to show the zero line, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Class that holds the specific properties for the major tics.  Inherits from
             .
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            Class that holds the specific properties for the minor tics.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor.
            
             The   that is to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Calculate the scaled tic size for this  
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             The scaled tic size, in points (1/72 inch)
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw a tic mark at the specified single position.  This includes the inner, outer,
            cross and opposite tic marks as required.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Graphic   with which to draw the tic mark.
             The pixel location of the tic mark on this
             
             The pixel value of the top of the axis border
             The number of pixels to shift this axis, based on the
            value of  .  A positive value is into the ChartRect relative to
            the default axis position.
             The scaled size of a minor tic, in pixel units
        
         
             
            The color to use for drawing the tics of this class instance
            
              The color is defined using the
              class
             .
             
             
        
         
             
            The length of the major tic marks.
            
             
            This length will be scaled
            according to the   for the
             
            
             The tic size is measured in points (1/72 inch)
             .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            This is convenience property sets the status of all the different
            tic properties in this instance to the same value.  true to activate all tics,
            false to clear all tics.
            
             
            This setting does not persist.  That is, you can clear all the tics with
              = false, then activate them individually (example:
              = true).
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the minor outside tic marks
            are shown.
            
             
            These are the tic marks on the outside of the   border.
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor outside tic marks, false otherwise
             .
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the major inside tic marks
            are shown.
            
             
            These are the tic marks on the inside of the   border.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major inside tic marks, false otherwise
             .
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the major opposite tic marks
            are shown.
            
             
            These are the tic marks on the inside of the   border on
            the opposite side from the axis.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major opposite tic marks, false otherwise
             .
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the display mode for the   major outside 
            "cross" tic marks.
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the display mode for the   major inside 
            "cross" tic marks.
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the pen width to be used when drawing the tic marks for
            this  
            
             The pen width is defined in points (1/72 inch)
             .
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the   minor tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   minor outside tic marks
            (  property).
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor tic marks (outside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   minor inside tic marks
            (  property).
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor tic marks (inside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   minor opposite tic marks
            (  property).
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the minor tic marks
            (inside the axis on the opposite side),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   minor outside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The minor tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   minor inside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default color for minor tics (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for  .
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor.
            
             The   that is to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines whether or not the major tics will be drawn
            inbetween the labels, rather than right at the labels.
            
             
            Note that this setting is only
            applicable if   =  .
            
             true to place the text between the labels for text axes, false otherwise
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for the   tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width for drawing the   tic marks.
            (  property). Units are in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   major outside tic marks
            (  property).
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major tic marks (outside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   major inside tic marks
            (  property).
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major tic marks (inside the axis),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The display mode for the   major opposite tic marks
            (  property).
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major tic marks
            (inside the axis on the opposite side),
            false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   major outside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the   major inside 
            "cross" tic marks (  property).
            
             
            The "cross" tics are a special, additional set of tic marks that
            always appear on the actual axis, even if it has been shifted due
            to the   setting.  The other tic marks are always
            fixed to the edges of the  .  The cross tics
            are normally not displayed, since, if   is true,
            they will exactly overlay the "normal" and "inside" tics.  If
              is false, then you will most likely want to
            enable the cross tics.
            The major tic spacing is controlled by  .
            
             true to show the major cross tic marks, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The default color for major tics (  property).
            
        
         
             
            Class that handles that stores the margin properties for the GraphPane
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Private fields that store the size of the margin around the edge of the pane which will be
            kept blank.  Use the public properties  ,  ,
             ,   to access these values.
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            Constructor to build a   from the default values.
            
        
         
             
            Copy constructor
            
             the   instance to be copied.
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the left edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the right edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the top edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a float value that determines the margin area between the bottom edge of the
              rectangle and the features of the graph.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Concurrently sets all outer margin values to a single value.
            
             This value is in units of points (1/72 inch), and is scaled
            linearly with the graph size.
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the left side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the right side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the top side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property, which is
            the size of the space on the bottom side of the  .
            
             Units are points (1/72 inch)
        
         
             
            A collection class containing a list of   objects
            organized together in some form.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that holds a collection of   objects for inclusion
            in this  .  Use the public property  
            to access this collection.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that sets the amount of space between the GraphPanes.  Use the public property
              to access this value;
            
        
         
              
            Private field that stores a boolean value which signifies whether all 
             s in the chart use the same entries in their 
               If set to true, only one set of entries will be displayed in 
            this   instance.  If set to false, this instance will display all 
            entries from all  s.
             
        
         
             
            private field that determines if the
             
            function will automatically set
            the   of each   in the
              such that the scale factors have the same value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that saves the paneLayout format specified when
              was called. This value will
            default to   if
              (or an overload) was never called.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the boolean value that determines whether
              is specifying rows or columns.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column item count that was specified to the
              method.  This values will be
            null if   was never called.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column size proportional values as specified
            to the   method.  This
            value will be null if  
            was never called.  
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the class.  Sets the   to (0, 0, 500, 375).
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor for the class.  Specifies the   of
            the  , and the size of the  .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor - Make a deep-copy clone of this class instance.
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of   to make a deep copy.
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Respond to the callback when the MasterPane objects are fully initialized.
            
             
        
         
             
            Add a   object to the   collection at the end of the list.
            
             A reference to the   object to
            be added
             
        
         
             
            Call   for all   objects in the
              list.
            
             
            This overload of AxisChange just uses the default Graphics instance for the screen.
            If you have a Graphics instance available from your Windows Form, you should use
            the   overload instead.
            
        
         
             
            Call   for all   objects in the
              list.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Redo the layout using the current size of the  ,
            and also handle resizing the
            contents by calling  .
            
             This method will use the pane layout that was specified by a call to
             .  If
              has not previously been called,
            it will default to  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Change the size of the  , and also handle resizing the
            contents by calling  .
            
             This method will use the pane layout that was specified by a call to
             .  If
              has not previously been called,
            it will default to  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Method that forces the scale factor calculations
            (via  ),
            to give a common scale factor for all   objects in the
             .
            
             
            This will make it such that a given font size will result in the same output font
            size for all  's.  Note that this does not make the scale
            factor for the  's the same as that of the
             .
            
             
        
         
             
            Render all the   objects in the   to the
            specified graphics device.
            
             This method should be part of the Paint() update process.  Calling this routine
            will redraw all
            features of all the   items.  No preparation is required other than
            instantiated   objects that have been added to the list with the
              method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
        
         
             
            Find the pane and the object within that pane that lies closest to the specified
            mouse (screen) point.
            
             
            This method first finds the   within the list that contains
            the specified mouse point.  It then calls the  
            method to determine which object, if any, was clicked.  With the exception of the
             , all the parameters in this method are identical to those
            in the   method.
            If the mouse point lies within the   of any 
              item, then that pane will be returned (otherwise it will be
            null).  Further, within the selected pane, if the mouse point is within the
            bounding box of any of the items (or in the case
            of   and  , within
              pixels), then the object will be returned.
            You must check the type of the object to determine what object was
            selected (for example, "if ( object is Legend ) ...").  The
              parameter returns the index number of the item
            within the selected object (such as the point number within a
              object.
            
             The screen point, in pixel coordinates.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             A reference to the   object that was clicked.
             A reference to the nearest object to the
            specified screen point.  This can be any of  ,
             ,  ,
             ,  , or  .
            Note: If the pane title is selected, then the   object
            will be returned.
            
             The index number of the item within the selected object
            (where applicable).  For example, for a   object,
              will be the index number of the nearest data point,
            accessible via  CurveItem.Points[index].
            index will be -1 if no data points are available.
             true if a   was found, false otherwise.
             
        
         
             
            Find the   within the   that contains the
              within its  .
            
             The mouse point location where you want to search
             A   object that contains the mouse point, or
            null if no   was found.
        
         
             
            Find the   within the   that contains the
              within its  .
            
             The mouse point location where you want to search
             A   object that contains the mouse point, or
            null if no   was found.
        
         
             The SetLayout() methods setup the desired layout of the
              objects within a  .  These functions
            do not make any changes, they merely set the parameters so that future calls
            to   or  
            will use the desired layout.  
            The layout options include a set of "canned" layouts provided by the
              enumeration, options to just set a specific
            number of rows and columns of panes (and all pane sizes are the same), and more
            customized options of specifying the number or rows in each column or the number of
            columns in each row, along with proportional values that determine the size of each
            individual column or row.
            
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a pre-defined layout configuration from a  
            enumeration.
            
             This method uses a   enumeration to describe the type of layout
            to be used.  Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             A   enumeration that describes how
            the panes should be laid out within the  .
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a reasonable configuration.
            
             This method explicitly specifies the number of rows and columns to use
            in the layout, and all   objects will have the same size.
            Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             The number of rows of   objects
            to include in the layout
             The number of columns of   objects
            to include in the layout
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Overloads are available that
            provide other layout options.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of panes in each row or column, allowing for
            irregular layouts.
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Additionally, a
              parameter is provided that allows varying column or
            row sizes.  Overloads for SetLayout() are available that provide other layout options.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally created with a call to
            the CreateGraphics() method of the Control or Form.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             An array of float values specifying proportional sizes for each
            row or column.  Note that these proportions apply to the non-specified dimension -- that is,
            if   is true, then these proportions apply to the row
            heights, and if   is false, then these proportions apply
            to the column widths.  The values in this array are arbitrary floats -- the dimension of
            any given row or column is that particular proportional value divided by the sum of all
            the values.  For example, let   be true, and
              is an array with values of { 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 }.  The sum of
            those values is 6.0.  Therefore, the first row is 1/6th of the available height, the
            second row is 2/6th's of the available height, and the third row is 3/6th's of the
            available height.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Modify the     sizes of each
              such that they fit within the  
            in a pre-configured layout.
            
             The   method (and overloads) is
            used for setting the layout configuration.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a specific
            row and column count.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a rows per column or
            columns per row configuration.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   collection instance that holds the list of
              objects that are included in this  .
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the size of the margin between adjacent  
            objects.
            
             This property is scaled according to  ,
            based on  .  The default value comes from
             .
            
             The value is in points (1/72nd inch).
        
         
             
            Gets or set the value of the	  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the
              method will automatically set the
             
            of each   in the   such that the
            scale factors have the same value.
            
             
            The scale factors, calculated by  , determine
            scaled font sizes, tic lengths, etc.  This function will insure that for
            multiple graphpanes, a certain specified font size will be the same for
            all the panes.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object from  
            by its ordinal position in the list.
            
             The ordinal position (zero-based) of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the specified   object from  
            by its   string.
            
             The string title of the
              object to be accessed.
             A   object reference.
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default pane layout for
             
            method calls.
            
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            This is the size of the margin between adjacent  
            objects, in units of points (1/72 inch).
            
             
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property for
            the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the   property.
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a CandleStick curve type that displays a vertical (or horizontal)
            line displaying the range of data values at each sample point, plus an starting
            mark and an ending mark signifying the opening and closing value for the sample.
            
             For this type to work properly, your   must contain
              objects, rather than ordinary   types.
            This is because the   type actually displays 5 data values
            but the   only stores 3 data values.  The  
            stores  ,  ,
             ,  , and
              members.
            For a vertical CandleStick chart, the opening value is drawn as a horizontal line
            segment to the left of the vertical range bar, and the closing value is a horizontal
            line segment to the right.  The total length of these two line segments is controlled
            by the   property, which is specified in
            points (1/72nd inch), and scaled according to  .
            The candlesticks are drawn horizontally or vertically depending on the
            value of  , which is a
              enum type.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores a reference to the  
            class defined for this  .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             
            IsZIncluded is true for   objects, since the Y and Z
            values are defined as the High and Low values for the day.
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend label.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The _label that will appear in the legend.
             An   of double precision values that define
            the Date, Close, Open, High, and Low values for the curve.  Note that this
              should contain   items rather
            than   items.
            
             
            The   to use for drawing the candlesticks.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The ordinal position of the current  
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class defined
            for this  .
            
        
         
             
            The OrdinalScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            OrdinalScale is an ordinal axis with tic labels generated at integral values.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that defines the owner  
            (containing object) for this new object.
            
             The owner, or containing object, of this instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable ordinal axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  The scale range is chosen
            based on increments of 1, 2, or 5 (because they are even divisors of 10).
            Being an ordinal axis type, the   value will always be integral.  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.  The basic defaults for
            scale selection are defined using  ,
             , and  
            from the   default class.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Return the   for this  , which is
             .
            
        
         
             
            internal class to store pane layout details for the  
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private field that saves the paneLayout format specified when
              was called. This value will
            default to   if
              (or an overload) was never called.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the boolean value that determines whether
              is specifying rows or columns.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column item count that was specified to the
              method.  This values will be
            null if   was never called.
            
        
         
             
            private field that stores the row/column size proportional values as specified
            to the   method.  This
            value will be null if  
            was never called.  
            
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             The SetLayout() methods setup the desired layout of the
              objects within a  .  These functions
            do not make any changes, they merely set the parameters so that future calls
            to   or  
            will use the desired layout.  
            The layout options include a set of "canned" layouts provided by the
              enumeration, options to just set a specific
            number of rows and columns of panes (and all pane sizes are the same), and more
            customized options of specifying the number or rows in each column or the number of
            columns in each row, along with proportional values that determine the size of each
            individual column or row.
            
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a pre-defined layout configuration from a  
            enumeration.
            
             This method uses a   enumeration to describe the type of layout
            to be used.  Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             A   enumeration that describes how
            the panes should be laid out within the  .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to a reasonable configuration.
            
             This method explicitly specifies the number of rows and columns to use
            in the layout, and all   objects will have the same size.
            Overloads are available that provide other layout options
             The number of rows of   objects
            to include in the layout
             The number of columns of   objects
            to include in the layout
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Overloads are available that
            provide other layout options.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Automatically set all of the    's in
            the list to the specified configuration.
            
             This method specifies the number of panes in each row or column, allowing for
            irregular layouts.
             This method specifies the number of rows in each column, or the number of
            columns in each row, allowing for irregular layouts.  Additionally, a
              parameter is provided that allows varying column or
            row sizes.  Overloads for SetLayout() are available that provide other layout options.
            
             Specifies whether the number of columns in each row, or
            the number of rows in each column will be specified.  A value of true indicates the
            number of columns in each row are specified in  .
             An integer array specifying either the number of columns in
            each row or the number of rows in each column, depending on the value of
             .
             An array of float values specifying proportional sizes for each
            row or column.  Note that these proportions apply to the non-specified dimension -- that is,
            if   is true, then these proportions apply to the row
            heights, and if   is false, then these proportions apply
            to the column widths.  The values in this array are arbitrary floats -- the dimension of
            any given row or column is that particular proportional value divided by the sum of all
            the values.  For example, let   be true, and
              is an array with values of { 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 }.  The sum of
            those values is 6.0.  Therefore, the first row is 1/6th of the available height, the
            second row is 2/6th's of the available height, and the third row is 3/6th's of the
            available height.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Modify the     sizes of each
              such that they fit within the  
            in a pre-configured layout.
            
             The   method (and overloads) is
            used for setting the layout configuration.
             A   instance to be used for font sizing,
            etc. in determining the layout configuration.
             The   instance which is to
            be resized.
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a specific
            row and column count.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Internal method that applies a previously set layout with a rows per column or
            columns per row configuration.  This method is only called by
             .
            
        
         
             
            A class representing a pie chart object comprised of one or more
             s.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Percentage (expressed as #.##) of  	radius  to
            which this   is to be displaced from the center.
              Displacement is done outward  along the radius
            bisecting the chord of this  .  Maximum allowable value
            is 0.5.
            
        
         
             
            A   which will customize the label display of this
             
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  data for this
             .	 Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private	field	that stores the	  class that defines	the
            properties of the	border around	this  . Use the public
            property	  to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the absolute value of this   instance.
            Value will be set to zero if submitted value is less than zero. 
            
        
         
             
            An enum that specifies how each   for this   object 
            will be displayed.  Use the public property   to access this data.  
            Use enum  .
            
        
         
             
            The point on the arc of this   representing the intersection of
            the arc and the explosion radius.
            
        
         
             
            The bounding rectangle for this  .
            
        
         
             
            The formatted string for this  's label.  Formatting is
            done based on  the  .
            
        
         
             
            The point at which the line between this   and its
            label bends to the horizontal.
            
        
         
             
            The point at the end of the line between	this   and 
            it's label (i.e. the beginning of the label display)
            
        
         
             
            Private field to hold the GraphicsPath of this   to be
            used for 'hit testing'.
            
        
         
             
            Private field which holds the angle (in degrees) at which the display of this  
            object will begin.
            
        
         
              
            Private field which holds the length (in degrees) of the arc representing this   
            object.
             
        
         
              
            Private field which represents the angle (in degrees) of the radius along which this  
            object will be displaced, if desired.
             
        
         
              
            Private field which determines the number of decimal digits displayed to 
            in a   label containing a value. 
             
        
         
              
            Private field which determines the number of decimal digits displayed 
            in a   label containing a percent. 
             
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , providing a gradient fill for the pie color.
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The starting display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The ending display color for the gradient   for this
              instance.
             The angle for the gradient  .
             The amount this    instance will be 
            displaced from the center point.
             Text label for this   instance.
        
         
             
            Create a new  .
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             The display color for this   instance.
             The amount this    instance will be 
            displaced from the center point.
             Text label for this   instance.
        
         
             
            Create a  new  .
            
             The value associated with this   instance.
             Text label for this   instance
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Do all rendering associated with this   item to the specified
              device.  This method is normally only
            called by the Draw method of the parent  
            collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             Not used for rendering Piesparam>
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
        
         
             
            Calculate the   that will be used to define the bounding rectangle of
            the Pie.
            
             This rectangle always lies inside of the  , and it is
            normally a square so that the pie itself is not oval-shaped.
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
             The   (normally the  )
            that bounds this pie.
             
        
         
             
            Recalculate the bounding rectangle when a piee slice is displaced.
            
             rectangle to be used for drawing exploded pie
        
         
             
            Calculate the values needed to properly display this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             maximum slice displacement
        
         
             
            Render the label for this  .
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             Bounding rectangle for this  .
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            				
        
         
             
            This method collects all the data relative to rendering this  's label.
            
             
             A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The rectangle used for rendering this  
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Build the string that will be displayed as the slice label as determined by 
             .
            
             reference to the  
        
         
             
            A method which calculates a new size for the bounding rectangle for the non-displaced 
             's in the pie chart.  This method is called after it is found
            that at least one slice is displaced.
            
             The biggest displacement among the  s
            making up the pie chart.
             The current bounding rectangle
        
         
             
            Draw a legend key entry for this   at the specified location
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The   struct that specifies the
            location for the legend key
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the coords for the rectangle associated with a specified point for 
            this  
            
             The   to which this curve belongs
             The index of the point of interest
             A list of coordinates that represents the "rect" for
            this point (used in an html AREA tag)
             true if it's a valid point, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the a value which determines the amount, if any, of this    
            displacement.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a path representing this  
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   to be used
            for displaying this  's label.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   object so as to be able to modify
            its properties.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   object which is used to fill the
            pie slice with color.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the arc length (in degrees) of this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the starting angle (in degrees) of this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the angle (in degrees) of the radius along which 
            this   will be displaced.
            
        
         
             
             Gets or sets the value of this  .  
             Minimum value is 0. 
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   to be used in displaying 
              labels.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the number of decimal digits to be displayed in a   
            value label.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the number of decimal digits to be displayed in a   
            percent label.
            
        
         
             
            Specify the default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
              
            Default   displacement.
             
        
         
             
            The default pen width	to be used for drawing the	border around	the PieItem
            (  property). Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for this PieItem (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default border mode for PieItem (  property).
            true to	display frame around PieItem, false otherwise
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing	frames around	PieItem
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in	the PieItem
            ( 	property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in the PieItem.
            (  property).
            
        
         
              
            Default value for controlling   display.
             
        
         
             
            Default value for  .
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for    entries
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the number of decimal digits  
            to be displayed when    contains a value.
            
        
         
             
            Default value for the number of decimal digits  
            to be displayed where   contains a percent.
            
        
         
             
            Simple struct that stores X and Y coordinates as doubles.
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            The X coordinate
            
        
         
             
            The Y coordinate
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object from two double values.
            
             The X coordinate
             The Y coordinate
        
         
             
            A simple point represented by an (X,Y,Z) group of double values.
            
            
              Jerry Vos modified by John Champion 
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            This is a base class that provides base-level functionality for a data point consisting
            of an (X,Y) pair of double values.
            
             
            This class is typically a base class for actual   type implementations.
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            Missing values are represented internally using  .
            
        
         
             
            The default format to be used for displaying point values via the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair's X coordinate
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair's Y coordinate
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X and Y.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair from the specified   struct.
            
             The   struct from which to get the
            new   values.
        
         
             
            The PointPairBase copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            static method to determine if the specified point value is invalid.
            
             The value is considered invalid if it is  ,
             ,  
            or  .
             The value to be checked for validity.
             true if the value is invalid, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from PointPair to PointF.  Note that this conversion
            can result in data loss, since the data are being cast from a type
            double (64 bit) to a float (32 bit).
            
             The PointPair struct on which to operate
             A PointF struct equivalent to the PointPair
        
         
             
            Compare two   objects for equality.  To be equal, X and Y
            must be exactly the same between the two objects.
            
             The   object to be compared with.
             true if the   objects are equal, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Return the HashCode from the base class.
            
             
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using different general format strings for the X and Y values.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            The Z value is not displayed (see  ).
            
             A format string that will be used to format the X
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Y
            double type value (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X or the Y
            coordinate in this PointPair is a missing value.
            
             true if either value is missing
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X or the Y
            coordinate in this PointPair is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if either value is invalid
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair's Z coordinate.  Also used for the lower value (dependent axis)
            for   and   charts.
            
        
         
             
            A tag object for use by the user.  This can be used to store additional
            information associated with the  .  ZedGraph never
            modifies this value, but if it is a   type, it
            may be displayed in a  
            within the   object.
            
             
            Note that, if you are going to Serialize ZedGraph data, then any type
            that you store in   must be a serializable type (or
            it will cause an exception).
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X and Y.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, and
            label ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's string label ( )
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, and base value.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, base value, and
            string label ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
             This pair's string label ( )
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, base value, and
            ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
             This pair's   property
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair from the specified   struct.
            
             The   struct from which to get the
            new   values.
        
         
             
            The PointPair copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Compare two   objects for equality.  To be equal, X, Y, and Z
            must be exactly the same between the two objects.
            
             The   object to be compared with.
             true if the   objects are equal, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Return the HashCode from the base class.
            
             
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             true to show the third "Z" or low dependent value coordinate
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            If  
            is true, then the third "Z" coordinate is also shown.
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
             true to show the third "Z" or low dependent value coordinate
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using different general format strings for the X, Y, and Z values.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            
             A format string that will be used to format the X
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Y
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Z
            double type value (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X, Y, or Z
            coordinate in this PointPair is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if any value is invalid
        
         
             
            The "low" value for this point (lower dependent-axis value).
            This is really just an alias for  .
            
             The lower dependent value for this  .
        
         
             
            The ColorValue property is just an alias for the  
            property.
            
             
            For other types, such as the  , the  
            can be mapped to a unique value.  This is used with the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            Compares points based on their y values.  Is setup to be used in an
            ascending order sort.
             
            
        
         
             
            Compares two  s.
            
             Point to the left.
             Point to the right.
             -1, 0, or 1 depending on l.Y's relation to r.Y
        
         
             
            Compares points based on their x values.  Is setup to be used in an
            ascending order sort.
             
            
        
         
             
            Constructor for PointPairComparer.
            
             The axis type on which to sort.
        
         
             
            Compares two  s.
            
             Point to the left.
             Point to the right.
             -1, 0, or 1 depending on l.X's relation to r.X
        
         
             
            The basic   class holds three data values (X, Y, Z).  This
            class extends the basic PointPair to contain four data values (X, Y, Z, T).
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This PointPair4's T coordinate.
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, Z, and T value.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z coordinate.
             This pair's t coordinate.
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, base value, and
            label ( ).
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z coordinate.
             This pair's t coordinate.
             This pair's string label ( )
        
         
             
            The PointPair4 copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair4 value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             true to show the third "Z" and fourth "T" value coordinates
             A string representation of the PointPair4
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            If  
            is true, then the third "Z" coordinate is also shown.
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
             true to show the third "Z" or low dependent value coordinate
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using different general format strings for the X, Y, and Z values.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            
             A format string that will be used to format the X
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Y
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the Z
            double type value (see  ).
             A format string that will be used to format the T
            double type value (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the X, Y, Z, or T
            coordinate in this PointPair4 is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if any value is invalid
        
         
             
            A simple instance that stores a data point (X, Y, Z).  This differs from a regular
              in that it maps the   property
            to an independent value.  That is,   and
              are not related (as they are in the
             ).
            
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This is a user value that can be anything.  It is used to provide special 
            property-based coloration to the graph elements.
            
        
         
             
            Creates a point pair with the specified X, Y, and base value.
            
             This pair's x coordinate.
             This pair's y coordinate.
             This pair's z or lower dependent coordinate.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            The ColorValue property.  This is used with the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            A class that represents a bordered and/or filled polygon object on
            the graph.  A list of   objects is maintained by
            the   collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            private value that determines if the polygon will be automatically closed.
            true to close the figure, false to leave it "open."  Use the public property
              to access this value.
            
        
         
             Constructors for the   object
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and solid fill color
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box fill (will be a solid color fill)
             The   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position
            of the   to be pre-specified.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
             The   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            A default constructor that creates a   from an empty
              array.  Other properties are defaulted.
            
        
         
             
            A constructor that allows the position, border color, and two-color
            gradient fill colors
            of the   to be pre-specified.
            
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the box border
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the start of the box gradient fill
             An arbitrary   specification
            for the end of the box gradient fill
             The   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this object to the specified   device.
            
             
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   array that defines
            the polygon.  This will be in units determined by
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the polygon will be automatically closed.
            true to close the figure, false to leave it "open."
            
             
            This boolean determines whether or not the CloseFigure() method will be called
            to fully close the path of the polygon.  This value defaults to true, and for any
            closed figure it should fine.  If you want to draw a line that does not close into
            a shape, then you should set this value to false.  For a figure that is naturally
            closed (e.g., the first point of the polygon is the same as the last point),
            leaving this value set to false may result in minor pixel artifacts due to
            rounding.
            
        
         
             
            An enum used to specify the X or Y data type of interest -- see
              and  .
            
        
         
             
            The time (seconds) at which these data are measured
            
        
         
             
            The distance traveled, meters
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous velocity, meters per second
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous acceleration, meters per second squared
            
        
         
             
            Sample data structure containing a variety of data values, in this case the values
            are related in that they correspond to the same time value.
            
        
         
             
            The time (seconds) at which these data are measured
            
        
         
             
            The distance traveled, meters
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous velocity, meters per second
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous acceleration, meters per second squared
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that specifies each data value in the PerformanceData struct
            
             The time (seconds) at which these data are measured
             The distance traveled, meters
             The instantaneous velocity, meters per second
             The instantaneous acceleration, meters per second squared
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the data value as specified by the   enum
            
             The required data value type
        
         
             
            A sample class that holds an internal collection, and implements the
              interface so that it can be used by ZedGraph as curve data.
            
             
            This particular class efficiently implements the data storage so that the class
            can be cloned without duplicating the data points.  For example, you can create
            a  , populate it with values, and set
              =   and
              =  .
            You can then clone this   to a new one, and set
              =  .
            Each of these  's can then be used as an
              argument,
            thereby plotting a distance vs time curve and a velocity vs time curve.  There
            will still be only one copy of the data in memory.
            
        
         
             
            This is where the data are stored.  Duplicating the  
            copies the reference to this  , but does not actually duplicate
            the data.
            
        
         
             
            Determines what X data will be returned by the indexer of this list.
            
        
         
             
            Determines what Y data will be returned by the indexer of this list.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor.  This method does NOT duplicate the data, it merely makes
            another "Window" into the same collection.  You can make multiple copies and
            set the   and/or   properties to different
            values to plot different data, while maintaining only one copy of the original values.
            
             The   from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Adds the specified   struct to the end of the collection.
            
             A   struct to be added
             The ordinal position in the collection where the values were added
        
         
             
            Remove the   struct from the list at the specified
            ordinal location.
            
             The ordinal location of the  
            struct to be removed
        
         
             
            Insert the specified   struct into the list at
            the specified ordinal location.
            
             The ordinal location at which to insert
             The   struct to be inserted
        
         
             
            Indexer to access the data.  This gets the appropriate data and converts to
            the   struct that is compatible with ZedGraph.  The
            actual data returned depends on the values of   and
             .
            
             The ordinal position of the desired point in the list
             A   corresponding to the specified ordinal data position
        
         
             
            Gets the number of data points in the collection
            
        
         
             
            enumeration used to indicate which type of data will be plotted.
            
        
         
             
            Designates the "Time" property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the "Position" property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the Instantaneous Velocity property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the "Time since start" property will be used
            
        
         
             
            Designates the Average Velocity property will be used
            
        
         
             
            A simple storage class to maintain an individual sampling of data
            
        
         
             
            The time of the sample
            
        
         
             
            The position at sample time
            
        
         
             
            The instantaneous velocity at sample time
            
        
         
             
            A collection class to maintain a set of samples
            
        
         
             
            Determines what data type gets plotted for the X values
            
        
         
             
            Determines what data type gets plotted for the Y values
            
        
         
             
            Get the specified data type from the specified sample
            
             The sample instance of interest
             The data type to be extracted from the sample
             A double value representing the requested data
        
         
             
            Append a sample to the collection
            
             The sample to append
             The ordinal position at which the sample was added
        
         
             
            typesafe clone method
            
             A new cloned SamplePointList.  This returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
        
         
             
            default constructor
            
        
         
             
            copy constructor -- this returns a copy of the structure,
            but it does not duplicate the data (it just keeps a reference to the original)
            
             The SamplePointList to be copied
        
         
             
            Indexer: get the Sample instance at the specified ordinal position in the list
            
             The ordinal position in the list of samples
             Returns a   instance containing the
            data specified by   and  
            
        
         
             
            Gets the number of samples in the collection
            
        
         
             
            A class that captures an   scale range.
            
             This structure is used by the   class to store
              scale range settings in a collection for later retrieval.
            The class stores the  ,  ,
             , and   properties, along with
            the corresponding auto-scale settings:  ,
             ,  ,
            and  .
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            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The axis range data for  ,  ,
             , and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of  ,
             ,  ,
            and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of   and  
            
        
         
             
            The status of   and  
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   from the specified  
            
             The   from which to collect the scale
            range settings.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Copy the properties from this   out to the specified  .
            
             The   reference to which the properties should be
            copied
        
         
             
            Determine if the state contained in this   object is different from
            the state of the specified  .
            
             The   object with which to compare states.
             true if the states are different, false otherwise
        
         
             
            A simple struct to store minimum and maximum   type
            values for the scroll range
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object given the specified data values.
            
             The minimum axis value limit for the scroll bar
             The maximum axis value limit for the scroll bar
             true to make this item scrollable, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Sets the scroll range to default values of zero, and sets the  
            property as specified.
            
             true to make this item scrollable, false otherwise
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that determines if the   corresponding to
            this   object can be scrolled.
            
        
         
             
            The minimum axis value limit for the scroll bar.
            
        
         
             
            The maximum axis value limit for the scroll bar.
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            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
             ,  ,  ,
             , and   item types.
            
        
         
             
            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
             ,  ,  ,
            and   item types.
            
        
         
             
            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
              and   types
            
        
         
             
            The   type to be used for drawing "selected"
              and   types.
            
        
         
             
            Place a   in the selection list, removing all other
            items.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The   to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Place a list of  's in the selection list, removing all other
            items.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The list of   to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Add a   to the selection list.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The   to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Add a list of  's to the selection list.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The list of  's to be added to the list.
        
         
             
            Remove the specified   from the selection list.
            
             The   that is the "owner"
            of the  's.
             The   to be removed from the list.
        
         
             
            Clear the selection list and trigger a  .
            
             The   that "owns" the selection list.
        
         
             
            Clear the selection list and optionally trigger a  .
            
             The   that "owns" the selection list.
             true to trigger a  ,
            false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Mark the  's that are included in the selection list
            by setting the   property to true.
            
             The   that "owns" the selection list.
        
         
             
            Subscribe to this event to receive notice 
            that the list of selected CurveItems has changed
            
        
         
             
            Encapsulates a curve type that is displayed as a series of vertical "sticks",
            one at each defined point.
            
             
            The sticks run from the zero value of the Y axis, to the Y point defined in each
              of the   (see  ).
            The properties of the sticks are defined in the   property.
            Normally, the   is not visible.  However, if you manually enable the
              using the   property, the
            symbols will be drawn at the "Z" value from each   (see
             ).
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the Z data range should be included in the axis scaling calculations.
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the Z data are included, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a flag indicating if the X axis is the independent axis for this  
            
             The parent   of this  .
            
             true if the X axis is independent, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Create a new  , specifying only the legend  .
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             An array of double precision values that define
            the independent (X axis) values for this curve
             An array of double precision values that define
            the dependent (Y axis) values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
        
         
             
            Create a new   using the specified properties.
            
             The label that will appear in the legend.
             A   of double precision value pairs that define
            the X and Y values for this curve
             A   value that will be applied to
            the   and   properties.
            
             The width (in points) to be used for the  .  This
            width is scaled based on  .  Use a value of zero to
            hide the line (see  ).
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            The basic   class holds three data values (X, Y, Z).  This
            class extends the basic PointPair to contain five data values (X, Y, Z, Open, Close).
            
             
            The values are remapped to  ,  ,
             ,  , and  .
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            This opening value
            
        
         
             
            This closing value
            
        
         
             
            This daily trading volume
            
        
         
             
            This is a user value that can be anything.  It is used to provide special 
            property-based coloration to the graph elements.
            
        
         
             
            Default Constructor
            
        
         
             
            Construct a new StockPt from the specified data values
            
             The trading date ( )
             The opening stock price
             The closing stock price
             The daily high stock price
             The daily low stock price
             The daily trading volume
        
         
             
            Construct a new StockPt from the specified data values including a Tag property
            
             The trading date ( )
             The opening stock price
             The closing stock price
             The daily high stock price
             The daily low stock price
             The daily trading volume
             The user-defined   property.
        
         
             
            The StockPt copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            The StockPt copy constructor.
            
             The basis for the copy.
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Format this StockPt value using the default format.  Example:  "( 12.345, -16.876 )".
            The two double values are formatted with the "g" format type.
            
             true to show all the value coordinates
             A string representation of the  .
        
         
             
            Format this PointPair value using a general format string.
            Example:  a format string of "e2" would give "( 1.23e+001, -1.69e+001 )".
            If  
            is true, then the third all coordinates are shown.
            
             A format string that will be used to format each of
            the two double type values (see  ).
             A string representation of the PointPair
             true to show all the value coordinates
        
         
             
            Map the Date property to the X value
            
        
         
             
            Map the high property to the Y value
            
        
         
             
            Map the low property to the Z value
            
        
         
             
            The ColorValue property.  This is used with the
              option.
            
        
         
             
            Readonly value that determines if either the Date, Close, Open, High, or Low
            coordinate in this StockPt is an invalid (not plotable) value.
            It is considered invalid if it is missing (equal to System.Double.Max),
            Infinity, or NaN.
            
             true if any value is invalid
        
         
             
            This class handles the drawing of the curve   objects.
            The symbols are the small shapes that appear over each defined point
            along the curve.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the size of this
              in points (1/72 inch).  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   for this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            private field that determines if the symbols are drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            Use the public property   to access
            this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the visibility of this
             .  Use the public
            property   to access this value.  If this value is
            false, the symbols will not be shown (but the   may
            still be shown).
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field that stores the   data for this
             .  Use the public property   to
            access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets the   and
              as specified, and the remaining
              properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             A   enum value
            indicating the shape of the symbol
             A   value indicating
            the color of the symbol
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Symbol object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single symbol.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             The x position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             The y position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             A   previously constructed by
              for this symbol
             A   class representing the standard pen for this symbol
             A   class representing a default solid brush for this symbol
            If this symbol uses a  , it will be created on the fly for
            each point, since it has to be scaled to the individual point coordinates.
        
         
             
            Draw the   to the specified   device
            at the specified location.  This routine draws a single symbol.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The x position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             The y position of the center of the symbol in
            pixel units
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
            
             The data value to be used for a value-based
            color gradient.  This is only applicable for  ,
              or  .
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Create a   struct for the current symbol based on the
            specified scaleFactor and assuming the symbol will be centered at position 0,0.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor for the features of the graph based on the  .  This
            scaling factor is calculated by the   method.  The scale factor
            represents a linear multiple to be applied to font sizes, symbol sizes, etc.
             Returns the   for the current symbol
        
         
             
            Draw this   to the specified  
            device as a symbol at each defined point.  The routine
            only draws the symbols; the lines are draw by the
              method.  This method
            is normally only called by the Draw method of the
              object
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             A   representing this
            curve.
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             Indicates that the   should be drawn
            with attributes from the   class.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the size of the  
            
             Size in points (1/72 inch)
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the type (shape) of the  
            
             A   enum value indicating the shape
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a value that determines if the symbols are drawn using
            Anti-Aliasing capabilities from the   class.
            
             
            If this value is set to true, then the  
            property will be set to   only while
            this   is drawn.  A value of false will leave the value of
              unchanged.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets a property that shows or hides the  .
            
             true to show the symbol, false to hide it
             
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             .
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the   data for this
             , which controls the border outline of the symbol.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default size for curve symbols (  property),
            in units of points.
            
        
         
             
            The default pen width to be used for drawing curve symbols
            (  property).  Units are points.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for filling in this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default custom brush for filling in this  
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default fill mode for the curve (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default symbol type for curves (  property).
            This is defined as a   enumeration.
            
        
         
             
            The default value for the  
            property.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for symbols (  property).
            true to display symbols, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default for drawing frames around symbols (  property).
            true to display symbol frames, false to hide them.
            
        
         
             
            The default color for drawing symbols (  property).
            
        
         
             
            A class that represents a text object on the graph.  A list of
              objects is maintained by the
              collection class.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
              Private field to store the actual text string for this
             .  Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Private field to store the   class used to render
            this  .  Use the public property  
            to access this class.
            
        
         
             
            Private field holding the SizeF into which this  
            should be rendered. Use the public property  
            to access this value.
            
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The text to be displayed.
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The text to be displayed.
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
        
         
             
            Constructor that sets all   properties to default
            values as defined in the   class.
            
             The text to be displayed.
             The x position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the  
            property.
             The y position of the text.  The units
            of this position are specified by the
              property.  The text will be
            aligned to this position based on the
              property.
             The   enum value that
            indicates what type of coordinate system the x and y parameters are
            referenced to.
             The   enum that specifies
            the horizontal alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
             The   enum that specifies
            the vertical alignment of the object with respect to the (x,y) location
        
         
             
            Parameterless constructor that initializes a new  .
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Render this   object to the specified   device
            This method is normally only called by the Draw method
            of the parent   collection object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determine if the specified screen point lies inside the bounding box of this
             .  This method takes into account rotation and alignment
            parameters of the text, as specified in the  .
            
             The screen point, in pixels
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             true if the point lies in the bounding box, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Determines the shape type and Coords values for this GraphObj
            
        
         
             
            
            
        
         
             
            The   to be displayed.  This text can be multi-line by
            including newline ('\n') characters between the lines.
            
        
         
             
            Gets a reference to the   class used to render
            this  
            
             
             
             
             
             
             
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default font family for the   text
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font size for the   text
            (  property).  Units are
            in points (1/72 inch).
            
        
         
             
            The default font color for the   text
            (  property).
            
        
         
             
            The default font bold mode for the   text
            (  property). true
            for a bold typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font underline mode for the   text
            (  property). true
            for an underlined typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The default font italic mode for the   text
            (  property). true
            for an italic typeface, false otherwise.
            
        
         
             
            The TextScale class inherits from the   class, and implements
            the features specific to  .
            
             
            TextScale is an ordinal axis with user-defined text labels.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored.
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
             The   object that will own the
            new instance of  
        
         
             
            Create a new clone of the current item, with a new owner assignment
            
             The new   instance that will be
            the owner of the new Scale
             A new   clone.
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first minor tic mark
            
             
            The value of the first major tic for the axis.
            
             
            The ordinal position of the first minor tic, relative to the first major tic.
            This value can be negative (e.g., -3 means the first minor tic is 3 minor step
            increments before the first major tic.
            
        
         
             
            Determine the value for the first major tic.
            
             
            This is done by finding the first possible value that is an integral multiple of
            the step size, taking into account the date/time units if appropriate.
            This method properly accounts for  ,  ,
            and other axis format settings.
            
             
            First major tic value (floating point double).
            
        
         
             
            Internal routine to determine the ordinals of the first and last major axis label.
            
             
            This is the total number of major tics for this axis.
            
        
         
             
            Select a reasonable text axis scale given a range of data values.
            
             
            This method only applies to   type axes, and it
            is called by the general   method.  This is an ordinal
            type, such that the labeled values start at 1.0 and increment by 1.0 for
            each successive label.  The maximum number of labels on the graph is
            determined by  .  If necessary, this method will
            set the   value to greater than 1.0 in order to keep the total
            labels displayed below  .  For example, a
              size of 2.0 would only display every other label on the
            axis.  The   value calculated by this routine is always
            an integral value.  This
            method honors the  ,  ,
            and   autorange settings.
            In the event that any of the autorange settings are false, the
            corresponding  ,  , or  
            setting is explicitly honored, and the remaining autorange settings (if any) will
            be calculated to accomodate the non-autoranged values.
             On Exit:
               is set to scale minimum (if   = true)
               is set to scale maximum (if   = true)
               is set to scale step size (if   = true)
               is set to scale minor step size (if   = true)
               is set to a magnitude multiplier according to the data
               is set to the display format for the values (this controls the
            number of decimal places, whether there are thousands separators, currency types, etc.)
            
             A reference to the   object
            associated with this  
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Make a value label for an    .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The zero-based, ordinal index of the label to be generated.  For example, a value of 2 would
            cause the third value label on the axis to be generated.
            
             
            The numeric value associated with the label.  This value is ignored for log ( )
            and text ( ) type axes.
            
             The resulting value label as a  
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various axis types that are available
            
             
        
         
              An ordinary, cartesian axis 
        
         
              A base 10 log axis 
        
         
              A cartesian axis with calendar dates or times 
        
         
              An ordinal axis with user-defined text labels.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored.
             
             
             
        
         
              An ordinal axis with regular numeric labels.  An ordinal axis means that
            all data points are evenly spaced at integral values, and the actual coordinate values
            for points corresponding to that axis are ignored.  That is, if the X axis is an
            ordinal type, then all X values associated with the curves are ignored. 
             
             
        
         
              An ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with ordinal values corresponding
            to the number of values in each  .
            
             
            The   data points will be evenly-spaced at ordinal locations, and the
            actual data values are ignored. 
             
             
        
         
              An ordinal axis that will have labels formatted with values from the actual data
            values of the first   in the  .
            
             
            Although the tics are labeled with real data values, the actual points will be
            evenly-spaced in spite of the data values.  For example, if the X values of the first curve
            are 1, 5, and 100, then the tic labels will show 1, 5, and 100, but they will be equal
            distance from each other. 
             
             
        
         
              An exponential axis 
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various types of fills that can be used with  
            charts.
            
        
         
              No fill 
        
         
              A solid fill using   
        
         
              A custom fill using either   or
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the X value of the data.
             The X value is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the Z value of the data.
             The Z value is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the Z value of the data.
             The Z value is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Fill with a single solid color based on the "ColorValue" property of the data.
             The "ColorValue" property is
            used to determine the color value based on a gradient brush, and using a data range
            of   and  .  You can create a multicolor
            range by initializing the   class with your own custom
              object based on a  .  In cases where a
            data value makes no sense ( ,  ,
            etc.), a default value of 50% of the range is assumed.  The default range is 0 to 1.
            
             
             
             
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various axis date and time unit types that are available
            
        
         
              Yearly units   and  
            
        
         
              Monthly units   and  
            
        
         
              Daily units   and  
            
        
         
              Hourly units   and  
            
        
         
              Minute units   and  
            
        
         
              Second units   and  
            
        
         
              Millisecond units   and  
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the various symbol shapes that are available
            
             
        
         
              Square-shaped   
        
         
              Rhombus-shaped   
        
         
              Equilateral triangle   
        
         
              Uniform circle   
        
         
              "X" shaped  .  This symbol cannot
            be filled since it has no outline. 
        
         
              "+" shaped  .  This symbol cannot
            be filled since it has no outline. 
        
         
              Asterisk-shaped  .  This symbol
            cannot be filled since it has no outline. 
        
         
              Unilateral triangle  , pointing
            down. 
        
         
             
            Horizontal dash  .  This symbol cannot be
            filled since it has no outline.
            
        
         
             
            Vertical dash  .  This symbol cannot be
            filled since it has no outline.
            
        
         
              A Default symbol type (the symbol type will be obtained
            from  . 
        
         
              No symbol is shown (this is equivalent to using
              = false.
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the possible legend locations
            
             
        
         
             
            Locate the   above the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   on the left side of the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   on the right side of the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   below the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            top-left corner.  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            top-right corner. 
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            bottom-left corner.
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   inside the   in the
            bottom-right corner. 
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   as a floating object above the graph at the
            location specified by  .
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   centered above the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   centered below the  
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   above the  , but flush
            against the left margin of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Locate the   below the  , but flush
            against the left margin of the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the different horizontal text alignment options
            
             
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its left edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its center is aligned (horizontally) with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its right edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the different proximal alignment options
            
             
             
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its "inside" edge (the edge that is
            nearest to the alignment reference point or object) is aligned.
            Used by the   method to align text
            to the axis.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its center is aligned with the
            reference object or point.
            Used by the   method to align text
            to the axis.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its right edge (the edge that is
            farthest from the alignment reference point or object) is aligned.
            Used by the   method to align text
            to the axis.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the different vertical text alignment options
            
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its top edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its center is aligned (vertically) with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Position the text so that its bottom edge is aligned with the
            specified X,Y location.  Used by the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type for the user-defined coordinate types available.
            These coordinate types are used the   objects
            and   objects only.
            
             
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified as a fraction of the
             .  That is, for the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is the top and 1.0 is the bottom.
            
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified as a fraction of the
             .  That is, for the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the Rect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the Rect. A value less
            than zero is left of the Rect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the Rect.  For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is the top and 1.0 is the bottom.  Note that
            any value less than zero or greater than 1.0 will be outside
            the Rect, and therefore clipped.
            
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified according to the user axis scales
            for the   and  .
            
        
         
             
            Coordinates are specified according to the user axis scales
            for the   and  .
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  ,
            and the Y coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  .
            
             
            For the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, a value of zero is at
            the left side of the pane, and a value of 1.0 is at the right side of the pane.
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  ,
            and the Y coordinate is specified as a fraction of the  .
            
             
            For the X coordinate, a value of zero is at
            the left side of the pane, and a value of 1.0 is at the right side of the pane.
            For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is at the top edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the bottom edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is above the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is below the ChartRect.
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as an X Scale value, and the Y coordinate
            is specified as a fraction of the  .
            
             
            For the X coordinate, the value just corresponds to the values of the X scale.
            Values outside the scale range will be
            outside the  .  For the Y coordinate, 0.0
            is at the top edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the bottom edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is above the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is below the ChartRect.
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the
              and the Y coordinate is specified as
            a Y scale value.
            
             
            For the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, the value just
            corresponds to the values of the Y scale.  Values outside the scale range will be
            outside the  .
            
        
         
             
            The X coordinate is specified as a fraction of the
              and the Y coordinate is specified as
            a Y2 scale value.
            
             
            For the X coordinate, 0.0
            is at the left edge of the ChartRect and 1.0
            is at the right edge of the ChartRect. A value less
            than zero is left of the ChartRect and a value
            greater than 1.0 is right of the ChartRect.  For the Y coordinate, the value just
            corresponds to the values of the Y2 scale.  Values outside the scale range will be
            outside the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines how a curve is drawn.  Curves can be drawn
            as ordinary lines by connecting the points directly, or in a stair-step
            fashion as a series of discrete, constant values.  In a stair step plot,
            all lines segments are either horizontal or vertical.  In a non-step (line)
            plot, the lines can be any angle.
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw the   as a stair-step in which each
            point defines the
            beginning (left side) of a new stair.  This implies the points are
            defined at the beginning of an "event."
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   as a stair-step in which each
            point defines the end (right side) of a new stair.  This implies
            the points are defined at the end of an "event."
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   as an ordinary line, in which the
            points are connected directly by line segments.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the base axis from which   graphs
            are displayed. The bars can be drawn on any of the four axes ( ,
             ,  , and  ).
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   chart based from the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the available types of   graphs.
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw the lines as normal.  Any fill area goes from each line down to the X Axis.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the lines stacked on top of each other, accumulating values to a total value.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines the available types of   graphs.
            
             
        
         
             
            Draw each   side by side in clusters.
            
        
         
             
            Draw each   side by side in clusters, also use the "Z" value from the
              to define the bottom of each bar.  This is very similar to
            a  , except that multiple bars will be automatically clustered, and
            the bar width is defined according to available space rather than as a fixed width setting.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   bars one on top of the other.  The bars will
            be drawn such that the last bar in the   will be behind
            all other bars.  Note that the bar values are not summed up for the overlay
            mode.  The data values must be summed before being passed
            to  .
            For example, if the first bar of
            the first   has a value of 100, and the first bar of
            the second   has a value of 120, then that bar will
            appear to be 20 units on top of the first bar.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   bars one on top of the other.  The bars will
            be drawn such that the bars are sorted according to the maximum value, with
            the tallest bar at each point at the back and the shortest bar at the front.
            This is similar to the   mode, but the bars are sorted at
            each base value.
            The data values must be summed before being passed
            to  .  For example, if the first bar of
            the first   has a value of 100, and the first bar of
            the second   has a value of 120, then that bar will
            appear to be 20 units on top of the first bar.
            
        
         
             
            Draw the   bars in an additive format so that they stack on
            top of one another.  The value of the last bar drawn will be the sum of the values
            of all prior bars.
            
        
         
              
             Draw the   bars in a format whereby the height of each
             represents the percentage of the total each one represents.  Negative values
            are displayed below the zero line as percentages of the absolute total of all values. 
             
        
         
             
            Enumeration type that defines which set of data points - X or Y - is used  
              to perform the sort.
            
        
         
             
            Use the Y values to sort the list.
            
        
         
             
            Use the X values to sort the list.
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration that specifies a Z-Order position for  
            objects.
            
             This enumeration allows you to set the layering of various graph
            features.  Except for the   objects, other feature types
            all have a fixed depth as follows (front to back):
             
              objects
            The border around  
              objects
            The   features
            The background fill of the  
            The pane  
            The background fill of the  
            
            You cannot place anything behind the  
            background fill, but   allows you to
            explicitly control the depth of   objects
            between all other object types.  For items of equal  ,
            such as multiple  's or  's
            having the same   value, the relative depth is
            controlled by the ordinal position in the list (either
              or  ).
              objects
            can be placed in the   of either a
              or a  .  For a
             -based  , all  
            values are applicable.  For a  -based
             , any   value can be used, but there
            are really only three depths:
               will place the item behind the pane title,
              will place on top of all other graph features,
            any other value places the object above the pane title, but behind the  's.
            
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind all other
            objects (including the    ).
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              background  
            (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the grid lines.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              objects.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              objects.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              border.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be behind the
              object.
            
        
         
             
            Specifies that the   will be in front of
            all other objects, except for the other  
            objects that have the same   and are before
            this object in the  .
            
        
         
             
            Enumeration that determines the type of label that is displayed for each pie slice
            (see  ).
            
        
         
             
            Displays   and   for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   and   (as % of total) for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays a   containing the   both  
            as an absolute number and as percentage of the total.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   (as % of total) for
            a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
             
            Displays   for a slice in a Pie Chart.
            
        
         
              
            No label displayed. 
             
        
         
             
            Define the auto layout options for the
              method.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's so they are in a square grid (always 2x2, 3x3, 4x4),
            leaving blank spaces as required.
            
             For example, a single pane would generate a 1x1 grid, between 2 and 4 panes would generate
            a 2x2 grid, 5 to 9 panes would generate a 3x3 grid.
        
         
             
            Layout the  's so they are in a general square (2x2, 3x3, etc.), but use extra
            columns when necessary (row x column = 1x2, 2x3, 3x4, etc.) depending on the total number
            of panes required.
            
             For example, a 2x2 grid has four panes and a 3x3 grid has 9 panes.  If there are
            6 panes required, then this option will eliminate a row (column preferred) to make a
            2 row x 3 column grid.  With 7 panes, it will make a 3x3 grid with 2 empty spaces.
        
         
             
            Layout the  's so they are in a general square (2x2, 3x3, etc.), but use extra
            rows when necessary (2x1, 3x2, 4x3, etc.) depending on the total number of panes required.
            
             For example, a 2x2 grid has four panes and a 3x3 grid has 9 panes.  If there are
            6 panes required, then this option will eliminate a column (row preferred) to make a
            3 row x 2 column grid.  With 7 panes, it will make a 3x3 grid with 2 empty spaces.
        
         
             
            Layout the  's in a single row
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's in a single column
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            1 column and the second row has 2 columns for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            2 columns and the second row has 1 column for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            2 columns and the second row has 3 columns for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of columns: The first row has
            3 columns and the second row has 2 columns for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            1 row and the second column has 2 rows for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            2 rows and the second column has 1 row for a total of 3 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            2 rows and the second column has 3 rows for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Layout the  's with an explicit number of rows: The first column has
            3 rows and the second column has 2 rows for a total of 5 panes.
            
        
         
             
            Enum for specifying the type of data to be returned by the ZedGraphWeb Render() method.
            
        
         
             
            Renders as an IMG tag referencing a local generated image. ContentType stays text.
            
        
         
             
            Renders the binary image. ContentType is changed accordingly.
            
        
         
             
            A class designed to simplify the process of getting the actual value for
            the various stacked and regular curve types
            
            
              John Champion
              $Revision: 3.19 $ $Date: 2007/04/16 00:03:02 $ 
        
         
             
            Basic constructor that saves a reference to the parent
              object.
            
             The parent   object.
             A   flag to indicate whether or
            not the drawing variables should be initialized.  Initialization is not
            required if this is part of a ZedGraph internal draw operation (i.e., its in
            the middle of a call to  ).  Otherwise, you should
            initialize to make sure the drawing variables are configured.  true to do
            an initialization, false otherwise.
        
         
             
            Get the user scale values associate with a particular point of a
            particular curve.
             The main purpose of this method is to handle
            stacked bars, in which case the stacked values are returned rather
            than the individual data values.
            
             A   object of interest.
             The zero-based point index for the point of interest.
             A   value representing the value
            for the independent axis.
             A   value representing the lower
            value for the dependent axis.
             A   value representing the upper
            value for the dependent axis.
             true if the data point is value, false for
             , invalid, etc. data.
        
         
             
            Get the user scale values associate with a particular point of a
            particular curve.
             The main purpose of this method is to handle
            stacked bars and lines, in which case the stacked values are returned rather
            than the individual data values.  However, this method works generically for any
            curve type.
            
             The parent   object.
             A   object of interest.
             The zero-based point index for the point of interest.
             A   value representing the value
            for the independent axis.
             A   value representing the lower
            value for the dependent axis.
             A   value representing the upper
            value for the dependent axis.
             true if the data point is value, false for
             , invalid, etc. data.
        
         
             
            Calculate the user scale position of the center of the specified bar, using the
              as specified by  .  This method is
            used primarily by the
              method in order to
            determine the bar "location," which is defined as the center of the top of the individual bar.
            
             The   representing the
            bar of interest.
             The width of each individual bar. This can be calculated using
            the   method.
             The cluster number for the bar of interest.  This is the ordinal
            position of the current point.  That is, if a particular   has
            10 points, then a value of 3 would indicate the 4th point in the data array.
             The actual independent axis value for the bar of interest.
             The ordinal position of the   of interest.
            That is, the first bar series is 0, the second is 1, etc.  Note that this applies only
            to the bars.  If a graph includes both bars and lines, then count only the bars.
             A user scale value position of the center of the bar of interest.
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a horizontal axis, specifically located at
            the top of the   of the  
            object
            
            
              John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.1 $ $Date: 2007/04/16 00:03:07 $ 
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The X2Axis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always),
            the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary   (for the  ,
            this is always true), false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a horizontal axis, specifically located at
            the bottom of the   of the  
            object
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The XAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary   (for the  ,
            this is always true), false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
            This struct encapsulates a date and time value, and handles associated
            calculations and conversions between various formats.
            
             
            This format stored as a double value representing days since a reference date
            (XL date 0.0 is December 30, 1899 at 00:00 hrs).
            Negative values are permissible, and the
            range of valid dates is from noon on January 1st, 4713 B.C. forward.  Internally, the
            date calculations are done using Astronomical Julian Day numbers.  The Astronomical Julian
            Day number is defined as the number of days since noon on January 1st, 4713 B.C.
            (also referred to as 12:00 on January 1, -4712).
            NOTE: MS Excel actually has an error in the Serial Date calculations because it
            errantly assumes 1900 is a leap year.  The XDate calculations do not have this same
            error.  Therefore, XDate and Excel Date Serial values are 1 day different up until
            the date value of 60 (in Excel, this is February 29th, 1900, and in XDate, this is
            February 28th, 1900).  At a value of 61 (March 1st, 1900) or greater, they agree with
            eachother.
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            The Astronomical Julian Day number that corresponds to XL Date 0.0
            
        
         
             
            The minimum valid Julian Day, which corresponds to January 1st, 4713 B.C.
            
        
         
             
            The maximum valid Julian Day, which corresponds to December 31st, 9999 A.D.
            
        
         
             
            The minimum valid Excel Day, which corresponds to January 1st, 4713 B.C.
            
        
         
             
            The maximum valid Excel Day, which corresponds to December 31st, 9999 A.D.
            
        
         
             
            The number of months in a year
            
        
         
             
            The number of hours in a day
            
        
         
             
            The number of minutes in an hour
            
        
         
             
            The number of seconds in a minute
            
        
         
             
            The number of minutes in a day
            
        
         
             
            The number of seconds in a day
            
        
         
             
            The number of milliseconds in a second
            
        
         
             
            The number of milliseconds in a day
            
        
         
             
            The default format string to be used in   when
            no format is provided
            
        
         
             
            The actual date value in MS Excel format.  This is the only data field in
            the   struct.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from an XL date value.
            
             
            An XL Date value in floating point double format
            
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a   struct.
            
             
            A   struct containing the initial date information.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date (year, month, day).  Assumes the time
            of day is 00:00 hrs
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date and time (year, month, day, hour, minute,
            second). 
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-23 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next day.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next hour.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
            It is permissible to have second values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next minute.
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date and time (year, month, day, hour, minute,
            second), where seconds is a   value (allowing fractional seconds). 
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-23 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next day.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next hour.
             A double value for the second, e.g. 35.75.
            It is permissible to have second values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next minute.
        
         
             
            Construct a date class from a calendar date and time (year, month, day, hour, minute,
            second, millisecond). 
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
            It is permissible to have day numbers outside of the 1-31 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next month and year.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.  It is permissible to have months outside of the 1-12 range,
            which will rollover to the previous or next year.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-23 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next day.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
            It is permissible to have hour values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next hour.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
            It is permissible to have second values outside the 0-59 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next minute.
             An integer value for the millisecond, e.g. 632.
            It is permissible to have millisecond values outside the 0-999 range, which
            will rollover to the previous or next second.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The GraphPane object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Returns true if the specified date value is in the valid range
            
             The XL date value to be verified for validity
             true for a valid date, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Take the specified date, and bound it to the valid date range for the XDate struct.
            
             The date to be bounded
             An XLDate value that lies between the minimum and maximum valid date ranges
            (see   and  )
        
         
             
            Get the calendar date (year, month, day) corresponding to this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
        
         
             
            Set the calendar date (year, month, day) of this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
        
         
             
            Get the calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding
            to this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
        
         
             
            Set the calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) of this instance.
            
             An integer value for the year, e.g., 1995.
             An integer value for the day of the month, e.g., 23.
             An integer value for the month of the year, e.g.,
            8 for August.
             An integer value for the hour of the day, e.g. 15.
             An integer value for the minute, e.g. 45.
             An integer value for the second, e.g. 35.
        
         
             
            Get the day of year value (241.345 means the 241st day of the year)
            corresponding to this instance.
            
             The day of the year in floating point double format.
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second),
            first normalizing all input data values.
            
             
            The Calendar date is always based on the Gregorian Calendar.  Note that the Gregorian calendar is really
            only valid from October 15, 1582 forward.  The countries that adopted the Gregorian calendar
            first did so on October 4, 1582, so that the next day was October 15, 1582.  Prior to that time
            the Julian Calendar was used.  However, Prior to March 1, 4 AD the treatment of leap years was
            inconsistent, and prior to 45 BC the Julian Calendar did not exist.  The  
            struct projects only Gregorian dates backwards and does not deal with Julian calendar dates at all.  The
              method will just append a "(BC)" notation to the end of any dates
            prior to 1 AD, since the   struct throws an exception when formatting earlier dates.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The integer millisecond value (e.g., 374 for 374 milliseconds past the second).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second),
            first normalizing all input data values.
            
             
            The Calendar date is always based on the Gregorian Calendar.  Note that the Gregorian calendar is really
            only valid from October 15, 1582 forward.  The countries that adopted the Gregorian calendar
            first did so on October 4, 1582, so that the next day was October 15, 1582.  Prior to that time
            the Julian Calendar was used.  However, Prior to March 1, 4 AD the treatment of leap years was
            inconsistent, and prior to 45 BC the Julian Calendar did not exist.  The  
            struct projects only Gregorian dates backwards and does not deal with Julian calendar dates at all.  The
              method will just append a "(BC)" notation to the end of any dates
            prior to 1 AD, since the   struct throws an exception when formatting earlier dates.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second),
            first normalizing all input data values.  The seconds value is a double type, allowing fractional
            seconds.
            
             
            The Calendar date is always based on the Gregorian Calendar.  Note that the Gregorian calendar is really
            only valid from October 15, 1582 forward.  The countries that adopted the Gregorian calendar
            first did so on October 4, 1582, so that the next day was October 15, 1582.  Prior to that time
            the Julian Calendar was used.  However, Prior to March 1, 4 AD the treatment of leap years was
            inconsistent, and prior to 45 BC the Julian Calendar did not exist.  The  
            struct projects only Gregorian dates backwards and does not deal with Julian calendar dates at all.  The
              method will just append a "(BC)" notation to the end of any dates
            prior to 1 AD, since the   struct throws an exception when formatting earlier dates.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The double second value (e.g., 42.3 for 42.3 seconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day number from the specified Calendar date
            (year, month, day, hour, minute, second), first normalizing all input data values
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day number from the specified Calendar date
            (year, month, day, hour, minute, second), first normalizing all input data values
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 325 for 325 milliseconds past the minute).
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Normalize a set of Calendar date values (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) to make sure
            that month is between 1 and 12, hour is between 0 and 23, etc.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The double millisecond value (e.g., 325.3 for 325.3 milliseconds past the second).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL date from the specified Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second).
            This is the internal trusted version, where all values are assumed to be legitimate
            ( month is between 1 and 12, minute is between 0 and 59, etc. )
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The double millisecond value (e.g., 325.3 for 325.3 milliseconds past the second).
            
             The corresponding XL date, expressed in double floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day Number from the specified Calendar date
            (year, month, day, hour, minute, second).
            This is the internal trusted version, where all values are assumed to be legitimate
            ( month is between 1 and 12, minute is between 0 and 59, etc. )
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The double millisecond value (e.g., 325.3 for 325.3 milliseconds past the second).
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The integer millisecond value (e.g., 325 for 325 milliseconds past the second).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The double second value (e.g., 42.3 for 42.3 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number to be converted
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number to be converted
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The double second value (e.g., 42.3 for 42.3 seconds past the minute).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate a Calendar date (year, month, day, hour, minute, second) corresponding to
            the Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number to be converted
            
             
            The integer year value (e.g., 1994).
            
             
            The integer month value (e.g., 7 for July).
            
             
            The integer day value (e.g., 19 for the 19th day of the month).
            
             
            The integer hour value (e.g., 14 for 2:00 pm).
            
             
            The integer minute value (e.g., 35 for 35 minutes past the hour).
            
             
            The integer second value (e.g., 42 for 42 seconds past the minute).
            
             
            The   millisecond value (e.g., 342.5 for 342.5 milliseconds past
            the second).
            
        
         
             
            Calculate an Astronomical Julian Day number corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding Astronomical Julian Day number, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate an XL Date corresponding to the specified Astronomical Julian Day number
            
             
            The Astronomical Julian Day number in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a decimal year value (e.g., 1994.6523) corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding decimal year value, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a decimal year value (e.g., 1994.6523) corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The decimal year value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a day-of-year value (e.g., 241.543 corresponds to the 241st day of the year)
            corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding day-of-year (DoY) value, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Calculate a day-of-week value (e.g., Sun=0, Mon=1, Tue=2, etc.)
            corresponding to the specified XL date
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding day-of-week (DoW) value, expressed in integer format
        
         
             
            Convert an XL date format to a .Net DateTime struct
            
             
            The XL date value in floating point double format.
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
             The corresponding date in the form of a .Net DateTime struct
        
         
             
            Convert a .Net DateTime struct to an XL Format date
            
             
            The date value in the form of a .Net DateTime struct
            
             The corresponding XL Date, expressed in double
            floating point format
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of milliseconds (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of milliseconds (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of seconds (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of seconds (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of minutes (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of minutes (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of hours (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of hours (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of days (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of days (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of Months (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of months (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            Add the specified number of years (can be fractional) to the current XDate instance.
            
             
            The incremental number of years (negative or positive) in floating point double format.
            
        
         
             
            '-' operator overload.  When two XDates are subtracted, the number of days between dates
            is returned.
            
             The left-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The right-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The days between dates, expressed as a floating point double
        
         
             
            '-' operator overload.  When a double value is subtracted from an XDate, the result is a
            new XDate with the number of days subtracted.
            
             The left-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The right-hand-side of the '-' operator (a double value)
             An XDate with the rhs number of days subtracted
        
         
             
            '+' operator overload.  When a double value is added to an XDate, the result is a
            new XDate with the number of days added.
            
             The left-hand-side of the '-' operator (an XDate class)
             The right-hand-side of the '+' operator (a double value)
             An XDate with the rhs number of days added
        
         
             
            '++' operator overload.  Increment the date by one day.
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             An XDate one day later than the specified date
        
         
             
            '--' operator overload.  Decrement the date by one day.
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             An XDate one day prior to the specified date
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from XDate to double (an XL Date).
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             A double floating point value representing the XL Date
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from XDate to float (an XL Date).
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             A double floating point value representing the XL Date
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from double (an XL Date) to XDate.
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             An XDate struct representing the specified xlDate value.
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from XDate to  .
            
             The XDate struct on which to operate
             A   struct representing the specified xDate value.
        
         
             
            Implicit conversion from   to  .
            
             The   struct on which to operate
             An   struct representing the specified DateTime value.
        
         
             
            Tests whether  obj is either an   structure or
            a double floating point value that is equal to the same date as this  XDate
            struct instance.
            
             The object to compare for equality with this XDate instance.
            This object should be either a type XDate or type double.
             Returns  true if  obj is the same date as this
            instance; otherwise,  false
        
         
             
            Returns the hash code for this   structure.  In this case, the
            hash code is simply the equivalent hash code for the floating point double date value.
            
             An integer representing the hash code for this XDate value
        
         
             
            Format this XDate value using the default format string ( ).
            
             
            The formatting is done using the    
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and  
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             
            The XL date value to be formatted in floating point double format.
            
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Format this XDate value using the default format string (see cref="DefaultFormatStr"/>).
            
             
            The formatting is done using the  
             
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and
             
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Format this XL Date value using the specified format string.  The format
            string is specified according to the   class.
            
             
            The formatting is done using the  
             
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and
             
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             
            The formatting string to be used for the date.  See
             
            class for a list of the format types available.
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Format the specified XL Date value using the specified format string.  The format
            string is specified according to the   class.
            
             
            The formatting is done using the  
             
            method in order to provide full localization capability.  The DateTime struct is limited to
            dates from 1 AD onward.  However, all calendar dates in   and
             
            are projected Gregorian calendar dates.  Since the Gregorian calendar was not implemented
            until October 4, 1582 (or later in some countries), Gregorian dates prior to that time are
            really dates that would have been, had the Gregorian calendar existed.  In order to avoid
            throwing an exception, for dates prior to 1 AD, the year will be converted to a positive
            year and the text "(BC)" is appended to the end of the formatted string.  Under this mode, the
            year sequence is 2BC, 1BC, 1AD, 2AD, etc.  There is no year zero.
            
             
            The XL date value to be formatted in floating point double format.
            
             
            The formatting string to be used for the date.  See
             
            for a list of the format types available.
             A string representation of the date
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the date value for this item in MS Excel format.
            
        
         
             
            Returns true if this   struct is in the valid date range
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the date value for this item in .Net DateTime format.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the date value for this item in Julain day format.  This is the
            Astronomical Julian Day number, so a value of 0.0 corresponds to noon GMT on
            January 1st, -4712.  Thus, Julian Day number 2,400,000.0 corresponds to
            noon GMT on November 16, 1858.
            
        
         
             
            Gets or sets the decimal year number (i.e., 1997.345) corresponding to this item.
            
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a vertical axis, specifically located on
            the right side of the   of the  
            object
            
            
              John Champion 
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            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The Y2Axis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary  , false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple subclass of the   class that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
              inherits from  , and defines the
            special characteristics of a vertical axis, specifically located on
            the right side of the   of the  
            object
            
            
              John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.16 $ $Date: 2007/04/16 00:03:06 $ 
        
         
             
            Current schema value that defines the version of the serialized file
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class
            
        
         
             
            Default constructor that sets all   properties to
            default values as defined in the   class, except
            for the axis title
            
             The   for this axis
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The YAxis object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Constructor for deserializing objects
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
            
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
            
        
         
             
            Populates a   instance with the data needed to serialize the target object
            
             A   instance that defines the serialized data
             A   instance that contains the serialized data
        
         
             
            Setup the Transform Matrix to handle drawing of this  
            
             
            A graphic device object to be drawn into.  This is normally e.Graphics from the
            PaintEventArgs argument to the Paint() method.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             
            The scaling factor to be used for rendering objects.  This is calculated and
            passed down by the parent   object using the
              method, and is used to proportionally adjust
            font sizes, etc. according to the actual size of the graph.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if this   object is a "primary" one.
            
             
            The primary axes are the   (always), the first
              in the   
            (  = 0),  and the first
              in the   
            (  = 0).  Note that
              and  
            always reference the primary axes.
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             true for a primary  , false otherwise
        
         
             
            Calculate the "shift" size, in pixels, in order to shift the axis from its default
            location to the value specified by  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
             The shift amount measured in pixels
        
         
             
            Gets the "Cross" axis that corresponds to this axis.
            
             
            The cross axis is the axis which determines the of this Axis when the
             Axis.Cross property is used.  The
            cross axis for any   or  
            is always the primary  , and
            the cross axis for any   or   is
            always the primary  .
            
             
            A reference to the   object that is the parent or
            owner of this object.
            
        
         
             
            A simple struct that defines the
            default property values for the   class.
            
        
         
             
            The default display mode for the  
            (  property). true to display the scale
            values, title, tic marks, false to hide the axis entirely.
            
        
         
             
            Determines if a line will be drawn at the zero value for the 
             , that is, a line that
            divides the negative values from positive values.
             .
            
        
         
             
            An exception thrown by ZedGraph.  A child class of  .
            
            
              Jerry Vos modified by John Champion
              $Revision: 3.2 $ $Date: 2006/06/24 20:26:44 $ 
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the  
            class with serialized data.
            
             The  
            instance that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.
             The  
            instance that contains contextual information about the source or destination.
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the   class with a specified
            error message and a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this exception.
            
             The error message that explains the reason for the exception.
             The exception that is the cause of the current exception.
            If the innerException parameter is not a null reference, the current exception is raised
            in a catch block that handles the inner exception.
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the   class with a specified error message.
            
             The error message that explains the reason for the exception.
        
         
             
            Initializes a new instance of the   class.
            
        
         
             
            A class that captures all the scale range settings for a  .
            
             
            This class is used to store scale ranges in order to allow zooming out to
            prior scale range states.    objects are maintained in the
              collection.  The   object holds
            a   object for each of the three axes; the  ,
            the  , and the  .
            
              John Champion 
              $Revision: 3.15 $ $Date: 2007/04/16 00:03:07 $ 
        
         
             
              objects to store the state data from the axes.
            
        
         
             
              objects to store the state data from the axes.
            
        
         
             
            An enum value indicating the type of adjustment being made to the
            scale range state.
            
        
         
             
            Construct a   object from the scale ranges settings contained
            in the specified  .
            
             The   from which to obtain the scale
            range values.
            
             A   enumeration that indicates whether
            this saved state is from a pan or zoom.
        
         
             
            The Copy Constructor
            
             The   object from which to copy
        
         
             
            Implement the   interface in a typesafe manner by just
            calling the typed version of  
            
             A deep copy of this object
        
         
             
            Typesafe, deep-copy clone method.
            
             A new, independent copy of this class
        
         
             
            Copy the properties from this   out to the specified  .
            
             The   to which the scale range properties should be
            copied.
        
         
             
            Determine if the state contained in this   object is different from
            the state of the specified  .
            
             The   object with which to compare states.
             true if the states are different, false otherwise
        
         
             
            Gets a   value indicating the type of action (zoom or pan)
            saved by this  .
            
        
         
             
            Gets a string representing the type of adjustment that was made when this scale
            state was saved.
            
             A string representation for the state change type; typically
            "Pan", "Zoom", or "Scroll".
        
         
             
            An enumeration that describes whether a given state is the result of a Pan or Zoom
            operation.
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Zoom operation
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Wheel Zoom operation
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Pan operation
            
        
         
             
            Indicates the   object is from a Scroll operation
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SUMMARY  



An autonomous drilling rig is designed based on the constraints defined by the DrillBotics 2016 



competition: drill through a rock block as fast and as vertically as possible with a 1 1/8-in PDC 



bit, using a 0.91m long aluminum drill-pipe with an OD of 3/8-in and a wall thickness of 0.016 in 



utilizing a maximum power consumption of 2.5 HP. 



 



The sizing of the rig starts from the weakest element of the system, i.e. the aluminum drill-pipe. 



Maximum drilling parameters (WOB, RPM and ROP) are derived from the capability of the 



aluminum drill-pipe to cope with quick drilling condition fluctuations like when drilling from a 



soft to a hard formation or when stick-slip occurs.  These drilling variations define also some 



requirements on the maximum acceptable response time of the drilling control system. It results 



from this analysis that a BHA will be used to provide WOB and to create a pendulum assembly 



that would naturally drop if, for any reason, the bit started to tilt away from vertical.  



 



The hole cleaning is kept as simple as possible as only a short distance will be drilled. For that 



reason, the flow-rate will not be actively controlled but will be large enough to ensure a proper 



transport of cuttings.  



 



On the other hand, the speed control of the top-drive and hoisting system is designed to be as 



accurate as possible, as this will determine the capability of the system to cope with fast changing 



drilling conditions. All in all, the proposed design should not use more than 700W. 



 



Because of the small scale of the setup, very fast reaction times are extremely important to address 



the problems that may occur while drilling. During the preparation of the system, the latency of 



the various controllers will be carefully calibrated to increase the chances to drill successfully 



through unknown formation rocks and bedding. 



 



Beside the standard management of drilling through rocks of different strengths, the system will 



also perform automatically measurements of the possible deterioration of the drilling conditions 



by looking at the linearity of the ROP response to small variations of WOB and RPM. In the 



eventuality of suboptimal performance, the drilling parameters will be automatically adjusted. 



Possibly, the bit will be taken off bottom for a short while to let the drilling conditions improve 



even faster if necessary. 



 



The system has also an automatic detection of catastrophic failures, e.g. twist-off, pack-off, and in 



such circumstances will perform an immediate shutdown of the drilling machines. 



 



To balance the necessity for extremely fast response time and complex analysis and decision 



making, the drilling control system is organized around a hierarchical control with three-tiers. The 



first two levels of the control architecture runs on deterministic machines. There tasks are kept as 



simple as possible to minimize the loop duration. The highest level of the hierarchy runs 



asynchronously but performs the most computer intensive tasks. The results from those 



computations are look-up tables that are used by the synchronous process of the middle tier to 



interpolate, in real-time, the values that are necessary to control the drilling process. 



 



The total cost of the equipment is estimated to be 5000$ and will be supported by the project P1.3 



“Drilling Process Optimization” of the DrillWell center for innovation. 
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NOMENCLATURE  



𝐶𝐶𝑆 Confined compressive strength 



𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡 Bit diameter 



𝑑𝑖 Internal diameter 



𝑑𝑜 Outside diameter 



𝐸𝑌 Young’s modulus 



𝐹 Force 



𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 Lateral force to destabilize the structure 



𝐹𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 Maximum allowable axial force on drill-pipe 



𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡 Force between the bit and the formation 



𝐺 Shear modulus 



𝑔 Gravitational acceleration 



𝐽𝑧 Second moment of area 



𝑘 Buckling effective length factor 



𝑙 Length of drill-pipe 



𝑀𝑆𝐸 Mechanical Specific Energy 



𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 Mass of bearings 



𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑙𝑙−𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 Mass of drill-string 



𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟1 Mass of power transmission motor 



𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟2 Mass of hoisting system’s motor 



𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑦𝑠 Mass of timing pulleys 



𝑚𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 Mass of structure 



𝑚𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙 Mass of swivel 



𝑚𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 Mass of threaded shaft 



𝑃𝑐 Buckling critical load 



𝑟𝑐𝑔 Distance from the center of rotation to the center of gravity 



𝑟𝑙 Distance from the center of rotation to the point of application of the lateral force 



𝑈𝐶𝑆 Uniaxial compressive strength 



𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 rate of penetration 



𝑊𝑂𝐵 Weight on bit 
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Greek letters: 



𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 Ultimate strength 



𝜎𝑠𝑢 Ultimate shear strength 



𝜎𝑠𝑦𝑝 Shear yield point 



𝜎𝑦𝑝 Tensile yield strength 



𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 Max torque 



𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 Tolerable torque as a function of the response to avoid exceeding the yield torque 



𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 Yield torque 



𝜃 Angle 



𝜃𝑐𝑔 Angle of the vector defined by the center of rotation and the center of gravity 



𝜃𝑙 Angle of the vector defined by the center of rotation and the point of application of the 



lateral force 



𝜇  Bit/rock coefficient of friction 



𝜌 Density 



�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡 Bit angular velocity 
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ABBREVIATIONS  



𝐵𝐻𝐴 Bottom Hole Assembly 



𝐶𝐶𝑆 Confined Compressive Strength 



𝐻𝑃 Horse Power 



GUI Graphical User Interface 



𝐼𝐷 Inside Diameter 



𝑀𝑆𝐸 Mechanical Specific Energy 



𝑂𝐷 Outside Diameter 



OPC OLE for Process Control 



𝑃𝐷𝐶 Polycrystalline Diamond Compact 



𝑃𝐿𝐶 Programmable Logic Controller 



𝑇𝐹𝐴 Total Flow Area 



𝑈𝐶𝑆 Uniaxial Compressive Strength 



𝑊𝑂𝐵 Weight on Bit 
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1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 



A cubic rock block of size of 15x15x15 cm1 shall be drilled as vertically as possible utilizing a 



PDC bit of diameter 1.125-in (28.575mm). The bit length is approximatively 120 mm, and it is 



equipped with two nozzles of 2.35mm, i.e. a total flow area (TFA) 8.67mm2. The drill-string shall 



use one length (36-in or 914 mm) of aluminum drill-pipe with an OD of 3/8-in, (9.525 mm) and a 



wall thickness of 0.016-in (0.4064 mm), i.e. an ID of 8.7122 mm.  



 



The weight on bit (WOB) shall not exceed 20 lbs. (9.07 kg) and the maximum power consumption 



is limited to 2.5 HP, i.e. 1865 W. 



 



The block of rock is a sandwich of different materials with a bedding which is not necessarily 



horizontal. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



                                                 
1 It is indicated that for the last competition, the block had a size of 30x30x30 cm. However, the pictures taken during 



the competition show a much larger block. It is believed that the size was 30x30x30 in3. If that it is the case, then the 



size of the block for the 2016 competition can be expected to be (381x381x381 mm3). As it is also indicated that the 



block could be up to 20 % larger than specified, the maximum footprint could be 457x457x457 mm3. If the dimensions 



were really in centimeters then the footprint would simply be smaller. 
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2 OVERALL ARCHITECTURE 
In order to drill through the rock, it is necessary to rotate the bit at a certain rotational velocity, 



therefore the rig shall have a power transmission system. While drilling, the position of the bit 



will change and for that reason it is necessary to have a control of the bit elevation and speed: that 



will be performed by a hoisting system. As drilled cuttings are produced by the bit, they need to 



be evacuated from the borehole. This will be done by circulating a fluid at a necessary flow-rate 



using a circulation system. Those three systems have in common to control speed, while the 



hoisting system has in addition to control position. 



 



The overall system has to adapt to different drilling conditions and therefore there is a need to 



change the set-points for speeds and positions of the three above mentioned hydro-mechanical 



systems. The required accelerations/decelerations while changing the set-point values have also to 



be controlled. As the detection of those necessary set-point modifications may have to be done 



quickly and with a deterministic latency, this task will be performed by a real-time controller that 



is running slightly slower than the speed and position controllers of the hydro-mechanical systems 



but still quite fast.  



 



The interpretation of the current drilling context can be rather complicated. That includes to 



analyze the drillability of the formation rocks and to evaluate if there are deteriorations of the 



drilling conditions (e.g., vibrations, abnormal frictions).  Counter measures may have to be started 



to improve the drilling conditions as picking off bottom and circulate clean. It may also be useful 



to perform certain procedures to acquire more information to take better strategic decisions, as for 



instance a drill-off test. These complex functions are however less time critical than the one 



performed by the real-time controller: they can be slow and have a variable latency. A strategic 



decision controller will take care of these tasks. 



 



The overall architecture is organized as a hierarchical control with the fastest and simplest control 



elements at the bottom (power transmission system, hoisting system and circulation system), an 



intermediate level of control with time determinism constraints (real-time controller) and a top-



level control loop working with variable time latencies (strategic decision controller) (see Figure 



1). 



 



 
Figure 1: Overall architecture: hierarchical control  
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3 RIG DESIGN 
The dimensioning of the rig is constrained by the limits defined by the problem description. We 



will start from the weakest point of the system, which is obviously the aluminum drill-pipe and 



we will design the rig based on this starting point. 



3.1 DETERMINATION OF THE MAXIMUM TORQUE 
 



The ultimate strength (𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥) of aluminum is about: 40 MPa. It is usual to take the ultimate shear 



strength of aluminum as 𝜎𝑠𝑢 = 0.65𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 24𝑀𝑃𝑎. Therefore the maximum torque that the drill-



pipe can take before breaking is: 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝜎𝑠𝑢



𝑟



𝜋



32
(𝑑𝑜
4 − 𝑑𝑖



4) = 1.28 𝑚𝑁.  



 



The tensile yield strength of aluminum is: 𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = 0.4 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 16 𝑀𝑃𝑎. The shear yield point for 



aluminum is usually defined as 𝜎𝑠𝑦𝑝 = 0.55𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 =  8.8𝑀𝑃𝑎. For that reason, the 3/8-in drill-



pipe shall not be torqued more than: 𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 =
𝜎𝑠𝑦𝑝



𝑟



𝜋



32
(𝑑𝑜
4 − 𝑑𝑖



4) = 0.47 𝑚𝑁.  



 



Therefore the top-drive of the rig shall provide at a minimum 0.47 m.N to work at the maximum 



operating limit, but does not need to deliver more than 1.28 m.N as it would break the drill-pipe 



anyway. 



 



If there is a sudden stop of the rotation of the bit while the drill-string rotates, e.g. stick-slip 



conditions, it will take a short time before the controller of the top-drive motor will stop the 



rotation. During that time interval, the drill-pipe will be twisted and the additional torque may 



damage the drill-string. The time necessary to stop the rotation depends on the loop duration of 



the PLC (Programmable Logic Controller). 



 



Considering that the shear modulus of aluminum is 𝐺 = 24 𝐺𝑃𝑎, the torque generated by the 



torsion of the drill-pipe is: 𝜏𝑡𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑡 =
𝐽𝑧



𝑙
𝐺𝜃, where 𝐽𝑧 =



𝜋



64
(𝑑𝑜
4 − 𝑑𝑖



4)is the second moment of area, 



𝜃 is the twisting angle and 𝑙 is the length of the drill-pipe.  



 



Figure 2 shows the resulting twist torque as a function of the initial rotational speed and for 



different PLC control loop duration. Using 𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 as a limit, the maximum rotational velocity is: 



 40 rpm with a loop duration of 100 ms, i.e. 10 Hz 



 90 rpm with a loop duration of 40 ms, i.e. 25 Hz 



 



As we also need some bit torque in order to drill, it is necessary to have a PLC control loop that 



runs faster than 10 Hz. On Figure 3, one can find the maximum allowable bit torque, accounting 



for the reaction time to a stick situation, as a function of the rotational speed and for a PLC control 



loop time of 10, 20, 30 and 40 ms. As the rotational speed gets limited to 110 rpm with a response 



time of 40 ms, we will from now on only consider PLC control loop running at 33Hz (i.e. 30 ms) 



or faster. 
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Figure 2: Twist torque as a function of initial rotational speed for different PLC control loop time 



 



 
Figure 3: Maximum available bit torque as a function of the rotational speed for two different PLC control loop time (10ms, 



20ms, 30ms and 40ms) 



3.2 DETERMINATION OF THE MAXIMUM WOB 



The maximum axial force that the aluminum drill-pipe can tolerate is: 𝐹𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 =
𝜋



4
(𝑑𝑜
2 −



𝑑𝑖
2)𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = 186𝑁. As the maximum allowable WOB is 9.04kg, the BHA (Bottom Hole 



Assembly) weight can at most be that high and therefore the tensile strength of the pipe can lift 



twice as much as the maximum allowable BHA weight. 
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 (Pessier & Fear, 1992) relates the bit torque to the WOB (Weight on Bit) utilizing a coefficient 



of friction 𝜇 as: 𝜏 =  𝜇. 𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡.𝑊𝑂𝐵. 𝑔 where 𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡 is the bit diameter and 𝑔 is the gravitational 



acceleration.  



 



(Caceido & Calhoun, 2005) give an empirical estimation of the coefficient of friction as a function 



of the confined compressive strength (CCS) of the rock to be drilled: 𝜇 = 0.9402𝑒−1.16𝑒−9 𝐶𝐶𝑆. As 



the drilling will be done at atmospheric pressure, we can assimilate the CCS with the uniaxial 



compressive strength (UCS) of the material. For weak material, i.e. UCS=1 MPa, the estimated 



friction is 𝜇 =0.94, while for harder materials (UCS=100MPa), 𝜇 =0.84. 



 



 
Figure 4: maximum WOB as a function of the rotational speed for three different control loop durations (20, 30 and 40ms) 



and two formation hardness (1MPa and 100 MPa). 



Figure 4 shows the maximum WOB that can be used as a function of the rotational speed for 



different control loop durations and formation UCS. 



 



The mechanical specific energy (MSE) is defined as: MSE =  
4𝜏𝑏𝑖𝑡�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 +



4𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2, where 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡 is 



force on the bit, �̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡 is the bit angular velocity and 𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 is the rate of penetration. As the MSE is 



directly related to the formation strength, we can anticipate possible ROP for different formation 



strengths using the limits of bit torque and WOB described above. 



 



Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the estimated max ROP as a function of the rotational speed for two 



formation strengths: 1 MPa and 100 MPa (see APPENDIX A: MAXIMUM ROP TO AVOID 



TWIST OFF IN CASE OF BIT STICK for a derivation). 
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Figure 5: Estimated max ROP as a function of the rotational speed for a formation strength of 1MPa 



 
Figure 6: Estimated max ROP as a function of the rotational speed for a formation strength of 100MPa 



As it can be seen from those two figures, the ROP will dropped drastically when changing from a 



soft formation to a harder one. This may lead to some problems.  



 



The buckling critical force for the aluminum drill-pipe is defined by the Euler criteria: 𝑃𝑐 =
𝜋2𝐸𝑦𝐽𝑧



(𝑘𝑙)2
 



where 𝑘 is the buckling effective length factor.  𝑘 varies from 0.7, in the case of a pinned/pinned 



configuration, to 2.2 where one of the end of beam can sway. Therefore 𝑃𝑐 can be as high as 201N 



for the smallest value of 𝑘  and as low as 20N if one end can move sideways. In our case, the top 



of the drill-pipe is pinned in the top-drive shaft and it is also pinned to the top of the BHA. But it 



is possible that the top of the BHA may move laterally especially at the start of the drilling as the 



bit will not have penetrated deeply into the rock.  To accommodate with the worst case scenario, 
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we intend to not use the aluminum drill-pipe in compression and we will use the weight of the 



BHA to generate the WOB.  



 



The more WOB we apply, the larger is the portion of the BHA that is in compression. The position 



where there is neither compression nor tension is the neutral point. As long as it is inside the BHA, 



we can get an increase of WOB and the drill-pipes are in tension. But if the neutral point moves 



outside the BHA, the drill-pipes are in compression (see Figure 7). 



 



 
Figure 7: A) In the off bottom situation, the neutral point is at the bit. B) The bit is on bottom and the lower part of the 



BHA is in compression therefore providing a WOB. C) The whole weight of the BHA is used to provide the WOB and 



therefore the drill-pipes are not in tension anymore. 



When the bit is off bottom, the whole weight of the drill-string is totally supported by the hoisting 



system. Due to elasticity, the drill-pipes are elongated by: ∆𝑙 =
4𝐹𝑙



𝐸𝑌𝜋(𝑑𝑜
2−𝑑𝑖



2)
, where 𝐹 is the top of 



string force and 𝐸𝑌 = 69 𝐺𝑃𝑎 is the Young’s modulus of aluminum (see Figure 8A). When the 



WOB is at its maximum, i.e. the weight of the whole drill-string, the force at the top of the drill-



string is 0 and therefore there is no elastic elongation of the drill-pipes. Thus the WOB is directly 



related to the elongation of the drill-pipes. In practice to control the WOB, we need to steer the 



elongation of the drill-pipes. As the bit penetrates the rock at a velocity 𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡, if the velocity of the 



top of the string is slightly larger (𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑠), then the elongation decreases and the WOB increases. If 



𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑠 < 𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡, the elongation increases and the WOB decreases (see Figure 8B). So the control of 



the WOB passes by controlling the top of string speed compared to the bit velocity. 
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Figure 8: A) The WOB is related to the elongation of the drill-pipe. B) To increase the WOB, the top of string velocity shall 



be larger than the bit velocity. C) If the bit velocity stops quickly and the top of string velocity remains the same then the 



WOB increase rapidly to its maximum and the drill-pipe can be in compression. 



Depending on the control loop duration, the reaction time to adjust the hoisting system velocity 



may move the neutral point above the BHA, i.e. inside the drill-pipe, and therefore results in a 



drill-string damage (see Figure 8C). When using the highest permissible ROP calculated above, 



Figure 9 shows that the increase of WOB resulting from the reaction time due to a transition from 



drilling in a soft formation into a harder one, is much larger than the available weight of the BHA, 



therefore indicating that in all circumstances the neutral will move into the drill-pipe and cause 



drill-string damage if we use so high ROPs. 



 



 
Figure 9: WOB increase when changing from a soft formation to hard one when drilling at the fastest possible ROP 



It is therefore necessary to limit the ROP when drilling in soft formations to avoid such a situation. 



Figure 10 shows the maximum allowable ROP to ensure the possibility to handle a quick change 



of formation strength (from soft to hard) considering a total BHA weight of 2kg (see APPENDIX 



B: MAXIMUM WOB TO AVOID MOVING THE NEUTRAL POINT IN THE DP for a derivation). 
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Figure 10: Maximum ROP to allow the management of a brutal change of formation hardness when using a BHA 



weighing 2kg. The results are shown for a response time of 30, 20 and 10ms. 



3.3  DIMENSIONING OF THE BHA LENGTH 
Since the aluminium drill-pipes are very light, the weight on bit has to be provided by a BHA. 



Assuming a BHA made of a steel tube (𝜌 = 7800𝑘𝑔/𝑚3), Figure 11 shows the linear weight of 



the BHA as a function of the pipe OD and for 3 different IDs (4, 8 and 12 mm).  



 
Figure 11: linear weight of a BHA as a function of the pipe OD, for three different ID. 



An OD of 24mm will only give a clearance with the borehole (28 mm) of 2 mm on each side. This 



is probably too small to let the cuttings pass through. The next standard pipe size is 20 mm which 



gives a clearance of 4 mm on each side. With a 20 mm OD, the linear weight with an ID of 8 mm 



is 2 kg/m. According to our previous calculations, a 2kg BHA should give reasonable results for 



ROP. In that case the BHA length would be 1 m. Combined with the 36” (0.914 m) aluminum 



drill-pipe, we do obtain a total length of about 2m, which is close to the indicative dimensions 



suggested by the SPE-DSATS DrillBotics guidelines. 
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3.4 CIRCULATION SYSTEM 
As the height of the rock block is about 0.4 m, with a BHA length of 1 m, the circulation annulus 



is only defined by the BHA OD and not the drill-pipe OD (see Figure 12). 



 
Figure 12: While drilling the block, the annulus dimensions will always be defined by the BHA OD. 



It is usually recommended to maintain a fluid velocity larger than 0.7 m/s in the annulus to clean 



the hole. As the hole size if 28.6mm and with a BHA OD of 20 mm, the minimum flow-rate is: 



𝑄 = 𝜋
𝑣



4
(𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 − 𝑑𝑜



2) = 8.4 𝑙/𝑚𝑖𝑛. 



 



Let us calculated the required pump pressure. We will use tap water to circulate the cuttings out of 



the borehole. The density of water at 20 °C is 998.2 kg/m3 and the viscosity is 1.002e-3 Pa.s. 



Figure 13 shows a schematic of the hydraulic loop. 



 



 
Figure 13: Schematic of the hydraulic loop 
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As the height of the rig will be at most 2.5m, the hydrostatic pressure at the pump will be approx. 
0.25 bar.  
 
We will assume that the hose connecting the pump to the swivel of the top-drive is 2.5m, has an 
ID of ½-in (12.7 mm) and made of plastic (roughness 0.03mm). At 8.7 l/min, the pressure loss will 
be: 0.04 bar (Reynolds number 14488, turbulent flow). 
 



The pressure loss in the top-drive swivel is defined by: ∆𝑝 = (
𝑄



𝐶𝑣
)
2
where 𝐶𝑣 ≈ 5.25 for ½-in swivel 



using Q in gpm and obtaining ∆𝑝 in psi. Therefore the pressure loss through the swivel can be 



estimated to be: ∆𝑝 ≈ 6894 × (
8.4×0.264



5.25
)
2
= 0.12𝑏𝑎𝑟 



 
The pressure loss through the aluminum drill-pipe is characterized by a length of 0.914 m, and ID 
of 8.7 mm and a roughness for aluminum of 0.03 mm, which gives a pressure loss of: 0.1 bar 
(Reynolds number 21149, turbulent flow). 
 
The pressure loss inside the BHA is defined by its length (1m) and its ID 8 mm and a surface 
roughness for steel of 0.15 mm, which results in a pressure loss of: 0.25 bar (Reynolds number 
22999, turbulent flow). 
 
The pressure loss through the bit nozzles can be estimated from the bit nozzle diameter: ∆𝑝 =



𝜌𝑄2



1.975𝐶2×𝑛×
𝜋𝑑2



4



≈ 0.7𝑏𝑎𝑟 



 
The pressure loss though the annulus is probably quite small as it is shorter than 0.4 m. 
 
As a consequence the pump pressure while pumping at 8.7 l/min will be approx.: 0.25 + 0.04 +
0.12 + 0.1 + 0.25 + 0.7 = 1.46 𝑏𝑎𝑟 



 
Figure 14: Water/Diesel pump 12 V (Biltema 25987) 



The pump characteristics of the water/diesel pump (Biltema 25987, see Figure 14) is shown in 



Figure 15. It should be able to provide about 9 l/min at 1.5 bar. The power consumption of the 



pump is 𝑃 = 𝑈𝐼 = 12 × 9 ≈ 110 𝑊, the weight of the pump is 1.5 kg and it uses ½ -in hose 
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connectors.



 
Figure 15: Pump characteristics of a 12 V water pump (Biltema 25987). 



The pump needs a 12V power supply. At 2 bar, the electrical current reaches 11A and therefore 



the maximum power consumption of the pump is 132W. We will use a 156W switching power 



supply (HRPG-150-12) to drive the pump (cost 655 NOK).  



 



There is no need to actively control the flow-rate in this hydraulic loop. However, it is important 



to stop the pumping if there is an obstruction or a leakage. A pressure sensor will be installed just 



after the pump (a 0 to 2.5 bar sensor from GEMS 3300B02B5G05E000 delivering a 4-20mA 



signal, cost 971 NOK). The pressure measurement will be acquired by the Real-time Controller, 



which will control an electronic relay to turn on and off the pump (25A WGA5-6D25Z, cost 166 



NOK). Figure 16 summarizes the electrical circuit of the circulation system. 



 



 
Figure 16: Electrical circuit of the Circulation System (I stands for input, O for output) 



 



3.5 POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
A rotary union will be used to connect the water hose to the rotating driving shaft. A model from 



Duff-Norton (750112C) uses ½-in hose connectors. It can pressurized up to 51 bar and rotated up 



to 1000 RPM. Its weight is 1.2 kg and cost approx. 230 $ (2000 NOK). 
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Figure 17: Rotary Union Duff-Norton 750112C ½-in 



Because the rotary union cannot be driven directly by a motor, it will be necessary to drive a shaft 



connected to the rotary union (see Figure 20). The shaft OD shall be larger than the bottom 



connector of the rotary union (1/2-in). For instance it can be a ¾-in OD. This driving shaft will be 



supported by two bearings (bearing #1 and #2) like the UCF 204 ¾ -in which can support loads up 



to 6.5kN. The weight of such a bearing is 0.61 kg and one bearing cost approx. 215 NOK. 



 
Figure 18: Omron servo motor G5 series 



 



 



A timing belt and pulley system will connect the motor to the shaft. We need an accurate speed 



control of the top-drive motor if we want to react very quickly to over torque or stick-slip 



situations. The Omron servo motors in the G5 series (see Figure 18) are step motors that allow the 



exact control of the angle of rotation by 1/10000 increment up to a rotational speed of 3000 RPM. 



As we only need at most 200 RPM, we can use a gear reduction between the motor and the driving 



shaft. A possible timing belt and pulley configuration could be based on a belt of width 1 ½ -in 



(e.g., 210H150G, (H) 1/2 pitch, length 533mm, weight 0.08 kg, cost 225 NOK , pulleys of inside 



diameter ¾-in, a pulley with 14 teeth on the motor side (e.g. Power Drive 14H150-6FS8, OD 



2.228-in [5.66cm], weight 0.84 kg cost 500 NOK) and 28 teeth on the driving shaft side (e.g. Power 



Drive 28H150-6FS8, OD 4.4020-in [11.18cm], weight 4.1 kg, cost 1140 NOK) therefore providing 



a gear ratio 1:2. Since the maximum driving shaft torque should be around 0.5 m.N, with this gear 



reduction factor we would only need a motor torque of 0.25 m.N. The Omron step motor G20030 



can provide continuously a torque of 0.64 m.N from 0 to 3000 RPM. Its power consumption is 200 



W, its mass is 0.8 kg and it has a list price of 6700 NOK2. 



                                                 
2 The University of Stavanger and IRIS have a 50% discount for products from Omron. 
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Figure 19: Torque capability of the 200W Omron servo motor in the G5 series 



 



 



Figure 20: Schematic of the power transmission system 



An Omron servo drive SmartStep 2 R88D-BP02H (200W, mass 0.42kg) will control the step motor 



(list price 6842 NOK). There is also a need for a filter R88A-FIK102-RE (list price 580 NOK) to 



eliminate electromagnetic noise generated by the step motor and its servo drive. 



 



As we need an accurate measurement of the torque, the servo motor will be mounted on a gimbal 



supported by two bearings (bearing #3 and #4 can be for instance UCF 201 ½-in, mass 0.63kg, 



cost 140 NOK). An arm connected to the free rotating motor support will press on two load cells 
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(one on each side). The force measured by the load cell will therefore relates directly to the motor 



counter torque. The load cells will be salvage from a packet weighting machine (Clas Ohlson EKS 



8006 GR ST, cost 499 NOK) which is equipped with 4 such load cells. Each of those load cell has 



a measuring range of 100N. The load cell will be connected to an instrument amplifier based on 



the integrated circuit INA 125 (approx. cost 150 NOK per mounted circuit). 



 



Figure 21 shows the electrical circuit of the power transmission system. 



 
Figure 21: Electrical circuit for the power transmission system (I stands for input, O for output) 



 



3.6 HOISTING SYSTEM 
The hoisting system does need to be fast as there is no need to trip in or out of the borehole. 



However, it should be precise. To obtain a high position accuracy, we propose to use a leadscrew 



to transform the rotational movement of a motor into a linear motion.  



 



A moving table, bearing the power transmission assembly, is mounted on four cylinders that acts 



as pillars for the structure. A motor drives a threaded shaft maintained in position at the top by a 



bearing #5 and at the bottom by a threaded bolt secured to a fix table. A timing belt and pulley 



system ensures the transmission of the motor rotation to the threaded shaft. As axial speed is not 



important, a gear reduction can be considered (see Figure 22). 



 



To obtain a total axial movement of 1m, it is considered to use four SMC cylinders (CP96SDB32-



1000 with an M10 rod, cost 961 NOK). As the threaded shaft has to support the total weight of the 



structure, we will use a large diameter rod that will not risk to buckle under the weight, as for 



instance a M20 threaded shaft (pitch 2.5 mm) (weight 2kg, cost 399 NOK). The bearing # 5 will 



be of the same type as the bearing # 1 and #2. 



 



The estimated weight of the moving platform is: 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟1 +𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟2 +𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑦𝑠 +𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 +



𝑚𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙 +𝑚𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 ++𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑙𝑙−𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 +𝑚𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 0.8 + 0.8 + 4.1 + 4.1 + 0.8 +



0.8 + 5 × 0.6 + 1.2 + 2 + 2 +𝑚𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 > 19.6 𝑘𝑔. We will assume that including the 



construction material, the total weight will be approx. 25kg. 
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In a worst case scenario the threaded shaft is not lubricated. In that case the friction between two 



dry steel surfaces is about 0.25. Using an M20 threaded rod with a pitch of 2.5 mm, the necessary 



torque to lift the moving platform is 0.73 m.N and to lower it is 0.53 m.N. 



 



A leadscrew is self-locking if its efficiency is less than 0.5. The worst case scenario for this 



calculation is when the friction between the threaded shaft and the bolt in the fixed table is at its 



lowest. With machine oil lubrication, it is expected that steel/steel friction can be as low as 0.11. 



With such a friction the efficiency of the leadscrew is 0.23 and therefore it is self-locking and 



therefore there is no need to use brakes. 



 



 



 
Figure 22: Schematic of the hoisting system together with the power transmission system 



With a gear ratio of 1:2, the maximum necessary torque at the motor is 0.37 m.N. A similar step 



motor (Omron G5 200W) as the one used for the power transmission system can be utilized for 



the hoisting system. With a maximum rotational velocity of 3000 RPM, a gear reduction ratio of 



1:2  and a threaded shaft with a pitch of 2.5 mm, the maximum axial velocity that can be obtained 
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is 6.25 cm/s. As the control of the motor is made 1/10000 increment, the maximum precision of 



the axial displacement is 
2.5



20000
= 0.000125𝑚𝑚. The travelling equipment position is simply 



calculated by integrating the angular position of the motor over time. However, it is necessary to 



define an initial position at startup. 



 



The power transmission platform is supported by four load cells (same type as the one used to 



measure the torque). As each of the load cell can be loaded up to 100N, the maximum weight that 



can be supported by the load cells is approx. 40kg. The weight of the moving platform is estimated 



to 25 kg and therefore there is 15 kg left for the drill-string, which should be more than enough as 



we expect that it will not be larger than 2 kg.  



 



 
Figure 23: Schematic showing the displacement of the center of gravity from the geometrical center in order to get the best 



load placement for the threaded shaft. 



As the geometrical center is occupied by the drill-string, the threaded shaft used for hoisting has 



to be decentered. However, if the center of gravity was still coinciding with the geometrical center, 



there would be a moment applied to the threaded shaft. To avoid that problem, the center of gravity 



should be moved on top of the threaded shaft. This is achieved by decentering the power 



transmission motor and the hoisting system motor (see Figure 23). 



 



Figure 24 shows the electrical circuit of the hoisting system. 
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Figure 24: Schematic of the electrical circuit for the hoisting system (I stands for input, O for output) 



3.7 REMAINING ELECTRICAL SETUP 
The Real-Time controller will be based on an Omron PLC (CP1L-EM60DT-D) configured to steer 



a four axes system (list price 7693 NOK) and fitted with an IO extension for 4 additional analog 



signals (CP1W-AD041, list price 4210 NOK). The PLC also needs a power supply (S8VK-



G06024, list price 500 NOK). 



 



An industrial PC (Siemens Simatic IPC 427D, installable on DIN rail, reused from another project) 



will host the strategic decision controller. It needs a 24V power supply (installable on DIN rail, 



Puls, CS5.241-C1, cost 1180 NOK). A 24-in screen supported by an extensible arm will present 



the results (reuse from other projects). 



 



The total power consumption is estimated to: 𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 + 𝑃𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒1 + 𝑃𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒2 + 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐶 + 𝑃𝑃𝐶 +



𝑃𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 = 110 + 200 + 200 + 60 + 96 + 36 = 702𝑊, which is less than the maximum allowed 



by the DrillBotics competition (1850W). 



 



There will be an emergency button to cut the main power in case of complete failure of the system 



(Eaton, T0-1-8200/I1/SVB, 6.5kW, cost 303 NOK). 



 



The overall electrical installation is illustrated on Figure 25. 
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Figure 25: Illustration of the overall electrical installation 



 



3.8 BHA STABILIZATION 
The block that will be drilled is composed of interbedded rock types with a dip that is not 



necessarily horizontal. The bit will probably follow the path of least resistance when reaching the 



interface of two layers of formation rock with different hardness and may therefore deviate from 



vertical. To ensure that the bit will return back to vertical, we will use a pendulum assembly. For 



that reason we need to put a stabilizer at some distance from the bit such that the BHA will naturally 



have dropping tendencies. However this principle will only work if the stabilizer is laterally 



supported. For that reason the BHA will be run through a tube having a similar diameter as the bit. 



This tube will be a sort of riser. The riser will be pinned in position by a supporting frame attached 



to the bearing structure (see Figure 26). 



 



As we expect that the return flow will exit immediately above the top of the borehole, the riser 



will be perforated to let the water and the cuttings pass through. 



 



With a 1 m long BHA, we expect to put the stabilizer at about 0.6 to 0.7 m from the bit. Since the 



block to be drilled is at most 0.4 m in height, the stabilizer will stay above the perforations of the 



riser even when reaching the bottom of the block. For that reason, water does not need to flow 



around the stabilizer and therefore it can be made of a short but plain steel cylinder. 
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Figure 26: Use of a riser and a stabilizer in the BHA to create a pendulum assembly. 



3.9 BEARING STRUCTURE 
The bearing structure does not need to be very strong as it will support a weight of no more than 



30 kg. However, it needs to have an open footprint of at least 45x45 cm2. We propose to use the 



Elfa drawer system to build the bearing structure (see Figure 27). 



 



 
Figure 27: A stack of Elfa drawer frames. 



If the rock block is 45 cm in height, using a BHA of 100 cm and an aluminum drill-pipe of 91 cm, 



the elevation of the bottom of the driving shaft shall be at least 236 cm before starting drilling. It 
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will be 191 cm after drilling. The length of the cylinders used in the hoisting system can vary 



between 100 and 200 cm. If we support the hoisting system with a 7 runner Elfa drawer (width 55 



cm, depth 53 cm, height 74 cm), then the moving table can be elevated from 174cm to 274cm, 



which should be sufficient.  



 



 
Figure 28: Analysis of the stability of the structure 



Because most of the weight (25 kg) will be at the top of the structure (highest elevation 2.75 m), 



we should consider whether the structure can be easily tilted. The whole structure will pivot around 



the bottom side if the moment generated by a lateral force at the top of the structure on the opposite 



side equals the moment resulting from the own weight of the structure (see Figure 28): 



𝑟𝑙cos 𝜃𝑙 𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 = 𝑟𝑐𝑔𝑚𝑔 sin 𝜃𝑐𝑔, where 𝑟𝑙 is the distance from the center of rotation to the point 



of application of the lateral force, 𝜃𝑙 is the angle of that vector with the vertical, 𝑟𝑐𝑔 is the distance 



from the center of rotation to the center of gravity, 𝜃𝑐𝑔 is the angle of that vector with the vertical. 



 



With the standard base, the necessary lateral force is: 𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 =
√2.752+0.2752𝑚𝑔sin



0.275



2.75



√2.752+0.552 cos
0.55



2.75



= 24.6𝑁, 



which is almost nothing and therefore the setup is quite unstable. 



 



We therefore need to increase the base size to increase the stability. We will put four drawer frames 



around the central one. In that case the lateral force can be increased to: 𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 =
√2.752+0.8252𝑚𝑔sin



0.825



2.75



√2.752+1.12 cos
0.11



2.75



= 76𝑁, which is better but not yet quite safe. 



 



To improve even further the stability of the structure, we will lower the center of gravity by placing 



weights on the side drawer frames (4x10 kg). The center of gravity will be 𝑙𝑐𝑔 =
2.75×25



65
= 1.06 m 



and the lateral force is: 𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 =
√1.062+0.82552𝑚𝑔sin



0.825



1.06



√2.752+1.12 cos
1.1



2.75



= 220𝑁, which can probably be 



considered as stable enough. 
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We therefore need 5 Elfa drawer (cost 534 NOK per frame) and 4 weights of 10 kg (X-Erfit 10 kg, 



25 mm, cost 200 NOK). 



 
Figure 29: lowering of the center of gravity by placing weights in the base elements. 



Because it is possible that drill-pipe will break during drilling, there is a risk of water projection. 



As there are several electrical appliances in the vicinity, it is necessary to ensure a protection 



against spray of water. The interior of the “derrick” will be considered as a wet zone and covered 



with transparent Plexiglas sheets (Biltema 1200x800x4 mm, cost 349 NOK). 



 
Figure 30: Isolation of the potential wet zone with transparent Plexiglas sheets 
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To avoid spill of water everywhere, the block will be put in a water tight container (see Figure 



30). This container will act as a water tank for the circulation system. 
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4 SYSTEM CALIBRATION 
As discussed in sections 3.1 and 3.2, it is important to know accurately the response time of the 



system in order to not drill faster than the capability of the system to respond to quick changes in 



drilling conditions. The response time of the system depends on the loop duration of the controller 



but it also depends on its mechanical inertia and friction. It is therefore important to calibrate 



precisely, the actual response of the system to different conditions. 



4.1 CALIBRATION IN STEADY STATE CONDITIONS 
The first level of calibration concerns steady state conditions. We need to have trustworthy values 



for pump pressure, torque and hook-load. 



4.1.1 PUMP PRESSURE 
As the only purpose of the hydraulic circulation is to remove the cuttings from the borehole, we 



have not planned to control the pump motor speed. However with no control, the pump speed 



varies as a function of the pump pressure (see Figure 14). So if there are any changes in the 



circulation conditions, the pump pressure will change and so will do the motor speed until reaching 



a new steady state situation.  



 



There are two possible reasons for the changes in circulation conditions. The first one is a change 



of the hydrostatic pressure at the pump outlet. The highest elevation point of the hose connected 



to the swivel changes as the top-drive is raised or lowered. The second factor influencing the 



pressure loss is the transport of cuttings out of the borehole. 



 



We do not really need to know the exact pump pressure as long as the conditions are normal. But 



we do need to know when the pump pressure starts to get abnormal, like if there is a pack-off 



(overpressure) or if the drill-pipes are broken (under-pressure). For that reason, we plan to calibrate 



the expected range of normal pressures. The procedure will consist in putting a cylinder inside the 



water container and record the pump pressure at different bit depths. Then we will fill the cylinder 



with sand and we will repeat the procedure at different speeds and record the corresponding 



pressure variations (see Figure 31). After several experiments, we should have normal pump 



pressure variations as a function of the top-drive elevation which can then be used to automatically 



detect obstructions or drill-pipe washouts. 



 



 



Figure 31: Determination of possible pump pressures as a function of cuttings load by penetrating a tube filled with sand 



at different axial velocity. 



4.1.2 STEADY STATE TORQUE 
As explained in section 3.5, the top-drive motor is mounted into a free rotating gimbal which has 



an arm that presses against two load cells placed on each of its sides. In that way we can measure 
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the counter torque on the top-drive motor and assess the drill-string torque. However friction in 



the different bearings of the power transmission system will influence the torque measurements. 



There are indeed two bearings to support the transmission shaft, two other bearings to support the 



gimbal and two bearings inside the motor. In addition, the deformation of the transmission belt 



under rotation may also give some variations in the torque transmission. 



 



In order to calibrate the torque measurement, the bottom of the BHA will be attached to a stepper 



motor. A stepper motor can be controlled to rotate by a certain angle or it can also be controlled to 



resist to rotation by a certain torque (see Figure 32). For this particular calibration, the stepper 



motor will be used in torque control. We will program the stepper motor controller to maintain 



different torques and we will rotate the power transmission system at different speed. In that way 



we will obtain a conversion table of the measured torque as a function of the power transmission 



speed. 



 



 
Figure 32: A stepper motor, controlled in torque, is connected to the bottom of the BHA in order to calibrate the 



measured torque. 



4.1.3 STEADY STATE HOOK-LOAD 
The hook load is measured by the four supporting load-cells below the power transmission unit. 



The calibration of the hook load measurement is rather straight forward: known weights will be 



attached to the power transmission shaft (see Figure 33). 



 



 
Figure 33: Calibration of the hook-load by using known loads on the power transmission shaft. 
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4.2 CALIBRATION IN TRANSIENT CONDITIONS 
But as pointed out earlier, it is important to know the dynamic response of the system at various 



rotational and axial speeds. To obtain necessary information, a series of step response tests will be 



conducted. 



4.2.1 TRANSIENT ROTATIONAL RESPONSE 
On the one side of the thin aluminum drill-pipe, we have the power transmission system with its 



shaft, timing pulleys and servo motor. On the other side of the DP, we have the BHA. Both the 



BHA and the power transmission system have some non-negligible moment of inertia and 



therefore the whole setup is similar to a torsional pendulum. So for any change of rotational speed, 



we can expect that there will be oscillations. 



 



To calibrate the dynamic response of the system, we will perform a series of tests using the counter 



torque stepper motor. The step response to change in RPM will be recorded for different counter 



torques and axial loads. Oscillation amplitude and frequency responses will be constructed for the 



applicable range of RPM (see Figure 34).  



 



 



Figure 34: Step response testing of power transmissions system. 



4.2.2 TRANSIENT AXIAL VELOCITY RESPONSE 
We have seen in section 3.2 that it is important to react quickly to the transition between two 



formations with very different strengths. The response time of the system depends on the inertia 



of the servo motor of the hoisting system and the friction in the leadscrew that is supporting the 



whole platform. We have also seen in the same section, that the actual critical buckling force may 



depend on whether the BHA may move sideways. To calibrate the system for its actual response 



time in case of full penetration stop and to determine the actual buckling critical loads, a series of 



experiment will be done. 
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The BHA will push on the top of a short cylinder. The cylinder will be filled with hydraulic oil. 



When a test starts, a WOB will be applied on top of the cylinder and the hydraulic oil will flow 



through a choke therefore creating a resistance to axial displacement. At a certain distance from 



the bottom, the cylinder movement will be stopped therefore simulating a brutal change of 



formation hardness. The reaction time of the system will be measured as well as the hook-load and 



any indications of buckling will be noted. This type of experiment will be repeated at different 



choke opening and various WOB, in order to map the reaction time of the system and the buckling 



limits (see Figure 35). 



 



Figure 35: A cylinder will be used to simulate the response of the system to large changes in penetration rate as a function 



of various WOB. 
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5 DETECTION OF DETERIORATION OF DRILLING CONDITIONS 
In ideal conditions, the ROP varies linearly with WOB and RPM. However, if the maximum depth 



of cut is reached, the ROP will not increase when adding more weight: there is not anymore a 



linear response. Similarly, if there are fine particles accumulating around the cutters, the bit will 



not work ideally and the response to changes in RPM or WOB will not be linear. Finally, if there 



are vibrations at the bit, the energy provided to the bit will not be solely used to drill the borehole 



and therefore the linearity dependence of the ROP to WOB and RPM will not be respected. The 



point by which the linearity is lost, is often called the founder point. 



So the non-linearity of the ROP as a function of the variations of WOB and RPM can be a good 



indication that the drilling conditions are not optimal. For that reason, automatic sweeps of WOB 



and automatic sweeps of RPM will be performed when the ROP seem to be stable (if it is not 



stable, then it is hard to conclude anything). In case of non-linear behavior, the drilling parameters 



will be changed to ensure that the bit works in good conditions. 



 



 



Figure 36: Automatic tests to detect the deterioration of drilling conditions 
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6 CONTROL STRATEGIES 
The automatic drilling of a block means that the control system has to manage automatically a 



certain number of drilling states. Some of those drilling state are normal, some others correspond 



to deteriorated conditions and the remaining ones correspond to catastrophic failures. 



6.1 NORMAL DRILLING STATE 



6.1.1 BOTTOM HOLE TAGGING 
In an initial unspecified state, the system does not know whether it is on bottom or not and it does 



not know where is the top of the block. For that reason, it starts to raise the block for a minimum 



distance and until the hook load has stabilized in order to ensure that it is off bottom. Then it moves 



downward until the hook load starts to decrease: this elevation is recorded as the top of the block. 



During this operation, the pump and the top-drive are off. 



6.1.2 OFF BOTTOM CALIBRATION 
This procedure is used when the system is uncalibrated but after tagging the bottom hole. With 



rotation and pumping off, the control system raises the drill-string for a minimum distance to 



ensure that the bit is off bottom. Then it starts the pumping and wait until the pressure has 



stabilized: this will be the reference pressure. Afterward, it starts the rotation by incremental steps. 



For each step, the system waits for a stable torque and records the period and amplitude of the 



oscillations generated by the rotational speed step changes in order to gather information about the 



natural resonance frequencies of the drill-string. The off bottom top of string force is also recorded 



as a reference value. 



6.1.3 RESUME DRILLING 
When the top of the rock is known and the system has been calibrated, drilling can start. If the bit 



is on bottom, the drill-string is raised for a short distance. If there is no circulation, then the pump 



is started. If the rotation is off, the top-drive is ramped up to a middle range speed that does not 



correspond to a natural resonance frequency of the drill-string. Then the drill-string is lowered to 



the last known top hole at a speed that is compatible with the reaction time of the control system 



for handling large variation of formation strength (see 3.2).  



6.1.4 MANAGEMENT OF ROP IN UNKNOWN FORMATION 
When starting drilling in an unknown formation, the WOB is increased as linearly as possible 



while the ROP is recorded. However, the WOB shall never exceed the maximum allowable WOB 



to handle rapid change of formation strength. The linearity of the ROP vs WOB curve is analysed 



to determine the formation strength. Then the RPM is changed to a value that increases ROP, yet 



is safe for handling sudden stick-slip conditions. 



6.1.5 MANAGEMENT OF ROP IN KNOWN FORMATION 
When the formation strength has been estimated, the WOB is linearly increased and then decreased 



with a relatively small variation to verify that the ROP still vary linearly with the WOB. If the 



linearity factor has changed, then it is a new formation (see 6.1.4). If the variation is not linear, 



then the bit does not work in good conditions (see 6.2.1). Alternatively, the RPM is linearly 



increased and then decreased with a relatively small variation to verify that the ROP still vary 



linearly with the RPM. If the variation is not linear, then the bit does not work in good conditions 



(see 6.2.1). 
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6.1.6 MANAGEMENT OF DRILLING PARAMETERS BETWEEN SOFT AND HARD 



FORMATIONS 
If the ROP reduces drastically, we are drilling from a soft to a hard formation and there is a risk 



for drill-string vibrations. The WOB and the RPM are changed to minimize the risk of drill-string 



vibrations. When the ROP has stabilized, we have passed the transition zone and a new formation 



can be investigated as explained in 6.1.4. 



6.1.7 MANAGEMENT OF DRILLING PARAMETERS BETWEEN HARD AND SOFT 



FORMATIONS 
If the ROP increases, we are drilling from a hard to soft formation and there is a risk for drill-string 



vibrations. The WOB and the RPM are changed to minimize the risk of drill-string vibrations. 



When the ROP has stabilized, we have passed the transition zone and a new formation can be 



investigated as explained in 6.1.4. 



6.1.8 END OF DRILLING 
If the evaluated formation strength is 0, we have probably passed the bottom of the block. The 



axial movement is stopped as well as the rotation and the pumping. 



6.2 DETERIORATED DRILLING STATE 



6.2.1 MANAGEMENT OF POOR ROP PERFORMANCE 
If the variation of ROP as a function of WOB or RPM is not linear then the bit is not working in 



optimal conditions. That can be due to bottom hole balling, bit dulling or vibrations (Dupriest & 



Koederitz, 2005). If it was the WOB that caused the non-linearity, then the WOB is decreased 



linearly until the linearity condition is reached. If it was the RPM, then top-drive speed is decreased 



linearly until the linearity condition is satisfied. 



6.2.2 MANAGEMENT OF DRILL-STRING VIBRATION 
If the torque starts to fluctuate above reasonable margins, the drill-string is picked off bottom. If 



the oscillations do not stop after a short moment, the top-drive rotation is ramped down to 0. The 



combination of WOB and RPM that caused the vibration is recorded for the current formation rock 



and will not be used anymore until a new formation rock is drilled. A new combination of 



WOB/RPM is chosen amongst those that are possible and drilling is resumed (see 6.1.3). 



6.3 CATASTROPHIC DRILLING STATE 



6.3.1 PACK-OFF MANAGEMENT 
If the pump pressure increases above a given threshold, then there is an obstruction in the 



circulation loop. The drill-string is raised off bottom. If the pressure gets larger than an even higher 



pressure level, then the pump is stopped immediately. If the pressure returns to normal values after 



picking off bottom, then drilling can resume (see 6.1.3) otherwise the drill-sting is raised above 



the top of block. 



6.3.2 DRILL-PIPE WASH-OUT MANAGEMENT 
If the pump pressure drops below a given threshold, then there is a leak in the hydraulic system. 



The pump is stopped as well as the rotation. The bit is raised above the top of the block. 
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6.3.3 TWIST-OFF MANAGEMENT 
When off bottom, if the hook-load drops below the normal weight of the drill-string, then the drill-



pipes have failed. When on bottom, if the torque drops to 0 and the hook-load drops below the 



normal weight of the drill-string, then the drill-pipes have failed. In this case, the rotation is stopped 



as well as the pumping.  
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7 DATA HANDLING AND DISPLAY 
As seen in sections 3.1 and 3.2, the control loop duration shall be as short as possible in order to 



have the best possible chances to control in time quick transitions, like when the bit stops rotating 



in a stick-slip situation or when reaching a hard formation after drilling in a soft one. The Omron 



PLC has a common processing time of 0.4 ms and, in the worst case, instruction execution time is 



0.41 μs. Table 1 shows the number of PLC instructions that can be used for different PLC loop 



durations. 



Table 1: Number of instructions for different PLC loop duration 



Loop duration # instructions 



(ms)   



5 1122 



10 2341 



15 3561 



20 4780 



25 6000 



30 7220 



 



As the loop duration should be kept below 20 ms, and if possible closer to 10 ms, the PLC program 



should not exceed 3000 to 4000 instructions. Yet there is a need to perform relatively heavy 



computations like drill-string vibration calculations. So the most complex calculations shall be 



performed on the PC side. But the PC is not a deterministic machine and response time cannot be 



guaranteed. To deal with the variable latency problem of the communication between the PC and 



the PLC, it is proposed to precompute, on the PC side, loop-up tables that are valid for a wide 



range of parameters and let the PLC interpolate within these look-up tables of the values that are 



needed to control the drilling process. In that way, we can keep the program execution on the PC 



to be non-deterministic, while the PLC program can be kept as short as possible to minimize the 



loop duration. A similar method has been described in (Cayeux, 2012). 



 



Figure 37: Block diagram of the drilling control structure. 
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The models used to generate the look-up tables have to be calibrated with the actual recorded 



values. For that reason a calibration process monitors the sensor values and extract calibration 



parameters that are used while computing the look-up tables. 



 



The sensor values acquired by the PLC are pushed to the PC side where a data acquisition service 



collects the data using for instance OPC (OLE for Process Control). On the PC side, the sensor 



values are propagated to the graphical user interface (GUI), the process generating the look-up 



tables and a process which takes care of the calibrations. The calibration results are feed back into 



the look-up table generation process. Figure 37 shows a block diagram of the main components 



and the data flow between each of the processes. All the results generated by the processes running 



on the PC side are logged into ASCII files. 



 



The GUI has five functions: 



 Configure the system 



 Setup of the initial state 



 Calibrate the rig performance 



 Control the execution 



 Display information during a drilling sequence 



 



The configuration shall cover the following subjects: 



 Description of the physical properties (density, Young and shear moduli, ultimate strength) 



and geometrical dimensions of the drill-string (OD, ID, length, nozzle diameters, pressure 



loss coefficient of swivel, etc.). 



 Description of the fluid properties (density, viscosity). 



 Description of the limits of the rig components, e.g. max motor speed, gear ratio, max 



torque, threaded shaft pitch and diameter, max hoisting distance. 



 



The initial state setup is basically reduced to entering the current elevation of the moving table. 



 



The calibration of the rig performance shall address the following topics: 



 Off bottom torque as a function of rotational velocity 



 Timing for fast stop of the drill-string rotation as a function of rotational velocity including 



the effects of the PLC loop time and inertia of the system 



 Off bottom hook load 



 Timing for fast stop of the hoisting system as a function of lowering and raising speed 



including the effects of the PLC loop time and inertia of the system 



 Off bottom pump pressure and expected standard variations 



 



The control of the execution has only two buttons: Start and Stop. The system shall stop by itself 



when the drilling of the block is finished, nevertheless there is a stop button on the GUI that can 



be used in case of malfunctioning. In addition, in case of emergency, there is a physical button that 



cut the electrical power on the whole rig (see section 3.7). 



 



The following information will be displayed on the screen: 



 Time-based 



o Bit-depth and bottom hole depth 
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o Moving table speed and maximum allowable ROP 



o WOB and maximum allowable WOB 



o Top-drive speed and maximum allowable speed 



o Top-drive torque and maximum allowable torque 



o Pump pressure and minimum/maximum tolerances 



o Estimated formation UCS and uncertainty 



o Estimated linearity of WOB/ROP and RPM/ROP relationships 



o Estimated stick-slip level and maximum allowable value 



 Depth-based 



o Formation UCS and uncertainty 



o Allowable ROP, WOB, top-drive speed and torque 



o Estimated and observed combination of WOB/RPM that cause stick-slip 



 State-based 



o Current mode: bottom hole tagging, normal drilling, hardness transition, WOB 



linearity testing, RPM linearity testing, etc. 



o Alarms: pack-off, twist-off, pipe washout 



o Detailed information on current WOB linearity test 



o Detailed information on current RPM linearity test 



 



Automatic snapshots of the screen will be taken at regular intervals in order to document what 



happened during the experiment. 
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8 ESTIMATED COSTS 
Table 2 shows an estimate of the costs of the equipment necessary to build the proposed rig. The 



total amount is about 45 kNOK (5 k$) which is less than the maximum allowable budget specified 



by the DrillBotics 2016 competition rules. However, it should be noted that there are some costs 



that have not been accounted for like aluminum frame bars, steel rods, screws, etc. So the final 



cost may be slightly larger than this first estimate. 



 



The cost of the rig equipment will be covered by the project P1.3 “Drilling Process Optimization” 



of the DrillWell center hosted by IRIS and cooperation with the University of Stavanger, SINTEF 



and NTNU. 



 



The workshops at the University of Stavanger and at IRIS will be used for the construction of the 



rig. 



 



The rig will be placed in the e-force laboratory at IRIS just beside the offices occupied by the UiS 



student team. 



 
Table 2: Estimated cost 



Hydraulic system   USD 339,3957 Sum (NOK) 2939 



Pump Biltema 25987 1 1147 1147 



12V 156W power 
supply 



 Elfa 
Elektronikk HRPG-150-12 1 655 655 



Pressure sensor 
0..2.5bar GEMS 3300B02B5G05E000 1 971 971 



Solid state relay 25A 
 Elfa 
Elektronikk WGA5-6D25Z 1 166 166 



Power Transmission 
System   USD 1469,483 Sum (NOK) 12725 



Rotary Union Duff-Norton 750112C 1 2000 2000 



Bearing UCF 204 3/4-in   2 215 430 



Bearing UCF 201 1/2-in   2 140 280 



Timing Pulley 14 teeth Power Drive 14H150-6FS8 1 500 500 



Timing Pulley 28 teeth Power Drive 28H150-6FS8 1 1140 1140 



Timing belt Power Drive 210H150G 1 225 225 



Stepper motor Omron G20030 1 3350 3350 



Servo drive Omron R88D-BP02H  1 3421 3421 



Filter Omron R88A-FIK102-RE 1 580 580 



Load cells Clas Ohlson EKS 8006 GR ST 1 499 499 



Instrument amplifier Elfa based on INA125 2 150 300 



Hoisting System   USD 1705,986 Sum (NOK) 14773 



Cylinder SMC CP96SDB32-1000 4 961 3844 



Load cells Clas Ohlson EKS 8006 GR ST 1 499 499 



Instrument amplifier Elfa based on INA125 4 150 600 



Bearing UCF 204 3/4-in   1 215 215 
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Timing Pulley 14 teeth Power Drive 14H150-6FS8 1 500 500 



Timing Pulley 28 teeth Power Drive 28H150-6FS8 1 1140 1140 



Timing belt Power Drive 210H150G 1 225 225 



Stepper motor Omron G20030 1 3350 3350 



Servo drive Omron R88D-BP02H  1 3421 3421 



Filter Omron R88A-FIK102-RE 1 580 580 



Threaded shaft M20 Biltema 19438 1 399 399 



Rig structure   USD 636,7567 Sum (NOK) 5514 



Elfa Gavel 74 cm 5 335 1675 



Elfa Gavel 55 cm 5 189 945 



Weight X-erfit 10kg 25 mm 4 200 800 



Plexiglas sheet Biltema 1200x800x4 mm 6 349 2094 



Remaining Electrical 
System   USD 887,4061 Sum (NOK) 7684,5 



PLC Omron CP1L-EM60DT-D 1 3846,5 3846,5 



Extension 4xAD Omron CP1W-AD041 1 2105 2105 



Power supply Omron S8VK-G06024 1 250 250 



PC Siemens Simatic IPC427C 1 0 0 



Power supply 24V 4 A Puls CS5.241-C1 1 1180 1180 



Screen 24-in HP LA2405 1 0 0 



Emergency Stop button Eaton T0-1-8200/I1/SVB 1 303 303 



Total   USD 5039,028 Sum (NOK) 43635,5 
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APPENDIX A: MAXIMUM ROP TO AVOID TWIST OFF IN CASE OF BIT STICK 



If the reaction time of the system is ∆𝑡, the maximum tolerable torque to avoid exceeding the 



yield torque is: 𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 = 𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 −
𝐽𝑧



𝑙
𝐺�̇�∆𝑡. A usual relationship of the MSE and the UCS is 



𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
𝑈𝐶𝑆



0.35
. We have: MSE =



𝑈𝐶𝑆



0.35
= 



4𝜏𝑏𝑖𝑡�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 +



4𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 ⟺ 𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 =



1



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 (



4𝜏𝑏𝑖𝑡�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡
𝑈𝐶𝑆



0.35
−−



4𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2



) =



1



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2(



4(𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑−
𝐽𝑧
𝑙
𝐺�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡∆𝑡)�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝑈𝐶𝑆



0.35
−−



4𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2



). Injecting the relationship between the torque on the bit and the 



WOB: 𝜏𝑏𝑖𝑡 =  𝜇. 𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡. 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡 ⟺ 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡 =
𝜏𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜇.𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
 , we obtain the limit of the ROP as a function of the 



RPM to avoid twisting the drill-pipe: 𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 =
1



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2



(



  
 4(𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑−



𝐽𝑧
𝑙
𝐺�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡∆𝑡)�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝑈𝐶𝑆



0.35
−−



4𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑−
𝐽𝑧
𝑙
𝐺�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡∆𝑡



𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡0.9402𝑒
−1.16𝑒−9 𝑈𝐶𝑆



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 )
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APPENDIX B: MAXIMUM WOB TO AVOID MOVING THE NEUTRAL POINT IN THE DP 



During an immediate stop of the penetration, if the system reaction time is ∆𝑡, the WOB 



increases by 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
∆𝑙



4𝑙
𝐸𝑌𝜋(𝑑𝑜



2 − 𝑑𝑖
2) =



∆𝑡



4𝑙
𝐸𝑌𝜋(𝑑𝑜



2 − 𝑑𝑖
2)𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡. Let us call 



∆𝑡



4𝑙
𝐸𝑌𝜋(𝑑𝑜



2 − 𝑑𝑖
2) = 𝐴. 



 



The initial WOB was related to the ROP and the UCS by: 
𝑈𝐶𝑆



0.35
= 



4𝜏𝑏𝑖𝑡�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 +



4𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 =



4×0.9402𝑒−1.16𝑒−9 𝑈𝐶𝑆𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡.𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡.�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 +



4𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2 ⟺ 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡 =



𝑈𝐶𝑆𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
2



0.35×4
(



1



1+
�̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡0.9402𝑒



−1.16𝑒−9 𝑈𝐶𝑆𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡
𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡



). Let us 



set 𝐵 =
𝑈𝐶𝑆𝜋𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡



2



0.35×4
, 𝐶 = �̇�𝑏𝑖𝑡0.9402𝑒



−1.16𝑒−9 𝑈𝐶𝑆𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑡 



 



The criteria to avoid that the neutral point will move outside the BHA is: 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡 + 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 ≤



𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔. At the extreme limit we have the relationship: 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡 + 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔 ⟺ 𝐴𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 +



𝐵 (
𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡



𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡+𝐶
) = 𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔 ⟺ 𝐴𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡



2 + (𝐴𝐶 + 𝐵 −𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔)𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 − 𝐶𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔 = 0 



 



This 2nd degree equation has two roots which largest is: 𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑡 =
−(𝐴𝐶+𝐵−𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔)+√(𝐴𝐶+𝐵−𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔)2+4𝐴𝑚𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑔



2𝐴
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